Dear Examiner Tanner,

Re: Swedish MIMP 2015

July 19'". 2015

The Central Area is Seattle's oldest, residential neighborhood. My home, along with a few still remaining, is older than
the original Sisters of Providence Hospital. My home was built in 1903; the hospital was built in 1910. It must've been
exciting for the residents of this neighborhood, at the turn of the previous century, as they watched a modern hospital
being built next to their homes. I can imagine they felt fortunate to have the hospital in their midst, offering desirable
services to the near neighbors, as well as to distant citizens of a growing Seattle. Fast forward one hundred and five
years, to this neighborhood today, and the residents feel a bit less fortunate.
The neighborhood has changed, the hospital has changed, and the way we access healthcare has changed. The Sisters of
Providence Hospital, now Swedish: Cherry Hill, has become an unwelcome corruption-of-a-hospital, with 60% of the
campus owned by Sabey Corporation.
I am one of the near neighbors who has been at 90% of the CAC meetings in the last two-plus years. During that time, it
became searingly apparent that Swedish/Sabey care only about the profit to be made by adding hospital-supportservices to their campus. Although they say that these support services are vital to the operations of the hospital, the
same laboratory, Labcore, services the rest of the Swedish campuses. I'm sure they would argue that the First Hill,
Ballard, and Issaquah campuses are receiving optimal services from Labcore, even though Labcore is not located on
these campuses.
What worries me about this hearing is the number of witnesses that Swedish has trotted out to testify about their care
at Swedish Cherry Hill. These witnesses have not attended one CAC meeting, and are testifying while only understanding
Swedish's side of the issues. All of Swedish's witnesses either work there or have been encouraged by Swedish to testify.
The neighbors, on the other hand, have educated themselves on both sides of the issues and are far more aware of the
impacts on this neighborhood, as well as on neighborhoods east of the hospital.
The neighbors, and advocates for this neighborhood, who are reading the materials, going to CAC meetings, and
meeting on our own to talk about the issues and strategize about how to best serve our neighborhood, keep saying the
same things over and over again:
•
•

The proposed square footage is too large for this neighborhood
The streets cannot support this increase in traffic

•
•

A building of this size should be built in an urban village
The Central Area is not an urban village

•

A building of this size should be build NEXT TO mass transportation routes and major arterials
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These points are true and important.
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I encourage you to reject this MIMP. Endorse the minority report, or don't. This hospital and their jrpor~pa~er,
Sabey, are bad neighbors and are driven by greed.
z s;=; r- (Tl
Thank YoU for your service,_
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Abil Bradshaw
529 19•h Avenue
Seattle WA 98122
206-324-0421
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Testimony July 20, 2015 for:
Project Number: 3012953
Project Name: Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan
C. F. Number 311936
By: Aleeta Van Petten, M.D. Appellant, Member Concerned Neighbors
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Dear Ms Tanner,
Throughout the process of this MIMP, Swedish and Sabey have made many claims about
their needs which I think are exaggerations. Friday, I heard more of what I think are
exaggerations of their need from a dentist employed by them, Dr Amy Winston, D.D.S.
In her testimony, Dr Winston claimed that Swedish provides the only dental clinic in the area
that will do extractions and other surgical dental care for free, and that they provided over
$2,000,000.00 in dental care last year and are on the way to exceeding that amount this year.
It is wonderful that Swedish is doing its part to help take care of the dental needs of the
community. She made it sound like Swedish is unique in this community for this service.
While it may offer "free" services to some, there are a number of other providers in the
community that are doing similar work. Oral surgery is done at Harborview, some of which
is almost certainly low cost or charity care. I am providing a list of services provided at UW
clinics as an example.
The thing that made me most unhappy about her testimony however, is that she claimed that
she and the building managers at Swedish Cherry Hill searched the campus and could not find
as much as an empty "broom closet" in which to start a another dental clinic there. Surely, if
Swedish and Sabey are such close partners in delivering health care at the Cherry Hill
campus, they could have found something within the grounds that Swedish and Sabey own
together that could have served that need. Right now there is 4, 164 sq ft of space available in
the Jefferson Tower. I am certain that that would be more than enough.
Mr. Cosentino also stated that it would not be possible to decrease the amount of space
devoted to LabCorp because of the "acuity" of services provided to the operating rooms. He
did not provide documentation of that, and maybe he does not need to, but I would question
the veracity of that statement.
I believe that Swedish First Hill has a larger and busier surgical service than does Swedish
Cherry Hill. If it is not busier, it is at least as busy. Also, Swedish First Hill does cancer
surgery and Cherry Hill does not list that as one of the services it provides on its website
(though I know they do cancer surgeries at the neuroscience center). In my experience, most

of the consultations from pathologists during surgery are on oncology patients, so if Cherry
Hill justifies having such a large space for LabCorp at its hospital, why does not LabCorp
have as large a presence at the First Hill hospital? I think this is yet another exaggeration/half
truth from Mr Cosentino. It is my suspicion that a very large amount ofLabCorp space at
Swedish Cherry Hill is devoted to processing specimens that come from all ofSwedish's
outpatient clinics and the other many regional clients that LabCorp boasts of on its website,
otherwise, their courier service would not be nearly as busy. LabCorp could easily transport
all of those specimens to another site for processing.
As I have previously testified, they talked about the amount of research they do and the
quality of their Neuroscience Center of Excellence. They did not bring forth any objective
measures to document their claims about research or the degree of excellence in the care that
they perform. We only have their word for it. The testimony from their patients is anecdotal
and is not recognized in science (or medicine) as proof of anything other than they have some
good outcomes and have some loyal patients.
I produced documents which I have previously provided to you: The NIH grant data and the
report from US News and World Report that, as far as I know, Swedish did not try to refute.
Both of those documents counter claims that Swedish has made on its own behalf.
Even Kurt Salmon, one of their experts states on his website that the love affair that insurers
have had with expensive, highly technologically driven medical care probably has peaked and
may be on the downswing.
It is my contention that these examples call into question the veracity of the rest of their
testimony.
I thank you once more for your time.
Respectfully,

~Pr~~1
732 15'h Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
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Project Number: 3012953
Project Name: Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan
C. F. Number 311936
By: Aleeta Van Petten, M.D. Appellant, Member, Concerned Neighbors
July 16, 2015
Dear Ms. Tanner,
I thank you for the opportunity that I had to testify before you this Monday.
I have additional written testimony that I would like to present in response to some of the
testimony that I heard from the patients and doctors of Swedish Cherry Hill, and the planning
consultants paid for by Swedish and Sabey on Monday after I gave my testimony.
I would like to briefly review some of my credentials at this point; something that I did not do
in the interest of time during my testimony, but would like to take the time to do here. You
may also refer to the CV that I turned in with a more detailed written account of my testimony
Monday and documentation of my sources.
I am board certified in Family Medicine. I have been dedicated to the practice of medicine
for my entire adult life. I trained in Family Medicine at what is now the Swedish Hospital
First Hill Family Medicine Residency. I was on active staff at both Swedish Hospital and the
former Providence Hospital from the time I graduated from my residency in 1979 until
January of 1998. I was teaching faculty at the Swedish Hospital Family Medicine Residency
until February of 1987 and was associate faculty for the University of Washington for that
same period. Family Medicine certification is maintained with 50 credits of CME yearly and
board exams every 7 years. As part of this recertification process, Family Doctors are tested
on all aspects of medicine including Preventive Medicine, Public Health and Statistics, so I
feel qualified to make the observations that I am making here.
I heard several things from the Swedish Cherry Hill doctors, their patients, and the
Swedish/Sabey consultants that concerned me, and some that profoundly alarmed me, and I
would like to comment on them here.
First and foremost, I was very disturbed by the testimony from the last Swedish consultant
Monday afternoon. I believe his name was Hoffinan.

His needs analysis discussed in vivid detail what he described as a seemingly never ending
trajectory of need for the services of the Swedish Neuroscience Institute. The services that he
was referring to were primarily those related to the treatment of stroke, heart attacks and other
forms of cardiovascular disease (that are largely preventable) through various high tech means
at the disposal of the Swedish Neurosurgeons. I was temporarily stunned by his statistics-it
did not seem possible, but I knew that he would not present data that he could not prove.
After a few minutes of consideration however, I came to realize that his data is real, but it
mirrors the epidemic increase in the lifestyle diseases of obesity, diabetes and hypertension in
this country.
Two things are important about this relationship:
1) The increase in the medical complications related to lifestyle will eventually plateaueither the population will stop getting ever more obese, or we will reach 100% obesity,
and then the need for these services will also plateau. (I am only half joking.)
2) Public policy is being developed to slow and reverse the epidemic of obesity, diabetes
and hypertension, etc-so one would expect that the increase in need for these
services will slow and even reverse.

If I understood his testimony, the doctors of Swedish Hospital Neuroscience Institute are
proudly using a large part of their very expensive technology and highly specialized surgical
skills to treat diseases that can be prevented.
I have no problem with the use of this kind of technology to treat this kind of established
serious disease. I have often referred these kinds of patients for similar care. Also, as a
physician, I understand the thrill and excitement and reward of treating serious diseases and
seeing good outcomes. However; it seems unethical to invest this kind of money into the
study and use of highly technological treatment of preventable disease without similar
investment into preventive services and studies of prevention. This is capitalism at its worst.
Doctors are supposed to be better than that, and hopefully hospitals and hospital CEOs as
well.
Also, you may recall during my earlier testimony, that I observed that Swedish was trying to
capture "market share" from University of Washington in the Neurosciences. I was gratified
to hear one of the Swedish consultants admit (and he seemed to think that this was great) that
Swedish was trying to develop market share, though he did not specifically refer to UW. (I
believe that this was from Kurt Salmon.) Unfortunately, from the testimony about charity
care, it appears that the development of market share only implies to the share of the
population that has insurance and can pay for services.

In addition, I found an interesting quote from Mr. Salmon's website that I would like to
present here. It seems to contradict much of his testimony on behalf of Swedish and calls into
question his veracity. It also agrees with one ofmy complaints about Mr. Hoffman's
testimony:
"Most healthcare leaders would agree that the industry is in the midst of
one of the most transformational changes in its history. There is
recognition from payors, providers, and government officials that the
current system is based on a perverse incentive model that rewards the
provision of"sick care" as opposed to "well care." Tolerance for the
current model is rapidly declining. Today, numerous healthcare
organizations have started their transformational journeys, and promising
models have emerged that are having early successes. While best practices
will continue to evolve, the care delivery models and incentive structures
that need to be developed for future success are becoming more defined.
Networks of providers will be accountable for managing the health of
defined populations, and provider reimbursement will be at risk for
providing high value care. It is our belief that to have success in this new
paradigm, organiz.ations must remove significant amounts of excess
utilization and lower the medical cost of their attributed lives. What is not
clear is how much utilization will need to be removed and how quickly it
must happen."
I would consider the failure to institute preventive measures, and the use of expensive
"quaternary" medical procedures to treat preventable disease, would be what the writer is
referring to above when he talks about "significant amounts of excess utilization".
I will further point out, that, as I recall, not one of the Swedish physicians, not even Dr Weiss,
the Family Medicine doctor, mentioned any research into prevention of cardiovascular disease
or any directed clinical approach to prevention of such disease at the Cherry Hill campus.
It was also interesting that a number of the patients that Swedish brought for testimony had a
story to tell about missed diagnoses or unsuccessful treatments at the University of
Washington. This is not uncommon in medicine-there are almost certainly similar stories
about misdiagnosed patients from Swedish that are now being treated at the UW. That was
unprofessional and in my opinion, should not have been allowed by Swedish.
I think this information confirms and adds to, the evidence that I have previously presented
against Swedish Cherry Hill, and the assertion by Swedish and Sabey of need for the
expansion of the Neuroscience Center at the Cherry Hill Campus.
I call for you to deny their request for expansion.

Thank you for your time.
Respectfully,

~~~~9
Aleeta Van Petten, M.D.
P.S. I am including here printouts for documentation of the US News and World Report that I
alluded to in Monday's testimony. I was unable to figure out how to print it out until today.

Testimony presented on July 13, 2015
Project Number: 3012953
Project Name: Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan
C. F. Number 311936
By: Aleeta Van Petten, M.D. Appellant member, Concerned Neighbors
The objectives of the MIMP process are to balance the needs of major institution development
with the need to preserve adjacent neighborhoods. I do not believe that this MIMP fulfills this
function.
A needs analysis paid for by Swedish stated that the King County population aged 65+ will be
increasing by 127% in the next 20-30 years. Because of this Swedish Cherry Hill states that
they need more space for doctors offices, hospital rooms, clinical research, education, hotel,
long term care and support. I believe that this conclusion is erroneous.
The stated primary reason for expansion is to develop a center for Neuroscience Excellence.
Swedish Hospital administration has claims that the expansion will benefit the neighborhood.
We in the neighborhood disagree.
Few in our neighborhood will ever directly benefit from the level of tertiary specialty care
envisioned at the Cherry Hill Neuroscience Institute. Tertiary care centers draw patients from
very large geographic areas, not just the neighborhoods surrounding them. Often new tertiary
care and research centers are developed by hospitals to increase market share, revenue and
profits-things that will not benefit this neighborhood, and will, in fact, harm this
neighborhood. In addition, most of the functions mentioned above, such as doctors offices,
research, hotels, long term care facility and education, can, and should be, fulfilled in other
locations. This would dilute the impact on any one neighborhood and provide the benefit of
locating care near the homes of patients served by the physicians and the long term care
facility.
The increase in traffic from the commutes of more doctors, nurses, researchers, support
personnel, patients, family and friends that correspond to requested expansion of the physical
plant will clog the I-5 and I-90 corridors even more that they are clogged now. There will be
worsened traffic congestion on the main thoroughfares and side streets for blocks around the
campus, with more pollution, parking problems and danger for pedestrians and cyclists as
well as delays for the commuters.
In fact, the increased traffic, pollution, noise, parking problems, shadowing will significantly
decrease the quality oflife in this neighborhood.
If serving our neighborhood is the goal, what our neighborhood needs is what every
community needs: We need access to good general medical care and community based
medicine. We need classes in nutrition, exercise, and how to avoid the unnecessary use of

antibiotics. We need parenting classes, drug and alcohol rehab, mental health care, smoking
cessation classes, appropriate early childhood education, support for young families and
affordable child care. All of these things will, over time, produce a healthier population and
bring the cost of healthcare down. Those are the things that Swedish Hospital should be
developing. If they wanted and needed to expand their campus to provide these functions
they would not be facing this level of opposition.
If we need research in our community and by our health care system it is research into
preventive medicine.

Chronic diseases such as heart disease, cancer, diabetes, hypertension, obesity, alcoholism,
nicotine addiction and narcotic addiction take a huge toll on Americans in all communities
every year. The number of Americans that suffer from chronic neurologic conditions (some
of which are treatable and others not), while not insignificant, is small in comparison with the
above list of diseases, many of which are preventable.
Yes, with a growing and aging population, there is going to be an increase in need for medical
care in the Puget Sound area in the near and distant future, but the Swedish Hospital Cherry
Hill campus does not need to absorb all of that increase in need. King County is huge. Much
of this increase in need will be centered in growth areas outside of Seattle. There are multiple
hospitals in this region that can, should, and want to share the burden.
In fact, that need is theorized but not guaranteed. Medical care has changed dramatically in
the last 20-30 years, and has markedly decreased the number of hospital beds needed to care
for the population. It is impossible to predict precisely the needs in the future.
One thing is clear from the presentation their expert made: The majority of the increased
need for medical care will come from the elderly. Everyone who cares for the elderly knows
that they do better, prefer to be cared for, and are more easily managed, in facilities near their
homes. They prefer facilities that have easier access for them, and where friends and family
can visit without a long commute or need for hotel stay. Facilities for their care, particularly
rehab centers, should not be located on Cherry Hill, but closer to their own communities.
Swedish representatives extol the virtues of the Swedish Neuroscience Institute (SNI) located
on the Cherry Hill campus. They claim that, because SNI is engaged in "leading-edge clinical
research", it is a great boon to the Seattle area.
But Seattle already has a well-established center for neurology, neurosurgery and
neuroscience research at the University of Washington School of Medicine and UW Medical
Center (UW Medicine). UW Medicine, which operates the only academic medical center and
the only Level I trauma center in the region (Cherry Hill is not an academic medical center,
nor is it a designated trauma center), is already the recognized regional leader for
neurosurgery, neurological care, and neuroscience research.

One (rather good) indicator of the extent to which an institution is engaged in "leading-edge
clinical research" in a specific area is the number of grants and monetary amount of research
funding it receives from the National Institutes of Health (NIH). A search of the NIH
research grant database covering the period from the beginning of federal fiscal year 20 IO
through March 2015 shows that:
•

Swedish and Providence facilities in the Puget Sound region received seven NIH
grants (totaling $2,245,471) for research concerning neurology, neurosciences and
neurosurgery during this time period;

•

By sharp contrast, during the same time period, UW Medicine facilities received 159
NIH grants (totaling $44,266,074) for research in these areas.

It is widely acknowledged among healthcare resource planning professionals that it is an
unwise use of healthcare resources to create and fund multiple specialty care centers in a
region. Swedish/Sabey's attempt to create at the Cherry Hill campus a second tertiary care
facility for specialty neuro care and neuroscience research is both unnecessary and an unwise
use of resources. Doctors become proficient with practice. If one hospital draws cases from
another, then neither may see an adequate number of cases to be proficient in caring for
certain rare conditions
The research that Swedish is planning almost certainly not be funded primarily by
governmental or philanthropic agencies. All researchers know that such funding is drying up.
Medical insurance companies absolutely will not fund research. The pharmaceutical industry
is the only other major funding option, and we know that profits will be the primary motive.
The goal will be the development of new (expensive) drugs and "innovative" (expensive)
technologies to increase their profits. And the research that they produce cannot be
completely trusted. Pharmaceutical companies often suppress unfavorable data and
exaggerate favorable data. This has been proven in the news repeatedly. The drug Celebrex
is one such example.
In a national ranking of hospitals published this May in US News and World Report,
University of Washington Hospital was ranked# 1 in the Puget Sound area, Swedish was
ranked #8. In a national ranking of Neuroscience centers, University of Washington was
ranked #21 and Swedish Cherry Hill was not listed in the top 50.
During the CAC proceedings Andy Cosentino made a number of what I consider to be
misleading statements about Swedish Cherry Hill's need for expansion and I would like to
comment on two of those.
At one point he presented data to show projected need for hospital beds. In his statement he
projected 20 years of need from the previous 6 months of data. Not only is 6 months of data
statistically inadequate for such a prediction, he actually used 6 months starting in early flu

season for his projection----of course, this will show his numbers showed increasing need.
This was very misleading data.
Mr. Cosentino also discussed increasing capacity of the medical center as if an increase in
capacity is always good for a community and the patients served. Capacity versus need is a
complicated equation. It has been well proven that if capacity of a medical system exceeds
need, then quality of care goes down: unnecessary medical tests and procedures are done,
more complications occur and the cost of medical care goes up. I believe that this is where
the Swedish Hospital MIMP is taking us.
I do believe that this expansion is primarily profit driven. Seattle does not need two centers of
Neuroscience excellence. It already has one at the University of Washington. I believe that
Swedish Hospital is trying to develop market share and draw business, as well as
neuroscience experts away from the University of Washington. I believe this will be to the
detriment of an excellent and previously well established neurosurgical program and its
community.

Aleeta Van Petten, M.D.
CURRICULUM VITAE

EDUCATION
9/68-6/72

Knox College
Galesburg, Illinois

9/72-1/73

University of Illinois Medical School
Chicago, Illinois

1/73-6/76

University of Illinois Medical School
Rockford, Illinois

M.D.

The Doctors' Hospital
(Now Swedish Hospital First Hill)
Family Practice Residency
Seattle, Washington

Family Medicine
Certification

Family Medicine Board Recertification

Current

7/79-10/81

Jefferson Park Medical Center
Seattle, Washington

Private Practice

7179-7/80

The Doctors' Hospital Emergency Room
Seattle, Washington

Hospital Staff

7/79-2/87

The Doctors' Hospital/Swedish Hospital
Family Practice Residency

7176-6179

6/79-present

B.A.

EMPLOYMENT

Faculty

10/81-5/92

Uptown Family Practice
Seattle, Washington

Private Practice

5/92-1/98

Providence/Medalia Uptown
Seattle, Washington

Medical Center Employee

3/98-present

Eastside Family Medical Center
Bellevue, Washington

Private Practice

Aleeta Van Petten, M.D.
CURRICULUM VITAE

Medical Staff Affiliations
7/79-1/98

Swedish Hospital First Hill Medical Center
Seattle, Washington

1984-1988
1986-1988

Executive Committee Member
Chief of the Family Practice Department

7/79-1/98

Providence Medical Center
Seattle, Washington

Active Staff

3/98-present

Overlake Hospital Medical Center
Bellevue, Washington

Courtesy Staff

Active Staff

Other Experience
While at Swedish Hospital I also served on the Credentials Committee and was the Family
Practice representative on the Obstetrical Morbidity and Mortality Committee
I am currently serving on the Credentials Committee at Overlake Hospital Medical Center
I am a Board Member of the King County Medical Society.

Amy Hagopian

•

802 16th Av. #1
Seattle, WA 98122
206-706-0989
Hagopian.amy@gmail.com
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citjaif Seattle Hearing Examiner
P0Box94729
Seattle WA 98124-4729

Dear Hearing Examiner,
I would like to attend the Sabey - Swedish hearings this week, but I will be out of town.
Please accept this letter in lieu of a personal testimony.
I am on the faculty in public health at the University of Washington (by way of identity,
not speaking for the UW of course). rm a mother oftbree adults who grew up in Seattle
and still live here, as do my parents. I have two grandchildren, the eldest six-year-old is
in Seattle public schools. I live one block north of the Swedish Cherry Hill hospital in a
building that also houses my aging parents.
•

I'm a big fan of good medical care, of course (perhaps more than most), and r also
understand the importance of good community-based care delivered by strong non-profit
institutions. Swedish is making all sorts of wild claims, however, about the importance of
placing destination specialty care in a neighborhood facility. The neurosurgery center it
claims is so important is really far better delivered by Harborview at Ninth and Jefferson,
rather than by upstart Swedish I Sabey at 161h and Cherry.
It strikes me the institution is much more concerned about its bottom line than about the
appropriateness of its care delivery. The strange bedfellow arrangement Swedish is in
with Sabey makes me question motives and objectivity.

I do not support the expansion plan here.
Perhaps what Seattle needs is a citywide health delivery planning effort, where we bring
together the few remaining hospital providers and map out what services ought to be
placed where. This is best done in a rational approach that includes all actors, and
considers the best interests of the citizens. I would prefer this approach than leaving
expansion decisions to entrepreneurial and aggressive development corporations finding
health care partners to cover for their ambitions.
Thank you,

•

Ku, Tiffany
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ahendric99@yahoo.com
Monday, July 20, 2015 12:14 AM
Tanner, Sue
Examiner, Hearing
Swedish MIMP Comments
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Dear Mrs. Sue Tanner,
I am writing to you to voice my frustration with City of Seattle failing to uphold the City's Land Use Code and
the City's Comprehensive Plan, specifically regarding Swedish Medical Center's Cherry Hill hospital.
As a resident of Squire Park I am deeply troubled that the Department of Planning and Development (DPD)
would so blatantly turn a blind eye and not uphold their fundamental responsibility to the public. I have taken
my own personal time to attend at least 3 public meetings, facilitated by DPD, listening to the concerns of my
neighbors, giving public comment when asked, and supplying my personal information in the hopes of
being kept informed ofthe Major Institutions Master Plan (MIMP) process. I think DPD failed in this review
process and do you know I never received one email from DPD? The voice ofthe community went dismissed,
our concerns with applicable city codes were ignored and the City's Comprehensive Plan apparently isn't
worth the paper it was written on.
The City needs to evaluate whether the Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill hospital qualifies for a
MIMP? The original MIMP was created for the Sisters of Providence, who operated a non-profit hospital in
that location for the benefit of the community. That fits perfectly into the notion of why a MIMP might be
needed in a residential neighborhood. When Swedish purchased the location and entered into a former
partnership with Sabey Real Estate Development the dynamics changed. The MIMP was not intended for a for
profit commercial office facility in a low rise zoned residential neighborhood. Swedish and Sabey have
voluntarily admitted that the bulk of the proposed growth is not needed for hospital beds or even for the
hospital support functions but the new space would generate revenue as commercial leases.
The community infrastructure is not equipped to handle a development of the size they are proposing with
the volume of occupants and associated commute needs. The facility is smack in the middle of single lane
residential streets, there is no light rail nor is there any street cars. In fact there are no traffic lights in this
area, it really is a residential neighborhood. Current bussing would never accommodate the increased
occupants and occupants will continue to park on our residential streets at the detriment to those who live in
Squire Park. Swedish and Sabey argue the infrastructure will suffice, city transportation engineers could easily
validate that claim or not. DPD is not being transparent, has a City Transportation Engineering Study
occurred? What were the results? Did they factor in Swedish's desire do away with two residential
streets? Common sense seems to be misplaced, how can they increase occupancy with fewer streets, no
street improvements or additional public transportation?
This whole thing smacks of a Civil Rights I Environmental Justice lawsuit waiting to happen. The Central
District historically was a red lined district where underserved and discriminated populations were forced to
live. The community in the Central district lived through redlining and today is a strong diverse middle-class
community that is thriving. By allowing the Swedish expansion into the Central District, the City is destroying
1

one of the last middle-class residential communities, and continuing to redline out diverse and middle class
communities that live in the Central District.

_v~ri;,-

Please help us save p
sp~cia·i community by ensuring the existing building codes, and comprehensive plan
is adhered to. Do ·hot alfo~ this b·ehemoth of a structure to become a blight to our community and to
Seattle. There are more suitable areas in Seattle per the City's Comprehensive plan to accommodate their
I, •
desire to develop commercial ciffice space.
I would be happy to discuss further, should you or others want to talk. I tried attending the session last week
but only learned of it Thursday night. When I went to the Hearing Examiners office on Friday at 2pm I was told
that business had concluded early.
Thank you for your consideration and support.
Sincerely,
Andrew J. Hendrickson
327 20th Ave,
Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 320-0013
ahendric99@yahoo.com

2
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Ben Lile
537 19th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122

Dear Examiner Tanner,
I've lived in the Central Area of Seattle for the last 7 years on 19th Avenue,
between Cherry and Jefferson. I rented my house for 6 years before purchasing
it last summer. I am committed to living in this neighborhood and am concerned
that the expansion of the Swedish Hospital campus will adversely affect my
family and my neighbors of this Central Area neighborhood.
Plainly, the height, bulk, and scale of Proposal-12 is inappropriate for the qualityof-life of the people living in this neighborhood. The construction phase of such
an aggressive project will without a doubt make living near the site very difficult.
After the build, the resulting, out-of-scale campus will disrupt life for the Central
Area residents. The people living in the neighborhoods of Leschi, and Mount
Baker, also depend on the thoroughfares of Cherry and Jefferson streets to
commute. In the fall, my daughter will be attending Nova, which has just moved
back into the building across from Garfield, and I am very concerned about the
proposed rating (an "C-D") of the crosswalks that she will be crossing every day.
As far as I have heard there is no mitigation for these crosswalks.
Given the existence of several other Swedish campuses in Seattle and Issaquah,
I think the hospital-support facilities that Swedish wants to locate on their Cherry
Hill campus can be built elsewhere, in order to preserve the character and
livability of the Squire Park neighborhood.
I am though not opposed to development. I am in favor of the Minority Report,
which advocates for remodel of the existing facilities and a build out of a more
reasonable height, bulk and scale. For me in particular I am most concerned
about the half-block on the east side of 18th Avenue. Proposal-12 shows a fourstory, monolithic building. The minority report recommends several, freestanding
buildings, with space between, and even a green-space. These lower-rise,
separate buildings are an actual transition to the neighbors' homes, which abut
this Sabey property.
Please reject this MIMP and adopt the minority report put forth by the CAC.
Thank you,
Ben Lile

•

Squire Park is a small scale residential neighborhood. The Major Institution Master
Plan Alternative 12 proposed by Swedish & Sabey does not fit the neighborhood. It is
inappropriate in building mass and character, and it will introduce inappropriate
volumes of traffic to an area with few public transportation alternatives, and an area
where there are limited physical opportunities in the street grid to improve or increase
traffic flow in the future. An expanded and out of scale development like Alternative 12
creates more problems than it solves.
If the proposed development is completed as Alternative 12 indicates, the project
would impose thousands of additional daily single occupancy vehicle trips onto a
neighborhood that is already stressed beyond it's carrying capacity at peak travel
times. If development of this scale is encouraged by the city of Seattle without
addressing the number of trips through street improvements and public transportation,
the adjacent neighborhood and connecting communities will suffer for it through
reduced mobility and parking. As far as I am aware, the proposed development will be
serviced by the same inadequate transportation infrastructure we currently share for
the foreseeable future.

•

Swedish is a wonderful, high-talent, high-quality institution, and we are lucky to have
them in the community. I would like to see them continue to develop high quality
facilities that fit within the neighborhood we share. However, the motivation behind this
proposed plan appears to be one prioritizing real estate development motives ahead
of public need. It's my understanding that zoning exemptions in the existing MIMP are
intended specifically for the use of institutions that the community considers valuable
enough to allow exemptions in a residential zone. Why should Sabey Corporation be
allowed to utilize Swedish's zoning exemptions to develop the current campus site,
retain property ownership, and develop nearby properties for their own gain? It's profit
that will be had at the expense of the surrounding neighborhood and community.
As a neighbor, I'd like to see Swedish continue to work more closely within the existing
MIO height and mass guidelines that were previously established to prevent out of
scale developments.
Ben Nechanicky
448 14th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
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Public Comments of Bill Zosel

I am Bill Zosel, whose address is 904 13th Avenue. I attended many of the Citizens Advisory Committee
meetings in this matter. Also, I have reviewed much of the written material in the case and I was
present for all of the testimony at the public hearing of the Hearing Examiner. At the Hearing Examiner
hearing I was the spokesperson for one of the appellants in the EIS case, the Squire Park Community
Council. The following are my personal comments which I ask be included in the record.

The Major Institution Master Plan provisions of the Seattle Land Use Code and the Seattle
Comprehensive Plan require that the proposed MIMP be rejected. What is described in the proposed
MIMP is too much and too big. It is possible for a plan to be fashioned that meets the reasonable needs
of the institution to grow and that also protects the livability of the neighborhood. I hope that, in the
future, the institution will submit such a plan for approval.
Up to now, the major obstacle to arriving at an acceptable plan has been the real estate development
goals of the Sa bey Corporation, owner of nearly half of the Providence-Swedish campus. In 2002 when
the administration of Swedish Medical Center determined that it had too much land within its control
and decided to "right-size" its holdings, it sold much of the campus to the Sabey Corporation which, at
the time, was working on a project to develop a biotech research center.
The development of a biotech research center did not pan out. Consequently, Sa bey scrambled to find
other tenants for its new holdings. They secured the Laboratory Corporation (LabCorp), Seattle
University School of Nursing, the Northwest Kidney Center and, finally, some Swedish Medical Center
uses did in fact expand to take some of the Sabey space.
Now, more than ten years later, the arrangement between Swedish and Sa bey is described as similar to
many other medical center business arrangements where a private development company owns the
real estate and the non-profit medical institution carries on its businesses within.
That is not an accurate description. Rather, Swedish made a conscious decision to sell nearly half of its
campus knowing that it would not be available to it for future expansion --- a future expansion which it
did not expect to carry out in this location. Subsequently, the Sa bey Corporation and its tenants
occupied much of the campus, and now that the administration of Swedish has changed directions, it is

claiming that, while the Sa bey tenants should stay, future Swedish expansion requires 2.75 million
square feet of new development space. That additional development space, in the Swedish proposal,
will result in buildings as tall as 160 feet and, according to their estimates, generate vehicle trips
numbering 11,000 per day.

1. Decentralization must be studied
The institution's needs could be satisfied if it is required to establish priorities. It may be possible to
develop the "super bowl champion" neuroscience institute, as one of the applicant's witnesses
described it However, it may not be possible to develop that desired facility, and retain the Sa bey
tenants --- most notably the Northwest Kidney Center and LabCorp, and Seattle University nursing
school, and build a hotel, and establish a rehabilitation center, and other ancillary services.
A review of other major institution MIMP proposals shows that the height and area of individual
buildings on the existing campus is not provided. A reasonable interpretation of the Land Use Code
would be that that information is required. However, the Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP does not include
that information and it is difficult to know exactly how much space was lost by Swedish to the
Northwest Kidney Center, LabCorp, and other Sa bey tenants not affiliated with Swedish.
The Hearing Examiner should recommend, and the City Council should decide, that the institution make
choices. There is the possibility of a "win-win" outcome. The institution's needs and the
neighborhood's needs can both be accommodated by prioritizing needs and finding other locations for
those which can reasonably exist elsewhere.
In addition to the potential presented by the possibility of recapturing some of the real estate currently
controlled by Sa bey, it must be noted that Swedish is now controlled by Providence Health and Services.
Providence is one of the largest, if not the largest, health care provider in the Pacific Northwest. Its
subsidiary Swedish has three hospitals in Seattle and one in suburban Seattle. Providence has numerous
other locations throughout the area.
The Land Use Code requires that a decentralization option be considered. This was not done. The
purpose of the Major Institution chapter of the Land Use Code is to "encourage the concentration of
Major Institution development on existing campuses, or alternatively, the decentralization of such uses
to locations more than two thousand five hundred feet from campus boundaries, "SMC 23.69.002. E.
The Citizens Advisory Committee expressed great concern that the height, bulk and scale of the
proposed development could not be accommodated in this location without an unacceptable negative
impact on neighborhood livability and vitality. Consequently, several times the CAC requested that DPD
study the potential for all of the relevant interests to be served through decentralization. This was not
done.
Now, it is the position of the institution that, even though no serious study or analysis regarding any
decentralization was done, it should be given approval for all of its requested expansion. In its
presentation at the hearing the institution argued that reducing heights or increasing setbacks would
result in an unacceptable loss of future hospital space. This argument should not be accepted in the
absence of a consideration of decentralization options.

The Hearing Examiner should recommend, and the City Council should decide that there must be a
serious analysis of decentralization of some Providence-Swedish uses to locations outside the current
Swedish Cherry Hill campus.

2. There has been no adequate analysis of "need"
Throughout her Recommendation, the Director of the Department of Planning and Development refers
to the "stated" need of the institution. Based on that "stated" need, the Director would approve almost
all of what the institution has requested.
It is clear from the record that there was little or no investigation or critical analysis of the "needs" of
the institution. For example, at the hearing in her statement on behalf of the Citizens Advisory
Committee, the Chair of the CAC said as much. The record in this matter contain the work of two
consultants hired by the institution to support what they state their need is.
On the other hand, Jack Hanson, a neighbor who happens to have considerable relevant experience in
assessing the needs of medical institutions attempted to present part of a bigger picture. However, his
opportunity to present oral testimony at the hearing in a few minutes is not ideal. Earlier, during the
course of the CAC and DPD deliberation he made a reasonable request for some background data that
he explained was necessary to inform a considered decision. The institution did not provide that
information. DPD did not express any interest in receiving that information and, instead, remained
satisfied with relying on the institution's "stated" need.
No one is disputing the great benefits received by many from Swedish and its caregivers as pointed out
by a number of people providing public testimony on behalf of the institution. All are grateful for that
care and for those outcomes. However, the impact on that care and those outcomes from some
reasonable limits on the expansion of the institution is not explained. During such testimony by patients,
and similar testimony by caregivers, one could not help but wish that those concerned patients and
caregivers and concerned neighbors could have a conversation in which both sides could speak to the
real issues in this matter.
While the Land Use Code may limit the ability of the CAC to "negotiate" regarding the stated need of the
institution, the Director of DPD and the ultimate decision makers have the obligation to inquire seriously
into the stated needs of the institution. Otherwise, the balancing of the needs of the institution and the
needs of the neighborhood will occur only through a reduction of the needs of the neighborhood. There
is not adequate evidence in the record to support approval of the MIMP by the Hearing Examiner and,
ultimately the City Council.
3. The proposed MIMP cannot be approved because it exceeds the level of development that is allowed
by Seattle's Comprehensive Plan.
Much can be said, and has been said about that, but I want to call attention to two specific areas:
A. The height, bulk, and scale of the proposed MIMP are wildly out of scale for the lowrise and single
family neighborhood in which Providence-Swedish would develop. There is no precedent in Seattle that
would support the permitting of a 160 foot high building in a lowrise or single family neighborhood.

Specifically, regarding setbacks, the Hearing Examiner and the City Council should consider the
following. The approved Swedish Medical Center First Hill MIMP provides that, for that campus which is
bordered by zones that are highrise (not lowrise or single family), upper levels beyond 70 feet are set
back for one half block for the entire campus perimeter (with one extremely small exception on
Broadway.) (See the Swedish Medical Center First Hill MIMP as adopted by the Seattle City Council.)
Regarding the ground level setback on the eastern boundary of the campus where the separation from
the MIO from the SF zone (and the single family homes) is simply a lot line, the buffer proposed by
Swedish is a 25 foot setback. It is argued that this is the same back yard setback that would be required
if the development within the MIO were single family. However, this ignores the fact that the
development standards would require not only a 25 foot ground level setback, but also would limit the
lot coverage so as to prevent the continuous very long one block building proposed by the institution.
Both of these points are emphasized in the letter in the record from the Central Area Land Use Review
Committee presented by Jonathan Konkol.
B. Besides the direct impacts of height, bulk, and scale, this large development proposed by the
institution will support increased intensity of use. The level of increased vehicle traffic is one notable
and measurable part of that The MIMP proposes a daily average trip total of approximately 11,000
vehicles.
Swedish and the drafter of the EIS state that an improved Transportation Management Plan and a new
commitment to observe a TMP will be sufficient. Of course, even if that were the case, the increase in
vehicle trips will be massive and the best that can be said of a possibly effective TMP is that the increase
won't be as bad as it otherwise could be.
In its hearing presentation, the institution and DPD focus on one strategy for attempting to tame the
increase in SOV trips. The EIS states that transit capacity at the 17th and Jefferson bus stop is more than
adequate. There is nothing presented by the institution to indicate the transit capacity for the only allday Metro bus route (Route 3, or what has been route 3 and 4) for that route's trip between downtown
and 17th and Jefferson. Those who travel on Route 3 and 4 between downtown and the institution (I am
one of them) know that that route is frequently full with standing passengers at least between
Harborview Medical Center and downtown. It is also our experience that, while the route is on a
schedule that Metro considers the "most frequent'' with less than fifteen minute headway much of the
day, the schedule is extremely unreliable. It must compete with heavy vehicle traffic going to and from
Interstate 5 on Cherry Street. This is the same street that is mentioned in the EIS and for which travel
time, already abysmal, will increase, in the case of the westbound peak period, more than 50% from five
minutes and 52 seconds, to over nine minutes. (Table 16 of the EIS Appendix C, page C-105.)
The estimate of that travel time and other nearby travel impacts may be underestimated. The EIS in this
case calls out a number of "pipeline" projects that may have an additional impact on traffic in the
affected area. However, the pipeline projects recognized in the EIS do not include a significantly larger
list of projects for the same area for which permit applications were on record with the DPD at the time
the EIS was published in December 2013. Those additional projects, as stated in the DPD Web site are
set forth in an attachment.

The best strategy for getting people into transit is to locate jobs where there is robust transit service,
particularly, in Seattle, light rail stops. This was noted by several people who appeared at the hearing,
including John Stewart of Feet First, John Shaw of DPD, and the Executive Director of Commute Seattle.
They all noted that the SOV rate of the TMP for this institution is high, relative to other institutions such
as Virginia Mason Medical Center, and Swedish First Hill because Swedish Cherry Hill is not located in an
urban center with better transit service and more transit options. (Virginia Mason has already achieved
a SOV rate of 28%. The SOV goal proposed for this institution would be gradually reduced to reach a
goal of 38% in twenty-five years.)
There is a further fact to be observed regarding the ability of a better planned TMP and an increased
observance of the TMP, as promised by the institution. The TMP relates to travel by staff of the
institution. Medical Centers are extremely heavy generators of visits by others who are not governed by
a TMP. Even if one were satisfied with the reduced SOV rate promised by the institution, it must be
considered that the ultimate SOV rate tells only a small part of the story, unlike a Boeing, or an Amazon,
or some other large traffic generator where a much larger percentage of those travelling to the location
are staff.
There are reasons that the Comprehensive Plan wants significant job growth to be concentrated in
urban centers and urban villages. As a City and as a region we are making public investments in rapid
transit that will effectively remove the largest number of SOV's off of our streets and highways. There
are certain locations where a large number of frequent, all-day bus service is in place. We cannot
afford, nor should we try to put in place a transit system that serves residential areas with this level of
intensity.
Providence-Swedish and Sabey are asking for approval of a plan that flouts the intention of the
Comprehensive Plan and relies on a hope that some time in the future transit agencies will be able to
find enough money and find enough room on the street to add more bus service to a low-scale
residential area that is intended to be adequately served by existing streets and something like the
existing level of bus service. DPD is abdicating its responsibility to be a steward of the Comprehensive
Plan by approving this proposed MIMP which would allow a significant demand to be created outside of
the intended planning area.
The residents of Squire Park, and the Central Area, reasonably expect observance of the Comprehensive
Plan that was put in place to encourage certain kinds of neighborhoods and support the vitality of those
neighborhoods. Change will occur and all neighborhoods will adapt to those changes. The
Comprehensive Plan is not intended to freeze the City in amber. However, if the City allows the
interested parties that are Providence-Swedish and Sabey to reshape the Comprehensive plan to suit
their particular needs, that would be a betrayal of the promise of the Plan.
The Hearing Examiner should recommend, and the City Council should decide that the intentions of the
Comprehensive Plan should be upheld.

Virginia Mason Medical Center
2011 MIMP Annual Report
Updated March 14, 2012
Page 3
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B. Numerous small tenant improvement projects have occurred within the existing buildings. They
have not changed the occupied area of the campus.
C. Virginia Mason has not leased additional space within its MIO to Non-Major Institution uses
within the reporting period.

IV. Major Institution Development Activity Outside but within 2,500 feet of the MIO

District Boundary
A. Land and Building Acquisition during the Reporting Period: None.
B. Leasing Activity during the Reporting Period: Additional area has been leased within the
Metropolitan Park West building at the comer of Minor Avenue and Howell Street on the 5th and
I 0th floors, which is within 2500 feet of the MIO. This property is is within a DMC 340 zone,
and therefore not subject to limitations requiring conditional use per 23.69 022 subsection c.
Some of Virginia Mason's leased off-site parking within 2500 feet of the MIO has been changed
or relocated. This offsite parking is allowed per 23.69.022 a. I, and is included in our
Transportation Management Plan, per 23 69.022.a.5.

V. Progress in Meeting Transportation Management Program (TMP) Conditions
A. General Overview of progress in achieving the goals and objectives contained in the TMP:
The 1992 Master Plan established an SOY goal for Virginia Mason employees of 50% or lower.
By 1998, Virginia Mason had achieved a rate of 28% and that number has continued to drop.
Virginia Mason continues to provide one of the most successful Transportation Demand
Management Programs in the City. Only 23% of employees use SOVs and over 49% use mass
transit or rail. The service is promoted to all new employees, and updates are offered regularly
via on-site transportation fairs and other promotional events.
Virginia Mason installed three new charging stations for electric cars in 2011 that are open to the
public in their parking lot on Terry Avenue, and has located spaces for zip Cars at two of their
surface parking lots for employees or neighbors. These Zip cars are offered free to employees
for up to 5 hours per month for personal errands while at work.
Virginia Mason updates its transportation demand management plan every 2 years, per the City
of Seattle requirements. The next update is in late 2012. The most recent Transportation
Demand reports are attached.

Thank you

Attachments:
2011 annual report VM Main Campus with signature
20 I I annual report VM Met Park with signature
Page 3

Additional "Pipeline" projects
The EIS in this case lists twelve pipeline projects. The following project are not listed but are ones that I
have noted on the DPD Web site with applications for permits dated before the date of the publication
of the EIS in December 2013
The following "pipeline" projects that are within the same area or distance from Swedish, are not
listed:
Stories

Units

Parking Spaces

1001 James (3019215)

8 stories

350 units

300 parking

1050 James (3019219)

7

70

30

524 Broadway

7

200

110

800 Columbia

30

287

234

1315 E. Jefferson

4

32

16

30112th

7

75

20

1023 E. Alder

8

85

13

3 six story bldgs.

400

270

12th and Spruce

136

128

1427 llth

6

1021 E, Pine

5

20 + office

142

1200 E. Pike

6

88

38

601 E. Pike

6

60

30

2407 E. Union

4

39

21

152

137

1801 S, Jackson

5

The following projects have just been completed (or are nearly complete) and are part of the Yesler
Terrace project: It is unclear whether or not they were included in the EIS
12th and Yesler

7

75

20

1105 E. Fir

6

103

51

The following projects are the Yesler Terrace projects currently in the DPD permitting process:
120 Broadway

7

235

170

123 Broadway

7

193

133
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King County Metro Transit
2014 Service Guidelines Report
October 2014

~ King County

METRO
We'll Get You There
Department of Transportation
Metro Transit Division

King Street Center, KSC-TR-0415
201 S. Jackson St
Seattle, WA 98104
206-553-3000 HY Relay: 711
www.kingcounty.gov/metro
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'
Tanner, Sue
From:

Sent:
To:

.ubject:
Attachments:

Bob Cooper <Bob@EvergreenPublic.com>
Tuesday, July 14, 2015 8:14 AM
Tanner, Sue
Additional comments on Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP
HE Follow up letter.pdf

Ms. Tanner:
Please accept the attached letter to complete my testimony on the Swedish Cherry Hill Ml MP currently before you.
Thank you.
• Bob Cooper
(206) 852-3616
Bob@EvergreenPublic.com
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349 16'h Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122-5614
July 14, 2015

~ti

;!]
~ ~e T~er, Hearing Examiner
!1:::City ofi'.Seattle Hearing Examiner
l'O Box 94729
Seattle WA 98124-4729
Re: MIMP for Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill, CF-311936
Ms. Tanner:
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the Major Institution Master Plan for Swedish
Cherry Hill yesterday. While I provided written materials, I would like to supplement the
record with a written copy of my verbal remarks that were somewhat truncated due to
time constraints.
The comments below are largely an executive summary of the longer document I submitted
at the hearing on July 13.

•

My name is Bob Cooper, and I have been a homeowner in the neighborhood since the
spring of 1988. I was the Vice Chair of the standing advisory committee for now expired
MIMP from June 2006 until it was dissolved in late 2011.
•

I was the author of the SAC resolution leading to ultimate determination that the
massive development proposed by Sabey Corp. for the east side of 18th was "major
amendment," prompting this process - a proposal not radically different than what
is currently proposed.

•

as with that that proposal, this proposal is fundamentally incompatible with the
low-density, primarily single-family neighborhood in which it is situated.

•

Further, this process has been marked by
o attempted violations of open meetings act
o legally deficient notices of meetings
o locked doors preventing public access to public meetings
o intimidating armed guards hired by Sa bey Corp.
o video recording prompting fear of SLAPP actions ( even more pertinent now
that the state supreme court has invalidated the anti-SLAPP statutes)
o threats against CAC members and city staff

•

o

Hospital staff interested in the neighborhood point of view being fired or
reassigned

o late posting of meeting minutes, hampering participation hy those not able to·
attend to meetings.

•

o inaccurate or outdated information (signs with Marcia Petersen's name listed
as the institutional contact still posted as of last Friday - she was fired more
than a year ago)
o factual errors (detailed in my longer, written submission and testimony of
others)
o assertions not supported by facts
o failure to account for significant environmental factors, particularly a known
aquifer under the site
o omission of information·· not the least of which are omission of comments in
the EIS process and failure to note the reduction from the expired MIMP
heights in the center campus do not represent a concession but rather reflect
the reality of what has already been built
o conflation of the larger organization's community benefits with the
mitigation required for this specific plan

•

Even Sa bey Corp. lawyers argue there has to be a nexus between
impacts and mitigation (Koontz Collective v city of Seattle)

o non-binding language in the proposal
•

There is a conflict of interest between the non-profit institution and the for-profit
Sabey Corporation.
o

Most notably, but not confined to, the parking garage·· owned by Sabey,
who then has motivation to under-cut the transportation management plan
to keep revenue flowing from their investment

•

• Sabey should not have standing to be a party to this proceeding -- like me, they are
an interested party, but not an applicant or appellant.

• A minority report by two members who may not be eligible to be members of the
CAC
o A manager at Swedish who has been given the designated-by-city-code "nonmanagement" slot on the CAC
o Another member of the CAC (Mr. Letrondo, author of the questionable
minority report) has an apparent, if not actual, conflict of interest, having
worked for Sabey in the past and presumably wanting work in the future
•

Meanwhile, City staff recommendations and community petitions that I be
appointed were ignored

•

•

•

•

The community, and often the CAC, were ignored by the institution - particularly by
Mr. Cosentino - during the process

•

Sky-bridge re-permitted between standing committee dissolution and CAC process
start in the absence of legally required community comment/input

•

lack of historical information
o James Tower built in the absence of a legally required standing committee
•

overbuilt [more than six times what was supposed to be built)

o tradeoff of setbacks for lower height on parking garage at 15th & Jefferson
o mitigation promised in 1994 plan never materialized (e.g., childcare)

•

•

neighbors do not support any of the mitigation proposed -- a survey to that effect
should be in exhibit 7 submitted by the Dept. of Neighborhoods. [They apparently
just made things up they thought people might like)

•

Historical section also neglects history of institutional racism in the neighborhood
(covenants prohibiting sale to "negros") - and the plan does not address
institutional racism, which can be a particular problem in health care.

•

Charity care declining and below average in the state
o lack of charity care i! cause of the death of the mother of Marcellus Owen -the neighborhood child who stood next to President Obama as he signed the
Affordable Care Act.

•

I am an award-winning former journalist cited for excellence in science and health
news by the western Washington chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists
and note the MIMP Assertion of need to grow is at odds with objectives of the
Affordable Care Act; additionally
o The institution has a 20+ year decline trend in use of hospital beds (numbers
in my longer written submission)
o If there is a real need for growth, why is there no application for a new
certificate of need?

•

For these reasons and those that will be put forth by Mr. Zossel, Ms. Schiantarelli, Ms.
Solid and others, I ask that this plan be rejected in its entirety.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

]~o~

•

Bob Cooper
349 16tn Avenue
Seattle, WA, 98122-5614
(206) 852-3616

BEFORE THE ~EARING EXAMINER,
CITY OF SEATTLE

IN THE MATTER OF
Swedish Medical Center, et al
Major Institution Master Plan

CF 311Q36
For approval of a Major
I~stitution Maste~ Plan :er
property located at 500 17th
Avenue, Seattle, WA
And
3012953

SEPA Determination by the
Director, Departme~t of
Planning and Development

I, BOB COOPER, hereby declare that the following is true and
correct to the best of my knowledge.

1. I live at 349 16th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122-5614 in a home which

I have owned and resided ~n since April 30, 1987.

2. I was the vice-chair 0£ a Standing Advisory Committee

(SAC)

for

the 1994 Major Institution Master Plan from its reestablishment on
June 19, 2006
late 2011.

(Council Resolution 30880) until it was dissolved in

(The previous MIMP had operated without the required CAC

for an unknown period of time that included construction of James
Tower, and was reestablished after complaints following the tower's
grand opening advertising "plenty of free parking in tr.e
neighborhood.")

3. It was an SAC resolution authored by myself and approved by the
SAC recornme;1ding a previous application for a "minor amendment" to
the 1994 plan to permit massive development on the east side of 18'h
Avenue be declared a "major amendment" that ultimately led to the
present MIMP process

(following a hearing examiner's decision

issued on 25 October 2010 overturning the Director's minor
amendment Determinations).

Determination of an amendment to be

"major" under the governing ordinance required commencement of a
new Major Institution Master Plan process.

4. The Director of the Department of Planning and Development

(DPD)

has issued a recommendation on the proposed Swedish Medical Center
Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan, and an environmental determination
based on the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the proposal.

The application includes a rezone to modify existing Major
Institution Overlay Heights, increasing heights in several
locations within the current Major Institution BoGndary. The
proposal also includes future aerial and below grade term permits
to accommodate a skybridge and below grade tunnel.

5. The Director's determination is faulty; the environmental
determination is deficient; and the proposed height, bulk, and
scale of the proposal is fundamentally incompatible with
requirements set forth in the Seattle Municipal Code and policy
adopted by the Seattle City Council. Some of the reasons for this
were set forth in comments submitted 19 June 2014

(Appendix A) and

incorporated here by reference, and other reasons are detailed
below.

6. Additionally,

tte process has been marked by:

A) Attempted violation of the Open Meetings Act

(RCW 42.30.010),

intimidation, threats, and ignoring the co,mnunity,
B) legally deficient notices of meetings and inaccurate, outdated,
or unavailable information,
C)

factual errors, assertions not supported by facts,

D)

failure to account for significant environmental factors,

E)

conflation of actions of the larger organization with the
specific institution,

F) non-binding language in the proposal, and
G) a direct conflict between the responsibility of the non-profit
institution to achieve policy I legal goals with the motivations
of the for-profit development partner holding ownership of a
significant portion of the land and buildings at issue.
H) The fact that Sabey Corporation, a for-profit organization, has
participated and continues to participate inappropriately as a
part of the process instead of as an interested party that would
have a much more limited role.
I) The appointment of a Swedish Medical Center manager to the
statutory "non-management representative" position on the CAC
and appointment of a CAC member with an apparent conflict of
interest.

For these and other reasons it is requested that the Hearing
Examiner reject the proposal in its entirety.

Attempted violation of the Open Meetings Act and
Intimidation, Threatened and Ignored

Often, meeting notices were not issued within the time frame
required. An example is the "second notice" for meeting #23, sent

January 7, 2015, for a meeting less than 20 days away, when no
first notice was issued. This happened multiple times.

There was also an early attempt to hold subcommittee meetings not
open to the public. When I advised the comCTittee of the legal
requirements to hold open meetings and their potential liability
should they attend a closed meeting, it was met with a response
from committee member DaviQ Letrondo that "the eliminatio~ of no~quorum meetings means less time to get things done correctly,
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seeming to imply that actually including the public in the process
was just a formality.

And committee member Patrick Angus suggested an attempt to skirt
the technical requirements of the Public Meetings Act, suggesting:
"We could keep tr.e CAC participants to a number below the threshold
of 6" which would technically comply with the act but violate its
spirit.

Numerous meetings included armed security guards

(off-duty police

officers or Sheriff's deputies). Those who inquired were told that
there were Gnspecified ~threats" t~ey were hired to guard agai~st.
No specifics 1...;ere ever offered, bi.;.t many commGni ty mernbers in

attendance were intimidated by the presence. The guards, when
questioned, said they were hired by Sabey Corp.

Members of the Citizen Advisory Committee were reportedly
threatened by Swedish and/or Sabey Corp. representatives when they
spoke against any key aspects of the proposals put forth. City
employees were also threatened, including but not limited to Steve
Sheppard, the key Department of Neighborhoods staff assigned to the
process.

And, despite requests that the practice stop, meetings were video
recorded by the institution and/or Sabey Corporation (SMC's
development partner and owner of significant land at issue). More
than one neighbor cited a fear of being sued, again, by SMC and
Sabey Corp. when asking that the recording stop. One of these
neighbors, Ms. Vicki Schiantarelli, and possibly others, had
previously been sued by either one or both SMC and Sabey Corp. in
an appeal of a aforementioned Director's Decision related to the
property at issue in this current process. Ms. Schiantarelli stated
in a public meeting that the recording made her fearful of fully
sharing her thoughts for cear of being sued again. This type of
suit is known as a Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation,
or SLAPP. And fear of being subjected to a SLAPP suite is only
exacerbated by the recent state Supreme Court decision in Davis v
Cox that invalidated Washington's anti-SLAPP statute (RCW
4.24.525).

Fired or Reassigned Staff

Ms. Marcia Petersen,

the long-time representative of SMC, abruptly

disappeared from the process when she began dialogce with the
broader community. She was reportedly terminated from her

employment. No reason was given to tte committee or public for her
departure, b~t it is rumored that her inte~est in accommodating
neighborhood objectio~s were a contributing factor if not the sole
impetus.

Dr. John W. Henson, VP of Medical Affairs, was put forth as an

institutional represe~tative, but Qisappeared from the process
after having meetings with myself and other members of the broader
community. He appears to still be employed by the institution. No
reason was given for his departure from the process.

Ignored by the institution and committee chair

In the final phases of development of the MIMP,

the institution put

forth Mr. Andy Cosentino as its representatives. He was continually
witnessed at meetings with the CAC co~centrating on his smart phone
and ignoring both the committee and public comments. He would look

up if verbally called out by members of the public during comment
periods, but otherwise seemed to ignore the concerns being voiced.

At the December 18, 2014, meeting, Chair Katie Porter seemed amazed
when neighbors continued their call to reject the plan in its
entirety. She said it was the first time she had heard a call to
reject the plan, even though the neighbors' deep dissatisfaction
was reported in the Seattle Times o~ June 19, 2013, and in the
Puget Sound Business Journal on July 2, 2014; and the record will
show neighbors had repeatedly asked for reJection of the proposed
plans.

Locked Doors

During at least one ~eeting, held on December 18, 2014, a~d
possibly others,

the exterior doors closest to the meeting room

were locked shortly after the meeting began. Since those were the
doors described in the formal notice of the public meeting, Karen
Gordon, a manager with the city of Seattle's Department of
Neighborhoods, had to find Swedish staff who could unlock the doors
and restore public access to the Citizen Advisory Committee
meeting. There is no way of knowing if anyone attempted to attend
the meeting(s) but was unable to access the venue.

Inaccurate, Outdated or Unavailable I~=ormation

Fro~ the beginning, the process has been marked by inaccurate,
unavailable, a~d/or outdated information.

When city staff recommended my appointment to the CAC, and that
recommendation was vetoed by Sabey Corp. and Swedish, council
members were, according to staffer Michael Jinkins, advised that
they could not discuss the rejection in individual meetings because
the whole process was quasi-judicial. Appointment of CAC members
does not appear to be a quasi-Judicial process under SMC 23.76.036,
and

no evidence of this advice was ever provided. Although council

member Torn Rasmussen did meet with me, no others would schedule
meetings. Ultimately, the council rubber-stamped the department
recommendations as approved by Sabey Corp. and Swedish. Repeated
petitioning by the Squire Park Community Council and others for me
to fill vacancies as they arose on the committee were similarly
ignoreO.

As someone who, for professional reasons, is usually not available
for meetings during the first calendar quarter of the year, it is
important to me that a record of meetings be available. For a long

stretch of time during the crucial period leading to the
culmination of the Citizen Advisory Committee process, those
records were not available.

On March 13, 2015, the minutes of eleven of the previous twelve
meetings of the committee were not available, dating back to midOctober of the previous year.

(A complaint about this should be

included in the city's official record submitted to the Hearing
Examiner.)

This thwarted timely public participation in the process, and is
counter to the goals stated about e~couraging community inp~t.

As late as July 1, 2015, the required four-foot-by-eight-foot signs
providing notice of the MIMP process that are posted, as required
by law, around the SMC Cherry Hill property continued to
inaccurately contain the name of Marcia Petersen as the
institutional contact (Ms. Petersen has not been an employee of the
institutio~ for more than a year); and continGe to inaccurately
show a configuration withdrawn from consideration early in this
process. It is the responsibility of the applicant to maintain
these signs, presumably in an accurate form, and they have not been

so maintai~ed.

The MIMP application lacks historical data, which would have
informed the Citizen Advisory Committee in its decisio~ making.
Lacking in:ormation includes:

a) That the James Tower building was allowed to be built in the
absence of a legally-required Standing Advisory Committee;

b) that the James Tower building was built substantially la~ger
than allowed in the 1994 MIMP - a two-story,

28 foot tall askilled

nursing facility• of 24,000 square feet was permitted under the
plan, and a six-story building of approximately 160,000 square feet
was developed;

cl

that the parking garage at 16'" Ave. and E. Jefferson St. was

allowed to be built with setbacks of less than the 20-feet required
in the 1994 plan in return for reducing the height of the building;

d)

that projects to mitigate the impact of development under the

1994 plan,

including but not limited to a child care center that

would have accepted neighborhood children, were never completed;

e) assertions were made to the CAC that the 1994 plan allowed
shifting of square footage inside a developme~t ''envelope" when,

in

fact, the governing ordinance allowed only specific, discrete
buildings and did not constitute development ~envelopes," and

f) That the permit for the skybridge over 16th Avenue was renewed
between the termination of the SAC and the formation of a new CAC,
in apparent violation of city ordinances.

The historical section of the document also ignores the history of
institutional racism in the Squire Park neighborhood. Deeds
originally included a covenant where landowners ~hereby mutually
covenant ... that no part of said lands owned by them ... shall ever be
used, occupied by or sold, conveyed, leased, rented or given to
negroes, or any person or persons of the negro blood."
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The MIMP does not adequately address any of this history.

Factual trrors, Assertions Not Supported By Facts
Throughout the process, Swedish and Sabey Corp. have intimated that
the land is near, next to or adjacent to downtown. This is mostgraphically illustrated in an aerial photo in the introduction
(page 1) that, using a photographic trick of perspective, seems to
place the campus nearer to downtown than is actually true. It is,

I

http://depts.washington.edu/civilr/covenantsJeport.htm

instead,

located in a residential neighborhood with a predominance

of single-family homes.

The introduction asserts that "The MIMP balances the institution's
ability to change and the public benefit derived from change with
the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods" when the

institution has been informed over and over by neighbors that it
does not. This assertion is not supported elsewhere in the
document.

The introduction further asserts that a cornmu~.ity benefit is
covering the cost of care for those who cannot pay, although
charity care as a portion of the institution's work has declined in
recent years, according to reports' filed by SMC with the Washington
state Department of Eealth. The latest available report :or 2013
shows charity care averaging three percent of total patient revenue
and 6.3% of non-Medicaid, non-Medicare patient revenue, and
generally trending upward over the past decade. Swedish Cherry Eill
2013 charity care amounted to a below-average 2.27% of total
patient revenue and a below-average 5.77% of non-Medicaid, nonMedicare patient reve~ue.

'~ http://v. ww .doh. wa.gov/Portals/ I/Documents/5300/2013CharityCareReport. pdf
1

It was,

in fact,

Marcelas Owens,

the SOD of a woman whose death was

caused in part by a lack of charity care from the hospital who
stood next to President Barack Obama as he signed the Affordable
Care Act to illustrate the need for more widely available health
care.

The MIMP asserts that the hospital will need to grow to serve more
patients because of the Affordable Care Act. This is directly
contrary to the policy goals of the act, which aims for a reduction
in hospital care that is replaced by access to primary care
physicians through public and private insurance plans.

The plan further asserts that population growth over the past 20
years, and expected growth into the future, will put additional
demands on the campus facilities. But it :ails to explain how that
aligns with a 20 year decline trend in facility use and
relinquishment of authorized beds under the institution's
Certificate of Need from the historic high of 436 beds in 1994 to
the current 385 beds, and occupa~cy rates that have also declined
as a percentage of authorized beds over the same period of time
(see appendix B).

The MIMP also fails to explain why, when an increased need is
asserted,

that the institution is not simultaneously applying for

any increased capacity under the state's Certificate of ~eeQ
process.

Failure Ts:>_~_S:..~.~.~nt For ~igni!_~_c_~!-_2):___ ~·.~"'."~ronme~tal Factors

There is groundwater known to flow underneath the SMC Cherry Hill
campus, but it is not mentioned or considered in the official plan
and EIS documents filed.

Conflation Of The ..~.arger Organization With The Specific Institution
Many of the "community bene:"its" touted in the Jv:IMF as offsetting
the impact of the Cherry Hill facilities are system-wide benefits
of Swedish and Providence.

This includes, but is not limited to, equating its tax exe~ption
with community benefits.

As Sabey Corp. lawyers John McCullough, Jessica Clawson, and others
argued in Koontz Coalition v City of Seattle
Western District of Washington, 2014 I,

(US District Court,

"Koontz held that the

government '~ay not leverage its legitimate interest in mitigation
to pursue governmental ends that lac]<: an essential nexus and rough

proportionality to those impacts." Koontz, s1.1pra,

u_ s. at

"

Similarly, there must be nexus and rough proportionality between
the community benefits required to be provided here and the
specific geography where mitigation is required.

Any system-wide benefits that are ~ot, and cannot be, tied to
specific benefits to the community surrounding the Cherry Hill
facilities should not be included in any consideration of community
benefits required under the Seattle Municipal Code in the MIMP
process required to mitigate the impacts of development at Cherry
Hill.

Non-Binding Language
Numerous sections of the MIMP "require" the institution to
"consider" certain actions or mitigations as development
progresses. There is no criteria stated to measure what constitutes
"consideration." There is no criteria about how a decision will be
made on acceptance or rejection of considered actions.

The lack of such criteria renders the actions to be "considered"
unenforceable,

and, as such, these measures or actions should not

be considered as mitigating any impacts in evaluating the plan.

Direct Conflict Between The Responsibility Of The Institution To
Achieve Poli<eY and/or Leg_al_Goals__ With The Motivations Of The ForProfit Develo_pment _Partner Holdin~ Ownership Of A Significant
Portion Of The Land And Buildings At Issue

The Major Institution Master Plan ordi~ance was adcpted to goverG
non-profit medical and educational institutions, with the appare~t
presumption that such institutions' public benefit goals would
drive decision making.

What we have in this case, towever, is a d~rect co~flict between
the institution's legally required actions a~d the motivations of
the major property owner, the for-profit Sabey Corporation's
presumed profit-making motives.

(If Sabey Corporation were ~ot

motivated by profit, it could reincorporate under SectioG 501 of
the internal revenue service code as a not for profit corporation.)

One example of this is in the management of traffic.

The transportation management plan that is required under the MIMP
ordinance should, over time, reduce the nu~ber of vehicles especially single-occupancy vehicles - arriving at the institution.
But because the parking facilities on the campus are owned and
operated by the for-profit Sabey Corporation, Sabey has a

motivation to maximize return on their investment by keeping these
facilities as full of paying customers as possible. Thus, Sabey
Corporation has a perverse incentive to minimize any reduction i~

vehicles arriving at the facilities. And since Sabey Corporation is
also the major lessor of campus facilities, they have little or no
motivation to push their paying customers to reduce vehicle use.

Sabey Corporation has been given an inappropriate role in the
process and should not have standing.
A Major Institution Master Plan, under SMC 23.69.026, is to be
prepared (and, presumably, submitted for approval) by a Major
Institution as defined under the code. Swedish Medical Center
(Swedish)

is clearly a Major Institution as defined in SMC

23.84A.025. Sabey Corporation clearly is not.

Yet, Sabey Corporation was given extraordinary access in this
proces. They were allowed to screen applicants to the Citizen
Advisory Committee. They are the proponents of a major building on
property they own on the east side of 18tn Avenue - a building that
may have a functional relationship with the hospital, but is not
described in the MIMP as critical to the functioning of the
institution. And Sabey Corp. lawyers have been inappropriately

assumed to have standing in the appeal process when they should
have been relegated to an "interested party" status.

Additionally, docu~ents procureO under the state's public records
act, show that I was clearly the choice of city staff to be a
member of the Citizen Advisory Committee, yet I was rejected (see
appendix C). It appears the reJection was at the behest of Sabey
Corp.

Conversely, Linda Carol was appointed to represent Swedish under
the terms of SMC 23.69.030. However that representative position is
specifically called out in the SMC as "a non management
representative of the institution."

Ms. Carol holds herself out to have been a manager for the last 16
years, which should have made her ineligible to sit on the
committee, meaning the composition of the committee was improper. A
printout of her Linkedln page is included as appendix D.

Committee member David Letrondo stated in his application to be a
member of the CAC that he had previously worked for David Sabey of
Sabey Corp. This is a clear conclict of interest in that he has
profited from this relationship in the past and can be presumed to
be interested in further work from Sabey Corp. As such, his

membership on the committee carries at least the appearance of a
conflict of interest, again making the composition of the committee
appear to be improper under the enabling ordinance.

Neighbors do not support the plan

A number of so-called "ame~ities" were put forth for consideration,
some of which ended up in the final plan. However, a survey of
neighbors showed little or no support for these amenities, and the
institution never asked what neighbors really wanted.

A neighborhood survey showing levels of support for these amenities
is included in the record submitted by the Department of
Neighborhoods.

For the reasons stated above, I ask the Hearing Examiner to reject
the proposed MIMP in its entirety.
DATED: July 9, 2015

~a~~

Bob Cooper
349 16tn Ave.
Seattle, WA 98122-5614
(206)

852-3616

Appendices

A) Comments to CAC submitted June 19, 2014

B) Occupancy Trend at Swedish Cherry Hill

C) City of Seattle staff notes on CAC appointments

D) Linda Carroll Linkedln page capture

Appendix A
Comments to the Citizen Advisory Committee
on the Swedish/Cherry Hill Major Institution Master Plan
19 June 2014

• The plan and EIS before you are inaccurate in many key respects - detailed in part in my specific
comments you should have received this afternoon.

• Speakers in favor of the plan are concentrating on the value of health care - a point no one
disputes.

• Health care is not the issue here - the issue is compatibility of expansion plans with the
surrounding neighborhood environment.

• And the height, bulk, and scale of the proposal before you is grossly inappropriate and
fundamentally incompatible with the neighborhood.

• Children's Hospital - which has no other options - was approved for half the volume of
development at issue here on a site significantly larger and with buffers at the edges.

• Swedish cannot do everything they want to do here - they have to prioritize, and use one of their
many other sites for some functions.

• Development needs to be spread to areas not currently proposed for significant change - areas
likely left out because they have been recently under-developed.

•

And any entity developing anything under a new plan, such as Sabey Corporation, should be
required to adbere to the same ongoing restrictions on other development as the institution.

• Any mitigation or neighborhood amenities must be enforceable .
• The institution has never achieved transportation management goals and it is unlikely they can,
since this institution will soon be served by only one 24-hour bus line.

• Ideally, this plan should be rejected and the institution should come back with a more realistic
plan for consideration.
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349 16'h Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122-5614
July 14, 2015

~ .:1ue T~er, Hearing Examiner
ii:;City o~eattle Hearing Examiner

"'Fo Box 94 72 9

Seattle WA 98124-4729
Re: MIMP for Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill, CF-311936
Ms. Tanner:
Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the Major Institution Master Plan for Swedish
Cherry Hill yesterday. While I provided written materials, I would like to supplement the
record with a written copy ofmy verbal remarks that were somewhat truncated due to
time constraints.
The comments below are largely an executive summary of the longer document I submitted
at the hearing on July 13.

•

My name is Bob Cooper, and I have been a homeowner in the neighborhood since the
spring of 1988. I was the Vice Chair of the standing advisory committee for now expired
MJMP from June 2006 until it was dissolved in late 2011 .
•

I was the author of the SAC resolution leading to ultimate determination that the
massive development proposed by Sabey Corp. for the east side of 18th was "major
amendment," prompting this process - a proposal not radically different than what
is currently proposed.

•

as with that that proposal, this proposal is fundamentally incompatible with the
low-density, primarily single-family neighborhood in which it is situated.

•

Further, this process has been marked by
o attempted violations of open meetings act
o legally deficient notices of meetings
o Jocked doors preventing public access to public meetings
o intimidating armed guards hired by Sa bey Corp.
o video recording prompting fear of SLAPP actions (even more pertinent now
that the state supreme court has invalidated the anti-SLAPP statutes)
o threats against CAC members and city staff

o factual errors (detailed in my longer, written submission and testimony of
others)
o assertions not supported by facts
o failure to account for significant environmental factors, particularly a known
aquifer under the site
o omission of information -- not the least of which are omission of comments in
the EIS process and failure to note the reduction from the expired MIMP
heights in the center campus do not represent a concession but rather reflect
the reality of what has already been built
o conflation of the larger organization's community benefits with the
mitigation required for this specific plan
•

Even Sabey Corp. lawyers argue there has to be a nexus between
impacts and mitigation (Koontz Collective v city of Seattle)

o non-binding language in the proposal
•

There is a conflict of interest between the non-profit institution and the for-profit
Sa bey Corporation.
o Most notably, but not confined to, the parking garage -- owned by Sabey,
who then has motivation to under-cut the transportation management plan
to keep revenue flowing from their investment

•

Sabey should not have standing to be a party to this proceeding -- like me, they are
an interested party, but not an applicant or appellant.

•

A minority report by two members who may not be eligible to be members of the
CAC
o A manager at Swedish who has been given the designated-by-city-code "nonmanagement" slot on the CAC
o Another member of the CAC (Mr. Letrondo, author of the questionable
minority report) has an apparent, if not actual, conflict of interest, having
worked for Sa bey in the past and presumably wanting work in the future

•

Meanwhile, City staff recommendations and community petitions that I be
appointed were ignored

•
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Occupancy Trends
(source: WA State Department of Health)
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City of Seattle Staff Notes on Committee Appointments
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Linda Carrol Linkedln page capture
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Linda Carrol
Manager at Swedish Medical Center
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Kristen Foss
Clinic Administrator Trainee at
Swedish Medical Center

Jan Gallagher
Administrative Supervisor at Swed;sh
Medical Center

Coleen Hogan
Medical Records at Avamere Health
Services

Annie Radosevich

Kristina Coltrin
Community Relations Manager at Enlivant
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Date:

July 13, 2015

To:

Hearing Examiner in the case of Ma~1nliltu\inOe?i1an application of
OfflCE OF
Swedish Medical Center
Central Area Land Use Review Commit!f,i.RING £XM.\INEF.

From:

Subject: Comments on proposed Major Institution Master Plan

The Central Area Land Use Review Committee (LURC) is a committee composed of
residents and property owners in the Central Area. Over the last two plus years the
LURC has conducted numerous public meetings in connection with reviews of many
proposed developments in the Central Area. Our meetings are open to all, and we do
everything reasonable to solicit and encourage input and participation. The mission of
the LURC is to advocate for and support development that contributes to the vitality of
our neighborhoods and that supports the Seattle Comprehensive Plan and the Central
Area Neighborhood Plans.
The Major Institution Master Plan (MIMP) proposed by Swedish Medical Center will
have a profound impact on the Central Area and the outcome is of great concern to
Central Area residents.
We would like to focus our comments on the heights and setbacks in the proposed
MIMP.
Protecting the livability of the neighborhood.
The LURC believes that additional reductions in height, bulk and scale are necessary to
adequately minimize the impacts associated with Mure development and protect the
livability of the neighborhood.
Development within this Master Institution Overlay (MIO) is complicated in part because
of its location outside of an area with a higher underlying zoning, land use designation,
or Urban Village classification. The land use code consistently refers to transitions
between zoning types. The inherent implication is a gradual transition from low heights
to higher heights, as well as low intensity uses to higher intensity uses. The land use
code recognizes the need for higher limits allowed to institutions with the designation of
MIO districts as compensation to restrain horizontal spread. However it likely did not
intend to allow highlise construction adjacent to residential neighborhoods without
appropriate transition. Because there is neither available land nor existing
environmental buffers to create appropriate gradual transition to the surrounding
residential neighborhood, the transitions must occur with at-grade setbacks, upper story
setbacks, and lower perimeter heights to establish the transitional zone.
Height limits.

The LURC believes that additional reductions to height are necessary to ensure
compatibility with the aqacent single family and low-rise neighborhood. The Citizens

Advisory Committee acknowledges a desire for the whole site to stay below 105 feet,
but recommends two exceptions: 1) that the central portion of the site proposed at MIO
160 feet be conditioned down to 140 feet and 2) that a section that lies mid-block
between 15"' and 16"' be reduced from the proposed MIO 160 feet to either 105 or 125
feet. LURC agrees with the CAC recommendations to limit development along 18"' to
MIO 37 feet, and urges that the heights between and 15"' and 16"' be limited to MIO 105
feet.
Setbacks and modulation on 18!!-Avenue.
LURC agrees that heights on the block of 18"' Avenue that abuts residential
development should be limited to MIO 37 feet, removing the need for upper level
setbacks at the proposed higher MIO 50 heights. However, LURC would like to see
more serious consideration of how to better ensure compatibility with the abutting
single-family zone. This compatibility could include additional ground-level setbacks,
limits on the maximum lot coverage, and modulation that would break up the massing of
the building fac;;ade.
The development proposed in the MIMP would extend continuously from East Jefferson
to East Cherry, a full long block building just under 600 feet in length. This a proposal
that is very much incompatible with the adjacent Single Family zone to the east,
composed of 11 single family tots, and one condominium lot along E. Jefferson.
It is extremely rare for a Major Institution Overlay boundary to be placed in the middle of
the block, without the buffer effect of some natural feature or major arterial. In such a
case, where not even an alley buffers development from the adjacent Single Family
zone to the east, it is important to produce development standards that are respectful of
the underlying zone and the needs of the resrdents on the other side of me bour:dary
line. Here the boundary between the MIO zone and the Sing!e-Fa1niiy z.on,;, ,,,. sicnpi:,- U,a
lot line
which are similar to what would be allowed in the SF zone, both contribute to mitigating
potcrtfaf frnp;3.r:TSa H(;v,;cver, the; rir;v<=J[:o;.1-rr1Rn1 ::/;3nc!~r,is for fh0 .S/1-,gJc F2m1iy zc.1:1c:
lot coverage standard for the Single Family zone, the LURC recommends that the 600

techniques to create a transition to the height, bulk, and scale of development in

floors, and limiting the length of facades

LURC agrees that the upper level setback along Jefferson St should be amended, and
&"'.:lctitionai r,eight over the existing garage structure in Section FF (between i 5th and
·16th) have an upper ~ve! setback. of 2(} feet for ne-.t1 construct~c1n and approximately 20
feet to the closest existing structural grid in the existing parking facilily for all other

',

deveiopment This length of block directly faces single family homes on the south side
of E. Jefferson. and should be respectful of the scale and privacy of the homes.
Setbacks along 15th Avenue.
LURC urges that the setbacks along 15.. Avenue should be amended. and believes that
the height between 151h and16th should be limited to 105 feet In addition, LURC
recommends that all development on this street at grade sets back 1O feet, and above
65 feet have an upper level setback of at least 30 feet.
16!!! Avenue Frontages.
LURC shares the CAC's concern with the creation of a canyon effect along 16"' Avenue
and believes that the setbacks along this block should be increased both at the ground
level and at upper levels. Preventing a canyon effect along this section of the site is
imperative to preventing a single family and low rise neighborhood from being fractured
by high rise construction and the effect of cutting off Ugh( vi~l/S and bisecting a
1·18:it1i-1bO(i·:i()tJd

At minimum, LURC recommends that all development in sections KK1 and K!"2 have a
ground-level setback of 5 feet up to MfO 37, and that development above fJHn 27 fp,.,_,

Additionally, LURC recommends that the design offuture development attempt to
.~
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Swedish First Hill MIO height is limited to MIO 70 for a depth of at least one half block
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July 21, 2015

Sue Tanner
Hearing Examiner
City of Seattle
700 5th Ave #4000
Seattle, WA 98104
Re:

Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan, Project No. 3012953

Dear Examiner Tanner:
We asked two consultants, Ross Tilghman and Dr. Sharon Sutton, to prepare comment letters on
our behalf to provide you with their expert opinions on the Final Major Institution Master Plan
for Swedish Cherry Hill. Ms. Newman told me that on the last day of the hearing, you ruled that
our consultant, Ross Tilghman, could not submit a comment letter on the MIMP because he was
not a member of the public.
I am writing to make clear that Ross Tilghman was submitting his letter on behalf of Washington
CAN and Washington CAN members are members of the public. If our experts/consultants
cannot submit written comment letters on the MIMP, that means that members of the public are
barred from submitting expert testimony on the Final MIMP in response to the evidence that
Swedish/Sabey have submitted. This seems unfair. Swedish/Sabey had unlimited time to
introduce expert testimony, new information, and changes to the Final MIMP during the hearing.
It seems to me that this violates the due process rights of Washington CAN.
At the time of your ruling on Friday morning, Dr. Sharon Sutton had not yet submitted her public
comments on the Final MIMP. While your ruling was applicable to Ross Tilghman's letter, I
understand that it may also apply to Dr. Sutton's letter. We recognize that you, therefore, may
not accept Dr. Sutton's public comments on the MlMP based on that ruling. but we want to be
sure to have Dr. Sutton's letter in the record for future proceedings. For that reason, I have
attached Dr. Sharon Sutton's letter and ask that it be part of the MIMP public comment record.
Sincerely,

RECEIVED BY
Ms. Sue Tanner
Hearing Examiner
City of Seattle
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Re: Swedish Medical Center Chery Hill Application #3012953
Dear Hearing Examiner Tanner:
I live at 545 19th Avenue between Cherry and Jefferson. My home is on the other side of the
block of the 181h Avenue half-block of the Cherry Hill campus and near the loading dock.
Noise from the loading dock is already incompatible with our low rise residential neighborhood.
Arrival and departure of trucks is a noisy endeavor. I hear them in the evenings when they roar
up to the dock and then idle their engines for up to an hour. This can begin as late at 9 pm.
Their noise has driven me out ofmy backyard and back into my house, preventing me from
enjoying many a beautiful spring, summer and fall evening.
Last summer, neighbors complained about the 4 a.m. truck arrival and the noisy banging of them
being unloaded. While Swedish Sabey agreed to limit this noise, they reserved the right for
trucks to arrive as early as 6 a.m. and as late as 10 p.m. They are not enforcing the ban with their
suppliers as we still hear the occasional roar and banging at 4 a.m. Believe me, once is more
than enough to be awoken by this noise at 4 a.m.
Truck noise is not limited to the weeknight evenings. Trucks arrive during the weekday and even
on the weekend.
With the current noise level from one loading dock, I cannot imagine the roar of the 16-17
loading docks proposed for 18th Avenue. This will destroy the livability of the neil!ihborhood. It
is also at odds with the traffic for the proposed parking garage on 18th Avenue. 181 Avenue
simply cannot support the volume of trucks on the west side and the volume of cars on the east.
By the way, noise is not limited to trucks. Around 8 a.m. on the recent 4th of July holiday, the
grounds crew was out with noisy gas engine-powered tools. There was no need for this work to
be done at such an early hour on a holiday. This is another example of how Swedish Sabey does
not recognize or respect its location in a residential neighborhood.
Sincerely,
Cindy Thelen
545 19th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122

I'm Cindy Thelen, owner of 545 19th Avenue since 1991.
I'm a member of the appellant group 19th Avenue Neighbors and regularly attended and
commented at CAC meetings.
Thank you for this opportunity to offer my comments on the MIMP.
As described on the Seattle department of neighborhoods website: the objectives of the
MIMP are to balance the needs of major institution development with the need to preserve
adjacent neighborhoods. Preserve is a strong word that Webster defines as
to keep (something) in its original state or in good condition
to keep (something) safe from harm or loss.
The proposed MIMP does nothing to preserve our neighborhood's livability. Overall, the
height, bulk, scale, density and intensity of the MIMP are fundamentally incompatible with
the low-rise residential character of our neighborhood.
I support the minority report of Dean Paton, et al, with exception. Tying subsidized
housing to employment at Swedish Providence Sa bey is very risky because if a Swedish
Sabey employee living in Swedish Sabey subsided housing loses her job or otherwise
changes employers, her housing subsidy is also lost. This would fling the person into the
realities of a very difficult Seattle housing market. An alternative way to replace the
housing lost on 18th Avenue is for Swedish Sabey to purchase housing in the immediate
neighborhood and transfer the ownership to a third party for management of rental or sale
to low income persons, regardless of their employer. This is similar to the process of the
1994 MIMP that created housing on 19th Avenue.
I also call for the return to owner-occupied housing all Sa bey-owned single family homes
on 19th Avenue and on 16th Avenue north of Cherry. Outrageously, one of those 19th
Avenue homes now owned by Sabey and operated as a rental property was built as owneroccupied low-to moderate- income housing as a result of the 1994 MIMP.
I do not support a parking garage on 18th Avenue. The block is not able to absorb the
amount of traffic that will come and go from the lot. Vehicles turning on and off each end of
the block already present a significant danger to pedestrians and bicyclists-I ride past 18th
and Jefferson on my morning commute and can attest to the danger.
The current MIMP did not explore the decentralization of services across the Swedish
Providence system. Nor did it explore recapturing for Swedish Cherry Hill use the
property Providence sold to Sabey Corporation.
There are no transitions to the residential neighborhood in this MIMP. For example.
development of one monolithic building the entire length _oJiJ.~1t~om Jefferson to
Cherry does not provide a transition to the neighborhooit.1~~~~~ proposed are nonexistent or inadequate.
·
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TRANSITION ON 18TH AVENUE: 25' GROUND LEVEL SETBACK IS NOT SUFFICIENT

I will start with an overarching statement and then provide to specifics. This project does

not provide adequate transitions to the neighborhood on any side of the proposed
development. The lack of setbacks on the arterials reinforces the fortress-like quality of
the planned development. Setbacks are a problem, as is the out-of-scale heights of
specific sections: for example, the plan for 15th Ave. on the western border should match
the adjacent Seattle U MIO of 65' rather than the proposed 150'. But the most egregious
issue with scale, setbacks and lack of transition is on 18'h Ave.
In keeping with the neighborhood's character, heights on the block of 18th Ave. that
abuts residential development should be limited to 37'. But there should be additional
measures to improve the transition from the institution to the abutting Single Family zone.
Additional ground-level setbacks, limits on the maximum lot coverage, and modulation
that would break up the mass of building are all options that would improve these
transitions and are supported by the neighborhood and the Central Area Land Use Review
Committee.
The proposed development would extend without break from E. Jefferson to E. Cherry an almost 600 foot block-long building. This is utterly incompatible with the adjacent
Single Family zone to the east, where there is 11 single-family lots (and one
condominium lot) along E. Jefferson.
The proposals to limit height to 37' and establish a rear setback of 25', which are similar
to what would be allowed in the Single Family zone, both help to mitigate potential
impacts - but this is not sufficient.
Single Family zone development standards prohibit lot coverage of more than 35%. To
comply or be compatible with the 35% coverage standard for the Single Family zone, the
MIMP must break up the 600' long mass into separate buildings with adequate breaks
between them.
Finally, it's my understanding that it's extraordinary for a Major Institution Overlay
boundary to be in the middle of the block, without a buffer of some kind. With no alley or
any other buffer between the proposed project and the adjacent Single Family zone to the
east, there needs to be additional accommodations to the needs of residents and the
character of the neighborhood. Unlike what's proposed, development standards should
be respectful of the residents on the other side of the boundary line. Right now the
proposed boundary between the MIO zone and the Single-Family zone is simply the lot
line - the transition is not just insufficient, there is none.

The Central Area Land Use Review Committee recommended The Design Guidelines for
Downtown Development. Those Guidelines attempt to ensure an adequate buffer or
transition to the height, bulk, and scale of development in nearby less intensive zones.
These include expanding ground-level setbacks from the zone edge, reducing the bulk of
the buildings' upper floors, and limiting the length of facades. The neighborhood needs
this kind of buffer and transitions.
Sincerely,
Claire Lane
832 16'h Ave

•

Hearing Examiner Testimony
MUP 15-010- MUP 15-015
DPD #3012953
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I am Claudia Montemayor and I live in 700 16th Ave. Seat1j!tAj,~ij~INFll
I am an appellant member of the Concerned Neighbors Swedish Hill. I · believe
reasonable growth that balances the needs of the major institution with the livability
and continued well-being of the neighborhood is possible but the height, bulk, and scale
of the proposed expansion is fundamentally inconsistent with the surrounding
residential neighborhood.
Rather than minimize adverse impacts on the neighborhood, as demanded by the Land
Use Code, the current Swedish/Sabey MIMP goes to the opposite extreme: projected
traffic congestion will rise and destroy the quality of life in the surrounding
neighborhood; the proposed heights, bulk and scale of the planned buildings are
without question incompatible with the low-rise neighborhood, design setbacks are
minimal and in some places nonexistent, providing nothing close to appropriate
transitions from this out-of-scale new construction to the neighborhood in which the
campus sits.

'

swedish/Sabey has proposed zero lot line setbacks and minimal upper level setbacks for
the vast majority of new campus buildings. The current proposal does not provide
appropriate transitions along the perimeter, through ground level or upper level
setbacks or building modulations.
This is the reason that I support the CAC Minority Report authored by Dean Paton et al
that propose solutions based on the current capacity of the campus as well as its recent
history. I agree with the recommendation of a scaled-back version of development for
the Cherry Hill Campus smaller in height, bulk, intensity and scale than that which has
been approved recently by the Department of Planning and Development.
The CAC Minority Report explains how to lower the height, bulk and scale with the
below:
18th Avenue Half Block
Currently it has a maximum height of 50' and the CAC Minority Report
recommends a maximum height of 37', bulk 4 buildings.
Fa~ade Along East Cherry Street from 16th Avenue to 18'h Avenue
Currently it has the tallest building on campus and the CAC Minority Report
recommends the tallest building on campus will be at 112 feet. The tallest
building on the 16th Avenue half-block, on the west side, would be a maximum
of 105 feet.

•

Setbacks
That all existing ground level setbacks would remain. No reduction in ground
level setbacks. Upper level setbacks of 25 feet from the property line at a height
of thirty feet for any new development along Cherry and Jefferson. Rear setbacks
on 18th Avenue half block would be a minimum of 25 feet.
agree that this proposal does the best job of meeting the stated needs of
Swedish/Sabey to change and grow while also maintaining the livability and vitality of
the surrounding neighborhoods that have long lived in partnership with this major
institution.
Best Regards,
Claudia Montemayor
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Seattle Office:
1001 Fourth Avenue
Suite 3303
Seattle, WA 98154
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Spokane Office:

25 West Main
Suite 234
Spokane, WA 99201

Contact:
Phone: 206-264-8600
Toll Free: 877-264-7220
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Sue Tauner
Hearing Examiner
City of Seattle
700 5th Ave #4000
Seattle, WA 98104
Re:
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Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan, Project No. 3012953

Dear Examiner Tanner:

•

I am writing on behalf of Washington Community Action Network (Washington CAN) to
comment on the Swedish Cherry Hill Medical Center Major Institution Master Plan (MIMP) .
The Project No. is 3012953 and the project address is 500 17'h Ave in Seattle.
Swedish and Sabey Corporation are proposing to more thau double the size of the existing
facility on the Cherry Hill campus based on a claim that they need to construct an additional 1.9
million new square feet on top of the existing 1.2 million square feet.' But Swedish has not
provided sufficient information to show a genuine "need" for this additional square footage. To
make matters worse, the Final MIMP does not include auy specific aud concrete public benefits
that would be offered as part of the expansion. The issues of humau development and community
benefits require special scrutiny because, in recent years, the new ownership, Providence, has not
demonstrated a willingness to commit to truly pursuing its public benefit mission.
In the meautime, the proposal will significantly aud adversely impact the livability and vitality of
adjacent neighborhoods. The height, bulk, aud scale of the proposed development on the campus
is disproportionate to the lower heights and density of the surrounding residential neighborhoods.
The FEIS concluded that the Final MIMP' s proposed greater heights and more densely
developed MIO is generally inconsistent with policies in Seattle's Comprehensive that apply to
areas zoned for single family and low rise residential development. FEIS at 3.3-37. The FEIS
repeatedly concludes that the Swedish Cherry Hill proposal's height, bulk aud scale is
inconsistent with goals and policies in the Comprehensive Plan. See FEIS at 3.3-32-33; 37-38;
40, and 42. And the FElS ultimately concluded that the height, bulk, aud scale of the proposal
would cause significant adverse impacts on the neighborhood. FEIS 3.4-50. It also concluded

•

S'" edish claims that it needs an additional 1.9 million new square feet, but it has proposed Alternative 12,
which would add approximately 1.55 million square feet.
1

Sue Tanner
Hearing Examiner
July 15, 2015
Page 2

•

that the increase in traffic volumes for the proposal and the resulting impacts on traffic
operations would create significant adverse impacts in the area. FEIS 3.7-58.
The CAC majority report also concluded the proposal in the Final MIMP would adversely
impact the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods. The majority of CAC members
agreed that the height, bulk, and scale of the proposed development on the campus is
disproportionate to the lower heights and density of the surrounding residential neighborhoods.
They recommended significant reductions in the height, bulk, and scale of the proposal. Five of
the Citizen Advisory Committee members, plus one former CAC member, prepared a minority
report in which they also concluded that the proposal would adversely impact the surrounding
neighborhood. The minority report recommended even greater reductions in height, bulk, and
scale than those recommended in the majority report.
For these reasons and for the reasons explained in more detail herein below, Washington CAN
requests that the Examiner either recommend denial of the proposed MIMP or conditioned
approval.
A.

•

Swedish Has Failed to Provide Information Sufficient to Demonstrate Need

A MIMP must balance the need of a major institution to develop its facilities with the need to
minimize the impact of major institution development on surrounding neighborhoods. SMC
23.69.025. Thus, on one side of the equation is the question of Swedish's "need" and on the
other side of the equation is the question of the needs of the surrounding neighborhoods to avoid
adverse impacts. This makes sense - major institutions are given the special privilege of
overriding underlying zoning requirements and the neighbors must bear the brunt of adverse
impacts caused by these deviations from the Code. It is critical that the major institution prove
that it truly needs the specific additional square footage that it is requesting.
Swedish has failed to provide information or evidence sufficient to demonstrate a genuine need
for an expansion of the size that it proposes at the Cherry Hill Campus. The Final MIMP states:
"Studies show that in order for Swedish Cherry Hill to meet the community's growing demand
for health care over the next 30 years, we will need to add approximately 1.9 million new square
feet, which amounts to a growth rate of about three percent a year." Final MIMP at 4. This
statement begs the question: what studies? Where are those studies and why weren't they
submitted to the record? While the Final MIMP includes Appendix G, Volume and Space
Projections, that appendix does not give any insight into how Swedish landed on 1.9 million new
square feet for this particular facility. The information is insufficient to demonstrate a genuine
need for an expansion of this size. Swedish lists (and the Director of DPD repeats) seven general
"drivers" of its need for growth such as an aging campus, regional demand, aging population,
and the like. These are generalities that could or could not affect Swedish Cherry Hill
specifically and that may or may not require expansion. There are no specifics to show how
these general concepts lead to the number -- I .9 million new square feet at the Cherry Hill
campus.

,.

I refer the Examiner to, and incorporate herein, the testimony of Jack Hanson concerning space
need projections for the Cherry Hill campus that is being submitted to the Hearing Examiner.

Sue Tanner
Hearing Examiner
July 15, 2015
Page 3
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His testimony explains in more detail what information is lacking in the Final MIMP and why
that information is critical to prove a genuine need. Jack Hanson has worked as a health care
policy analyst for over a decade and has served on state committees in Washington dealing with
health care planning and hospital bed need. His experience leaves him particularly well suited to
address this issue.
The Director of DPD simply accepted that number as a given without any scrutiny. See
Director's Report at 25, 30, 37-38, 53. To make matters worse, the Director rejected the CAC
recommendations on grounds of need. The Director stated: "DPD does not agree with the
CAC's recommendation. In order to accommodate the stated needs of the institution portions of
the campus have increased height to allow for additional square footage." Director's Report at
53. See also Director's Report at 55. The Director is "accommodating" Swedish's "stated need"
to the detriment of the neighborhood and against the recommendations of the CAC without any
scrutiny of the basis for that so-called "need."

•

While looking at the question of need, Mr. Hanson and neighbors of the proposal formally
requested additional specific information from Swedish that would allow them to understand
more fully, and to evaluate more carefully, the claims about future space needs. Swedish refused
to provide them with information responsive to their request and failed to provide such
information to the CAC or DPD. To the extent that Swedish attempts to provide this or any
additional information on need to the Hearing Examiner at the eleventh hour during the hearing,
we object on the grounds that we have not had an opportunity to adequately review and respond
to that information. We ask that that information either be disregarded or that the Examiner
allow additional time for the public to review the material and respond.
Relevant to the subject of need is a requirement in the Seattle Municipal Code connected to the
assessment and approval or denial of a Final MIMP. Specifically, the Code requires that the
application for a master plan include a "description of alternative proposals for physical
development and decentralization options ... " SMC 23.69.032. The Code, therefore, requires
that the MIMP application include a discussion of other potential sites, not on the Cherry Hill
campus, where some of the planned services and research facilities might be located. In fact, the
CAC requested this very information early in the process. They requested a description of
decentralization options in its first written comments on the proposed MIMP in April, 2013.
Neither Swedish nor the FEIS provided this information.
B.

•

Swedish Has Not Provided Sufficient Information to Show Specific Public
Benefits Associated with the Expansion

In its assessment of the Final MIMP, the Examiner must balance the public benefits of the
development with the need to maintain livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods. SMC
23.69.032.E.2. Thus, on one side of the equation with this code required assessment is a review
of public benefits "resulting from the plan's new facilities and services." SMC 23.69.032.E.2.a.
On the other side of the equation for balancing is the need to maintain livability and vitality of
adjacent neighborhoods. I address the "public benefits" in this section.
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In the Final MIMP, Swedish includes a section entitled "Applicable Goals, Policies, and Public
Benefits of the Institution." Final MIMP at 69-7L In that section, Swedish describes the direct
community benefits, patient care, community education, community outreach, charity and
subsidized care and other benefits that it is claiming in an attempt to convince the Examiner to
balance the scale in favor of Swedish public benefits. Earlier in the MIMP, Swedish described
its past and current contributions as being at the forefront of technology and innovation and
providing health care to the Puget Sound region. Final MIMP at 2. Swedish generally describes
its Neuroscience and Heart and Vascular Institute, its general offerings in the Western
Washington regions (108 medical clinics), its current tax and community benefit contributions,
and some of the services provided at the campus.
Of course, the Swedish Medical Center provides these benefits - it is a hospital. That is why
Swedish is allowed to supersede development standards of the underlying zoning in the first
place. But noticeably missing from the Final MIMP are specifics on precisely what public
benefits will be offered with this particular proposal to this particular community above and
beyond the current public benefits that the Swedish Medical Center offers generally. The
assessment that is required by SMC 23.69.032.E.3 must assess future concrete, specific actions
that will accompany the expansion for future consistency with these policies and goals.

•

•

The Final MIMP does not address this requirement adequately. It does not propose meaningful,
concrete actions that it will take associated with its expansion. Swedish could make concrete and
specific promises to forgive medical debt and increase charity care access in the community .
They could offer specific programs to support neighbors of Swedish Cherry Hill who are
struggling with or facing foreclosure from huge medical bills that should be forgiven as charity
care. They could make access to charity care and other financial assistance easier and more
transparent. A public benefit package could include specific items that make sure patients get the
care they need by meeting good staffing standards and respecting the recommendations of
bedside nurses. They could also include in the package some give back to the local schools.
They could give generously to Bailey Gatzert Elementary and other local schools in need,
supporting the next generation of potential Swedish-Providence staff. They could improve public
transit by giving money to Metro in a way that both enriches the quality of life in the
neighborhood and partially mitigates the traffic impact of the expansion. These are just a few
examples of the potential areas in which Swedish could provide a specific and concrete public
benefit package in conjunction with its obligation for expansion. We request that the Examiner
require that Swedish put together a package that contains concrete and specific promises for
public benefits such as those listed above for the community to mitigate the impacts of the
development.
The Examiner's Recommendation must also assess the way in which the proposed development
will serve the public purpose mission of Swedish. SMC 23.69.032.E.2. When considering this
component of the decision, keep in mind that since Providence Health & Services acquired
Swedish in 2012, it changed the local hospital that we know and trust into part of a big chain.
Since then, it appears that a desire for profit has taken precedence over the desire to further the
public purpose mission of the institution. Any approval of an expansion should be accompanied
by commitments that ensure that, in the future, Swedish/Providence will be responsive and
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accountable to the community, patients, and workers as is called for m its public purpose
mission.
The FEIS states that the mission of Swedish Cherry Hill is to provide a wide range of community
benefits, strategies, and solutions that meet people's health care needs. FEIS at 3.3-54. As the
FEIS continues, "That means covering the cost of medical care for those who can't pay, offering
free health screenings, assisting patients with their rent in times of health care crisis, and
supporting research projects that help to create valuable medical advances, both here at home
and across the world." Id.

•

The evidence at the hearing will show that questions should be asked and conditions should be
attached to the proposal to ensure that this public purpose mission quoted in the FEIS is indeed
served with the expansion. When Providence took over Swedish in 2012, the organization began
losing its focus on innovative, quality patient care. Staff report that patient volumes are
increasing while staffing has stagnated or decreased, resulting in a different working
environment for providing care. Providence has also made health care less affordable for its own
workers. Their own employees have healthcare bills that are beyond what they can afford. They
receive calls from collectors demanding payment to Swedish/Providence. Since it has become
part of Providence, the Swedish commitment to patient care has not been the same. The
decisions that Providence have made reflect a desire to put profit ahead of its public purpose
mission. Expansion in the name of even greater profit should be accompanied by commitments
that ensure that Swedish/Providence is responsive and accountable to the community, patients
and workers.
It is also important to recognize that Swedish has enormous capacity to increase the amount of
charity care that it provides. In the Director's Report, the Director states "on a system-wide basis,
Swedish Medical Center provided more than $142 million in community benefit in 2013. This
included: over $37 million in charity care; over $64 million in Medicaid subsidy; over $3
million in non-billed services; over $17 million in research programs; and over $2 million in
community building activities." Director's Report at 28. While Swedish touts this estimated cost
of charity care and total community benefits in the Final MIMP and FEIS, it fails to note either
its own or its parent, Providence's total, operating and net revenues. Providence had a total
annual profit of $253 million in 2013, bringing its 2011-2013 total profit to over $1 billion. 2 And
this is after all spending on charity care, Medicaid shortfalls, and other alleged community
benefits has been deducted. As of a few months ago, Providence was still holding onto over $5
billion in unrestricted cash. 3 It also fails to note the year-to-year decrease in Swedish's Cherry
Hill charity care expenditure - between 2013 and 2014, the number of charity care patients
dropped by 46% to 458 and the estimated cost of charity care provided dropped by 39% to $4.8
million.

2

•

$362 million in 2011, $411 million in 2012, and $253 million in 2013.
Providence I" quarter 2014 financial report .
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It is important to consider these numbers in context. First of all, non-profit hospitals are exempt
from a wide range of taxes and fees and enjoy other special treatment that for-profit hospitals and
other for-profit businesses do not. In exchange for that, non-profit hospitals are expected to
serve a charitable mission by providing community health benefits that address serious unmet
community health needs. In 1956, the Internal Revenue Service required sufficient levels of
charity care as a requirement for maintaining tax exempt status for hospitals.4

Second, we should consider what exactly are appropriately considered "community benefits?"
Upon closer inspection, the entire $140 million in claimed community benefits are not genuine
community benefit dollars. A very large portion of those dollars include government sponsored
medical care shortfalls. These Medicaid shortfalls are, as a matter of course, borne by every
provider and the federal and state governments disperse additional payment to hospitals in order
to offset the costs of providing care to large numbers of Medicaid patients. In addition, a large
part of the community benefit dollars claimed were for medical educational research and also
should not count as genuine community benefit dollars. There are other dollars included in that
number that are questionable as genuine community benefit dollars, such as subsidized clinical
and social services and so-called community building activities. I anticipate that this topic will
be addressed in more detail during the public testimony, but it is a critical consideration in
response to the claims of "public benefits."

•

Swedish also fails to note what amount of charity care is specifically attributable to the Cherry
Hill campus, Swedish Health Services covers metropolitan Seattle with five full service
hospitals, two free standing emergency rooms and specialty centers, and a network of more than
I 00 clinics. The numbers they provided are generally covering this whole system. The
information on benefits should be specific to the proposal.
The following complaints, which have been made about Swedish/Providence, should be
addressed:

•

4

•

Charity care is not well-advertised or offered during admission. Patients have to ask for
information about it. Allegedly, posters are no longer clearly posted in the lobby areas.

•

The application process is too complicated, requiring paperwork and documentation that
the average person does not have readily available. This discourages people from
seeking care at Swedish - some of them go to Harborview instead because the application
is simpler.

•

We believe that the income requirements are 400 percent of the federal poverty line. If
that is the case, this is too limiting for many people. Families and individuals making
more than the maximum allowed income to qualify are often times struggling pay
medical bills.

This directive was later amended in 1969 to a broader but vaguer requirement for the provision of
community benefit, part of which included the provision of free and reduced care.
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•

•

The length of time a patient is covered by charity care is too limited. Patients tell stories
of years past where one complex application and approval would last for 6 months, but
now it is only valid for one month, then people have to update/re-apply. This further
discourages people from seeking charity care at Swedish.

•

Charity care provided by Swedish does not cover services provided by contractors, even
though the services are rendered on the campus.

•

The amount of time patients are given to fill out charity care applications is too short,
especially given the amount of documentation required and the fact that people are often
not in good health during this process.

•

Patients' applications have been lost, with no communication from Swedish before
finding out that their bills have been sent to collections agencies. Swedish has even sent
its own employees to collections over unpaid medical bills.

Overall, we hope that the Examiner's recommendation will include a critical and thoughtful
analysis of whether Swedish/Providence's expansion plans include adequate conditions to ensure
that it will indeed serve the public purpose mission of the institution (rather than the solely
private need for even more profit). Any expansion approval should be accompanied by specific,
concrete, future commitments to ensure that Swedish/Providence provides meaningful charity
care to the local community and is responsive and accountable to the local community and its
patients and workers.
C.

The Proposal Will Significantly Harm the Livability and Vitality of Adjacent
Neighborhoods

As mentioned above, MIMP review requires a balancing of the needs of the major institution to
develop facilities for the provision of health care against the need to minimize the impact of
major institution development on surrounding neighborhoods. SMC 23.69.025. The decision
must consider the extent to which the growth and change will significantly harm the livability
and vitality of the surrounding neighborhood. Id. Before a MIMP can be approved, all adverse
impacts associated with development must be minimized and the livability and vitality of
adjacent neighborhoods must be protected. See SMC 23.69.002; SMC 23.69.032.E.2. There are
also a number of requirements specific to the development program and development standards
components of the proposed master plan that call for more specific protections of the
neighborhood and community interests. SMC 23.69.032.E.4 and 5.
I.

•

The height. bulk. and scale of the proposal will adversely impact the
livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods

The height, bulk and scale of the proposal that is currently proposed by Swedish is outrageously
out of balance with the height, bulk and scale of existing and allowed uses in the surrounding
neighborhood. While a proposed MIMP is allowed to supersede development standards of the
underlying zoning, that privilege is not without limitation. The aesthetic context of the
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surrounding neighborhood as well as the current uses therein are relevant. The underlying
zoning and surrounding neighborhood and the overall designation in the Comprehensive Plan are
all relevant to the question of what new development standards are appropriate for the MIMP.
An urban village strategy has been developed by the City, with the intention of concentrating
growth in the urban villages. Seattle's Comprehensive Plan, Toward a Sustainable Seattle
(hereinafter referred to as "Comp Plan") at 1.3. Areas outside of urban villages are meant to
accommodate growth in less dense development patterns consisting primarily of single family
neighborhoods, limited multi-family and commercial areas, and scattered industrial areas. Id. at
1.4. The proposal site is outside of Urban Centers and Villages in the area.
The proposal goes far beyond appropriate growth of this institution and the enormous height, lot
coverage and setback disparities will have adverse aesthetic and land use impacts to the
surrounding neighborhoods. There is no balance with this proposal. It goes too far against the
neighborhood and too much in favor of Swedish.
a.

•

Aesthetic context of the neighborhood

While the remainder of this section addresses the height, lot coverage, setbacks, and fa1;ade
individually, I note that, from a design perspective, it is important to consider how all of these
work together. As Dr. Sutton will testify, minimizing the impacts of height, bulk, and scale on
the neighborhood requires a look at the design of the building as a whole and a closer look at the
context of the surrounding neighborhood. Dr. Sutton will explain this in detail in her oral and
written testimony on the Final MIMP. Her testimony is incorporated herein.
b.

Height

Swedish is requesting a right to tower over the rest of the neighborhood with buildings as high as
160 feet. That is five times the 30 foot limit that is allowed by the underlying zoning on the
project site and that is allowed by the zoning in the great majority of the surrounding
neighborhoods. The uses in the areas immediately north, east, and south of the campus are
primarily single family and multi-family residential. See Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP FEIS,
Figure 3.3-4, p. 3.3-8. The height limits for SF-5000 and LR-3 are 30 feet. The height limit for
LR- I is 25 feet. The height limit for Seattle University is 65 feet.

•

With respect to heights, the Majority Citizen Advisory Committee Decision concluded that
heights below 105 feet when imbedded within a low rise neighborhood should be the default
position. They concluded that greater heights presented unavoidable adverse impacts to the
surrounding area. Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Major Institution Master Plan
Citizens Advisory Committee Final Report and Recommendations (May 28, 2015) at 16. The
CAC therefore recommended that most of the campus be retained at either MIO 37, 65, or 105. ·
They recommend greater heights above 105 feet be restricted and allowed only for the hospital
wing. In this single special circumstance, the CAC recommended 140 foot height for that
limited area .
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A large minority of CAC members (Patrick Angus, Maja Hadlock, Dean Patton, James Shell, J.
Elliott Smith, and former CAC member Nicholas Richter) recommend that the heights of
buildings bounded by East Cherry Street and East Jefferson on the north and south and by 16th
Avenue and 18'" Avenue on the east and west allow at the maximum 105 feet. They recommend
that the tallest building on 15th Avenue half block on the east side facing Seattle University
would be a maximum of 65 feet. And they recommend that all existing ground level setbacks
remain as is and there should be no reduction in ground level setbacks.
It is important to note that the Director's summary of the majority CAC' s recommendation is not
consistent with the CAC's Final Report and Recommendations. The Director stated that the
majority of the committee recommended a 125 foot height for the central portion of the block
between 15'" and 16'" Avenues and East Cherry and East Jefferson Streets. See Director's Report
at 53. That is not what the CAC recommended in its final report. The CAC recommends a 105
foot height for the central portion of the block between 15th and 16th Avenues and East Cherry
and East Jefferson Streets.

Allowing the height proposed in the Final MIMP will have significant adverse impacts on the
neighborhood, is inconsistent with the Comp Plan, and does not minimize the impact of the
major institution development on the surrounding neighborhood.

•

c.

Lot coverage

Like the height, the proposed lot coverage is also significantly out-of-balance with the
underlying zoning and the zoning in the surrounding area. The minimum lot requirements for the
underlying Single Family zone call for a maximum lot coverage of 35% of the lot area. SMC
23.44.010. The maximum lot coverage for the majority of property surrounding the site is 35%
of the lot area. Swedish is proposing a maximum lot coverage of 76.5%. That goes too far and
creates a bulk that will have significant adverse impacts to the surrounding neighborhood.
d.

Setbacks

The proposed setbacks are also significantly out-of-balance with the surrounding area. Swedish
proposes far smaller ground level setbacks than those required by the underlying zoning. Lots in
the single family zone generally require a 20 foot front yard setback and a 25 foot rear yard
setback and these requirements apply to institutions in SF zones. SMC 23.44.014; SMC
23.44.022. In addition, institutions in the SF zone must have a side yard setback of 10 feet. Id.
The LR,3 zoning setback requirements are a bit more complicated, but range generally from 10
feet to 20 feet for front and rear setbacks and IO feet from a side lot line that abuts any other
residentially zoned lot. SMC 23.45.570.

•

In the Final MIMP, Swedish claims that "Front setbacks would vary by street and range from 5'
to 20' at ground level and from lO'to 80' at upper levels." Final MIMP at 22. When you look
closely at the details, you see that the 20' setback proposed at ground level is a tiny area in
proportion to the enormous project. The great majority of ground level setbacks are 5 feet and O
feet, with far fewer areas at 10 feet or higher. The Director recommended tweaks to the setbacks
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changing some of the zero setbacks to five feet, but those changes do not adequately mitigate or
minimize the impacts of the building.
The CAC recommended a number of increases in setbacks, including upper level setbacks. Dr.
Sharon Sutton will also address the setback issue in her oral and written testimony and I
incorporate that testimony herein.
Curiously, in the Final MIMP's analysis of consistency with the purpose and intent of the Seattle
Land Use Code, the MIMP states that the proposed setbacks vary to provide "a quality pedestrian
experience within the campus along 16"' and 18th Avenue." Final MIMP at 66. It is worth noting
that the setbacks proposed in the MIMP along 16'h Avenue were primarily O feet, with only a tiny
portion set at S feet or 10 feet. In other words, along the majority of the street, the MIMP
proposed no setbacks at the pedestrian level at all. Similarly, there is O foot setback along the
entire east side of 18th Avenue and only a 5 foot setback along the west side of that street. The
setbacks do not a "quality" pedestrian experience.

•

One particularly vexing statement that finds its way into both the Final MIMP and the FEIS, is
the characterization of the setbacks as "mitigation." The Final MIMP takes the position that these
"setbacks are proposed to provide an appropriate pedestrian scale and transition to the
surrounding neighborhood," and it claims that the setbacks are proposed as "mitigation" or as a
benefit to the neighborhood. Final MIMP at 25 and 44. That is not a fair characterization. The
ground floor setbacks violate the underlying zone's development standards - Swedish is
requesting approval to violate the setback requirements so it can expand. The decreased setbacks
will not mitigate impacts and they do not benefit the neighborhood - they cause the impacts.
e.

Facade

Swedish proposed unmodulated facades be allowed up to a maximum fa~ade with 125 feet. The
limit in the underlying zoning, LR-3, allows a maximum structure without green factor to be 60
feet. Thus, Swedish is requesting that the unmodulated fa<;:ade be more than twice the amount
allowed by the underlying zoning. Swedish is also requesting that the structure depth be
changed. The maximum permitted depth of institutional structures in the R-3 zone is 65 percent
of the lot depth. Swedish is essentially requesting a complete waiver of this requirement and
proposing to build based on the O to S foot setbacks with no limitations on the structure depth.
The floor area ratio (FAR) proposed by Swedish is 4.74, when the existing MIO floor ratio is
2.07. This is yet another design issue that will increase impacts to the surrounding area due to
height, bulk, and scale of the project.
f.

•

The FEIS concludes that the expansion is inconsistent with
the Comp Plan

The FEIS concludes that the Final MIMP is inconsistent with multiple goals and policies in the
Comprehensive Plan. See FEIS at 3.3-32 through 3.3-42. The FEIS repeatedly concludes that
the Swedish Cherry proposal's height, bulk and scale is inconsistent with many of the goals and
policies in the Comprehensive Plan. See FEIS at 3.3-32-33; 37-38; 40, and 42. Specifically, the
FEIS concludes that the Final MIMP is inconsistent with the following policies:
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UV-38: Permit limited amounts of development consistent with
the desire to maintain the general intensity of development that
presently characterizes the multi-family, commercial, and
industrial areas outside of urban centers and villages and direct the
greatest share of growth to the urban centers and villages.
UVG-36: Allow limited amounts of development in areas of the
city outside urban centers and villages to maintain the general
intensity of development that already characterizes these areas and
to promote the targeted level of growth in village and center
locations.

•

LU-6: In order to focus future growth, consistent with the urban
village strategy, limit higher intensity zoning designations to urban
centers, urban villages, and manufacturing/industrial centers.
Limit zoning with height limits that are significantly higher than
those found within single family areas to urban centers, urban
villages, and manufacturing/industrial centers and to those areas
outside of urban villages where higher· height limits would be
consistent with an adopted neighborhood plan, a major institution's
adopted master plan, or with the existing built character of the
area.
LUG-8:
Preserve and protect low density, single family
neighborhoods that provide opportunities for home ownership, that
are attractive to households with children and other residents, that
provide residents with privacy and open spaces immediately
accessible to residents, and where the amount of impervious
surface can be limited.
LUG-9: Preserve the character of single family residential areas
and discourage the demolition of single family residences and
displacement of residents, in a way that encourages rehabilitation
and provides housing opportunities throughout the city. The
character of single family areas includes use, development, and
density characteristics.

•

LU-179: Permit the establishment of zoning overlay districts,
which may modify the regulations of the underlying land use zone
categories to address special circumstances and issues of
significant public interest in a subarea of the city, subject to the
limitations on establishing greater density in single-family areas.
Overlays may be established through neighborhood planning .
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LUG-35: Promote the integration of institutional development
with the function and character of surrounding communities and
the overall planning for urban centers.

Id. There are additional policies that the FEIS either did not review or incorrectly assumed
consistency with, but the main point is clear from just looking at the FEIS -- the proposal is
inconsistent with multiple policies in Seattle's Comprehensive Plan.'
The FEIS states:
The Final MIMP' s proposed greater heights and more densely
developed MIO is generally inconsistent with policies that apply to
areas zoned for single family and low rise residential development.
The proposed height limits would be substantially higher than the
30-foot height of structures that define the neighborhood's existing
character.

•

FEIS at 3.3-37. The FEIS also states that "the scale of both the existing and proposed buildings
is more intense than the surrounding neighborhood character, and that aspect of the proposal is
inconsistent with the "goal of promoting the integration of institutional development with the
function and character of surrounding communities and the overall planning for urban centers.
FEIS at 3.3-42. The FEIS also concluded that "the proposed addition of approximately 1.55
million gross SF does not appear to constitute a "limited amount of development" as called for in
UVG-36 and would therefore be inconsistent with that goal.
Over and over again, the FEIS confirms that the height, bulk, and scale of proposed development
on the campus is disproportionate to the surrounding lower heights and density of the residential
development. The FEIS concludes that the height, bulk, and scale of Alternative 12 would cause
significant adverse impacts in the neighborhood. FEIS 3.4-50. The FEIS characterizes these
impacts as "unavoidable," but they are completely avoidable. They can be avoided by reducing
the height, bulk and scale of the proposal. The MIMP regulatory requirements clearly require
that change.
g.

SEPA substantive mitigation

On the subject of a development's height, bulk and scale, the City's policy is to preserve the
character of individual city neighborhoods. SMC 25.05.675.G.1.a. The code states:
It is the City's policy that the height, bulk and scale of development
projects should be reasonably compatible with the general
The Director's conclusions in its Report concerning SEPA mitigation are inconsistent with the FEIS. The

•

Director concludes, incorrectly, that the "discussion in the FEIS establishes that the Master Plan is generally
consistent with the planning goals of the various plans, policies, and regulations." Director's Report at 95. The
Report fails to inform the Examiner that the FEIS concluded that the proposal was inconsistent with at least seven
land use policies in the Comp Plan .
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character of development anticipated by the goals aud policies set
forth in Section B of the land use element of the Seattle
Comprehensive Plau regarding Land Use Categories, the shoreline
goals and policies set forth in Section D-4 of the land use element
of the Seattle Comprehensive Plan, the procedures aud locational
criteria for shoreline environment redesignations set forth in SMC
Sections 23.60.060 and 23.60.220, and the adopted land use
regulations for the area in which they are located, and to provide
for a reasonable trausition between areas of less intensive zoning
aud more intensive zoning.
The Code expressly allows the City decision maker to condition or deny a project to mitigate the
adverse impacts of substantially incompatible height, bulk and scale. SMC 25.05.675.G.2.b.
Mitigating measures may include but are not limited to:
1.

Limiting the height of the development;

11.

Modifying the bulk of the development;

Modifying the development's facade including but not
limited to color and finish material;

111.

•

iv.
Reducing the number or size of accessory structures or
relocating accessory structures including but not limited to towers,
railings, aud antennae;
v.

Repositioning the development on the site; and

vi.
Modifying or requiring setbacks, screening, laudscaping or
other techniques to offset the appearauce of incompatible height,
bulk aud scale.
If there ever was a situation to apply this mitigation, this is that situation. The height, bulk and
scale of the proposal should be limited and modified pursuant to the authority in the SEPA
regulations.

2.

•

The traffic impacts will adversely affect the livability aud vitality of the
neighborhood

It is evident from the Final MIMP and the FEIS that the traffic and transportation generated by
the Swedish Cherry Hill expansion will cause significant adverse impacts to the surrounding
community. Full build-out will cause the current traffic numbers to nearly double. The livability
and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods will be severely compromised by this enormous increase
in traffic in the area. I incorporate herein the written testimony of Ross Tilghman, which is
attached to this letter and which addresses these issues in detail.
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The FEIS provides further evidence that the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods will
be severely compromised by the increase in traffic in the area caused by the proposal. The FEIS
states:
[The] added congestion [from the proposal] would contribute to
measurably poor performance of the transportation network, in
terms of increased delays along several of the corridors and at
some specific intersections. The increase in traffic and pedestrian
and bicycle activity due to development would result in more
conflict points and increased hazards to safety. The increase in
traffic volumes for Alternatives 8, IL or 12, and the resultant
impacts on traffic operations are considered significant
unavoidable adverse impacts.
FEIS at 3.7-58. The FEIS characterization of these impacts as "unavoidable," suggests that the
proposal should be denied outright under the MIMP regulations because it will adversely affect
the livability and vitality of the neighborhood. In the alternative, the SEPA policies do authorize
mitigation measures that would include a reduction in the size and/or scale of the proposal to
mitigate traffic and transportation impacts.

•

It is the City's policy to minimize or prevent adverse traffic impacts which would undermine the

stability, safety and/or character of a neighborhood or surrounding areas. SMC25.05.675.R.2.a.
In determining the necessary traffic and transportation impact mitigation, the decisionmaker shall
examine the expected peak traffic and circulation pattern of the proposed project weighed against
such factors as the availability of public transit; existing vehicular and pedestrian traffic
conditions; accident history; the trend in local area development; parking characteristics of the
immediate area; the use of the street as determined by the Seattle Department of Transportation's
Seattle Comprehensive Transportation Plan; and the availability of goods, services and recreation
within reasonable walking distance. SMC 25.05.675.R.2.b.
Mitigation of traffic and transportation impacts shall be permitted whether or not the project
meets the criteria of the Overview Policy set forth in SMC Section 25.05.665. SMC
25.05.675.R.2.c. Mitigation measures that may be applied to this proposal pursuant to the City's
SEPA substantive authority includes a reduction in the size and/or scale of the proposal if other
mitigation is inadequate to effectively mitigate the adverse impacts of the project. SMC
25.05.675.R.2.f.
Thus, under the SEPA policies the Examiner could recommend denial or mitigation measures
that would include a reduction in the size and/or scale of the proposal to mitigate traffic and
transportation impacts .

•
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D.

Swedish Has Failed to Provide Adequate Information to Show Consistency with
the Goals and Policies of the Human Development Element of the Comp Plan

In the Examiner's recommendation, an assessment must be made of the extent to which Swedish
Cherry Hill, with its proposed development and changes, will address the goals and applicable
policies under Education and Employability and Health in the Human Development Element of
the Comprehensive Plan. SMC 23.69.032.E.3. This section requires a clear and definitive
statement about how the existing medical center meets the goals, it requires a specific assessment
of how the "proposed development and changes" will address the goals and policies in the
Comprehensive Plan. The Final MIMP and FEIS fail to show, in specific and concrete detail,
how the proposed expansion will address and contribute positively in the future to human
development issues in the community. 6
The vision statement of the Human Development Element is:
The City of Seattle invests in people so that all families and
individuals can meet their basic needs, share in our economic
prosperity, and participate in building a safe, healthy, educated,
just, and caring community.

•

Comp Plan at 9.3. There are 37 goals and policies that follow that vision statement. These goals
and policies are broken down into four groups: Building Supportive Relationships within
Families Neighborhoods & Communities, Food to Eat & a Roof Overhead; the Education & Job
Skills to Lead an Independent Life; and Effective Disease Prevention, Access to Health Care,
Physical & Mental Fitness for Everyone. SMC 23.69.032.E.3 focuses the assessment on the
Education and Employability and Health sections of that element.
The Final MIMP includes an "Appendix C," which is titled "Consistency with City's
Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies." The table in Appendix C analyzes only nine goals and
policies from the Human Development Element section. It is unclear why Appendix C only
analyzes certain hand-picked goals and policies and omits others. In the Human Development
Goals and Policies section of the Comprehensive Plan, there are at least 15 goals and policies in
the Human Development Element section that speak to Education and Employability and
Health.'
Overall, there are two predominant problems with the Final MIMP' s assessment: ( l) the content
of the analysis is so vague that it is largely meaningless and (2) the analysis refers only to past
and current activities - i.e., actions that are already occurring with the existing sized facility and
Because the FEIS is yet another document that the Hearing Examiner and ultimately the City Council will
rely on to inform the decision on the Final MTMP, J point out, in that context, where the FEIS lacks information
necessary to make a decision on the MIMP. The FEIS discussion on Human Development element of the Comp
Plan was inadequate and incorrect.

•

7

If Swedish omitted the remaining six goals and policies because it believes that those goals or policies are

inapplicable, that should have been explicitly stated in the table .
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that will occur even if the MIMP is denied. I have attached to this letter a table that contains
Washington CAN's detailed assessment of the applicable goals and policies in the Human
Development Element and describes the extent to which the Final MIMP fails to adequately
address each one of those goals and policies.
Some points to consider:

•

"providing excellent care to the region" does not specifically address benefits to the
neighborhood around Cherry Hill (Final MIMP Section C.12, p. 69).

•

Swedish Medical Center claims it provided community benefit in 2013 of $143 million
(MIMP Section C.12, p. 69). Setting aside the questionable inclusion of some activities as
community benefits and the lack of transparency in how they are accounted for, it does
not address explicitly how much of this system-wide benefit went to neighborhood
schools, residents, etc. around Cherry Hill. Nor does it specify plans to increase donations
and activities.

•

o

SMC should also address how it will offset the decline in charity care - according
to the Washington Department of Health's annual data on the Cherry Hill campus,
gross charity care dollars have declined from $32.9 million in 2013 to $17.9
million in 2014. Using the respective annual mark-up ratios, this is an estimated
decline from $7.8 million to $4.8 million, or 38%, in charity care valued at cost.

o

The number of charity care patients declined from 856 in 2013, to 458 in 2014
(Swedish - Cherry Hill annual reports to WA DH).

•

The claim that Swedish Cherry Hill volunteers provided 29,492 hours of service in 2012,
does not clarify exactly 1) whether SMC paid for staff to do this work on staff-time, and
2) the specific allocation of volunteer hours or other services to organizations, schools
and events in the neighborhood around Cherry Hill.

•

In Part IV, B of DPD's report, it cites Swedish's work on reversing negative health trends
in the "local population," and then Cherry Hill's work on various "community education"
efforts. Swedish should report 1) how many Squire Park and other near neighbors take
advantage of these classes, programs and screenings, and 2) which ones are actually free
or offered at a financial loss to Swedish.

The Director's Report is inadequate in that it accepts Swedish's vague description and
quantification of current and past activities that it claims to be community benefits without any
scrutiny.

•

As mentioned above with respect to the public benefits, Swedish should be required to make
concrete and specific promises to forgive medical debt and increase charity care access in the
community so that its proposal is consistent with the Human Development element of the Comp
Plan. They could offer specific programs to support neighbors of Swedish Cherry Hill who are
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struggling with or facing foreclosure from huge medical bills that should be forgiven as charity
care. They could make access to charity care and other financial assistance easier and more
transparent. They could also include in the package some give back to the local schools. They
could give generously to Bailey Gatzert Elementary and other local schools in need, supporting
the next generation of potential Swedish-Providence staff. We request that the Examiner require
that Swedish put together a package that contains concrete and specific promises for benefits for
the local community consistent with the Human Development goals of the Comprehensive Plan.
E.

The Rezone Criteria Have Not Been Met by the Swedish Proposal

Washington CAN requests that the Hearing Examiner deny the rezone proposed by Swedish
Medical Center on the grounds that the proposal does not meet the criteria for approval of a
rezone.
Generally, courts apply the following rules to rezone applications:
(I)
There is no presumption of validity of favoring the action
of rezoning;

•

(2)
The proponents of the rezone have the burden of proof in
demonstrating that conditions have changed since the original
zoning; and
The rezone must bear a substantial relationship to the
(3)
public health, safety, morals, or welfare.

Citizens for Mount Vernon v. City of Mount Vernon, 133 Wn.2d 861, 874-75, 947 P.2d 1208
(1997). 8 When a proposed rezone implements the policies of a Comprehensive Plan, the
proponent is not required to demonstrate changed circumstances. Bjarnson v. Kitsap County, 78
Wn. App. 840, 845-46, 899 P.2d 1290 (1995).
The Seattle Municipal Code states that the most appropriate zone designation shall be that for
which the provisions of designation of the zone type and the locational criteria for the specific
zone match the characteristics of the area to be rezoned better than any other zone designation.
SMC 23 .34.008. The Code requires that the impact of more intensive zones on less intensive
zones shall be minimized by the use of transitions or buffers, if possible. SMC 23 .34.008.E. l. A
gradual transition between zoning categories, including height limits, is preferred. Id. The
evaluation of a proposed rezone shall consider the possible negative and positive impacts on the
area proposed for rezone and its surroundings. SMC 23.34.008.

•

The Seattle Municipal Code states that "evidence of changed circumstances shall be taken into
consideration in revie,ving the proposed rezones, but is not required to demonstrate the appropriateness of a
proposed rezone." SMC 23.34.008.G .
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Among other things, the Code requires that the height limits be consistent with the type and scale
of development intended for each zone classification and that they reinforce the natural
topography of the area and its surroundings. SMC 23.34.009. The height limits established by
current zoning shall be given consideration and any permitted height limits shall be compatible
with the predominant height and scale of existing development. SMC 23.34.009.C. Height
limits for an area shall be compatible with actual and zoned heights in surrounding areas. 9
The section specifically concerning MIO districts requires that in addition to the general rezone
criteria, the comments of the Citizen Advisory Committee shall be considered. SMC 23.34.124.
The Code states the following:
Public purpose. The applicant shall submit a statement which
documents the reasons the rezone is being requested, including a
discussion of the public benefits resulting from the proposed
expansion, the way in which the proposed expansion will serve the
public purpose mission of the major institution, and the extent to
which the proposed expansion may affect the livability of the
surrounding neighborhood.

•

SMC 23.34.124.A (emphasis supplied) .
The height limits proposed in the Final MIMP do not match the characteristics of the area to be
rezoned. As mentioned above, the FEIS concluded that the height limits proposed in the Final
MIMP will have significant adverse impacts on the surrounding area. With respect to service
capacities, the FEIS concluded that the proposal would have significant adverse impacts on
traffic and transportation in the area. With this project, the impact of the more intensive height of
MIO 160 is not adequately minimized by the use of transitions or buffers. The majority CAC has
recommended, generally, heights lower than 105 feet for the facility, with one small exception of
140 feet.
With respect to public benefit, as was explained above, the applicant has not adequately
demonstrated what public benefits will result specifically from the proposed expansion.
For these reasons, Washington CAN requests denial of the proposed rezone.
F.

Conclusion

Washington CAN requests that the Examiner recommend that the City Council deny the
proposal outright for failure to meet the MIMP criteria. In the alternative, we ask that the
Examiner recommend that any expansion be accompanied by specific, concrete, future

•

9

This section excludes buildings developed under major institution height limits, but it excludes them from
being considered as the "actual and zoned heights" in relationship to the requested zone heights. In other words, the
compatibility assessment does not include existing MIMP heights. SMC 23.34.009.D. l.
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commitments to ensure that Swedish/Providence provides meaningful charity care and 1s
responsive and accountable to the local community and its patients and workers.
In the alternative to denial, Washington CAN also requests that the Examiner recommend that
the proposal size be reduced significantly to address the traffic impacts and the height, bulk, and
scale impacts of the proposal. As explained above, significant negative impacts to the
surrounding neighborhoods and community have not been adequately mitigated. The benefits to
Swedish are extraordinarily high while the impacts to the local community are significant and
adverse. The proposal is completely out of balance and must be changed significantly before it
can be approved.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.

, LLP

•

Claudia M. Newman
CMN:psc
Attachments:
Attachment A
Attachment B

cc:

•

Client

Critique and Suggestions Around Human Development Goals in the Final
EIS and Final MIMP (Jul. 13, 2015)
Letter from Ross Tilghman to Hearing Examiner Tanner (Jul. 9, 2015)

Critique and suggestions around Human Development Goals in the Final EIS and Final
MIMP
July 13, 2015

•

Swedish needs to address the Cherry Hill campus specifically in its analysis of the future
MlMP's consistency with Seattle's Comprehensive Plan Goals and Policies, Human
Development Goals (HOG) 4, 4.5, 5 and 6. The following is a critique of the Swedish-Cherry
Hill MIMP and the information provided in the Final EIS.
Ml Goals
and
Policies
HDG4
i

•

HDG4.5

HDG5

HD 15

HD 16

•

Critique

Swedish provides an analysis of what it has done in the past (and would occur even
if the MIMP is denied). To make matters worse, the Final EIS contains a very
vague description of its specific role and impact. Swedish does not address how it
promotes an "excellent education system." Swedish should quantify data for
classes offered and people taking them at Cherry Hill specifically in the past, and
I must provide a detailed summary of what Swedish will do as part of the expansion
to improve these numbers and programs in order to meet this HOG.
The Final MIMP provides descriptive data of the training of health care
practitioners and researchers at both its First Hill and Cherry Hill campuses, with
no specific quantitative details on the types of position trained or training hours.
The MIMP states that 30% of downtown Seattle residents have a bachelor's degree
or higher without specifying Swedish's own role in this specific demographic.
Swedish addresses 4 and 4.5 together in the EIS. It could do more by specifying
funding and/or partnering goals with specific neighborhood schools around Cherry
Hill (see below). For example, does it provide a full nurse at Madrona, or donate
some supplies?
Swedish does not address HOG 4.5 in the MIMP.
Swedish does not address HOG 5 in either the EIS or the MIMP. It could do so by
specifying funding and partnering goals with existing nearby organizations, such as
Casa Latina (see below).
Swedish does not address HD 15 in the EIS.
In the MIMP, Swedish describes a partnership with Ballard High School,
something that residents around the Cherry Hill campus are unlikely to benefit
from. Swedish should specify how programs at the Cherry Hill campus and/or
contributions to nearby schools (such as Bailey Gatzert Elementary School) and
organizations will support learning readiness for impacted neighbors and schoollinked services.
Swedish does not address HD 16 in the EIS or MIMP. Swedish could work with
nearby Seattle Public Schools (such as Bailey Gatzert, Madrona K-8, and Garfield
High School) to promote academic and personal achievement for all children, by
contributing money and time for programs already in place, and/or facilitating a
program like the one at Ballard High School which supports physical and mental
health. The most current available data on Bailey Gatzert indicates that student
achievement in reading, writing, math and science is well below District averages,
1
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i

•

HD 17

HD 18

•

HD 19

HD20

and student's year-to-year growth is also relatively weak in math and reading.'
Swedish could also promote service-learning and volunteering that exposes youth
to healthcare careers and opportunities. The Draft MIMP must specify specific
plans and goals in these areas .
Swedish does not address HD 17 in the EIS or MIMP. Similar to HD 16, Swedish
could use such programs to build relationships with Squire Park/nearby
neighborhood groups and schools, and to promote healthcare opportunities that
inspire youth to continue their education. The Central Area Youth Association
(CAY A) would be a potential partner, especially with their computer classes and
emerging healthcare phone apps and information technology. The Draft MIMP
must specify specific plans and goals in these areas.
Swedish does not address HD 18 in the EIS or MIMP. Given the diverse population
in the vicinity of the Cherry Hill campus, it could provide space on campus for
literacy and English for Language Learners (ELL) programs. Bailey Gatzert
Elementary School's population includes 40% English Language Learners, well
above the District average2 and a signal that many adults in the area are also ELL.
Casa Latina is nearby - it is a worker center and educational non-profit that already
has programs to help immigrants learn English and navigate their new communities
("community literacy" workshops). Entre Hermanos is also nearby, and would be
a good partner in helping LGBTQ Latinos. Swedish could provide funding for
programs and participate in workshops to promote their charity care, and to hear
from the community about patients' needs for linguistically- and culturallyappropriate care. The Draft MIMP must specify specific plans and goals in these
areas.
Swedish does not address how it works with community colleges, universities and
other institutions of higher learning (it notes that it is located next to Seattle
University). It should specify how the Cherry Hill expansion will promote life-long
learning opportunities for community members. Also it should specify how this
expansion will "encourage the broadest possible use of libraries, community
centers, schools, and other existing facilities throughout the city, focusing on the
development of these resources in urban villages areas." The MIMP does not
address HD 19.
Swedish's RN Residency Program with a Learning Center to be located on the
Cherry Hill campus is a good example of this policy. However, Swedish should
also address how it might address HD20 for Squire Park community members. In
the MlMP, Swedish refers to its Community Health Needs Assessment (CHNA),
which is now required by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA),
and a plan to prioritize needs around each campus. There is nothing explicitly in the
CHNA about HD20 - it is all about health needs. Moreover, Swedish has a

I Bailey Gatzert Elementary School Report the 2013-2014 School Year. Downloaded June 26, 2015 from:
http:// sps.ss8 .sharpschoo !.com/cms/One.aspx ?pa geld~ 15 709&portalld~62 7&obj ectl d. 26 15 3~305 l 96&contextld. 26
153~304696&parentld.26 l 53~304697. While Madrona K-8 public school is not in the Squire Park neighborhood,
its attendance area includes the northern part of Squire Park. Its student achievement (3rd_gth grades) and gro\vth (3rd_
s" grade, math) scores are also well below District averages. 2013-2014 report dom1Joaded June 26, 2015.
http :/:\v\V\.v.sea ttleschools.org/modules/cms/pages.phttnl?sessionid=7 6 20e8 78 2e4ba82e9 81 b60a l cd25 6227 &pageid
~222659&sessionid&sessionid~76>0e8782e4ba82e98 l b60a l cd256227
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•

IBID.
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combined CHNA for its First Hill and Cherry Hill campuses, which yet again does
not enable an analysis of how any programs specifically benefit Cherry Hill
neighbors currently and in the future.

•

Health
HDG6

HD21

HD22

•
I

Again, Swedish provides vague narrative about serving "the community" The
community benefit numbers and charity care numbers are system-wide, not Cherry
Hill specific. Moreover, Swedish should address how it plans to offset declines in
charity care due to Medicaid expansion. See below for more suggestions on specific
actions it could take in the future to address the policies, especially affordable
health care, under HDG 6.
In the EIS, The programs and partnerships should be limited to Cherry Hill for an
accurate assessment of how this campus meets the needs of neighbors. The
information in the EIS is inadequate for the H.E. to rely on to make a decision. In
public meetings, neighbors have noted that many of Swedish's free health
education and promotion classes do not happen on the Cherry Hill campus. For
example, on the list provided, Global to Local (Tukwila area) and the Ballard teen
program are included. It is unclear where the remaining services are offered given that a quick scan of classes in 4 areas found few at Cherry Hill, this should be
specifically addressed. Swedish should also clarify if any of these programs will
change with campus expansion and nossible shifting of services across its campuses
Swedish should specify which outreach, classes and support groups are offered on
the Cherry Hill campus, how frequently, as a proportion of all Swedish campuses,
and include attendance (by zip code of attendee if possible) and outreach efforts.
Most importantly, Swedish should specify how/if the new MIMP will allow for the
same or more educational offerings at the Cherry Hill campus. For example, none
of the, none of the monthly pre-diabetes classes are offered at Cherry Hill through
June 2015, none of the Women's Health classes are offered at Cherry Hill through
October 2015, and none of the cancer classes are offered at Cherry Hill through
October 2015. 3 Ifno one is attending the classes that are offered at Cherry Hill,
Swedish should work with the community, such as the United Black Christian
Clergy, to 1) develop better outreach, 2) develop better implementation and
evaluation of classes, and/or 3) offer classes that are responsive to community
requests. Swedish does not specify if nearby neighbors who are low-income and/or
people of color are accessing free education and support groups.
Moreover, HD 22 is about the reduction of health risks and behaviors, which
emerging research shows is related to social determinants of health: the
neighborhood and built environment, economic stability, education, and social and
4
community context. Factors that Swedish should address here include but are not

3

s~,edish events calendar searched June 26, 2015. Previously, the Swedish events calendar v..ras searched March 28,
2015 - none of the following were offered at Cherry Hill: weight loss seminars and health weight classes through
the end of 2015, monthly pre-diabetes classes through June 2015, Women's Health classes through October 2015,
and cancer classes through October 2015. The calendar sho\ved results through June 2015 for diabetes, through
December 2015 for \\ eight loss, and through October 2015 for ,,vomen's health and cancer. Since March, the
calendar now shows that 2 weight loss classes will be offered at Cherry Hill.
https://v,/v.,rv.1 .events vc.com/ S\vedishhealth1?hideregclosed= 1
1

4

•

http://v,'\V\v .healthypeople. gov/2020/topicso bj ecti ves2020/overvie\v. aspx?topicid= 39
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HD23

HD24

•

limited to: how the expansion of the Cherry Hill campus will affect the safety for
walkers and bicyclists in the neighborhood; how/if Cherry Hill will promote access
to educational, economic and job opportunities; how Cherry Hill can support
transportation options, public safety, and more .
Swedish should address the impacts of increased traffic on the environment in the
Cherry Hill neighborhood, and how its development will support or discourage
walking, bicycling and other forms of outdoors exercise in the neighborhood.
(Swedish omits 23c, which relates to development that promotes physical
activities.)
From the EIS, Swedish should specify precisely how it invests in programs and
services at Cherry Hill and in Squire Park and how much in charity care ( at
estimated cost) the Cherry Hill campus provides, and if possible report this by zip
code of patient. The Global to Local program does not benefit neighbors.
Should Swedish Medical Center take credit for programs funded through the
Swedish Medical Center Foundation? Doesn't the Foundation raise a significant
amount of money independently? How much money does SMC donate to the
Foundation? How much of this could be allocated from the Cherry Hill campus
budget?
Swedish should also address how it will continue to improve access to care with the
ACA and Medicaid expansion reducing the number of uninsured patients, and
having unknown effect on underinsured patients. Swedish should detail a plan for
helping patients with large co-insurance and out-of-pocket costs, as well as current
or future medical debt. See notes below on challenges with charity care.
Swedish Cherry Hill's provision of healthcare to patients of all ages and economic
status does not address how/if it coordinates service delivery. Swedish should
discuss its plans to promote access to healthcare, and specifically charity care, by
collaborating with neighborhood organizations (such as Casa Latina) and schools.

HD 24.5

Swedish discusses its partnership with Country Doctor Community Health Center
on the Cherry Hill campus. Does Swedish provide staff hours? Subsidize space?
Swedish does not address 24.5 in the MIMP.
HD25
Swedish does not address HD 25 in the EIS.
In the MIMP, Swedish is again vague: Swedish should specify the current and
future programs and financial contributions attributable to the Cherry Hill campus
and/or accessible by those neighbors. The Global to Local program does not benefit
neighbors.
**94% of students at Bailey Gatzert qualify for free/reduced lunch. 61 % of students at Madrona
K-8 qualify.

******************************************
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8 July 2015
Sue Tanner
City of Seattle Hearing Examiner
700 Fifth Avenue
Suite 4000
Seattle, WA 98104
re: Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP
Dear Examiner Tanner:

This letter discusses the adequacy of mitigation for the proposed expansion of the Swedish Cherry Hill
medical campus and argues that, absent more aggressive measures, the project is simply too large for its
neighborhood. In preparing this letter I have reviewed the final MIMP, the project's FEIS transportation
section, and DP D's Director's Report, among other documents.

•

1.

The proposed Transportation Management Plan (TMP) is not sufficiently aggressive at the outset,
and its conditioned target may not be achievable. Swedish Cherry Hill currently has 56% - 58% (the
FEIS and MIMP report slightly different rates) of its employees commuting by single occupant
vehicles (SOV). Consequently, it fails to meet Seattle's code-minimum requirement of no more than
50% SOV, and it falls far short of the performance at other major institutions including Seattle
University and Seattle Children's hospital. While the Director's Report supports the CAC
recommendation for an eventual 38% SOV rate, it gives Swedish Cherry Hill 25 years to reach that
level. By comparison, Seattle Children's achieved that level of performance prior to its recently
approved expansion. And it did so with measures far more aggressive than those outlined in the
MIMP's TMP, including operating a sophisticated shuttle system.
Indeed, Swedish Cherry Hill has a long way to go to achieve lower SOV rates. Swedish Cherry Hill has
failed to reduce employee driving for many years, and staff could not provide explanations for why
its current TMP fails to perform better. The MIMP and DP D's Director's Report outline additional
TMP measures to encourage commuting alternatives but the effectiveness of those measures is not
known and cannot be known without data regarding employee's transportation needs. For
example, for how many employees is transit a realistic option? For how many is a carpool or
vanpool realistic? To what extent is the site's location away from transit hubs an impediment to less
driving? What transit and/or shuttle capacity would be required to meet the 38% SOV goal?
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Swedish and the City should evaluate whether significant reductions can actually be achieved, and
whether they can be reached in less than 25 years. If not, a smaller project should be identified
such that it would not create any LOS F conditions.

2.

The analysis of transit capacity is misleading and the recommendation to increase transit subsidies
overlooks the problem of limited transit service in this neighborhood.
Decision makers rely on the FEIS' examination of transit capacity and its report that substantial
excess capacity exists on routes serving the campus. It reports that only about 30% to 45% of
capacity is used in morning and afternoon peak periods. That picture, however, is deeply
misleading. It is misleading because the reported capacity counts buses regardless of direction,

whereas Swedish Cherry Hill trips go strongly in one direction. Therefore, the question of transit
capacity must be considered in light of the directional distribution of Swedish Cherry Hill trips. Even
though buses in the opposite direction might have surplus capacity, that capacity is not effectively
available to Swedish Cherry Hill staff.
The trip distribution for transit riders would be similar to that of employees in cars. The FEIS
assumes that only 15% of trips occur to and from the east. Thus, the majority (85%) of transit
demand travels primarily to and from the west. Riding the bus east of Cherry Hill allows only one
connection to another route. Even if seats are available, few employees could use them since few

travel that direction.

•

The FEIS does not reveal that Metro reports (2014 Service Guidelines Report, Appendix E) that
Routes 3/4 (which operate together sharing the majority of the route) experience a load factor of
1.44 in the peak period and 1.24 in the off-peak between the Central District and Downtown. That
means that there are 1.44 passengers for every seat on the bus throughout the peak period (3
hours), so it's standing room only. And that's true of the off-peak period, too, when there are 1.24
passengers per seat. Load factors above 1.50 indicate very crowded conditions. Thus, there is little
extra capacity for new riders. I estimate that by 2023, the project's extra riders would increase peak
hour load factors to 1.65 passengers per seat on buses headed west of the campus (the peak hour is
used since the EIS provided peak hour trip information, not peak period). Those routes already
operate at high frequencies using trolley buses, so are unlikely to add capacity readily. The other
routes near campus are express routes heading to places such as Wedgewood, Federal Way and
Shoreline, destinations that may not serve many Swedish employees, even if those routes have

seats available.
Of the six area routes that will continue to operate in future years, only one, Route 3, provides
service throughout the day past the campus. Three routes are express routes operating in peak
periods only. Two other routes operate on streets about one-half mile from campus. In short, the
campus has limited transit service considering hours of service, convenient access and route choice.

Such limited transit access and service is inadequate to support a major institution that employs
thousands of people needing transit service over many different hours to many different
destinations. That the campus lies outside of an urban village means that it is never likely to get the
level of transit service necessary to meet its employees' and visitors' needs.

•
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The Director's Report recommends that Swedish Cherry Hill increase transit subsidies to 100% until
the institution achieves a 50% SOV rate, after which it could reduce the subsidy. While the small
difference in cost savings to employees may encourage some to switch to transit, the condition
overlooks the problem of transit capacity and availability. Indeed, as I have noted previously,
Swedish does not know why it falls short of meeting the 50% SOV rate now. One reason might be
that transit simply doesn't work well for many of its employees due to factors including: overfull
Park & Ride lots regionally; poor schedule reliability so that riders may not get to work on time or
are forced to start their trips much earlier than they prefer; too many transfers to make the trip
attractive and reliable; or too little access to transit where they live, not to mention limited route
choices at the campus. Simply requiring a full subsidy may have little influence on use of transit.
If Swedish Cherry Hill is allowed to expand, it should be required to provide more transit capacity to
campus and more connections between the campus and major transit hubs.
3.

•

The proposed MIMP creates unacceptable traffic impacts that are not mitigated. Four
1
intersections near campus fall to LOS Fas a result of the MIMP: 13th/Cherry; 15 h/Cherry;
1
1
16 h/Cherry and 14 "/Jefferson. Mitigation is proposed for only two of those intersections. For the
other two (13 1"/Cherry and 15'"/Cherry), the recommendation is for residents to shift to other less
congested intersections. That is not appropriate mitigation, especially for a residential
neighborhood.
The problem is that the residents bear a disproportionate burden at those intersections. Stop signs
control traffic on the north/south residential streets, while traffic on Cherry Street does not stop.
Swedish Cherry Hill adds traffic to Cherry Street causing longer delays to cars on 13'" and 15'".
Those delays increase to LOS F conditions with the MIMP, with only 13'" facing LOS Fin 2023, and all
four intersections facing LOS F by 2040. It's important to note that under No Build conditions, no
LOS F results occur. Thus, the medical campus gets the benefit of driving along Cherry and
Jefferson, but residents face long delays because of that added traffic.
The suggestion that residents can simply use a different intersection to avoid such long delay
ignores the frustration such changes cause to neighbors, and ignores the impact on other residential
streets of diverting traffic to them. The EIS clearly hesitated to consider proposing signals at each
intersection. Apart from whether new signals would meet applicable signal warrants, the addition
of multiple signals would further indicate that the neighborhood is transitioning from a residential to
a more commercial/institutional area.
Additionally, the project adds the majority of its traffic to the already highly congested James Street
corridor, west of Broadway. While the FEIS reports that travel speeds would decrease, the
magnitude of the change may not be fully understood by many readers. This chart attempts to
clarify the degree that travel speeds decline due to the project:

•
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AM Peak Hour

Direction

Travel Time in 2023
Alt.8
2023
No Build
tmm:ss)
tmm:ssl

0

/o Difference
1Ofo

Chanqe

James St.
16th Ave to Broadway)

EB
WB

4:12
3:31

4:14
3:45

0:02
0:14

E. Cherry Street
IBroadwav to 23rd Ave\

EB
WB

4:19

4:13
3:01

-0:06
0:02

7°/o
-2°/o
1°/o

4:11
7:32

0:00

QO/o

1 :02
0:00

16°/o

1 :51
3:29

0:19

10°/o

2:59

PM Peak Hour
James St.
16th Ave to Broadwav\

EB

4: 11

WB

E. Cherry Street
IBroadwav to 23rd Ave)

EB
WB

6:30
1:51

AM Peak Hour
James St.
16th Ave to Broadwav\

E. Cherry Street
IBroadwav to 23rd Ave\

3:10

Direction

Travel Time in 2040
Alt. 8
2040
No Build
lmm:ss)
lmm:ssl
4:24

I

i

Chanqe

I

-0:01 I'
0:37 i
0:04 I'
0:11

EB
WB
EB
WB

2:53

4:23
4:11
4:13
3:04

EB

4: 11

4:13

0:02

WB

5:52

9:06

3:14

EB

1:51

1 :52

0:01

WB

3: 11

3:39

0:28

3:34
4:09

QO/o

/o Difference
-Q.4o/o

0

17°/o
2o/o
6o/o

PM Peak Hour
James St.
(6th Ave to Broadwa"'

•

E. Cherry Street
IBroadwav to 23rd Ave\

1o/o
55°/o
1 o/o
15°/o

Source: FEIS C-85, Table 11; Tilghman Group

The increase in PM peak hour travel time on James Street, westbound in 2040 (highlighted above) is
profound: the project's traffic would increase travel time for all users on this segment by 55%.
Travel speeds would be reduced to walking speed.
The FEIS also showed the effect of a 38% SOV rate on travel times, noting that 1 minute would be
saved on James Street, westbound in the PM Peak Hour in 2040. That still results in a 38% increase
in travel time for all users on that segment, a significant increase to an already highly congested
corridor.

A more appropriate approach to mitigate the impacts to residents would be to consider reducing
the amount of project traffic so as to avoid creating LOS F conditions, and to avoid increasing James
Street travel times by more than 15%. Clearly, the volume by 2023 begins to reach the limit of
residential intersection capacity, and is slightly beyond the 15% increase on James Street. That 2023
volume allows for approximately a 50% net increase in trips over the No Build alternative. Beyond

that level, residents will experience increasingly unacceptable delays.
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In conclusion, the MIMP has not provided decision makers with the clarity needed to evaluate the
impacts of such a large project on the surrounding residential neighborhood. It fails to inform them
about the feasibility of meeting new TMP goals. It misleads them regarding available transit capacity.
And it fails to consider methods to avoid LOS F conditions that disproportionately affect residents .
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7/21/2015

Dear H. E. Tanner,
I moved to Seattle in 2011 to create a better life for myself than what I grew up with. I knew as soon as I set my
feet on Seattle ground, that this was home for me. Its rich cultural diversity, welcoming community, and historic
architecture make for a truly unique environment that needs to be fought for. I found my home in a beautiful
113 year old craftsman home. This picturesque home is located directly behind Swedish Hospital.
Unfortunately, I've had growing cause to be fearful for this hard-won lifestyle. In the past four years, I've seen
Seattle change rapidly. Bit by bit, another historic gem is torn down and replaced with pricey but cheaply built
condos filled with people who have no regard for the culture and the community around them. This change in
population is pushing out those who make up the vibrant Seattle culture and whitewashing the diversity.
Sabey Corporation is becoming a part of this problem. With the proposed additions to the Hospital, a beautiful
and historic neighborhood will be greatly diminished. The construction alone will cause major disruption.
Sleeping babies will be disturbed with jackhammers, migraines will worsen for our neighbors who have medical
conditions, and dust will become a major issue for yards, houses, and asthma.
Traffic has been a growing concern with those trying to commute to and around the hospital. This neighborhood
does not have the infrastructure to support the 3000 extra cars trying to access the new garage. The road redevelopment, crosswalks, and additional traffic lights will only cost the city and ultimately, the taxpayer to catch
up to this sudden change. This is Seattle's oldest residential neighborhood, not an urban center. It is simply not
built to accommodate this. The children who love playing outside will be put into unnecessary danger with such
a major traffic increase.
Swedish Hospital's plan does not serve the neighborhood in any way. Their expansion is centered around
building large private rooms for their wealthy patients and investors and research labs that can and should be
somewhere else.
Thanks to your diligence in thoroughly investigating this matter. I'm aware that little to none of this information
is new to you at this point. However, I do urge you to take a look at the entire livelihoods being effected in such
directly invasive ways. Please carefully consider how staggering the evidence against this expansion is. The
repercussions are overwhelming and the benefits are nearly non-existent to a community that can't afford those
private waiting rooms. Sabey is only looking out for their bottom line. Reject this plan. Tell Sabey to be a good
neighbor.
Thank you for your careful consideration,
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OFFICE OF
HEARING EXAMINER

I had never been through this public-hearing process before; and I came away
in awe of the overwhelming mountain of evidence you've been presented with.
At the risk, then, of earning your lifelong enmity, I would like to add a couple
more pages to your mountain, things I would have said if public testimony had
been unlimited.
For the first point to be effective, may remind you of my profession: I'm a
reporter, a journalist. For almost 16 years I've been Seattle Correspondent for
The Christian Science Monitor, and since 1994 I've worked as a medical writer
in Seattle, and for all of the major medical institutions with exception,
ironically, of Swedish. As a reporter, I have to be assiduous with facts and data.
One can't be otherwise and continue working for a newspaper with the
credibility of The J\fonitor.
In 2007 and 2008, while researching the concepts for successive corporate
annual reports I wrote for Group Health Cooperative, I came upon white
papers from not only the US Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta (CDC) but
also two US Congressional committees charged with solving the nation's health
care crisis. The researchers for the CDC as well as the Congress all said the
same thing: The main problem driving out-of-control health care costs in the
country is the dominant business paradigm, customarily called fee for service. I
suspect you know much of this, but, for the record, the problem with fee-forservice medicine is that its incentive is to increase profits-by doing more:
more costly imaging, more surgeries, more buildings, more, more, and still
more. Because the more procedures this model of medicine can proffer, the
greater the profits of the institutions as well as the physicians practicing in this
manner. Once upon a time, this model worked well enough, but that was
before technologies and insurers made health care so expensive. A once-okay
model is now the problem.
The solution, according to the CDC, the US Congress, and also public-health
professionals at institutions such as Harvard University, John Hopkins
University, and the American Public Health Association, is a different business
model. In fact, the CDC points out, this model is already in practice in several
places across the United States: Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania; J\fayo
Clinic in Minnesota; Intermountain Healthcare in parts of Colorado and the
Southwest; Kaiser Permanente in California and Oregon; and, of course,
1

'
Dr. Lewis had inadvertently been too candid. There are excess profits to be
made in this kind of "boutique" medicine, where the wealthy ill fly to "world
class" institutes for personalized treatments.
To be equitable about this, Harborview, the University of Washington, and
Virginia Mason also are looking for ways to bring in wealthy patients for
boutique treatments. But one key difference is that Harborview, the UW, and
VM aren't seeking out-of-scale expansions into fragile low-rise neighborhoods.
A second is that, without some patients with good insurance, Harborview
cannot possibly care for the army of people with no insurance. This inability to
care for our poor and homeless, a key mission at Hl'vlC, ought to be a primary
concern for the city, the county, the state, and the entire WWAMI Region
(Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana and Idaho-the Harborview service
area). The way to success in boutique medicine is to market the institution as
unique and "world class," which is precisely the case Swedish physicians tried
to promote last week, with scant evidence. The UW system has years of
evidence and pounds of documents supporting their established and proven
world-class status.
As I, along with Dr. Aleeta Van Petten and others, pointed out, Swedish is
hardly unique, and certainly not yet world class. Seems clear to me Swedish had
not one quam about wrecking the Central District in its quest to call itself
"world class" and reap the profits such marketing can produce.
I'll conclude with what, for me, is the most important outcome at stake today.
And I'll do so with another story:
If there was a single most shocking moment during the almost two years I was
on the CAC, it was the evening the representative from the Department of
Planning and Development announced that DPD had essentially
recommended that the city grant Swedish and Sabey all they had demanded.

As she read through the DPD report, point by point, you could feel the energy
in the room tum upside down. There were quiet gasps from around the table.
CAC members would look around at each other and make eye contact-that
kind of eye contact you make quietly, when you have to check with others to
make sure what you're hearing-is really what you're hearing.
After the meeting, neighbors as well as a lot of us CAC members were shaking
our heads and rolling their eyes in disbelief. How could DPD do that-when it
was obvious to most of us-and I mean all but a couple of CAC members3
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Thank you very much for your time.
Dean Paton
Citizens Advisory Council Member
733 16th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
206-323-1263
dgpaton@mac.com
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Twenty-four years ago today I bought my home, one block north of Swedish
Cherry Hill. For more than 35 years I have worked as a magazine journalist,
and also as a medical writer in Seattle, and have consulted with all of the major
medical centers--except Swedish. Since 1999 have been Seattle Correspondent
for The Christian Science 1,fonitor. I joined the CAC in 2013.
When people in Seattle ask where I'm from, my standard answer is: "I was
born at Swedish Hospital.
In 2007, I had a life-threatening medical emergency, the paramedics showed up
in less than 90 seconds, and took me to the emergency room at Swedish Cherry
Hill, less than two blocks from my front door.
The physicians and staff there saved my life.
So I came this process with a soft spot for Swedish. I am one of those people,
like Brianne Cassidy, Phillip See, and the others who testified earlier this week
to the high quality of care we've received at Swedish Cherry Hill.
With all due respect to the admiration all of those patients feel for the
dedicated physicians and staff who may well have saved their lives, their
experiences with health care have absolutely nothing to do with the essence of
why we're here today.
And that is: What the applicant wants-their MIMP---cannot ALL be
accommodated at Cherry Hill Campus without irreparably harming the
livability of the surrounding low-rise, NON-URBAN VILL'\GE
neighborhood. It simply can't.
Please don't interpret this as a knock on the quality of care. But understand that
the testimony we've heard from the Swedish physicians was delivered with the
kind of pride and loyalty one would expect from just about any physician from
just about any medical center in Seattle. They all think they are "world class."
And that's a good thing.
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I had never been through this public-hearing process before; and I came away
in awe of the overwhelming mountain of evidence you've been presented with.
At the risk, then, of earning your lifelong enmity, I would like to add a couple
more pages to your mountain, things I would have said if public testimony had
been unlimited.
For the first point to be effective, may remind you of my profession: I'm a
reporter, a journalist. For almost 16 years I've been Seattle Correspondent for
The Christian Science .tvionitor, and since 1994 I've worked as a medical writer
in Seattle, and for all of the major medical institutions with exception,
ironically, of Swedish. As a reporter, I have to be assiduous with facts and data.
One can't be otherwise and continue working for a newspaper with the
credibility of The Monitor.
In 2007 and 2008, while researching the concepts for successive corporate
annual reports I wrote for Group Health Cooperative, I came upon white
papers from not only the US Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta (CDC) but
also two US Congressional committees charged with solving the nation's health
care crisis. The researchers for the CDC as well as the Congress all said the
same thing: The main problem driving out-of-control health care costs in the
country is the dominant business paradigm, customarily called fee for service. I
suspect you know much of this, but, for the record, the problem with fee-forservice medicine is that its incentive is to increase profits-by doing more:
more costly imaging, more surgeries, more buildings, more, more, and still
more. Because the more procedures this model of medicine can proffer, the
greater the profits of the institutions as well as the physicians practicing in this
manner. Once upon a time, this model worked well enough, but that was
before technologies and insurers made health care so expensive. A once-okay
model is now the problem.
The solution, according to the CDC, the US Congress, and also public-health
professionals at institutions such as Harvard University,John Hopkins
University, and the American Public Health Association, is a different business
model. In fact, the CDC points out, this model is already in practice in several
places across the United States: Geisinger Health System in Pennsylvania; Mayo
Clinic in Minnesota; Intermountain Healthcare in parts of Colorado and the
Southwest; Kaiser Permanente in California and Oregon; and, of course,
1
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Group Health in Washington state. Such models work to control costs by
r,ut)ingo,borll the medical and the insurance functions under the control of a
single organization. When that happens, the incentive to "do more" goes away.
Runaway costs are better contained.
At a meeting this spring of the Citizens Advisory Committee, I told the CAC
that Swedish really did need all of the space it was asking for. People were a bit
taken aback, because by this time I had emerged as the most vocal critic of
Alternative 12.
"Swedish needs all of this space," I said (and I'm paraphrasing myself now). "It
needs this height, bulk and scale because its fee-for-service business model
demands more of everything-more space, more doctors, more technologybecause that's all it knows how to do. Grow. Expand. Build profits."
I went on to say that if we, the Citizens Advisory Committee, decide to give
Swedish the heights, bulk and scale it's wanting, we will be fostering everything
wrong with the American health-care system. And that, along with contributing
to the destruction to the Central District neighborhood, the CAC will be
endorsing and enabling most of what has gone terribly wrong with the
country's health-care.
I didn't have time to make this point this during the hearing, and I will likely
bring it up in any City Council hearings, but I wanted to mention it to you as
well. It may not be within the statutory scope of the Citizens Advisory Council,
but I do think it within the scope of what an informed Seattleite might consider
her or his duties.
I see it as an ancillary reason to deny Swedish its Alternative 12.
The first meeting of the CACI attended was in June 2013. I had not been
officially appointed yet, but I wanted to see how things worked. At that
meeting, Dr. Rayburn Lewis, who was Chief Operating Officer for Swedish
Cherry Hill at the time, spoke. At one point he said (and again I'm
paraphrasing), "This expansion will allow us to bring patients in from the
Middle East (he might have said Dubai) for these specialized treatments."
There was a pause. He and I-and maybe others in the room-realized he
hadn't meant to speak those words publicly. Quickly, he added, "Oh, and those
same treatments will be available for you, too, right here in the neighborhood."
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Dr. Lewis had inadvertently been too candid. There are excess profits to be
made in this kind of "boutique" medicine, where the wealthy ill fly to "world
class" institutes for personalized treatments.
To be equitable about this, Harborview, the University of Washington, and
Virginia Mason also are looking for ways to bring in wealthy patients for
boutique treatments. But one key difference is that Harborview, the UW, and
VM aren't seeking out-of-scale expansions into fragile low-rise neighborhoods.
A second is that, without some patients with good insurance, Harborview
cannot possibly care for the army of people with no insurance. This inability to
care for our poor and homeless, a key mission at HMC, ought to be a primary
concern for the city, the county, the state, and the entire WWA1-1I Region
(Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, J\fontana and Idaho-the Harborview service
area). The way to success in boutique medicine is to market the institution as
unique and "world class," which is precisely the case Swedish physicians tried
to promote last week, with scant evidence. The UW system has years of
evidence and pounds of documents supporting their established and proven
world-class status.
As I, along with Dr. Aleeta Van Petten and others, pointed out, Swedish is
hardly unique, and certainly not yet world class. Seems clear to me Swedish had
not one quam about wrecking the Central District in its quest to call itself
"world class" and reap the profits such marketing can produce.
I'll conclude with what, for me, is the most important outcome at stake today.
And I'll do so with another story:
If there was a single most shocking moment during the almost two years I was
on the CAC, it was the evening the representative from the Department of
Planning and Development announced that DPD had essentially
recommended that the city grant Swedish and Sabey all they had demanded.

As she read through the DPD report, point by point, you could feel the energy
in the room turn upside down. There were quiet gasps from around the table.
CAC members would look around at each other and make eye contact-that
kind of eye contact you make quietly, when you have to check with others to
make sure what you're hearing-is really what you're hearing.
After the meeting, neighbors as well as a lot of us CAC members were shaking
our heads and rolling their eyes in disbelief. How could DPD do that-when it
was obvious to most of us-and I mean all but a couple of CAC members3

that this MIJ'vfP as written couldn't possibly fly, was vastly out of scale, and was
such a flagrant violation of the city's codes, statutes, and sensibilities?
From that moment onward, there was a new cynicism at CAC meetings.
Neighbors threw around wild charge: The process was fixed. Swedish
somehow "got" to DPD. The whole process was rigged.
And-there's no evidence for any of those wild concoctions. DPD just did
what it does, and now we're here at the hearing stage.
But my point is, when a decision is made that makes zero logical sense, people
lose faith. They lose trust. They give up and quit participating.
In the case of the Swedish l'vfll'vfP, I believe there has been an overwhelming
case for sending this MIMP back for drastic revision and re-conceptualizing.
The CAC thinks so. And every one of the surrounding neighbors who testified
in person at the 30-plus meetings thinks so. Every single one. Not a single
neighbor who testified in any of those public sessions supported any version of
this ,\1IMP.
What I want to say now, your honor, is that your decision can either fan flames
of public cynicism, or inspire hundreds of people who have believed in this
process-to continue believing in the idea of democracy. In staying engaged
participants in the world they live in.
Of all the "isms"---communism, fascism, socialism-none is worse for society
than cynicism. Nothing fosters healthy democracy than participation of the
public on a large scale.
I believe that if you uphold the recommendations of the Department of
Planning and Development, the result will not just be the slow devastation of
the neighborhoods surrounding Swedish Cherry Hill, but it will foster even
more cynicism than we already struggle against in today's world.
I hope you are able to see past the parade of off-the-point testimonials, past the
$400-an-hour attorneys and their endless briefs, past the paid-for "experts"on both sides-whose testimony will only show which side has the biggest
budget for smoke and mirrors.
I hope you'll find in favor of the low-rise neighborhoods surrounding the
Cherry Hill Campus-and for the very idea of democracy, right here in Seattle.
4
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Thank you very much for your time.
Dean Paton
Citizens Advisory Council Member
733 16'h Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
206-323-1263
dgpaton@mac.com
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Twenty-four years ago today I bought my home, one block north of Swedish
Cherry Hill. For more than 35 years I have worked as a magazine journalist,
and also as a medical writer in Seattle, and have consulted with all of the major
medical centers---except Swedish. Since 1999 have been Seattle Correspondent
for The Christian Science l\fonitor. I joined the CAC in 2013.
When people in Seattle ask where I'm from, my standard answer is: "I was
born at Swedish Hospital.
In 2007, I had a life-threatening medical emergency, the paramedics showed up
in less than 90 seconds, and took me to the emergency room at Swedish Cherry
Hill, less than two blocks from my front door.
The physicians and staff there saved my life.
So I came this process with a soft spot for Swedish. I am one of those people,
like Brianne Cassidy, Phillip See, and the others who testified earlier this week
to the high quality of care we've received at Swedish Cherry Hill.
With all due respect to the admiration all of those patients feel for the
dedicated physicians and staff who may well have saved their lives, their
experiences with health care have absolutely nothing to do with the essence of
why we're here today.
And that is: What the applicant wants-their Mil\fP--{;annot ALL be
accommodated at Cherry Hill Campus without irreparably harming the
livability of the surrounding low-rise, NON-URBAN VILLAGE
neighborhood. It simply can't.
Please don't interpret this as a knock on the quality of care. But understand that
the testimony we've heard from the Swedish physicians was delivered with the
kind of pride and loyalty one would expect from just about any physician from
just about any medical center in Seattle. They all think they are "world class."
And that's a good thing.
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Specialized hospitals are the future. Yes, indeed. And, in Seattle, what Swedish
talks about creating already exists. The University of Washington
Neurosciences Department is titanic in relation to the Neurosciences Institute
at Swedish Cherry Hill. The UW dwarfs Swedish not only in numbers of
talented physicians, but in terms of research, prestigious federal grants, and
scope of treatments offered. The difference between the quantifiable "world
class" qualities of the neurosurgeons and other neuroscientists at the UW-and
the aspirations to one day be "world class" by the folks at Swedish, are extreme
and quantifiable.
No one is against quality health care. But a lot of us came to see this l\fll\fP as
simply too much - in terms of height, bulk, scale and impact on the
surrounding low-rise neighborhood.
That no one is against quality health is important to keep in mind when one
considers the results of that survey, commissioned by the applicant, and
presented to at this hearing on Monday.
If the surveyors had called me, or you, or anyone in this room, I'm willing to
bet that every one of us would have been in favor of a better Swedish i'vfedical
Center .. .in favor or better access to care at Swedish ... in favor of the good
doctors there having state-of-the-art technology. Sounds good to me.

But if we take any of those 200 nearby neighbors and put them on the CAC, or
bring them to ten, fifteen, twenty meetings of the CAC and expose them to the
mountain of material with which the committee was presented, I'd have to say
it would be virtually impossible for their glowing survey answers not to change.
Compared to the members of the CAC, and even compared to the many
neighbors who came month after month to the CAC meetings, those 600
people surveyed know practically nothing. In my opinion, I'd put the value of
that survey somewhere less than zero.

I'll shift gears now:
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Katie Porter, the CAC chair, mentioned how contentious this entire CAC
process was.
I want to illustrate this with a quick story:
Near the conclusion of the CAC process, I think it accurate to say that I
emerged as the most outspoken critic of the l\Hl\1P. (I know, somebody had to
do it.) But then the CAC finished its work, and we were done. It was a relief. In
l\fay I took a car trip down the Pacific-ocean coast and back, and on the way
back I checked my email.
There was a message from Wayne Barnett of the city's Ethics and Elections
Commission, informing me that the ethics violation charge against me had
been dismissed.
What ethics violation? I tried contacting Mr. Barnett, but he didn't respond. So
I called Steve Sheppard of the Department of Neighborhoods, and he
informed me that agents of Swedish had charged me with an official ethics
violation. Tums out I was seen talking with someone during or after one of the
meetings who turned out to be an attorney representing \Vashington CAN.
And, four days after our final C)\C meeting, Swedish moved to have me
disqualified from this process.
In fact, the Ethics and Elections Commission found that I was doing precisely
what I was supposed to be doing as a CAC member-talking with people.
The letter from the Ethics and Elections Commission states, in part, "By
opposing the ivfIMP as a member of the CAC-by submitting a Minority
Report-and in his individual capacity-by filing an appeal with the Hearing
Examiner-Mr. Paton did not violate the Ethics Code." The letter essentially
slammed Swedish.
This is just one example of what the applicants are willing to do to gain unfair
advantage. They were either unable or unwilling to answer my questions or
address my assertions in the official CAC meetings - so they sought to impugn
my integrity and disqualify me-so I would never be able to appear here today.
3
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I submit a copy of the letter from city's Ethics Officer dismissing the complaint
filed against me by Swedish.
You can s'ee why I lost the "soft spot" I had for the institution that brought me
into the world and then saved my life in 2007.

•

•

•

Finally, in 1994 Swedish sold 40 percent of its Cherry Hill Campus to the Sabey
Corporation for $13 million. At the time Marcel Loh, Swedish's Chief
Operating Officer, said the space was not needed and that the move was
"right-sizing'' the campus.
Sabey Corporation rolled out plans to create a shiny new biotech center at its
new holdings-which, by the way, was never an approved use for the campus.
Nonetheless, the biotech center never materialized. I'd like to submit three
articles for the record: one from The Seattle Times, one from the Puget Sound
Business Journal, and from written by a employee of the Sabey Corporation.
If Swedish had not sold off 40 percent of its Cherry Hill Campus, we would
not be arguing over the need to shoehorn too many services and way too much
square footage onto the campus today.

Some of us on the CAC, and many in the surrounding community, believe the
neighborhood should not be penalized for the less-than-visionary future
projections Swedish made in 1994.
That 40 percent that Swedish owns? That's really where many of the services
called for in this "tl,Ul\1P should properly be put.
Instead, we have a for-profit corporations-a landlord-entrepreneurially
benefiting under cover of Swedish's standing as a 1,fajor Institution.
And the result is the contentious process in which Swedish and Sabey are
asking you to approve a MIMP where the heights, bulk, scale and impacts on
the neighborhood are unacceptable.
4
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If they really want that approval, I would suggest-in all seriousness-that they
compensate the several hundred homeowners in the surrounding
neighborhood that will see their quality of life degrade and their property values
decline. $500,00 per household might be a reasonable place to begin these
negottattons.

I know: This might sound absurd. But it's not, really. It's not to the
neighborhood, which will be transformed for the worse. And not to those
hundreds of folks who will have to live with the gridlock and the increased
noise. And it should not sound absurd even to hard-boiled business entities,
such as Swedish and Sabey Corporation, where they understand the simple
"costs of business."
It's not right-and I would say it's not legal under city statutes-to ruin what
supposedly is a protected low-rise neighborhood in the name of "world class"
profits, whether these go to a for-profit corporation or a supposedly nonprofit
medical organization.
I hope you are able to see past the parade of off-the-point testimonials, past the
$400-an-hour attorneys and their endless briefs, past the paid-for "experts"on both sides-whose testimony will only show which side has the biggest
budget for smoke and mirrors.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration.
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Sue Tanner

Hearing Examiner
City of Seattle
Seattle Municipal Tower, 40"' Fir
Seattle, WA
RE: Swedish/Sabey MIMP Proposal: Two-story skybridge
Dear Ms Tanner:

I am writing with respect to the above referenced project. Swedish/Sabey has proposed a double level
skybridge. This should not be approved.
• City of Seattle Policy discourages skybridges.
• A better solution is to deny the skybridge altogether and recommend that Swedish/Sabey build a second
tunnel across 16"' Avenue for use of transporting patients.
The public should use the sidewalk and crosswalk to cross the street. A designated mid-block crosswalk
could serve the function of allowing the public to cross the street safely from one building entrance to the
other. This being a low-volume street, it does not pose a burden to cross at grade.
• Patients in wheelchairs being released from the hospital could be picked up in the main hospital entry
after caregivers retrieve a vehicle from the garage.
Below is my rationale for this recommendation

• Swedish/Sabey argued they need a skybridge for patients and hospital personnel and a separate skybridge
for public use. This is a faulty argument.
• There are no separate hallways exclusively for patients and hospital personnel use.
• There are no elevators designated exclusively for patients and hospital personnel.
• The public is allowed to visit patients in their rooms.
• Patients, hospital personnel and the public mix in all public areas of the hospital
• The hospital functions, including OR and patient rooms are located in the hospital tower. The tower on
the east side of 16th Avenue, according to the MIMP will house a parking garage, research facilities,
education spaces, medical offices and potentially clinics. There are few uses that would be related to the
hospital in this building. Consequently, the volume of use that the skybridge would get is potentially low.
• 16"' Avenue is a low volume street for vehicles and does not justify a skybridge for pedestrian safety.
• A two-level skybridge creates a 20' wall across the street at a height of24' above grade. It degrades the
character of the street and effectively further bifurcates the neighborhood.
• Swedish First Hill does not include any two-story skybridges in its MIMP.
I encourage you to deny approval of the skybridge for Swedish Cherry Hill.
Thank you.

Ellen Sollod

sollodstudio

Date: July 12, 2015
To: Hearing Examiner in the case of Major Institution Master Plan application of Swedish Cherry Hill
From: Ellen Sollod
Subject: Comments on Proposed Swedish/Sabey MIMP

My name is Ellen Sollod. l live at 724 15th Avenue. I am an appellant of Concerned Neighbors Swedish
Cherry Hill. I am a design professional and public artist and routinely work with architects, landscape
architects and engineers designing and constructing public spaces including parks, plazas, infrastructure
projects, schools, hospitals and other public buildings. I create models to visualize projects and to represent
plans in 3~dimensions.
We created this model after multiple requests to Swedish/Sabey produced no result. They produced their
model after we presented ours.
The model illustrates the massing proposed by Swedish/Sabey for Alternative 12 and illustrates the
ownership of the campus property.
The model was derived from the diagram of Alternative 12 on page 53 of the MIMP and is built at 1/32"'
scale. It accounts for the change in elevation from the west to the east of the campus but does not account
for the change in elevation from Cherry to Jefferson where there is elevation change, with the property at a
higher elevation on Cherry than on Jefferson, particularly between the north and southern points on 18ili
Avenue.
The model demonstrates how the proposal does not conform to the Land Use Code or the intent of the
Comp Plan.
The institution did not provide full-scale diagrams so the measurements were developed based on the scale
illustrated in the MIMP. The purpose of the model is to
I. Illustrate the height, hulk and scale relative to the surrounding community.
2. Illustrate ownership of property within the MIO boundaries
3. Illustrate discrepancies between the MIMP document and illustrations of proposed
expansion which show setbacks that are not included in the MIMP
4. Illustrate the impacts depending upon how elevations are derived
5. Demonstrate that the expansion does not provide adequate transitions to the surrounding
uses as required by the Land Use Code.
1. Illustrate the height, hulk and scale relative to the surrounding community.
It is a massing model and does not suggest architecture. It does illustrate setbacks around the campus that
have a direct impact on the surrounding neighborhood.
2. Illustrate ownership of property within the MIO boundaries
The MIMP is quite vague about how it describes property ownership. It never mentions Sabey Corporation
to whom Swedish sold 40% of its property in 2002. Sabey owns all property topped with blue. The lightgreen is owned by the Rehabilitation Center NW and the Carmack House property. The only property
owned by Swedish is the tan property. It should be noted that Swedish owns only a portion of the property
I

bounded by Cherry and Jefferson and the west side of 18th and the east side of 16"'. Swedish leases some of
the property in James Tower and some of the property in the Jefferson Tower. The remainder is leased by
un-affiliated medical providers or for-profit corporations such as Lab Corps.
According to the diagram Swedish will own the skybridge. The building that it connects to, according to
the MJMP, is an "affilitiated use" property that is owned by the Sabey Corporation and described as
providing "public circulation" on the diagrams. The MIMP states "the existing skybridge may be replaced
with a 2 level bridge to provide both public flow and separate patient flow." City policy discourages
skybridges in general and has approved them for hospitals in the past when they provide for patient
circulation. Public circulation should occur at ground level if there is a desire to separate uses. Simply
providing a convenience should not be an adequate justification for constructing a 2-level (approximately
20'h) wall obstructing views down the street and creating, in effect, a two-story building crossing the street.

3 and 4. 111ustrate discrepancies between the MIMP document and illustrations of proposed
expansion which show setbacks that are not included in the MIMP and impacts based on how grades
are derived.

Figure C-3 on page 52 purportedly illustrates "planned future height, bulk and form". Since this is neither
architecture nor binding on the institution, it is not a reliable illustration of actual impacts. This illustration
is shown from the southeast, from which the impacts of expansion are minimized due to the institution's
current buildings which they are illustrating as not changing, though they are not bound by the MJMP not
to redevelop these properties. Consequently, the 12-15 story wall that flanks the campus on the west and
north is not perceivable from this illustration. The campus is effectively turned into a fortress, turning its
back on the neighborhood. In addition, this illustration shows a significant upper level setback on the center
building on 15., Avenue. This setback is not listed in the MlMP in Section GG on page 30 or in Table B-2
and, consequently, the institution is not bound by this setback. With the exception of the designation of the
150' height on 15"' Avenue and the 125' height on 16"' Avenue, the MTMP does not indicate how
maximum elevations will be derived.
The CAC in its report requested specific measurements be used to ensure that buildings along the 18th
Avenue half-block would not exceed 37'. However, the MIMP is silent on how Sabey who owns this
property would determine the grade. This could have a significant impact, particularly on the adjacent I 9"'
Avenue half-block because of the change of elevation north to south between Cherry and Jefferson. Jfthe
institution uses a point at the north end of 18th Avenue, the properties on the southern end could be much
taller.
5. Demonstrate that the expansion does not provide adequate transitions to the surrounding uses as
required by the Land Use Code.
The Land Use Code Chapter 23.69 Major Institution Overlay District section 002.
States:
A. Permit appropriate institutional growth within boundaries while minimizing the adverse impacts
associated with development and geographic expansion
B. Balance a Major Institution's ability to change and the public benefit derived from change with the
need to protect the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods
I. Make the need for appropriate transition primary considerations in determining setbacks. Also
setbacks may be appropriate to achieve proper scale, building modulation or view corridors.
The model clearly illustrates the significant impact of the increased height, bulk and scale on the
surrounding single family and low-rise residential neighborhood. The surrounding zoning is for 30' high
residences. The adjacent MIO of Seattle University used a maximum of65' as a transition to the
neighborhood. Swedish/Sabey's proposal for 150' and 105' buildings directly across the street from lowrise residential buildings and a 160' h building within 30' of the adjacent low-rise zoning does not provide
an appropriate transition. Zero lot line setbacks and setbacks of 5' do not provide adequate transition or
allow for a landscaped buffer. Upper level set backs of IO' -15' do not mitigate the wall of buildings that
creates a fortress-like quality on the north and west sides of the campus. A single block-long building along
2

the J 8'h A venue half-block creates an unrelenting barrier with building heights looming above single-family
homes.

Transitions according to the Land Use Code includes natural barriers, changes in elevation or significant
setbacks such as open spaces and green spaces. In the case of Swedish, there are none of these. The
transition between the west Y, block of 18th Avenue and the 19th Avenue single family zone is a lot line with
the equivalent of a rear yard setback-hardly a transition when the properties are not even separated by an
alley.
In the case of Swedish First Hill, a high-rise zone, upper level setbacks are considerably more than those
proposed for Swedish Cherry Hill. In the case of the SU MIO, the 14"' Avenue transition included the
arterial ofl4th Avenue, a 15' ground level setback and upper level setback of 80', all on a building totaling
65'. Swedish proposes buildings of 150' on its western border with O' Jot line setback at the ground plane
and 10' and 15' at 37' and 65' respectively. Along Cherry Street. its proposal for an upper level setback at
105' is 30'. None of this represents the kinds of transitions envisioned in the Code.
The Hearing Examiner, in the case of Children's Hospital MIMP found that proposed setbacks of 40' at the
ground plane was not reasonable and that setbacks of 75' with a requirement of an extensive landscaped
buffer would be appropriate. She also found that the impact of zoning property to MIO 160 or MIO 125
"cannot be minimized by the use of transitions in height, upper level setbacks and 20-40' setbacks". The
Hearing Examiner went on to say "Although greater than 40', the proposed MI0160/140 and MIO 160/125
districts may be considered outside an urban village, but only if the proposed heights would be consistent
with an adopted neighborhood plan, a major institution's adopted master plan or the existing built character
of the area." Like Laurelhurst, Squire Park is outside an urban village and has adopted no neighborhood
plan that includes such language. The proposed heights are not consistent with the expired Swedish MIMP
that capped heights at 105' and are not consistent with the area's existing built character which is
overwhelming one and two story single-family residences and low-rise multifamily. The entire area is
zoned SF5000 and Low-rise I and Low-rise 3. If the Hearing Examiner found transitions and heights
inappropriate for Laurelhurst, the same should be found for Squire Park.
EIS
Section 3.4.l Height, Bulk and Scale
3 .4 .1.2 Affected Environment
The EIS erroneously characterizes the blocks to the north of the campus across E Cherry Street as "a mix of
office/commercial, 2-story condominiums, a multi-story condominium complex, and single-family
residential."

ln fact only the office/commercial use and multi-story condominium are directly across from the campus.
The remaining properties are single-family homes and low-rise residences. While there is a state-owned
office building, a church, a school and a non-profit neighborhood organization located in the blocks north
of Swedish, the description in the EIS is completely inaccurate. Any use that is not single family or lowrise residential has been permitted as a conditional use or is grandfathered and would not be able to built
today. The attached document showing the street and development pattern from East Cherry Street to
Union between 15th and 20"', clearly illustrates that this is the case.
3.4.16 Viewpoint 3:
3.4.17 Alternative 12
The viewpoint obscures the ability to discern the two-level sky bridge and but clearly illustrates that it is
impossible to view down the street to Jefferson. The narrative does not call attention to the presence of this
expansion and does not describe its impact on the ability to see down the street.
3.4.40 Viewpoint I I
3.4.42 Viewpoint 11: Alternative 12
Illustrates a solid second level of skybridge, clearly illustrating the massive impact on the street.
3.4. ! .6 Significant Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
3

The EIS clearly states the increases in height, bulk and scale would have "significant unavoidable adverse
impacts." Yet, no alternative was evaluated that would result in not having these impacts on the
surrounding neighborhood.
3.4.1.3 View Impacts
The EIS clearly states that under all build alternatives, views of the James Tower that is designated as a
Seattle landmark would be blocked from adjacent street and that it would not be visible from Seattle
University. No mitigation measures such as upper level setbacks were suggested. A dispersal alternative

that would have eliminated this impact was not evaluated.
Finally, the Code that established the Major Institution District Overlay never anticipated that a for-profit
developer would be an applicant for a MIMP. The Code states that its purpose "is to regulate Seattle's
major educational and medical institutions." It is inappropriate that Sabey Corporation has been given
status as a proponent in this proceeding and as an author of the MIMP. Sabey is neither an educational nor
medical institution. It is a for-profit developer that will benefit from up-zoning that was never intended in
this neighborhood for anything other than a hospital. That it will rent property to Swedish or will rent
commercial medical office space for potentially medical uses does not make it a hospital. The MIMP was
not created to encourage or allow end~runs on the City's zoning code. While an institution is not required to

own all property within its MIO, the assumption was that the MIMP would allow the institution to acquire
property within the MIO to advance its purposes and benefit the public. There have been cases when an
institution has used a for-profit developer to develop property within the boundaries that it owned, it has
been that that property was developed for the direct use and benefit of the institution. For example, in the
case of Seattle University, the Seneca Group developed a dorm on SU-owned property. That dorm will
revert to SU ownership after a set period. Sabey has made no such guarantees.
The fact that Sabey has been given standing in this process undercuts the public's trust. It gives a
commercial developer the same rights and benefits that were intended for a non-profit institution that is
providing a public benefit in the form of education or medical services. This should not be allowed.
The MIMP neither conforms with the Land Use Code for Major Institutions nor the City's Comprehensive
Plan. Alternatives that would have dispersed use to minimize impacts were not proposed by the institution

or evaluated by the EIS. The Comp Plan says that employment centers should be located where there is
transportation infrastructure to support them. The EIS found that multiple intersections would be degraded
to LOS F and that there are umnitigatable transportation impacts. It is not near light rail. There are only two
very crowded bus lines that serve the campus. It is not within the streetcar walk shed.

The MIMP should not be approved as proposed. There is too much height, bulk and scale. It does not
provide appropriate transitions to the surrounding neighborhood. It provides significant financial benefit to
a commercial developer that would not be allowed were the developer to seek a rezone for this property.
All of the neighborhood associations have spoken out against this expansion: Squire Park Community
Council, Cherry Hill Community Council, and 12th Avenue Stewards. I am member of each and support
their statements. Furthermore, I support the CAC Minority Report authored by Dean Patton, et al.
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BUILDING HEIGHTS COMPARABLE TO SWEDISH/SABEY MIO PROPOSAL

Harbor Steps 160'
Downtown

The Olympus Condominium 150'
Belltown

Mayflower Park Hotel 160'
Downtown

Safeco Tower 125'
University District
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Dear Examiner Tanner,
I lived in the Central Area in Seattle for several years on the west side of 19'" Avenue, between Cherry
and Jefferson. I am concerned that the expansion of the Swedish Hospital campus will adversely affect
the near neighbors and the Central Area neighborhood. The height, bulk, and scale of Proposal-12 is
inappropriate for the quality-of-life of the people living in this neighborhood.
The long, construction phase of such an aggressive build will make living near the site very difficult. After
the build, the resulting, out-of-scale campus will disrupt life for the Central Area residents, but also for
several neighborhoods to the east. The people living in the neighborhoods of Leschi, and Mount Baker,
also depend on the thoroughfares of Cherry and Jefferson streets to commute.
Given the existence of several other Swedish campuses in Seattle and Issaquah, I think the hospitalsupport facilities that Swedish wants to locate on their Cherry Hill campus can be built elsewhere, in
order to preserve the character and livability of the Squire Park neighborhood.
I am in favor of the Minority Report, which advocates for remodel of the existing facilities and a build
out of a more reasonable height, bulk and scale. Of special concern is the half-block on the east side of
18"' Avenue. Proposal-12 shows a four-story, monolith. The minority report recommends several, freestanding buildings, with space between, and even a green-space. These lower-rise, separate buildings
are an actual transition to the neighbors' homes, which abut this Sabey property.
Swedish should be updated, but not at the expense of such a treasure as the neighborhood home of
Ernestine Anderson, Jimi Hendrix, Quincy Jones, and Bruce Lee.
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EMCresear(h.com

City of Seattle Telephone Survey 2015
April 30th - May 8th, 2015
Seattle Effective n=416; Margin of Error=± 4.9 Percentage Points
Neighborhood Oversample Effective n=200; Margin of Error=± 6.9 Percentage Points
EMC Research #15-5609
Hello, my name i s - - - ~ may I speak with (NAME ON LIST. MUST SPEAK WITH NAME ON LIST).
Hello, my name is
and I'm conducting a public opinion survey for EMC Research. This is a public opinion
research study on how people in Seattle feel about some of the issues facing them. This is not a sales or
telemarketing call. Your answers are strictly confidential and will be used for research purposes only. We thank you
in advance for participating.

1.

Sex (RECORD FROM OBSERVATION)
Male
Female

2.

3.

Are you registered to vote in Seattle?
Yes
No 7 TERMINATE

Oversample

47%

52%

53%

48%

100%

100%

How likely are you to vote in this year's November 2015 election for statewide initiatives, Seattle City
Council, and city ballot measures? Are you almost certain to vote, will you probably vote, are the chances
50/50, or do you think you will not vote in next year's November 2015 election?
Almost certain/ (Definitely will vote)
90%
88%
9%
9%
Probably
50/50 Chance
Will not vote/(Don't know)-+ TERMINATE

4.

Seattle

3%

2%

Do you feel that things in your neighborhood are generally going in the right direction or do you feel things
have gotten pretty seriously off on the wrong track?
64%
53%
Right direction
Wrong track

23%

29%

(DNR: Don't know)

14%

19%
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City of Seattle

Seattle

Oversample

[ASK QUESTIONS Q5-6 BELOW OF SQUIRE PARK AREA SAMPLE ONLY]

5.

Are you aware of or have you heard about any new construction projects currently being considered in your
neighborhood?
91%
Yes
9%
No
(DNR: Don't know)

(IF Q5 = 1, ASK Q6)

6.

What projects are being considered? (OPEN-END, TAKE UP TO THREE RESPONSES, DON'T PROBE)
Apartments/multiunit dwellings/residential
64%
28%
Commercial construction/retail buildings
Adding bike lanes/expanding roads/
construction

12%

Hospital expansion

9%

Public transit expansion

5%

23rd Avenue corridor project

5%

Public buildings (court, detention center ... )

3%
1%

Parks/green-space
School remodeling/construction

1%
3%
4%

Other
Don't know
(RESUME ASKING EVERYONE)

7.

Swedish Medical Center has proposed to expand and modernize its Cherry Hill location in the Squire Park
neighborhood of the Central District. The finished facility would stay within its current boundaries, but the
tallest buildings could be eleven stories instead of the current eight. It would include new operating rooms,
expanded vascular, brain research, diabetes, and heart health services, a small inn for families of patients,
and seismic upgrades. In general, do you favor or oppose this Swedish Cherry Hill Hospital expansion [IF
RESPONSE IS FAVOR/OPPOSE THEN ASK FOLLOWUP: "Is that Strongly or Somewhat Favor/Oppose?"]
Strongly Favor
39%
25%
Somewhat Favor

36%

38%

Somewhat Oppose

4%

10%

Strongly Oppose

3%

13%

(DNR: Undecided/Don't know)

16%

13%

1%

1%

(DNR: Refused)

(IF Q7=1 or 2, ASK QS. IF Q7=2 or 4, ASK Q9. IF q7=5, ASK QlO. IF Q7=6, SKIP TO Qll)
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Seattle

8.

9.

Oversample

What is the main reason you favor this proposal? (n=430) (OPEN-END)
Need choices for healthcare/ access to
quality health care services

22%

26%

Expansion is a good thing/ progress/facility
upgrades needed

20%

15%

To keep up with growing population

9%

5%

They do a good job/help people/ will
benefit community

9%

12%

Building up, not out/ 3 more stories ok

7%

9%

Excellent facility

5%

7%

Research/ research facilities are important

3%

1%

Born there/had my kids there/been a
patient there

3%

4%

No reason not to/ don't see a problem

3%

3%

Will create jobs/ help economy

3%

5%

Bad neighborhood/ forgotten area of
Seattle will benefit

3%

2%

Support idea of healthcare/hospitals in
general

2%

5%

Personal work experience at
facility/understand the need for upgrade

2%

1%

Seismic upgrades are needed

2%

1%

Sounds good/reasonable in general

2%

1%

Other

2%

Don't know

3%

1%
2%

What is the main reason you oppose this proposal? (n=74) (OPEN-END)
No need for the expansion
36%
18%
It's taking over the neighborhood
35%
24%
Need more information

7%

3%

It's terrible for traffic/congestion/parking

6%

24%

Height is too much for residential area
Other

6%

20%

7%

10%

Don't know
10.

What is the main reason you are undecided about this proposal? (n=96) (OPEN-END)
First I'm hearing of expansion
14%
11%
Need more information
49%
57%
Too much growth/expansion
7%
6%
Don't live in the neighborhood

25%

17%

Other

3%

0%

Don't know

2%

6%

(RESUME ASKING EVERYONE)
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HINT. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with
each of the following statements.
(READ AFTER EACH UNTIL UNDERSTOOD: Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with that statement?)
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(RANDOMIZE}

Seattle's population is growing and we're going to need more quality health care facilities to serve our
residents.
4%
1%
4%
0%
91%
33%
3%
Seattle
58%
11%
4%
1%
83%
35%
7%
5%
Ovrsmpl.
48%

11.

12.

When more medical research is done in Seattle, everyone here benefits from the advances made in health
care.
7%
4%
0%
89%
27%
5%
2%
Seattle
62%

Ovrsmpl.

48%

32%

8%

6%

4%

2%

80%

12%

13.

Now that more people have health care coverage as a result of the Affordable Care Act there is greater
demand for Seattle's hospitals.
Seattle
28%
39%
8%
5%
19%
1%
67%
14%
22%
1%
16%
6%
19%
59%
20%
39%
Ovrsmpl.

14.

[ASK IN SQUIRE PARK SAMPLE ONLY] My neighborhood is growing and changing too fast. I don't want any
new developments that bring more traffic and change to my neighborhood, no matter what it is. (n=400)
Ovrsmpl.
18%
25%
32%
20%
4%
43%
53%

I

(END RANDOMIZE)
Seattle

15.

Oversample

Swedish Medical Center's Cherry Hill hospital has been in the Squire Park neighborhood for one hundred
years. The hospital has several areas of specialty including brain care, heart and vascular care, treatment for
stroke victims, kidney dialysis, and an advanced treatment center for M-5. In general, do you think having
this hospital located in the neighborhood is positive or negative for the area?
89%
84%
Positive
Negative

3%

7%

(DNR: Not Sure/Don't know)

8%

9%

(DNR: Refused)

0%

-s-

City of Seattle
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161NT. Some project opponents suggest that instead of modernizing and expanding on Cherry Hill, Swedish should
build a new hospital for these specialties in the suburbs to avoid impacts on the Squire Park neighborhood. Please
tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the
following statements.
(READ AFTER EACH UNTIL UNDERSTOOD: Do you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or strongly
disagree with that statement?)
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(RANDOMIZE)

16.

I want a hospital with these specialties close by where they can care for my family and friends, not
somewhere in the suburbs.

Seattle

50%

30%

8%

4%

7%

0%

80%

12%

Ovrsmpl.

44%

34%

9%

8%

4%

1%

77%

17%

17.

Building a new hospital in the suburbs may not be as convenient for people living in Seattle, but hospitals
don't belong in residential neighborhoods. Swedish should build a new hospital for these specialties in the
suburbs so there is no traffic impact on the Squire Park neighborhood.

Seattle
Ovrsmpl.

18.

8%
15%

17%
13%

32%
33%

34%
33%

8%
6%

1%

25%

66%

1%

27%

65%

The new Swedish Cherry Hill hospital will house state of the art medical treatment and care for breathing
problems, heart issues, and brain care. The hospital expansion is good for the neighborhood and good for
everyone in Seattle.

Seattle

39%

42%

6%

4%

9%

0%

81%

10%

Ovrsmpl.

36%

39%

12%

7%

6%

0%

75%

19%

Increasing the height of the Cherry Hill Medical Center to eleven stories is too much and will be out of place
in the single-family neighborhood.
27%
65%
29%
8%
0%
Seattle
8%
18%
36%

19.

Ovrsmpl.

20.

24%

17%

27%

26%

5%

1%

41%

53%

Hospitals drive community health and economic vitality. They benefit neighborhoods by creating jobs at all
skill levels, offering emergency services and family medicine, and providing a needed customer base so small
businesses can thrive in the community.

Seattle

46%

42%

5%

2%

5%

0%

88%

7%

Ovrsmpl.

45%

36%

7%

5%

6%

0%

81%

13%

(END RANDOMIZE)
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211NT. Some neighbors of the Swedish Cherry Hill Medical Campus have expressed concern about the proposed
expansion and modernization project, saying it will bring increased traffic to the neighborhood. I'd like to read you
some things that have been proposed by Swedish to mitigate traffic impacts on neighbors. For each of the following
please tell me if that proposal would make you more likely or Less Likely to support the Swedish Cherry Hill
expansion and modernization project.
[AFTER EACH UNTIL UNDERSTOOD: would this make you more likely or less likely to support the project?]

--

[IF RESPONSE IS MORE/LESS THEN ASK FOLLOWUP: "Is that Much or Somewhat MORE/LESS likely?"]
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(RANDOMIZE)

21.

Providing hospital employees with free transit passes so they can get to work without using a car

Seattle
Ovrsmpl.

64%
62%

27%
29%

4%
3%

2%
4%

Adding off-street parking to meet the increased need
Seattle
49%
34%
4%
6%
11%
5%
43%
30%
Ovrsmpl.

2%
3%

0%

7%

0%
1%

I

91%

7%

91%

6%

82%

10%

73%

17%

22.

23.

Patrolling neighborhood streets regularly and penalizing hospital employees who are parking there

Seattle
Ovrsmpl.

24.

19%
17%

31%
33%

21%
18%

11%
15%

18%
16%

1%
1%

I

50%

32%

50%

33%

Providing housing subsidies to employees who find housing close to the hospital and agree to walk to work

Seattle
Ovrsmpl.

25.

10%

48%
43%

30%
34%

8%
4%

7%
8%

7%
10%

0%
1%

I

78%

15%

77%

13%

Staggering start and end times for employees to avoid traffic congestion at particular times of day

Seattle

40%

44%

6%

2%

8%

0%

85%

8%

Ovrsmpl.

34%

42%

6%

6%

11%

1%

76%

12%

(END RANDOMIZE}
Seattle

26.

Oversample

Increasingly, hospitals are partnering with private developers to build facilities so hospitals can use their
resources to purchase advanced medical equipment instead of funding buildings and facilities. For this
project, Swedish has partnered with a private developer to help with the facility expansion and
improvements. In general, do you think having the hospital partner with a private devloper is a good idea or
bad idea, or doesn't really matter one way or the other?
21%
17%
Good idea
14%
22%
Bad idea
Doesn't matter one way or the other

46%

41%

(DNR: Not Sure/Don't know)

19%

18%

1%

1%

(DNR: Refused)

EMC #15-5609
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Seattle

27.

28.

Oversample

For this project, the local developer is Sa bey Corporation. Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of
Sabey Corporation? If you have never heard of Sabey please say so? (IF FAVORABLE/UNFAVORABLE) Is that
strongly favorable/unfavorable or somewhat favorable/unfavorable?
1%
3%
Strongly Favorable
Somewhat Favorable

9%

4%

Somewhat Unfavorable

5%

4%

Strongly Unfavorable

2%

6%

Never Heard of Sa bey

66%

71%

{Cant Rate/ Don't know)

15%

13%

I would like to ask you again about the proposed expansion and modernization of the Swedish Medical
Center on Cherry Hill in the Squire Park neighborhood of the Central District. The proposed expansion would
add new facilities and renovate the one hundred year old hospital building. The finished facility would stay
within its current boundaries, but the tallest buildings could be up to eleven stories instead of the current
eight. It would include new operating rooms, expanded vascular, brain research, diabetes, and heart health
services, a small inn for families of patients, and seismic upgrades. Hearing this, would you say that you
favor or oppose the Swedish Cherry Hill Hospital expansion?
[IF RESPONSE IS FAVOR/OPPOSE THEN ASK FOLLOWUP: "Is that Strongly or Somewhat Favor/Oppose?"]
Strongly Favor
50%
34%
34%
33%
Somewhat Favor
Somewhat Oppose

6%

10%

Strongly Oppose

3%

14%

{DNR: Undecided/Don't know)

7%

7%

(DNR: Refused)

1%

0%

EMC #15-5609
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And finally, a few questions for statistical purposes only.
Seattle

29.

Have you or a member of your family used the services of one of Seattle's hospitals in the last twelve
months?
Yes
62%
60%
No

30.

Oversample

37%

37%

(DNR: Don't know/Not Sure)

1%

3%

(DNR: Refused)

0%

0%

Have you or someone close to you ever used the Swedish Cherry Hill facility? [IF YES: was it yourself,
someone close to you, or both?]
~~~w

2~

21%

Yes, someone close to you

29%

21%

Yes, both

18%

17%

No

30%

39%

2%

1%

(DNR: Don't Know/Not Sure)
31A.

What year were you born? [RECORD YEAR -VALID RANGE: 1910-1997; IF REFUSED, Q31A=9999]

31B.

[AGE RANGE - CODE FROM PREVIOUS QUESTION]
[IF Q31A=1986 thru 1997 Q31B=l]
[IF Q31A=1976 thru 1985 Q31B=2]
[IF Q31A=1966 thru 1975 Q31B=3]
[IF Q31A=1951 thru 1965 Q31B=4]
[IF Q31A=1910 thru 1950 Q31B=5]
[IF Q31A=9999 THEN ASK FOLLOWUP: "Would you say you are age (READ LIST) ... "]

32.

18 to 29

7%

30 to 39
40 to 49

17%

9%
26%

19%

24%

50 to 64

30%

23%

65 or over

27%

18%

Do you generally think of yourself as a Democrat, an Independent, a Republican or something else? {IF
DEMOCRAT/REPUBLICAN) Would you call yourself a strong (DEMOCRAT/ REPUBLICAN) or a not very strong
(DEMOCRAT/REPUBLICAN)? (IF INDEPENDENT) Do you think of yourself as closer to the Democratic or
Republican party? (IF NEITHER CODE AS "Independent")
Strong Democrat

48%

Not very strong Democrat

13%

55%
17%

Independent, closer to Democrat party

9%

9%

Independent

8%

3%

Independent, closer to Republican party

2%

2%

Not very strong Republican

2%

0%

Strong Republican

3%

0%

(DNR: Something Else/Don't Know)

15%

13%

FINISH: Those are all of my questions. Thank you very much for completing this survey. Again, this survey was for
informational purposes only. Thank you and have a good day.

RE.CEIVE.0 BY
To:
Seattle Hearing Examiner
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From:
Greg Harmon, near neighbor
536 19th Ave
Re: Swedish MIMP proposal, Project 3012953
There are numerous problems with the Swedish MIMP proposals that we've seen. We are now
at Alternative 12 and have the Final MIMP. Alternative 12 and the CAC's majority report should
not be accepted. I support the Minority Report by "Dean Patton and Others". It comes much
closer to balancing the needs of the institution and the livability of this neighborhood.
The MIO is meant to balance needs of the institution with the livability of the neighborhood.
Alternative 12 and the Majority report do not find a balance. The institution and its private
development partner are getting so much, and what's to show for the public benefit? As I and
many neighbors see it, there is very little offered in the way of mitigation, nor is there any way to
sufficiently mitigate such a large development.
In terms of setbacks, those in Alternative 12 and the Majority report should be increased. The
setbacks need to work to ensure a transition from the MIO to the adjacent Single Family and
Low Rise zoning. They should conform to what the underlying zoning requires or otherwise
clearly transition to the neighborhood. All around the perimeter of the MIO the setbacks should
be maintained, as in Patton's Minority Report.

Traffic
There will be such adverse traffic impacts from this development. The final EIS says there will
be FOUR MORE intersections operating at Level of Service F. This is relative to future traffic,
not current traffic, as some CAC members were wondering at the 1/8/15 meeting.
"Alternatives 11 and 12 would result in two additional intersections operating at LOS F
and one less intersection operating at LOS E during the weekday AM peak hour and four
additional intersections operating at LOS F during the weekday PM peak hour, the same
as with Alternative 8." (page 3.7-43)
The TMP does consider adding traffic signals at two intersections, but there is no guarantee that
it would happen, nor is there an analysis of how that would affect the LOS.
There is just too much more traffic. The EIS projects that daily trips will DOUBLE due to
Alternative 12 by 2040 (5,439 now vs 10,942 in 2040; see Table 3.7-12).
Swedish and its tenants have done some work recently lo try to improve their transportation and
get closer to their SOV goal. But this work has only started now, during their MIMP renewal

'

'

)"'

',l :\f Mti . ~ ;1
-··process. They have had decades to work on ttieir TMP compliance and have done very little
until time has come to renew their MIMP. This kind of behavior does not inspire confidence that
they will be able to meet their current TMP'·sl;Vgoal or a new proposed TMP SOV goal.

As they recommend, the MIMP should restrict each phase of new development until TMP goals
are met.

Height I Transition
The MIMP needs to work on its transitions to its Residential and Low Rise underlying and
adjacent zones. It proposes 125' along its border with SU! II needs to come down to the SU
height of 65'. This is one of the important points of an MIO, that there is a transition to its
surroundings.

Sa bey
Much of the development is on Sabey property. Giving this private developer permission to build
so much *commercial* medical office space in an otherwise residential neighborhood does not
seem to match the intention of the MIO code. It appears that they are getting an unfair
advantage over other corporations that cannot build medical office space in this area, so Sabey
should be restricted in how much they can build in this MIO.

APPENDIX J
1987 Washington State Health Plan – volume 2:
Performance Standards for Health Facilities and Services

APPENDIX I
State of Washington Department of Health certificate of need #1516
for University of Washington Medical Center – issued 18 November 2013
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Virginia
Mason Medical Center
							
First Hill Campus

Compiled Major Institution Master Plan

This Compiled Major Institution Master Plan (MIMP) for the Virginia Mason Medical Center has
been prepared by Virginia Mason, URS Corporation, SRG Partnership, Weinstein A+U, Makers
Architecture & Urban Design and Steinbrueck Urban Strategies, for submittal to Seattle’s Department of Planning and Development in compliance with Seattle Municipal Code (SMC) 23.69.032
D, Development of a Master Plan.
This Compiled MIMP for the Virginia Mason campus was created using the following regional planning efforts and guidelines as guiding principles, policies and requirements:
The Washington State Growth Management Act (originally adopted in 1990) and codified as RCW
36.70A
City of Seattle Ordinance 120691, adopted December 17, 2001, enacting regulations for the
location, uses, and size of Seattle Major Medical and Educational Institutions
The City of Seattle Comprehensive Plan
The City of Seattle Transportation Strategic Plan
The First Hill Neighborhood Plan
The City of Seattle Transit Master Plan
The Blue Ring Center City Open Space Plan
The City Parks and Recreation 2011 Development Plan
The City of Seattle Bicycle Master Plan
The City of Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan
Puget Sound Regional Council’s VISION 2040
The Seattle City Council approved the MIMP on December 16, 2013. The Council’s Findings,
Conclusion and Decision (Clerk File 311081) contains 64 conditions of approval (pages 15 to 29).
The Council’s Findings, Conclusion and Decision are included in their entirety as Appendix F to
this Compiled Master Plan. Future development of the Virginia Medical Center is subject to those
conditions.

Contact
Betsy Braun
Administrative Director, Facilities Management
Virginia Mason Medical Center
Blackford Hall, Room 309
1100 9th Avenue
P.O. Box 900, Mail Stop: R3-DCPM
Seattle, Washington 98111-0900
Tel: 206-341-0941
Email: Betsy.Braun@VMMC.org
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A.

INTRODUCTION

1.

Background and Purpose

Virginia Mason Medical Center is an integral part of a diverse, evolving neighborhood on First Hill
in Seattle and is a major health care service provider to the region. As the neighborhood and the
region have grown, so has Virginia Mason. Since its beginning in 1920 on First Hill, Virginia Mason
has expanded its original campus, decentralized many business operations and opened clinics in
surrounding communities to accommodate the growing regional population with primary and specialty
care services. Virginia Mason is expanding its provision of services through strategic alliances with
regional health care providers such as Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, Evergreen Health,
Wenatchee Valley Medical Center and Pacific Medical Centers.
This growth has occurred over a 90-year time frame that has seen a revolution in lifestyles, urbanism and
neighborhood character. In the 1920s, First Hill was still a mix of single-family houses, small commercial
businesses and a few five- to -six-story residential apartment buildings. Virginia Mason’s first building fit
within this scale, with its six-story original hospital wing. Over the next 50 years, this community, which
was built at the scale of the pedestrian, horse and buggy, was transformed by the rise of the automobile.
In the 1960s, Interstate 5 (I-5) was constructed through Seattle, cutting off First Hill from downtown
Seattle. Buildings turned their backs upon the street and shifted from a pedestrian orientation to an
automobile orientation. They also grew upward, establishing a new scale on First Hill that was redefined
with the construction of approximately 15 story high-rise residential towers and comparably sized
religious, office and medical buildings.
Seattle is now redefining itself and developing towards a future that is refocused much more on the
pedestrian experience, the opportunities for transit connections and a much greater density in areas
defined as urban centers, such as First Hill. The community is challenging developers to build in ways
that promote health, an active lifestyle, sustainable buildings, convenience and diversity.
The next generation of 300 foot tall (25- to 30-story) residential towers allowed under current zoning and
tall commercial buildings may once again transform First Hill. This density is needed to accommodate
the rapidly growing population of people who are seeking out lifestyles that are no longer as dependent
upon the automobile and looking for a more urban lifestyle. Within the last 10 years, Seattle’s residential
population on First Hill has increased by nearly one-sixth, from approximately 52,000 residents in
2000 to over 60,000 residents in 2011. This trend is expected to continue. Thirty-seven percent of
the residents also work in downtown Seattle. This growing population is younger, well-educated and
diverse and is transforming Seattle into one of the most lived-in cities in the United States, with nearly
22,000 residents per square mile in the downtown.1

1

Downtown Seattle Association 2012 State of Downtown Economic Report.
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View from Pine & Terry looking north, 1907

View of the downtown waterfront, 1952

View of Harborview, 1949
Historic photographs courtesy of The Seattle Public Library
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Virginia Mason’s First Hill campus needs to be redeveloped to meet the health care demands of this
regional growth, to provide for advancements in technology and patient care practices and to replace
aging facilities. It also needs to reflect this new sense of urbanism by redeveloping in ways that:

•

Create an environment for our patients, their families and visitors, our employees and volunteers,
and our neighbors, that reflects the quality of care we provide.

•

Provide a safe, attractive and engaging campus with lively streetscapes.

•

Exemplify good stewardship of scarce resources.

•

Modernize and expand facilities to accommodate new technologies and embrace the future.

This process begins with the renewal of Virginia Mason’s Major Institution Master Plan (MIMP), which
expired in 2004. Virginia Mason submitted its Notice of Intent to prepare a new Master Plan on August 9,
2010, and the MIMP Application/Concept Plan on December 7, 2010. Virginia Mason completed the last
project approved under the previous Master Plan, the new Floyd & Delores Jones Pavilion, in 2011. The
recent acquisition by Virginia Mason of the 1000 Madison block creates the opportunity to allow critical
inpatient services to be replaced while maintaining full operations in the existing hospital. Virginia Mason
is asking that its Major Institution Overlay (MIO) be expanded to include this block. The MIO process will
ensure that the replacement buildings will contribute to the quality and the activity of the neighborhood.
Virginia Mason is also looking to the future to create a campus that is developed with a density
comparable to the underlying zoning. This density allows Virginia Mason to be a good steward of the
scarce resource of land on First Hill and minimizes its footprint on the surrounding community by
reducing its need to expand further.

2.

First Hill Neighborhood

The First Hill neighborhood is an extensively studied urban environment. Its planning efforts are
built upon a foundation of sound city, county and regional plans aimed at defining the vision and
accommodating the needs of a rapidly growing region.
This vision starts with a regional framework provided by the Puget Sound Regional Council’s “VISION
2040,” adopted by the Council in April of 2008. VISION 2040 provides clear and specific guidance for the
distribution of population and employment growth into types of places defined as “regional geographies.”
The largest share of growth is distributed to metropolitan and core cities - places with designated
regional growth centers that are already connected by major transportation corridors and high capacity
transit.2 This broad framework sets out the importance of the interrelationship between systems such as
land uses, transportation, community facilities and the underlying ecology. The vision emphasizes the
cooperative goals needed for a successful community to flourish in the long term. Of direct relevance to
the First Hill neighborhood’s role in the region, it emphasizes the development of regional growth centers
and compact urban communities to accommodate the additional 1.7 million new inhabitants of Puget
Sound and 1.2 million new jobs anticipated within the next 35 years.
2

VISION 2040 executive summary, 2008
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Virginia Mason Proposed
MIO Boundaries

Figure 1 Virginia Mason Proposed Major Institution Overlay District on the “Pedestrian Routes Diagram”
Source: First Hill Urban Center Park Plan, City of Seattle, 2005
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Neighborhood Context: Urban Center Village
First Hill’s place within the region is first defined by its designation as one of six Urban Centers in
Seattle. This designation envisions a bright, multidimensional future for First Hill that includes a full
range of community amenities, including a vibrant pedestrian streetscape, a range of housing options,
employment opportunities and a diversity of community services. These community services encompass
open space, retail, commercial, multifamily residential, social, religious and educational services, an art
museum, and other institutions and experiences.
The designation as an Urban Center Village has, as a foundational element, the expectation that
the community will be planned to support a higher density of housing and employers than other
communities. It is a critical difference between First Hill and other Seattle communities. First Hill is
identified as a suitable area to accommodate urban density because it is already at a density greater
than many of the surrounding neighborhoods, because of its proximity to Downtown, its access to
transportation, and its many community services, institutions, jobs and residences. This increased
density is essential if First Hill is to grow and support its role in the region as both a residential and an
employment center.
The planning defines a community where auto, transit and pedestrian corridors connect and concentrate
commercial activities within pockets of high-rise residential development. The major arterials include
Madison Street, Broadway, James Street, Boren Avenue, and the Pike/Pine Street corridors. Other streets
have been targeted to be excellent pedestrian environments, including University Street, Seneca Street,
Terry Avenue south of Madison Street, Eighth Avenue, Ninth Avenue and Minor Avenue (see Figure 1).
Within these major arterial boundaries nestle pockets of residential neighborhood, educational and
medical development. The land use edges are not well integrated, and residential, commercial and
freeway uses relate to each other in sometimes awkward ways.
Neighborhood Texture
Virginia Mason is below the crest of First Hill in the area known as the West Slope, with topography
that descends toward downtown Seattle. Virginia Mason’s campus is adjacent to the Horizon House
continuing care retirement community to the northwest, a variety of residential developments to
the northeast and southwest, the commercial district along Madison Street and Boren Avenue to
the southeast and Freeway Park to the west. Terry Avenue and University Street are designated as
“Neighborhood Green Streets” as they pass through the Virginia Mason Campus. This designation
provides incentives for certain street improvements and pocket parks in exchange for increased floor
area sizes and allows improvements in the right-of-way in collaboration with the City of Seattle.
The character of development on First Hill is enormously varied and reflects a neighborhood that is
undergoing dynamic change. It ranges in scale from single-family homes to high-rise residential towers,
and from small commercial buildings to office towers, universities, cathedrals and hospitals. The urban
texture is uneven, with parking lots, one-story buildings or undeveloped sites abutting new high-rise
developments. There has been significant recent retail development along the Madison Street corridor
and along James Street, but the recent economic downturn has had a negative impact on the small
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businesses in the community, and there are empty storefronts. A sprinkling of retail establishments is
scattered throughout First Hill and provides important amenities to the community.
Major Institution Hub
First Hill is host to four Major Institutions, with an emphasis on health care, life sciences and higher
education. These institutions are bolstered by, and have been foundational incubators to, other
internationally acclaimed organizations like the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center and the
University of Washington Global Health program. They are a training and proving ground for developing
regional and global expertise, fueling the economic engines of research and development in
organizations like Amgen, Zymogenetics, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Seattle Biomedical
Research Institute, Cell Therapeutics, Seattle Science Foundation, Dendreon, Seattle Genetics and many
others.
The First Hill institutions train a significant percentage of the health care and research practitioners in
the Puget Sound region. In their partnerships with the University of Washington, Seattle Pacific University,
Seattle University and Seattle Community College, they provide a substantial role in the development
and retention of the intellectual capital of the region. Their ability to attract national and international
talent, grants, research funding and venture capital places Seattle within the top five regional centers of
innovation in the nation.
These four Major Institutions collectively generate over 77,220 jobs, provide over $4.9 billion in salaries
and benefits and provide one out of every six Seattle jobs.3 Their secondary effects are directly and
indirectly responsible for another 160,000 Seattle jobs, and the number of jobs is anticipated to
continue to grow at an average rate of 5% a year. This growth has ranked Seattle #1 in high-tech growth
based on long- and short- term growth numbers, according to Forbes, beating out even Silicon Valley. 4

3.

Goals, Objectives and Intent of Major Institution Master Plan

Virginia Mason is now updating its Vision for its First Hill campus. The goal of this effort is to fully
understand the capacities and constraints inherent in the redevelopment of the existing properties, to
collaborate with the surrounding neighborhood on how to best accommodate this growth and to smooth
the development process.
As a critical first step in planning for this growth, Virginia Mason has entered into the City of Seattle’s
MIMP process to partner with its First Hill neighbors to collaboratively develop a vision for the future.
From Seattle Department of Neighborhood’s website: “Seattle’s hospitals, universities and colleges are
important assets of the region and Seattle therefore allows their development to exceed many of the
zoning standards that would apply to nearby development. Unique zoning rules are crafted for each
major institution through the adoption of a Major Institution Master Plan that: 1) identifies a boundary
(Major Institution Overlay District) within which the revised rules applies; and 2) identifies the specific
rules that will apply to development within this boundary. The objectives of the plan are to balance the
3

Downtown Seattle Association Economic Impact of Seattle’s Major Institutions, 2012

4

Seattle Times, November 21, 2011
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needs of major institution development with the need to preserve adjacent neighborhoods.” 5
Virginia Mason representatives have been actively involved in the numerous recent planning efforts
on First Hill, including the First Hill Neighborhood Plan, the West Slope First Hill Plan, the planning for
siting the Sound Transit First Hill station, the planning for the First Hill Streetcar, the development of
other MIMPs, the Downtown Seattle Association plans, First Hill Improvement Association activities,
Design Review Board meetings, and the activities of the Freeway Park Association. This involvement has
deepened our perspective on the neighborhood’s collective goals, concerns and plans, and how Virginia
Mason can best grow within this unique community.
This participation, the hard, dedicated work of the Citizens Advisory Committee, and input from many
neighbors and other businesses on First Hill have culminated in the development of a shared set of goals
and objectives for the redevelopment of the campus.

5

City of Seattle Department of Neighborhood website: http://www.seattle.gov/neighborhoods/mi/miac/, 3/17/2012
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Table 1 Goals and Objectives
GOALS

OBJECTIVES

CAMPUS BUILDINGS
Design the edges of the campus to contextually relate
to the adjoining properties in scale, style and massing

•

Design buildings, including rooftops and street level
facades, with consideration of how they will appear
to viewers from surrounding residential buildings,
nonmotorized travelers at street level, and motorized
travelers

•

Acknowledge the diversity of scales and styles in
neighboring buildings, from high-rise to single-family

•

Consider views into new facilities from neighboring
buildings

•

Create interest at street level from a pedestrian scale

•

Integrate mechanical equipment into the architecture of the building
Shape the buildings and towers to respond to their
context

•
•

Incorporate measures that respond to the scale
and character of adjacent buildings

•

At the larger scale, consider visual interest through
articulation of facades, fenestration patterns, and
larger scale architectural moves

•

Use materials that are compatible with the
neighboring development

•

Create a style that is compatible with residential
instead of an institutional style
Create street level facades that respond to
the pedestrian scale and add interest from a
pedestrian perspective
Consider the use of setbacks to maintain and open
up public east-west views

The scale of the pedestrian streetscape is important

•

Protect public view corridors

•

Provide shared spaces that community members can
also use

Maintain the existing setbacks of the underlying
zoning to shape building masses, except where
deviations are needed to accommodate hospital
bed floors
Consider the placement of mechanical equipment
and how it can be shielded

•

Design skybridge structures to minimize view blockage

•

Consider massing buildings in an east-west
direction to reduce the impacts on the views of
uphill neighbors
Consider locating cafeterias, coffee shops, gift
shops, conference centers, meeting areas,
auditoriums and gathering places near entries for
easy community sharing

•

8
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GOALS
LANDSCAPING AND OPEN SPACE

OBJECTIVES

Maintain plantings and street trees

•

Enhance campus greenery, open space

•

Replace trees that need to be moved or removed
for development
Use thoughtful site planning and landscape design,
working at a campuswide and site specific level

•

Make use of multiple scales of plant materials,
pocket parks, plazas, median strips, setbacks and
roof decks

•

Add plantings and other features to attract birds,
pollinators and other desirable fauna to the
gardens

•

Address steep slopes with steps, handrails and
ramps

•

Extend overhangs, awnings, or other weather
protection features to protect pedestrians from
rain along designated pedestrian corridors where
feasible

•

Use “Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design” principles to enhance safety of the
pedestrian experience
Use three-dimensional plantings, artwork,
pedestrian-scale lighting and street furnishing to
enrich the pedestrian experience
Improve accessibility of entries

CAMPUS MOBILITY
Maintain and improve the mobility of pedestrians and
other nonmotorized travelers to move through the Virginia Mason MIO boundaries
(don’t become a closed-off campus)

Improve sidewalks and streetscapes to enhance the
pedestrian and other nonmotorized user experience

•

Make entries easy to find, welcoming and
accommodating

•

Enhance ease of pedestrian flow, improve circulation,
accessibility, wayfinding, connectivity, visual interest

•
•

Enhance the ability of people to pass through the larger •
buildings via interior and exterior “streets” that are
combinations of entries, major corridors and skybridges

•
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Locate entries to facilitate pedestrian egress
Reveal activities within buildings at street level
with an interactive sidewalk edge, transparency of
street-level facades
Expand the existing network of skybridges to create
interior and exterior pedestrian connections across
the entire campus
Consider developing tunnels where feasible to
move materials “off-stage” from the public
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GOALS

OBJECTIVES

Provide attractive nonmotorized connections across the •
campus to Downtown and other Seattle neighborhoods

Continue the Pigott Corridor extension up University
for the half-block northwest of Terry

•

Consider the use of lighting that is the same or
similar to that used elsewhere on First Hill (such as
in Freeway Park)
Locate open space in areas on campus that
enhance or complement open space located off
campus (such as adjacent to the Pigott Corridor or
across from the Sorrento Hotel)

Create open spaces in ways that tie together the public
spaces of the neighborhood

•

NEIGHBORHOOD VITALITY AND CHARACTER
Contribute to the economic vitality of First Hill that
exists from the interdependence of residential,
commercial, and the educational and health care
institutions
Maintain the residential character of First Hill

Honor and protect designated historic structures

Maintain and support opportunities for retail that serve
both Virginia Mason and the residential community

•

Replace any housing loss on First Hill per City
requirements

•

Locate noisy trash hauling and dock functions away
from residential neighbors
With development, perform historic resources
studies of older buildings on campus

•
•

Protect landmarks through City Landmarks process

•

Design new facilities to complement and enhance
existing landmarks, like the Sorrento, the Baroness
and the Archbishop’s residence

•

Where possible salvage historic elements from
demolished buildings and reuse them in new
construction. (Note: this item is a post-workshop
update to the goals and objectives.)
Identify locations on Virginia Mason blocks where
retail uses will contribute to neighborhood vitality

•
•

Work with neighborhood on desirable types of retail
to serve the broader population

•

Provide direct access to retail from the street

10
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GOALS
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

OBJECTIVES
•

Pursue healthy living with design principles

•

Use new energy-efficient technologies that
help reduce energy usage and create a cleaner
environment

•

Use each block to its highest and best use

•

•
•

Balance open space and setbacks with high
density and tall structures to maximize capacity of
each block
Participate in the Seattle 2030 District challenge
Design strategies for microclimate, local conditions

•

Prioritize public spaces when considering shading

•

Consider the location of noise-creating activities to
least impact neighborhood residents

•

Minimize the effects of artificially lit interiors during
the night on surrounding residential areas. (Note:
this item is a post-workshop update to the goals
and objectives.)

Continue to encourage the use of transit over driving to •
Virginia Mason by making transit an easy and enjoyable
way to get to and from the Virginia Mason campus and
•
adjacent First Hill neighborhoods

Improve bus stops with enhanced lighting, shelters,
landing areas and wider sidewalks

Employ Environmental Stewardship in the design and
practices of buildings, grounds, and operations

Build facilities that are resource-efficient
Minimize glare, noise, wind effect and shading

TRANSIT, TRAFFIC AND PARKING

Continue to reduce peak-commute trip singleoccupancy vehicle use and encourage alternative
modes of transportation, including walking, bicycling,
mass transit, shuttles and carpools
Build parking to meet but not exceed present, future
need, sequence parking development

February 5, 2014

Advocate for enhanced transit coverage for First
Hill, especially connections that tie it to other
Seattle neighborhoods and downtown

•

Work with Seattle Police Department “Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design”
principles to enhance bus stop safety and use

•

Be aware of pedestrian routes that connect to
transit stops as part of the transit system’s quality
and level of safety
Continue and enhance the existing Transportation
Management Plan (TMP) to reduce the number of
drive-alone commutes to the VMMC campus

•

•

11

Distribute the location of structured parking and
access to lessen neighborhood impact
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GOALS
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

OBJECTIVES

Minimize construction impacts on the larger community •

•

Maintain traffic and pedestrian flow

•

Maintain the viability of retail

•
•

12

Construct new buildings in phases
Develop and implement a construction
management plan and communicate with the
community about the plan
Limit the use of street area for construction, or
time street closures to minimize disruptions to
neighborhood traffic
Limit sidewalk closures
To the extent feasible, provide temporary locations
for retail displaced by Virginia Mason construction
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4.

Virginia Mason’s Mission

Figure 2 Virginia Mason’s Strategic Plan Pyramid
Virginia Mason: Patients First
Patients are the reason Virginia Mason exists. Therefore, patients are at the center of all Virginia
Mason’s considerations and decisions. All facilities and operations are designed to enhance the overall
experience of the patient.
Virginia Mason’s mission is to improve the health and well-being of the patients served. Virginia Mason
aspires to be the Quality Leader and transform health care by leading the way to improve health care
quality and patient safety. Everything Virginia Mason does is ultimately to improve patient health and
well-being. This is accomplished by hiring the finest physicians and staff, achieving the best clinical
outcomes, providing unsurpassed service and the safest, most efficient facilities for patients and their
families.
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Virginia Mason embraces advances and innovations in health care delivery to meet the ever-changing
needs of patients. Today, this means providing hospital facilities that offer the technological and design
advancements vital to patients in the 21st century. Virginia Mason is also committed to providing a broad
range of services that improve one’s sense of well-being and prevent illness. Virginia Mason is acclaimed
for its expertise in providing services in Digestive Disorders, Neurosciences, Heart Care, Cancer Care,
Orthopedics and Sports Medicine, and Urology.
Virginia Mason Vision: To be the Quality Leader and Transform Health Care
To become the Quality Leader and transform health care, Virginia Mason set out first to change the way
health care is delivered. The Virginia Mason concept of quality is all-encompassing and includes both
clinical results and the service components of all interactions with patients. Virginia Mason strives to
provide the best outcomes available anywhere. Virginia Mason is transforming health care delivery by
eliminating waste, standardizing work and providing extraordinary care and service.
Virginia Mason Production System (VMPS)
Virginia Mason has achieved remarkable transformational results by focusing on the process of
change through its management method, the Virginia Mason Production System, or VMPS. Modeled
on the Toyota Production System, Virginia Mason has embraced lean manufacturing processes to
scrutinize health care delivery at every level of the
organization. This relentless focus on structured
process improvement has eliminated waste at every
level of the organization, increasing patient safety
and satisfaction, reducing cost, and improving
quality of care. VMPS provides specific methods for
designing processes, facilities, and the environment
of care, focusing on patient centeredness, improved
flow and delivery of the highest quality care.
Virginia Mason: Demonstrating Quality and Value

Figure 3 Leapfrog Award

In 2010, the Leapfrog Group awarded Virginia
Mason its Top Hospital of the Decade award,
recognizing Virginia Mason’s decade-long, sustained
drive to improve the value of its services to its
patients. The Leapfrog Group is a coalition of large
organizations who buy health care services for
their employees and who are working to initiate
breakthrough improvements in safety, quality and
affordability. The Leapfrog Group defines value
by identifying organizations that provide the best
quality of care at the lowest cost.

Figure 4 Leapfrog Top Hospital of
the Decade 2001 - 2010
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The Top Hospital of the Decade award followed six consecutive years (2006-2011) of the Leapfrog Group
naming Virginia Mason a Top Hospital. The Top Hospital recognition has been awarded to Virginia Mason
each year since the award’s inception in 2006. The Top Hospital designation is based on results from
the Leapfrog Hospital Survey, the nation’s premier hospital evaluation tool that provides consumers
and health care purchasers with up-to-date assessments of hospitals’ quality and safety programs and
outcomes.
Virginia Mason also received the highest overall scores in the Pacific Northwest region in the Leapfrog
Group’s 2010 Hospital Quality and Safety Survey. No hospital in Washington has outranked Virginia
Mason on this annual survey since the Leapfrog Group began measuring hospital quality and safety in
2001.
In 2008 through 2012, Virginia Mason also received the HealthGrades Patient Safety Excellence Award
and was named a Distinguished Hospital for Clinical Excellence. Only 263 hospitals in the nation
received this honor for being in the top 5% for patient safety. HealthGrades, a leading independent
health care ratings organization, evaluated 5,000 hospitals across the country for clinical performance.
Virginia Mason Organization
Virginia Mason Medical Center is a nonprofit comprehensive regional health care system in Seattle that
combines a primary and specialty care group practice of more than 460 physicians with a 336-bed
acute-care teaching hospital. Virginia Mason operates a network of clinics throughout the Puget Sound
area providing primary care, specialty and outpatient surgical services, and Bailey-Boushay House, a
skilled-nursing facility and chronic care management program for people with HIV/AIDS and for those
suffering from life-threatening illnesses.
Virginia Mason is governed by a board of community volunteers. The medical center is a tax-exempt
organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The board has adopted governance
policies and practices to help guide fulfillment of its commitment to the community and the patients
served.
The medical center is affiliated with the Virginia Mason Institute (VMI), which provides education and
training in the Virginia Mason management method - known as the Virginia Mason Production System
(VMPS) - to other health care providers and organizations. VMI includes the Center for Health Care
Solutions, whose work is to improve quality and access to care while reducing cost for employers and
health plans for the most common and costly medical conditions. The medical center is also affiliated
with the Benaroya Research Institute at Virginia Mason (BRI), which is internationally recognized in
autoimmune disease research, and the Virginia Mason Foundation. The Virginia Mason Foundation
engages in fundraising in support of the mission of the medical center and BRI.
The First Hill campus is composed of the acute care hospital, BRI, and a full complement of primary
care and specialty clinics. The Bailey-Boushay House is located in the Madison Valley east of downtown
Seattle and is approximately two miles outside of Virginia Mason’s Major Institution Overlay district.
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The Outlook
for
Health Care
Virginia Mason also serves the larger region through a network of seven satellite medical facilities
in Federal Way, Issaquah, Bellevue, Kirkland, Lynnwood, Sand Point and Winslow/Bainbridge Island.
Virginia Mason also has three supporting facilities: the medical records and warehouse facility in
Georgetown, administrative offices in the Metropolitan Park West building in downtown Seattle, and a
FIGURE 19: Average Length of Stay in Community Hospitals
call center in Canyon Park, Bothell.
Number of Days

Virginia Mason has affiliations with Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, Pacific Medical Centers,
7.5
7.5
Evergreen Health, Wenatchee
Valley Medical Center and other regional health care providers.
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Virginia Mason employs more than 5,500 people. Over 460 physicians are employed by Virginia
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Mason and many provide services at more than
one location. Virginia Mason also benefits from the
6.2
contributions of almost 970 volunteers who donated6.0more than 22,768 hours in 2011.
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5.7providing continuous care to the
Virginia Mason’s First Hill campus facilities run around the clock,
5.6
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community. The regional clinics are open Monday through Friday, with some clinics and surgical services
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also open on Saturday.
Because of this, the employees generate activities that enliven neighborhoods
throughout the week and contribute a significant economic benefit to the surrounding neighborhoods
5.0
that extends past the
5.0 traditional lunch-hour crowds.
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Virginia Mason Patients

Over 626,791 health care provider visits were made in 2011 at Virginia Mason’s First Hill campus. In
2011, 16,330 patients
were admitted to the hospital, 10,000 outpatient surgeries were performed, and
FIGURE 20: Inpatient and Outpatient Surgeries at U.S.
over 15,700 patients were treated
at the Hospitals
Emergency Department.
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Figure 5 Inpatient and
Outpatient Surgeries at U.S. Community Hospitals

Source: American Hospital Association
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The increasing proportion of outpatient visits reflects a significant trend in health care innovation as
more and more procedures that previously required hospitalization can now be done in an outpatient
setting, and the patient can go home the same day. Virginia Mason is decentralizing some of these
procedures to its regional outpatient surgery centers in Issaquah, Federal Way and Lynnwood to free up
capacity on the First Hill campus for patients whose illnesses are more acute and who require specialty
or hospital care. The First Hill campus continues to see increasingly complex, sicker patients whose
illnesses require a teamed specialty approach to care and facilities specially designed for this purpose.
Virginia Mason Commitment to the Community
Virginia Mason is proud to be an important part of the First Hill neighborhood and recognizes that the
institution and its neighbors are crucial partners in a quality neighborhood. Virginia Mason’s commitment
to the community extends well beyond patient care. Virginia Mason believes it is essential to contribute
at many levels to the communities where patients and staff members work and live. The organization
has acted on that belief by contributing time, energy and money to efforts that benefit the community
in the areas of improving health, providing free and subsidized care, and supporting health professional
education and research.
Virginia Mason’s commitment is described in more detail in Section D.13, page 88.

5.

Regional Growth and Health Care Needs

Regional Population Growth
The population of the Puget Sound area within King, Snohomish, Pierce and Kitsap Counties continues
to steadily increase every year. From 2000 to 2010, the regional population increased by more than
400,000 people, or an 11% increase, from 3.2 million people to 3.69 million people, according to the
2010 census. If this rate of growth holds steady over the next 20 years, the region’s population could
conservatively increase by another 1 million or more people. Rising land costs, limited availability of
undeveloped land, land use planning and good stewardship of scarce natural resources will direct much
of this growth to growing urban cores and into multiunit housing, like the First Hill neighborhood.
Regional growth is not likely to slow in the next 20 years - the abundant natural resources, vibrant and
diverse economy and links to the Pan-Pacific markets are likely to continue to grow well into the future.
The growth framework for Virginia Mason’s First Hill campus must find the best use of every parcel, to
contain its footprint and concentrate its density, while at the same time providing the highest quality care
for its patients, now and in the future.
Aging Population
This steadily growing population increases the demand for health care services at all levels of service
delivery, including prenatal and maternal care; pediatric and adult care; geriatric and specialty care like
skilled nursing, Alzheimer’s and hospice; tracking and treatment of chronic diseases; and hospitalization
for acute care episodes at all ages.
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In addition, the steadily aging population exerts its own stress upon the regional health care system. The
Social Security Administration now states that if a person lives to age 65, they are likely to live to an
average of 83 years of age. One in four 65 year olds will live to age 90, and one in 10 will live to 95. The
Baby Boomers (born between the years of 1946 and 1957) are going to add significant demand for
specialty services. As they downsize their lifestyles and move into more convenient and compact urban
neighborhoods like First Hill, they will want easy access to quality specialty care, such as that provided at
Virginia Mason.
Washington State Population
Ages 65 and Above

Figure 6 Washington State Population Ages 65 and Above
Source: State of Washington Office of Financial Management Forecasting Division November 2012 State Population Forecast
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$14,797, compared to $4,511 for Americans in the age groups from 19 to 64 (figure 3).
About half the average outlay for seniors was by Medicare at $7,242, whereas all public
spending for those 19 to 64 years of age was only $1,395 on average.

Virginia Mason Medical Center

FIGURE 2:

Annual Rate of Physician Office Visits byCompiled
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Major Institution Master Plan
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5
Virginia Mason’s new alliance with Evergreen Health will leverage Evergreen’s capacity in Home Health
care to augment Virginia Mason’s hospital services.
For parents who need to get to work but who have a mildly ill child who must be kept out of school or day
care, Virginia Mason offers Tender Loving Care (TLC). TLC provides child care for children ranging in age
from 1 year to 12 years old, offering parents the reassurance that their sick child will be well cared for
while they work. TLC is located on the First Hill campus close to employers in downtown Seattle.
This regionalization of services is described in more detail in Section D.12, page 87.
6

(Gen Intern Med. 2007, December; 22 (Suuppl 3): 391-395)

7

The Outlook for Health Care, by Gary Shilling, 2011
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Increasing Complexity of Care
Virginia Mason will continue to focus hospital care at the First Hill campus. The patients at the First
Hill campus are being seen for more complex and invasive procedures that are in large part the
drivers behind the need to replace the facilities at the First Hill campus. More complex care means
more medical devices and more sophisticated monitoring, a heavier reliance on information systems
infrastructure, and more heat from equipment requiring more air conditioning, more power and more
space.
Team Medicine, as practiced by Virginia Mason, uses a concentrated team of specialists to act
collaboratively to deliver optimal care. Higher acuity care requires larger, integrated teams composed
of an array of specialists directed by a care manager. The care also includes more active participation
in care by the patient and their families. These larger teams of caregivers are hard to support efficiently
within the built constraints of the existing campus. Looking to the future, Virginia Mason is employing
strategies to move the highest acuity care into the new Jones Pavilion and to rebuild its core hospital
services on the 1000 Madison block.
Virginia Mason does not anticipate an increase in its Bed License under the State of Washington’s
Certificate of Need process at this time, although it may do so within the life of this Master Plan if the
growth of such services requires it. If additional hospital beds are proposed in the future, they would
replace outpatient services and not add to the area projections within this plan. They would therefore
reduce the demand for parking, utilities, traffic, etc., as inpatient hospital services have lower demand
for these than outpatient services. Virginia Mason is currently seeing its ability to provide more and
more procedures in an outpatient setting, the increasing ability of telemedicine and remote monitoring
to provide health care services closer to home, and reductions in average lengths of stays keeping pace
with service growth.
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View of Madison from Broadway, 1889

View of First Hill from Denny Hill, 1882

View from Denny Hill, 1890
Historic photographs courtesy of The Seattle Public Library
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B.

EXISTING CAMPUS

The existing Virginia Mason Medical Center First Hill campus is a study in regional medical growth. The
original hospital was built in 1920 as a six-story concrete frame building housing 65 hospital beds.
The first addition was made to the hospital in 1928. Since the beginning in 1920, there have been 26
additions or new buildings constructed within the First Hill campus. The most recent, the Floyd & Delores
Jones Pavilion, was completed in 2011.
This growth parallels the growth of Seattle. From its start as a rugged frontier town, First Hill has
reinvented itself about every 20 to 30 years, from forests and farms to wood frame Victorian-era
housing, to St. James Cathedral and Harborview Medical Center towering over the neighborhood to brick
apartment buildings to postwar midrise apartment buildings. The most recent wave of new development
is pushing First Hill skywards into an urban center of tall, densely developed high-rise apartments, Major
Institution development and office buildings.

Figure 8 Virginia Mason Campus, Looking Southeast
Figure 8 depicts how the campus has grown, with a major building addition added every three to 10
years. Each year, a substantial number of smaller renovation projects are done to upgrade existing
services, accommodate new technologies, provide routine maintenance or replacement of services, and
keep pace with the changing needs of health care.
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1.

Virginia Mason Property

Virginia Mason owns all of the property within the MIO district with the exception of the public rights-ofway. The total land area of the Virginia Mason First Hill campus is approximately 8.5 acres or 369,550
square feet over eight contiguous city blocks (including the 1000 Madison block and alley). See Appendix
A for detailed property ownership and legal descriptions.
Existing/Approved Development
The existing Virginia Mason facilities of the First Hill campus include 12 buildings and total approximately
1.23 million building gross square feet (BGSF), as identified in Figure 8 on page 23 and detailed in Table
2 below. This includes the new Floyd & Delores Jones Pavilion but excludes properties on the 1000
Madison block and subterranean development. The 1992 MIMP allowed development of Virginia Mason
facilities up to 1.66 BGSF.
Table 2 Existing Virginia Mason Development
Existing Facility
Cassel Crag / Blackford Hall / MRI
Building
Lindeman Pavilion
Health Resources Building
Benaroya Research Institute
Ninth Avenue Parking Garage
Main Hospital / East Wing/ West
Addition /Buck Pavilion Clinics
Inn at Virginia Mason
Jones Pavilion
University/Terry Parking Lot

Description of General Uses
Offices, research

Total Above Grade
Building Gross Square
Feet (BGSF)
66,085

Offices, clinic, support space
Offices, support space
Offices, research
Parking
Inpatient, clinic, offices, support space

157,246
59,405
109,550
69,786
531,734

Hotel, restaurant, offices, support space
Inpatient, support space
(Surface parking only)

48,445
185,193
0

Total Existing Virginia Mason Development

1,227,444

Approximately 95,870 BGSF of development currently exist on the 1000 Madison block, as detailed in
Table 3 on page 25. Total existing development within the proposed MIO boundary therefore amounts to
approximately 1.32 million BGSF, above grade.
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Table 3 Existing Development Within 1000 Madison Block
Existing Facility

Description of General Uses

Baroness Apartment Hotel
Chasselton Court Apartments
1000 Madison retail

Hotel, offices
Apartments
Retail (multiple)

Total Above Grade Building
Gross Square Feet (BGSF)
34,070
37,170
24,630

Total Existing Development on 1000 Madison Block

95,870

Aging Infrastructure
Hospital needs are constantly evolving. Much of Virginia Mason’s existing campus is aging and needs to
be replaced to meet modern health care requirements. Here are some examples:
•

Patient privacy and disease control require single-patient rooms. A significant percentage of Virginia Mason’s existing inpatient capacity is in double rooms.

•

More and more complex equipment is brought to the bedside, for faster, more efficient and more
convenient treatment, requiring additional utility support.

•

Increased participation by family members brings them into the patient care areas.

•

Larger care teams need more support space.

•

Seismic, fire and life safety codes have expanded to better protect patients and staff.

There have been various assessments done identifying the near-term costs to upgrade to achieve new
code requirements for health care occupancies. For many of the buildings, the cost to replace them with
new is less than the cost to upgrade, especially taking into consideration the cost of disruption of patient
care services.
In addition, the spaces needed to provide medical
services continue to get larger. A typical hospital
inpatient room in the 1980s was about 140 net
square feet per bed, with some efficiency gained
in multiple bed rooms. New, modern rooms can
be two times as large. Toilet rooms have tripled
in size; exam rooms have doubled in size. Some
of this is due to the Americans With Disabilities
Act (ADA), some due to the increasing size of the
average American, some due to infection control
concerns, and some due to patient preferences
for single-patient rooms. Mechanical infrastructure
needed to provide services to a medical facility
also continues to increase in size and can now
consume nearly 20% of a building’s total area.
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Patient and medical treatment room sizes have increased to meet new standards:

•

ADA-accessible bathroom sizes have increased from 20 square feet to 50 to 60 square feet.

•

Clearances around hospital beds have increased from 3 feet to 5 feet.

•

Operating rooms have increased in size from 300 square feet to over 600 square feet.

•

Recent regional hospitals have a range of area needed per bed: Providence Everett Colby –
2,833 BGSF/bed; Swedish Issaquah Hospital – 3,142 BGSF/bed; Seattle Children’s expansion
– 3,500 BGSF/bed

•

We are projecting a need for approximately 2,492 BGSF/per bed for hospital replacement.

Jones Pavilion orthopedics room

The Jones Pavilion is an important first step in the replacement of the hospital core. The first floors
opened in 2011, and when complete, approximately one-third of the existing inpatient beds will be
replaced with new, state-of-the-art rooms and space designed for providing Virginia Mason’s unique
production system of patient health care delivery. This still leaves two-thirds of the hospital inpatient
capacity to be replaced elsewhere along with clinic, support and other space replacement and growth needs.

2.

Programmatic Needs

Virginia Mason continues to be a leader in the innovation of health care services. This innovation is
occurring on two fronts: first, Virginia Mason’s medical teams are pushing the boundaries of medical
knowledge daily with innovative new techniques and procedures, and the rigorous pursuit of and
application of best practices in medicine. Second, health care reform measures are demanding new
service delivery methods that fundamentally change the incentives used to provide care. Bundled
Payments, Medical Homes and other proposals will drive the realignment of services into new
configurations that are as yet unknown.
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Virginia Mason envisions its First Hill campus to be the location where the most acutely ill and most
complex patients are seen. The expertise needed to treat this patient population requires a certain
critical mass of facilities. Expert coverage is required on all shifts; and costs must be distributed to
maintain significant infrastructure like food services, a full-service 24-hour laboratory and emergency
back-up systems; and to provide efficient utilization of expensive technologies like magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) equipment and Linear Accelerators. While the regional presence for ambulatory services
continues to expand, Virginia Mason expects that the most acutely ill patients will continue to be seen at
the First Hill campus.
In order to fully implement the Virginia Mason Production System, spaces must be designed to help
support the innovative care developed at Virginia Mason. The design of the new Floyd & Delores Jones
Pavilion includes the following features that will become the model for the redeveloped First Hill campus:
• The latest life-saving medical technologies
• A new Emergency Department, Procedural and Operating Rooms that enhance flow
• Streamlined admissions
• Specially designed space for family members in each patient room
• Internet access, education rooms and refreshments
• Innovative floor designs that reduce walking for staff
• Enhanced infection control measures
• Quiet and calm patient care areas with “off-stage” staff workflows
All of these changes make defining specific building programs a challenging process. Virginia Mason will
need a significant increase in area to just replace its existing buildings, without growth. The goal is to
balance increases in efficiency and quality of care against this increase in area.
Certain core hospital functions need to be replaced as a group because of their need for immediate adjacency. The core functions require approximately 422,000 square feet of contiguous area. Other hospital functions do not require this immediate adjacency, and can be relocated elsewhere on campus.
•

Seconds transporting patients save lives. The inpatient beds, operating rooms, Emergency
Department and specialty diagnostic areas like Cardiac Catheterization need to be as close as
possible to each other.

•

Supporting services like laboratories, food services, inpatient pharmacy, loading docks and
sterile instrument processing also need to be located as close to these functions as possible to
provide the most efficient delivery to our patients.

There are very few locations on campus where the contiguous core functions can be replaced.
•

Within the existing campus MIO, constructing 422,000 square feet of contiguous hospital space
would require spanning over Terry Avenue.

•

The 1000 Madison block, the area proposed for an expanded campus boundary, is the only site
large enough to accommodate this area without crossing over a city street.
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Our increasing, aging population requires expanded clinic, specialty space and research facilities:
•

Puget Sound Regional Council forecasts that population of the four-county region (King, Pierce,
Snohomish and Kitsap) will grow 34% between 2010 and 2040.

•

As Baby Boomers age, the demand for medical services will increase – Washington’s Office of
Financial Management calculated the population of those aged 65 and older in 2010 at 823,357
and predicts this number to more than double by 2030 to approximately 1.7 million, as people
live healthier lives extending their life spans, and as new cures are found for diseases.

•

Clinic and specialty care space must grow to meet demand – we are projecting a 2.8% annual
growth rate – requiring an additional 691,523 square feet over the next 30 years.

•

Benaroya Research Institute at Virginia Mason continues to grow, bringing innovative treatment
into clinical use through its translational research programs. Additional research space needs are
projected to be approximately 177,000 square feet over the next 30 years.

A summary of the space needed to replace aging facilities and to respond to increased need for clinic,
research and support needs is provided in Table 4 on page 29.
The existing campus and the 1000 Madison block contain 1,324,273 square feet. Redeveloping the
campus would include:
•

35% of the existing space meets current guidelines and would be retained = 464,992 square
feet

•

The total projected need is approximately 3 million square feet:
o

15% of the new total space (464,992 square feet) would be made up of existing space
that meets current health care guidelines and would be retained

o

38% of the projected total would be required to replace existing outdated facilities and to
bring them to current health care guidelines

o

47% of the projected total would be required to meet projected growth needs for clinic,
specialty care and research

Additional growth in “Support and Miscellaneous” may include additional hotel, storage, office and other
medical-related uses.
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Table 4 Major Institution Master Plan Area Summaries
Use

Total Current
Area (A)

Space
to b e
Retained
(B)

Area
Needed to
Replace
Core
Hospital
Functions
(C)
422,000 SF1

Hospital
Clinic
Research
Support and
Miscellaneous2

525,757 SF
410,024 SF
109,550 SF

164,624 SF
125,797 SF
109,550 SF

65,341 SF

30,250 SF

Above-ground
Parking

69,786 SF

Hotel
Housing

82,015 SF
37,170 SF

Retail3
TOTAL
Percentage of
Total Area
1

672,589 SF
201,200 SF
181,185 SF

33,570 SF

24,630 SF
1,200 SF
1,324,273 SF 464,992 SF
15%

Total Area Area Needed
Needed to
for Service
Replace
Growth (E)
Existing
Aging
Facilities(D)

422,000 SF

(B + D + E)

691,523 SF
177,392 SF

837,215 SF
1,018,520 SF
286,942 SF

471,160 SF

682,595 SF
0 SF (all
parking to be
located below
ground)
82,015 SF
0 SF (housing
replacement to
be located off
campus)

48,445 SF

40,630 SF
1,144,050 SF
38%

Total Area
Needed by
Year 2040

80,450 SF
1,420,525 SF
47%

122,280 SF
3,029,567 SF
100%

The 422,000 SF of contiguous space needed to replace core hospital functions is included within the total of 889,143 SF
needed to replace existing aging facilities.

2

“Support” includes office, food service, storage, maintenance area, physical plant, loading docks and similar uses.

3

“Retail” includes pharmacy, optical, coffee shops and similar uses on existing campus and neighborhood retail proposed
for 1000 Madison block.
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3.

Community-Campus Integration

Virginia Mason’s campus is an integral part of the First Hill experience. Virginia Mason staff shop and
do their banking in the neighborhood, obtain their health care, and frequent the many neighborhood
restaurants, parks, churches and food service venues. Neighbors and hotel guests eat in Virginia
Mason’s inexpensive and high-quality cafeteria and restaurant. Neighbors and patients have visitors
and family members sleep in the Virginia Mason hotels, frequent the restaurants and coffee bars and
come to Virginia Mason’s Emergency Department when they are in need. Nearly 300 Virginia Mason
employees live within two miles of the First Hill campus, and over 2,100 live in Seattle. A significant
percentage of Virginia Mason’s patients live or work in downtown Seattle and select the First Hill location
for its convenience and accessibility.
Virginia Mason recognizes that its campus functions both for its own purposes and as part of the fabric
of the neighborhood and the connections within and beyond the neighborhood. The opportunities to rebuild Virginia Mason’s facilities also create the ability to improve the quality of the streetscape and open
spaces used by neighborhood residents and visitors as well as by Virginia Mason’s patients and staff.

4.

Future Evolution of First Hill

The planning for First Hill continues to evolve. The current community dialog includes debate on items
such as: the location, nature and quantity of street-level retail uses; pedestrian-targeted street improvements (such as woonerfs and green streets); open space; transit development; bicycle routes; parking
needs; and traffic management. As new plans are developed and adopted by the First Hill neighborhood
and City Council, Virginia Mason may update the accompanying Design Guidelines over time to incorporate the new ideas and directions. Virginia Mason will use the Standing Citizens Advisory Committee and
its public meetings to review proposed updates with the community.
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C.

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS

1.

Existing Underlying Zoning

Virginia Mason Medical Center’s existing First Hill campus includes one existing underlying zoning
district: High-rise Multi-family Residential (HR). The base height limit is 160 feet with the ability to go
to a maximum of 300 feet if the applicant satisfies conditions for extra floor area. The previous MIMP
established a 240-foot maximum height limit overlay onto the entire campus, although recent buildings
were not built to the full height allowed by the MIO. Figure 9 illustrates the existing zoning designations.
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Figure 9 Existing Zoning
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2.

Proposed Expansion Areas

Virginia Mason is proposing two expansions of the existing campus boundary:
(1) An expansion of the existing campus is requested to include the block bordered by Boren Avenue
on the east, Madison Street on the south, Terry Avenue on the west, and Spring Street on the
north. This block, known as the 1000 Madison block, includes two existing underlying zoning
districts: Neighborhood Commercial (NC-3P 160’ base height limit) along the southeast half of
the block fronting Madison Street, and HR on the northwest half of the block. The Madison Street
corridor is a designated principal pedestrian street, and certain street level uses are required
(SMC 23.47A.005).
(2) An administrative correction is requested to be made to the existing MIO district boundary map
to accurately reflect Virginia Mason property ownership. The parcel includes Lots 9 and 12 plus
a 20 foot portion of Lot 8 of Block 112. This correction was approved in the previous MIMP and
needs to be carried forward in this update. The portion of Lot 8 is not correctly shown graphically
within the MIO boundary on the current city zoning maps. See Appendix A.

3.

Proposed Structure Setbacks

Virginia Mason is proposing to meet or exceed underlying zoning setbacks from property lines in all areas
of the campus for new construction.
Section 23.45.518 of the Seattle Land Use Code lists the required setbacks for development in HR zones:

•

Along street frontages, the development standards require an average setback from the property
line of 7 feet and a minimum setback of 5 feet for portions of building 45 feet or less in height,
and a minimum of 10 feet in setback for building facades above 45 feet in height.

•

Along alleys, no setback is required for portions of structures 45 feet or less in height, and a 10foot minimum setback is required for structures above 45 feet.

•

For lot lines that abut neither a street nor an alley, the development standards require an average
setback from the property line of 7 feet and a minimum setback of 5 feet for portions of building
45 feet or less in height (except no setback is required for portions of buildings abutting an
existing structure built to the abutting lot line, and a minimum of 20 feet in setback for building
facades above 45 feet in height).

Along most street frontages, Virginia Mason is proposing to set buildings back 7 to 10 feet from the
property line for the first 45 feet of elevation. Above that height, Virginia Mason is proposing an additional
10 feet in most locations, so the setback would be twice what would otherwise be required by the Land
Use Code for a residential development. Along Madison, Virginia Mason is proposing to set the upper
portion of the building (above approximately 45 feet) back an additional 30 feet, for a total of 40 feet
from the property line (see Table 12 on page 45), and greater setbacks are proposed for portions of the
central hospital block (see Tables 9, 10 and 11 on pages 41, 42 and 43).
The future building to be located on the Ninth Avenue Garage redevelopment site will have a maximum
depth (east/west) of 93 feet. The east and west lower and upper level building setbacks shall be based
on the merits of the building design and by balancing the needs of the residents to the west and the
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needs of the pedestrian experience on 9th Avenue. A minimum setback of seven feet shall be required
for portions of the building 45 feet or less in height and 12 feet for portions of the building above 45 feet
in height.
Proposed setbacks are shown for each block in Figures 10 through 18 on pages 34 through 44 and
summarized in Tables 5 through 12 on pages 36 through 45. See Figure 10 on the following page for a
composite figure identifying all proposed setbacks for the campus.
Architectural features, structural projections, weather protection, window overhangs and similar elements
may extend into the public right-of-way as long as safety clearances are maintained as determined by
Seattle Department of Planning and Design during project permitting.
Setbacks and building massing for the future building that will replace the Health Resources Building will
follow the setbacks specified in the agreement reached with Horizon House during the previous MIMP.
No changes are proposed other than the potential reconfiguration of the open space on the northwest
corner of the block, per Horizon House’s request.

4.

Width and Floor Size Limits

Virginia Mason is requesting a modification to the provisions in HR zones that limit building facade
widths and floor size to allow major medical institution development to occur to the maximum space
available with configurations found efficient for health care delivery within the above proposed setbacks.
The provisions that Virginia Mason is requesting to modify include the following:
• Elimination of the requirement in the HR zoning that portions of structures above a height of
45 feet are limited to a maximum facade width of 110 feet. (Virginia Mason is proposing that
unmodulated facades be limited to a maximum facade width of 110 feet.)
• Elimination of the provision that the average gross floor area of all stories above 45 feet in height
not exceed 10,000 square feet in order to reach or exceed a maximum facade width of 130 feet.
• Elimination of the building separation requirements specified in subsection 23.45.520. (Virginia
Mason has included a goal of bringing daylight into staff working areas and public areas
where feasible as a design strategy. See Design Guidelines. A. Context; 1. Natural Context and
Environment; a. Design with natural systems in mind; Solar conditions.)

5.

Existing and Proposed Height Limits (MIO Heights)

The existing MIO district for the entire Virginia Mason First Hill campus is designated as MIO-240, with a
240-foot height limit. It extends generally along Boren Avenue, Spring Street, University Street and Ninth
Avenue, as shown in Figure 18 on page 44. The Virginia Mason-acquired 1000 Madison block is outside
the existing MIO district. It is proposed to be included within the Virginia Mason MIO boundaries in the
proposed MIMP (Alternative 6b) with a MIO-240 designation.
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Figure 10 Proposed Building Setbacks – Virginia Mason Campus
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Figure 11 Proposed Building Setbacks – University/Terry Parking Lot Block
Table 5 Proposed Building Setbacks – University/Terry Parking Lot Block

Location

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Abutting a University University/Terry
10 feet
20 feet
Yes
No
Street
Parking Lot – north
side of University
between Terry and
alley to the east
Terry
University/Terry
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
Parking Lot – east
side of Terry north of
University Street

Abutting
an Alley

Land Use Code requires 0’ setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height and 10’ for portions of
buildings >45’ in height
Alley
University/Terry
O feet
10 feet
Yes
No
Parking Lot – east side
of lot

Abutting
an Interior
Lot Line

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 20’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Interior University/Terry
7 feet
20 feet
Yes
No
lot line Parking Lot – north
side of lot
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TERRY AVE.
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N
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Figure 12 Proposed Building Setbacks – Cassel Crag/Blackford Hall Block
Table 6 Proposed Building Setbacks – Cassel Crag/Blackford Hall Block

Location

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Abutting a University Cassel Crag/Blackford
7 feet
10 feet
Yes
No
Street
Hall Block – south
side of University
Terry
Cassel Crag/Blackford
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
Hall Block – east side
of Terry
Seneca Cassel Crag/Blackford
7 feet
10 feet
Yes
No
Hall Block – north
side of Seneca

Abutting
an Interior
Lot Line

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 20’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Interior Cassel Crag/Blackford
7 feet
20 feet
Yes
No
Lot Line Hall Block – between
University and Seneca
Streets
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Figure 13 Proposed Building Setbacks – Lindeman Block
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Table 7 Proposed Building Setbacks – Lindeman Block

Location

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Abutting a
Terry
Lindeman Block –
7 feet
10 feet
Yes
No
Street
west side of Terry
between University
and Seneca Streets
University Lindeman Block
7 feet
10 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
– south side of
20 feet for
University
structure
>75’ in height
Ninth
Lindeman Block – east
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
Avenue side of Ninth Avenue
between University
and Seneca Streets
7 feet
10 feet
Yes
No
Seneca Lindeman Block –
north side of Seneca
between Ninth and
Terry Avenues
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Figure 14 Proposed Building Setbacks – Ninth Avenue Garage Block
Table 8 Proposed Building Setbacks – Ninth Avenue Garage Block

Location

Abutting a
Street

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Seneca Ninth Avenue Garage
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
Block – south side of
Seneca west of Ninth
Avenue

Abutting
an Alley

Ninth
Avenue

Ninth Avenue Garage
Block – west side of
Ninth Avenue between
Seneca and Spring
Streets

7 feet *

12 feet *

Yes, exceeds

No

Spring

Ninth Avenue Garage
Block – north side of
Spring west of Ninth
Avenue

10 feet

20 feet

Yes, exceeds

No

Land Use Code requires 0’ setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height and 10’ for portions of
buildings >45’ in height
Ninth Avenue Garage
Alley
7 feet *
12 feet *
Yes
No
Block – west side of site

*

7’ and 12’ setbacks are the minimum required (See Council Condition 17 in Appendix F)
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Figure 15 Proposed Building Setbacks – Central Hospital Block – East Section
Table 9 Proposed Building Setbacks – Central Hospital Block – East Section

Location

Abutting a
Street

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Seneca Central Hospital Block,
10 feet
30 feet for
Yes, exceeds
No
East Section – south
structure >
side of Seneca
45’ in height

Spring
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BOREN AVE.

TERRY AVE.

N

9th AVE.

Area of Enlargement
N

Spring Street
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Hospital –
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Key Plan

Figure 16 Proposed Building Setbacks – Central Hospital Block – Center Section
Table 10 Proposed Building Setbacks – Central Hospital Block – Center Section

Location

Abutting a
Street

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Seneca Central Hospital Block,
10 feet
20 feet for
Yes, exceeds
No
Center Section – south
structure >
side of Seneca
45’ in height

Spring

Central Hospital Block,
Center Section – north
side of Spring

20 feet

40 feet for
structure >
60’ in height
20 feet for
structure >
45’ in height

Yes, exceeds

No

60 feet for
structure >
60’ in height
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Figure 17 Proposed Building Setbacks – Central Hospital Block – West Section
Table 11 Proposed Building Setbacks – Central Hospital Block – West Section

Location

Abutting a
Street

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of Portions of
structure < structure >
45’
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Seneca Central Hospital Block,
10 feet
30 feet for
Yes, exceeds
No
West Section – south
structure >
side of Seneca
45’ in height

Ninth
Avenue

Spring

Central Hospital Block,
West Section – east
side of Ninth Avenue
between Seneca and
Spring Streets

10 feet

Central Hospital Block,
West Section – north
side of Spring

10 feet

60 feet for
structure >
75’ in height
20 feet for
structure >
45’ in height
30’ for
structure >
75’ in height
20 feet for
structure >
45’ in height
30 feet for
structure >
75’ in height
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Figure 18 Proposed Building Setbacks – 1000 Madison Block
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Table 12 Proposed Building Setbacks – 1000 Madison Block

Location

Abutting a
Street

Street/
Avenue

Virginia Mason’s
Proposal
Campus Location

Portions of
structure <
45’

Portions of
structure >
45’

Complies
With
Underlying
Zoning
Setback?

Modification
Requested?

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 10’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Boren
1000 Madison Block
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
– west side of Boren
between Madison and
Spring Streets
Madison 1000 Madison Block –
10 feet
40 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
north side of Madison
between Boren and
Terry Avenues
Terry
1000 Madison Block
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
– east side of Terry
between Madison and
Spring Streets and
north of University
Street
10 feet
20 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
Spring
1000 Madison Block
– south side of Spring
between Boren and
Terry Avenues

Abutting
an Alley

Land Use Code requires 0’ setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height and 10’ for portions of
buildings >45’ in height
Alley
1000 Madison Block –
20-foot
25 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
east side of Baroness
setback from
alley setback
Hotel
Baroness
requirements.
Alley to be
vacated

Abutting
an Interior
Lot Line

Land Use Code requires 7’ average/5’ minimum setback for portions of buildings <45’ in height
and 20’ for portions of buildings >45’ in height
Interior 1000 Madison Block,
40-foot
50 feet
Yes, exceeds
No
lot line building to be located
setback from
south of Baroness
Baroness
(to allow
for garage
access)
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Figures 19 and 20 and Table 13 identify both the MIO height districts listed in SMC 23.69.004, and
show in parenthesis lower heights that Virginia Mason has agreed to maintain for the duration of the
MIMP. Those lower heights are denoted as “conditioned heights.” For the four existing buildings that will
be retained (BRI, Lindeman, Jones Pavilion, and the Baroness) some existing mechanical equipment
exceeds the “conditioned heights.” For new construction, Virginia Mason is proposing that rooftop
mechanical space/penthouses will be included within and limited to the MIO height or conditioned
height, whichever is lower.

BOREN AVE.

MIO 240
(145)

MIO 240
TERRY AVE.

MIO 240
(150)

MIO 240
(95)

SPRING ST.

MIO
240
(190)

SENECA ST.

UNIVERSITY ST.

MIO 240

MADISON ST.

MIO 240

9th AVE.

MIO 240
N

MIO 240
(120)

Figure 19 Existing Major Institution Overlay Districts
* Conditioned heights shown in parentheses
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The Seattle Municipal Code in Section 23.69.004 designates nine MIO districts and requires that all land
within an MIO District Overlay be designated with one of those nine MIO height limits.8 As noted above,
all land within Virginia Mason’s existing campus is designated as MIO-240. Virginia Mason is proposing to
maintain the MIO-240. The proposed MIO districts are as shown on Table 13 on page 48 and illustrated
on Figure 20. Virginia Mason is proposing that the significant mechanical equipment, penthouses and
rooftop structures, with the exception of minor plumbing and ventilation stacks, all be located within the
MIO height districts described in Table 13 on the following page.
The nine MIO height districts designated in SMC 23.69.004 are MIO-37 (37 feet), MIO-50 (50 feet), MIO-65 (65 feet),
MIO-70 (70 feet), MIO-90 (90 feet), MIO-105 (105 feet), MIO-160 (160 feet), MIO-200 (200 feet) and MIO-240 (240 feet).
8

BOREN AVE.

MIO 240

MIO 240
(145)

MIO 240
(80)

MIO 240

TERRY AVE.

MIO 240
(150)

MIO 240
(95)

SPRING ST.

MIO
240
(190)

SENECA ST.

UNIVERSITY ST.

MIO 240

MADISON ST.

MIO 240

9th AVE.

MIO 240
N

MIO 240
(120)

Figure 20 Proposed Major Institution Overlay Districts
* Conditioned heights shown in parentheses
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Table 13 Existing and Proposed MIO Height Limits
Proposed MIO
Height District

Underlying
Zoning and
Height Limit

Existing MIO
Height

HR 160-300’

MIO-240

MIO-240

HR 160-300’

MIO-240

MIO-240

HR 160-300’

MIO-240
(conditioned to
95’, 150’ and
190’)

MIO-240
(conditioned to 95’,
150’ and 190’)

BRI (half block west of Ninth and north
of Seneca)

HR 160-300’

MIO-240
(conditioned to 120’)

Jones Pavilion (half block west of Boren
between Seneca and Spring)

HR 160-300’

Existing Hospital (super block west of
Jones between Seneca and Spring,
east of Ninth)
Ninth Avenue Garage (half block west
of Ninth between Seneca and Spring)
1000 Madison Block

HR 160-300’

MIO-240
(conditioned to
120’)
MIO-240
(conditioned to
145’)
MIO-240

HR 160-300’

MIO -240

MIO-240

HR 160-300’
NC-3 160’

N/A

MIO-240
(conditioned to 80’
on the Baroness
Hotel)

Virginia Mason Campus Location
University/Terry Parking Lot on
northwest corner of University and Terry
Cassel Crag and Blackford Hall (half
block on west side of Terry between
University and Seneca)
Lindeman Block (full block between
University, Ninth, Seneca and
Terry)

MIO-240
(conditioned to 145’)
MIO-240

For new development, rooftop mechanical space/penthouses will be included within and limited to the
MIO height limits or conditioned height, whichever is lower.
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6.

Exemptions from Gross Floor Area

The calculation of gross floor area considers exemptions and exclusions for calculating the FAR.
Spaces that are entirely below grade and above and below grade parking are typically exempt from the
calculation of gross floor area. Consistent with other Major Institution MIMPs, SMC 23.86.007 and SMC
23.45.510, Virginia Mason is requesting that the following spaces be exempt from the calculation of
gross floor area:
• Above and below-grade parking
• Rooftop mechanical space/penthouses
• Interstitial space that is not occupiable (mechanical floors/levels)
• As an allowance for mechanical equipment, in any structure more than 85 feet in height, 3.5
percent of the gross floor area that is not exempt under subsection 23.45.510.E.
• Below-grade space
• Ground floor commercial uses meeting the requirements of 23.45.532, if the street level of the
structure containing the commercial uses has a minimum floor to floor height of 13 feet and a
minimum depth of 15 feet
• Skybridge and tunnel circulation space within the public right-of-way
• Other unoccupiable spaces similar to the uses identified in the list above as approved by the
Director of the Department of Planning and Development.
Where rooftop mechanical equipment would be visible to high-rise viewers from outside the Virginia
Mason campus, Virginia Mason will seek to locate the equipment and screen it from view to the extent
that ventilation or exhaust would not be obstructed. The future designs of proposed projects presented to
the Standing Citizen Advisory Committee will include mechanical equipment so that the committee can
review and comment on its appearance and possible means of screening.

7.

Existing and Proposed Lot Coverage for Entire Campus

The underlying zoning does not regulate lot coverage. The setbacks and open space proposed in
the MIMP define the maximum building envelope that can be built on any site, and therefore the lot
coverage. As with other Major Institutions, the maximum lot coverage standard is calculated against the
entire campus rather than against individual project sites. The prior MIMP required a minimum of 1%
of the campus to be set aside as open space, an area of approximately 3,081 square feet. The existing
campus-wide lot coverage is approximately 98%, with approximately 1.9% of the campus in open space.
Virginia Mason is proposing that a minimum of 4% of the campus be provided as dedicated open space,
with a resulting lot coverage of 96%. See Section C.3 for proposed structure setbacks.
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8.

Street-Level Uses and Facades in NC Zones

Virginia Mason is proposing to expand its MIO boundary to include the block bordered by Boren Avenue
on the east, Madison Street on the north, Terry Avenue on the west, and Spring Street on the south. The
southern half of this block is zoned NC-3. The Madison Street frontage and the portions of Boren and
Terry Avenues within the NC zoning are designated pedestrian streets.
SMC 23.69.008C3 states where the underlying zoning is a pedestrian-designated zone, the provisions
of Section 23.47A.005 governing street-level uses shall apply. Those standards require that one or
more of the following uses are required along 80 percent of the street-level street-facing facade in
accordance with the standards provided in subsection 23.47A.008.C: a. General sales and services;
b. Major durables retail sales; c. Eating and drinking establishments; d. Lodging uses; e. Theaters and
spectator sports facilities; f. Indoor sports and recreation; g. Medical services; h. Rail transit facilities;
i. Museum; j. Community clubs or centers; k. Religious facility; l. Library; m. Elementary or secondary
school; and n. Parks and open space. If the proposed expansion to include the 1000 Madison block is
approved, Virginia Mason intends to consider any of the following uses for potential location at street
level along Madison and the portions of Boren and Terry Avenues within the NC-3 zoning and would
be in compliance with the underlying zoning: medical services such as optical, eating and drinking
establishments, retail sales and services, indoor sports and recreation, or perhaps lodging uses or
additional open space.
Section 23.47A.008A2 places limits on blank facades that would apply to future development by
Virginia Mason. A facade segment is considered blank if it does not include at least one of the following:
windows; entryways or doorways; stairs, stoops or porticos; decks or balconies; or screening and
landscaping on the facade itself. Blank segments of the street-facing facade between 2 feet and 8 feet
above the sidewalk may not exceed 20 feet in width. The total of all blank facade segments may not
exceed 40% of the width of the facade of the structure along the street. Virginia Mason’s proposed MIMP
will comply with this development standard. Virginia Mason is proposing that the design of street-level
facades along Madison Street and Boren Avenue be articulated in a way that can accommodate a variety
of store sizes and entries, as retail use needs can change substantially over time.

9.

Existing and Proposed Landscaping and Open Space

The focus of the open space and landscaping of the Virginia Mason Master Plan is to improve the quality
of the urban streetscape connections within the public right-of-way surrounding the campus. The location
benefits from the adjacent Freeway Park and the nearby First Hill Park (one block to the east).
The Seattle Land Use Code provides definitions for both “landscaping” and “open space.”
“Landscaping” means live planting materials, including but not limited to trees, shrubs, vegetables,
fruits, grass, vines, ground cover or other growing horticultural material. Landscaping may also include
features intended to enhance a landscaped area, including water features, pathways or materials such
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First Hill
Park
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plus 6,600 new) at street level, location to be determined)
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Figure 21 Existing and Future Landscape/Open Space Plan
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as wood chips, stone, permeable paving or decorative rock.
“Open space” means land and/or water area with its surface predominantly open to the sky or
predominantly undeveloped, that is set aside to serve the purposes of providing park and recreation
opportunities, conserving valuable natural resources, or structuring urban development and form. “Open
space” is further defined as “landscaped,” and “usable.” An additional two definitions, “open space, common”
and “private usable,” apply only to occupants of residential structures and would not pertain to Virginia Mason.
• “Open space, landscaped” means exterior space, at ground level, predominantly open to public
view and used for the planting of trees, shrubs, ground cover and other natural vegetation.
• “Open space, usable” means an open space that is of appropriate size, shape, location and
topographic siting so that it provides landscaping, pedestrian access or opportunity for outdoor
recreational activity. Parking areas and driveways are not usable open spaces.
Virginia Mason is proposing three categories to describe planned landscaping, open space and
public amenities:
• Existing and proposed landscaping within Virginia Mason’s boundaries
• Existing and proposed open space (including landscaped open space) within Virginia Mason’s boundaries
• Existing and proposed public amenities located within or adjacent to street rights-of-way
Figure 21 on page 51 locates the existing and future landscape and open space features on campus.
Existing and Proposed Landscaping Within Virginia Mason’s Boundaries
SMC 23.45.524 sets out the landscaping standards for the underlying HR zoning. Landscaping that
achieves a Green Factor score of 0.5 or greater, as set forth in Section 23.86.019, is required for any lot
with development containing more than one dwelling unit in HR zones. Virginia Mason would comply with
this standard should housing be included in a future development within the MIO boundary.
The southern half of the 1000 Madison block is zoned NC-3. SMC 23.47A.016 sets out the landscaping
standards for the underlying NC zoning. Landscaping that achieves a Green Factor score of 0.3 or
greater, as set forth in Section 23.86.019, is required for any lot with development containing more than
four dwelling units, development containing more than 4,000 square feet of new nonresidential use, or
any parking lot containing more than 20 new parking spaces in NC zones. Virginia Mason is proposing
to comply with the requirements for landscaping and pedestrian-designated street frontages, including
limits on blank facades and the inclusion of street level uses.
Within the Virginia Mason boundaries, existing landscaping is located in planting areas adjacent to
existing buildings, in the courtyard entrance to the Cassel Crag Building, and within the landscaped
open space area adjacent to the Pigott Corridor. The landscaping includes a variety of shrubs, Pacific
Northwest varieties such as azaleas, rhododendrons, roses, and other planting material.
Virginia Mason has just completed, via a partnership with Horizon House and Seattle Parks, a plan to
reinvigorate and make safety improvements to the Pigott Corridor as recommended in the “New Vision
for Freeway Park” (Project for Public Spaces, January 2005) and will participate as appropriate in plans
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to improve and maintain the public amenity. Virginia Mason continues to jointly maintain the landscaping
with Horizon House under an agreement with the City of Seattle Parks Department.
Virginia Mason is embarking upon a multiyear project to significantly upgrade its landscaping. The
planning for these improvements is occurring in collaboration with regionally respected landscape
architects and designers. Virginia Mason’s goals are to create green spaces that use native noninvasive
plants, reduce water and fertilizer consumption, align with good urban landscaping design practices
and enliven the urban pedestrian experience. This design will be presented to the CAC for their input
as it evolves. In addition to the planned upgrade of existing landscaping, future landscaping will be
designed for locations within the building setback areas identified above in Section C.3 and considered
for rooftops (green roofs) and building terraces where feasible. Unless designated as usable open space,
access landscaped rooftops may be limited to coincide with the building hours of operation and/or due
to security policies in effect at the time.
Existing and Proposed Open Space Within Virginia Mason’s Boundaries
Virginia Mason’s prior Master Plan required a minimum of 1% of the campus be set aside as open
space. Based on the existing combined lot area of 308,110 square feet, the required open space would
be 3,081 square feet, which can be provided at ground level or on upper level plazas. Virginia Mason
exceeded this requirement through its participation in the creation of the Pigott Corridor to Freeway Park
and the plaza on the west side of the Lindeman Pavilion. Over 6,000 square feet of the northern end of
the BRI parcel contributes to the Pigott Corridor, which is a key route that links First Hill with downtown
through Freeway Park. The setback area is defined as ”dedicated open space” of the Virginia Mason MIO
district and will be protected and preserved. The existing plaza on the west side of the Lindeman Pavilion
contributes an additional 3,400 square feet of publicly accessible open space.
In the underlying HR zoning, open space is considered as part of an “amenity area.” The HR zoning
requires that a minimum of 5% of a structure in residential use shall be set aside as amenity area,
defined to include space that provides opportunity for active or passive recreational activity for residents
of a development or structure, including landscaped open spaces, decks and balconies, roof gardens,
plazas, courtyards, play areas and sport courts. No more than 50% of the amenity area may be enclosed.
Parking areas, vehicular access easements, and driveways do not qualify as amenity areas, except that
a woonerf may provide a maximum of 50% of the amenity area if the design of the woonerf is approved
through a design review process pursuant to Chapter 23.41. “Woonerf” means a common space shared
by pedestrians, bicyclists and vehicles, used for vehicular access, in which amenities such as trees,
planters, and seating serve to impede vehicular movement and provide opportunities for outdoor use by
occupants of abutting structures. A woonerf is intended and designed to prioritize pedestrian movement
and safety through features such as pavers and pervious ground surfaces that slow vehicular movement.
Virginia Mason is not proposing structures for residential use. The 5% requirement of the HR zoning for
“amenity area” would only apply to residential development were it to occur.
Virginia Mason is proposing that a minimum of 4% of the area of the campus be provided as dedicated
open space. This is an amount equal to approximately 16,000 square feet of the expanded MIO district
at full build out of proposed Alternate 6b. The open space area includes the retention of the 6,000
square feet of landscaped open space and a new plaza proposed for either the north corner of Ninth
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Avenue and Seneca Street or a linear plaza along the east side of University Street when Phase 2 of
Lindeman Pavilion is designed and constructed. Virginia Mason will provide a public open space plaza
incorporating the existing 3,400 square feet just west of the Lindeman Pavilion with an additional 6,600
square feet for a total area of 10,000 square feet. The exact location and configuration of this space
within the larger area shown on Figure 21 will depend upon decisions concerning parking entrances and
other factors. Virginia Mason will work with both Horizon House and the Standing Advisory Committee to
identify the location, design, and accessibility, of this important open space feature. See Figure 21 on
page 51 Existing and Future Landscape/Open Space Plan.
In addition to these identified open space areas, as Virginia Mason develops designs for future buildings,
they intend to identify opportunities for other open space plazas and rooftop gardens, but such
improvements would be in addition to and beyond meeting the open space development standard of 4%
of the campus area.
Virginia Mason will apply Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles to the
development of its open space and public amenities to enhance the safety and security of the areas.
Existing and Proposed Public Amenities Located Within or Adjacent to Street Rights-of-way
A requirement within both SMC 23.45.524 (HR) and SMC 23.47A.016 (NC) is the provision and retention
of street trees. Virginia Mason proposes to comply with those requirements. The existing street tree
canopy on Virginia Mason’s campus includes a variety of trees of varying ages and in varying degrees
of health. Virginia Mason is committed to maintaining mature street trees where possible and replacing
trees as needed over time. Virginia Mason intends to maintain the street trees that are healthy and do
not pose safety hazards. The institution will replace trees when they are removed and as developments
require their relocation. Where rows of trees create an identifiable streetscape, that identity will be
maintained where feasible.
As described in Section C.13, Virginia Mason is proposing two pedestrian corridors through the campus,
both connecting to the Pigott Corridor and Freeway Park located on the west edge of the Virginia Mason
MIO boundaries. The intent of the pedestrian corridors is to provide pedestrian-oriented street-level
connections from the First Hill neighborhood through the Virginia Mason campus to downtown Seattle.
One corridor would connect the east end of the Pigott Corridor (at the corner of University Street and
Ninth Avenue) with the corner of Madison Street and Boren Avenue. The corridor would extend east along
University Street to Terry Avenue, south along Terry Avenue, through a breezeway or other pedestrian
connection across the central hospital block, and then continue along Terry Avenue to Madison Street,
and then east along Madison Street to the corner of Madison Street and Boren Avenue. The second
corridor would connect the east end of the Pigott Corridor along Ninth Avenue to Madison Street. Both
pedestrian corridors are shown on Figure 21 on page 51 Existing and Future Landscape/Open Space Plan.
Both Terry Avenue and University Street are classified as “Neighborhood Green Streets.” Within these
pedestrian corridors, Virginia Mason is proposing wide sidewalks and planting strips created by setting
the buildings back ten feet from the property line, street trees and other landscaping, pedestrianscaled lighting, street furniture, awnings or other forms of weather protection, special paving, art and
wayfinding (signage). Curb bulbs will be provided where there is on-street parking. While driveways are
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not encouraged along Neighborhood Green Streets in order to create a continuous sidewalk, it may
not be possible to avoid driveways on Terry Avenue and Ninth Avenue due to limitations on other street
frontages. Where driveways are necessary, they will be designed to minimize impacts to pedestrians to
the extent feasible. The corridor amenities would be provided along street frontages with new project
development, or when opportunities arise with existing landscape or sidewalk replacement.
In addition, Virginia Mason proposes to improve other streetscapes, including along Seneca Street,
Spring Street and Ninth Avenue, with street trees and other pedestrian amenities when adjacent property
redevelopments occur.
All open space and public amenity improvements will be designed to accommodate the special user
needs of the physically frail, medically challenged/handicapped, elderly and less mobile populations.
Features will seek to reduce barriers and make the amenities truly accessible and usable to all, including
application of ADA requirements, whichever version is current at the time of development.

10.

Loading and Service Facilities

Seattle Municipal Code 23.54.035 describes the required number of loading berths based on the size of
a facility and its demand. Hospitals are considered to be “high demand” uses (see Table 23.54.035A),
whereas medical services and offices are considered to be “low demand” uses. At full 3 million square
feet build out of the proposed MIMP (Alternative 6b), the Land Use Code would require more than 22
loading berths of 35 to 55 feet in length unless the requirement is waived or modified.
Virginia Mason currently has four loading areas: (1) a loading dock at the hospital on the south side of
Seneca, (2) Lindeman Pavilion, (3) Spring Street and (4) BRI. There are four berths at the loading dock
on Seneca, and two of them are used for a compactor and a dumpster, respectively. The loading dock
at Lindeman Pavilion has two truck bays, which are limited in length and can accommodate trucks up to
30 feet in length. The Spring Street dock is used for food delivery and can accommodate one truck. The
loading dock serving the BRI is on Seneca Street adjacent to the garage access. It can accommodate
one truck.
Virginia Mason has engaged in numerous studies and improvement events to streamline and maximize
the flows of delivery of materials across its docks. These “Lean” events using VMPS have significantly
reduced batching of large deliveries of materials, employing Just In Time delivery principles and contracts
with key supplier partners to optimize the number of docking berths needed to supply the campus.
The existing docks are sufficient to meet the current campus demand, and additional improvements in
materials flow and waste management may reduce this demand even further.
The Director of DPD can waive or modify loading berth requirements during specific project reviews when
multiple buildings share a central loading facility, the loading is proposed to occur on site, and goods can
be distributed to other buildings on site without disrupting pedestrian circulation or traffic. As provided
for in SMC 23.54.035, a modification to loading berth requirements and space standards is requested
by Virginia Mason. Multiple campus buildings share common central loading/supply/waste facilities.
Virginia Mason is proposing that these be intertied with below-grade service/tunnel connections for
efficient distribution and delivery to point of use.
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Materials management and physical plant activity for hospitals require 24-hour operation. The Land Use
Code-required number of berths may not apply due to the extended operations and efficiently scheduled
distribution of activity. The VMPS prepackaging of regularly used “kits” eliminates multiple vendor
deliveries of separate items and reduces on-site materials handling. Other exceptions for width, length
and clearance of loading berths may be required because of the unique medical facility operations and
the types of vehicles providing service.
Installing additional loading berths would not be required until new projects are designed and permit
applications are submitted. Loading and unloading for businesses on the 1000 Madison block will occur
from an internal loading dock, and not from any adjacent street. With each project, an analysis of loading
needs will be performed, including potential traffic impacts, and the location and number of loading
berths required to adequately serve that building’s uses. If appropriate, a waiver request will be made for
a specified number of berths. It would be at the discretion of the DPD director, in consultation with the
director of the Seattle Department of Transportation, as to whether the waiver would be granted.

11.

Preservation of Historic Structures

The existing Virginia Mason campus is composed predominantly of buildings that are more than 25
years in age, and that therefore will be reviewed for landmark status under current statutes (see SMC
25.12.350 Standards for Designation). Should these change during the period of the MIMP, Virginia
Mason will comply with current requirements at the time of development.
An object, site or improvement which is more than twenty-five (25) years old may be designated for
preservation as a landmark site or landmark if it has significant character, interest or value as part of
the development, heritage or cultural characteristics of the city, state, or nation, if it has integrity or the
ability to convey its significance, and if it falls into one (1) of the following categories:
A. It is the location of, or is associated in a significant way with, an historic event with a significant effect
upon the community, city, state, or nation; or
B. It is associated in a significant way with the life of a person important in the history of the city, state, or
nation; or
C. It is associated in a significant way with a significant aspect of the cultural, political, or economic
heritage of the community, city, state or nation; or
D. It embodies the distinctive visible characteristics of an architectural style, or period, or of a method of
construction; or
E. It is an outstanding work of a designer or builder; or
F. Because of its prominence of spatial location, contrasts of siting, age, or scale, it is an easily
identifiable visual feature of its neighborhood or the City and contributes to the distinctive quality or
identity of such neighborhood or the City.
The Baroness Apartment Hotel (1930) was nominated and the exterior of the building is now designated
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a Seattle landmark as of December 7, 2010, per the City of Seattle website showing the ordinance’s
signature date by the Mayor (Ordinance No. 123487). The nearby Cassel Crag Apartments (1925),
Chasselton Court Apartments (1925) and the Rhododendron Restaurant/Inn at Virginia Mason (1928)
were also nominated to determine their status but were determined to not be landmarks on February
6, 2008, August 19, 2009, and October 7, 2009, respectively. The following adopted controls and
incentives apply only to the Baroness Apartments.
Controls
The following controls are imposed on the features and characteristics of the Baroness Apartment Hotel
that were designated by the Board for preservation: the owner must obtain a Certificate of Approval
issued by the Board pursuant to SMC chapter 25.12, or the time for denying a Certificate of Approval
must have expired, before the owner may make alterations or significant changes to the following specific
features or characteristics: the exterior of the building.
No Certificate of Approval or approval by the City Historic Preservation Officer (CHPO) is required for
the following: Any in-kind maintenance or repairs to the exterior of the building; and the installation of
exterior security lighting, video cameras and security system equipment.
CHPO review is available for the following: the addition or elimination of duct conduits, HVAC vents,
grilles, fire escapes, pipes, and other similar wiring or mechanical elements necessary for the normal
operation of the building; signage; exterior painting; installation of exterior light fixtures not already
excluded from the Certificate of Approval process; and alterations to the canopies on the south elevation.
The historic facades of the Baroness would be retained per City Ordinance requirements. Virginia
Mason is proposing to set new development away from the Baroness by a minimum of 20 feet on the
east side and 40 feet on the south side, with additional setbacks proposed for upper levels of the new
development. The alley facade or the southeast side of the south facade, may offer opportunities to
add pedestrian entrances to provide access between the Baroness and the new structure on the 1000
Madison block, subject to the controls of the historic designation. Any proposal to make a connection or
modification to the building would be subject to approval by the Landmarks Board.
The Baroness Hotel provides a significant benefit to Virginia Mason patients and is currently aligned with
the hospital’s business interests. If, in the future, conditions change that alter this relationship, Virginia
Mason may replace the use with other functions.

12.

View Corridors

For view impact analysis in Seattle, five considerations apply pertaining to impacts on City-designated
viewpoints and parks, designated scenic routes, designated downtown view corridors, designated Space
Needle viewpoints and views of historic structures.
Development associated with Virginia Mason Medical Center’s proposed MIMP would not affect territorial
views from designated viewpoints or parks with the exception of potential impacts to views from First
Hill Park - a small park, located on the southeast corner of Minor Avenue and University Street one block
east of the MIO - that provides corridor views along Minor Avenue toward Lake Union and corridor views
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along University Street of the downtown skyline and Elliott Bay.
There are two designated scenic routes in the vicinity of the Virginia Mason Medical Center campus Boren Avenue and Interstate 5. Boren Avenue affords views looking north toward Lake Union and west
toward Elliott Bay. Proposed development on the 1000 Madison block would not extend into the Boren
Avenue right-of-way, nor would it affect northerly views. The north and south facades of the future
buildings are proposed to be set back from the property lines by 7 to 10 feet at ground level (depending
on location) and 20 feet above a height of 45 feet. No building facades would extend into the westerly
view corridors from Boren Avenue. There is an existing skybridge across Seneca Street and additional
skybridges are proposed to connect future development. The EIS includes visual simulations of the
potential skybridges. With each future skybridge permit application, a more detailed analysis of whether
Elliott Bay views from Boren would be diminished and mitigation measures proposed if needed such as
increasing the transparency, increasing the height above the street, or moving the location farther up
or down the hillside. Interstate 5’s view corridor looks west and south. Virginia Mason Medical Center’s
campus is located to the east of this route.
Resolution No. 30297 (adopted in 2001) addresses the City’s Street Vacation Policies and identifies
certain downtown street rights-of-way in which westerly views are to be protected. While all the identified view
corridors are located west of Interstate 5, the importance of these viewing corridors is also a consideration
for development east of Interstate 5. Proximate to the Virginia Mason Medical Center campus, four streets
are designated view corridors west of Interstate 5: University, Seneca, Spring and Madison Streets. To
preserve and enhance westerly views from Boren through the Virginia Mason campus, Virginia Mason is
proposing to comply with or exceed the underlying HR and NC-3 building setback requirements along the
streets of Madison, Spring, Seneca and University east of Terry Avenue (see Figures 10 through 18 and
Tables 5 through 12 on pages 36 through 45 for setback information on a block-by-block basis).
There are 10 designated viewpoints associated with the Space Needle. Only one of the viewpoints,
however, is located on Capitol Hill - Volunteer Park, which is approximately 1.25 miles north of the
Virginia Mason Medical Center campus. As such, Virginia Mason Medical Center is outside the
designated view corridors from Volunteer Park to the Space Needle.
Preliminary analysis indicates that there are four designated landmark structures in the general vicinity
of Virginia Mason Medical Center’s existing campus: the Baroness Apartment Hotel, the Sorrento Hotel,
the Dearborn House and the Stimson Green Mansion. Both the Dearborn House and the Stimson Green
Mansion are located on Minor Avenue roughly one block east of the Virginia Mason Medical Center
campus. As such, views of these two buildings would not be affected by development alternatives
associated with Virginia Mason Medical Center’s proposed MIMP. New development on the 1000
Madison block is proposed to be set back from the Baroness Hotel (20 feet on the east side and 40
feet on the south side) and set back from the abutting streets by a minimum of 10 feet with additional
setbacks proposed at upper building levels. Street level views of the Baroness and the Sorrento Hotel
would not be affected. However, existing upper-level views of the Baroness and the Sorrento Hotel over
the existing one-story development could be affected by the proposed MIMP development.
The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) includes an analysis of potential impacts on the identified views.
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13.

Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation Within and Through the Campus

The conditions of the bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the vicinity of the Virginia Mason Campus are
well-documented in the Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan of 2009 and the 2007 Seattle Bicycle Master
Plan. The Master Plan addresses its compliance with these plans in Appendix C to this MIMP.
The First Hill Neighborhood Plan identifies “Key Pedestrian Streets” in the vicinity of Virginia Mason as
shown on Figure 1 on page 4. Within Virginia Mason’s existing and proposed expanded boundaries,
University, Seneca and Madison Streets are shown as providing east-west pedestrian connections,
and Ninth Avenue provides a north-south connection from the Pigott Corridor to Madison Street. Terry
Avenue also extends through the Virginia Mason central hospital as a public pedestrian pathway know
as the Breezeway, connecting the Pigott Corridor to the Madison Street commercial corridor. The City
of Seattle’s Blue Ring Center City Open Space Plan also identifies Eighth Avenue to serve as a First Hill
pedestrian connector.
First Hill is divided from the downtown core by Interstate 5. The few connections across Interstate 5
include the Pigott Corridor/Freeway Park; overpasses on Pike, Seneca, Spring and Madison Streets;
and underpasses farther south connecting with Cherry and James Streets, and to Boren Avenue to the
north. Traffic entering the community from Interstate 5 or the downtown is channeled to these few paths,
creating local congestion. With the exception of Freeway Park, the connections are uncomfortable places
for pedestrians and need enhancing to improve the pedestrian linkages to downtown and to overcome
their psychological sense of separation.
Bicyclists are required to walk their bikes when using the Pigott Corridor. The Seattle Bicycle Plan
identifies the need for improvements for bicyclists on Seneca and Spring Street within the boundaries of
the Virginia Mason MIO, including the placement of sharrow markings. Sharrow markings have recently
been applied to Spring Street. The extreme elevation change along Spring Street east of Ninth Avenue
limits its usefulness for bicyclists traveling in an easterly direction through the campus boundaries.
To the north, east and south the steep slopes of the hill interrupt the pattern of the street grid, offering
challenging transitions for pedestrian and bicycle access, and constricting arterial traffic to Boren and
Broadway Avenues and Yesler Way. The Seattle University campus creates a porous transitional edge on
the west side of its campus where the street grid intersects Broadway, and some streets are replaced
with pedestrian pathways through its campus.
To improve connections for pedestrians, Virginia Mason is proposing to strengthen existing pedestrian
connections at street level through the campus with focus on two pedestrian corridors between the
corner of the Pigott Corridor at the corner of University/Ninth Avenue and Madison/Boren, and between
the Pigott Corridor along Ninth Avenue to Madison Street as shown in Figure 21 on page 51. As individual
blocks or frontages develop along any of the streets within the MIO, any pedestrian facilities (sidewalk
plus planting strips) that do not meet established city standards that exist at the time of redevelopment
will be brought up to those standards. An evaluation of accessibility will be performed as part of this
analysis and measures included for ADA accessibility where feasible.
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One pedestrian corridor would extend from the east end of the Pigott Corridor west to east along
University, north to south along Terry to Madison (through an interior connection in the redeveloped
central block, similar to the current breezeway, and then east along the face of Madison to Boren. A
second pedestrian corridor would be north-south along Ninth Avenue between the east end of the Pigott
Corridor and Madison Street.
The Breezeway (pedestrian corridor) between Seneca and Spring Streets is open 24 hours per day, 7
days a week, 365 days per year at Terry Avenue, per “Covenant with Respect to Pedestrian Pass-Through
and Walkway” referenced in the Terry Avenue Street Vacation Ordinance (Ordinance 101874). Other
future internal passages will be subject to the hours of operation of the buildings in which they are
located. The other pedestrian corridors shown on the map are exterior and located on public sidewalks
not subject to hours of closure.
The intent of the pedestrian corridors is to provide pedestrian-oriented street-level connections from the
First Hill neighborhood through the Virginia Mason campus to downtown Seattle. Within these proposed
pedestrian corridors, Virginia Mason is proposing street trees and other landscaping, pedestrian-oriented
lighting, street furniture, special paving, art and wayfinding (signage).
Virginia Mason offers a combination of amenities for bicyclists. For the public, there are bicycle racks at
each major entrance.
Virginia Mason’s existing and proposed Transportation Management Plans include the following
measures to support bicycle use among its staff:
• Locked bike cages with weather protection located in three of the parking garages on campus
• A minimum capacity of 75 bicycle parking spaces
• Shower facilities and lockers in multiple locations on campus and in each major building for staff
who commute by bicycle
• Support for the Virginia Mason Bicycle Club to improve bike storage, security, shower facilities,
and benefits for frequent riders and to encourage ridership.
As each new building is added, the need for additional bicycle amenities and bicycle access will be
considered as part of the programming effort.

14.

Transit Access

Virginia Mason is served by a variety of transit options. Buses traveling along Madison Street, Seneca
Street, Ninth Avenue and Boren Avenue provide links to downtown, Seattle neighborhoods and suburban
cities. The transit stops within or adjacent to Virginia Mason’s property are shown on Figure 22 on
page 61. Virginia Mason intends to work with Metro Transit to identify ways in which Virginia Mason
could improve landscaping, lighting, wayfinding or other pedestrian-scale amenities around the bus
stops within the boundaries of Virginia Mason property to enhance the transit rider’s experience. These
improvements would be implemented as street frontages are redeveloped, or as routine landscaping or
sidewalk maintenance is performed.
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Madison Street is identified in SDOT’s Right of Way Manual as a “Major Transit Street.” To provide for
high pedestrian volumes, Virginia Mason is proposing to set the building back 10 feet from the property
line. Combined with the existing 8.5-foot sidewalk, this will create a new 18.5-wide space between
the building face and the curb. As described on page 54 in “Existing and Proposed Public Amenities
Located Within or Adjacent to Street Rights-of-way”, Virginia Mason is proposing to include street trees,
landscaping, pedestrian-scaled lighting, street furniture, awnings or other forms of weather protection,
special paving, art and wayfinding. Bike parking will be provided at major building entrances. Virginia
Mason is proposing to vacate the alley on the 1000 Madison block and to locate driveway access on
Terry Avenue and Spring Street. This would eliminate vehicular crossings of the sidewalk at mid-block.
A streetcar line is under construction along Broadway connecting the light rail station on Capitol Hill
near Seattle Central Community College on the north end to the Yesler Terrace/International District on
the south end with downtown Seattle. The nearest stop to Virginia Mason would be at Broadway Avenue
and Marion Street, approximately four blocks southeast of Virginia Mason. A Bus Rapid Transit line is
proposed on Madison Street, which was identified as a high-priority transit corridor in the City of Seattle’s
recently adopted 2012 Seattle Department of Transportation Transit Master Plan.
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D.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

1.

MIMP Alternatives

Virginia Mason has evaluated several configurations of how to potentially distribute the area needed
for its future growth on the First Hill campus with its Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) and neighbors,
and has held a workshop to set the criteria and preferences for how to best manage its growth, while
balancing its needs with the needs of the neighborhood.
The preferred option, Alternative 6b, is now being carried forward in this Master Plan. This option
proposes to expand Virginia Mason’s MIO boundaries to include the 1000 Madison block, located to
the south of the campus and bordered by Boren and Terry Avenues on the east and west, and Spring
and Madison Streets on the north and south. The CAC’s preference was to shift the area toward the
Madison Street commercial corridor and to have increased setbacks and improved pedestrian-focused
streetscapes throughout the campus.
The 1992 MIMP provided for an open space at the northeast corner of Ninth Avenue and Seneca
Street. The CAC preferred to shift this to the north and extend Freeway Park and the Pigott Corridor.
Two potential configurations of this open space are shown - one concentrating it at the intersection of
University Street and Ninth Avenue, and one widening the setback along Ninth Avenue. Both of these
options are proposed to be carried forward into the Final Master Plan as an allowance for open space on
this block, with the final configuration to be developed at the time the block is developed with community
input.
The proposed MIO boundaries and MIO height districts are shown on Figure 20 on page 47 in Section
C.5. The Land Use Code stipulates that the Major Institution will prepare a Major Institution Overlay and
then condition down to its proposed heights where applicable. Therefore, the Major Institution Overlay
is to be 240 feet, with specific conditions set as shown for each site. Figure 23 on page 64 shows the
proposed heights of existing, planned and potential development. Where heights shown in Figure 23 are
less than 240 feet, they are proposed to be conditioned down to the heights shown.
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The amount of building area is described under development density as floor area ratio (FAR). Alternative
6b would include approximately 3 million square feet at full build out and would result in an FAR of 8.1.
The Master Plan is proposing that this FAR is a campus FAR, with the setbacks describing the maximum
allowable building envelope proposed on any site.
The Seattle Land Use Code defines gross floor area (GFA) to mean the number of square feet of total
floor area bordered by the inside surface of the exterior wall of the structure as measured at the floor
line. Areas that are entirely below existing grade and above and below-grade parking are typically
excluded from the calculation of GFA for Major Institutions. Please refer to page 47, Section C.6 for what
is included and excluded.
The total above-ground building area of the existing Virginia Mason buildings measures approximately
1.23 million square feet, as measured to the outside surface of the exterior wall. Existing development
on the 1000 Madison block contains approximately 95,370 square feet, also measured to the outside
surface of the exterior wall. Together with the Virginia Mason-owned 1000 Madison block, the existing
development totals approximately 1.32 million square feet.
Virginia Mason refined the alternates considered to two alternatives that are carried forward into the
Environmental Impact Statement:
• Alternative 5a - a City of Seattle-required “no boundary expansion” alternate, which adds
approximately 1.7 million square feet, for a total GFA of approximately 3 million
• Alternative 6b - the proposed alternative, which expands the MIO boundary to include 1000
Madison block and adds approximately 1.7 million square feet, for a total GFA of approximately
3 million
One of Virginia Mason’s key goals in updating its Master Plan is to plan for the replacement of the existing hospital inpatient core. The buildings that comprise the core include the original Main Wing, the west
additions to it, the East Hospital tower and the numerous small additions to these structures. A careful
evaluation of this core area revealed four criteria that drove the development of the Master Plan options:
• The core hospital services include approximately 422,000 SF of area that needs to be contiguous
• This contiguous core hospital area needs to be located as close as possible to the Floyd &
Delores Jones Pavilion, which now houses the Emergency Department.
• The existing hospital core areas need to remain fully functional while the replacement hospital is
being built.
• An inpatient bed floor requires approximately 22,000 SF for optimum efficiency.
There are no sites on the existing Virginia Mason campus large enough to accommodate all four criteria.
Alternative 5a was explored as a no boundary expansion way to enlarge the needed footprint by bridging
over Terry Avenue to connect the Lindeman and Cassel Crag/Blackford Hall sites to create enough
contiguous area to replace the core hospital functions. It would require building up to 300 feet in height
on the central hospital block and would require more intense development on the Lindeman block than
the previous Master Plan allowed with a potential 9.74 FAR.
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This solution was not preferred by the CAC or Virginia Mason. A comparison of the features and potential
environmental impacts of Alternative 5a with Alternative 6b is provided in the Final EIS.
Alternative 6b – Boundary Expansion to 1000 Madison, Develop to MIO 240’
Alternative 6b would:
• Expand the existing campus MIO boundaries to include the 1000 Madison block.
• Correct the MIO district boundary map to accurately reflect Virginia Mason property ownership by
moving the boundary 20 feet to the north. See Appendix A.
• Maintain the MIO district heights at the existing MIO-240 and place a MIO-240 on the 1000
Madison block as shown on Table 13 in Section C.5 on page 48.
• Further condition heights below the MIO height districts as shown on Figure 23 on page 64
for the Jones Pavilion (145 feet), BRI (120 feet), and Lindeman block per the Horizon House
Agreement, as adjusted to reflect the changed open space location.
• Maintain the historic-designated features of the Baroness Hotel.
• Demolish the Chasselton Court Apartments and existing retail on the 1000 Madison block for
redevelopment into medical and retail use.
• Demolish and replace the hospital buildings except for the Floyd & Delores Jones Pavilion.
• Demolish the Health Resources Building and Buck Pavilion buildings, and expand the Lindeman
Pavilion.
• Demolish and redevelop the site of Cassel Crag, Blackford Hall and the MRI building.
• Develop the parking lot at University Street and Terry Avenue.
• Demolish and redevelop the Ninth Avenue Garage with major medical or medical research use.
• Vacate the alley on the 1000 Madison block to enable new development to be placed midblock
for efficient use of space and reduction in potential massing at the edges of the block.
• Connect new development with tunnels and skybridges as shown in Figure 29 on page 77.
• Add approximately 1.7 million square feet.
• Result in a total GFA of approximately 3 million.
Alternative 6b, because it includes the expansion to the 1000 Madison block, would likely create more
intense development on the south and east sides of the campus and lessen the intensity of development
on the north and west sides of the campus. Alternative 6b is illustrated in Figure 23 on page 64.
Section Views of Alternative 6b
On the following pages, Figures 24 and 25 on pages 67 and 68 provide the height of Alternative 6b when
viewed in section. Figure 24 shows the heights of proposed Alternative 6b development when viewed
from Madison Street, looking north.
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Figure 25 shows the potential heights of the proposed Alternative 6b development when viewed from
Boren Avenue, looking west. Theoretical Virginia Mason massing is illustrated in context with potential
maximum heights of adjacent neighboring properties (shown in grey).
The heights shown in these sections are relative to the individual buildings noted from street to top of
building and take into consideration the slope of the hill.
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Figure 24 – Comparative Sections, Madison Street Looking North
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2.

Density, Development Capacity and Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

The 1992 MIMP allowed development to 1.66 million square feet, or an effective FAR of 4.3 across the
7.07-acre campus. Alternative 6b proposes the addition of the 1000 Madison block, so the land basis
would become 369,550 or 8.48 acres, including the alley. The development total and corresponding FAR
for Alternative 6b is listed in Table 14 below.
Table 14 Development Capacity and FAR
Total Gross Square
Feet (GSF)

Land Basis
Existing Development

308,110 GSF
7.07 acres

1.23 million existing

Underlying NC3-160 zoning
(applies only to south half
of 1000 Madison block)

3.99 existing
4.3 allowed by expired
MIMP
Maximum of 5 for single
use
Base of 7 – 8 depending
on lot size

Underlying HR zoning
(applies to entire campus
with the exception of south
half of 1000 Madison
block)

Alternative 6b

Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

Maximum of 13 for
structures 240’ or less in
height; 14 for structures
over 240’ with provision of
incentives
369,550 GSF
8.48 acres

3.0 million proposed

8.1 proposed

The development program building area that is defined for the entire Virginia Mason campus MIO district
may be located or transferred to any on-campus site as long as all applicable development standards are
satisfied. Total development capacity and FAR applies to the entire MIO district and not to individual land
parcels or sub-areas (SMC 23.69.030 E2). No differences in impact would occur since the maximum
building envelope “worst case” condition was evaluated in the Final EIS, and appropriate mitigation was
identified. There are no project area limitations or use or function restrictions by individual site other than
the height limits and setbacks prescribed by each alternative and analyzed in the Final EIS.
Please see Section C.6 on page 49 for a discussion regarding space that is exempt from gross floor area
calculations.
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3.

Maximum Number of Allowed Parking Spaces

Virginia Mason today provides approximately 1,426 parking spaces, including 884 spaces on campus,
175 spaces at Tate Mason, 60 spaces on the Virginia Mason-owned 1000 Madison block and 307
spaces that are leased from nearby property owners. The number of leased spaces fluctuates over time
based on the availability of parking from neighboring parking garages. Three hundred seven spaces
(307) was the count in 2010. A significant percentage of Virginia Mason patients and visitors arrive at the
campus by using public transit or walking. As shown on Table 16 on page 97 in Section E.1, the existing
number of parking spaces is below the Land Use Code minimum for major institutions of 1,667 spaces.
Existing surface lot potentially
replaced by development with
below grade parking

BOREN AVE.

MADISON ST.

Expand BelowGrade Parking

SPRING ST.

Existing
Lindeman
Below
Grade

SENECA ST.

UNIVERSITY ST.

TERRY AVE.

9th AVE.

N

Existing
Benaroya
Below Grade
Parking

Existing above-ground garage
potentially replaced by development
w/ below grade parking

0’

50’ 100’

200’

Existing parking
Potential primarily below-grade parking with new development above

Figure 26 Existing and Planned Parking Areas
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Existing and proposed planned campus parking areas are shown on Figure 26 on page 70. In addition,
see Section D.5 below and Figure 27 on page 72 for the location of leased parking.
A parking calculation has been performed for Alternative 6b, as shown on Table 17 on page 98 in Section
E.1. Based on calculated demand, the estimated number of recommended parking spaces for Alternative
6b is below the Land Use Code maximum allowable parking supply by 41 spaces. These demand
numbers are being refined and are anticipated to be reduced, and Virginia Mason is not requesting a
modification of the parking standards at this time. As each project is programmed and developed, a
separate traffic study will be performed as part of SEPA to revalidate the parking demand, and will adjust
the parking needed to reflect then-current conditions, codes and transportation patterns.

4.

Existing and Planned Future Development

With regard to future development, the development program component shall describe planned physical development, defined as development that the Major Institution has definite plans to construct. The
development program may describe potential physical development or uses for which the Major Institution’s plans are less definite. The development program may be amended according to the provisions of
Section 23.69.035 without requiring amendment of the development standards component.
At this time, Virginia Mason is proposing “planned development” on the Cassel Crag/Blackford Hall site
(medical office and clinic), the Ninth Avenue Parking Garage site (medical research), the Lindeman 2 site
(medical office and clinic), and 1000 Madison (hospital). Replacement of the core hospital building and
the Terry and University parking lot site (office/medical) may come later, and the exact use will be dependent on future demand. These two sites are considered “potential development.”
The range of planned and potential future development including street configuration is illustrated in
Figure 23 on page 64. Existing development is shown in Figure 8 on page 23 in Section B.
Figure 21 on page 51 in Section C.9 locates existing landscaping and open space as well as potential
areas that would be added with adjacent building construction.
Please see Figure 26 on page 70 illustrating the location of existing and planned parking areas and
structures.

5.

MIO District Properties and Leased/Owned Properties Within 2,500 Feet

Virginia Mason owns all of the property within its existing MIO boundary and all of the property within
both areas proposed for the expansion of the MIO boundaries (a 20-foot portion of Lot 8 of Block 112
and all of the property on the 1000 Madison block).
Virginia Mason leases parking at the following garages: Tate Mason, Avanti Apartments, Cabrini Towers,
Cassel Crag, Copperfield, Exeter House, Horizon House, Landes, M Street Garage, Panorama House,
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Sorrento Hotel and Stimson Green Mansion, as shown in Figure 27 below.
Metropolitan Park North and West facilities also provide leased space and parking to Virginia Mason.
(Metropolitan Park is in a downtown zone. Space leased by a Major Institution in a downtown zone is
exempt from the 2,500-foot concerns regarding parking or leasing, per SMC 23.69.022, section C.)
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6.

Height, Bulk and Form of Existing and Planned Physical Development

Potential project heights are indicated on Figure 23 on page 64 for both planned and potential
development.

7.

Planned Infrastructure Improvements

There are no planned infrastructure improvements at this time. Existing utilities appear to have the
capacity needed to provide services to the campus. However, the adequacy of utilities will also be reevaluated as part of the SEPA review process for each individual project as it is brought forward.

8.

Planned Development Phases and Plans

Planned and potential projects would occur throughout the life of the Master Plan. No Master Plan
term is proposed and timing is only an estimate. The planned uses include hospital replacement, clinic
replacement, research, infrastructure, parking and other mixed uses related to Virginia Mason’s campus
functions.
The Virginia Mason MIMP proposal includes multiple projects that may evolve as programming and
planning are developed. It is possible that the planned projects could be completed by 2025, and the
proposed projects could be completed by 2035.
Phasing of Planned Development
Alternative 6b includes expansion to the 1000 Madison block. There are two major development
sequences and some minor projects that may occur with Alternative 6b, with one sequence focused first
on replacing hospital space, and the second sequence focused first on replacing clinic space. For these,
the planned and potential development sequencing would be as follows and illustrated on Figure 28 on
page 74.
Construction of the buildings shown on Figure 28 on the perimeter of the compus (1H-1000 Madison
block, 1C-Cassel Crag and Blackford Hall, and possibly the R-Ninth Avenue Garage site and the
M-University/Terry Parking Lot site), could potentially begin within the first ten years after adoption of
the Master Plan. Development of buildings designated as 2C or 2H would likely occur in the second ten
years, and the redevelopment of the central hospital core (3C, 4C and 3H) would occur within the later
phase of the Master Plan.
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Figure 28 Alternative 6b – Potential Construction Sequences
1. A development sequence focused on replacing hospital space would start on the 1000 Madison
block, bordered by Boren and Terry Avenues and Madison and Spring Streets, delineated as “1H” on
Figure 28 above.
• Redevelopment of this block retains the existing Baroness Apartment Hotel at the corner of Terry
Avenue and Spring Street.
• A skybridge and tunnel would connect the block to the new Floyd & Delores Jones Pavilion.
• The Chasselton Court Apartments would be replaced through housing mitigation, and the retail
businesses would be relocated. Development on this site would allow Virginia Mason to move
inpatient services from the existing hospital buildings into the new facility so the older structures
could be renovated and/or replaced.
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2. A development sequence focused on replacing clinic space would start with the redevelopment of
the half block between University and Seneca Streets, east of Terry Avenue and south of the alley.
• Existing functions would be relocated to off-site rental space or within the rest of the First Hill
facilities, and the Cassel Crag, Blackford Hall and MRI buildings would be demolished to allow for
redevelopment (delineated as “1C” on Figure 28 on page 74).
• Displaced functions, some clinic growth and parking would be relocated in the new development
and consolidated with the medical and office functions currently housed in the Health Resources
Building.
• The Health Resources Building would be demolished to allow the planned project known as
the North Pavilion Phase 2 building to occur (delineated as “2C” on Figure 28 on page 74). The
Lindeman Pavilion would remain.
• Tunnels and/or skybridges may connect the new buildings together as shown on Figure 29 on
page 77 in Section D.9.
• Completion of the North Pavilion Phase 2 would create new space for the clinics currently located
in the Buck Pavilion, which would relocate into the North Pavilion Phase 2 building.
• The Buck Pavilion buildings would then be renovated or replaced with additional clinic space
(delineated as “3C” on Figure 28).
3. Once sufficient parking has been created, the planned project to redevelop the Ninth Avenue Parking
Garage could occur. The project would replace the existing garage with underground parking, add
medical research space and medical/office space on top of the garage, and connect to the existing
BRI and Buck Pavilion buildings with skybridges and/or tunnels. This development is delineated as
“R” on Figure 28.
Phasing of Potential Development Projects
The Terry and University parking lot site and the existing core hospital site are considered “potential
development” as their redevelopment will likely occur after the other development takes place.
4. Development of the core hospital block cannot occur until the hospital space is replaced on the
1000 Madison block (see “1H”) and the existing clinic space in the Buck Pavilion is moved to the
Lindeman Pavilion block (see “2C”). The core hospital block would likely be developed in three
phases, beginning either with the demolition and redevelopment of the building immediately west
of the Jones Pavilion for hospital use (shown as “2H” on Figure 28 on page 74), or the renovation or
replacement of the Buck Pavilion for clinic use (shown as “3C” on Figure 28). The center portion of
the block would likely be developed for either hospital or clinic use (depending on the need at that
time), or a combination of both. That development is shown as “4C” and “3H” on Figure 28.
5. The block at the intersection of Terry Avenue with University Street also could be developed once
sufficient parking has been created. Its use would be dependent on what use may be needed at the
time of development. This site is shown as “M” for “Medical/Miscellaneous” on Figure 28.
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Maintenance and Minor Projects
Some minor projects are being considered that would slightly alter the total campus area and may occur
at any time. Projects to replace the existing Seneca Street entrance and to reconfigure the old existing
Emergency Department entrance on Spring Street are being considered.
Lastly, the existing buildings require maintenance, including window replacements and exterior wall
repairs, awning and canopy renovations, and other minor modifications that have the potential to alter
the measured areas of existing structures. These projects could occur at any time.

9.

Planned Alley Vacations, Skybridges and Tunnels

No street vacations are proposed. The 1000 Madison block alley is proposed for vacation. The northsouth alley now extends between Spring and Madison Streets. Vacating the alley would enable hospital
and mixed use development on that block, as hospital inpatient bed floors require a certain amount of
area for efficient operations. A half-block is insufficient to provide enough area.
The vacation of the alley at 1000 Madison is triggered by the development of the 1000 Madison block.
The Master Plan has defined massing limits within which a future building could be developed, and
setbacks that offer certain opportunities for mitigation. Features that are proposed by this massing and
setbacks include:
• An open buffer between the new development and the Baroness Hotel that could serve as an
entry and access point for both buildings
• A minimum 15.5’ wide sidewalks and landscaping on the Madison and Boren sides of the block,
and 10’ wide sidewalks and landscaping on the Terry and Spring Street sides, with a sensitive
transition to the narrower sidewalk widths in front of the Baroness 9
• Improved wayfinding throughout the MIO expansion area, consistent with the wayfinding provided
elsewhere on campus
• Improved pedestrian lighting, transit stops, bicycle facilities, pedestrian crossings and the
opportunity for public art within the MIO expansion area
• Access for the provision of services into the future building from an entirely off-street loading
dock facility within the new development
• Development consistent with the Design Guidelines
Since this building is still very conceptual in nature, Virginia Mason is proposing that the details of the
development of the site, and the specific public benefits associated with the alley vacation be proposed
at the time the detailed design commences, and that the benefits be concentrated on this block. Specific
mitigation will need to be negotiated separately from the MIMP approval with the alley vacation process.
9

The building face would be set back a minimum 15.5 feet from the curb on Madison if the City proceeds with street widening.

If the widening does not occur, the distance from the curb to the face of the building would be 18.5 feet. On Boren, the building
face would be set back a minimum 15.5 feet from the curb if the City proceeds with street widening. If the widening does not
occur, the distance from the curb to the face of the building would be 20 feet.
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Virginia Mason is not seeking approval for specific skybridges or tunnels at this time. Skybridges and tunnels
will be needed to connect patient and materials circulation between the new and existing Virginia Mason
facilities. If deemed needed at the time of new development, Virginia Mason will submit applications for
skybridges and/or tunnels in conformance with SMC 15.64 Skybridge Term Permits, SDOT Director’s Rule
2-06 Skybridge Permits, Client Assistance Memo 2207 Skybridge Permitting Process and Client Assistance
Memo 2207 Term Permit Fee Methodology, or as those documents may be amended or superseded in the
future.
The regulatory compliance agencies governing healthcare services hold medical environments and pathways
to very high standards, including controlling airflow direction and air changes, prevention of patient exposure
to airborne contaminants, and separation of clean and soiled flows of materials and patients. There are
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numerous codes defining these relationships, including the Washington State Department of Health WACs,
the NFPA fire codes, the ASHRAE mechanical system requirements, City of Seattle building codes, and
others.
The concept of controlled environment also extends to the various items that potentially could come in
contact with the patient, like a medical provider’s clothing, medical supplies and equipment. These items
also need to be managed to minimize potential contamination from environmental hazards, or the risk of
theft or tampering. Numerous regulations, policies, procedures and guidelines govern the flows of medical
staff and supplies. This work is grounded in epidemiologic studies and incident investigations that have
tracked infections and adverse outcomes back to their source, and once found, have recommended
revisions in the environment of care to eliminate the risk.
Some examples of these practices include: Staff who works in Operating Rooms cannot go outside in
their surgical attire, or must change their attire prior to re-entering the Operating Room suite to reduce
post-surgical infections. Supplies that have been unpacked at the loading dock to prevent their external
wrappings from bringing contaminants into the care environment cannot be re-exposed to environmental
contaminants by being moved back outside to be transported across a city street or alley. Pharmaceuticals
must have a strictly controlled path of delivery from initial receipt to final dosing. Laboratory samples must
be appropriately handled and transported to prevent degradation or contamination of the specimens and to
provide a rapid diagnosis.
One of the goals of the Master Plan is to improve the environment of care by replacing older buildings that
are no longer compliant with current codes or best practices where upgrades are not feasible. Current
work-arounds to accommodate these grandfathered environments include transporting inpatients or clean
supplies across city streets in ambulances or trucks where no skybridge or tunnel exist, rewrapping or
repackaging materials for secondary transport, multiple apparel changes or additional removable layers of
protective clothing. Virginia Mason is also relocating higher-acuity services into newer buildings to improve
the environment of care and reduce the waste of rework and work-arounds.
Since these codes, policies and practices are continuously being updated, it will be necessary at the point in
time that the skybridge or tunnel permits are requested to provide an analysis of the codes in effect as part
of the justification.
Many patients have diverse multiple comorbidities.10 It is not efficient/cost-effective to duplicate all
patient care services, like operating rooms, MRIs and Radiologic treatment in every building on
every block. This medical building archetype therefore either generates very large contiguous buildings
that cover several city blocks (such as UW Medical Center, Harborview, Swedish Cherry Hill and Virginia
Mason’s existing hospital) or buildings that maintain the pedestrian passage and city streetscape by
spanning across it with skybridges (such as Harborview, Swedish First Hill, and Virginia Mason’s existing
skybridge across Seneca Street).
The skybridges also link the neighborhood by increasing the porosity of the campus, as many are open
to the public during business hours and offer an out of the weather path through the city. They also
create a path that is accessible for people with disabilities, enabling them to climb otherwise impassable
10

Comorbidities are diseases or conditions that coexist with a primary disease but they also stand on their own as specific diseases.
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hillsides. The path from the Convention Center through Freeway Park, Pigott Corridor, HRB, the Lindeman
Pavilion, the Central Hospital and the Terry Avenue breezeway creates an ADA-accessible link from the
heart of downtown Seattle to Madison Street’s commercial core.
Virginia Mason is proposing a combination of these two strategies (patient protection and neighborhood
connections) in our MIMP. Their potential locations are shown in Figure 29 on page 77. Approval for
future skybridges and tunnels will be secured through term permits that will be obtained at the time a
potential project requiring such a connection is developed. The skybridge review and approval process
the City of Seattle requires is robust and detailed, and includes both a review by local neighbors and a
review by the Seattle Design Commission.
The existing skybridge over Seneca Street just west of Terry Avenue would be maintained. Virginia Mason
has identified all potential locations where a future skybridge or tunnel may be needed. Not all of the
planned skybridges and tunnels may be executed, depending on the sequencing of projects and their
eventual occupants and amenities. The decision as to whether to request permit approval for individual
skybridges or tunnels cannot be made until decisions are made by the City Council on the proposed
expansion of the MIO boundaries and the approval of the requested areas and height limits.
The following criteria has been identified as an initial screening as to whether a future skybridge or
tunnel would be needed:
• Would a skybridge or tunnel connect patient services requiring controlled environments that are
separated from each other by a city street?
• If yes, which connections are most appropriate to facilitate the planned movement? (Both may be
required, as the campus is vertically complex and certain flows cannot be commingled.)
• Would a skybridge increase the campus porosity and ADA accessibility for the public traveling
between downtown Seattle and the Madison Street commercial area?
• Would a tunnel reduce or eliminate the need for multiple loading docks, thereby reducing traffic?

10.

Housing Demolition and Replacement

Virginia Mason acquired the Chasselton Court Apartments as part of its purchase of the 1000 Madison
block. In order to efficiently develop the 1000 Madison block for major medical use and to connect
a future medical building on the 1000 Madison block with the Jones Pavilion, it will be necessary to
demolish this building. The Seattle Landmarks Preservation Board voted to deny the motion designating
the Chasselton Court Apartments as a Seattle landmark.
If the boundary expansion proposed within this MIMP is adopted, Virginia Mason will provide for housing
replacement in conformance with the Seattle’s Land Use Code.
The Chasselton Court Apartments consist of 62 apartments. The majority of the apartments are studio
apartments (55 units), with seven one-bedroom apartments. There is a small parking garage structure
on the south side of the building. There are no Section 8 or other subsidized housing units in the
building. The average rent for a studio unit in March 2012 was $799 per month, and the average rent
for a one-bedroom unit was $1,173 per month, which is comparable to rental rates for other similar
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apartment buildings of its era on First Hill. There are approximately 1,615 apartments on First Hill of
similar age and size to the Chasselton Court Apartments, per a 2011 market survey by Dupre + Scott
Apartment Advisors, Inc., and 3,351 rental apartments on First Hill of varying age and cost.
Virginia Mason’s housing replacement shall:
• Providing a minimum number of units equal to the number of units in the Chasselton Court
apartments (62 units)
• Provide no fewer than seven one-bedroom units and no units smaller than the size of the studio
units in the Chasselton Court apartments
• Include a minimum of 31,868 net rentable square feet, equivalent to that in the Chasselton
Court apartments
• Be of a construction quality equal to or greater than that in the Chasselton Court apartment units
• Be located within the greater First Hill neighborhood, defined as the area between Interstate
Highway 5 on the west, Pike Street on the north, 12th Avenue and Boren Avenue on the east, and
the south boundary of Yesler Terrace on the south, as shown outlined in a broken black line on
Figure 1 at page four of the MIMP

11.

MIMP Consistency with Seattle Land Use Code (23.69.006)

SMC 23.69.006 Application of regulations requires:
A. All land located within the Major Institution Overlay District shall be subject to the regulations
and requirements of the underlying zone unless specifically modified by this chapter or an adopted
master plan. In the event of irreconcilable differences between the provisions of this chapter and
the underlying zoning regulations, the provisions of this chapter shall apply.
Virginia Mason has proposed compliance with all of the development standards of the underlying HR and
NC-3 zoning, with the exception of floor area ratios (FAR), tower separation maximum floor-plate size and
maximum facade width required to enable construction and operation of a hospital, design review
(to be performed by SAC), and parking access. The adopted MIMP will become the regulations under
which Virginia Mason’s development will be allowed.
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Table 15 Consistency With Applicable Land Use Code Standards
Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?
The following zoning code standards apply to HR-zoned lands and are applicable to all blocks within Virginia
Mason’s existing campus and to the north half of the 1000 Madison block proposed for expansion.

Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)

23.45.508
General Provisions – HR

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

No

Yes,

23.45.510
Floor Area Ratios – HR

Virginia Mason has a need
of up to 3 million square feet
and is proposing expansion to
acquire additional land on the
1000 Madison block. Virginia
Mason is requesting that
their proposed FAR of 8.1 be
applied across the campus.

Base FAR: 8 on lots 15,000 square feet or less in
size; 7 on lots larger than 15,000 square feet.
Maximum FAR with provision of incentives: 13 for
structures 240’ or less in height; 14 for structures
over 240’.

23.45.514
Structure Height – HR
Base height of 160’
Maximum height limit if extra residential height is
gained – 240’ to 300’
Development standard is superseded by
23.69.020.C Structure Height – Major Institutions
Maximum structure heights for structures
containing Major Institution uses may be allowed
up to the limits established pursuant to Section
23.69.040 through the adoption of a master plan
for the Major Institution. A rezone shall be required
to increase maximum structure height limits above
levels established pursuant to Section 23.69.040.

23.45.518 Setbacks – HR

Yes,
Virginia Mason will comply
with the 240’ MIO heights
established in the adopted
Master Plan.

Yes, consistent

For lot lines abutting a street in the HR Zone: For
portions of a structure 45 feet or less in height:
7-foot average setback; 5-foot minimum setback,
except that no setback is required for frontages
occupied by street level uses or dwelling units with a
direct entry from the street.
Greater than 45 feet in height: 10-foot minimum
setback.
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23.45.518 Setbacks – HR

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?
Yes, consistent

For lot lines abutting a street in an NC zone:
Street-level street-facing facades shall be located
within 10 feet of the street lot line, unless wider
sidewalks, plazas or other approved landscaped or
open spaces are provided.

23.45.518 Setbacks – HR

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

For lot lines abutting an alley in an HR zone:
For portions of a structure 45 feet or less in height,
no setback is required.
For portions of a structure greater than 45 feet in
height, a 10-foot setback is required.

23.45.518 Setbacks and Separations – HR

Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?
No modification
requested

For lots lines that abut neither a street nor an alley
in an HR zone:
For portions of a structure 45 feet or less in height:
7-foot average setback; 5-foot minimum setback,
except that no setback is required for portions
abutting an existing structure built to the abutting
lot line.
For portions of a structure greater than 45 feet in
height: 20-foot minimum setback.

No

23.45.518 Separations – HR

Yes, Virginia Mason is
requesting a modification
to remove the required
horizontal separation on
interior facades to allow for
efficient hospital design.

HR zones. Where two or more structures or portions
of a structure above 85 feet in height are located on
one lot, the minimum horizontal separation between
interior facades in each height range is as provided
in Table D for 23.45.518:
0 – 45’
No separation required
>45’ – 160’ 30-foot separation
>160’
40-foot separation
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Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)
SMC 23.45.520
Width and Floor Size Limits – HR
Portions of structures above a height of 45 feet are
limited to a maximum facade width of 110 feet.
A maximum facade width of 130 feet is permitted,
provided that the average gross floor area of all
stories above 45 feet in height does not exceed
10,000 square feet.

23.45.524 Landscaping Standards – HR

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?
No, Virginia Mason is
proposing that future
hospital and medical
buildings may have facade
widths in excess of 110
feet, and may also have in
excess of 10,000 square
feet per story.

requesting a modification
to remove the limitation
on facade width in order
to allow for the floor plates
needed for modern hospital
layouts. Virginia Mason is
proposing that unmodulated
facades be limited to a
maximum facade width of
110 feet.

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

No

Yes, Virginia Mason
is requesting that this
requirement be replaced
with the design guidelines
developed as part of the
Master Plan. A proposed
set of Design Guidelines is
included as Appendix E to
this MIMP.

Yes. Institutional
commercial uses such
as cafeteria, optical shop
or other related uses
may be located on floors
other than the ground
floor and be greater than
the sizes shown. Any
non-institutional-related
commercial uses would be
located in compliance with
the code requirements.

No modification
requested

23.45.529 Design Standards – HR

23.45.532 Standards for Ground Floor
Commercial Uses in MR and HR Zones
Commercial uses are limited to ground floor, and
limited in size to 4,000 square feet, or up to 10,000
square feet for multipurpose commercial uses.
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Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?

23.45.534 Light and Glare Standards – HR

Yes, consistent

A. Exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed
away from adjacent properties.
B. Interior lighting in parking garages shall be
shielded to minimize nighttime glare on adjacent
properties.
C. To prevent vehicle lights from affecting adjacent
properties, driveways and parking areas for more
than two vehicles shall be screened from abutting
properties by a fence or wall between 5 feet and
6 feet in height, or a solid evergreen hedge or
landscaped berm at least 5 feet in height.

23.45.536
Parking Location, Access and Screening - HR

Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?
No modification
requested

Partially, Virginia Mason

Yes, Parking studies done

is proposing to comply
with all parking location,
access and screening
requirements under HR
zoning with the
exception of:
C. Access to parking.
1. Alley access required.
Except as otherwise
expressly required or
permitted in subsections
C or D of this Section
23.45.536, access to
parking shall be from the
alley if the lot abuts an alley
and one of the conditions
in this subsection
23.45.536.C.1 is met.

for the MIMP have proposed
access locations and are
reviewing these locations
with the CAC and community
via the EIS accompanying
the MIMP.
Virginia Mason is requesting
that parking access be as
shown in the MIMP, or as
determined by DPD and
SDOT during subsequent
review of each specific
building design.

The following zoning code standards apply to NC-zoned lands and are applicable to only the south
half of the 1000 Madison block proposed for expansion.
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Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)
23.47A.005 Street-level Uses

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?
Yes, consistent

One or more of the following uses are required
along 80% of the street-level street-facing facade
in accordance with the standards provided in
subsection 23.47A.008.C:
a. General sales and services; b. Major durables
retail sales; c. Eating and drinking establishments;
d. Lodging uses; e. Theaters and spectator sports
facilities; f. Indoor sports and recreation; g. Medical
services; h. Rail transit facilities; i. Museum; j.
Community clubs or centers; k. Religious facility; l.
Library; m. Elementary or secondary school; and n.
Parks and open space.

23.47A.008
Street-level Development Standards – NC

Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?
No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

A.2. Blank facades.
a. For purposes of this section, facade segments
are considered blank if they do not include at least
one of the following: (1) Windows; (2) Entryways or
doorways; (3) Stairs, stoops or porticos; (4) Decks or
balconies; or (5) Screening and landscaping on the
facade itself.
b. Blank segments of the street-facing facade
between 2 feet and 8 feet above the sidewalk may
not exceed 20 feet in width.
c. The total of all blank facade segments may
not exceed 40% of the width of the facade of the
structure along the street.

23.47A.008
Street-level Development Standards – NC
A.3 Street-level street-facing facades shall
be located within 10 feet of the street lot line,
unless wider sidewalks, plazas, or other approved
landscaped or open spaces are provided.

23.47A.008
Street-level Development Standards – NC
B.2. Transparency.
a. 60% of the street-facing facade between 2 feet
and 8 feet above the sidewalk shall be transparent.
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Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?
Yes, consistent

23.47A.008
Street-level Development Standards – NC

Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?
No modification
requested

B. 3. b. Nonresidential uses at street level shall
have a floor-to-floor height of at least 13 feet.

Yes, consistent

23.47A.008
Street-level Development Standards – NC

No modification
requested

C. In pedestrian-designated zones, the provisions of
subsections 23.47A008.A and 23.47A.008.B and
the following apply:
1. A minimum of 80% of the width of a structure’s
street-level street-facing facade that faces a
principal pedestrian street shall be occupied by
uses listed in 23.47A.005.D.1. The remaining 20%
of the street frontage may contain other permitted
uses and/or pedestrian entrances.

23.47A.012
Structure Height – NC-3 160
A. The height limit for structures in the NC-3 zone
is 160 feet, as designated on the Official Land Use
Map, Chapter 23.32. Structures may not exceed the
applicable height limit, except as otherwise provided
in this Section 23.47A.012.

Yes,
Virginia Mason is proposing
to extend MIO-240’ to the
1000 Madison block.

No modification
requested

Development standard is superseded by
23.69.020.C Structure Height – MI
Maximum structure heights for structures
containing Major Institution uses may be allowed
up to the limits established pursuant to Section
23.69.040 through the adoption of a master plan
for the Major Institution. A rezone shall be required
to increase maximum structure height limits above
levels established pursuant to Section 23.69.040.
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Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)
SMC 23.47A.013
Floor Area Ratio – NC-3 160
A. Floor area ratio (FAR) limits apply to all structures
and lots in all NC zones and C zones.
B. Except as provided in subsections C, D and E of
this section, maximum FAR allowed in C zones and
NC zones is shown in Table A for 23.47A.013.
1. Total permitted for a single-purpose structure
containing only residential or nonresidential use for
160’ height is a 5 FAR.

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?
No, Virginia Mason is
proposing a FAR of 8.1 for
its proposed development
(Alternative 6b)

No

23.47A.014 Setback Requirements – NC

23.47A.016 Landscaping Standards – NC

Yes, consistent

23.47A.022 Light and Glare Standards – NC

Yes, consistent

23.47A.030
Required Parking and Loading – NC

Yes, pursuant to

February 5, 2014

Yes, Virginia Mason has
a need of up to 3 million
square feet and is proposing
expansion to acquire
additional land on the 1000
Madison block. Virginia
Mason is requesting that
their proposed FAR of 8.1 be
applied across the campus.

Yes, Virginia Mason is
requesting that the setback
requirements of 23.47.014
be waived in order to allow
development of single
structures to occur across
the block if the requested
MIO expansion is approved.

Setbacks are required for NC-zoned lots abutting
or across the alley from residential zones. For
Virginia Mason, the only location that this would
be applicable to would be the 1000 Madison block
where NC-3 zoning on the south half of the block
abuts HR zoning on the north half of the block.

A. Off-street parking spaces may be required as
provided in Section 23.54.015, required parking.
B. Loading berths are required for certain
commercial uses according to the requirements of
Section 23.54.035.
Section 23.54.035 allows the Director of DPD to
waive or modify loading berth requirements during
specific project review when multiple buildings
share a central loading facility, the loading facility
is proposed to occur on site, and goods can be
distributed to other buildings on site without
disrupting pedestrian circulation or traffic.

Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?

No modification
requested
No modification
requested

Virginia Mason provides
23.54.035, Virginia Mason loading facilities that are
shared for multiple buildings.
is requesting that the
loading berth requirements
be established by the
Director of DPD during
specific project review and
that the code required
number of loading berths
per project be waived.
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Underlying Zoning Standard (SMC Section)
23.47A.032 Parking Location and Access – NC

Is Virginia Mason’s
Proposal Consistent?
Yes, consistent

A.1.c. If access is not provided from an alley and the
lot abuts two or more streets, access is permitted
across one of the side street lot lines as determined
through 23.47A.032.C, and curb cuts are permitted
pursuant to Section 23.54.030.F.2.a.1).

23.47A.032
Parking Location and Access – NC

Is a Modification to the
Zoning Standard
Requested?
No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

Yes, consistent

No modification
requested

A.2. In addition to the provisions governing NC
zones in 23.47A.032.A.1, the following rules apply
in pedestrian-designated zones, except as may be
permitted under subsection 23.47A.032.D:
a. If access is not provided from an alley and the lot
abuts two or more streets, access to parking shall
be from a street that is not a principal pedestrian
street.

23.47A.032
Parking Location and Access – NC
B. Location of parking.
1. The following rules apply in NC zones, except as
provided in subsection 23.47A.032.D.
a. Parking shall not be located between a structure
and a street lot line (Exhibit A for 23.47A.032).
b. Within a structure, street-level parking shall be
separated from street-level street-facing facades by
another permitted use. This requirement does not
apply to access to parking meeting the standards of
subsection 23.47A.032.A.

23.47A.032
Parking Location and Access – NC
B. Location of parking.
2. In pedestrian designated zones, surface parking
is prohibited abutting the street lot line along a
principal pedestrian street.
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12.

Virginia Mason Decentralization Plans

Virginia Mason embarked upon a regionalization of its services in the 1980s with the acquisition of
sites in Federal Way and Lynnwood. The Federal Way site was built first and contains a full range of
outpatient treatment services including an outpatient day surgery facility that meets hospital licensing
requirements.
These two buildings were the first in a series of expanded clinics that now include seven outpatient
treatment facilities throughout Puget Sound. They are:
• Federal Way Clinic
• Issaquah Clinic
• Bellevue Clinic
• Kirkland Clinic
• Lynnwood Clinic
• Sand Point Pediatric Clinic
• Bainbridge Island – Winslow Clinic
Virginia Mason has also decentralized some of its supporting services, including a significant portion of
its computing, purchasing, training and financial staff to Metropolitan Park West office tower in Seattle,
its medical records facility to Georgetown and its call center to Canyon Park in Bothell.
The goal of these decentralizations has been to make primary care and certain specialty services more
convenient to our patients. Higher acuity services continue to be centralized on First Hill, including specialty services and inpatient hospitalizations greater than 24 hours.
Virginia Mason operates the Bailey-Boushay House on the east side of Capitol Hill in Madison Park,
approximately two miles east of the First Hill campus. Bailey-Boushay House is a nationally recognized
facility offering residential care and chronic care management programs for people living with AIDS and
to those living with other life-threatening illnesses. These are patients who are not sick enough to be
hospitalized, but who require 24/7 nursing care or hospice care.
The Adult Day Health program at Bailey-Boushay House is an internationally acclaimed role model for
managing the complex physical, social, spiritual and psychological issues that accompany a diagnosis
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of HIV. The Adult Day Health program patients are provided a bundle of services that help them manage their health in ways that keep them in their homes, out of the hospital, and in good health and good
spirits.
Virginia Mason also provides services on the First Hill campus with Group Health Cooperative of Puget
Sound and Pacific Medical Centers, who refer patients to the First Hill campus from their locations
throughout the region for specialty or inpatient care. Group Health and Pacific Medical Centers staff are
members of Virginia Mason’s hospital medical staff, work at the First Hill campus and are integrated into
Virginia Mason’s program of services.
Also located on the First Hill campus is Tender Loving Care (TLC). TLC provides child care for mildly ill
children ranging in age from 1 year to 12 years old, offering parents the reassurance that their sick child
will be well cared for while they work.
Virginia Mason owns all of the property in the 1000 Madison block and is currently leasing the property
to a variety of commercial and residential tenants. At this time, Virginia Mason is not proposing to lease
space or otherwise locate a use at street level in a commercial zone, outside of, but within 2,500 feet of
the MIO boundary, with the exception of the continuation of the leased parking shown on Figure 26 on
page 70, and for the Bright Horizons Child Care Center. Virginia Mason leases space from the Polyclinic
First Baptist Church at 1111 Harvard Avenue for the Bright Horizons Child Care Center and leases space
for their playground on Spring Street between Boylston Avenue and Harvard Avenue. Bright Horizons runs
a day care program for the children of Virginia Mason employees at this location.

13.

Applicable Goals, Policies and Public Benefits

See Appendix B for information on how Virginia Mason will address goals and applicable policies under
Education and Employability and Health in the Human Development Element of the Comprehensive Plan.
Community Contributions
Development enabled by this MIMP will allow Virginia Mason to continue to provide exceptional care to
the region and to grow its services to meet the anticipated increase in regional demand.
Virginia Mason’s contribution to the community extends well beyond patient care. Virginia Mason
believes it is essential to contribute at many levels to the communities where patients and staff
members work and live. The organization has acted on that belief by contributing time, energy and
money to efforts that benefit the region in the areas of improving health, offering free and subsidized
care, and providing health professional education and research.
As a nonprofit organization, Virginia Mason uses its income to support the delivery of high-quality, safe
care, investing in charitable care, equipment, facilities, electronic medical records and other innovations.
Virginia Mason is committed, as its mission statement puts it, to improving “the health and wellbeing of the patients we serve.” The organization does not have owners or shareholders who receive
earnings from operations. Everything Virginia Mason earns over and above its costs goes back into the
organization, and a portion is used to provide services that benefit the community.
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Uncompensated Care
As a nonprofit organization, Virginia Mason is committed to serving patients who are uninsured,
underinsured or otherwise unable to pay for their medical care. The Uncompensated Care program
assists thousands of uninsured and underinsured members of the community every year.
Under Virginia Mason’s Uncompensated Care policy, free or reduced-cost medically necessary care (after
all health insurance has been exhausted) is provided to individuals making up to 300% of the federal
poverty level in keeping with the Washington State Hospital Association voluntary guidelines on billing
the uninsured.
Subsidized Health Services
Every community needs certain health care services that typically cost more to deliver than the provider
of these services receives. These “subsidized health services” are part of Virginia Mason’s mission
because they are needed in the community and otherwise would not be available to meet patient needs.
They include:
• Emergency room care that is provided to all, irrespective of their ability to pay.
• Bailey-Boushay House, where a significant percentage of the residents are unable to fully pay for
the care they receive and receive subsidized health services.
• Partnership with Public Health – Seattle & King County Health Care for the Homeless Network
and other area hospitals who provide a respite expansion program for homeless adults in King
County.
Community Health Improvement Services
Improving health and quality of life extends beyond diagnosis and treatment. It also requires community
health education and outreach services. Health improvement and outreach services provided by Virginia
Mason include the following:
• Community health education, such as classes in the Buse Diabetes Teaching Center
• Free health screenings in the community including skin cancer screening and the YWCA Health
Fair, where over 1,000 people were screened
• Free flu shots and health screenings for the homeless in conjunction with United Way of King
County’s Community Resource Exchange
• Sponsorship of many professionally facilitated support groups, including brain tumor, Parkinson’s
disease, breast cancer, gastric bypass surgery and prostate cancer groups
• Bereavement support through its Separation and Loss Services
• Leadership roles in several community organizations that focus on health care
• The Day of Caring at Visions House, the Wintonia, the Franciscan and the Seattle Science
Materials Center
Virginia Mason sponsors numerous community activities that support healthy lifestyles and that gener-
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ate donations for its research efforts including the Seafair Benaroya Triathlon, the Seattle Marathon, the
Boeing Classic Golf Tournament and other community activities.
Education
Virginia Mason strongly supports medical education to ensure its patients and the community benefit
from advances in medical care and in the development of future providers:
• Virginia Mason is a premier teaching hospital that offers postgraduate education programs
through its Graduate Medical Education (GME) Department. All GME postgraduate training
programs are fully approved by the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education
(ACGME). Virginia Mason trains more than 110 residents and fellows annually.
• Numerous Virginia Mason Medical Center physicians have faculty appointments at the University
of Washington, publish original research and speak at conferences nationally and internationally
on their areas of expertise.
• Virginia Mason serves as an internship site for students in a variety of other health programs,
such as nursing, pharmacy, respiratory therapy and laboratory technology.
• Virginia Mason’s GME program is partnered with Public Health – Seattle & King County Health
Services Division, providing 12 residents for the Eastgate Public Health Center, as well as
providing residents at the Carolyn Downs Family Medical Center, Pike Market Medical Clinic and
North Public Health Center.
• Virginia Mason provides a 0.5 FTE faculty member every fall, winter and spring quarter for
undergraduate clinical nursing instruction for the University of Washington School of Nursing.
•

Virginia Mason Institute, or VMI, provides education and training in the Virginia Mason
management method, known as the Virginia Mason Production System (VMPS), to other health
care providers and organizations. VMI’s aim is to advance quality, safety and value by sharing
VM’s knowledge and experience in VMPS. VMI’s education and training services cover a wide
range of needs, from a basic understanding of the principles and practices that underlie VMPS,
to in-depth education and hands-on work in applying VMPS methods that can transform an
organization. VMI services include site visits to Virginia Mason, training in tools and methods,
on-site assessments and education, and short term and in-depth engagements.

Research
Virginia Mason also conducts medical research through its affiliate, the Benaroya Research Institute at
Virginia Mason (BRI). BRI is a nonprofit biomedical research institute that works to unlock the mysteries
of the immune system. Its team of world-renowned scientists is focused on identifying causes and cures
for devastating diseases including diabetes, arthritis, heart disease and cancer. The research institute
houses more than 200 researchers and staff. BRI provides a full range of research and development
services from “wet bench” research to clinical trials and translational research at the First Hill campus
and regional satellites, and through other community outreach programs.
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Environmental Efforts
In 2007, Virginia Mason broadened its efforts to be more environmentally friendly by focusing on
recycling initiatives, waste reduction, energy conservation and organizational sustainability through
its environmental stewardship initiative called EnviroMason. EnviroMason provides the framework for
making unique energy and waste management decisions such as setting policies on reliability and use,
making efficiency improvements, supporting capital planning and infrastructure design, and encouraging
employee participation and innovation. EnviroMason focuses on seven principles:
• Leadership alignment and commitment
• Compliance assurance and pollution prevention
• System integration
• Public communication and public involvement
• Measurement and continuous improvement
• Industry leadership
• Environmental stewardship
Virginia Mason has realized hundreds of thousands of dollars in cost savings and revenue generation
through energy conservation, waste reduction and innovative recycling efforts. EnviroMason programs
and successes include expanding our recycling efforts to our parking lots, eliminating Styrofoam and
reducing water use in the cafeteria, recycling construction waste, reducing mail center junk mail,
enhancing our green commuting options for Virginia Mason staff (see Section E, TMP), recycling
operating room plastics, recycling hazardous waste, providing Zipcars and electric car charging stations,
and establishing community partnerships for long-term resource management solutions.
Since EnviroMason was implemented, Virginia Mason has accomplished:
• Virginia Mason’s Boeing Classic event was awarded the 2011 Recycler of the Year, with 98% of
all waste generated during the event being recycled
• Piloted Styrofoam recycling in 2011
• Initiated programs to recycle most of its pharmaceutical and laboratory waste, including solvents
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• Developed a program to reuse and recycle computer components and salvage precious metals
• Recycled more than 679 tons of materials on the First Hill campus, including 60 tons of
construction materials
• Reduced food service waste by 75% and water use by 72% in the kitchen
• Saved 160,000 gallons of water each year through composting, and an additional 2 million
gallons of water a year by upgrading more than 1,200 plumbing fixtures on the First Hill campus
• Diverted 144 tons of food waste from public sewer systems by avoiding use of garbage disposals,
and pulping compost waste to reduce the size of material needing to be hauled, with an
additional savings of $24,000 from pulping
• Saved $72,000 in three years through increased recycling at the main First Hill campus
• Reduced trash hauling from six to five days a week
• Increased cardboard recycling by 300%
• Invested more than $3 million in energy conservation measures including efficient lighting,
advanced chiller plant installations and upgrades, and extensive water and energy conservation
measures
Virginia Mason was the title sponsor for the Go Green 2011 and 2012 Seattle conferences and
continues to pursue innovations at all levels of environmental stewardship. Virginia Mason’s campus
today is the assembly of decades of incremental physical plant additions and multiple sets of building
systems. Redevelopment of the campus under the Master Plan offers the opportunity to streamline,
upgrade and replace this aging and piecemeal infrastructure with new consolidated physical plant
systems that are significantly more energy efficient and reliable. This process has already commenced
with the relocation of the main generators serving the hospital core to the Floyd & Delores Jones Pavilion.
Additional improvements are being investigated through the recently completed Wood Harbinger Utilities
survey and master plan.
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Sarah Patterson, Executive Vice President, Chief Operating Officer and avid bicyclist
on the May 20, 2011 Bike to Work Day
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E.

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

1.

Transportation Systems

Existing and Planned Parking
Virginia Mason encourages multiple modes of travel to its First Hill campus facilities. Campus parking
is predominantly intended for Virginia Mason patients and their families with daytime limitations for
employee use. With few exceptions, employee-driven single-occupancy vehicles (SOVs) are not allowed
to park on site during periods of peak demand (typically 9 am to 4 pm) to encourage use of other travel
modes and ensure adequate parking for patients. Shuttle service is provided between Virginia Mason
and Metropolitan Park, where some employee parking is provided, and to transport staff to and from the
buildings for business purposes. Virginia Mason participates in a collaborative agreement with Metro
to subsidize bus service from the King Street train station and the ferry terminal to its campus. Virginia
Mason strives to maintain the minimum parking supply necessary to support operations while minimizing
impacts to the surrounding community.
Existing Parking
The existing parking supply consists of 1,426 stalls distributed between 23 parking lots and structures.
The utilization of this supply is high, with more than 90% of the stalls being occupied during the late
morning when parking demand is at its peak.
City code requirements for Major Institutions establish the minimum and maximum number of parking
stalls allowed based on selected factors. The following table summarizes the parking requirements
based on 2010 staff population and patient visits. The current supply of 1,426 spaces is approximately
240 spaces below the minimum required by the zoning code. It is also approximately 100 spaces below
what is needed to accommodate the calculated peak demand.
Table 16 Parking Requirements Based on 2010 Staff and Patient Visits
Zoning Code Category

Unit

Unit Factor

Stall Requirement

228
66
3,035

.8
.25
.3

182
16
911

272
2,246
268

.17
.2
.1

46
485
27

Long-term Parking
Peak hospital based doctors
Peak staff doctors
Peak # of other employees

Short-term Parking
# of hospital beds
Average daily outpatients
Fixed seats in auditorium

Minimum Required Parking Spaces
Maximum Allowed Parking Spaces (1.35 x Minimum)
Existing Parking Supply
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Planned Parking
Analysis of existing parking utilization and proposed Master Plan Alternative 6b indicates that the
proposed parking supply of approximately 4,000 stalls would be sufficient to meet Virginia Mason’s
operational requirements to ensure patient access to facilities and still minimize the amount of parking
provided for employees.
The potential access locations to future parking supplies are illustrated in Figure 30. These locations
are conceptual at this level of planning and reflect the current understanding of vehicular circulation
patterns and potential safety issues. Some of the accesses are located on streets where alley access is
also available. Current code requires alley access, with certain exceptions. As projects are developed,
parking structures and the location of accesses will be evaluated for operational performance, safety,
and consistency with code requirements in place at the time of project review.
Changes in transportation travel modes due to light rail access, implementation of services that allow
improved electronic communication between patients and physicians, and increases in the cost to
operate a vehicle may reduce the number of parking stalls needed to serve the increased demand
resulting from Master Plan projects. Provision of new parking stalls associated with the development of
any proposed or potential projects will be assessed during the project planning, programming and design
phases.
City code requirements for future parking supplies for Alternative 6b are summarized in Table 17.
Table 17 Future Parking Requirements – Alternative 6b
Zoning Code Category Unit

Unit

Unit Factor

Stall Requirement

Long-term Parking
Peak hospital based doctors
Peak staff doctors
Peak # of other employees

400
75
5,400

.8
.25
.3

320
19
1,620

336
4,750
268

.17
.2
.1

57
950
27

Short-term Parking
# of hospital beds
Average daily outpatients
Fixed seats in auditorium

Minimum Required Parking Spaces
Maximum Allowed Parking Spaces (1.35 x Minimum)
Recommended Parking Supply

2,993
4,041
4,000

The recommended parking supply fits within the minimum and maximum code requirements.
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Bicycle
Virginia Mason provides bicycle racks for visitors and secure bicycle storage for employees in multiple
locations throughout campus, as well as showering and locker facilities for staff. Virginia Mason
promotes bicycling through their Bicycle Club, participating in regional activities like Cascade Bicycle
Club’s ride to work days, and through subsidized locks. Virginia Mason also offers incentives to
employees to engage in healthy behaviors like bicycling to work through its Personal Health Assessment
rewards program, which pays rewards to employees for healthy behaviors. Additional bicycle features are
described in Section C.13 on page 59.
Pedestrian
The pedestrian features of the Master Plan are described in Section C.13 on page 59.
Local Circulation
Virginia Mason’s First Hill location to the east of downtown is highly accessible from the surrounding
street network. Interstate 5 provides nearby access from the west at interchange ramps at James Street,
Madison Street, Seneca Street and Olive Way, which in turn feed Spring Street, Seneca Street and Boren
Avenue. Boren Avenue and Madison Street are principal arterials and Seneca Street and Ninth Avenue
are minor arterials (Comprehensive Plan – Seattle Arterial Classification). Other local streets complete
the circulation network.
Site Access
Local access to Virginia Mason is from arterials and local streets. Boren Avenue and Madison Street have
some restricted left turns and limitations on driveways. Virginia Mason existing and proposed parking
access/egress, patient drop-off/pick-up, and emergency access/egress locations are shown on Figure
30 on page 100. Entries to parking facilities are distributed around the campus to disperse traffic and
avoid conflicts with major traffic flows. The most likely vehicle access/egress locations are identified
on the diagram, but other locations may be developed without Master Plan amendment. Additional
environmental impact review may be necessary with specific project permitting.
Please see Section C.10 for a description of service access and loading.
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BOREN AVE.

MADISON ST.

SPRING ST.

SENECA ST.

UNIVERSITY ST.

TERRY AVE.

N

9th AVE.

Existing Emergency Access/Egress
Existing Parking Access/Egress
Existing Patient Drop-Off/Pick-up

0’

50’ 100’

200’

Proposed Parking Access/Egress
(Locations may vary depending on phasing.)
Proposed Patient Drop-Off/Pick-up

Figure 30 Existing and Proposed Access and Circulation
Impacts on Traffic and Parking in the Surrounding Area
See Section 3.9 of the Final EIS for a discussion of impacts on traffic and parking in the surrounding area
for Alternative 6b.
As traffic congestion increases on First Hill, the time it takes for First Responders to bring ill or injured
patients in ambulances to the Emergency Department continues to deteriorate. It will be important for
Virginia Mason and the other Emergency Medical Providers on First Hill that any traffic plans for First Hill
consider improvements that can speed the flow of traffic for First Responders, including Signal Priority
systems or other means.
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2.

Existing Transportation Management Plan (TMP)

The stated goal of the Virginia Mason TMP as adopted from Seattle’s Major Institutional Code is to
“reduce the percentage of employees of the Major Institution who commute to work by SOV to 50
percent, excluding employees whose work requires the use of the private automobile during working
hours.” Virginia Mason’s program has consistently surpassed that goal as demonstrated by past biennial
Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) survey reports, summarized in Table 18 below. Currently 27% of those
surveyed commute by SOV and 46% use transit or rail.
Table 18 Virginia Mason Commute Mode Performance by Percentage (2001-2011)
Commute Mode

Year
2001

2003

2005

2007

2009

2011

Drove alone
Carpool (2-6)
Vanpool (4-6)
Vanpool 7+
Bus
Rail
Bicycled
Walked
Teleworked
Compressed work
week

28%
17%
0%
1%
42%
1%
1%
5%
0%

29%
13%
2%
1%
43%
1%
1%
5%
0%

28%
15%
1%
1%
41%
1%
2%
5%
0%

25%
15%
1%
1%
43%
2%
3%
4%
0%

23%
12%
2%
46%
3%
2%
6%
1%

27%
10%
2%
43%
3%
4%
6%
<1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

<1%

Did not work
Other
Motorcycle
Ferry (car/van/bus)
Ferry (walk-on)

3%
2%
0%
0%
0%

3%
3%
0%
0%
0%

3%
2%
0%
0%
0%

4%
3%
0%
0%
0%

1%
1%
1%
2%

2%
1%
<1%
2%

As part of its TMP for the 1992 Master Plan, Virginia Mason committed to a wide range of incentives to
encourage commuters to use travel modes other than the SOV. The program elements identified in the
1992 Master Plan included the following:
• A Building Transportation Coordinator to implement and administer the TMP
• Commuter Information Centers in building lobbies and other public areas
• A travel subsidy equal to 75% of the face value of Metro Transit passes to all Virginia Mason
Medical Center campus employees commuting to work by transit or vanpool
• Carpool certification
• Carpool parking spaces
• Carpool parking discount of at least 40% of the prevailing SOV monthly parking rate
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• Weather protected and secure bicycle parking spaces and access to showers
• Free parking for vanpools consisting of at least seven employees
• Free covered and secure parking for motorcyclists
• TMP monitoring using a biennial survey
Since 1992, the Virginia Mason Medical Center TMP has expanded significantly with increased subsidies
for transit users and the addition of new program elements.
Proposed TMP
The proposed TMP incorporates most of the current program elements and includes an aggressive
goal of maintaining the SOV rate below 30%. Table 19 summarizes the current program and the
enhancements that are proposed as part of this Master Plan.
Virginia Mason has recently increased its services to include surgeries and expanded clinic hours on the
weekends, when the availability of transit is more limited and there are fewer commute choices. Virginia
Mason has also added more staff, which has increased the total number of staff using SOVs. In addition,
the recent regional increase in use of transit, and reduction in some routes, has had the negative effect
of crowding some staff off some transit routes and back into SOVs.
Virginia Mason is assessing its recent staff survey results to determine what new efforts can be done
to encourage staff using SOVs to choose other, preferred transportation options. Virginia Mason is also
encouraging the shift from carpools to vanpools, to encourage higher ridership in fewer vehicles.
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Table 19 Proposed/Current TMP Comparison
Element

Current TMP

Proposed TMP

Transit

1. Lower the cost of transit commutes:

1. Lower the cost of transit commutes:

Goal: Increase
transit ridership
through subsidies,
improved access
and the marketing
of program
benefits.

a.

Virginia Mason offers 75% transit
subsidy for bus, ferry and trains

b.

Guaranteed ride home program

c.

Zipcar is available for employees for
personal and business use (5 hours
each per month)

d.

Company fleet vehicles available
through the parking office for
business use

a.

Provide 75% transit subsidy for bus,
ferry and trains through the ORCA
program

b.

Provide a guaranteed ride home in
case of family emergency

c.

Provide Zipcar access to employees
for personal and business use (5
hours each per month)

d.

Provide fleet vehicles for business
use

2. Improve transit access and utilization:
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

Financial support for Metro Bus
route 211

a.

Participation in Transit Now
agreement along with Swedish and
Harborview Medical Centers to
increase service to the King Street
Station and the ferry terminal

Continue financial support for Metro
Bus routes where they benefit
Virginia Mason employees

b.

Attend First Hill transportation
meetings to work with Swedish,
Harborview and Seattle University
on common projects such as transit
routes

Continue participation in Transit
Now agreement along with Swedish
and Harborview Medical Centers to
increase service to the King Street
Station and the ferry terminal

c.

Participate in First Hill transportation
meetings to work with Swedish,
Harborview and Seattle University
on common projects such as transit
routes

d.

Continue offering ORCA passes to
employees through Wageworks,
which automatically deducts costs
from staff paychecks and applies
the appropriate fare reductions
stated above to staff purchases for
multiple transportation choices

Work with First Hill institutions to
extend bus routes to King Street
Station and ferry access
One after-hour taxi leaves the
hospital turnaround at 7:40 pm
nightly to cover gaps in transit
service due to limited hours of
operation

3. Moved to ORCA pass system in 2010
4. Link Light Rail honors Virginia Mason
Puget Passes (not vanpool passes)
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Element

Current TMP

Proposed TMP

High Occupancy 1. Cost of HOV commutes is maintained
below the cost of SOV commutes:
Vehicle (HOV)
a. Monthly carpool parking is priced at
Goal: Increase
$102.50 for a three-person carpool
HOV program
and $128 for a two-person carpool
participation
b. Free vanpool parking
by maintaining
subsidies and
c. Vanpool passes are 75% subsidized
marketing
2. Vanshare: One vehicle that operates
program benefits
between King Street station, ferry terminal,
and opportunities.
etc.
3. Increase ridership:
a.

b.

Bicycle
Goal: Increase
bicycle ridership
by providing
support services
and establishing
marketing and
incentive program.

Pedestrian
Goal: Increase
pedestrian
commutes by
providing support
services and
establishing an
incentive program.

Virginia Mason provides own
program for carpool/vanpool
matching service (“Going My Way”
carpool registration service)

a.

Maintain carpool parking rates at no
more than 75% of equivalent SOV
rates

b.

Provide free parking for vanpools

c.

Provide vanpool riders with at least
a 75% subsidy of the full cost of
ridership

2. Increase ridership by:
a.

Continuing an internal program for
carpool/vanpool matching service
(“Going My Way” carpool registration
service)

b.

Promoting the Regional Ride Match
System and Rideshare

Promotes Regional Ride Match
System and Rideshare

1. Support services include:
a.

1. Maintain the cost of HOV commutes
below the cost of SOV commutes:

Three locked bike cages located at
the Ninth Avenue Garage, Benaroya
Garage, and the Lindeman Garage
(total capacity of 75)

b.

Shower facilities available in HRB,
Buck Pavilion and the Inn at Virginia
Mason, with towels provided

c.

Virginia Mason Bicycle Club started
in March 2010 to improve bike
storage, security, shower facilities,
subsidies for frequent riders, etc.

Pedestrian elements are not included in
current TMP.

1. Continue providing support services that
include:
a.

Locked bike cages with weather
protection and a minimum capacity
of 75 parking spaces

b.

Shower facilities and lockers in
multiple locations

c.

Support for the Virginia Mason
Bicycle Club to improve bike storage,
security, shower facilities, and
benefits for frequent riders and to
encourage ridership

1. Develop new programs and incentives to
encourage employees to walk to work or to
walk during their breaks
2. Offer incentives for these activities
through the Personal Health Assessment
rewards program
3. Program benefits will equal those provided
to bicycle commuters..
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Element

Current TMP

Proposed TMP

Marketing

1. “V-Net” Parking and Commuter Services
website provides information for publicizing
events, issuing street closure notices, and
providing training and reminders on the CTR
program

1. Maintain “V-Net” Parking and Commuter
Services website to provide information
for publicizing events, issuing street
closure notices, and providing training and
reminders on the CTR program

Goal: Increase
the campus
population’s
awareness
of program
opportunities and
benefits.

2. Two commuter boards located in the
2. Either maintain the two commuter
lobby of Buck Pavilion and in the lobby of the boards located in the lobby of Buck Pavilion
hospital hallway by Tully’s are updated with
and in the lobby of the hospital, or replace
transit information
with computer terminals that access Metro
3. Commute-trip regulations provided twice trip planning and current traffic conditions
as well as marketing features to reduce SOV
per year in brochure and emailed to all
trips
employees
4. Parking department prepares emails to
all employees advertising program elements
and providing link to website.
5. Conduct a transportation fair in January
and August of each year.
6. Hold transportation contest twice a year
with information and registration provided by
King County Metro

Institutional
Policies
Goal: Establish
policies that
address trip
reduction in
the context of
Virginia Mason
sustainability
initiatives.
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3. Provide commuter program policy
information, program news and updates
at least two times per year in emails to all
employees and links to the Virginia Mason
website describing the policies
4. Conduct a campus-wide transportation
fair twice each year

1. Attend First Hill transportation meetings
once a quarter to work with Swedish,
Harborview and Seattle University on
common projects

1. Continue participation in First Hill
transportation meetings to work with
Swedish, Harborview and Seattle University
on common projects

2. Other Virginia Mason locations each
have their own Employee Transportation
Coordinator (ETC), though Virginia Mason’s
First Hill campus ETC is relied upon for
guidance

2. Participate in city or community-led
transportation initiatives or planning that
affects Virginia Mason
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implement health care delivery tools to
reduce patient trips (potential tools include
increased use of electronic communications
between patients and physicians and the
use of shuttle services or other subsidized
transportation for specific patient groups)
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Element

Current TMP

Proposed TMP

Parking

1. Minimize employee on-site parking:

1. Restrict employee SOV parking onsite during periods of peak demand to
encourage use of non-SOV travel modes

Goal: Manage
parking supplies
to minimize
the need for
additional parking.

a.

Only limited monthly parking is
available at costs comparable
to downtown Seattle parking
rates. Costs range from $179.00
to $230.00/month for parking,
depending on garage.

b.

Staff must park in designated levels
at Benaroya garage

c.

No employee parking on campus
Monday through Friday, between 9
am and 3:45 pm

d.

Early staff entries must be out of
garage by 9 am

e.

On-call and day parking is located
off-campus in the Tate Mason
Garage at 1100 Minor Avenue for
$12/day

f.

Staff parking in Benaroya, Ninth
Avenue and Lindeman Garages
allowed only after 3:45 pm and
on weekends by a red decal and
keycard access

g.

Saturday staff are directed to use
the Benaroya garage as a first option
and are only allowed to park in
Lindeman garage after 1 pm

h.

Staff working overtime are directed
to park in Benaroya, with parking
allowed in Lindeman and Ninth
Avenue Garages only if Benaroya is
full

i.

Main campus-Metropolitan Park
shuttle offers free rides between
Virginia Mason and Metropolitan
Park
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2. Provide shuttle service between Virginia
Mason and Metropolitan Park facilities
3. Unbundle parking from tenant lease
agreements
4. Maintain the minimum parking supply
necessary to support operations while
minimizing impacts to the surrounding
community
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Element

Current TMP

Proposed TMP

Parking continued

2. Offer incentives for alternative methods:
a.

Provide parking stalls for carpool
and vanpool parking

b.

Provide free motorcycle parking

c.

Provide bicycle parking

3. Minimize patient on-site parking:
a.

No free parking for patients

b.

Parking discount of 10% to 25% off
the regular parking rate depending
on the time in the garage

c.

Discount is not valid for valet parking
at the Buck Pavilion

4. Minimize vendor or business parking:
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a.

Vendor parking is limited in amount
and available only at the Benaroya
Garage or Terry/University lot,
and registration must be made in
advance with the parking office

b.

Business parking is limited to the
Benaroya Garage and limited to use
twice per month

c.

Satellite staff on business at main
campus are directed to use the
Benaroya Garage, and use is limited
to twice per week
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Element

Current TMP

Proposed TMP

1. The goal for the TMP shall be to
TMP Regulation 1. The goal for the TMP is adopted from
Seattle’s Major Institution code: “Reduce maintain an SOV commute rate of less than
and Monitoring
Goal: Establish
an SOV goal
and monitoring
program that
meets City
requirements.

the percentage of employees of the
30% as calculated using the CTR survey
Major Institution who commute by single methodology for affected employees
occupant vehicle (SOV) to 50%, excluding 2. Conduct a biennial survey of employee
employees whose work requires the use
travel mode choices in partnership with King
of the private automobile during working County Metro
hours.”
3. Provide annual program reports to the
2. Survey campus employees every two
City of Seattle Department of Transportation,
years to determine commute patterns.
Department of Planning and Development,
3. Submit quarterly reports to the City
and the Standing Advisory Committee.
summarizing parking fees, permits,
transit passes sold and actions to
promote TMP.
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Appendix A

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF MIO DISTRICT
PROPERTIES

Table A.1 Virginia Mason First Hill Campus Properties
Reference
1 Terry Lot
2 Cassel Crag
3 MRI, Blackford

Legal
Block 112,
Lots 8,9,12
Block 111,
Lots 1,4
Block 111,
Lots 5,8

Land Area (SF)

Land Area
(Acres)

1300 Terry

16,800

0.39

1978200351

1218 Terry

15,360

0.35

1978200285

1200 Terry
1000 Seneca
1204 Terry

15,360

0.35

1978200305

Address(es)

King County
Tax ID

4 North Pavilion

Block 110,
Lots 1-8

901 University

61,440

1.41

1978200280

5 BRI

Block 105,
Lots 2,3,6,7
Block 74,
Lots 2,3,6,7
Block 75,
Lot 1
Block 75,
Lot 1
Block 75,
Lots 5,8
Block 75,
Lot 4
Block 75,
Lots 2,3,6,7
Block 104,
Lots 1,4,5

1201 Ninth

35,470

0.81

1978200010

1101 Ninth

28,800

0.66

1979200170

901 Seneca

3,600

0.08

1979200206

911 Seneca

4,080

0.09

1979200205

1100 Ninth

15,360

0.35

1979200225

1120 Seneca

7,680

0.18

1979200220

925 Seneca

38,640

0.89

1979200210

1111 Terry

27,540

0.63

8590901070

1006 Spring

9,180

0.21

8590901105

1117 Boren
1119 Boren

14,400

0.33

8590901075

1111 Boren

14,400

0.33

8590901095

308,110

7.07

6 Ninth Garage
7 Buck
8 Buck
9 Buck
10 Buck
11 Hospital core
12 Hospital core
13 Inn at VM
14 East Hospital
15 East Hospital

Block 104,
Lot 8
Block 104,
Lots 2,3
Block 104,
Lots 6,7

Total Ownership Within Existing MIO District
*Legal plat names are:

-Dennys AA Broadway Addition for Blocks 112, 111, 110, 105; and
-Dennys AA Extension, Terrys 1st for Blocks 74, 75.
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Table A.2 Virginia Mason First Hill Campus Properties 1000 - Madison Block
Address(es)

Land Area (SF)

Land Area
(Acres)

1017 Boren
1019 Boren
1005 Spring
1001 Spring
1007 Spring
None assigned
(associated with
Baroness)
1000 Madison

14,400

0.33

7,200

0.17

8590901035
8590901040
8590901030

7,200

0.17

8590901045

28,800

0.66

8590901050

N/A

3,840

0.088

N/A

Total Ownership Within 1000 Madison Block

57,600

1.41

Total Ownership Within Expanded MIO District

365,710

8.48

Reference
16 Chasselton
17 Baroness

Legal
Block 103,
Lots 2,3
Block 103,
Lot 1

18 Madison
block

Block 103,
Lot 4

19 Madison
block
20 Madison
block alley

Block 103,
Lots 5,6,7,8
Block 103
(north-south
alley)

King County
Tax ID

*Legal plat names are:
-Terrys 2nd Addition for Blocks 104, 103.
Figure A.1 on the following page includes the requested administrative correction to the existing MIO
district boundary map to include a 20-foot portion of Lot 8 of Block 112. This correction was approved in
the previous MIMP but is not correctly shown within MIO boundaries on the current city maps. The area is
shown with cross marks at the north end of the Terry Lot parcel numbered “1” on Figure A.1.
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Appendix B

CONSISTENCY WITH CITY’S COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN GOALS AND POLICIES

SMC 23.69.030 Contents of a Master Plan, Section E, components of the development program, in
subsection 13.a, requests a description of the ways in which the institution will address goals and
applicable policies under Education and Employability and Health in the Human Development Element of
the Comprehensive Plan. The description is to be provided for informational purposes only. The Citizens
Advisory Committee, pursuant to SMC 23.69.032.D.1, may comment on the information but may not
subject these elements to negotiation nor shall such review delay consideration of the Master Plan or the
final recommendation to Council.
The Human Development Element of the Comprehensive Plan has six sections. The two that are
applicable to this analysis include goals and policies contained in the following two sections.
C

Education and Job Skills to Lead an Independent Life

D Effective Disease Prevention, Access to Health Care, Physical and Mental Fitness for Everyone
Only goals that are directly applicable to major institutions are included. A number of the goals in C are
specific to Seattle Public Schools and are not included.
Certain policies pertaining to employment and training are also found in Section A. Labor Force
Education, Development and Training in the Economic Development Element of the Comprehensive Plan.
A description of the ways Virginia Mason will address the applicable goals and policies of this portion of
the Comprehensive Plan is included below following the discussion of applicable goals and policies of the
Human Development Element.
Table B.1 Consistency of Virginia Mason’s MIMP
Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
Human Development Goals and Policies
Vision Statement
The City of Seattle invests in people so
that all families and individuals can meet
their basic needs, share in our economic
prosperity, and participate in building a
safe, healthy, educated, just and caring
community.
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Virginia Mason is unswerving in its focus to improve the health and
well-being of the patients it serves. This focus on improving the health
of the community is directly aligned with the City of Seattle’s goal of
investing in the community.
Virginia Mason’s employment of Seattle’s residents, its revenue
contribution to the community, its role as an educator and its
provision of benefits to the community through numerous activities
and reduced or uncompensated care directly support the City of
Seattle’s Human Development goals.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
C Education and Job Skills to Lead an Independent Life
Goal
HDG4
Promote an excellent education system
The First Hill Major Institutions, including Virginia Mason, train a signifand opportunities for life-long learning for icant percentage of the health care and research practitioners in the
all Seattle residents.
Puget Sound and WAMI (Washington, Alaska, Montana, Idaho) region.
In their partnerships with the University of Washington, Seattle Pacific
University, Seattle University and Seattle Community College, they
provide a substantial role in the development and retention of the intellectual capital of the region. This focus on education has generated
a workforce that is very highly educated, with nearly 30% of downtown
residents having attained a bachelor’s degree or higher.1
The Major Institution’s ability to attract national and international talent, grants, research funding and venture capital places Seattle at the
top of regional centers of innovation in the nation. Seattle was named
Fast Company Magazine’s “City of the Year” based on its high rate of
creativity and innovation.3
Policy
HD15
Strive to support families so their
children can be ready to learn as they
enter school. Help coordinate service
delivery to families and their children
through school-linked programs and
support services.

Tender Loving Care, or TLC, is located on Virginia Mason’s First Hill
campus. TLC provides child care for children ranging in age from
1 year to 12 years old, offering parents the reassurance that their
sick child will be well cared for while they work if the child is too ill to
attend school. Virginia Mason provides child care for its employees at
off-site locations operated by Bright Horizons.

Downtown Seattle Association 2012 State of Downtown Economic Report
Downtown Seattle Association 2012 State of Downtown Economic Report
3
Fast Company, 2009
1
2
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
HD20
Work with schools and other
Virginia Mason strongly supports medical education to ensure its
educational institutions, communitypatients and the community benefit from advances in medical care
based organizations, businesses and
and in the development of future providers:
other governments to develop strong
• Virginia Mason is a premier teaching hospital that offers
linkages between education and training
postgraduate education programs through its Graduate
programs and employability development
Medical Education (GME) Department. All GME postgraduate
resources.
training programs are fully approved by the Accreditation
Council on Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). Virginia
Mason trains more than 100 residents and fellows annually.
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•

Numerous Virginia Mason Medical Center physicians have
faculty appointments at the University of Washington, publish
original research and speak at conferences nationally and
internationally on their areas of expertise.

•

Virginia Mason serves as an internship site for students in a
variety of other health programs, such as nursing, pharmacy,
respiratory therapy and laboratory technology.

•

Virginia Mason’s GME program is partnered with Public
Health – Seattle & King County Health Services Division,
providing 12 residents for the Eastgate Public Health Center,
as well as providing residents at the Carolyn Downs Family
Medical Center, Pike Market Medical Clinic and North Public
Health Center.

•

Virginia Mason provides a 0.5 FTE faculty member every fall,
winter and spring quarter for undergraduate clinical nursing
instruction for the University of Washington School of Nursing.

•

Virginia Mason Institute, or VMI, provides education and
training in the Virginia Mason management method –
known as the Virginia Mason Production System (VMPS)
– to other health care providers and organizations. VMI’s
aim is to advance quality, safety and value by sharing VM’s
knowledge and experience in VMPS. VMI’s education and
training services cover a wide range of needs, from a basic
understanding of the principles and practices that underlie
VMPS, to in-depth education and hands-on work in applying
VMPS methods that can transform an organization. VMI
services include site visits to Virginia Mason, training in tools
and methods, on-site assessments and education, and shortterm and in-depth engagements.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
D Effective Disease Prevention, Access to Health Care, Physical and Mental Fitness for Everyone
Goal
HDG6
Create a healthy environment where
community members are able to practice
healthy living, are well nourished, and
have good access to affordable health
care.

Virginia Mason’s First Hill campus contributes to the health of the
community by providing a vital pedestrian-accessible health care
resource in the heart of First Hill’s residential core, and within easy
walking or transit distance of the downtown employment core. It
also provides a rare, ADA-accessible pedestrian link up First Hill
from downtown through the Pigott Corridor and the Terry Avenue
breezeway. The Virginia Mason campus is frequented by community
neighbors, visitors and workers who enjoy the variety of retail and
public amenities on the campus and in the Pigott Corridor.
Virginia Mason’s restaurant, the Rhododendron, and its cafeteria
are frequented by people looking for quality, well-prepared, healthy
low-cost food. Virginia Mason’s recent opening of the Friday Farmers
Market brings fresh, healthy food into the heart of the First Hill
community.
Virginia Mason’s focus on community health extends past the campus
to providing classes and services through numerous outreach
activities, and through providing students and staff to numerous
community health care organizations.

Policies
HD21
Encourage Seattle residents to adopt
healthy and active lifestyles to improve
their general health and well-being.
Provide opportunities for people to
participate in fitness and recreational
activities and to enjoy available open
space.

Virginia Mason sponsors numerous community activities that support
healthy lifestyles and that generate donations for their research
efforts including sponsoring the Seafair Benaroya Triathlon, the
Seattle Marathon, the Boeing Classic Golf Tournament and other
community activities through the Development Office.
Virginia Mason’s open spaces, including the Pigott Corridor and the
Lindeman patio which hosts the Friday Farmers Market, are enjoyed
by thousands of people each year.
Virginia Mason’s Transportation Demand Management program
encourages staff to commute by bicycle or to walk by providing secure
storage and showing facilities.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
HD22
Work toward the reduction of health risks
and behaviors leading to chronic and
infectious diseases and infant mortality,
with particular emphasis on populations
disproportionately affected by these
conditions.

Virginia Mason conducts medical research through its affiliate,
Benaroya Research Institute at Virginia Mason (BRI), that is directly
targeted at bringing innovations in medicine to the Seattle community
and the world. BRI is focused on identifying causes and cures for
devastating diseases affecting the immune system including diabetes,
arthritis, heart disease and cancer, and through its translational
research activities at the Virginia Mason hospital and clinics is
bringing these research activities into clinical use. This ability to
go from bench to bed is a crucial aspect of BRI’s presence on
Virginia Mason’s First Hill campus and ties the hospital, clinics and
laboratories together into a continuum of innovation.
Virginia Mason also is a pioneer in the development of treatment
options for persons living with HIV and AIDS, and other complex lifethreatening illnesses like ALS and Huntington’s disease. Its BaileyBoushay House is a facility centered on providing exceptional care
for the needs of this complex and challenging population. Its services
range from supportive day health programs through chronic care
management, hospitalizations, skilled nursing and hospice care. Onehalf of all of the people who die of AIDS in King County do so at BaileyBoushay House.
Bailey-Boushay also spearheads a host of programs targeted
at reducing the transmission of HIV and increasing community
awareness of this devastating illness.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
HD23
Work to reduce environmental threats
and hazards to health.
Make use of the City’s building and
fire codes, food licensing and permit
processes, and hazardous materials
and smoking regulations for fire and life
safety protection.
Collaborate through joint efforts among
City agencies, such as fire, police, and
construction and land use to address
health and safety issues in a more
efficient manner.

Virginia Mason is an integral part of the regional disaster-response
team. VM practices a variety of disaster drills, participates in larger
community drills and stands ready to respond to regional needs, in
collaboration with regional first responders.
Virginia Mason has been undergoing a multiyear cleanup of
contaminated soils on the 1000 Madison site. These efforts have
stabilized the contaminants to the degree possible without removing
the existing structures and soil. The redevelopment of this site will
offer the opportunity to complete the remediation.
The majority of Virginia Mason’s existing buildings proposed to be
redeveloped within this Master Plan no longer meet evolving seismic
and other building codes. The cost to upgrade exceeds the cost to
replace.
This aging infrastructure will soon be unable to meet the significant
technical requirements for the provision of health care services, or
more efficient care delivery models, and will need to be replaced.
Virginia Mason is a smoke-free campus and offers smoking cessation
programs to all employees.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
HD24
Seek to improve the quality of, and
access to, health care, including physical
and mental health, emergency medical
and addiction services.

Virginia Mason contributes to the quality of health care in Puget
Sound through a wide range of services at its First Hill and regional
satellite facilities. Virginia Mason has one of Seattle’s largest fullservice emergency rooms.

Collaborate with community
organizations and health providers to
advocate for quality health care and
broader accessibility to services.

Virginia Mason provides a range of mental health and addiction
treatment programs at its facilities and at the Bailey-Boushay House.

Pursue co-location of programs and
services, particularly in under-served
areas and in urban village areas.

Virginia Mason’s main campus is in the urban village of First Hill. It
also improves community access to services by reaching out into
vulnerable communities through its Graduate Medical Education
program, which provides services in collaboration with Public Health
– Seattle & King County Health Services Division in under-served
areas, such as Carolyn Downs Family Medical Center, the Pike Market
Medical Clinic and North Public Health Center.
Virginia Mason is actively involved in health care reform activities and
has recently been in the national spotlight for innovations in care that
improve quality and lower cost. Virginia Mason is now teaching these
innovative techniques through its Virginia Mason Institute (VMI) to
other health care systems and community groups.
Improving health and quality of life extends beyond diagnosis and
treatment. It also requires community health education and outreach
services. Health improvement and outreach services provided by
Virginia Mason include the following:
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•

Community health education, such as classes in the Buse
Diabetes Teaching Center

•

Free health screenings in the community

•

Free flu shots and health screenings for the homeless in
conjunction with United Way of King County’s Community
Resource Exchange

•

Sponsorship of many professionally facilitated support
groups, including brain tumor, Parkinson’s disease, breast
cancer, gastric bypass surgery and prostate cancer groups

•

Bereavement support through its Separation and Loss
Services

•

Leadership roles in several community organizations that
focus on health care
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HD24 continued

Virginia Mason strongly supports medical education to ensure its
patients and the community benefit from advances in medical care
and in the development of future providers:
•

Virginia Mason is a premier teaching hospital that offers
postgraduate education programs through its Graduate
Medical Education Department (GME). All GME postgraduate
training programs are fully approved by the Accreditation
Council on Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). Virginia
Mason trains more than 100 residents and fellows annually.

•

Numerous Virginia Mason Medical Center physicians have
faculty appointments at the University of Washington, publish
original research and speak at conferences nationally and
internationally on their areas of expertise.

•

Virginia Mason serves as an internship site for students in a
variety of other health programs, such as nursing, pharmacy,
respiratory therapy and laboratory technology.

•

Virginia Mason provides a 0.5 FTE faculty member every fall,
winter and spring quarter for undergraduate clinical nursing
instruction for the University of Washington School of Nursing.

HD25
Work with other jurisdictions, institutions
and community organizations to develop
a strong continuum of community-based
long-term care services.

Virginia Mason shares its services on the First Hill campus with Group
Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, Evergreen Medical Center, and
Pacific Medical Center, who refer patients to the First Hill campus from
their locations throughout the region for specialty or inpatient care.
Group Health, Evergreen, and Pacific Medical Center staff work at the
First Hill campus and are integrated into Virginia Mason’s program of
services.
Virginia Mason’s recent strategic partnership with Evergreen Medical
Center – which serves County Public Hospital District number 2
– joins the largest providers of home care and hospice services in
the Puget Sound region, seamlessly extending the continuum of
community-based long-term care services to all of Virginia Mason’s
patients.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
Economic Development Goals and Policies
Goals
EDG1
Add approximately 84,000 jobs in the
city over the 20-year period covered by
this Plan, in order to ensure long-term
economic security and social equity to all
Seattle residents.

Virginia Mason employs more than 5,500 people at eight regional
medical sites and at three sites in Bothell, Georgetown and
Metropolitan Park in Seattle, where administrative support services
are decentralized. More than 460 physicians are employed by
Virginia Mason, and many provide services at more than one location.
Applying normal metrics of 3x the benefit, Virginia Mason Medical
Center is indirectly responsible for the creation of over 15,000 jobs in
the Puget Sound region.
Benaroya Research Institute at Virginia Mason (BRI) houses an
additional 200 researchers and staff, who indirectly generate
another 600 jobs in the Puget Sound region. The Major Institutions
continue to grow at an average rate of 5% a year and include within
their employees staff at all income levels, cultures, languages and
educational status.

EDG2
Recognize that Seattle’s high quality of
life is one of its competitive advantages
and promote economic growth that
maintains and enhances this quality of
life.

Virginia Mason pays a living wage to its employees and offers
generous benefits, including health coverage, retirement options and
significant transit subsidy.
Virginia Mason is a community asset that supports economic growth
and enhances the quality of life in Seattle and the Puget Sound area.
Employers want to locate in communities with first-class health care.
Seattle’s reputation as a leading force in biotechnology attracts the
world’s best physicians and scientists and enhances our international
reputation as innovators in health care research, treatment and delivery.
Seattle is one of the best cities for young professionals (Forbes.com,
May 2010), young adults (The Business Journals, 2011) and families
(Parenting magazine, 2011). Seattle is “the No. 1 post-recession mecca
for young skilled workers” (The Wall Street Journal, October 2009).4
This focus on knowledge-based employment has created a “wealth
island” for Seattle, attracting businesses, talent and wealthier
residents, largely attributed to “its diversified new-age corporate base”
and “the strength of the high-tech sector.”5

4
5

Downtown Seattle Association 2012 State of Downtown Economic Report
Seattle Times, October 25, 2011
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
EDG3
Support the Urban Village Strategy by
encouraging the growth of jobs in Urban
Centers and Hub Urban Villages and by
promoting the health of neighborhood
commercial districts.

Virginia Mason is located adjacent to downtown Seattle and is within
the First Hill/Capitol Hill urban center, one of the densest residential
and employment areas in the state. Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
will maintain and encourage the growth of jobs in this urban center.
Virginia Mason has proposed to expand its MIO to include the 1000
Madison block. The block currently contains small one-story retail
and restaurant uses along Madison Street, the landmarked Baroness
Hotel and the 62-unit Chasselton Court Apartments. All properties
within the block are owned by Virginia Mason. Virginia Mason is
proposing to redevelop the block with major medical institution
uses and to comply with the requirements of the NC-3 zoning along
Madison Street, Boren Avenue and portions of Terry Avenue, which
require street-level uses.
If the proposed expansion to include the 1000 Madison block is
approved, Virginia Mason intends to consider any of the following uses
for potential location at street level along Madison and the portions
of Boren and Terry within the NC3 zoning: medical services such as
optical, eating and drinking establishments, retail sales and services,
indoor sports and recreation, or perhaps lodging uses or additional
open space.
This change will offer both new retail jobs in the street-level retail
development proposed along Madison Street and a significant
growth short-term in construction jobs and longer term in health care
employment.
The neighborhood commercial area would be disrupted during the
construction period. Some or all of those businesses may choose to
move elsewhere on a temporary (during construction) or permanent
basis and may be replaced with other similar uses in the long-term
from uses listed above.
Redevelopment of the block will increase the population in the
immediate area and bring new patients and hospital staff to the street
frontage of Madison Street between Boren and Terry Avenues. It will
offer opportunities to remediate the contaminated soils in the 1000
Madison site and upgrade the buildings to be fully compliant with ADA
and current code standards.
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Major Institution Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
EDG4
Accommodate a broad mix of jobs, while
actively seeking a greater proportion of
living wage jobs that will have greater
benefits to a broad cross-section of the
people of the City and region.
EDG5

See response to EDG1. Virginia Mason is a microcosm of a city and
employs a broad mix of jobs ranging from medical professionals
to food service, technology and education and pays a competitive
compensation package to employees in all jobs.

Encourage the growth of key economic
sectors that build on Seattle’s
competitive advantages to provide
sustained growth in the future.

Health care and education are key economic sectors in Seattle,
providing one out of every six jobs.6 Virginia Mason’s continued growth
in Seattle and the region will not only make the education and health
care sectors more robust, but also will benefit manufacturing, real
estate, government, professional, scientific, technical services and
other sectors of the regional economy by providing their employees
the quality affordable health care they need. Also, see response to
EDG2 above.

EDG6

6

Develop a highly trained local workforce
that effectively competes for meaningful
and productive employment, earns a
living wage and meets the needs of
business.
Policies
ED2

See response to EDG1 and EDG4 above.

Pursue opportunities for growth
and strategic development, where
appropriate, in urban centers and hub
urban villages, which are planned for the
greatest concentrations of jobs and job
growth outside of downtown.

Virginia Mason is proposing to redevelop its campus to a higher
density that reflects the underlying urban center zoning in order to be
responsible stewards of its scarce land resources, contain sprawl and
concentrate health care services where needed.
Also see response to EDG3 above.

Downtown Seattle Association 2012 State of Downtown Economic Report
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ED10
Encourage key sectors of Seattle’s
economy that provide opportunities for
long-term growth. Criteria for identifying
sectors to support include the following:
•

Pay higher-than-average wage
levels;

•

Bring new capital into the
economy, reflecting multiplier
effects other than high wage;

•

Have reasonably good future
growth prospects;

•

Involve a cluster of businesses
engaging in similar activities;

•

Use quality environmental
practices; or

•

Diversify the regional economic
base.

Through the hospital, research facilities and outpatient clinics, Virginia
Mason provides opportunities for long-term growth in the health care
and other sectors of the economy.
Virginia Mason employs many staff in high-wage-earning jobs. The
demand for health care services is expected to steadily grow both to
serve an expanding regional population and to serve the needs of an
aging population.
Virginia Mason’s location on First Hill with Swedish Medical Center,
Harborview Medical Center and other health care providers creates a
cluster of businesses engaging in similar activities.
Virginia Mason’s EnviroMason program is a regional model for
environmental stewardship, and its transportation demand
management program is one of the most successful programs in
the region at encouraging employees to use non-SOV travel in their
commutes. Also see EDG5 above.
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ED12
Seek ways to create a local business
environment that promotes the
establishment, retention and expansion
of high-technology industries in the city.
Where possible, look for opportunities
to link these businesses to existing
research institutions, hospitals,
educational institutions and other
technology business.

First Hill has the unique benefit of hosting four of the region’s 10
Major Institutions, which includes Virginia Mason, inferring upon
the hill a center of emphasis on the health care, life sciences and
education that is unique in the Pacific Northwest. These institutions
are bolstered by and have been foundational incubators to other
internationally acclaimed organizations like the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center and the University of Washington Global
Health program, and are a training and proving ground for developing
regional and global expertise fueling the economic engines of
research and development in organizations like Amgen, Zymogenetics,
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Seattle Biomedical Research
Institute, Cell Therapeutics, Seattle Science Foundation, Dendreon,
Seattle Genetics and many others.
The First Hill institutions train a significant percentage of the health
care and research practitioners in the Puget Sound region. In their
partnerships with the University of Washington, Seattle Pacific
University, Seattle University and Seattle Community College, they
provide a substantial role in the development and retention of the
intellectual capital of the region. Their ability to attract national and
international talent, grants, research funding and venture capital
places Seattle within the top five regional centers of innovation in the
nation.
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Virginia Mason’s Bicycle Club members man the Bike Station in front of Benaroya Research Institute at 9th Avenue and Seneca Street on May 20, 2012, Bike to Work day.
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Appendix C

CONSISTENCY WITH CITY’S TRANSPORTATION
STRATEGIC PLAN, TRANSIT PLAN, PEDESTRIAN
PLAN AND BICYCLE PLAN

The City of Seattle has four transportation-related plans that are intended to form the long-range
planning and short-range work programs of the City’s Department of Transportation:
•

Transportation Strategic Plan (adopted 2005)

•

Transit Master Plan (adopted 2012)

•

Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan. The Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan is a long-term action plan to
make Seattle the most walkable city in the nation. The plan establishes the policies, programs,
design criteria and projects that will further enhance pedestrian safety, comfort and access in all
of Seattle’s neighborhoods. Through the Pedestrian Master Plan, Seattle will make its transportation system more environmentally, economically and socially sustainable (adopted 2009).

•

Seattle Bicycle Master Plan (adopted 2007). The Seattle Bicycle Master Plan defines a set of
actions, to be completed within 10 years, to make Seattle the best community for bicycling in
the United States. By increasing support for bicycling, the city will make its transportation system
more environmentally, economically and socially sustainable.

Only plan elements that are directly applicable to Major Institutions or to Virginia Mason’s location on
First Hill are included in the consistency analysis below.

C.1 Transportation Strategic Plan
The Transportation Strategic Plan (TSP) is the 20-year functional work plan for the Seattle Department of
Transportation (SDOT). The TSP describes the actions SDOT will take to accomplish the goals and policies
in the Comprehensive Plan over the next twenty years.
Chapter 3 of the Transportation Strategic Plan includes seven plan elements: 3.1 Building Urban Villages; 3.2 Make the Best Use of the Streets We Have to Move People, Goods and Services: 3.3 Increase
Transportation Choices; 3.4 Promoting the Economy: Moving Goods and Services; 3.5 Improving the
Environment; 3.6 Connecting to the Region; and 3.7 Protect Our Infrastructure – Operations and Maintenance. Plan elements that are applicable to the Virginia Mason Master Plan are found in elements 3.2
and 3.3.
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Table C.1 Consistency of Virginia Mason’s MIMP With Transportation Strategic Plan
Transportation Strategic Plan Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
3.2 Make the Best Use of the Streets We Have to Move People, Goods and Services
Applicable Goals
TG3
Promote safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian
access throughout the transportation system.

Applicable Policies
T16
Recognize the important function of alleys in the
transportation network. Consider alleys, especially
continuous alleys, a valuable resource for access to
abutting properties to load/unload, locate utilities and
dispose of waste.

Virginia Mason is proposing two pedestrian corridors
through the campus to connect the east end of the
Pigott Corridor (at the corner of University Street and
Ninth Avenue) to Ninth Avenue/Madison Street and
Madison Street/Boren Avenue. The corridors would
be lighted and signed to promote safe and convenient
access for both bicyclists and pedestrians between
First Hill and downtown Seattle.
Virginia Mason is proposing to vacate the alley on
the 1000 Madison block to allow for redevelopment
of the block for major medical services. The alley is
not continuous, as the alleys on the blocks north and
south of this site were previously vacated and are now
built over. Madison Street borders the alley on the
south, and the four lanes of traffic present a barrier to
continuous travel by alley to the south.
Virginia Mason owns all of the property on the 1000
Madison block, so no impacts will occur to other
property owners. As part of redevelopment of the
block, Virginia Mason will provide areas for loading
and unloading, the collection of waste and location of
utilities.
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Transportation Strategic Plan Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
3.3 Increase Transportation Choices
Applicable Goals
TG9

Virginia Mason has an aggressive Transportation
Management Plan (TMP) and has proposed
Provide programs and services to promote transit,
enhancements. See Section 5, Table 19 on page 103
bicycling, walking and carpooling to help reduce car use of the Master Plan.
and SOV trips.
TG11
The stated goal of the Virginia Mason TMP as adopted
from Seattle’s Major Institutional code is to “reduce the
Strive to achieve the following mode choice goals
percentage of employees of the Major Institution who
for use of travel modes through the City’s land use
commute to work by SOV to 50%, excluding employees
strategies and transportation programs:
whose work requires the use of the private automobile
during working hours.” The Land Use Code requires a
Proportion of work trips made using non-SOV modes
reduction of SOV use to 50%. Virginia Mason’s program
has consistently surpassed that goal as demonstrated
First Hill/Capitol Hill 2020 Goal: 50% SOV
by past biennial Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) survey
reports, summarized in Table 18 in Section E of the
Master Plan. Currently 27% of those surveyed commute
by SOV and 46% use transit or rail.
See response to TG11.
TG14
Increase transit ridership and thereby reduce use of
single-occupant vehicles to reduce environmental
degradation and the societal costs associated with their
use.
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Transportation Strategic Plan Goals and Policies Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan
TG16
Create and enhance safe, accessible, attractive and
convenient street and trail networks that are desirable
for walking and bicycling.

To improve connections for pedestrians, Virginia
Mason is proposing to strengthen existing pedestrian
connections at street level through the campus with
focus on two pedestrian corridors
One pedestrian corridor would extend from the east
end of the Pigott Corridor north-south along University,
east-west along Terry to Madison (through an interior
connection in the redeveloped central block, similar to
the current breezeway, and then along the north side of
Madison to Boren. A second pedestrian corridor would
extend north-south along Ninth Avenue between the
east end of the Pigott Corridor and Madison Street. This
is shown graphically in Figure 21 on page 51 in Section
C of the Master Plan.
The intent of the pedestrian corridors are to provide
pedestrian-oriented street-level connections from the
First Hill neighborhood through the Virginia Mason
campus to downtown Seattle. Within these designated
pedestrian corridors, Virginia Mason is proposing
street trees and other landscaping, pedestrian-oriented
lighting, street furniture, special paving, art and
wayfinding (signage). Where appropriate, some of these
measures will be included in the package of public
benefits developed in support of the proposed alley
vacation of the 1000 Madison block.
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TG17
Manage the parking supply to achieve vitality of urban
centers and villages, auto trip reduction and improved
air quality.

Analysis of existing parking utilization and proposed
Master Plan Alternative 6b indicates that the proposed
parking supply of approximately 4,000 stalls would
be sufficient to meet Virginia Mason’s operational
requirements to ensure patient access to facilities
and still minimize the amount of parking provided for
employees.
Changes in transportation travel modes due to light
rail access, implementation of services that allow
improved electronic communication between patients
and physicians, and increases in the cost to operate
a vehicle may reduce the number of parking stalls
needed to serve the increased demand resulting from
Master Plan projects. Provision of new parking stalls
associated with the development of any proposed or
potential projects will be assessed during the project
planning, programming and design phases.

Applicable Policies
T17
Provide, support and promote programs and strategies
aimed at reducing the number of car trips and miles
driven (for work and nonwork purposes) to increase the
efficiency of the transportation system.
T20
Work with transit providers to provide transit service
that is accessible to most of the city’s residences and
businesses. Pursue strategies that make transit safe,
secure, comfortable and affordable.
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See response to TG11.

See response to TG11. Virginia Mason provides
financial support for Metro Bus route 211 and
participates in the Transit Now agreement along with
Swedish and Harborview Medical Centers to increase
service to the King Street Station and the ferry
terminal.
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T24
Work with transit providers to design and operate
transit facilities and services to make connections
within the transit system and other modes safe and
convenient. Integrate transit stops, stations and hubs
into existing communities and business districts to
make it easy for people to ride transit and reach local
businesses. Minimize negative environmental and
economic impacts of transit service and facilities on
surrounding areas.

Virginia Mason is served by a variety of transit options.
Buses traveling along Madison Street, Seneca Street,
Ninth Avenue and Boren Avenue provide links to
downtown, Seattle neighborhoods and suburban
cities. The transit stops within or adjacent to Virginia
Mason’s property are shown on Figure 22 in Section C
of the Master Plan. Virginia Mason intends to work with
Metro Transit to identify ways in which Virginia Mason
could improve landscaping, lighting, wayfinding or other
pedestrian-scale amenities around the bus stops within
the boundaries of Virginia Mason property to enhance
the transit rider’s experience. These improvements
would be implemented as street frontages are
redeveloped, or as routine landscaping or sidewalk
maintenance is performed.
A streetcar line is under construction along Broadway
connecting the light-rail station on Capitol Hill near
Seattle Central Community College on the north end to
the Yesler Terrace/International District on the south
end with downtown Seattle. The nearest stop to Virginia
Mason would be at Broadway Avenue and Marion
Street, approximately four blocks southeast of Virginia
Mason.

T25

Bus Rapid Transit and significant transit improvements
are planned along Madison Street per the City of
Seattle Department of Transportation’s recently
adopted 2012 Transit Master Plan. Virginia Mason
will work closely with the City to implement the
recommendations within the plan as the 1000 Madison
block is redeveloped. This planned redevelopment
offers the opportunity to realize the vision of this plan.
See response to T24.

Work with transit providers to ensure that the design of
stations and alignments will improve how people move
through and perceive the city, contribute positively to
Seattle’s civic identity and reflect the cultural identity of
the communities in which they are located.
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T30
Improve mobility and safe access for walking and
bicycling, and create incentives to promote nonmotorized travel to employment centers, commercial
districts, transit stations, schools and major
institutions, and recreational destinations.

T33

As described in Table 19 of Section E of the Master
Plan (TMP), Virginia Mason provides 75% transit
subsidy for bus, ferry and trains through the ORCA
program; provides a guaranteed ride home in case of
family emergency; provides Zipcar access to employees
for personal and business use (five hours each per
month); and provides fleet vehicles for business use.
All are intended as incentives to promote nonmotorized
travel to work.
See response to TG16 and T24.

Accelerate the maintenance, development and
improvement of existing pedestrian facilities, including
public stairways. Give special consideration to access
to recommended school walking routes; access to
transit, public facilities, social services and community
centers; and access within and between urban villages
for people with disabilities and special needs.
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S7.

See response to T16.

Encourage the retention of alleys for service and access
to property.
Improved alleys are an important part of Seattle’s
street network. The primary purpose of alleys is to
provide for access to adjacent properties, utilities and
service functions. Wherever possible, it is important
that service and utility functions be located in alleys
to protect the character of the adjacent streets that
serve a broader purpose, such as access to property
by pedestrians, bicyclists, transit patrons as well as
for street trees and landscaping and other amenities.
In neighborhood business districts, SDOT may allow
adjacent property owners to provide pedestrianoriented design features in the alley. SDOT makes these
decisions on a case by case basis and requires that the
alley’s primary purpose is met, public safety issues are
addressed and the property owner agrees to maintain
the improvements. SDOT will continue to work with
City Council, the Seattle Design Commission, property
owners and community groups to retain alleys for
their primary purpose through project review for alley
vacations and improvements.
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C.2 Transit Master Plan
The City of Seattle Transit Master Plan is a 20-year plan that identifies the types of transit facilities, services, programs and system features that will be required to meet Seattle’s transit needs through 2030.
The Transit Master Plan identifies capital investment priorities needed to establish a network of top quality, frequent transit services that meets the travel needs of most Seattle residents and workers. The TMP
evaluates and recommends preferred transit modes for high priority corridors and sets a framework for
implementing corridor-based transit improvements in close coordination with other modal needs.
Consistent with broader transportation system goals, the Transit Master Plan will guide the City of Seattle
in developing a complete transit system that:
• Makes riding transit easier and more desirable, bringing more people to transit for more types of
trips
• Uses transit to create a transportation system responsive to the needs of people for whom transit
is a necessity (e.g., youth, seniors, people with disabilities, low-income populations, people
without autos)
• Uses transit as a tool to meet Seattle’s sustainability, growth management and economic
development goals
• Creates great places at locations in neighborhoods where modes connect to facilitate seamless
integration of the pedestrian, bicycle and transit networks
• Balances system implementation with fiscal, operational and policy constraints
• The TMP directs the SDOT to make capital and service investments to help achieve this vision
and goals. A strong set of policies will ensure that capital investments are optimized to create a
more sustainable, economically resilient and equitable city.
The Virginia Mason Master Plan is supportive of a number of strategies found in Chapter 2 of the Transit
Master Plan as described in Table C.2. Only those strategies that are applicable to Virginia Mason or its
location on First Hill are included in Table C.2 on page 136.
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Table C.2 Consistency of Virginia Mason’s MIMP With Transit Master Plan Strategies
Transit Master Plan Strategies

Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Strategy: Invest in Programs That Build Transit Ridership
Develop a Safe Routes to Transit (SR2T) Program:
The goal of an SR2T program is to reduce physical
barriers to transit use, making access to public transit
easier and more convenient. The program should be
designed to improve pedestrian, bicycle and motor
vehicle movement around high-volume transit stops
and stations. SR2T could also provide an opportunity
for neighborhoods to submit projects for funding
consideration each year. Funding for an SR2T program
could leverage local match funds from neighborhood
groups or private developers interested in improving
transit access around station areas or in priority bus
corridors. An SR2T program could be structured to
complement development incentives in transit station
areas or priority corridors. Activities could include the
following:

•

Secure bicycle storage at transit stations and stops

•

Safety enhancements for pedestrian and bicycle
access to transit hubs, stations and stops

Virginia Mason’s existing and proposed Transportation
Management Plans include the following measures to
support bicycle use:

•

Locked bike cages with weather protection and a
minimum capacity of 75 parking spaces

•

Shower facilities and lockers in multiple locations

•

Support for the Virginia Mason Bicycle Club to
encourage ridership and improve bike storage,
security, shower facilities and benefits for frequent
riders.
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Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Develop Transit Information and Wayfinding Standards:

To improve connections for pedestrians and bicyclists,
Virginia Mason is proposing to strengthen existing
pedestrian connections at street level through the
campus with focus on two pedestrian corridors:
between the corner of the Pigott Corridor at the corner
of University/Ninth Avenue and Madison/Boren, and
between the Pigott Corridor along Ninth Avenue to
Madison Street as shown in Figure 21 on page 51 in
Section C of the Master Plan.

Challenging topography, multiple transit providers and
recently introduced rail transit modes have created
significant variability in public information for accessing
transit and navigating a complex network of services in
Seattle. The TMP (see Chapter 5) identifies guidelines
and design standards for enhancing public information
and wayfinding. SDOT should build on the work of the
TMP and develop a detailed set of standards to govern
transit wayfinding in Seattle and to coordinate with
other modal and neighborhood-specific wayfinding
programs. This effort would:

•

Develop design standards and specifications for
wayfinding improvements, including simplified
maps and signs to help orient transit users and
others toward facilities in specific areas (e.g.,
Center City, near a rail station, in an urban village
commercial district)

•

Facilitate coordination between Sound Transit,
Metro and other transit operators regarding public
information provided at intermodal hubs such
as King Street Station, downtown Seattle transit
tunnel stations and transfer points

•

Develop standards for coordination of pedestrian
and bicycle wayfinding

•

Develop standards to ensure transit information is
included in neighborhood wayfinding programs
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One pedestrian corridor would extend from the east
end of the Pigott Corridor north-south along University,
east-west along Terry to Madison (through an interior
connection in the redeveloped central block, similar to
the current breezeway, and then along the north side of
Madison to Boren. A second pedestrian corridor would
extend north-south along Ninth Avenue between the
east end of the Pigott Corridor and Madison Street.
The intent of the pedestrian corridors is to provide
pedestrian-oriented street-level connections from the
First Hill neighborhood through the Virginia Mason
campus to downtown Seattle. Within these designated
pedestrian corridors, Virginia Mason is proposing
street trees and other landscaping, pedestrian-oriented
lighting, street furniture, special paving, art and
wayfinding (signage). Where appropriate, some of these
measures will be included in the package of public
benefits developed in support of the proposed alley
vacation of the 1000 Madison block.
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Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Virginia Mason is within the center city area and the
MIMP provides for growth in facilities and patients,
while encouraging transit use and discouraging
The City of Seattle, King County, and Seattle businesses vehicle use through the elements of the proposed
and institutions already support a strong suite of
Transportation Management Program. See Table
transportation demand management (TDM) programs. 19 in Section E of the Master Plan, which describes
Still, further investment in TDM remains among the
the existing and proposed enhancements to Virginia
most cost-effective ways to support growth in transit
Mason’s TMP.
ridership and encourage Seattle residents and workers
As a major employer in Seattle, Virginia Mason
to get out of their cars and try walking, biking and
contributes to the funding of transit improvements
transit. TDM programs that could be particularly
through taxes, subsidy of transit routes and subsidy of
effective in Seattle and would add to the suite of
employee transit passes.
programs already in place include the following:
Invest in Transportation Demand Management
Programs That Increase Transit Use:

Develop programs that help employees realize the
true cost of parking by making transit more pricecompetitive with driving: Parking cash out is an
effective employer-based strategy that allows an
employer to charge employees for parking while giving
employees a bonus or pay increase to offset the
cost of parking. Employees may use this increase to
pay for parking or may choose an alternative mode
and “pocket” the difference. Other similar employerbased financial incentive programs include: allowing
employees to purchase individual days of parking on a
prorated basis comparable to monthly rates; providing
a few free days of parking each month for employees
who usually commute using a non-SOV mode; offering
lower parking rates to carpools and vanpools; and
offering cash in lieu of free parking to provide a choice
for employees.

Virginia Mason also participates in a group that
coordinates with Metro and SDOT to support First Hill
transit planning.
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Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Develop Transit Corridor Zoning Overlays:

The TMP identifies Madison Street as a future transit
corridor. The MIMP provides additional setback and
Transit-supportive overlay zoning should be expanded
wider-than-required sidewalks on Madison Street to
beyond light-rail station areas to transit-supported
support pedestrian circulation, transit stops and small
urban villages, urban centers and commercial corridors.
businesses, and to enhance the streetscape.
This expansion could be coordinated with regional
efforts being led by Puget Sound Regional Council
The proposed MIMP provides for enhancements to
streetscapes within the Master Plan boundary to
(PSRC) to develop model transit overlay ordinance
encourage pedestrian travel, provide bicycle facilities
language. Recommended elements of an effective
and create stronger links to transit stops.
overlay zone ordinance could include expansion of
policies that require or incentivize:

•

Increased development capacity

•

Zoning setbacks in redevelopment corridors where
additional right of way may be needed to support
transit, bicycle or pedestrian facilities (e.g., Fifth
Avenue near Seattle Center)

•

Improved building frontages at transit stations
or stops on High Capacity Transit or Priority Bus
Corridors, including promoting the active use
of building frontages for passenger shelter and
providing ground floor windows

•

Allowing outdoor seating for restaurants and
pedestrian-oriented accessory uses, such as flower,
food or drink stands

•

Requirements that paved areas contain pedestrian
amenities such as benches, drinking fountains,
and other design elements (e.g., public art,
planters, kiosks, overhead weather protection) and
provide physical separation from driving lanes with
landscaping or planters

•

Limitations on driveways that cross sidewalks
where pedestrians access transit

•

Review and enhance existing requirements for
bicycle parking

•

Requirements for bicycle parking
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C.3 Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan
The Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan is a long-term action plan to make Seattle the most walkable city
in the nation. The plan establishes the policies, programs, design criteria and projects that will further
enhance pedestrian safety, comfort and access in all of Seattle’s neighborhoods. Through the Pedestrian
Master Plan, Seattle will make its transportation system more environmentally, economically and socially
sustainable.
In order to do this, the plan identifies actions, projects and programs to achieve the goals of safety, equity, vibrancy and health. These four goals and their relationship to the MIMP are described below.
Table C.3 Consistency of Virginia Mason’s MIMP With Seattle Pedestrian Master Plan Strategies
Pedestrian Master Plan Strategies

Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Safety: Reduce the number and severity of crashes
involving pedestrians

To improve connections for pedestrians, Virginia
Mason is proposing to strengthen existing pedestrian
connections at street level through the campus with
focus on two pedestrian corridors: between the corner
of the Pigott Corridor at the corner of University/
Ninth Avenue and Madison/Boren, and between the
Pigott Corridor along Ninth Avenue to Madison Street
as shown in Figure 21 on page 51 in Section C of the
Master Plan.
One pedestrian corridor would extend from the east
end of the Pigott Corridor north-south along University,
east-west along Terry to Madison (through an interior
connection in the redeveloped central block, similar
to the current breezeway, and then along the face of
Madison to Boren. A second pedestrian corridor would
extend north-south along Ninth Avenue between the
east end of the Pigott Corridor and Madison Street.
The intent of the pedestrian corridors are to provide
pedestrian-oriented street--level connections from the
First Hill neighborhood through the Virginia Mason
campus to downtown Seattle. Within these designated
pedestrian corridors, Virginia Mason is proposing
street trees and other landscaping, pedestrian-oriented
lighting, street furniture, special paving, art and
wayfinding (signage). Where appropriate, some of these
measures will be included in the package of public
benefits developed in support of the proposed alley
vacation of the 1000 Madison block.
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Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Safety (continued)

See Section 3.9 of the MIMP EIS for a discussion of
pedestrian-related collisions in the vicinity of Virginia
Mason. It is anticipated that Master Plan projects would
include improvements to adjacent sidewalks and street
crossings within the Master Plan boundary to enhance
pedestrian circulation and safety.
Section D.13 of the MIMP describes how Virginia
Mason, through its community outreach and education
programs, serves the community in this area.
It is anticipated that Master Plan projects would
include improvements to adjacent sidewalks and
street crossings within the Master Plan boundary
to enhance pedestrian circulation and safety. The
portion of the Master Plan area along Madison Street
will be redeveloped and include a wider sidewalk and
provisions for pedestrian amenities that will support
pedestrian circulation and local businesses.
Virginia Mason, through its community outreach
and education programs, provides services to the
community that encourage healthy living and general
wellness in the First Hill neighborhood. These programs
include the Personal Health assessment program
for employees, which rewards employees for healthy
behaviors including walking with financial and other
incentives; the Farmers Market in the warmer months
on the Lindeman Pavilion patio, which encourages
neighbors, patients, visitors and staff to come out for
healthy foods; the multitude of classes and therapies
stressing walking as a critical component of a patient’s
lifestyle; and the focus on walking for patients as a
critical step in transitioning from hospital to home.

Equity: Make Seattle a more walkable city for all
through equity in public engagement, service delivery,
accessibility and capital investments
Vibrancy: Develop a pedestrian environment that
sustains healthy communities and supports a vibrant
economy

Health: Raise awareness of the important role of walking in promoting health and preventing disease
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C.4 Seattle Bicycle Master Plan
Adopted in 2007, the Seattle Bicycle Master Plan defines a set of actions, to be completed within 10
years, to make Seattle the best community for bicycling in the United States. By increasing support for
bicycling, the city will make its transportation system more environmentally, economically and socially
sustainable. Those actions that are applicable to Virginia Mason are included in C.4.
Table C.4 Consistency of Virginia Mason’s MIMP With Seattle Bicycle Master Plan Strategies
Bicycle Master Plan Strategies

Consistency of Virginia Mason’s Master Plan

Goal 1: Increase use of bicycling in Seattle for all trip
purposes.

The Transportation Management Program as
described in Section E of the MIMP contains elements
to subsidize and encourage bicycle use by Virginia
Mason employees. Virginia Mason also supports the
Virginia Mason Bicycle Club, which provides support to
bicyclists and evaluates program components.
Virginia Mason provides support for bicycle use
as a commuting mode, and this support includes
information on bicycle safety.
Virginia Mason’s existing and proposed Transportation
Management Plans include the following measures to
support bicycle use:

Goal 2: Improve safety of bicyclists throughout Seattle.
Reduce the rate of bicycle crashes by one-third between 2007 and 2017.
Goal 2: Objective 2: Provide supporting facilities to
make bicycle transportation more convenient. In order
for bicycling to be a fully viable form of transportation
in Seattle, other programs and facilities are needed to
complement the Bicycle Facility Network. This includes •
integrated bicycle and transit services, adequate
bicycle parking at all destinations, showers at employ•
ment centers, convenient repair services, and coordina•
tion with a variety of other essential components of a
multimodal transportation system.
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Locked bike cages with weather protection and a
minimum capacity of 75 parking spaces
Shower facilities and lockers in multiple locations
Support for the Virginia Mason Bicycle Club to
encourage ridership and to improve bike storage,
security, shower facilities, and benefits for frequent
riders.
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Appendix D

PUBLIC MEETINGS ON THE VIRGINIA MASON
MEDICAL CENTER MAJOR INSTITUTION
MASTER PLAN

D.1 List of Public Meetings Held on the Virginia Mason Medical Center
8/23/2010

Virginia Mason Filed Notice of Intent with the City of Seattle

11/1/2010

Citizens Advisory Committee selected

12/2/2010

Citizens Advisory Committee forming meeting

12/8/2010

Virginia Mason filed the Concept Plan with the City of Seattle

12/8/2010

Meeting with DPD

12/16/2010

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #1

1/3/2011

City initiates the SEPA process, signs go up notifying the neighborhood

1/26/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee Meeting - SEPA scoping meeting #2

2/8/2011

Meeting with City of Seattle Office of Housing

2/17/2011

Meeting with City of Seattle DPD on SEPA scoping

3/1/2011

Start tours of existing Virginia Mason campus for CAC members - occur over next 3 months

4/7/2011

Meeting with SDOT to discuss street impacts of concept plan

4/27/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting on Preliminary Draft Master Plan #3

5/25/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting on Preliminary Draft Master Plan #4

6/22/11

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting on Preliminary Draft - working session #5

7/12/2011

Presentation to the First Hill Improvement Association on Preliminary Draft Master Plan

7/27/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting on Preliminary Draft Master Plan #6

8/6/2011

Presentation to the Parkview condominium Homeowners Association

8/24/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #7 on PDMIMP and PDEIS CAC letter

9/27/2011

Meeting with DPD and EIS consulting team to discuss schedule changes

10/26/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #8 to review path forward

11/19/201

Community Workshop held on Vision for VM campus - meeting #9

12/7/2011

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #10 to review workshop findings

1/11/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #11 reviews draft Goals and Objectives

1/25/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #12 cancelled due to snowstorm impacts

2/22/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #12 held on massing options

3/14/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #13 held on height, bulk and scale - concept
6b approved by the members present
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5/23/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #14 held on Design Guidelines

6/27/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #15 held on Draft EIS contents

7/19/2012

DPD published Notice of Availability of Draft EIS, Draft MIMP & Draft Design Guidelines

7/25/2012

8/22/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #16 held to begin developing comments on
Draft MIMP and Design Guidelines
Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #17 held to continue developing comments on
Draft MIMP and Design Guidelines
Public Meeting to receive comments on Draft EIS, Draft MIMP and Design Guidelines

8/22/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #18 held to develop comments on Draft EIS

9/20/2012

Meeting with SDOT on Design Guidelines

9/24/2012

Meeting with Office of Housing on housing replacement

9/26/2012

Citizens Advisory Committee meeting #19 held to discuss VM and DPD responses to
CAC comments on DEIS and Draft MIMP

8/8/2012
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DESIGN GUIDELINES
(Under Separate Cover)
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SEATTLE CITY COUNCIL FINDINGS,
CONCLUSIONS AND DECISION
(Attached)
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APPENDIX G
Swedish Medical Center First Hill Campus
Final Major Institution Master Plan document – 14 March 2005

APPENDIX F
presentation to CAC by Terrie Martin Consulting, 16 January 2014
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KING	
  COUNTY	
  65+	
  POPULATION	
  

Major	
  Trends	
  in	
  Health	
  Care	
  Delivery	
  
	
  
	
  

THE	
  CONTEXT	
  

•
•
•
•

Improved	
  access	
  to	
  the	
  right	
  care	
  at	
  the	
  right	
  
Ame	
  
Shia	
  from	
  inpaAent	
  to	
  outpaAent	
  
Improved	
  outcomes	
  
Integrated	
  systems	
  of	
  care	
  
– Hospital	
  mergers	
  

•
•
•
•

BeNer	
  care	
  for	
  lower	
  cost	
  
Prudent	
  use	
  of	
  technologies	
  
Changing/evolving	
  reimbursement	
  systems	
  	
  
Breakthroughs	
  in	
  research	
  
– IntegraAon	
  of	
  clinical	
  care	
  and	
  research	
  
– InnovaAve	
  technologies	
  

•

Challenges	
  in	
  medical	
  professional	
  staﬃng	
  
– OpSmize	
  precious	
  resources	
  

•

Aging	
  physical	
  infrastructure	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

MAJOR	
  HEALTH	
  CARE	
  TRENDS	
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  SLU	
  PC	
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  Hospitals	
  /	
  Emergency	
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Medical	
  Centers	
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  Hill	
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Special	
  Equipment,	
  e.g.	
  Cath	
  Labs,	
  
specialized	
  Surgeries,	
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  Knife	
  

	
  INTEGRATED	
  SYSTEM	
  COMPONENTS	
  

Program	
  Volumes	
  
Demographics	
  

PaAents	
  in	
  Beds	
  
Research/Clinic	
  MDs	
   By	
  Age	
  
EducaAon	
  Users	
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  Rates	
  	
  
Hotel	
  Guests	
  
Long	
  Term	
  Care	
  
Residents	
  	
  
	
  

Future	
  Intent	
  
Role	
  within	
  the	
  
System	
  of	
  Care	
  
Emerging	
  
technology	
  &	
  care	
  
trends	
  
	
  
	
  

Space	
  benchmarks	
  

Future	
  
Volume	
  &	
  
Space	
  
Needs	
  

Plan	
  for	
  ‘right	
  
sizing’	
  spaces	
  
	
  

Allowances	
  for	
  
development	
  
within	
  constraints	
  
of	
  exisAng	
  
condiAons	
  
	
  	
  

	
  FORECASTS	
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  by	
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  change,	
  service	
  demand,	
  ACA	
  (new	
  
paAents),	
  and	
  average	
  length	
  of	
  stay.	
  	
  

	
  VOLUME	
  FORECASTS	
  

Clinical	
  and	
  Research	
  MDs	
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  &	
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  by	
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  bed	
  growth,	
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specialty	
  programs,	
  and	
  expanding	
  to	
  meet	
  needs	
  of	
  ACA.	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  VOLUME	
  FORECASTS	
  

Hotel	
  Rooms	
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Hotel	
  Room	
  forecast	
  primarily	
  inﬂuenced	
  by	
  inpaAent	
  bed	
  growth.	
  	
  Some	
  beds	
  set	
  
aside	
  for	
  outpaAents	
  coming	
  from	
  out-‐of-‐town	
  for	
  treatment.	
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EducaAon	
  forecast	
  inﬂuenced	
  by	
  increases	
  in	
  paAent	
  volumes	
  driving	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  
addiAonal	
  staﬀ,	
  staﬀ	
  training	
  for	
  new	
  technology	
  and	
  data/record	
  systems,	
  
residency	
  programs,	
  and	
  other	
  teaching	
  and	
  training.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

VOLUME	
  FORECASTS	
  

Long	
  Term	
  Care/Assisted	
  Living/Skilled	
  Nursing	
  Beds	
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Long	
  Term	
  Care	
  forecast	
  assumes	
  Seafle	
  Rehab	
  Center	
  maintains	
  exisAng	
  program.	
  	
  
AddiAonal	
  development	
  on	
  campus	
  is	
  assumed	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  mix	
  of	
  acute	
  rehab	
  and	
  
assisted	
  living.	
  	
  Size	
  is	
  based	
  on	
  operaAonal	
  consideraAons.	
  	
  	
  

	
  VOLUME	
  FORECASTS	
  

Building	
  Gross	
  Square	
  Feet	
  
Year	
  

ExisSng	
  

2023	
  

2040	
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  541,300	
  	
  

	
  1,014,000	
  	
  

	
  1,350,000	
  	
  

Clinical/Research	
  

	
  427,000	
  	
  

	
  1,014,000	
  	
  

	
  1,250,000	
  	
  

EducaAon	
  

	
  73,000	
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Hotel	
  

	
  12,500	
  	
  

	
  40,000	
  	
  

	
  80,000	
  	
  

Long	
  Term	
  Care	
  

	
  43,000	
  	
  

	
  93,000	
  	
  

	
  220,000	
  	
  

Other	
  Support	
  

	
  50,000	
  	
  

	
  50,000	
  	
  

	
  50,000	
  	
  

	
  1,146,800	
  	
  

	
  2,311,000	
  	
  

	
  3,100,000	
  	
  

TOTAL	
  

CAMPUS	
  SPACE	
  NEED	
  PROJECTIONS	
  

APPENDIX E
materials concerning Providence acquisition of Swedish in 2012


Seattle Times article about Providence acquisition of Swedish, 1 February 2012



initial articles of incorporation for Western HealthConnect, filed 29 December 2011



amended articles of incorporation for Western HealthConnect, filed 27 January 2012



amended and restated bylaws of Western HealthConnect, effective 1 February 2012



restated articles of incorporation for Providence Health & Services – Western
Washington, effective 1 February 2012



restated bylaws for Providence Health & Services – Western Washington, effective
1 February 2012



restated articles of incorporation for Swedish Health Services, effective 1 February
2012



restated articles of incorporation for Swedish Edmonds, effective 1 February 2012
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Swedish alliance with Providence is now complete
Formerly independent Swedish Health Services is now part of a division of Providence
Health & Services, officials announced Wednesday.
By Carol M. Ostrom
The affiliation between Swedish Health Services and
Providence Health & Services is official, chief executives
from the two organizations announced Wednesday.
The agreement between Providence, a much larger
organization, and Swedish will create a new organization for
the greater Puget Sound area, including all of Swedish’s
operations in King and South Snohomish counties, and
Providence’s operations in King, Snohomish, Thurston and
Lewis counties.
Patients will see no difference in how they access care,
officials said, other than having an electronic medical record
available through more providers in a larger area.
Swedish’s Dr. Rod Hochman, currently president and CEO,
will move to an expanded role as one of two group presidents
for Providence’s five-state system. In that role, he will oversee
clinical quality, physician services, human resources and
communication for the Providence system; in addition, he will
be in charge of the Oregon and Washington operations.
Kevin Brown, previously Swedish’s chief strategy officer and administrator for Ballard, Issaquah, Mill
Creek and Redmond facilities, will become new CEO for Swedish Health Services.
When the two systems first announced their tentative agreement in October — before receiving approval
from state and federal antitrust authorities — they were careful to say it was not a merger or acquisition.
However, under the agreement, formerly independent Swedish becomes a part of a division of
Providence, which controls an overseeing board.
The two organizations emphasize that each system will keep its name, and Swedish will remain a
nonreligious organization, despite its announcement late last year that it would no longer perform elective
abortions, but instead would help underwrite a Planned Parenthood center adjacent to its Seattle hospital.

The decision, which Swedish said was made “out of respect for the affiliation,” was controversial among
women’s rights groups and those who fear Catholic control of health-care providers will foreclose
reproductive or end-of-life options. Swedish said there would be no change to its current end-of-life care
policy.
Both hospital systems announced late last year that they had budget shortfalls, and subsequently each
made substantial job cuts.
In an interview Wednesday, Hochman said Swedish was financially healthy and could have stayed
independent. But the question, in a time of crisis for health care nationally, was “survive – or thrive,” he
said. “Consolidation in health care is inevitable in order to achieve some of the goals.”
In a joint statement, the two systems said the affiliation would allow both organizations “to collaborate to
better deliver health care to the region.”
Dr. John Koster, Providence Health & Services president and CEO, said in an interview that the intent of
the agreement is to improve the quality of care. “That’s how costs come down,” he added.
In addition, he said, the partnership creates a large “repository of intellectual capital” and the ability to
disseminate bright ideas to improve care throughout a large network of providers.
Eric Earling, spokesman for Premera Blue Cross, one of the state’s largest insurers, said that in the past,
Premera has observed that, “mergers can create market-dominant positions that sometimes result in
increased costs to our members.” But in this case, he added, “we are encouraged by the stated desire by
Providence and Swedish to enhance quality of care and control costs for their patients and our members.”
Regence BlueShield spokeswoman Rachelle Cunningham said because cost is the top issue in health care
today, Regence would work very closely with Swedish and Providence to “deliver on their commitments
to lower health-care costs to our members and our community.”
Swedish Health Services, based in Seattle, operates five hospitals and more than 70 primary care clinics,
with about 11,000 workers.
Renton-based Providence Health & Services operates 27 hospitals and various other medical facilities
throughout a five-state region from Alaska to California, and employs about 53,000 workers.
Arnie Schaffer, previously overseeing Providence operations in Alaska, Washington, Montana and
California, will become chief executive of the new Western Washington Region created by the
agreement. He will be responsible for affiliation operations and integration between Swedish and
Providence.
Carol M. Ostrom: 206-464-2249 or costrom@seattletimes.com
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I, SAM REED, Secretary of State of the State of Washington and custodian of its seal,
hereby issue this

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

to
WESTERN HEALTHCONNECT
alan WA Non-Profit Corporation. Charter documents are effective on the date indicated
below.

Date: 12/29/2011
UBI Number: 603-169-266

Given LInder my hand and the Seal of the State
of Washington at Olympia, the State Capital

Sam Reed, Secretary of Slate
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SAM REED
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~
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See attached detailed instructions

I

STATE OF WASHINGTON

o

Filing Fee $30.00

o

Filing Fee with Expedited Service $80.00

I

U81 Num,,"

I

603 169266

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Chapter 24.03 RCW
ARTICLE 1
NAME OF CORPORATION:
Westem HealthConnect

(MAY NOT contain any of the fol/owng designations or abbreviations of: Cotporation. Company, Incorporated.
Limited. Limited Partnership. Limited Liabilly Company. (T Limited Liablity Partnership. If one of the prohibited
designations is used. it will be removed when processed.)

ARTICLE 2
EFFECTIVE DATE OF INCORPORATION: (Please check 2!l§ of the following)
!i
Upon filing by the Secretary of State

o

..

Specific Date:
(Specified effective date must be within 90 days AFTER the
ArUcles of Incorporation have been filed by the Office of the Secretary of State)

ARTICLE 3
TENURE: (Please check one of the following and indIcate the date if applicable)
i1
Perpetual e,cistence
o
Specific terTTl of existence
(Number of years or date of termination)
ARTICLE 4
PURPOSE FOR WHICH THE NONPROFIT IS ORGANIZED: (ff necessary, attach additional information)
See Attachment A.

ARTICLE 5
IN THE EVENT OF A VOLUNTARY DISSOLUTION, THE NET ASSETS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED AS
FOLLOWS: (if necessary, attach additional information)_S_e_e_A_tta_c_h_m_en_t_A_"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NonProfit Corporation. Incorporotiol)

Washington SccrctBryofState.

Revised 0)/09

I

'.'

Pa e 2 of2

ARTICLE 6
NAME AND ADDRESS OF EACH INITIAL DIRECTOR: (If necessary, attach additional names and add1l1sses)
Name: See Attachment A.
Addre~:

____________________________________________________________________

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State.___ Zip Code __________________

ARTICLE 7
NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE WASHINGTON STATE REGISTERED AGENT:
Name: Cindy Fein Strauss
Physical Location Address (required):
Swedish HeaHh Services, 747 Broadway

City Seattle

WA Zip Code _9_6_12_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mailing or Postal Address (optional):
Same as above.

City _____________-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ WA Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CONSENT TO SERVE AS REGISTERED AGENT:
I consent to serve as Registered Agent in the State of Washington for the above named corporation, I
understand it will be my responsibility to accept Service of Process on behalf of the corporation; to forward mail
to the corporation; and to immediately notify the Office of the Secretary of State if I resign or change the
Regi red
Ice A~~r~~ /\. r> A.
JI

") "6~ V CAJ"'6 ~

X

Cindy Fein Strauss

Printed Name

ARTICLE 8
NAME, ADDRESS AND SIGNATURE OF EACH INCORPORATOR:
(ff necessary, attach addlional names, addresses and siqnatuf8s)
Name: Cindy Fein Strauss
Addre~:

y_______________________________________
____S_we
__d_is_h_H_e_a_nh_S_e_N_i_~_S_._74_7_B_r_oa_dw
__a_

City Seattle

State WA

Zip Code _98_1_2_2____________

reby "er;uted under penaltJu of perjury, and Is, to the best of my kno

Cindy F. Strau;;s. President

Printed NamefTitle

~

rIge,

lI

we and convrt
206.628.2512

Phone

Important note: If your nonprofit organization is currently fund raising, or plans to fundraise from the
public, It may also be required to register with the Charities Program of the Secretary of State.
Registration with the Charities Program Is separate from, and In adcfttion to, filings required under
corporate law. Please visit the Charities Program website at www.sos.wa.gov/charltiesl to review the
registration requirements and fonns for Charitable Organizations.
NonProfit Corporation. incorporaJion

Washington Secretary of Stale

Revised 01109

Attaclunent to Articles of Incorporation
Page J of I
West~m HeaIthCoIlllect
ATTACHMENT A

Article 4
This Corporation is organized and shall be operated exclusively for the benefit and
support of, to perfonn the functions of and to carry out the charitable, educational and scientific
purposes of Swedish Health Services, a Washington non-stock corporation ("SHS"), so long as
SHS is and shall remain a tax-exempt organization described in Sections 501(c)(3) and 509(a)( 1)
or 509(a)(2) of the Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code"). In furtherance of such charitable
purposes, the Corporation may, to the extent consistent with such purposes, take such actions and
perform such acts to accomplish such purposes with all powers conferred on nonprofit
corporations under the laws of the State of Washington, subject to the limitations imposed on its
actions under Section 501(c)(3) and 509(a)(3) of the Code. This COll'oration shall be operated
exclusively for charitable and scientific purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the
Code, in the course of which operation:
(a)
No part of the net earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of,
or be distributable to, any private shareholder or individual, except that the Corporation shall be
authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make
payments and distributions in furtherance of the purposes set forth herein;
(b)
No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall be the carrying
on of propaganda, or otherwise anempting to influence legislation, and the Corporation shall not
participate in, or intervene in (including the publi~hing or distribution of statements) any political
campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office except as authorized Wlder the Code; and
(c)
The Corporation shall not carry on any other activities not permitted to be
carried on 0) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 50](c)(3) of the
Code or (ii) by a corporation contributions to which are deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the
Code.
Article 5
Upon the dissolution or liquidation of the CorPoration, the assets of the Corporation not
disposed of in discharging the Corporation's lia,bilities or otherwise distributed in accordance
with applicable legal requirements, shall be distributed to SHS, or to such organization or
organizations as shall be determined by the Board of Trustees of the Corporation and which are
organized and operated exclusively for charitable, scientific or educational purposes and that at
the time qualify as an exempt organization or organizations under Section 50 1(c)(3) and Section
509(a)(1) or 509(a)(2) of the Code. Any such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed by a
coun of competent jurisdiction of the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is
then located, exclusively for such purposes or to such organizations, as such court shall
determine, that are organized and operated exclusively for such purposes.

Article 6
Cindy Strauss, President,
WA 98122-4307

Swedish Health Services, Administration, 747 Broad~ay, Seanle

Dan Dixon, VP and Secretary,
Seanle WA 98122-4307
Janice Newell, Treasurer,
WA 98122-4307

Swedish Health Services, Administration, 747 Broadway,

Swedish Health Services, Administration, 747 Broadway, Seanle
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ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT
Chapter 24.03 RCW
SECTION 1
NAME OF CORPORATION: (as currently recorded with the Office of the Secretary of State)
Western HealthConnect

SECTION 2
ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT WERE ADOPTED BY: (please check and complete one of the following)

D

The amendment was adopted by a meeting of members held: (Date) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A quorum was present at the meeting and the amendment received at least two-thirds of the votes
which members present or represented by proxy were entitled to cast.

IZI

The amendment was adopted by a consent in writing and signed by all members entitled to vote.

D

There are no members that have voting rights. The amendment received a majority vote of the directors
at a board meeting held: (Date) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SECTION 3
AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES ON FILE: (if necessary, attach additional information)
See Attachment A

SECTION 4
EFFECTIVE DATE OF ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT: (please check one of the following)

D

o

Upon filing by the Secretary of State
Specific Date: February 1, 2012
(Specified effective date must be within 30 days AFTER the Articles of
Amendment have been filed by the Office of the Secretary of State)

SECTION 5
der penalties of petjury, and is, to the best of m knowledge, true and correct

'ndy F. Strauss, President
Printed Name and Title
Nonprofit Corporation - Amendment

Washington Secretary of State

206.628.2512
Phone
Revised 07/10

Attachment to Amended Articles of Incorporation
Western HealthConnect
Page 1 of 1

ATTACHMENT A
Article 4
This Corporation is organized and shall be operated exclusively for the benefit and
support of, to perfonn the functions of and to carry out the charitable, educational and scientific
purposes of Swedish Health Services, a Washington nonprofit corporation ("SHS"), Swedish
Edmonds, a Washington nonprofit corporation ("SE"), and Providence Health & ServicesWestern Washington, a Washington nonprofit corporation ("PHS-WW") (collectively, the
"Health Care Corporations"), so long as each corporation is described in Sections 501(c)(3) and
509(a)(1) or 509(a)(2) of the Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code"). SHS and SE are engaged
in the delivery of health care services and at all times retain their secular identity and charitable
purposes, consistent with SHS' s 100 year history of service to the community. PHS-WW is
engaged in the delivery of health care services and shall at all times retain its Catholic identity
and adherence to Catholic Church teaching and its existing charitable purpose, consistent with its
150 year history of service in the Western United States. As the sole member ofSHS and SE and
a co-member of PHS-WW, the Corporation shall create a western Washington regional health
care delivery system with a common culture that respects the identity, history, philosophy and
values of each of the Health Care Corporations that would support significant improvements in
health care delivery and outcomes within the context of nonprofit, charitable ownership. In
furtherance of such charitable purposes, the Corporation may, to the extent consistent with such
purposes, take such actions and perfonn such acts to accomplish such purposes with all powers
conferred on nonprofit corporations under the laws of the State of Washington, subject to the
limitations imposed on its actions under Section 501(c)(3) and 509(a)(3) of the Code. This
Corporation shall be operated exclusively for charitable and educational purposes within the
meaning of Section 50 1(c)(3) of the Code, in the course of which operation:
(a)
No part of the net earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of,
or be distributable to, any private shareholder or individual, except that the Corporation shall be
authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make
payments and distributions in furtherance ofthe purposes set forth herein;
(b)
No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall be the carrying
on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the Corporation shall not
participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of statements) any political
campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office except as authorized under the Code; and
(c)
The Corporation shall not carryon any other activities not pennitted to be
carried on (i) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Code or (ii) by a corporation contributions to which are deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the
Code.
Article 5
Upon the dissolution or liquidation of the Corporation, the assets of the Corporation not
disposed of in discharging the Corporation's liabilities or otherwise distributed in accordance
with applicable legal requirements, shall be distributed to such organization or organizations as
shall be detennined by the Board of Directors of the Corporation and which are organized and
operated exclusively for charitable, scientific or educational purposes and that at the time qualify

as an exempt organization or organizations under Section 501(c)(3) and Section 509(a)(l) or
509(a)(2) of the Code. Any such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed by a court of
competent jurisdiction of the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is then
located, exclusively for such purposes or to such organizations, as such court shall detennine,
that are organized and operated exclusively for such purposes.
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AMENDED AND RESTATED BYLAWS
OF
WESTERN HEALTHCONNECT
ARTICLE I
THE CORPORATION IN GENERAL
1.1
NAME AND DESCRIPTION. The name of the corporation shall be Western
HealthConnect ("Corporation"). It is a nonprofit corporation organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Washington.
1.2
PURPOSES. This Corporation is organized and shall be operated exclusively for
the benefit and support of, to perform the functions of and to carry out the charitable, educational
and scientific purposes of Swedish Health Services, a Washington nonprofit corporation
("SHS"), Swedish Edmonds, a Washington nonprofit corporation ("SE"), and Providence Health
& Services-Western Washington, a Washington nonprofit corporation ("PHS-WW")
(collectively, the "Health Care Corporations"), so long as each corporation is described in
Sections 501(c)(3) and 509(a)(1) or 509(a)(2) of the Code of 1986, as amended (the "Code").
SHS and SE are engaged in the delivery of health care services and at all times retain their
secular identity and charitable purposes, consistent with SHS' s 100 year history of service to the
community. PHS-WW is engaged in the delivery of health care services and shall at all times
retain its Catholic identity and adherence to Catholic Church teaching and its existing charitable
purpose, consistent with its 150 year history of service in the Western United States. As the sole
member of SHS and SE and a co-member of PHS-WW, the Corporation shall create a western
Washington regional health care delivery system with a common culture that respects the
identity, history, philosophy and values of each of the Health Care Corporations that would
support significant improvements in health care delivery and outcomes within the context of
nonprofit, charitable ownership. In furtherance of such charitable purposes, the Corporation may,
to the extent consistent with such purposes, take such actions and perform such acts to
accomplish such purposes with all powers conferred on nonprofit corporations under the laws of
the State of Washington, subject to the limitations imposed on its actions under Section 501(c)(3)
and 509(a)(3) of the Code. This Corporation shall be operated exclusively for charitable and
educational purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, in the course of
which operation:
1.2.1 No part of the net earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of,
or be distributable to, any private shareholder or individual, except that the Corporation
shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered
and to make payments and distributions in furtherance of the purposes set forth herein;
1.2.2 No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall be the carrying
on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation, and the Corporation
shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or distribution of
statements) any political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office except as
authorized under the Code; and
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1.2.3 The Corporation shall not carryon any other activities not permitted to be
carried on (i) by a corporation exempt from federal income tax under Section S01(c)(3) of
the Code or (ii) by a corporation contributions to which are deductible under Section
170(c)(2) of the Code.
1.3
LOCATION. The principal office of the Corporation shall be located at c/o
Swedish Health Services, Administration, 747 Broadway, Seattle, Washington 98122-4307.
ARTICLE II
MEMBERS
The Corporation shall have no members. Any provision of law requiring notice to, the
presence of, or the vote, consent or other action of members of a corporation shall be satisfied by
notice to, the presence of, or the vote, consent or other action of the Board of Directors (the
"Board") of the Corporation.
ARTICLE III
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE CORPORATION
3.1
POWER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. The Board of the Corporation
shall exercise general governance and control of the mission and business affairs of the
Corporation and shall have and exercise all of the powers which may be exercised or performed
by the Corporation under the laws of the State of Washington and these Bylaws.
3.2
COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD. The Board shall consist of the same
individuals as those then currently serving on the Board of Directors of PH&S-WW (each, a
"Director"). Each officer and member of the Board would serve in hislher individual capacity
and not as a representative, or on behalf of, any other organization. In carrying out their
respective responsibilities, the officers and members of the Board would act in the best interest
of the Corporation, and specifically would not act as representatives of Providence Health &
Services or its affiliates. Appointment, term, and removal of a member of the Board of Directors
from PH&S-WW shall constitute appointment, term of office, and removal from such
individual's service as a member of the Board of this Corporation. In the event a member of the
Board of Directors of PH&S-WW shall resign, such resignation shall automatically cause the
resignation of such individual as a Director of this Corporation.
3.3
CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD. The Chairperson of the Board shall be the
same individual then serving as Chairperson of the Board of Directors of PH&S-WW. Such
Chairperson of the Board of this Corporation shall serve in such capacity so long as such
individual is serving as the Chairperson of the Board of Directors ofPH&S-WW.
3.4
ACTING CHAIR. Any individuals serving as the Acting Chair of the Board of
Directors of PH&S-WW shall also serve as the Acting Chair of this Corporation.
3.S

MEETINGS AND PROCEDURAL RULES.

3.S.1 Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of the Board shall be held by
December 31 of each year. Such meeting shall be held at the principal office of the
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Corporation or at such place as may be designated from time to time by the Chairperson.
The purposes of the annual meeting shall include, without limitation, electing officers as
herein provided and transacting such other business as shall be necessary or desirable.
3.5.2 Regular Meetings of the Board. Regular meetings of the Board shall
occur at least four (4) times a year at such time and place as the Directors shall provide
by resolution.
3.5.3 Special Meetings of the Board. Special meetings of the Board may be
called upon written request by two (2) or more Directors, the Chairperson of the Board or
the PresidentiChiefExecutive Officer.
3.5.4 Notice of Board Meetings. Written notice of all Board meetings shall be
mailed by first class mail, personally delivered, or sent by electronic transmission
pursuant to Section 18.5 to each Director at least five (5) days before the date of the
meeting, which notice shall in the case of special meetings state the nature of the business
to be taken up at the meeting. If mailed, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered
when deposited in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the Director at their
address as it appears in the records of the Corporation.
3.5.5 Quorum. For all meetings of the Board (other than for action taken by
unanimous written consent), a quorum shall be a simple majority of the Directors then
serving unless a greater majority is required by law or by these Bylaws.
3.5.6 Action by Unanimous Written Consent. Waiver of notice of any Board
meeting or any action required to be taken at a meeting of the Board, or any other action
which may be taken at a meeting of the Board, may be taken without a meeting if a
consent in writing, setting forth the actions so taken, is signed by all the Directors entitled
to vote with respect to the subject matter thereof. Any consent signed by all the Directors
shall have the same effect as a unanimous vote.
3.5.7 Telephonic Meetings. Directors may participate in and act at any meeting
of such Board by means of conference telephone, videoconference or similar
communication equipment by which all persons participating in the meeting can hear
each other at the same time. Participation in such a meeting shall constitute presence in
person at the meeting.
3.5.8 Voting. Voting on any question or in any election may be by voice, unless
the individual presiding at the meeting shall order, or a Director shall demand, that voting
be by ballot.
3.5.9 Manner of Acting. Each Director shall be entitled to one vote on all
matters voted on at any meeting. Except as otherwise provided by law, the Articles of
Incorporation, or these Bylaws, the act of a majority of the Directors present at the
meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the Board.
3.5.10 Compensation/Reimbursement of Directors.
Directors may receive
reasonable compensation for their services as Directors, as determined from time to time
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by the Member. Directors shall be reimbursed for reasonable expenses of attendance at
meetings or when on other business of the Corporation.
3.5.11 Board Evaluation. The Board shall annually evaluate their performance.
3.6
PRESUMPTION OF ASSENT. Any Director who is present at a meeting of the
Board at which action on any corporate matter is taken shall be conclusively presumed to have
assented to the action taken unless (1) he/she abstains and hislher abstention is recorded in the
minutes of the Corporation; (2) hislher dissent shall be entered in the minutes of the meeting; (3)
he/she shall file hislher written dissent to such action with the person acting as the secretary of
the meeting before the adjournment thereof; or (4) he/she shall forward such dissent by
registered mail to the Secretary of the Corporation immediately after the adjournment of the
meeting. The right to dissent shall not apply to a Director who voted in favor of an action.
ARTICLE IV
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION
4.1
OFFICERS. The officers of the Corporation shall be the President/Chief
Executive Officer, one or more Vice President(s), a Secretary and a Treasurer and such other
officers as may be elected from time to time by the Board. The officers of this Corporation shall
be the same individuals serving as the officers of PH&S-WW. The powers and duties of the
officers shall be as set forth in these Bylaws and as otherwise designated from time to time by
the Board, to the extent consistent with law, the Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation and
these Bylaws. Any number of offices may be held by the same person except that the Secretary
may not serve concurrently as the President. In the event such officer either resigns or is
otherwise removed as an officer of PH&S-WW, such officer's office with this Corporation shall
automatically terminate as of the effective date of their removal or resignation as an officer of
PH&S-WW.
4.2
PRESIDENT/CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. The President/Chief Executive
Officer shall be the chief executive officer of the Corporation and shall be the direct executive
representative of the Board in the management of the Corporation. The President/Chief
Executive Officer shall have and exercise general management and supervision of the affairs of
the Corporation.
4.3
VICE PRESIDENT(S). The Vice President(s) shall perform such duties as are
established from time to time by the Board and shall report to the President/Chief Executive
Officer. In all other matters, the Vice President(s) shall function in accordance with the specific
powers which have been delegated to them by the Board andlor the President/Chief Executive
Officer.
TREASURER. The Treasurer shall have general charge and responsibility
4.4
relating to the financial concerns of the Corporation. The Treasurer shall perform such other
duties and functions as may from time to time be designated by the Board, subject to the overall
control of such Board. The Treasurer shall be responsible for causing an audited financial
statement to be provided to the Board at least annually.
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4.5
SECRETARY. The Secretary shall be the custodian of and shall maintain the
corporate books and records, the minutes of the meetings of the Board and assure that all
required notices are duly given in accordance with these Bylaws, the Articles of Incorporation of
the Corporation or as otherwise may be required by law. The Secretary shall, in general, perform
all duties incident to the office of Secretary, subject to the control of the Board and shall do and
perform such other duties as may be assigned from time to time by the Board.
ASSISTANT TREASURERS AND ASSISTANT SECRETARIES. The assistant
4.6
treasurers and assistant secretaries shall perform such duties as shall be assigned to them by the
Treasurer or Secretary, respectively, or by the PresidentiChiefExecutive Officer or the Board.
4.7
ADDITIONAL OFFICERS. The Board by resolution may create such additional
and special offices as may be necessary or desirable in addition to those described herein and
may by such resolution provide for the election by the Board of any person to perform the duties
and exercise the authority of such office.
4.8
DELEGATION. The Board may delegate temporarily the powers and duties of
any officer, in case of such officer's absence or for any other reason, to any other officer, and
may authorize the delegation by an officer of any such officer's powers and duties to any agent
or employee subject to the general supervision of such officer.
ARTICLE V
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
The Corporation shall have the same committees, committee members, and concurrent
committee meetings with those committees established by PHS-WW. This Corporation's
committees shall meet concurrently with the PHS-WW Board committees established pursuant
to the PHS-WW Bylaws. The Board committee charters and other rules for functioning of such
committees of this Corporation shall be identical to those ofPHS-WW.
ARTICLE VI
REGIONAL MISSION
The Corporation shall support the Health Care Corporations in accomplishing specific
mission-based goals and objectives arising from its activities in the service area, including the
goals outlined in Section 1.2 of the Affiliation Agreement dated January 26, 2012, entered into
by and among Corporation, SHS, SE, PHS-WW, Providence Ministries, Providence Health &
Services and Providence Health & Services-Washington.
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ARTICLE VII
VOTING UPON STOCK OF OTHER CORPORATIONS
Unless otherwise ordered by the Board and subject to the direction, if any, given by the
Board, any officer of this Corporation shall have full power and authority on behalf of the
Corporation to vote either in person or by proxy at any meeting of stockholders of any
corporation in which this Corporation may hold stock or otherwise have an opportunity to vote,
and at such meeting may possess and exercise all the rights and powers incident to the ownership
of such stock or membership which, as the owner thereof, this Corporation might have possessed
and exercised if present.
ARTICLE VIII
CONFLICT AND DUALITY OF INTERESTS
Any Director, officer, employee, Community Board member or committee member
having an interest in a transaction, contract or other matter presented to the Board or a committee
thereof for authorization, approval or ratification shall provide prompt, full and frank disclosure
of his or her interest to the Board or committee prior to its acting on such contract or transaction.
The body to which such disclosure is made shall determine, by a majority vote, whether a duality
or conflict of interest exists or can reasonably be construed to exist. If a conflict is deemed to
exist, such person shall not vote on, nor use his or her personal influence on, nor participate
(other than to present factual information or to respond to questions) in the discussions or
deliberations with respect to, such contract or transactions. Such person may be counted in
determining the existence of a quorum at any meeting where the contract or transaction is under
discussion or is being voted upon. The minutes of the meeting shall reflect the disclosure made,
the vote thereon and, where applicable, the abstention from voting and participation, and whether
a quorum is present. This Corporation may also adopt policies from time to time more clearly
setting forth any requirements regarding disclosure and actions relating to duality or conflicts of
interest.
ARTICLE IX
INDEMNIFICATION
9.1

DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this Article IX:

9.1.1 "Director" means an individual who is or was a Director of the
Corporation or an individual who, while a Director of the Corporation, is or was serving at the
Corporation's request as a Director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of another
foreign or domestic corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plans, or other
enterprise. "Director" includes, unless the context requires otherwise, the estate or personal
representative of a Director.
9.1.2 "Liability" means the obligation to pay a judgment, settlement, penalty or
fine, including an excise tax assessment with respect to an employee benefit plan, or reasonable
expenses incurred with respect to a proceeding.
9.1.3 "Official Capacity" means:
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(i) when used with respect to a Director, the office of
Director in the Corporation; and
(ii) when used with respect to an officer, the elective
or appointive office in the Corporation held by that individual.
9.1.4 "Proceeding" means any threatened, pending, or completed action, suit,
or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative and whether
formal or informal.
ACTION NOT BY OR IN THE RIGHT OF THE CORPORATION. The
9.2
Corporation shall indemnify any Director or officer who was or is a party or is threatened to be
made a party to any Proceeding (other than an action by or in the right of the Corporation) by
reason of the fact that he/she is or was a Director or officer of the Corporation against judgments,
penalties, fines, settlements and reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees, actually and
reasonably incurred by the Director or officer in connection with the Proceeding if he/she
conducted himselflherself in good faith and:
9.2.1 in the case of conduct in his/her own Official Capacity with the
Corporation, he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be in the Corporation's best
interests; or
9.2.2 in all other cases, he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be at least
not opposed to the Corporation's best interests; and
9.2.3 in the case of any criminal proceeding, he/she had no reasonable cause to
believe hislher conduct was unlawful.
The termination of any Proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or
upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, be determinative that the
Director or officer did not meet the requisite standard of conduct set forth in this Section 9.2.
9.3
ACTION BY OR IN THE RIGHT OF THE CORPORATION. The Corporation
shall indemnify any Director or officer who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party
to any Proceeding by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that he/she is or was
a Director or officer of the Corporation against reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees,
actually and reasonably incurred by himlher in connection with such Proceeding if he/she
conducted himselflherself in good faith and:
9.3.1 in the case of conduct in hislher Official Capacity with the Corporation,
he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be in the Corporation's best interests; or
9.3.2 in all other cases, he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be at least
not opposed to the Corporation's best interests, provided that no indemnification shall be
made pursuant to this Section 9.3 in respect of any Proceeding in which such person shall
have been adjudged to be liable to the Corporation.
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9.4
LIMITATION ON INDEMNIFICATION. A Director or officer shall not be
indemnified under this Article in respect of any Proceeding, whether or not involving action in
hislher Official Capacity, in which he/she shall have been adjudged to be liable on the basis that
the Director or officer personally received a benefit in money, property, or services to which the
Director or officer was not legally entitled.
EXPENSES IF SUCCESSFUL. To the extent that the Director or officer of the
9.5
Corporation has been successful on the merits or otherwise in the defense of any Proceeding
referred to in this Article, he/she shall be indemnified against reasonable expenses, including
attorneys' fees, incurred by himlher in connection with the Proceeding.
AUTHORIZATION. No indemnification shall be made by the Corporation
9.6
unless the Corporation is authorized upon the Board's determination that indemnification of the
Director or officer is permissible under the facts and circumstances because he/she has met the
applicable standard of conduct set forth in this Article. Such determination shall be made: (a) by
the Board by a majority vote of a quorum consisting of Directors not at the time parties to the
Proceeding; (b) if a quorum is unobtainable, by majority vote of a committee duly designated by
the Board, in which designation Directors who are parties may participate, consisting solely of
two or more Directors not at the time parties to the Proceeding; or (c) in a written opinion by
legal counsel (other than an attorney or a firm having associated with it an attorney, who has
been retained by or who has performed services within the past three (3) years for the
Corporation or any party to be indemnified) selected by the Board or a committee thereof by vote
as set forth in (a) or (b) of this Section.
9.7
ADVANCE PAYMENT.
Reasonable expenses incurred in defending a
Proceeding may be paid by the Corporation in advance of final disposition of the Proceeding: (a)
upon receipt by the Corporation of a written undertaking by or on behalf of the Director or
officer to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that the Director or officer has
not met the standard of conduct necessary for indemnification by the Corporation as authorized
by this Article; and (b) upon receipt by the Corporation of a written affirmation by the Director
or officer of hislher good faith belief that he/she has met the standard of conduct necessary for
indemnification by the Corporation as authorized in this Article.
9.8
INSURANCE. The Corporation shall have the power to purchase and maintain
insurance on behalf of an individual who is or was a Director or officer of the Corporation or
who, while a Director or officer of the Corporation, is or was serving at the request of the
Corporation as a Director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of another foreign or
domestic corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan, or other enterprise,
against liabilities asserted against or incurred by the individual in that capacity or arising from
the individual's status as a Director, officer, employee, or agent, whether or not the Corporation
would have the power to indemnify the individual against the same Liability under these Bylaws
or the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act.
NONEXCLUSIVITY. The indemnification and advancement of expenses
9.9
provided by, or granted pursuant to this Article of these Bylaws shall not be deemed exclusive of
any other rights to which any present or former Director or officer of the Corporation may be
entitled by contract, policy or otherwise under applicable law.
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9.10 PERMISSIVE INDEMNIFICATION. The Board may establish policies to
indemnify members of the medical staff, community boards, employees and others providing
service to the Corporation.
9 .11 WASHINGTON LAW. Notwithstanding the indemnification provided under this
Article of the Bylaws, indemnification to any person by the Corporation shall only occur in
compliance with the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act.
ARTICLE X
FISCAL YEAR
The fiscal year of this Corporation shall commence on January 1 and end on December
31 of each year.
ARTICLE XI
PROHIBITION AGAINST SHARING IN CORPORATE EARNINGS
No Director, officer, employee, committee member or other person connected or
affiliated with this Corporation, and no other private individual, shall receive at any time any of
the net earnings or pecuniary profit from the operations of this Corporation, provided that this
Corporation shall not prevent the payment to any such person of such reasonable compensation
for services rendered to or for this Corporation in effecting any of its purposes as such
compensation shall be fixed by the Board; and no such person or persons shall possess any
proprietary right in or to the property of this Corporation or be entitled to share in the distribution
of any of the corporate assets upon dissolution of this Corporation.
ARTICLE XII
DISSOLUTION OF THE CORPORATION
Upon the dissolution or liquidation of the Corporation, the assets of the Corporation not
disposed of in discharging the Corporation's liabilities or otherwise distributed in accordance
with applicable legal requirements, shall be distributed to such organization or organizations as
shall be determined by the Board of the Corporation and which are organized and operated
exclusively for charitable, scientific or educational purposes and that at the time qualify as an
exempt organization or organizations under Section 501(c)(3) and Section 509(a)(1) or 509(a)(2)
of the Code. Any such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed by a court of competent
jurisdiction of the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is then located,
exclusively for such purposes or to such organizations, as such court shall determine, that are
organized and operated exclusively for such purposes.
ARTICLE XIII
INVESTMENTS
Except as otherwise provided in the Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation, this
Corporation shall have the right to retain all or any part of any securities or property acquired by
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it in whatever manner, and to invest and reinvest any funds held by it, according to the judgment
of the Board.
ARTICLE XIV
EXEMPT ACTIVITIES
Notwithstanding any other provisions of these Bylaws, a Director, officer, employee or
agent of this Corporation shall not take any action or carry out any activity by or on behalf of the
Corporation that is not permitted to be taken or carried on by an organization exempt from
federal taxation under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, as now exists or as may hereafter be
amended.
ARTICLE XV
AMENDMENTS
The Board shall regularly review these Bylaws and adopt any revisions to these Bylaws,
including any revisions necessary to conform to applicable requirements of state or federal law
and/or accreditation standards.
ARTICLE XVI
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
16.1 DEPOSITORIES. All funds of the Corporation not otherwise employed shall be
deposited from time to time to the credit of the Corporation in such banks, financial institutions,
mutual funds or other depositories as the Board may designate.
16.2 CHECKS. All checks, drafts, or other orders for the payment of money issued in
the name of the Corporation shall be signed by such officer or officers or person or persons
(whether or not officers of Corporation) in such manner as shall from time to time be determined
by the Board.
16.3 CONTRACTS AND INSTRUMENTS. Subject to any limitations contained in
these Bylaws or by resolution of the Board, all deeds, mortgages, bonds and other contracts or
instruments of the Corporation shall be signed on behalf of this Corporation by the
President/Chief Executive Officer or any other officer.
16.4 AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES. The Board may appoint such agents and
representatives of the Corporation with such powers and with the authority to perform such acts
or duties on behalf of the Corporation as the Board may deem appropriate, consistent with these
Bylaws, the Articles ofIncorporation ofthe Corporation and applicable law.
16.5 ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
the Board and Board Committees may utilize electronic communications such as e-mail, faxes
and other electronic communications for purposes of distributing notices of meetings, voting by
ballot or otherwise, executing unanimous written consents as otherwise authorized by these
Bylaws, and for all other legitimate purposes of communicating.
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Dated this 26th day of January, 2012 to be effective on February 1,2012.

C~~

President dtheCOiporation
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FILED
SECRETARY OF STATE
,tAN

27 2012

STATE OF WASHINGTON

RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
PROVIDENCE HEALTH & SERVICES-WESTERN WASHINGTON

Pursuant to the provisions of RCW 24.03.183 of the Washington Nonprofit
Corporation Law, the undersigned corporation adopts the following Restated Articles of
Incorporation:

,

ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of the corporation shall be Providence Health & Services-Western
Washington, (the "Corporation").
ARTICLE"
DURATION
The Corporation shall have perpetual existence.

ARTICLE III
PURPOSES
The purposes for which the Corporation has been formed are as follows:
3.1
To establish, operate, manage and maintain for charitable
purposes, hospitals, nursing homes, and other health care, educational, and social
service facilities and programs designed to meet the health, educational and social
needs of all people;
To provide scientific research and educational, charitable and such
3.2
other activities, services and programs related to its health care, educational and social
service facilities and services;
3.3
To engage in other charitable works which are consistent with the
objectives of the Corporation and the mission and values of Providence Health &
Services and Western HealthConnect, a Washington nonprofit corporation ("WHC"), and
guided by the tradition and charism of the Sisters of Providence, as appropriate; and
To do any and all other things in furtherance of these purposes
3.4
which are consistent with the laws of the State of Washington, the Articles and Bylaws of
Providence Health & Services and the Roman Catholic moral tradition as articulated in
documents such as The Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Care
Services.

ARTICLE IV
TAX EXEMPT STATUS

The Corporation is organized and is to be operated exclusively for charitable,
religious, educational and scientific purposes. No part of the net earnings of the
Corporation shall inure to the benefit of, or be distributed to, the Directors, Officers or
other private persons, except that the Corporation is authorized and empowered to pay
reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make payments and
distributions in furtherance of its exempt purposes. No substantial part of the activities
of the Corporation shall be the carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to
influence legislation, and the Corporation shall not participate in, or intervene in
(including the publication or distribution of statements) any political campaign on behalf
of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. The Corporation shall not carry on
any other activities not permitted to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from
Federal income tax under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended (or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue
Law) (the "Code") or (b) by a corporation, contributions to which are deductible under
Section 170(c)(2) of the Code (or the corresponding provision of any future United
States Internal Revenue Law).
ARTICLE V
MEMBERS

The Members of the Corporation are Providence Ministries ("Providence"), an
unincorporated association, and WHC.
ARTICLE VI
AMENDMENTS

The power to alter, amend or repeal the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of
the Corporation shall be vested exclusively in the Members of the Corporation.
ARTICLE VII
DISSOLUTION

Upon dissolution of the Corporation, the Board of Directors shall, after paying or
making provision for the payment of all of the liabilities of the Corporation, dispose of all
of the assets of the Corporation to Providence Health & Services-Washington or to its
designee, provided that such recipient entity is organized and operated exclusively for
charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes, and qualifies as an exempt
organization under 501 (c)(3) of the Code (or the corresponding provision of any future
United States Internal Revenue Law). If, at the time of dissolution, Providence Health &
ServiceS-Washington is in not existence, is not an exempt organization under the Code,
or makes no such designation, the Board of Directors shall dispose of all the corporate
assets to Providence or its designee, provided that such recipient entity is still in

existence and is organized and operated exclusively for charitable, educational,
religious or scientific purposes, and qualifies as an exempt organization under the
Code. If, at the time of dissolution, Providence is not in existence, is not an exempt
organization under the Code, or makes no such designation, the Board of Directors
shall dispose of all the corporate assets to any other organization(s) selected by the
Sisters of Providence, General Administration, Montreal, provided that each such
recipient entity is organized and operated exclusively for charitable, educational,
religious or scientific purposes and qualifies as an exempt organization under the Code.

ARTICLE VIII
RESTATED ARTICLES

These Restated Articles of Incorporation correctly set forth without change the
provisions of the Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation as amended and these
Restated Articles of Incorporation supersede the original Articles of Incorporation and all
amendments thereto.
* * *

The foregoing Restated Articles of Incorporation of Providence Health & Services
-Western Washington were adopted by its Member on January 10,2012, to be
effective on February 1, 2012.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned Secretary of the above named
corporation has executed these Restated Articles of Incorporation.
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RESTATED BYLAWS
OF
PROVIDENCE HEALTH & SERVICES-WESTERN WASHINGTON

ARTICLE I
THE CORPORATION IN GENERAL
1.1
NAME AND DESCRIPTION. The name of the corporation shall be Providence
Health & Services-Western Washington ("Corporation"). It is a nonprofit corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Washington. It is a Roman Catholic
institution, sponsored by Providence Ministries.
1.2
follows:

PURPOSES. The purposes for which the Corporation has been fonned are as

1.2.1 To establish, operate, manage and maintain for charitable purposes,
hospitals, nursing homes, and other health care, educational, and social service facilities
and programs designed to meet the health, educational and social needs of all people;
1.2.2 To provide scientific research, educational, charitable and such other
activities, services and programs related to its health care, educational and social service
facilities and services;
1.2.3 To engage in other charitable works which are consistent with the
objectives of the Corporation and the mission and values of the Providence Health &
Services and Western HealthConnect, and guided by the tradition and charism of the
Sisters of Providence, as appropriate; and
1.2.4 To do any and all other things in furtherance of these purposes which are
consistent with the laws of the State of Washington, the Articles and. Bylaws of
Providence Health & Services and the Roman Catholic moral tradition as articulated in
documents such as The Ethical and Religious Directives for Catholic Health Care
Services.
1.3
LOCATION. The principal office of the Corporation shall be located at 1801
Lind Avenue SW #9016, Renton, Washington 98057-9016.
ARTICLE II
MEMBERS
2.1
MEMBERS. The Members of the Corporation are Providence Ministries
("Providence") and Western HealthConnect ("Western HealthConnect"). Upon

recommendations of the Board of Directors of the Corporation (the "Board"), the Members shall
collaborate on the exercise of the reserved powers set forth in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
2.2
POmRS OF WESTERN HEALrnCONNECT.
The following powers are
reserved to and exercised exclusively by Western HealthConnect, to be exercised consistent with
the Affiliation Agreement among Providence Ministries, Providence Health & Services,
Providence Health & Services- Washington, Corporation, Swedish Health Services, Swedish
Edmonds and Western HealthConnect, dated febt"J&A..C~ l ,201;:
2.2.1

To amend or repeal the Articles ofIncorporation or Bylaws;

2.2.2

To approve the acquisition of assets, the incurrence of indebtedness or the
lease, sale, transfer, assignment, or encumbering of the assets;

2.2.3

To approve the dissolution, liquidation, consolidation or merger with
another corporation or entity;

2.2.4

To approve the annual operating and capital budgets of the Corporation on
a consolidated region-wide basis and recommend approval of the
Corporation's budget by Providence; and

2.2.5

To appoint certified public accountants after recelVlng the
recommendation of the Board of Directors, and to receive the annual audit
report from such accountants.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the following
2.3
POWERS OF PROVIDENCE.
powers are reserved to and exercised exclusively by Providence, to preserve the Catholic identity
of the Corporation and ensure adherence to Catholic Church teaching and The Ethical and
Religious Directives for Catholic Health Care Services:
2.3.1

To adopt or change the mission, philosophy, or values of the Corporation;

2.3.2

To amend the purposes section of, or language in, the Articles of
Incorporation or Bylaws of the Corporation;

2.3.3

To approve the acquisition of assets, the incurrence of indebtedness, and
the lease, sale, transfer, assignment or encumbering of the assets, if the
amount involved in the transaction is in excess of an amount specified
from time to time by resolution of Providence;

2.3.4

To approve the dissolution, liquidation, consolidation or merger with
another corporation or entity, if the amount involved in the transaction is
in excess of an amount specified from time to time by resolution of
Providence;
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2.3.5

To approve a consolidated system-wide operating and capital budget
which includes the budget of the Corporation; and

2.3.6

To approve the initiation or closure of any major work (e.g., hospital or
facility, or other entities delineated in the Hyperion database).

ACTION BY THE MEMBERS. The Members may exercise their rights by taking
2.4
either of the following actions:
2.4.1 The governing body of each Member may act on that member's behalf in
exercising the Member's rights with respect to the corporation. The manner in which the board
of directors of each Member shall meet and conduct its affairs shall be governed by the
applicable governing documents of the Member. The action of the governing body of the
member may be communicated in writing to the Chairperson of the Board, President/Chief
Executive Officer or Secretary of the Corporation by any reasonable means. Unless otherwise
indicated by the Member, the action of a Member shall be deemed to have been taken at the time
of passage of the resolution of the board of directors of the Member. Nothing in these Bylaws
shall prevent the boards of directors of Members from holding a joint meeting.
(b)
The governing body of each Member by resolution may appoint,
but shall not be required to appoint, any officer of the Member to act on the member's behalf,
and such authorization may be general or limited to specific instances. The officers of the
member shall execute and deliver to the Chairperson of the Board, President/Chief Executive
Officer or Secretary of the Corporation a written instrument or instruments setting forth the
action taken and the applicable corporate authorizations or direction from the board of directors
of the Member to such officers. The action of the Member shall be deemed to have been taken on
the dates the written instruments are so delivered unless the instruments provide otherwise.
ARTICLE III
BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE CORPORATION
3.1
POWER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS. The Board shall exercise general
governance and control of the mission and business affairs of the Corporation and shall have and
exercise all of the powers which may be exercised or perfonned by the Corporation under the
laws of the State of Washington and these Bylaws, with due regard for the powers reserved to the
Members of the Corporation as stated in Article II of these Bylaws.
COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD. The Board shall consist of the same
3.2
individuals as those then currently serving on the Board of Directors of Providence Health &
Services-Washington (each, a "Director"). The Board shall have a minimum of eight Directors,
and no member of the Board shall be an employee of the Corporation. Appointment, term, and
removal of a member of the Board of Directors from Providence Health & Services-Washington
shall constitute appointment, tenn of office, and removal from such individual's service as a
member of the Board of this Corporation. In the event a member of the Board of Directors of
Providence Health & Services-Washington shall resign, such resignation shall automatically
cause the resignation of such individual as a Director of this Corporation.
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3.3
CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD. The Chairperson of the Board shall be the
same individual then serving as Chairperson of the Board of Directors of Providence Health &
Services-Washington. Such Chairperson of the Board of this Corporation shall serve in such
capacity so long as such individual is serving as the Chairperson of the Board of Directors of
Providence Health & Services-Washington.
3.4
ACTING CHAIR Any individuals serving as the Acting Chair of the Board of
Directors of Providence Health & Services-Washington shall also serve as the Acting Chair of
this Corporation.
3.5

MEETINGS AND PROCEDURAL RULES.

3.5.1 Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of the Board shall be held by
December 31 of each year. Such meeting shall be held at the principal office of the
Corporation or at such place as may be designated from time to time by the Chairperson.
The purposes of the annual meeting shall include, without limitation, electing officers as
herein provided and transacting such other business as shall be necessary or desirable.
3.5.2 Regular Meetings of the Board. Regular meetings of the Board shall
occur at least four (4) times a year at such time and place as the Directors shall provide
by resolution.
3.5.3 Special Meetings of the Board. Special meetings of the Board may be
called upon written request by the Member, two or more Directors, the Chairperson of the
Board or the President/Chief Executive Officer.
3.5.4 Notice of Board Meetings. Written notice of all Board meetings shall be
mailed by first class mail, personally delivered, or sent by electronic transmission
pursuant to Section 18.5 to each Director at least five (5) days before the date of the
meeting, which notice shall in the case of special meetings state the nature of the business
to be taken up at the meeting. If mailed, such notice shall be deemed to be delivered
when deposited in the U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the Director at their
address as it appears in the records of the Corporation.
3.5.5 Quorum. For all meetings of the Board (other than for action taken by
unanimous written consent), a quorum shall be a simple majority of the Directors then
serving unless a greater majority is required by law or by these Bylaws.
3.5.6 Action by Unanimous Written Consent. Waiver of notice of any Board
meeting or any action required to be taken at a meeting of the Board, or any other action
which may be taken at a meeting of the Board, may be taken without a meeting if a
consent in writing, setting forth the actions so taken, is signed by all the Directors entitled
to vote with respect to the subject matter thereof. Any consent signed by all the Directors
shall have the same effect as a unanimous vote.
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3.5.7 Telephonic Meetings. Directors may participate in and act at any meeting
of such Board by means of conference telephone, videoconference or similar
communication equipment by which all persons participating in the meeting can hear
each other at the same time. Participation in such a meeting shall constitute presence in
person at the meeting.
3.5.8 Voting. Voting on any question or in any election may be by voice, unless
the individual presiding at the meeting shall order, or a Director shall demand, that voting
be by ballot.
3.5.9 Manner of Acting. Each Director shall be entitled to one vote on all
matters voted on at any meeting. Except as otherwise provided by law, the Articles of
Incorporation, or these Bylaws, the act of a majority of the Directors present at the
meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act of the Board.
3.5.10 CompensationfReimbursement of Directors.
Directors may receive
reasonable compensation for their services as Directors, as determined from time to time
by the Member. Directors shall be reimbursed for reasonable expenses of attendance at
meetings or when on other business of the Corporation.
3.5.11 Board Evaluation. Under the direction of the Governance Committee, the
Board shall annually evaluate their performance.
PRESUMPTION OF ASSENT. Any Director who is present at a meeting of the
3.6
Board at which action on any corporate matter is taken shall be conclusively presumed to have
assented to the action taken unless (1) he/she abstains and hislher abstention is recorded in the
minutes of the Corporation; (2) hislher dissent shall be entered in the minutes of the meeting; (3)
he/she shall file hislher written dissent to such action with the person acting as the secretary of
the meeting before the adjournment thereof; or (4) he/she shall forward such dissent by
registered mail to the Secretary of the Corporation immediately after the adjournment of the
meeting. The right to dissent shall not apply to a Director who voted in favor of an action.
ARTICLE IV
OFFICERS OF TIlE CORPORATION
4.1
OFFICERS. The officers of the Corporation shall be the President/Chief
Executive Officer, one or more Vice President(s), a Secretary and a Treasurer and such other
officers as may be elected from time to time by the Board. The powers and duties of the officers
shall be as set forth in these Bylaws and as otherwise designated from time to time by the Board,
to the extent consistent with law, the Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation and these
Bylaws. Any number of offices may be held by the same person except that the Secretary may
not serve concurrently as the President. The officers of this Corporation shall be the same
individuals serving as the officers of Providence Health & Services-Washington. In the event
such officer either resigns or is otherwise removed as an officer of Providence Health &
Services-Washington, such officer's office with this Corporation shall automatically terminate as
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of the effective date of their removal or resignation as an officer of Providence Health &
Services-Washington.
4.2
PRESIDENT/CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER. The President/Chief Executive
Officer shall be the chief executive officer of the Corporation and shall be the direct executive
representative of the Board in the management of the Corporation. The President/Chief
Executive Officer shall have and exercise general management and supervision of the affairs of
the Corporation, subject to the reserved powers of the Member and the direction of the Board.
4.3
VICE PRESIDENT(S). The Vice President(s) shall perform such duties as are
established from time to time by the Board and shall report to the President/Chief Executive
Officer. In all other matters, the Vice President(s) shall function in accordance with the specific
powers which have been delegated to them by the Board andlor the President/Chief Executive
Officer.
4.4
TREASURER. The Treasurer shall have general charge and responsibility
relating to the financial concerns of the Corporation. The Treasurer shall perform such other
duties and functions as may from time to time be designated by the Board, subject to the overall
control of such Board. The Treasurer shall be responsible for causing an audited financial
statement to be provided to the Member and to the Board at least annually.
4.5
SECRETARY. The Secretary shall be the custodian of and shall maintain the
corporate books and records, the minutes of the meetings of the Board and assure that all
required notices are duly given in accordance with these Bylaws, the Articles of Incorporation of
the Corporation or as otherwise may be required by law. The Secretary shall, in general, perform
all duties incident to the office of Secretary, subject to the control of the Board and shall do and
perform such other duties as may be assigned from time to time by the Board.
4.6
ASSISTANT TREASURERS AND ASSISTANT SECRETARIES. The assistant
treasurers and assistant secretaries shall perform such duties as shall be assigned to them by the
Treasurer or Secretary, respectively, or by the President/Chief Executive Officer or the Board.
4.7
ADDITIONAL OFFICERS. The Board by resolution may create such additional
and special offices as may be necessary or desirable in addition to those described herein and
may by such resolution provide for the election by the Board of any person to perform the duties
and exercise the authority of such office.
4.8
DELEGATION. The Board may delegate temporarily the powers and duties of
any officer, in case of such officer's absence or for any other reason, to any other officer, and
may authorize the delegation by an officer of any such officer's powers and duties to any agent
or employee subject to the general supervision of such officer.
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ARTICLE V
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
This Corporation shall have the same committees, committee members, and concurrent
committee meetings with those committees established by Providence Health & ServicesWashington. This Corporation's committees shall meet concurrently with the Providence Health
& Services-Washington Board committees established pursuant to the Providence Health &
Services-Washington Bylaws. The Board committee charters and other rules for functioning of
such committees of this Corporation shall be identical to those of Providence Health & ServicesWashington.
ARTICLE VI
MINISTRIES
The Corporation shall be organized into such ministries ("Ministries") as the Board may
.determine from time to time. As designated from time to time by the Board and the
President/Chief Executive Officer, appropriate management ("Designated Manager") shall be
responsible for the various Ministries. In such capacity, the Designated Manager shall have
authority for carrying out the general administration and management of such Ministries in
accordance with all applicable resolutions of the Board, policies of this Corporation or of
Providence ("System Policies"), the Western HealthConnect Governance and Executive
Management Authority and Shared Governance Accountability Matrix (the "Matrix") and the
management reporting relationships that are in effect from time to time as determined by the
President/Chief Executive Officer and the Board. In addition, the Designated Manager shall have
authority to act on all matters relating to the medical staffs of the Ministries, subject to the
authority delegated to the Community Ministry Board and further subject to the applicable
medical staff bylaws and other System Policies and resolutions relating to medical staff
relationships that may be in effect from time to time. Each Designated Manager shall be
appointed in accordance with System Policies and the Matrix and shall be designated by such
other title or designation as may be determined by the President/Chief Executive Officer.
ARTICLE VII
MEDICAL STAFF
7.1
MEDICAL STAFF.
Each hospital owned and/or operated by this Corporation
shall have a medical staff consisting of those licensed physicians, dentists and other independent
licensed practitioners as the Board may permit in accordance with the provisions of applicable
state law, accreditation standards and the provisions of the medical staff bylaws for each such
hospital.
Each long term care facility or other health care facility or division of this Corporation
shall establish necessary or appropriate policies, guidelines, procedures, or bylaws where
applicable, as are appropriate for the institutional management and maintenance of quality
patient care to be provided by licensed physicians, dentists or other independent licensed
practitioners.
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7.2
QUALIFICATIONS. Subject to any delegated authority pursuant to Section 7.5
and Section 8.2 hereof, the Board shall have fmal authority over appointments and
reappointments of medical staff members, over the granting of and delineation of clinical and
practice privileges, and over the revocation or other curtailment of medical staff membership
and/or clinical or practice privileges. Each medical staff shall evaluate the professional
competence and qualifications of applicants for appointment or reappointment and for the
granting of clinical privileges, and shall make recommendations concerning the suitability of all
such applicants. Each medical staff shall in like manner evaluate all cases where revocation,
curtailment, suspension or other limitation of staff membership or privileges is being considered
and shall recommend action to the administrator relating to such matter. The Board shall only
take action on appointments, reappointments, revocations or curtailment of membership and/or
privileges after receiving and considering the recommendation of the medical staff except in
those cases where such recommendation is being unreasonably delayed or where quality of
patient care concerns warrant summary or other immediate action. Designated management may
be assigned authority to act on behalf of the Board consistent with these Bylaws, applicable
System Policies and corporate resolutions and medical staff bylaws.
7.3
MEDICAL STAFF BYLAWS. Subject to approval of the Board, each medical
staff is responsible for the development, adoption and periodic review and revision of medical
staff bylaws, rules and regulations that are consistent with hospital and System Policies, Joint
Commission standards, and applicable federal and state laws and regulations. Such bylaws shall
define the organization of the medical staff and establish procedures for evaluations and
recommendations concerning appointments, reappointments, revocation or curtailment of staff
membership or privileges, procedures for formal and effective medical staff participation in
formulating hospital policies and standards of patient care and such other matters as the medical
staff and the hospital shall deem appropriate for inclusion in such medical staff bylaws, rules and
regulations. The medical staff bylaws and any amendment thereto are subject to, and effective
upon, approval by the Board.
No person shall be denied medical staff membership or clinical privileges in any
institution of this Corporation on the basis of sex, race, creed, color or national origin or on the
basis of any other criteria unrelated to professional competence, patient care, the purpose, needs
and capabilities of the hospital and/or the community in which it is located or other criteria
reasonably related to professional standards, hospital efficiency, or other appropriate criteria as
may be established from time to time.
Medical staff bylaws shall include appropriate provisions requiring all members of the
medical staff to conform to the Providence mission and core values and the Roman Catholic
moral tradition as articulated in documents such as The Ethical and Religious Directives for
Catholic Health Care Services as may be amended from time to time while such medical staff
member is practicing in any hospital, health care facility, program or service operated by this
Corporation.
7.4
RELATIONSHIP OF RESPONSIBILITIES OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND
MEDICAL STAFF. The Board holds the medical staff accountable for the professional care
practiced in each hospital. Each medical staff shall regularly review and analyze its clinical
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experience and shall be responsible for participating in quality management activities as
mandated from time to time by the Joint Commission or other state licensing bodies of
healthcare organizations, by applicable laws and regulations, by the medical staff bylaws, by
System Policies and procedures and by this Board. Adequate, accurate and timely medical
records shall be prepared and maintained for all patients. A report of the results of the quality
review and analysis shall be regularly submitted to the Board in accordance with System policy
and in a manner designed to assure maximum protection under applicable provisions of state law
regarding the confidentiality of quality assurance and peer review information.
7.5
DELEGATION OF MEDICAL STAFF AUTHORITY. The Board may, from
time to time, delegate its authority with respect to medical staff matters as provided for in
Section 8.2 of these Bylaws to the Community Ministry Boards. In such event, the Community
Ministry Boards shall have all authority of the Board as stated in these Bylaws with respect to
medical staff matters and shall function as the governing body of this Corporation for such
matters, consistent with applicable requirements of federal and state laws and regulations,
meeting Medicare conditions of participation requirements, and fulfilling compliance with the
Joint Commission's requirements.
ARTICLE VIII
SHARED GOVERNANCE
8.1
COMMUNITY MINISTRY BOARDS. This Corporation shares governance with
its Community Ministry Boards as set forth in the Community Ministry Board Bylaws, as
approved by the Board. Each of the Corporation's Ministries, as determined appropriate by the
Board shall establish a Community Ministry Board to assist, consult with and advise
management and this Corporation. The Community Ministry Board Bylaws shall be uniform for
all Providence Ministries.
8.2
DELEGATED AUTHORITY. The Board of Directors may, from time to time,
delegate certain Board responsibilities to the Community Ministry Boards as set forth in the
Community Ministry Board Bylaws or by policy. In matters that have been delegated by the
Board to the Community Ministry Boards, the Community Ministry Boards shall have full
authority and be accountable to the Board with respect to the matters delegated and shall serve as
the governing body of the Corporation's Ministries for fulfilling such delegated responsibilities
consistent with applicable federal and state laws and regulations, meeting Medicare conditions of
participation requirements, and fulfilling compliance with the Joint Commission.
8.3
ADVICE AND COUNSEL. The Community Ministry Board is responsible, as
set forth in the Community Board Bylaws, for providing advice, counsel and direction to this
Corporation for the Ministries for which it is accountable.
ARTICLE IX
VOTING UPON STOCK OF OTHER CORPORATIONS
Subject to the reserved rights set forth in Section 2.2, and unless otherwise ordered by the
Board and subject to the direction, if any, given by the Board, any officer of this Corporation
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shall have full power and authority on behalf of the Corporation to vote either in person or by
proxy at any meeting of stockholders of any corporation in which this Corporation may hold
stock or otherwise have an opportunity to vote, and at such meeting may possess and exercise all
the rights and powers incident to the ownership of such stock or membership which, as the
owner thereof, this Corporation might have possessed and exercised if present.
ARTICLE X
DUALITY OF INTEREST
Any Member, Director, officer, employee, Community Board member or committee
member having an interest in a transaction, contract or other matter presented to the Board or a
committee thereof for authorization, approval or ratification shall provide prompt, full and frank
disclosure of his or her interest to the Board or committee prior to its acting on such contract or
transaction. The body to which such disclosure is made shall determine, by a majority vote,
whether a duality or conflict of interest exists or can reasonably be construed to exist. If a
conflict is deemed to exist, such person shall not vote on, nor use his or her personal influence
on, nor participate (other than to present factual information or to respond to questions) in the
discussions or deliberations with respect to, such contract or transactions. Such person may be
counted in determining the existence of a quorum at any meeting where the contract or
transaction is under discussion or is being voted upon. The minutes of the meeting shall reflect
the disclosure made, the vote thereon and, where applicable, the abstention from voting and
participation, and whether a quorum is present. This Corporation may also adopt policies from
time to time more clearly setting forth any requirements regarding disclosure and actions relating
to duality or conflicts of interest.
ARTICLE XI
INDEMNIFICATION
11.1

DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this Article XI:

11.1.1 "Director" means an individual who is or was a Director of the
Corporation or an individual who, while a Director of the Corporation, is or was serving
at the Corporation's request as a Director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of
another foreign or domestic corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee
benefit plans, or other enterprise. A Director is considered to be serving an employee
benefit plan at the Corporation's request if the Director's duties to the Corporation also
impose duties on, or otherwise involve services by, the Director to the plan or to
participants in or beneficiaries of the plan. "Director" includes, unless the context
requires otherwise, the estate or personal representative of a Director.
11.1.2 "Liability" means the obligation to pay a judgment, settlement, penalty or
fine, including an excise tax assessment with respect to an employee benefit plan, or
reasonable expenses incurred with respect to a proceeding.
11.1.3 "Official Capacity" means:
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(i) when used with respect to a Director, the office of
Director in the Corporation; and
(ii) when used with respect to an officer, the elective
or appointive office in the Corporation held by that individual.

11.1.4 "Proceeding" means any threatened, pending, or completed action, suit,
or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative, or investigative and whether
formal or infonnal.
11.2 ACTION NOT BY OR IN THE RIGHT OF THE CORPORATION. The
Corporation shall indemnify any Director or officer who was or is a party or is threatened to be
made a party to any proceeding (other than an action by or in the right of the Corporation) by
reason of the fact that he/she is or was a Director or officer of the Corporation against judgments,
penalties, fmes, settlements and reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees, actually and
reasonably incurred by the Director or officer in connection with the proceeding if he/she
conducted himself/herself in good faith and:
11.2.1 in the case of conduct in hislher own official capacity with the
Corporation, he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be in the Corporation's best
interests; or
11.2.2 in all other cases, he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be at least
not opposed to the Corporation's best interests; and
11.2.3 in the case of any criminal proceeding, he/she had no reasonable cause to
believe hislher conduct was unlawful.
The termination of any proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction, or
upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, shall not, of itself, be determinative that the
Director or officer did not meet the requisite standard of conduct set forth in this Section 11.2.
11.3 ACTION BY OR IN THE RIGHT OF THE CORPORATION. The Corporation
shall indemnify any Director or officer who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party
to any proceeding by or in the right of the Corporation by reason of the fact that he/she is or was
a Director or officer of the Corporation against reasonable expenses, including attorneys' fees,
actually and reasonably incurred by him/her in connection with such proceeding if he/she
conducted himselflherselfin good faith and:
11.3.1 in the case of conduct in hislher official capacity with the Corporation,
he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be in the Corporation's best interests; or
11.3.2 in all other cases, he/she reasonably believed hislher conduct to be at least
not opposed to the Corporation's best interests, provided that no indemnification shall be
made pursuant to this Section 11.3 in respect of any proceeding in which such person
shall have been adjudged to be liable to the Corporation.
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11.4 LIMITATION ON INDEMNIFICATION. A Director or officer shall not be
indemnified under this Article in respect of any proceeding, whether or not involving action in
hislher official capacity, in which he/she shall have been adjudged to be liable on the basis that
the Director or officer personally received a benefit in money, property, or services to which the
Director or officer was not legally entitled.
11.5 EXPENSES IF SUCCESSFUL. To the extent that the Director or officer of the
Corporation has been successful on the merits or otherwise in the defense of any proceeding
referred to in this Article, he/she shall be indemnified against reasonable expenses, including
attorneys' fees, incurred by himlher in connection with the proceeding. The Corporation shall
provide notice to the Member prior to such indemnification.
11.6 AUTHORlZATION. No indemnification shall be made by the Corporation
unless authorized in the specific case upon a determination that the indemnification of the
Director or officer is permissible in the circumstances because he/she has met the applicable
standard of conduct set forth in this Article. Such determination shall be made: (a) by the Board
by a majority vote of a quorum consisting of Directors not at the time parties to the proceeding;
(b) if a quorum is unobtainable, by majority vote of a committee duly designated by the Board,
in which designation Directors who are parties may participate, consisting solely of two or more
Directors not at the time parties to the proceeding; (c) in a written opinion by legal counsel (other
than an attorney or a firm having associated with it an attorney, who has been retained by or who
has performed services within the past three (3) years for the Corporation or any party to be
indemnified) selected by the Board or a committee thereof by vote as set forth in (a) or (b) of this
Section; or (d) by the Member.
11. 7 ADV ANCE PAYMENT.
Reasonable expenses incurred in defending a
proceeding may be paid by the Corporation in advance of final disposition of the proceeding: (a)
upon receipt by the Corporation of a written undertaking by or on behalf of the Director or
officer to repay such amount if it shall ultimately be determined that the Director or officer has
not met the standard of conduct necessary for indemnification by the Corporation as authorized
by this Article; and (b) upon receipt by the Corporation of a written affirmation by the Director
or officer of hislher good faith belief that he/she has met the standard of conduct necessary for
indemnification by the Corporation as authorized in this Article.
11.8 INSURANCE. The Corporation shall have the power to purchase and maintain
insurance on behalf of an individual who is or was a Director or officer of the Corporation or
who, while a Director or officer of the Corporation, is or was serving at the request of the
Corporation as a Director, officer, partner, trustee, employee, or agent of another foreign or
domestic corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, employee benefit plan, or other enterprise,
against liabilities asserted against or incurred by the individual in that capacity or arising from
the individual's status as a Director, officer, employee, or agent, whether or not the Corporation
would have the power to indemnify the individual against the same liability under these Bylaws
or the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act.
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11.9 NONEXCLUSIVITY. The indemnification and advancement of expenses
provided by, or granted pursuant to this Article of these Bylaws shall not be deemed exclusive of
any other rights to which any present or former Director or officer of the Corporation may be
entitled by contract, policy or otherwise under applicable law.
11.10 PERMISSIVE INDEMNIFICATION. The Board may establish policies to
indemnify members of the medical staff, community boards, employees and others providing
service to the Corporation.
11.11 WASHINGTON LAW. Notwithstanding the indemnification provided under this
Article of the Bylaws, indemnification to any person by the Corporation shall only occur in
compliance with the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act.
ARTICLE XII
FISCAL YEAR
The fiscal year of this Corporation shall commence on January 1 and end on December
31 of each year.
ARTICLE XIII
PROHIBITION AGAINST SHARING IN CORPORATE EARNINGS
No Member, Director, officer, employee, committee member or other person connected
or affiliated with this Corporation, and no other private individual, shall receive at any time any
of the net earnings or pecuniary profit from the operations of this Corporation, provided that this
Corporation shall not prevent the payment to any such person of such reasonable compensation
for services rendered to or for this Corporation in effecting any of its purposes as such
compensation shall be fixed by the Board; and no such person or persons shall possess any
proprietary right in or to the property of this Corporation or be entitled to share in the distribution
of any of the corporate assets upon dissolution of this Corporation.
ARTICLE XIV
DISSOLUTION OF THE CORPORATION
Upon dissolution of the Corporation, the Board shall, after paying or making provision
for the payment of all of the liabilities of the Corporation, dispose of all of the assets of the
Corporation to Providence Health & Services-Washington or to its designee, provided that such
recipient entity is organized and operated exclusively for charitable, educational, religious or
scientific purposes, and qualifies as an exempt organization under 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code ("Code") (or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal
Revenue Law). If, at the time of dissolution, Providence Health & Services-Washington is in not
existence, is not an exempt organization under the Code, or makes no such designation, the
Board shall dispose of all the corporate assets to Providence Ministries or its designee, provided
that such recipient entity is still in existence and is organized and operated exclusively for
charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes, and qualifies as an exempt organization
- 13 DM_US 30428408-4.045182.0010

under the Code. If, at the time of dissolution, Providence Ministries is not in existence, is not an
exempt organization under the Code, or makes no such designation, the Board shall dispose of
all the corporate assets to any other organization(s) selected by the Sisters of Providence,
General Administration, Montreal, provided that each such recipient entity is organized and
operated exclusively for charitable, educational, religious or scientific purposes and qualifies as
an exempt organization under the Code.
ARTICLE XV
INVESTMENTS
Except as otherwise provided in the Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation, this
Corporation shall have the right to retain all or any part of any securities or property acquired by
it in whatever manner, and to invest and reinvest any funds held by it, according to the judgment
of the Board.
ARTICLE XVI
EXEMPT ACTIVITIES
Notwithstanding any other provisions of these Bylaws, no Member, Director, officer,
employee or agent of this Corporation shall take any action or carry out any activity by or on
behalf of the Corporation not permitted to be taken or carried on without penalty by an
organization exempt from federal taxation as now exists or as may hereafter be amended.
ARTICLE XVII
AMENDMENTS
No amendment of these Bylaws shall be effective without the approval of the Members.
In addition, the Board shall regularly review these Bylaws and recommend any revisions to these
Bylaws to conform to applicable requirements of state or federal law and/or accreditation
standards.
ARTICLE XVIII
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
18.1 DEPOSITORIES. All funds of the Corporation not otherwise employed shall be
deposited from time to time to the credit of the Corporation in such banks, financial institutions,
mutual funds or other depositories as the Board may designate.
18.2 CHECKS. All checks, drafts, or other orders for the payment of money issued in
the name of the Corporation shall be signed by such officer or officers or person or persons
(whether or not officers of Corporation) in such manner as shall from time to time be determined
by the Board.
18.3 CONTRACTS AND INSTRUMENTS. Subject to any limitations contained in
these Bylaws or by resolution of the Board, all deeds, mortgages, bonds and other contracts or
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instruments of the Corporation shall be signed on behalf of this Corporation by the
President/Chief Executive Officer or any other officer.
18.4 AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES. The Board may appoint such agents and
representatives of the Corporation with such powers and with the authority to perform such acts
or duties on behalf of the Corporation as the Board may deem appropriate, consistent with these
Bylaws, the Articles of Incorporation of the Corporation and applicable law.
18.5 ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS. To the fullest extent permitted by law,
the Members, Board and Board Committees may utilize electronic communications such as email, faxes and other electronic communications for purposes of distributing notices of meetings,
voting by ballot or otherwise, executing unanimous written consents as otherwise authorized by
these Bylaws, and for all other legitimate purposes of communicating.

*

*

*

Dated this 26th day of January, 2012 to be effective on February 1, 2012.

ATTEST:
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
SWEDISH HEALTH SERVICES

Pursuant to the provisions of the Nonprofit Corporation Act, RCW 24.03.183, the
following Restated Articles of Incorporation of Swedish Health Services are submitted for filing.

ARTICLE I.
NAME
The name of the corporation (the "Corporation") is Swedish Health Services.

ARTICLE II,
DURATION
The Corporation has perpetual existence.

ARTICLE HI.
PURPOSE
The Corporation is organized and shall be operated exclusively for charitable, scientific
or educational purposes within the meaning of Section SOl (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986, as amended (or the corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue
Law (the "Internal Revenue Code"». In furtherance of such purposes, the Corporation may:
I.
Establish and maintain institutions which provide comprehensive health
services; provide medical educational programs; encourage research and ways to save human
life, minimize human suffering, and improve health services; and mobilize all community
support and resources to serve the comprehensive health needs of the Corporation's community.
2.
Erect, maintain and operate public charitable hospitals, nursing homes,
homes for the aged, diagnostic facilities, physician clinics and other ambulatory care facilities,
medical research and educational centers, and such other buildings and tacilities as may be
considered by the Board of Trustees of the Corporation appropriate and likely to contribute
directly or indirectly to health care, education and research.
Purchase, own, sell, convey, assign, mortgage or lease any interest in real
3.
estate and personal property, and construct, maintain and operate improvements thereon, as
necessary Or incident to carrying out the lawful business activities of the Corporation.
4.
Borrow or loan money and issue evidences ofindebtednes.s in furtherance
of any or all of the objects of its business, and secure the same by mortgage, pledge or other lien
on the Corporation's property.
5.
Raise funds from the public and from all other sources available, receive
and maintain such funds; and cxpend principal and income therefrom in furtherance of these
projects.

6.
Contract with other organizations, both for.profit and not·for.profit, with
individuals, and with governmental agencies in furtherance of these purposes.
7.
Establish deferred compensation plans, pension plans, and other incentive
plans for its trustees, officers and employees and make the payments provided for therein.
8.
Be a promoter, partner, member, associate or manager of any partnership,
joint venture or other enterprise.
9.
Make donations for the public welfare or for charitable, scientific or
educational purposes, including the making of sueh donations to organizations that are exempt
from federal income tax under Code Section 501(c)(3).
10.
Otherwise operate exclusively for charitable, educational, or scientific
purposes, including, for such purposes, the making of distributions to organizations that qualify
as exempt organizations under section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the
"Code"), as amended, or the corresponding section of any future federal tax code; and
II.
Engage in any other lawful business activity whatsoever which may
hereafter from time to time be authorized by the Board of Trustees; provided, however, that the
purposes for Which the Corporation is formed shall at all times comply with Section 501(c)(3) of
the Code.

ARTICLE IV.
POWERS
The Corporation shall have the power to take any lawful action necessary, appropriate or
desirable to carry out its purposes consistent with the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act,
Chapter 24.03 RCW (the "Act") and Sections 501(c)(3) and 170(c)(2) of the Code.

ARTICLE V.
PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
I.

The Corporation shall not:
(a)

have or issue shares of stock;

(b)
make any disbursement of income to its trustees, officers or other
private persons, (this Article V, Section l(b) shall not be construed to prohibit the making of
donations as provided for in Article III, Section 9);
(c)

loan money or credit to its officers or trustees; or

(d)
engage in any other activity which is prohibited under the
Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act, as it may be amended.

2.
No substantial part of the activities of this Corporation shall be the
carrying on of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation. The Corporation
shall not participate in, or intervene in (including the publication or distribution of statements),
any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office.
3.

Notwithstanding any other provision of these articles, the Corporation

shall not carryon any activities no! permitled to be carried on (a) by a corporation exempt from
federal income tax under section 50 I (c)(3) of the Code, or (b) by a corporation, contributions to
which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Code.
ARTICLE VI.
REGISTERED OFFICE
The address of the registered office of the Corporation is 4104 Bank of California Ccnter,
Seattle, Washington 98164, and the name of the registered agent at such address is John
Ludwick, Esq.
ARTICLE VII.
DIRECTORS
The Corporation shall be governed by a Board of Directors, who are vested with the
power and authority of a "board of directors," as defined in RCW 24.03.005(7) (its members are
referred to herein as "directors" or "trustees"). The powers of the directors, the number and
categories of directors, their term of office, the manner of election and removal of directors, and
meetings of directors shall be as provided in the Bylaws of the Corporation.
ARTICLE VIII.
MEMBERS
Western HealthConnect, a Washington nonprofit corporation, is the sole corporate
member of the Corporation.
ARTICLE IX.
L1MITA TlON ON LIABILITY OF TRUSTEES
No trustee of the Corporation shall be personally liable to the Corporation or its members
for monetary damages for his or her conduct as a trustee, which conduct takes place on or after
the date this Article becomes effective, except for (i) acts or omissions that involve intentional
misconduct or a knowing violation of law by the trustee, (ii) voting or assenting to distributions
by the Corporation in violation of these Articles, or (iii) any transaction from which the trustee
will personally receive a bene tit in money, property or services to which the trustee is not legally
entitled. If, after this Article becomes effective, the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act
(Title 24 RCW) is amended to authorize corporate action further eliminating or limiting the
personal liability of trustees, then the liability of a trustee of the Corporation shall be deemed
eliminated or limited to the fullest extent permitted by the Washington Nonprofit Corporation
Act, as so amended, Any amendment to or repeal of this Article shall not adversely affect any
right or protection ofa trustee of the Corporation for or with respect to any acts or omissions of
such trustee occurring prior to such amendment or repeal. This provision shall not eliminate or

limit the liability ofa trustee for any act or omission occurring prior to the date this Article
becomes effective.
ARTICLEX.
INDEMNIFICATION OF OFFICERS,
TRUSTEES, EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS

The Corporation shall indemnify its officers, trustees, employees and/or agents from acts
or omissions related to their seIVice to the Corporation as provided in the bylaws of the
Corporation.
ARTICLE XI.
DISTRIBUTION OF EARNINGS

No part of the net earnings of the Corporation sball inure to the benefit of, or be
distributable to, its trustees, officers or other private persons, except that the Corporation shall be
authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for seIVices rendered, make
reimbursement for reasonable expenses incurred in its behalf, and to make payments and
distributions in furtherance of the purposes stated in Article III hereof.
ARTICLE XII.
DISTRIBUTION UPON DISSOLUTION

Upon the dissolution of tbe Corporation, all of its assets remaining after payment of
creditors shall be distributed to the Member, or if the member is not qualified as exempt from
taxation under the provisions of Section 501(a) and 501(c)(3) of the Code, to an organization or
organizations selected by the Board of Directors, in accordance with a plan of distribution or
otherwise, consistent with Chapter 24.m RCW, provided that such organization or organizations
are qualified as exempt from taxation under the provisions of Sections 501(a) and 501(c)(3) of
the Code. Any assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by a court of competent jurisdiction
of the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is then located, exclusively for
purposes consistent with the purposes of the Corporation, or to such organizations as said court
shall detennine, which are organized and operated exclusively for such purposes.
ARTICLE XIII.
AMENDMENT OF ARTICLES AND BYLAWS

No amendment of these Articles oflncorporation or the Bylaws shall be effective without
the approval of the Member.

These Restated Articles ofIncorporation correctly set forth without change the provisions
of the Articles of Incorporation as beretofore amended. These Restated Articles of Incorporation
supersede the original Articles of Incorporation and all amendments and previous restatements
thereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF t\1e Corporation has caused these Restated Articles of
Incorporation to be effective this 1S0 day of FBbrvI'lY-Y, 2012.
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RESTATED ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
SWEDISH EDMONDS

Pursuant to the provisions of the Nonprofit Corporation Act, RCW 24.03. 183, the
following Restated Articles of Incorporation of Swedish Edmonds are submitted for filing.
ARTICLE I
NAME

The name of the Corporation is SWEDISH EDMONDS.

ARTICLE II
PLACE OF BUSINESS

The principal place of business of this Corporation shall be 2160 176m Avenue W.,
Edmonds, WA 98206.

ARTICLE III
PURPOSES AND POWERS

Section 1. PUQoses. This Corporation is formed exclusively for charitable. scientific,
and educational purposes within the meaning of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1986, as amended (the "Code") or any successor provision, and exclusively for the benefit of,
to perform the functions of or to carry out the purposes of, any Member that is exempt from
federal income tax under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Code. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the Corporation is formed to engage in the following:
(a)
To operate'a public charitable hospital, diagnostic facilities, physician
clinics and such other buildings and facilities as may be considered by the Corporation to
contribute directly or indirectly to health care, education and research;
(b)
To establish and maintain institutions which provide comprehensive health
services; provide medical educational programs; encourage research and ways to save human
life, minimize human suffering, and improve health services; and mobilize all community
support and resources to serve the comprehensive health needs of the Corporation's community;
(e)
To purchase, own, sell, convey, assign, mortgage or lease any interest in
real estate and personal property, and construct, maintain and operate improvements thereon, as
necessary or incident to carrying out the lawful business activities of the Corporation.
(d)
To do any and all lawful activities which may be necessary, useful or
desirable for the furtherance, accomplishment, fostering or attainment of the foregoing purposes,

either directly or indirectly and either alone or in conjunction or cooperation with others, whether
such others be persons or organizations of any kind or nature, such as corporations, firms,
associations, trusts, institutions, foundations, or governmental bureaus, departments, or agencies,
provided, however, that the purposes for which the Corporation is formed shall at all times be
consistent with Section 501(c)(3) of the Code, as it now exists or as hereafter amended, including
within such purposes the making of distributions to organizations that qualify as exempt
organizations under Section 501(c)(3) of the Code.
Section 2. Powers. The powers of this Corporation shall be those powers granted by the
Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act, as amended, including any additional powers granted by
amendments to said act after formation of this Corporation.

ARTICLE IV
REGISTERED OFFICE AND AGENT
The address of tile initial registered office of this corporation is 1700 Seventh Avenue, Suite
1900, Seattle, Washington 98101, and the name of its initial registered agent at such address is
BB&L Corporate Services, Inc. The written consent of such person to serve as registered agent is
attached hereto.

ARTICLE V
DIRECTORS

The Corporation shall be governed by a Board of Directors, who are vested with the
power and authority of a "board of directors," as defined by RCW 24.03.005(7) (its members are
referred to herein as "directors" or "trustees"). The powers of the directors, the number and
categories of directors, their term of office, the manner of election and removal of directors, and
meetings of directors shall be as provided in the Bylaws of the Corporation.

ARTICLE VI
BYLAWS
No amendment of the Bylaws shall be effective without the approval of the Member.

ARTICLE VII
PROHIBITED ACTIVITY

Notwithstanding any other provision of these Articles of Incorporation, the Corporation
shall not conduct or carryon activities not permitted to be conducted or carried on by an
organization exempt from federal taxation under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Code or by an
organization contributions to which are deductible under Section 170(c)(2) of the Code. No part
of the net earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of, or be distributable to, its

?

members (if any), Trustees, officers, or other private persons, except that the Corporation is
authorized or empowered to pay reasonable compensation for services rendered and to make
payments and distributions in furtherance of its purposes. The Corporation shall not have or
issue shares of stock and shall not make any other disbursement or any loans to its members,
Trustees Or officers. No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall be devoted to
the carrying on of propaganda or otherwise attempting 10 influence legislation, except as
permitted by the Code, and the Corporation shall not participate, or intervene in (including
publication or distribution of statements) any political campaign on behalf of or in opposition to
any candidate for public office.
During any period of time in which the Corporation is deemed to be a private foundation
as defined in Section 509 of the Code, anything contained in this certificate notwithstanding, the
Corporation is prohibited from engaging in any act of self-dealing (as defined in Section 4941 (d)
of the Code) that would subject the Corporation to tax under Section 4941 of the Code; from
retaining any excess business holdings (as defined in Section 4943(c) of the Code) in such
manner as to subject the Corporation to tax under Section 4943 of the Code; from making any
investments in such manner as to subject the Corporation to tax under Section 4944 of the Code;
from making any taxable expenditures (as defined in Section 4945(d) of the Code) which would
subject th~ Corporation to tax under Section 4945 of the Code; the income of the Corporation for
each taxable year shall be distributed at such time and in such manner as not to subject the
Corporation to tax under Section 4942 of the Code.

ARTICLE VIII
MEMBERSHIP
Western HealthConnect, a Washington nonprofit corporation, is the sole corporate
member of the Corporation.

ARTICLE IX
EXISTENCE
The duration of the Corporation shall be perpetual.

ARTICLE X
LlMITA TION OF TRUSTEE'S LIABILITY
A Trustee shall have no liability to the Corporation or its members for monetary damages
for condu~t a~ a Trustee, except for acts or omissions that involve intentional misconduct by the
Trustee, or a knowing violation of law by the Trustee, or for any transaction from which the
Trustee will personal[y receive a benefit in money, property or services to which the Trustee is
not legally entitled. If the Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act is hereafter amended to
authorize corporate action further eliminating or limiting the personal liability of Trustees, then
the liability of a Trustee shall be eliminated or limited to the full extent permitted by the
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Washington Nonprofit Corporation Act, as so amended, Any repeal or modification of this
Article shall not adversely affect any right or protection of a Trustee of the Corporation existing
at the time of such repeal or modification for or with respect to an act or omission of such
Trustee occurring prior to such repeal or modification,

ARTICLE XII
INDEMNIFICATION OF OFFICERS,
TRUSTEES, EMPLOYEES AND AGENTS

The Corporation shall indemnify its officers, Trustees, employees and agents from acts or
• omissions related to their service to the Corporation as provided in the Bylaws of the
Corporation,

ARTICLE XII
DISTRIBUTIONS UPON DISSOLUTION

Upon the dissolution of the Corporation, all of its assets remaining after payment of
creditors shall be distributed first to its Member; provided that if the Member should then not be
an organization exempt from taxation under the provisions of Section 50l(c)(3) of the Code, then
the distribution shall be made to a governmental entity or any nonprofit fund, foundation, or
corporation that is organized and duly operated exclusively for charitable, educational, religious
scientific or literary purposes, and that at that time qualifies for tax exempt status under
Section 50l(c)(3) of the Code, as determined by the Corporation's board of directors (the
"Board"), in accordance with a plan of distribution or otherwise, consistent with Chapter 24.03
RCW, Any assets not so disposed of shall be disposed of by a court of competent jurisdiction of
the county in which the principal office of the Corporation is then located, exclusively for
purposes consistent with the purposes of the Corporation, or to such organizations as said court
shall determine, which are organized aod operated exclusively for such purposes,

ARTICLE XIII
[NCORPORATOR

The name and address of the incorporator is:
Address
Calvin K, Knight

747 Broadway, Seattle WA 98122·4307

d

ARTICLE XIV

AMENDMENTS
These Articles of Incorporation may be amended as allowed by the Washington Nonprofit
Corporation Act; provided that no amendment may be made unless ratified and approved in the
manner provided for in the Bylaws of the Corporation.
These Restated Articles of Incorporation correctly set forth without change the provisions
of the Articles of Incorporation as heretofore amended. These Restated Articles of Incorporation
supersede the original Articles of Incorporation and all amendments thereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF \ the Corporation has caused these Restated Articles of
Incorporation to be effective this st day of FibNary, 2012.

SWEDISH EDMONDS
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APPENDIX D
handout from Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino
at 5 March 2015 CAC meeting

APPENDIX C
email message from Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino
to CAC chair Katie Porter, 27 February 2015

From: Cosentino, Andy [Andy.Cosentino@swedish.org]
Sent: Friday, February 27, 2015 2:57 PM
To: Katie Porter
Cc: Steve Sheppard (Steve.Sheppard@Seattle.Gov)
Subject: Response to last night's question regarding sq. footage / bed, and benchmarks

Katie, Below is a grid, with the hospitals we used to test sq. footage /bed. Our consultant, based on her experience and expertise identified 3,500 ft / bed as a target appropriate for our population and
acuity. Please call if you have any questions.

Volumes/Key Indicators

Beds

sq / key indicator

% inc

2040 Alt 8

2012

2023

2040

2012 - 40

2012

2040

196

290

385

96%

2,762

3,508

Benchmark

Alt 8 benchmrk

3500

Hospital Benchmarks: BGSF

3500

Source:

Prov Everett Colby

2,833

VMMC MIMP/ZGF

Swedish Issaquah

3,142

VMMC MIMP/Collins Woerman

Seattle Children's

3,500

VMMC MIMP/ZGF

Virginia Mason

2,492

VMMC MIMP

MCLNO

3,437

Program/NBBJ

St Joes Exempla

2,259

Program/KSA & NBBJ

NIH Replacement Hosp

3,480

ZGF/NBBJ

UCSF Mission Bay

3,038

A&A/Stantac

1,346,900

2023 Projected

2040 Projected

w/ benchmk

w/ benchmk

1,013,921

1,346,900

Andy Cosentino PT, MBA, FACHE
Vice President, Swedish Neuroscience Institute
550 17th Ave, Suite 500
Seattle, Wa. 98122
Office (206) 320‐3584
Mobile (520) 481‐8981

Children's Mem - Chicago

3,994

ZGF

Children's Denver

4,444

ZGF

LA Co/USC Med Cen

2,500

HOK

Parkview Reg Med Cen

3,697

HKS

Cap. Health Med Cen, NJ

2,516

HKS

APPENDIX B
follow‐up letter from Squire Park neighbors
to Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino,
26 February 2015

c/o Jack Hanson
209 22nd Ave S Apt 32
Seattle, WA 98144
jackhanso@gmail.com

26 February 2015

Andy Cosentino
Vice President, Swedish Neuroscience Institute
Providence Health and Services / Swedish Health Services
550 17th Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98122
andy.cosentino@swedish.org

sent via email and delivered by hand at 26 February 2015 CAC meeting

Mr. Cosentino –
On 5 February 2015, 16 concerned residents of the Squire Park neighborhood (including me) wrote to
you requesting information about the space need projections that Providence Health and Services /
Swedish Health Services (Providence / Swedish) included in its proposed new major institution master
plan for the Cherry Hill campus.
As of today – three weeks later – we have received no information from Providence / Swedish
responsive to our request.
(We did receive, from Steve Sheppard at the City of Seattle Department of Neighborhoods, a file that
you sent to the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) after CAC members echoed our request for
information. However, the file that you forwarded to Sheppard is nothing new – it is not responsive to
our request for detailed information about the specific calculations and growth estimates, forecasting
assumptions and methods that Providence / Swedish used to arrive at its space need projections. The
file that you forwarded to Sheppard is, rather, simply the presentation that Providence / Swedish
consultant Terrie Martin made at the 16 January 2014 public CAC meeting. In our original request letter
to you, we specifically identified this presentation as one of the documents that we already possess and
that offers insufficient detail about the matters in question.)
So, we hereby reiterate our 5 February 2015 request to you for detailed background information about
Providence / Swedish’s space need projections for the Cherry Hill campus.
 If there is no such detailed information in Providence / Swedish’s possession, please indicate so
explicitly, in writing.



If there is detailed information of the sort that we requested, please forward it to us for our
consideration and review.

You may send any information or communication concerning this request to Jack Hanson at
<jackhanso@gmail.com>, who will ensure distribution to the other neighbors.
We look forward to your prompt response.

Sincerely,

Jack Hanson
on behalf of Squire Park neighbors

CC: – Cherry Hill Major Institution Master Plan Citizens Advisory Committee
– Steve Sheppard, City of Seattle Department of Neighborhoods

APPENDIX A
information request from Squire Park neighbors
to Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino,
5 February 2015

c/o Jack Hanson
209 22nd Ave S Apt 32
Seattle, WA 98144
jackhanso@gmail.com

5 February 2015

Andy Cosentino
Vice President, Swedish Neuroscience Institute
Providence Health and Services / Swedish Health Services
550 17th Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98122
andy.cosentino@swedish.org

sent via email and delivered by hand

Mr. Cosentino –
We are residents of the Squire Park neighborhood. We have closely followed the process as Providence
Health and Services / Swedish Health Services (Providence / Swedish) seeks approval for a new major
institution master plan (MIMP) for its Cherry Hill campus.
As residents of the surrounding neighborhood, we are concerned about the size of the institutional
expansion that would be allowed under the proposed MIMP. Providence / Swedish claims that, in order to
meet demand for services, the Cherry Hill campus will need to grow from its current 1.15 million building
gross square feet (BGSF) to roughly 3 million BGSF by 2040.
We would like to review, in detail, the calculations and estimates that Providence / Swedish and its
consultants and advisors used to arrive at these space need projections. The information provided thus far
by Providence / Swedish to the general public and to the Cherry Hill MIMP Citizens Advisory Committee
(CAC) – in section A.3 (pp. 4‐6) and in Appendix G (pp. 129‐141) of the 11 December 2014 final MIMP
document and in the 16 January 2014 presentation to the CAC by Terrie Martin Consulting – is not
sufficiently detailed to allow a full and careful critical assessment of the space need projections.
We therefore request that Providence / Swedish provide to us – and to the CAC members – thorough and
detailed background information on its space need projections, to include such items as:
1. the assumptions, specific rate of change estimates, and forecast methods that were used to
forecast
a. population growth
b. demographic shifts
c. inpatient and outpatient healthcare utilization changes
d. changes in market share of Seattle‐area hospitals (including Cherry Hill)
e. demand for education services
f. hotel room demand (including identification of the target clientele for the expanded hotel
at the Cherry Hill campus)
2. identification of the sources for those assumptions, estimates, and forecast methods

3. considerations that led to choosing those assumptions, estimates, and forecast methods over
others
4. the specific space need standards / planning benchmarks used to calculate
a. total clinical space needs
b. total research space needs
c. total education space needs
d. total office and clerical space needs
e. total hotel room space needs
5. identification of the sources for those space need standards / planning benchmarks
6. considerations that led to choosing those space need standards / planning benchmarks over others
7. identification of target occupancy rates for inpatient and long‐term care beds at the Cherry Hill
campus and considerations that led to choosing those target occupancy rates over others
8. discussion of how the increase in BGSF at the Providence / Swedish First Hill campus allowed under
the March 2005 First Hill MIMP influenced, affected, or shaped the projection of space needs for
the Cherry Hill campus.
We expect that the requested information already exists in Providence / Swedish’s possession – it would
have been compiled and reviewed in the course of arriving at the space need projections summarized in the
final MIMP document. So transmitting the information to us should not, we believe, impose an undue
clerical burden on Providence / Swedish.
The requested information can be sent in electronic format to Jack Hanson at <jackhanso@gmail.com>,
who will ensure distribution to the other neighbors.
We request that this information be provided to us by Friday 13 February 2015.
We look forward to your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,
Ellen Sollod

Bill Zosel

Cindy Thelen

Jack Hanson

Mary Pat DiLeva

Ability Bradshaw

Kenneth H. Torp

Melissa Flynn

Tatiana Masters

Troy Meyers

Jerry Mastui

Vicky Schiantarelli

Sonja Richter

Joanna Cullen

Katherine Yasi

T. Murray Anderson

CC: – Cherry Hill MIMP Citizens Advisory Committee
– Steve Sheppard, City of Seattle Department of Neighborhoods
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4. examples of inadequacy
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my background
• healthcare industry researcher and policy
analyst (since 2003)
– planning and resource allocation
– hospital bed need forecasting

• gov. appointee, Technical Advisory Committee
WA Strategic Health Planning Office (2008‐2009)

• member, rules development task force
WA Department of Health (2009‐2011)
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a note on names
• “Providence / Swedish”
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Studies show that in order for Swedish Cherry
Hill to meet the community’s growing demand
for health care over the next 30 years, we will
need to add approximately 1.9 million new
square feet....
– Swedish Cherry Hill
final MIMP document, p. 4
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materials reviewed
• section A.3 of final MIMP document
• Appendix G of final MIMP document
• 16 Jan 2014 presentation by Terrie Martin
• 27 Feb 2015 email message to CAC Chair
• 5 Mar 2015 handout at CAC meeting
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results of review / analysis
Providence / Swedish has failed to provide
information or evidence sufficient to
demonstrate a genuine need for an expansion of
this size to its healthcare facility at the Cherry
Hill campus.
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clarifications and qualifications
1. Providence / Swedish provided no
information in response to our requests.
2. I am not offering a competing space need
projection.
3. The burden of proof lies with Providence /
Swedish.
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concerning
population growth, demographic shifts
• no discussion of method or model that
translates general population growth or other
factors into patient volume growth
– current patient volume numbers?
– ways in which specific factors are driving changes
in those numbers?
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concerning
utilization changes re healthcare reform
A. What is the current payor mix at Cherry Hill?
–

commercially insured, uninsured, Medicare, Medicaid

B. What is the insurance coverage breakdown
• among residents of the surrounding community?
• among patients throughout the service area?
C. What is the expected change in the insurance
coverage status of these populations from ACA?
D. What is the projected change in numbers of Cherry
Hill inpatients and outpatients from now through
2040 as a result of ACA implementation?
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concerning
relative market share
• Providence / Swedish First Hill – 2005 MIMP
allows for 950,000 BGSF net new space
• Virginia Mason – 2014 MIMP anticipates up to
1.4 million BGSF net new space
• UW Medical Center – 2013 certificate of need
allows for addition of 79 new beds
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concerning
relative market share
A.

Which – if any – planned or potential expansions of other area
healthcare facilities did Providence / Swedish consider in
projecting service demand at the Cherry Hill campus?

B.

How did Providence / Swedish model the likely impacts of these
planned or potential expansions on future Cherry Hill volumes?

C.

What are the specific “specialty services” that Providence /
Swedish mentions in its discussion of future Cherry Hill demands?

D. With which other area healthcare providers does Cherry Hill
compete to attract patients who need these “specialty services”?
E.

How much of the total forecast Cherry Hill service demand
increase over the coming 25 years is related to the provision of
“specialty services”?
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concerning
space need projection for the hospital
• Providence / Swedish: The hospital needs to
grow from 541,300 BGSF now to 1.4 million
BGSF by 2040.
– need for more hospital beds
– need for more space for each bed
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Cherry Hill total annual patient days, 2003‐2014
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(linear regression)
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source: analysis of data provided by Providence / Swedish in hospital year‐end financial and
utilization reports to DoH, available online at <www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReports>
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concerning
space need projection for the hospital
Because medical terminology and standards of practice
change rapidly, because medical facilities and equipment
become obsolete quickly, because communities and their
goals change, and because, in general, long‐range forecasts
are unreliable, forecasts should go only as far into the
future as needed to answer the type of policy question
being asked. For most purposes, bed projections should not
be made for more than seven years into the future.
– 1987 Washington State Health Plan, volume 2: Performance
Standards for Health Facilities and Services, p. C‐30
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concerning
space need projection for the hospital
• Providence / Swedish target occupancy rates
– 65% in 2023
– 69% in 2040

• maximum efficiency: 75% to 85%
• single‐patient rooms = even higher occupancy
rates
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FACILITY

BGSF/bed

STATE

Prov Everett Colby

2,833

WA

general acute care

Swedish Issaquah

3,142

WA

general acute care

Seattle Children’s

3,500

WA

specialty – children’s

Virginia Mason

2,492

WA

general acute care

MCLNO

3,437

LA

academic, trauma, public

St Joes Exempla

2,259

CO

general acute care

NIH replacement hosp

3,480

MD

national research, public

UCSF Mission Bay

3,038

CA

general acute care (academic?)

Children’s Mem, Chicago

3,994

IL

specialty – children’s

Children’s Denver

4,444

CO

specialty – children’s

LA Co / USC Med Cen

2,500

CA

academic, public

Parkview Reg Med Cen

3,697

IN

specialty – women and children’s;
regional trauma

Cap Health Med Cen NJ

2,516

NJ

general acute care
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concerning space need projection for
“clinical and research needs”
• the need for more clinical physicians
– no discussion of future patient volume numbers
– no discussion of how growth was modeled

• the need for more space per physician
– from 1,542 BGSF now to 2,200 BGSF in 2040
– e.g., recent UNM clinic guidelines call for 1,400
BGSF per physician
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concerning space need projection for
education functions
• education functions include
1. continuing medical education
2. nursing sim lab
3. nursing conference rooms
4. orientation classrooms
• But items 1 and 3 and 4 should already be
included in 3,500 BGSF per bed benchmark.
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conclusion
Providence / Swedish has failed to provide
evidence or information adequate to support its
claims about future space needs.
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Testimony of
Jack Hanson
Healthcare Research and Policy Analyst
concerning
Space Need Projections for the Cherry Hill Campus
included in the
Swedish Cherry Hill Major Institution Master Plan
(DPD project number 3012953)
submitted to
Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP Hearing Examiner
13 July 2015

I am an experienced healthcare industry researcher and policy analyst who has worked on
issues such as healthcare facility planning and hospital bed need forecasting for over a decade.1
As part of its major institution master plan (MIMP) proposal, Providence Health and Services /
Swedish Health Services (Providence / Swedish)2 claims that it will need to expand the Cherry
Hill campus from its current size of 1.15 million building gross square feet (BGSF) to roughly 3
million BGSF by 2040: “Studies show that in order for Swedish Cherry Hill to meet the
community’s growing demand for health care over the next 30 years, we will need to add
approximately 1.9 million new square feet, which amounts to a growth rate of about 3 percent

1

Since 2003, I have worked as a healthcare policy analyst in Washington state and in Illinois. In connection with
my professional work, I was appointed by the Governor’s Office to serve on a technical advisory committee at the
Washington Strategic Health Planning Office from 2008 to 2009 that worked on developing a statewide health
resource planning strategy. From 2009 to 2011, I served on a rules development task force at the Washington
Department of Health that was charged with updating the state certificate of need program’s hospital bed need
forecasting method. Prior to this work in the industry, I was on the faculty of Dartmouth College and the University
of Massachusetts, where I taught courses in healthcare policy and ethics, among others.
2
Though the deal was often described in public relations materials as an “affiliation” or “alliance” rather than an
acquisition, in 2012 Seattle‐based Swedish Health Services became a subsidiary of multi‐state Providence Health
and Services. See Carol Ostrum, “Swedish Alliance with Providence Is Now Complete”, Seattle Times 1 February
2012 (included here in Appendix E). Since January 2012, the sole corporate member of Swedish Health Services is
Western HealthConnect, a nonprofit corporation whose board of directors is the board of Providence Health &
Services – Western Washington. (See Appendix E attached here.) Starting with its 2012 financial reports,
Providence includes among its assets those assets formerly held by Swedish; Providence includes outstanding
Swedish bond debt among the financial obligations of the Providence obligated group; and financial results from
Swedish operations are consolidated with – and reported as part of – the Providence system financial results.
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per year.”3 Unfortunately, Providence / Swedish neither includes nor cites to any such studies
in its MIMP materials.
After reviewing all of the materials that Providence / Swedish provided to the Swedish Cherry
Hill MIMP Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) concerning its space need projections,4 it is my
professional opinion that Providence / Swedish has failed to provide information or evidence
sufficient to demonstrate a genuine need for an expansion of this size to its healthcare facility
at the Cherry Hill campus.
In what follows I discuss some of the most important respects in which the information and
evidence offered by Providence / Swedish falls short.
First, let me note three points:
(1) A group of 15 Squire Park neighbors and I formally requested additional specific
information from Providence / Swedish that would allow us to understand more fully
and to evaluate more carefully the institution’s claims about future space needs.5
Providence / Swedish refused to provide us information responsive to our request and
failed to provide such information to the CAC.6
(2) I am not offering a competing estimate of future space needs for the Cherry Hill campus.
I cannot do so. I lack access to the sort of detailed inside information that Providence /
Swedish used to arrive at its need projections – exactly the sort of detailed information
that Providence / Swedish has refused to share with the neighbors.
(3) The burden of proof here lies not with me, nor with the CAC, but with Providence /
Swedish, which is claiming that future local healthcare needs will require a healthcare
facility in this neighborhood more than twice the size of the existing facility. That claim
is, on its face, implausible, so it requires compelling evidence and support – evidence
and support that has not been provided.

3

Swedish Cherry Hill Final Major Institution Master Plan document, 11 December 2014, p. 4. (Hereafter cited as
“2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document”.)
4
Providence / Swedish’s future space needs are discussed in section A.3 and in Appendix G of the 2014 Cherry Hill
MIMP document; in a 16 January 2014 presentation to the CAC by Terrie Martin Consulting (attached here as
Appendix F); in a 27 February 2015 email message from Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino to
CAC Chair Katie Porter (attached here as Appendix C); and in a graph handed out to CAC members at the 5 March
2015 CAC meeting (attached here as Appendix D). I am aware of no other written materials in which Providence /
Swedish offers information or evidence in support of its space need projections.
5
See Squire Park neighbors’ 5 February 2015 detailed information request to Providence / Swedish vice president
Andy Cosentino (attached here as Appendix A) and the 26 February 2015 follow‐up letter (attached here as
Appendix B).
6
In a side conversation at the 26 February 2015 CAC meeting, Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino
confirmed to me that Providence / Swedish would not provide information in response to the neighbors’ request.
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The evidence offered by Providence / Swedish in support of its space need projections falls
short in several key respects and raises important questions that remain unanswered:
A. concerning population growth and demographic shifts
1. Providence / Swedish notes that the King County population – both those under age
65 and those over age 65 – is expected to grow considerably from 2010 to 2040 and
claims that population growth, especially among those over age 65, will drive large
increases in demand for services at Cherry Hill.7 However, Providence / Swedish does
not indicate what proportions of current Cherry Hill inpatients and outpatients fall into
the under 65 and over 65 age cohorts; whether those proportions are likely to change
over time; and whether Cherry Hill will be gaining or losing older patients with respect
to other local facilities, many of which are also developing or expanding services
designed to attract older patients. In short, Providence / Swedish does not discuss the
method or model it uses to translate general population growth into patient volume
growth. Points such as these require explicit discussion in order to establish
Providence / Swedish’s claim that the aging of the population will drive increased
demand at Cherry Hill.
2. Providence / Swedish also does not specify what population growth estimates it is
using; it says only that it is using numbers from the Washington Office of Financial
Management (OFM).8 OFM publishes three series of population growth projections
every year – high, middle, and low growth projections. Each of these series is
appropriate to a different kind of forecasting. One series may be much preferable to
the others for forecasting specific healthcare infrastructure needs over a very long
range such as 25 to 30 years. However, Providence / Swedish does not discuss which
series it uses or why it chose that series. Evaluating the reliability of Providence /
Swedish’s population growth estimates requires knowing what population growth rate
was used and understanding why that rate was chosen.
B. concerning healthcare facility utilization changes due to healthcare reform efforts
1. Providence / Swedish acknowledges that full implementation of the federal Affordable
Care Act (ACA) is likely to significantly affect healthcare facility utilization over the
coming years.9 However, Providence / Swedish does not discuss in any detail what the
effects of ACA implementation might be on inpatient and outpatient service utilization
at the Cherry Hill campus. A number of important questions are left unaddressed:

7

See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 4‐5, 129‐130.
See footnote 3 in Appendix G, 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 133.
9
See, for example, 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 5, 133.
8
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a. What is the current payor mix at Cherry Hill (volume of commercially insured
patients, uninsured patients, and Medicare and Medicaid patients)?
b. What is the insurance coverage breakdown among residents of the
surrounding community? among patients throughout the hospital’s primary
service area?
c. What is the expected change in the insurance coverage status of these
populations resulting from full ACA implementation?
d. What is the projected change in numbers of Cherry Hill inpatients and
outpatients from now through 2040 as a result of ACA implementation?
2. On a related note: Along with – and, in some cases, because of – ACA implementation,
the U.S. healthcare system is currently experimenting with a wide variety of potentially
far‐reaching delivery reforms, including accountable care organizations and other
forms of integrated delivery system, medical home models of care delivery, and pay‐
for‐performance schemes. (Indeed, Providence / Swedish itself has formed an
accountable care organization and is testing medical homes.) These reforms are
intended to fundamentally alter the ways in which healthcare is purchased and
delivered in the U.S. However, Providence / Swedish does not discuss in any detail
what it has done to model the likely effects of these changes on inpatient and
outpatient volumes at the Cherry Hill campus.
C. concerning changes in patient volumes and relative market share
1. In addition to healthcare reform efforts, Providence / Swedish suggests that several
other factors will create additional demand for inpatient and outpatient services at the
Cherry Hill campus over the coming 25 years.10 However, Providence / Swedish
provides no numbers. It offers no specific information on the number of patients
currently receiving services at the Cherry Hill campus, nor does it offer estimates of
additional patient volumes expected in the future. A credible presentation of future
patient demand requires both current patient volume numbers and a discussion of the
specific ways in which different factors are likely to drive changes in those numbers
over time. Providence / Swedish offers none of this.
2. It seems that at least part of the reason that Providence / Swedish anticipates higher
patient volumes at its Cherry Hill campus in the future is that it expects to draw
patients away from other area healthcare providers. Providence / Swedish apparently
intends to grow its share of the market for certain “specialty services” in the Cherry
Hill service area from the current level of 13% to a level of 20% by 2040.11 But other
healthcare facilities whose service areas overlap with that of the Cherry Hill campus –
10
11

See, for example, the discussion in section A.3 of the 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, especially pp. 4‐5.
See the section titled “Service Demand” at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 133.
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including University of Washington Medical Center, Harborview Medical Center, and
Northwest Hospital and Medical Center in the University of Washington Medicine
system; the Swedish First Hill campus in the Providence / Swedish system; Virginia
Mason Medical Center; and Overlake Hospital Medical Center – all have expansions
underway or growth plans in the works. To cite just three examples:
(1) The City of Seattle approved, in 2005, a new MIMP for the Providence /
Swedish First Hill campus that allows for some 950,000 BGSF of net new
space on that campus over the coming years.12
(2) The City of Seattle approved, in 2014, a new MIMP for the Virginia Mason
First Hill campus that anticipates up to 1.4 million BGSF of net new space on
that campus over the coming years.13
(3) UW Medical Center secured a certificate of need from the Washington
Department of Health (DoH) in 2013 that allows for the addition of 79 new
beds at its flagship Seattle campus.14
These considerations raise important questions that Providence / Swedish does not
address in its MIMP materials, including:
a. Which – if any – planned or potential expansions of other area healthcare
facilities did Providence / Swedish consider in projecting service demand at
the Cherry Hill campus?
b. How did Providence / Swedish model the likely impacts of these planned or
potential expansions on future Cherry Hill patient volumes?
c. What are the specific “specialty services” that Providence / Swedish mentions
in its discussion of future Cherry Hill service demands?
d. With which other area healthcare providers does Cherry Hill compete to
attract patients who need these “specialty services”?
e. How much of the total forecast Cherry Hill service demand increase over the
coming 25 years is related to the provision of “specialty services”?
3. Apparently, Providence / Swedish also expects to double the proportion of its
“specialty services” patients who come from outside the Cherry Hill campus service
area – from 6% at present to 13% in some future year.15 Unanswered questions
parallel to those listed immediately above (at C.2.a‐e) also attach to this projection.

12

Swedish Medical Center First Hill Campus Final Major Institution Master Plan document, 14 March 2005, p. 43
(attached here as Appendix G).
13
Virginia Mason Medical Center First Hill Campus Compiled Major Institution Master Plan document, 5 February
2014, p. 29 (attached here as Appendix H).
14
State of Washington Department of Health certificate of need #1516, issued 18 November 2013 (attached here
as Appendix I).
15
See the section titled “Service Demand” at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 133.
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D. concerning the space need projection for the hospital
1. Providence / Swedish claims that it will need to expand the hospital part of the Cherry
Hill campus from its current 541,300 BGSF to nearly 1.4 million BGSF in 2040.16 This
growth projection seems to be based on two considerations:
(1) the need for more hospital beds to meet increased inpatient service
demand – nearly doubling the hospital inpatient capacity from 196 beds at
present to 385 beds by 2040;
(2) the need to devote more space to each bed – increasing the total building
space per bed from the current 2,762 BGSF per bed to over 3,500 BGSF per
bed by 2040.
Neither of these claimed needs is adequately supported by the information Providence
/ Swedish has provided.
2. Data reported to DoH by Providence / Swedish for the period 2003 through 2014 show
that inpatient volumes at the Cherry Hill campus are trending upward, but only slightly
and rather slowly.17 See Figure 1 below.
Figure 1 – Cherry Hill total annual patient days, 2003‐2014
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(linear regression)
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source: analysis of data provided by Providence / Swedish in hospital year‐end financial and
utilization reports to DoH, available online at <www.doh.wa.gov/DataandStatisticalReports>

(The reported data also show that this period of relative stability came after more than
10 years of steeply declining inpatient volumes at Cherry Hill.) So the publicly‐
available historical data do not indicate that inpatient volumes are on a sustained and
significant upward swing at the Cherry Hill campus. As noted above (at C.1), what is
16

2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 54, 133‐135, 141.
Total annual patient days is a standard metric for measuring hospital inpatient volumes. Although the metric
does not adjust for patient acuity, it is sensitive to severity of patient needs: A hospital that routinely treats
unusually sick or complex patients will have a high average length of stay, which drives up patient days.

17
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needed here is a detailed discussion of patient volume trends and the factors driving
those trends – something that Providence / Swedish does not provide.
a. It is worth noting that the official forecasting method used by DoH for
Washington’s certificate of need program restricts hospital bed need
forecasting for bed addition projects to a seven‐year planning horizon.
According to the State Health Plan:
Because medical terminology and standards of practice change rapidly, because
medical facilities and equipment become obsolete quickly, because communities and
their goals change, and because, in general, long‐range forecasts are unreliable,
forecasts should go only as far into the future as needed to answer the type of policy
question being asked. For most purposes, bed projections should not be made for
18
more than seven years into the future.

DoH has, in certain exceptional cases, allowed 10‐year projections for
“phased” bed addition projects, but DoH has countenanced planning horizons
longer than this only in cases involving the establishment of a new hospital.
All for good reason: Accurately forecasting facility bed need 15 years or more
into the future is simply not feasible.
b. It is also worth noting here that Providence / Swedish’s need projections show
target occupancy rates at the Cherry Hill hospital of 65% in 2023 and 69% in
2040.19 But healthcare planners have long held that a large general acute
care hospital such as Cherry Hill reaches full occupancy – and maximum
efficiency – somewhere between 75% and 85%.20 Some experts have
suggested that, with the move to single‐patient rooms, even higher
occupancy levels can be obtained safely and efficiently.21 Providence /
Swedish does not explain why it believes, contrary to prevailing expert
opinion, that occupancy rates of 65% or 69% are appropriate for the future
Cherry Hill hospital.
18

1987 Washington State Health Plan – volume 2: Performance Standards for Health Facilities and Services, p. C‐30
(attached here as Appendix J).
19
See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 134.
20
See, for examples, Linda V. Green (2002), “How Many Hospital Beds?”, Inquiry 39, pp. 401 ff., and New Jersey
Commission on Rationalizing Health Care Resources (2008), Final Report, p. 49, available online at
<http://www.nj.gov/health/rhc/reports.shtml>, accessed 2 July 2015. In addition, the bed need forecasting
method developed in the State Health Plan – and still used today by DoH for Washington’s certificate of need
program – favors target minimum occupancy levels of 75% for a general acute care hospital with 200‐299 beds (the
size that Providence / Swedish expects Cherry Hill to be in 2023) and 80% for a hospital with more than 300 beds
(the size that Providence / Swedish expects Cherry Hill to be by 2040). 1987 Washington State Health Plan –
volume 2: Performance Standards for Health Facilities and Services, p. C‐37. Running a bed need calculation with a
lower rather than a higher occupancy standard will yield an apparent need for a larger number of beds to serve a
set number of inpatients; so, if one aims to show a “need” for more beds, one chooses a lower occupancy
standard.
21
See, for example, Michael Detsky and Edward Etchells (2008), “Single‐Patient Rooms for Safe Patient‐Centered
Hospitals”, Journal of the American Medical Association 300, pp. 954‐956.
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3. Just as Providence / Swedish fails to adequately support a projected future need for
nearly twice the number of inpatient beds at the Cherry Hill campus, so too does
Providence / Swedish fail to adequately support it’s claim that each future bed will
require more total facility space. Providence / Swedish briefly canvasses several
factors that help to determine the amount of space required for each bed in a modern
hospital, but then simply announces that it uses a planning benchmark of 3,500 BGSF
per bed in its projection of future space needs for the Cherry Hill campus – 27% more
space than the current 2,762 BGSF per bed at the hospital.22 Providence / Swedish
provides no detail about the specific factors or considerations that led it to choose this
planning benchmark – no numbers or calculations, no models, no citations to the
healthcare facility planning literature, nothing of substance.
a. The lack of detailed discussion here is particularly troubling because the
amount of total facility space needed for each inpatient bed is a matter of
ongoing debate among healthcare planners. Much recent work in the field
suggests that a standard well below 3,500 BGSF per bed is appropriate –
indeed, desirable – for modern hospitals.23
b. Planners have also noted that building smaller rather than larger hospital
spaces leaves providers better positioned financially to deal creatively with
future technological, operational, and clinical developments that are difficult
– if not impossible – to anticipate.24
c. In response to questions from CAC members, Providence / Swedish suggested
that a comparison with 13 other medical centers across the country indicates
that 3,500 BGSF per bed is an appropriate standard for Cherry Hill. 25
However, all six of the hospitals on Providence / Swedish’s comparison list
that are near, at, or above the 3,500 BGSF per bed benchmark are specialty
facilities – three children’s hospitals, one academic medical center, one
regional trauma center, and the National Institutes of Health national
research hospital. What’s more, the only three Washington state general
acute care hospitals on the list operate with much less than 3,500 BGSF per
bed. The facility at Cherry Hill is a general acute care hospital – not a
children’s hospital, not an academic medical center, not a trauma center. So,
the inter‐hospital space‐per‐bed comparisons on which Providence / Swedish
22

See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 135.
See, for example, C. Skolnick (2013), “Beyond 2013: Facility planning in an uncertain environment”, Medical
Construction & Design 9.5, pp. 48‐50.
24
See, for example, H. Scot Latimer, Hillary Gutknecht, and Kimmey Hardesty (2008), “Analysis of Hospital Facility
Growth: Are We Super‐Sizing Healthcare?”, Health Environments Research and Design Journal 1.4, pp. 70‐88.
25
See 27 February 2015 email message from Providence / Swedish vice president Andy Cosentino to CAC Chair
Katie Porter (attached here as Appendix C).
23
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seems to base its hospital space need projection may not be comparable or
relevant at all.
E. concerning the space need projection for “clinical and research needs”
1. Providence / Swedish claims that, in order to meet future demands for healthcare
services and research, it will need to grow the amount of building space on the Cherry
Hill campus devoted to “clinical and research needs” from the current 427,000 BGSF to
nearly 1.3 million BGSF (or 1.1 million BGSF, under Alternative 12) by 2040.26 This near
tripling of the campus space devoted to these purposes reflects both (1) a supposed
need for more physicians engaged in clinical and research work and (2) a supposed
need for more space per physician. However, again Providence / Swedish fails to
provide the sort of detailed discussion and specific information necessary to
adequately establish these need claims.
2. Providence / Swedish projects a need for physicians providing clinical services (not
counting research physicians) that far outstrips the projected need for new hospital
beds at the Cherry Hill campus – a 149% increase in the number of clinical physicians
located on campus (from 164 in 2013 to 408 in 2040) versus a 96% increase in the
number of inpatient beds over the same period. Providence / Swedish suggests that
the principal reason for this disproportional growth is an anticipated influx of patients
newly‐insured under the ACA seeking primary care and other outpatient services at
Cherry Hill.27 However, as noted above (at B.1), Providence / Swedish leaves
unanswered several questions central to understanding this projected change in
patient volumes:
a. What are the numbers of uninsured and underinsured inpatients and
outpatients currently served at Cherry Hill? For what proportions of total
patient volumes do these populations account?
b. How many uninsured and underinsured people currently reside in the
surrounding community? throughout the Cherry Hill service area?
c. What is the expected change in the insurance coverage status of these
populations resulting from full ACA implementation?
d. What is the projected change in number of Cherry Hill outpatients through
2040 as a result of ACA implementation?
e. How did Providence / Swedish model these expected changes?
3. Along with the projected increase in the number of clinical and research physicians
working at the Cherry Hill campus, Providence / Swedish also anticipates a 43%
increase in the amount of building space allotted to each physician – from 1,542 BGSF
26
27

See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 54, 136‐137, 141.
See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 136.
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per physician at present to 2,200 BGSF per physician in 2040. Yet Providence /
Swedish nowhere claims that the current allotment of space per physician at the
Cherry Hill campus is inadequate or deficient in any way. Why, then, does Providence
/ Swedish anticipate a future need for significantly more building space for each
physician? Providence / Swedish offers no answer.
a. The lack of discussion on this point is particularly troubling because the 2,200
BGSF per physician target that Providence / Swedish employs is much larger
than the typical space benchmark for facilities housing physician clinical
activities.
b. To take but one example: According to recent planning guidelines for
physician clinics developed for the University of New Mexico health system, a
freestanding clinic providing primary care and other routine outpatient
services requires roughly 1,400 BGSF per physician to accommodate all
necessary facility spaces – exam rooms, physician offices, patient reception
and waiting areas, electrical and mechanical rooms, and so forth.28 A
physician clinic integrated into a larger healthcare facility such as the Cherry
Hill campus would, presumably, need even less space per physician than this
because some of the support areas – such as public toilets and electrical and
mechanical rooms – would already exist within the campus building that
houses the clinic.
F. concerning the space need projection for the campus hotel
1. Providence / Swedish currently provides hotel rooms on the Cherry Hill campus for
patients and families of patients receiving care at Cherry Hill and at other Providence /
Swedish facilities throughout Seattle. The institution anticipates increasing the
number of such hotel rooms from 29 at present to 80 by 2040 (or to 56 rooms by 2040
under Alternative 12).29 Providence / Swedish claims that 1,000 BGSF per bed is “the
space benchmark for a modest hotel”30 – even though its existing hotel beds require
only 431 BGSF per bed and Providence / Swedish itself seems to employ a benchmark
of roughly 700 BGSF per bed under Alternative 1231 – but offers neither support for
nor substantive discussion of the appropriateness of this benchmark.
2. If the 1,000 BGSF per bed benchmark is a standard borrowed from the hospitality
industry, it may not be appropriate for hotel accommodations attached to a healthcare
facility. Typical hotels – even “modest” hotels – that serve the general public routinely
28

fbt Architects (2010), University of New Mexico Hospitals – Clinic Standards (revised 12 April 2010), available
online at <https://iss.unm.edu/PCD/docs/UNMH‐Clinic‐Standards_Revised04‐12‐10.pdf>, accessed 2 July 2015.
29
See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 54, 137‐138.
30
2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 138.
31
See notes on Alternative 12 and Table C‐2 at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 54.
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include space for lobbies, gyms or workout rooms, swimming pools, restaurants or
lounges or cafeterias, vending machine and ice maker areas, housekeeping and
laundry facilities, and the like. But these amenities do not obviously need to be
included with guest rooms that exist only to serve a healthcare facility – especially
when some of these amenities are already provided elsewhere on the campus.
3. So the question remains: What is an appropriate per bed space benchmark for guest
accommodations that are attached to – and serve exclusively – a large healthcare
facility? Providence / Swedish does not address this question.
G. concerning the space need projection for education functions
1. Providence / Swedish claims that it will need to increase the amount of building space
on the Cherry Hill campus devoted to education functions from 73,000 BGSF at present
to 152,300 BGSF by 2040.32 Providence / Swedish offers a breakdown of its projected
future education space needs into several categories, including space for continuing
medical education (classrooms?), a nursing sim lab, nursing conference rooms, and
classrooms for orientation.
2. However, it would seem that some of the additional education space that Providence /
Swedish claims it will need on the future Cherry Hill campus – specifically, space for
continuing medical education, nursing conference rooms, and employee orientation
classrooms – should already be included in the 3,500 BGSF per inpatient bed that
Providence / Swedish says it will need for the hospital. These are routine educational
activities of any mid‐size or large general acute care hospital, and a hospital space
need benchmark (such as the 3,500 BGSF per bed figure that Providence / Swedish
uses) is intended to provide for sufficient space for all of the necessary support and
ancillary functions of the hospital. So, why does Providence / Swedish claim that it will
need yet more additional space on campus for these routine functions?
H. concerning the space need projection for long‐term care services
1. In Appendix G of its MIMP proposal, Providence / Swedish anticipates adding 121 new
beds for long‐term care (both acute rehabilitation services and assisted living services)
at Cherry Hill by 2040, while maintaining the 99 rehabilitation beds currently operated
by Seattle Rehab Center (now called Seattle Medical Post Acute Care) on the campus.33
Under the revised Alternative 12, however, Providence / Swedish anticipates adding
just 50 new long‐term care beds (all of them rehabilitation beds, it seems, none for

32
33

See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 138‐139.
See 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, pp. 139‐140.
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assisted living), claiming that, at 1,000 BGSF per bed, the campus will thus need to add
50,000 BGSF to accommodate the new rehabilitation beds.34
2. However, Providence / Swedish does not address a number of important issues related
to this projection:
a. Though it suggests that an increase in the number of King County residents
over age 65 will translate directly into increased demand for long‐term care
services at the Cherry Hill campus,35 Providence / Swedish does not discuss in
any detail this alleged correlation. What method does Providence / Swedish
use to model this correlation? How does that model account for expansion of
long‐term care capacity at other area healthcare providers? for in‐migration
or out‐migration of patients? How is future demand for rehabilitation
services modeled differently from future demand for assisted living services?
b. Similarly, Providence / Swedish provides no information about utilization of
the 99 rehabilitation beds run by Seattle Rehab Center on the campus. It is
not clear what the occupancy rate of those beds is at present, nor whether
that occupancy rate is expected to change in the future. But the current and
projected future utilization rate of these existing beds is directly relevant to
whether there will be a future need for additional rehabilitation beds on the
campus.
c. The Seattle Rehab Center facility at Cherry Hill apparently operates at present
– and is expected to continue operating in the future – in a space that allows
434 BGSF for each rehabilitation bed.36 But Providence / Swedish claims that
it will need 1,000 BGSF for each of its new rehabilitation beds. Providence /
Swedish does not explain why its future rehabilitation program at Cherry Hill
will require more than twice the amount of space per bed required by the
Seattle Rehab Center rehabilitation program.
3. Finally, consideration of Providence / Swedish’s space need projection for long‐term
care services points up a general observation: Although Providence / Swedish has
insisted throughout the MIMP process that its plans for the Cherry Hill campus are
intended to accommodate future healthcare needs, under Alternative 12 Providence /
Swedish decided, apparently, to ignore or discount certain of the needs it originally
identified.

34

See notes on Alternative 12 and Table C‐2 at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 54.
See the chart titled “Long Term Care Needs compared to Population 65+” at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p.
140.
36
See the section titled “Space Needs” and the table titled “Long Term Care Needs” at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP
document, p. 140.
35
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a. For example, under Alternative 12, Providence / Swedish no longer recognizes
a need for 71 assisted living units on the Cherry Hill campus.37 So the
question arises: On what basis did Providence / Swedish originally determine
that it would be necessary – or advisable – to locate 71 assisted living units on
the Cherry Hill campus? Most facilities across the country that serve residents
who need assistance with activities of daily living but who do not need
rehabilitation services are not located on hospital campuses. In fact,
Providence / Swedish itself currently operates a dozen or more such assisted
living facilities in Washington, Oregon, and Alaska that are not on hospital
campuses.
b. This particular case well illustrates a shortcoming that attaches to Providence
/ Swedish’s discussion of its future space needs throughout the MIMP
materials: The institution simply does not fully explain its need projections; it
routinely fails to provide a thorough, detailed account of the considerations,
assumptions, and calculations on which its need claims are based.

CONCLUSION
With this proposed MIMP, Providence / Swedish is seeking zoning variances that would allow it
to grow its Cherry Hill campus to well over twice its current size. In pressing its case,
Providence / Swedish has claimed that future healthcare needs in the region will require such a
large facility at Cherry Hill. However, as the preceding discussion of unanswered questions and
unaddressed issues makes clear, Providence / Swedish has failed to provide evidence or
information adequate to support its claims about future space needs.

submitted by:

Jack Hanson
209 22nd Ave S – Apt 32
Seattle, WA 98144
jackhanso@gmail.com

37

See notes on Alternative 12 at 2014 Cherry Hill MIMP document, p. 54.
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July 19, 2015
To: H. E. Tanner,

RE.CE:IVE.D B'<
1015 JUL 21 Pt\ 4: 52
Qff\CE. OF

My name is Jeffrey Scott Steffen. I have resided on thl\-\r'f.~jt,edkXM"tmIBave since
1996.
In the past few years traffic on 19th Avenue has greatly increased. Parking has become
very difficult during the week. On the weekends though there is ample parking. This
leads one to believe that a large portion of people parking on 19th are from the Swedish
campus. The fact that many employees are seen walking to their cars parked on 19th in
hospital clothes makes this irrefutable.
The amount of accidents, particularly on the comer of 19th and Jefferson has gone up
dramatically. Some drivers going at a very high speed, other drivers going at a very slow
speed, buses, bicyclists and pedestrians are not a good mix. You add the daily barrage of
construction vehicles that will try to vie for space on this two-lane street and the safety of
all will un-avoidably be impacted. Drivers are seen daily making u turns and k turns in
the middle of the 19th and Jefferson and 19th and Cherry.
The notion that 2 homes have also have been purchased by Sabey on the west side of
19th between Jefferson and Cherry is peculiar. One of these houses being built under the
1994 MIMP. The other house probably had some historic value. But, all evidence of that
was removed immediately after the home was purchased by the current owners. Are
these houses going to be tom down and used as access points for the construction
project? Sabey or The 17th and James Lie has not registered these homes with the DPD
in Seattle's Rental Registration and Inspection Program. Tearing these houses down
seems in direct conflict with the MIMP' s purpose to preserve adjacent neighborhoods.
All institutions should have the right to expand. The proposed MIMP is greatly out of
proportion with the surrounding Cherry Hill neighborhood. The amount of work that also
is taking place inside of Swedish seems to be in direct contradiction with the idea that the
hospital has no room for internal growth.

5<>/ 2-4 s-3

Project Number: ~953
Project Name: Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Campus Master Plan
C. F. Number 311936
July 16, 2015
Dear Ms Tanner,
Thank you for listening to my brief statement yesterday afternoon regarding the Swedish Cherry Hill
MIMP.
As I stated, I have owned and lived in, our home at 732 151h Avenue for 30 years.
I feel that we have a wonderful neighborhood. It is quiet and pleasant with desirable neighbors.
Execution of the proposed MIMP will make our neighborhood a less desirable place to live. Noise,
traffic, parking and shadowing will all be detrimental. In fact, although, I have spent a large amount of
energy and dollars to make our home safe and attractive (as have many of our neighbors), I would likely
move to a different location if the MIMP is allowed to proceed. We currently have a quiet, safe and
pleasant single family neighborhood: I believe that, because of its height, bulk and scale, the proposed
Swedish development would drastically alter that.
Please consider recommending against any expansion of the Swedish-Cherry Hill campus.

ueller, MD, FACEP(Emergency Medicine), BS, Mechanical Engineering

July 14, 2015
Jerry Matsui
541 19th. Ave
Seattle, WA. 98122
Subject: Statement before the Hearing Examiner.

My name is Jerry Matsui. t live at 541 19th Avenue, in a 1901 house. I am a member of
Appellant 19th Ave Block Watch/Squire Par!< Neighbors. I am a past Board member of
Squire Park Community Council and a number of organizations within the Central Area.
I am 71 years old. With the exception of my birth and infancy in one of the
Concentration Camps in Idaho and my military service, I have lived my entire life in the
Central Area in my current home. My family moved into our current home in about
1946-47. My wife and l raised our children in our home. t would argue that both my
house and I have been around a lot longer than the hospital or anyone you will meet
this week. If the decisions being made are based on longevity at the site, I think I win.
I was around for the previous 1994 MtMP. We were promised a day care and gym back
then too, plus an inn and nursing facility in exchange for giving up the east side of 1ath
Ave and going to a 105' height within the campus. Those structures were supposed to
be built along 18th Ave as transitional structures. It never happened. Instead of the
facilities we expected to see, we got "temporary" permitted surface parking lots. That
was so long ago, I can remember exactly when, but it's been well over 10 years ago.
We do need something, but not parking lots or a massive wall. We also agreed to
reducing open space from 14% to 10%. The current campus has less than 6%. The
SOV rate was promised to go down from 69% to 50%. They still haven't gotten to the
50%. All the other hospitals are below 40%, including Children's, which has less access
to public transportation.
So now we are in 2015, and we are getting these same promises in exchange for more
height. This time around Swedish/Sabey started with 240' heights on campus and 65'
heights along 181h Ave with no setbacks and every exception or exemption one could
ask for in the early Alternatives. One alternative was to expand boundaries. The
following CAC meeting, Swedish/Sabey announced that the Alternative to expand along
19th Ave faced so much opposition that it was withdrawn as an Alternative when a
couple of folks asked if Swedish/Sabey planned to provide the same consideration as
Children's gave their neighbors. To look like you're giving up something in

•

"negotiations", always ask for the maximum. Drag it out until you wear out everyone. If
you're really good, then you'll get more than what you want or need.
There have been lots of problems along the way. My testimony didn't make it into the
record at the June 12, 2014 public hearing for the EIS, even though my verbal testimony
shows me submitting my written comments. I'm not the only one. I was so concerned
about the process, I wrote a letter to the DPD Director. At the hearing Swedish staff
confiscated the sign-in sheets and substituted their list of patients and supporters so
they could go first. Many of these individuals hadn't even arrived yet. Those of us who
arrived early had to wait until after these individuals spoke. Swedish/Sabey videotaped
the hearing without announcement or permission. Sabey security guards were in
attendance and in uniform. I contacted the police to verify whether there had been a
police report. There was none.

-

--Jerry Matsui
June 12, 201-4
1 SVIEOISH CHERRY HILL OE.IS ANO OMIMP HEARING Thunday,

1
2

of the expansion.

Hearing

Page ea

I don 1 t think that standing a giant

200~foot house brick up in the middle of a 120~

3 year-old neighborhood is a really great idea.
4 probably multiple ways to approach it.
5

55
Cont.

There's

I haven 1 t seen

that yet and hope to da 1 and they should take some

6 time and talk about the parking and the big problem
7

with traffic around here.

e

I did get slaughtered in the crosswalk on

9 14th and Cherry by an uninsured driver, and I know
10

that just bringing this many people up here and not

11

having any parking or any place to put them seems to

12

be a little bit out of scale.

13

say about that.

MR. MATSUI:

14

So that's all I got to

My name is Jerry Matsui.

15

live at 541 19th Avenue.

16

race and mitigation because race has shaped our

17

institucions and policies, perpetuating racial and

19

social inequities, and we must take responsibility.

19

I've been bothered for a very long time by Swedish/

20

Sabey's attitude and actions in its approach to this

21

neighborhood.

22

obnoxious, arrogant, and dismissive.

23

draft of DEIS and admit that contains statements that

24

attempt to deny the residential character of our

25

neighborhood, a demonstration of their attitude,

Moburg, Seaton & Wll:klns
208-622-3110

56

Tonight I will lead with

I~ has been deceptive, condeecending 1

111

Wis

I have read the

2033 Sixth Ave., Sult, 826
Seattle, WA 98121

H-61

56. A description of the area surrounding Swedish Cheriy Hill is included on pages
1-1 and 2-6 of both the Draft and Final EISs. The area is described as: "Uses
in the ai~a north, east and west of the campus are primarily single-family and
low rise multi{amily residential, with a mix of some institutional and commercial
uses. The eastern boundary ofSeattle University s campus faces the western
boundary qfthe Swedish Cherry Hill campus across I 5th Avenue."

=--~··

57. Your comments concerning access to housing are noted.
June 12, 2014
1 SWEOISH CHERRY HILL DEIS ANO DMIMP HEAR1NG1'hursday,

Hearing
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Our neighborhood is very diverse in

1
2

ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, religion,

3

education, income, et cetera.

4

alter the residential character of our neighborhood is

S institutional racism.

Denying while trying to

When the city creates loopholes

6

in its municipal code 10 that institutions, through

7

their for-profit developers, can buy up homes and

a

other private properties so they can board up or don't

9

maintain these properties, the city institutions and

lO

developers create a new form of red lining that was

ll

prevalent in the central area which denied access to

~2

housing and/or continued ownership based on race.

13

57

I'm a retired city employee and I am --

14

race and social juetice issues have been a city-wide

15

effort to realize racial equity.

16

19th Avenue because I won a housing race

17

discrimination case against Providence when they

19

refused to sell my ancestral home to me when I

19

returned from the military service because I 1 m

20

NEE-SAY,

21

I own my home on

I have another statement here that supports

22

Nicholas Richter, Bob Cooper, and Vicki scantarelli 1 s

23

comments ae well.

24

extensive comment, written document, on the TMP, and

2S

that will also be submitted.

Moburg, Seaton & Watkins
206-622-3110

This is in writing.

~

wt'

I have a more

Thank you.
2033 Sixth Ave., Suite 826
Seattle. WA 96121

H-62

June 23, 2014
Ms. Diane Sugimura, Director
Department of Planning & Development
700 5th Ave, Suite 2000
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124-4019
Subject: DPD Project Number 3012953, Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP
Dear Ms. Sugimura,
I am deeply concerned about DPD staffs unprofessional actions at the June 12, 2014
public hearing. \n accordance with SMC 23.69.032, Master plan process, D.
Development of Master Plan,
10. The Director and the lead agency shall hold a public hearing on the draft
master plan and if an EIS is required, on the draft EIS.
The Code holds DPD responsible for the public hearing, and when there is another lead
agency, then DPD is equally responsible for the public hearing. Instead, DPD staff
stated this was Swedish/Sabey's meeting and deferred her responsibilities to
Swedish/Sabey:
A. One of the neighbors arrived early and signed in on the public testimony sign-in
sheets left at the table. He was the very first signature. This neighbor witnessed a
Swedish employee gather all of the public testimony sign-in sheets and replace them
with sign-in sheets containing only Swedish doctors and patients' names. These
individuals had yet to arrive to the public hearing location. When asked, the
Swedish employee told the neighbor she was accommodating the Swedish
supporters (all white and who lived outside the neighborhood) to testify first
regardless of sign-up order so they could leave early. The people who opposed the
DMIMP or DEIS because of how difficult it was to get charity care (people of color)
or who did live in the neighborhood (racially/ethnically diverse) had to wait at the end
of the line to testify. When brought to the attention of the DPD staff, she deemed
these actions as acceptable. As a past government employee (City and State),
providing specific individuals with preferential treatment based on white privilege is
considered an act of institutional racism at best.
B. Swedish/Sabey videotaped the public hearing without informing the public. I did not
learn I was videotaped until after I testified. I did not grant Swedish/Sabey
permission. When a neighbor who was to testify after me realized she was to be
videotaped, she told the DPD staff person she did not give permission. The camera
was turned off, but neighbors witnessed the DPD staff person roll her eyes and act

Presented at the June 12,2014 Public Hearing re. the Draft PDEIS and MIMP before the
CAC.
This is a preface to my comments regarding the TMP portion of the draft PDEIS and
MIMP tonight before the CAC. I have been bothered by the attitude of Swedish/Sabey in
its approach to this neighborhood in that it has been deceptive, condescending,
obnoxious, arrogant and dismissive. I have read the draft PDEIS and MIMP that contain
statements that attempt to deny the residential character of our neighbortiood which
illustrates their attitude. Our neighbor hood is very diverse in ethnicity, sexual
orientation, age, religion, education, income, etc. My impression, by denying the
residential character of our neighborhood and its diversity is akin to institutional racial
discrimination. And as a corollary, similar to red-ling that was prevalent in Seattle which
denied access to housing and/or continued ownership based on race. I am a retired
City employee and race and social justice issues have been a citywide effort to realize
racial equity because race has shaped our institutions and polices that have prevented
us from achieving equity. In order to achieve equity, the underling root causes must be
must be addressed to end institutional racism that perpetuates racial and social
inequities.

The following is a summary of my written examination of the TMP.
I agree with the comments made by Nicholas Richter, Bob Cooper, and Vicky
Schiantarelli. With minimal efforts to attempt to meet Code (in some areas,
unsuccessfully) and dismal performance/compliance of its current TMP or the 1994
MIMP, Swedish/Sabey has demonstrated it cannot be trusted and should get no
consideration or concessions from the City or neighborhood. The partnering experiment
allowed by the City between major institutions and private developers has turned the
Code into a mockery and harmed this neighborhood. There is no place in Seattle for
commercial enterprises to control or direct non-profit services. It doesn't work with
drinking water or prisons; it doesn't work here. This must come to an end.
Thank you,

MIMP COMMENTS
Part D: Transportation Management Plan (TMP)
General Comments
I agree with the comments of Nicholas Richter, Bob Cooper, Vicky Schiantarelli, and
other neighbors. My focus is the TMP due to the limited amount of time I've had to
review the draft MIMP and DEIS for the public hearing. I will submit in writing my
additional comments about the rest of the proposed MIMP and DEIS later during the
comment period. My task tonight is to address in as much detail as possible the TMP.

The stated goal for single occupancy vehide use (SOV) is 50% -- exactly the same goal
articulated in the 1994 MIMP that was never met. This is not a good faith goal; this is
the absolute minimum goal they can set.
Nicholas Richter did a comparative analysis of different current goals and current SOV
rates reported in TMP plans from other MIMPs, induding Children's Hospital, Virginia
Mason, Seattle University, Seattle Central Community College, Harborview Medical
Center, and Swedish First Hill.
According to these documents, SMC is the only major institution that has failed to meet
its previous SOV target. All other Major Institutions met or exceeded their goals. While
Virginia Mason may be uniquely situated to take advantage of excellent transit service,
Children's Hospital, Seattle University, and Seattle Central Community College all are in
similar transit services areas with similar levels of connectivity to the surrounding
community as SMC.
Being a world dass institution means leading the way and striving for excellence in all
areas of operation, induding the TMP that forms part of the underlying rationale for the
type of heights and development standards allowed by a MIO-zoned area.
Swedish/Sabey has not lived up to the standards of a prestigious institution in this area,
as it has failed to meet the 1994 goals of the TMP. All other institutions have
succeeded in reducing their SOV rate below the mandated 50% goal. This might also
explain why it has not been ranked well for its health care performance reported by
Consumer Reports and other organizations 1 . Adoption and enforcement of Children's
Hospital TMP program resulting in a 38% actual SOV should be the starting point. The
expertise exists and TMP best practices are no mystery. Successful institutions reflect
a culture of excellence and a commitment to their plans - the two least ambitious and
least successful TMPs belong to the Swedish campuses.
The adjacent TMP for Seattle University sets a daytime SOV goal of 35%. If anything,
the academic institutions have a handicap because they must indude students in their
standards, not just day-time employees as Swedish does.

1

See

http://health.usne\vs.com/best-nursing-homes/search concerning the nursing home facility located on the

Campus. Also see Consumer Reports for health care provider and hospitals ratings.
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Children's Hospital has cut its SOV use near1y in half (down to 38%) in the last 20
years, but SMC cannot achieve its 50% SOV goal in the same period of time.
Children's Hospital is in a potentially more challenging location than SMC. Their
success reflects their ability to manage cultural change and adhere to standards that
make them leaders in the Major Institution community. Their current goal under its new
MIMP is 30% SOV mode share. SMC should use the same goal and adopt the entirety
of the Children's Hospital TMP.
Meanwhile. suggestions about testing commuter incentives, more fully subsidizing
ORCA card purchases (other employers provide free ORCA cards}, and incentivizing
employees to live nearby are promising - but only if there is some enforcement
mechanism to push for achievement of the SOV goals in the TMP. Sabey must stop its
practice of buying housing and let employees purchasing them might also be helpful.
Suggestions have been made in CAC meetings that a more aggressive policy be put in
place that would discourage employee and vendor parking in the neighborhood by:
•
•
•
•

paying for additional parking enforcement patrols in the area;
paying for additional bus connections to/from the campus;
prohibiting vendors from doing business on the property without a ticket from the
parking facilities; and
subsidizing patient parking.

Specific Comments
Page 88
"Subsidize the cost of the restricted parking zone (RPZ) stickers for areas
surrounding the campus"
Is SMC proposing to move away from the current practice of fully paying for Residential
Parking Zone (RPZ) permits in the surrounding neighborhood to "partially subsidizing"
such permits? No subsidy level is listed. Swedish/Sabey has not only failed to keep its
promises to the neighborhood, but it has proposed roll-backs as proposed new gains
throughout the draft MIMP. we should confirm its exact intentions. According to the
proposed TMP, Swedish/Sabey wants to redirect RPZ permit payments into other
2
unspecified neighborhood transportation funding sources . In light of SMC's dismal
TMP performance, not only should SMC continue to provide 100% subsidy for RPZ,
3
SMC with SOOT should look to the RPZ and parking changes made on First Hill as
part of the TMP and pay for other neighborhood transportation funding sources.

2

See Swedish Cherry Hill Medical Center Major Institution Master Plan Draft EIS, May 22, 2014.
See SOOT Rrst Hill Community Parking Program Parking Study Findings - June 2009; First Hill Neighborhood OnStreet Parking Study, July 13, 2009 for SOOT by Heffron Transportation, Inc.; SOOT Community Parking Program:
First Hill website, http://www.seattle.gov/transportation/parking/cp_firsthill.htm.
3
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Page 91
"The 2013 Recommended Bicycle Master Plan identified 18th Avenue as a
neighborhood greenway"
In Appendix D Table 1, Policies T6 it indicates that Swedish would provide "pedestrian
and bicyde enhancements along the site frontage consistent with the greenway
designation". SDOT has determined that 181h Ave through the Swedish/Sabey campus
is not a designated greenway.
In contrast. Seattle Children's donated more than $3,000,000 to the City of Seattle to
fund bike and pedestrian improvements in the surrounding neighborhood, which
resulted in the implementation of the 39th Ave Greenway. These donations were
written into their MIMP (page 95) and are a part of their overall TMP. Swedish is
encouraged to research the positive results that these efforts have brought to Seattle
Children's, both in terms of physical improvement in the neighborhood and the goodwill
that has been brought to their institution as a result

"The campus currently provides 132 bicycle parking spaces for visitors and
employees."
None of these appear to be provided on the driveway plaza. There is a concrete slab
sized for bike parking in front of the James Tower. but no racks. During several of the
CAC meetings, members of the public biking to the meeting were forced to chain their
bikes to a lamp pole instead of a secure rack.
"Based on future population projections presented previously in this MIMP for
Alternatives 8, 9 and 10, the plan would require 131 to 128 bicycle parking spaces,
respectively"
Is 131 to 128 additional bicyde parking spaces being proposed, or after adding millions
of square feet of additional space Swedish may remove between 1 and 4 bicyde
parking spaces while still meeting the bare minimum required?
If the latter. how does Swedish intend to increase bicyde usage on campus when they
make it impossible to park bicydes?
Page 92
"Depending on the overall effectiveness, these programs may be considered for
ongoing implementation."
Discussion of "pilot" programs is problematic, as demonstrated by its TMP failure for
over 20 years. A program that lacks institutional commitment will fail. Successful TMP
programs require consistent and prolonged effort to achieve results. The "pilots"
described are not innovative new programs, but tried-and-true, off-the-shelf defaults that
nearly every TMP has because they are widely known to be effective. There is no
reason to "pilot" these changes.
These "pilots" alone will not cause significant change. Swedish Medical Center needs
to demonstrate commitment and the will necessary to implement serious changes to
their transportation management. Bold measures are required, not incremental "pilots"
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that end up being flashes in the pan. Those neither affect change nor instill
neighborhood confidence.

Page 94-96: Table D-4
Transit: Provide all tenants with access to a minimum 50 percent subsidy of transit pass
cost including ferry, rail and increase this subsidy, if necessary, to achieve the SOV goal.
A clear new subsidy should be established as part of the MIMP. History has clearly shown that
50% is not sufficient to adjust the SOV rate at Cherry Hill. Seattle Children's provides a 100%
subsidy. Seattle University provides a 90% subsidy. As a starting point, Swedish should
commit to providing a 100% subsidy for transit passes until the SOV rate drops below 50%
through the combined measures contained in the TMP.
Bicycle: Bike lockers for a fee
The fee should be nominal or free.
Bicycle: Commuter Incentive Pilot: Work on a biking and walking incentive program.
Work with onsite retail to offer bicycle benefits or other commuter incentives (e.g.,
Starbucks, gift shop, cafeteria)
As mentioned, we already have examples of success in this area. A successful incentive
program would include:
•
•

•
•

A cash bonus for each day where the commute is completed by a non-SOV means
(Children's Hospital currently pays $65 per month).
A free bike for employees who commit to using it for their commute.
A $100 per year bonus for commuters who walk or bike.
Instead of negotiating with the onsiie shops, why not simply deposit money onto
Starbucks cards that belong to employees who are biking/walking?

Parking: Restricted access to monthly parking passes.
Access should be severely restricted and priced at least 1.5x a one-zone peak transit pass
(currently $90).
Neighborhood Parking Reduction: Regular contact wilh City parking enforcement to
encourage patrolling
Swedish Medical Center should simply pay the City for additional patrolling in the neighborhood
or provide the enforcement and security diredly.
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DEIS COMMENTS
3.7 Transportation
General Comments
It is unclear why certain streets were selected for further analysis and consideration, not
111
others. For example. 13th Ave is referenced, but not 19 Ave, although 19th Ave had
higher volumes of traffic and more reported accidents. Explanation as to how these
determinations are made should be provided in the DEIS. Otherwise it appears as an
oversight.
Table 1-1, Page 1-8: Transportation - Bicycle, "18th Avenue where it bisects the
campus has been identified as a potential Greenway in the Bicycle Master Plan,
providing enhancements for pedestrians and bicyclists."
The City's greenway will not run through the campus.
Table 1-1, Page 1-8: Transportation - Pedestrians, "Swedish has proposed to
create a "Health Walk" or walking path around the Swedish Cherry Hill campus
along 15th Avenue, E Cherry Street, 18th Avenue, and E Jefferson Street."
This feature is not an effective mitigation measure, amenity, or an enhancement.
Table 1-1, Page 1-9: Transportation -Traffic Volume, "Assuming the 50 percent
SOVrate ... "
The assumption should be based on where Swedish/Sabey is, not where it has been
able to get to ... The same 50% SOV rate was set in the 1994 MIMP. 20 years later the
institution has not achieved that goal. In contrast. other institutions both in similar areas
and in areas where transportation is arguably more difficult have exceeded this goal and
are currently setting targets well below 50%.
Given the TMP presented in the draft MIMP, the lack of commitment expressed ("Pilot"
realistically translates into "One time"}, and the track record of failure in this area,
Swedish must do more. Again. Children's Hospital is the model for TMP plans in the
Seattle area. The institution should adopt this plan on the Swedish Cherry Hill campus.
This should be worded with strong language that demonstrates serious commitment
because otherwise, the EIS will iai\ to rellecl the realities caused by the TMP.
There is only one element of the TMP that is novel: offering possible subsidies to
employees for living near the hospital. This could be incorporated into Sabey and its
affiliates selling their residential housing stock to employees who qualify as first -time
home buyers, and/or reducing rents they charge to a certain percentage under current
market rates.
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loading berths. The non-compliance does affect the TMP and the flow of the vehicles
and trucks on the campus.

3.7.2.4 Transit and Shuttle Service
Due to the proposed cuts in transit service, it is unwise to presume that transit service
will increase; rather it is wise to presume that transit service is likely to be reduced or
eliminated. Therefore, SwedishlSabey should consider how it will subsidize the cost of
providing transit service to cover those routes being cut or reduced.
3.7.2.5 Traffic Volumes
Despite repeated neighborhood requests, traffic volumes were not studied to also
coincide with staff schedules. These schedules do not follow traditional AM and PM
peak hours.
3.7.3 Impacts
Although there are a number of transportation projects underway or proposed, a
number of them are not reasonable to consider having direct influence on the
SwedishJSabey TMP:
•
•

18th Avenue Neighborhood Greenway: SOOT will not be including the campus
as part of its Bicycle Master Plan as a greenway.
First Hill Streetcar: This project is outside of the 0.25 mile walking standard
SOOT uses to measure pedestrian usage. This project was designed to address
transportation needs with the urban village.

3.7.4 Mitigation Measures
I have included additional mitigations for adoption for the proposed TMP:
• Adopt the Children's Hospital TMP
• Reduce. if not eliminate. company vehicles. campus parking, and trips used for
delivery service (e.g., LabCorp)
• Fully fund the RPZ program
• Enhance the RPZ program with the neighborhood
• Sell the current Sabey-owned housing stock to employees to increase the
number of employees living in the neighborhood with the proviso that this
housing stock remains in the marketplace, not any campus owners, with no
reversion to the institution, Sabey Corporation, or any affiliates

3.7.4.2 Physical Improvements
The proposed TMP does not go far enough. Additional physical improvements should
be considered for execution including but not limited to:
•

left-tum signalization on Jefferson for left turns onto 12"' Ave
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

left tum prohibition onto Jefferson from 18°' Ave and 16°' Ave
left tum prohibition onto Cheny from 16°' Ave
removal of bus rest stop on Jefferson between 18°' Ave and 19°' Ave, as well as
19th Ave and 20°' Ave
setback of parking along Cherry on both sides of the street to provide adequate
sightlines at all cross-sections
no parking along the major institution campuses boundaries along Cheny during
peak hours
adopt the First Hill RPZ permit policies and parking restrictions for the
surrounding campus

Swedish/Sabey should pay for all street and traffic improvements.

Conclusjon
I agree with the comments made by Nicholas Richter, Bob Cooper, and Vicky
Schiantarelli. With minimal efforts to attempt to meet Code (in some areas,
unsuccessfully) and dismal performance/compliance of its current l"MP or the 1994
MIMP, Swedish/Sabey has demonstrated it cannot be trusted and should get no
consideration or concessions from the City or neighborhood. The partnering experiment
allowed by the City between major institutions and private developers has turned the
Code into a mockery and harmed this neighborhood. There is no place in Seattle for
commercial enterprises to control or direct non-profit services. It doesn't work with
drinking water or prisons; it doesn't work here. This must come to an end.
Thank you,

Jerry H. Matsui
541 19th Ave, 98122
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Jesse Freed man
1604 E Cherry St
Seattle, WA 98122
City of Seattle
Hearing Examiner
P 0. Box 94729
Seattle, WA 98124-4729
June 29, 2015
Dear Hearing Examiner,
I am writing today to express my strong reservations regarding the Swedish development plan on
First Hill.
As a resident of Cherry Street, our home, and those of our neighbors, will - quite literally - be
overwhelmed the size and scale of Swedish's plan for vertical expansion.
The scope of the Swedish development plan is simply inappropriate for a residential
neighborhood. As I say: our home - like so many others - will be completely overshadowed by Swedish
and its expansion upwards. Our home will no longer get suitable amounts of light, and will pale in
comparison to a medical complex that dwarfs Cherry Street.

•

My wife and I moved to this neighborhood specifically because of its skyline, its quiet streets, and
family-friendly atmosphere. With a hospital complex as large and brash and expansive as this one, that
neighborhood will cease to be a neighborhood, and will instead become a highly trafficked area with a
medical facility that trumps all structures around it.
This is simply not the area for such a project: this is a neighborhood, not an industrial park or
suburban medical center.
I strongly urge you - indeed, I implore you - to stop this expansion. It is inappropriate for First Hill.

Sincefef1L
Jesse Freedman

•

;tu--

Statement of Squire Park Community Council
Presented by Joanna Cullen, President of Squire Park Community Council
To: City of Seattle Hearing Examiner in the case of the application of Swedish Medical Center for a
Major Institution Master Plan
July 13, 2015

The Squire Park Community Council is the officially recognized community council for the Central Area
neighborhood in which is located the institution which is the subject of this hearing. The Squire Park
Community Council distributes newsletters to more than three thousand households in our
neighborhood. The Community Council is governed by a board consisting of more than fifteen residents
who are elected at a public meeting held annually in January. All meetings are open to alt and are
widely publicized. The members of the Community Council and its board are overwhelmingly in support
of a Major Institution Master Plan for this campus of the Swedish Medical Center that results in less
development than is called for by the proposed MIMP. It is the position of SPCC that the proposed
MIMP fails to property balance the needs of the institution --- Providence Health and Services and its
subsidiary Swedish Medical Center--- with the need to protect the livability of the neighborhood. The
impacts of height, bulk, and scale, along with the traffic that would be generated are unacceptable and
can be avoided if Providence Health and Services, and the Sabey Corporation, the owner of one half of
the Swedish campus, locate some of their uses in different locations.

A. THE EIS AND MIMP FAIL TO CONSIDER SOLUTIONS THAT SATISFY ALL OF THE INSTITUTION'S

STATED NEEDS AND WHICH ALSO PROTECT THE LIVABILITY OF THE COMMUNITY

You have received much testimony and many documents describing the adverse impacts of the
proposed Major Institution Master Plan on community livability and vitality. I will not repeat details
here, other than to briefly state that the proposed development would include an additional 1.6 million
square feet in buildings up to 160 feet tall, and would generate up to 11,000 daily Single Occupancy
Vehicle (SOV) trips per day. This is in a neighborhood which, in Seattle's Comprehensive Plan and in the
City's zoning scheme, is small-scale residential.
Ample testimony has made a strong case that the stated needs of the institution could be satisfied if
some of them were provided for on this campus and some of them were provided for in other locations.
Furthermore, some of the stated needs of the institution could be satisfied in locations in the existing
Major Institution Overlay which were sold by Swedish in 2002 to the Sabey Corporation which intended
to develop a biotech research center on the portion of the campus declared "unneeded" by the Swedish
administration.
The MIMP you are considering is a proposal by a subsidiary of Providence Health and Services, one of
the largest health care providers in the United States. Providence, and its subsidiary Swedish have
numerous locations throughout the region. The Central Area campus is merely one of them.

'

.
The Land Use Code states that the MIMP process "shall include" ... (a) description of ... decentralization
options including a detailed explanation of the reasons for considering each alternative, ... SMC
23.69.032 C.l.e.
This is not optional. The Code requires it.
The institution and the drafter of the EIS have refused to provide that required information. In order for
the CAC and the Director of the Department of Planning and Development to fulfill their statutory
duties, there must be a serious evaluation of alternatives that would locate some of the proposed
Providence/Swedish uses in locations other than its Central Area campus.
Most, if not all, Squire Park residents would accept some future changes by Swedish hospital on its
campus in our neighborhood. Swedish Medical Center has great social benefit and future changes at the
institution's Central Area campus could be necessary. There is an understanding that the community, in
the local and larger senses, benefits from the ability of the hospital and essential health care providers
associated with it to have modern facilities. We have empathy for the clients and patients of Swedish
and, in fact, many Squire Park residents are clients and patients. If Providence's Central Area Swedish
has "reached its capacity" it is because it sold half of its campus to a developer with a speculative
development scheme that faltered. To alleviate its claimed lack of capacity, Providence should first seek
to reclaim that portion of the campus it sold.
At the same time, Providence must consider locating some of its future needs in other locations. Some
or all of those locations should be in areas that the Seattle Comprehensive Plan identifies as Urban
Villages.
We ask the Hearing Examiner to do what the Director of DPD would not do. That is, to uphold the
application of the Comprehensive Plan. The urban village strategy of the Comprehensive Plan is a
"comprehensive approach to planning for a sustainable future" that is "intended to maximize the
benefit of public investment in infrastructure and services." It "tries to match growth to the existing and
intended character of the city's neighborhoods." Plan at 1.2-1.3. "Most residential and job growth is to
be directed to urban centers and villages. Areas outside urban villages are to accommodate modest
amounts of growth in less dense development patterns." Plan at 1.3, 1.22.
Ample evidence which you have received describes the impact on the livability and vitality of the
neighborhood if the institution is permitted to develop according to its proposed MI MP. There has been
less attention given to the attack that the proposed MIMP makes on the Comprehensive Plan's goals of
"maximizing the benefit of public investment in infrastructure and services."
Transportation issues are a key example of this. If Providence is permitted to go forward with the
massive increase in jobs in this residential neighborhood, the public's plan for most efficiently building
and maintaining the streets and transit system will be damaged.
The City should not be put in the position of Improving and maintaining streets that will handle 11,000
daily trips in a small-scale residential neighborhood because the developer refused to consider locating
some jobs in an urban village.
The mass transit system that the region is building should be supported by Providence's locating many
of its jobs within walking distance of a light rail station or locations with robust bus service. A

' '

reasonable concentration of density is what the Comprehensive Plan requires. If the
Providence/Swedish plan located many of its new jobs in locations where its workers could more
conveniently use mass transit, it would serve the interest of not only the immediate Squire Park and
Central Area neighborhoods, but also the region's interest.
A Transportation Management Plan (TMP) that relies on punitive measures and a system of private
shuttles is not fair and not sustainable. Providence/Swedish employees, and the larger community, are
entitled to a development that supports the existing public plans for and investments in mass transit.
Of course the Director of DPD is right when she says that the Comprehensive Plan does not "forbid" the
location or expansion of a major institution outside of an urban village. However, it's not reasonable to
conclude that the Comprehensive Plan is entitled to no respect. There is nothing in the DPD Director's
report exploring ways in which a significant number of vehicle trips could be directed to other locations
served by mass transit. This might be an acceptable analysis if there were no other alternatives. But
that is not the case.
If not now, when? The Comprehensive Plan is intended to be a law whereby many developments are
directed in a way that preserves legitimate private and public interests. The response of the Director of
DPD in this case seems to be (to the extent that one can divine an explanation) that Providence/Swedish
is too big for the Comprehensive Plan to apply. The result should be the opposite. The big land use
decisions should especially be subject to the expectations of the Comprehensive Plan.
The narrow alternatives presented so far are not adequate to comply with the requirements of the Land
Use Code and the Comprehensive Plan. The Director of DPD continues to construe her duty as only
analyzing "alternatives" presented by the institution. The law requires more than that. The law requires
actual alternatives, not marginally different versions of the institution's plan labelled as "alternatives.

B. THE MIMP FAILS TO MEANINGFULLY ADDRESS THE HUMAN DEVELOPMENT GOALS OF THE CITY
The MIMP should not be approved until the institution appropriately addresses the Human
Development Goals of the city. Seattle Municipal Code mandates that you cannot approve the MIMP
unless the residential character of the neighborhood is protected and adverse impacts to the
surrounding community are minimized. (SMC 23.69.032.E.2; SMC 23.69.002) DPD must assess how the
proposal will address and contribute positively to human development issues in the community. (SMC
23.69.032.E.3) There are also a number of requirements specific to the development program and
development standards components of the proposed master plan that call for more specific protections
of the neighborhood and community interests. (SMC 23.69.032.E.4 and 5)

The current proposal does not meet these requirements for approval and the Final MIMP is incomplete
and inadequate. The information provided about how Swedish will address and contribute positively to
human development issues in our community is wholly missing. Contributions to Ballard High School in
no way benefit Squire Park students, and while health efforts in Tukwila are laudable, they do not help
patients here in Seattle who are suffering from medical debt. Moreover, Swedish frequently describes
what it has done, without clearly detailing how expansion will enhance future efforts to address the

..
relevant human development policies and goals. The benefits to the institution of this expansion are
extraordinarily high while the impacts to the local community are significant and adverse - the proposal
is completely out of balance.
Squire Park Community Council proposes that Swedish include in its MIMP proposal, as part of
addressing the Human Development Goals, a clear indication of how it will benefit the health and wellbeing of neighbors who live here and will suffer the adverse effects of the expansion. That includes, at
the very least, charity care for our patients, medical debt forgiveness, significant contributions to public
bus service, and contributions to other neighborhood services.

Q - ~ / P~-i~/J~
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February 10, 2015
Katie Porter, Chairperson, Citizen Advisory Committee
Providence/Swedish MIMP
Ms. Stephanie Haines, Land Use Manager
Department of Planning and Development
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124-4019

Ref Master Use Permit 3012953
Project address: 500 J 1h Avenue

Dear Ms. Porter and Ms. Haines:
By this letter the 12th Avenue Stewards wish to note for the record their opposition to the
proposed expansion of the Swedish Cherry Hill Medical Center as set forth in the Final
Major Institutions Master Plan (MIMP) and the Final Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS). The proposed expansion is fundamentally incompatible with the !ow-rise and
single family residential character and zoning of the surrounding neighborhood. It is
imperative for the future livability of all Seattle neighborhoods for the City of Seattle to
follow the recent direction of the City Council designed to preserve and protect the
residential nature of Seattle's many neighborhoods. We also oppose the Seattle
Department of Planning and Development recommendations that endorse this proposal.
It is essential that the expansion be consistent with the Seattle Municipal Land Use Code
that requires:
"A. Permit appropriate institutional growth within boundaries while minimizing the
adverse impacts associated with development and geographic expansion;"

NOTE: the operative word here is MINIMIZE adverse impacts on the neighborhood
"B. Balance a Major Institution's ability to change and the public benefit derived from
change with the need to protect the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods;

NOTE: This says nothing about the need ofthe institution. Rather it is the need to protect
the livability and vitality ofaqjacent neighborhoods. It is the institution's ability to
change that is to be balanced
"C. Encourage concentration of Major Institution development on existing campuses, or
alternatively, the decentralization of such uses to locations more than 2500 feet from
campus boundaries"

NOTE~ If there is more growth than can be accommodated without causing adverse
impacts, the Code says that the uses that exceed the capacity of the current campus
should be located elsewhere.

"I. Make the need for appropriate transition a primary consideration in determining

setbacks. Also setbacks may be appropriate to achieve proper scale, building modulation,
or view corridors."

NOTE: Swedish has proposed zero lot line setbacks and minimal upper level setbacks for
the vast majority of the campus. The current proposal does not provide appropriate
transitions along the perimeter, through ground level or upper level setbacks or building
modulations.
Neither the M1MP nor the DPD recommendations honor the intentions of the Land Use
Code. They are an existential threat to the livability of the neighborhood. The EIS states
there are multiple impacts that are "unmitigatable". The City of Seattle cannot endorse a
proposal with these flaws.
The mission of the 12th Avenue Stewards is to advocate for the vitality and livability of
the 12th Avenue Neighborhood. We believe that the proposed expansion threatens the
neighborhood as a result of increased traffic loads on arterials and other streets, increased
parking demands, and increased building heights incompatible with the character of the
neighborhood, all docwnented in the FEIS. A serious issue for the neighborhood is
housing affordability and access. We encourage alternative modes of transportation. The
expansion proposal to 2. 75 million square feet of primarily medical office buildings will
bring many more single occupancy vehicles to the neighborhood as daily commuters
since no provision for housing or increased mass transit is included as mitigation in the
MIMP and the FEIS. Commuting workers are unlikely to contribute to the neighborhood
economically and will not be participate as part of the social fabric since they will come
to the facility for their shift and leave when work is over.
The 12th Avenue Stewards note with particular concern the proposal to build 160 foot tall
structures that will dwarf the adjacent neighborhood and cast shadows that will eliminate
sunlight during parts of the year for neighbors north of Swedish.
Substantially increased traffic associated with the proposed expansion will make the
existing congestion on Cherry/James (especially as it connects with I-5) significantly
worse and four additional intersections in the neighborhood will operate at Level of
Service "F' (extreme stop-and-go congestion) during PM peak hours. This the estimate
ofSwedish's own transportation expert. Remarkably, that estimate, while it briefly notes
the additional traffic impacts of several proposed mixed-use developments, it also
completely ignores a large number of additional mixed-use developments in the vicinity
that are already planned, such as six new mixed-use buildings on or near 12'h Avenue,
future development slated for the King County site, and for Seattle University, including
the proposed event center/sports arena only two blocks away.
The FEIS proposes no mitigation for these impacts. It is the essential function of the FEIS
to consider reasoruible alterruitives that would mitigate significant environmental impacts.

Swedish Cherry Hill lies outside of an urban village. Whilet is allowable for such an
institution to exist in this location, the Land Use Code demands that the livability and

viability of the neighborhood and transitions to the neighborhood in terms of height, bulk
and scale, and transportation impacts be of paramount consideration. The Seattle Hearing
Examiner found these concerns to be critical in its findings with respect to the Children's
Hospital MIMP. To discount them in this neighborhood raises significant racial, social
justice, and equity issues in the treatment of Squire Park relative to the findings for
Laurelhurst.
Rather than adding to the vitality and livability of the neighborhood, the proposal will
significantly degrade the environment. It should not be allowed in its entirety.
The 12th Avenue Stewards recommends the following:
• Maximum height allowed on the campus to be 105' at the center of the campus between
16th and 18th A venue.
• Maintain the height limit of 65' on the west Y, block of 15th Avenue to match the MIO
of Seattle University on the adjacent block.
• Mitigate the development on east Y, block of 18th Avenue by requiring a minimum of 4
buildings and open space. Maximum height of37' with a 25' rear yard setback.
• Adjacent to Cherry and Jefferson, require 15' ground level setbacks; upper level
setbacks at 30'h of an additional IO' (25' from property line).
The Transportation Management Plan for commuters to new uses or new developments
established pursuant to the MIMP should require a SOV rate no more than the rate
reported by a similar medical institution, Virginia Mason, 29%. The SOV rate for
existing uses should be reduced gradually over several years to a rate no more than 35%.
Sincerely,

Ann Schuessler
Chair,12th Avenue Stewards
cc: Citizens Advisory Committee

Statement by Joanna Cullen, 975 21" Avenue, Seattle WA 98122
To: City of Seattle Hearing Examiner in the case of the application of Swedish Medical Center for a
Major Institution Master Plan
July 13, 2015

Our neighborhood is small-scale residential in Seattle's Comprehensive Plan and any proposed development
that would include an additional 1.6 million square feet in buildings up to 160 feet tall, and would
generate up to 11,000 daily Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) trips per day will have a profound impact on
the livability of the residents and the entire area. I live near 21" and E. Union Street and recently this
area between E. Union and E. Marion on 21" was approved for a Swedish RPZ. The signs will be going up
this month. This serves to further demonstrate that the transportation impacts of the current Swedish
campus are far from being resolved.
During the appeal hearings Swedish admitted that increased traffic for James Street is likely under their
proposal. James is not a street that can bear any further impacts.
If Providence's Central Area Swedish has "reached its capacity" it is because it sold half of its campus to
a developer with a speculative development scheme that faltered. To alleviate its claimed lack of
capacity, Providence should first seek to reclaim that portion of the campus it sold and locate additional
needs and services in areas where the planned infrastructure is designed for this scale of development.

Transportation issues are a key example of this. If Providence is permitted to go forward with the
massive increase in jobs in this residential neighborhood, the public's plan for most efficiently building
and maintaining the streets and transit system will be damaged.
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me begin, please. with some indications of my bona fides as a neighbor directly
~ni"n~ffith the varied environmental-social impacts of the above numbered project In June
~8~ and;ifis wife purchased a 1909-built mansion at 802 l 61h Ave. that in 1938 had been
&u~ in ifze to serve as a convent for nuns teaching at the near-by Immaculate Conception
school. Then in 1978 the convent in this L-R 3 residential zone was sold and converted into a
4-plex one block from the Cherry Hill hospital, then owned and operated by the Sisters of
Providenee, That religious order• s hospital soon was losing so much money that at the turn of
the century the institution was sold to the Swedish Hospital corporation, which in turn years later
was absorbed by/consolidated with a greatly expanded, nation-wide Providence corporation.

...

In 1994 I participated as a watchful citizen (one of the 1989 founders of the Squire Park
Community Council on which I have served as a board member and which has the motto
"Preserving diversity") in negotiations of Squire Park neighbors and other citizens concerned
with a prior MIMP for the Providence Cherry Hill Hospital. What now seems to me most
significant for the present MIMP was the 1994 plan for dealing with the environmental impact
concerning traffic. The Traffic Management Plan in the CAC- and DPD-ratified 1994 MIMP
required that the hospital reduce its reliance on the multitude of workers• use of single
occupancy vehicles to get to and from the hospital. However, at no time has the targeted
reduction (I believe from 60 or 50 to 30 percent) been achieved, nor has the DPD invoked its
powers to effect, or even affect, significant reductions in SOY s serving hospital personnel..
This experience in addition to the actions (or inactions) of the Citizens Action Committee
majority and the DPD official serving on it for the present MIMP (rarely questioning, invariably
supportive of the Swedish Corporation's plans in all areas) has naturally left me dubious for the
final MIMP or for the DPD possibly taking account of the various concerns of the neighbors and
the Cherry Hill neighborhood generally about not merely traffic impacts, but other wider
environmental impacts There are many affecting the light and shade. sight lines, density and
general livability, neighborly sociability, availability. etc .. of residential housing that arise from
the projected huge expansion (doubling. tripling) of the density of persons (patients, medical, and
1
technical and other supporting statl) during major working hours of the hospital and the
projected doubling of the height, bulk, and scale of the buildings themselves.
With reference to the population impacts, neighbors have objected that the project (now, I
understand, failed) of the Sabey Corporation (the for-profit developer partnered with Swedish) to
institute a "world class" neurological research facility at the Cherry Hill location, drawing
patients and researchers from around the world. Such an institute, insofar as it is not necessary
for treatment of patients from the Cherry Hill and nearby areas. does not fulfill the requirements
for a hospital in this residential area. The "Major Institution" is located in accord with the citywide 1996 urban plan (on which I also did some work) such that ancillary medical research
activities of this sort (and others) should not be established in this L-3 and SFSOOO residential

•

neighborhood zone. Such activities might very well be welcomed in any one of the several other
Seattle campuses of the Swedish/Sabey corporation that are in planned urban centers.

•

•

Relevant to the history of the for-profit Sabey Corp involvement in the Cherry Hill hospital
campus development (rendering at least debatable its presence there) is the fact, which the CAC
pointed out and questioned several months (a year?) ago, that Swedish officials determined (in
2004) that there was excess capacity at the Cherry Hill campus. Thus, obviously mistakenly in
general business terms, Swedish sold over 30% of its MIO to Sabey, including the area for the
new Kidney Center on l 51h Ave at Cherry, the now Sabey-modemized James Tower and what
became the Jefferson Tower, both of which to this date are still underused, that is, have high
vacancy rates. One proposal raised, therefore, in the CAC was that Swedish reacquire most of
the percent of its MIO ceded to Sabey and thus make it able to reduce substantially the height,
bulk and scale of the new buildings projected in the current MIMP (then, I believe, #10).
Nothing has come of this proposal, so that the basic requirements for Swedish Cherry Hill
potential campus expansion accepted by the CAC and DPD have not changed substantially since
the decision not to expand the MIO across Cherry and Jefferson streets nor the midline between
Jgth Ave and 19th. Many issues regarding the use the west side of that midline were never
satisfactorily resolved, such as requiring breaks in the mass on the ground and its set-backs or the
proposed uses of the presently idle parking lots. That Swedish should be allowed to construct on
this part of their existing MIO a guest hotel to serve the needs of Ballard and First Hill campuses
makes no sense at all, Ballard being the far more logical site .
I could object to a number of other proposals in the MIMP before you, but I believe you
have been made aware of the many deficiencies in Project 3012953 sufficient to reject it in toto
and send it back for a new CAC process with a warning that the next drafting of a MIMP take a
better account of the diversity of interests-neighborhood, DPD, corporation, city-wideinvolved.
Thank you for your careful attention to neighborhood concerns in this complex matter.
incep;l.Y.,
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Via E-File

Sue Tanner, Hearing Examiner
City of Seattle
700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000
Seattle, WA 98104
Re:

Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP-Response to Public Comment

Dear Examiner Tanner:
As you know, this law firm represents the applicant, Swedish Medical Center
("Swedish"), in its effort to obtain approval of a new Major Institution Master Plan ("MIMP")
for the Swedish Cherry Hill campus. This letter responds to the public comment letter submitted
on July 15, 2015, by the Bricklin-Newman law firm on behalf of its client, Washington
Community Action Network ("WashCAN"). WashCAN also filed an appeal of the adequacy of
the Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS"). 1
Typically, the applicant's presentation on a pre-decisional MIMP hearing takes place
after public comment, which allows the applicant an opportunity to respond to concerns raised
by the public. Here, most of the members of the public who testified did so on the first day of
hearing, prior to the applicant's presentation. Several WashCAN members offered their oral and
written comment at this time. In addition, in an effort to ensure the public had its say, the
Examiner allowed the public to submit written and oral comment throughout the consolidated
hearing, even after the close of the applicant's responsive testimony.
Despite being present at the entire hearing, Bricklin-Newman did not offer any expert
testimony on MIMP transportation issues during the pre-decisional hearing, and withheld its
comment letter until after the conclusion of the applicant's case on the merits of the MIMP, and
after its witnesses testified during the SEP A appeal. The Bricklin-Newman letter is more in the
style of legal briefing than public comment, despite the Examiner's decision that legal briefing
on the merits of the MIMP would not be accepted. Such gamesmanship does not further the predecisional hearing's purpose of providing the Examiner and Council with the information they
need to make an informed decision on the MIMP. Under the circumstances, the Examiner could
have stricken the WashCAN letter from the record transmitted to Council. 2 However, since the
I This letter does not address issues related exclusively to FEIS adequacy, which will be briefed separately
according to the briefing schedule set by the Examiner.
2 The Bricklin-Newman. letter also includes as an attachment a letter from a transportation planner who testified on
WashCAN's behalf in the EIS appeal portion of the proceeding. The Examiner sustained the appllcant's objection
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Examiner exercised her discretion to admit the WashCAN letter, the applicant offers this letter to
respond to the factual and legal points raised in the Bricklin-Newman letter.
This letter begins by arguing that the height, bulk, and scale are appropriate for major
institutional development and consistent with Code requirements. The next section establishes
that the Urban Village strategy is not an appropriate consideration on a MIMP decision. The
third section demonstrates that the public benefit that will result from Swedish's expansionsimilar to the public benefits detailed in MIMPs the Council approved for other institutionsmeets the requirements of the Major Institutions Code. The fourth section reiterates Swedish's
need for expansion and provides a counter to the testimony of Jack Hanson (upon which
WashCAN relies). The letter concludes by discussing the importance and effectiveness of the
TMP to address transportation impacts.
The MIMP Properly Addresses Issues Related to Height, Bulk, and Scale
The Major Institutions Code requires the institution to minimize the impacts of the
development on the adjacent neighborhood, chiefly at the MIO boundaries. Thus, the proposed
MJMP ( 1) responds to the neighborhood comment that the MIO not be expanded by constraining
future development to the existing MIO, with no street vacations; (2) provides adequate
transitions at campus edges; (3) provides reasonable mitigation of height, bulk, and scale through
campus setbacks proposed by the CAC majority.J The tallest height limits are in the center of
campus-not visible from the sidewalk of Cherry Street, thanks to generous upper-level
setbacks-and on the western (i.e., downhill) parts of campus. Expert testimony established that,
but for minor change on 18th and the center of 15th Avenue, the proposed MlMP includes no
height limits along the campus edges that exceed existing MIO height limits. In fact, there is a
proposed downzone on East Jefferson, directly adjacent to the existing single-family
neighborhood.
The WashCAN letter proceeds from a faulty premise: that major institutional
development is bound by the development standards of the underlying zone. In fact, the Swedish
Cherry Hill campus, in common wiili many of Seattle's major institutions, was built decades
before Seattle enacted a comprehensive zoning scheme t!Jat created underlying zoning of lowrise
or single family. In recognition of ilie disparity between the long-established institutional uses
(and their accompanying bulk) and the subsequently adopted zoning designations, and in an
effort to prevent the major institutions from expanding horizonlally to consume ever more of
to the traffic letter and struck it from the record. The Examiner's exclusion of the traffic letter in this MIMP portion
of the proceeding was entirely appropriate. WashCAN made no effort to offer expert traffic testimony during the
MIMP portion of the proceeding, even though the same expert testified at length during the SEPA appeal. The
Examiner properly rejected WashCAN's tardy attempt to insert its expe,t's written opinion into the MIMP portion
of the hearing. after the cl,,se of the applicant's case Oil the MIMP and with no opportunity for crus.s-examioation~
especially where WasbCAN had clear opportunity to present this expert witness during the MIMP portion.
3 The setbacks in the MIMP pre-dated the recommendations of the full CAC. At the hearing on the MIMP, Swedish
confirmed that it accepts the ground-level setbacks proposed by the CAC and asks the Examiner to recommend that
Council so condition the final MIMP.
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their neighborhoods, the Council adopted the Major Institutions Code at Ch. 23.69 SMC. Within
the Major Institution Overlay created by this chapter, all design standards may be set by an
adopted MIMP.
This was not always the case. Prior to 2001, the Major Institutions Code required.
MIMPs to comply with at least one underlying development standard: setbacks. See former
SMC 23 .12.120 ("In no case shall a setback from the boundary be Jess than required by tl1e
greater of the underlying zoning, or the zoning for property adjacent to or across a public rightof-way from the institution."). That proved unworkable, so the Council amended the Code to
eliminate any minimum setback, in common with all other development standards. Ord. 120691
(2001) (§ 2 repealing Ch. 23.12 SMC; § 21 adopting current setback language without the
requirement to match underlying zoning). Now, the Major Institutions Code directs the
institutions to establish design standards sufficient to meet their institutional needs while
emphasizing transitions from the edges of the MI Os to the neighboring areas.
Under the current Code, setbacks of the underlying zone are not even a consideration
when evaluating proper setbacks for the MIO. The Code commands major institutions to:
Make the need for appropriate transition primary considerations in determining
setbacks. Also setbacks may be appropriate to achieve proper scale, building
modulation, or view corridors
SMC 23.69.004.J. Because the Major Institutions Code does not require any setbacks, any
setback provided helps to mitigate the effects of institutional development. The same analysis
applies to height limits, fa9ade modulation, upper-level setbacks, lot coverage, open space, and
any other development standard found in the SMC.
Dr. Sutton, whose MIMP testimony WashCAN incorporated by reference,4 may be expert
in some areas, but hospital design is not one of them. She has never worked on the design of a
hospital or medical center, and her only experience with medical centers was her service on the
Virginia Mason CAC.S Other than her personal aesthetic sense, she was not able to articulate
any basis for her opinion that the bulk proposed by Swedish was too large for the neighborhood.
She could point to no industry standard on which the City could rely m set "appropriate" groundand upper-level setbacks, and instead relied on vague reference to existing conditions (while
mischaracterizing existing paved driveways and parking m·eas as "green open space"). Dr.
Sutton's opinions were undennined by the CAC majority's recommendations regarding setbacks,
as well as the testimony of John Jex, an architect with 35 years of experience designing medical

4 Dr. Sutton testified in the EIS appeal and provided public comment during tl1e MIMP hearing. Swedish presumes
that WashCAN intended to incorporate only her MIMP public comment rather than seeking to influence the
substantive MIMP decisions with SEPA testimony.
5 The Examiner may recall that Dr. Sutton was the sole member of the CAC minority for Virginia Mason. In that
proceeding, she opposed Virginia Mason's plan for 240' bed towers in a neighborhood where the uod"rlying zone
allowed 300' towers, arguing that the proposed development was too large for that high rise neighborhood.
51451\2994
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institutions. The City may not impose a condition reducing development capacity without
reference to specific facts and standards, which this record lacks, a deficiency that Dr. Sutton's
testimony does not resolve.
The MIMP Is Consistent With Relevant City Plans, and the Examiner Lacks
Jurisdiction to Condition the MIMP to Ensnre Consistency
WashCAN, in common with many opponents of Swedish's expansion, argues that the
MIMP should be rejected because the MIO is outside the urban village, and therefore, the
Comprehensive Plan does not allow institutional growth at this MIO, despite the tact the hospital
was established at this location long before the Comprehensive Plan was drafted. These
arguments do not succeed because the Council may condition the MIMP in only two ways: to
ensure compliance with the Major Institutions Code, or to mitigate environmental impacts
identified in the EIS consistent with an adopted SEPA policy. Neither source of authority
applies to ensure consistency with the urban village strategy; this section discusses both.
In Washington, a comprehensive plan is only a general guide and not a document
designed for making specific land use decisions. The zoning code controls and trumps
inconsistent provisions of the comprehensive plan. See, e.g., Citizens for Mount Vernon v. City
of Mount Vernon, 133 Wn.2d 861, 873, 947 P.2d 1208 (1997).6 A use must comply with a
comprehensive plan only if the zoning code expressly incorporates the comprehensive plan into
the decisional criteria for a proposal. Here, the Seattle Municipal Code does not require that an
MIMP be consistent with the Comprehensive Plan in order to gain approval. See SMC
23.69.024-.032. Accordingly, the Hearing Examiner and City Council lack authority to
condition or deny the MIMP based on the Comprehensive Plan.
The City Council confirmed years ago that the Comprehensive Plan's urban village
strategy cannot be considered as part of the Major Institution Master Planning process:
The City's Land Use Code (SMC Title 23) and substantive SEPA policies (SMC
25 .05) authorize reference to the City's Comprehensive Plan as a basis for review
of a proposed MIMP only with respect to specific Comprehensive Plan policies
identified in those ordinances, neither of which include policies related to the
'urban village' strategy described in that Plan. Therefore the Council lacks
authority to consider those policies as a basis for its decision whether to
approve the proposed MIMP

6 See, also, e.g., Tugwell v. Kittitas County, 90 Wn. App. l, 8, 951 P.2d 272 (1997); Hansen v. Chelan County, 81
Wn. App. 133, 138, 913 P.2d 409 (1996); Weyerhaeuser v. Pierce County, 124 Wn.2d 26, 4:i, 873 P.2d 498 (1994);
Bassani v. Board of County Commissioners for raluma Cmmry, 10 Wn. App. 389, 396, 853 P.2d 945 (1993);

Lakeside Industries v. Thurston County. 119 Wn. App. 88.6 (2004); Pinecre,fl H01neowners Association v; ('loninger
& Associates, 151 Wn.2d 279 (2004); Cingular Wireless v Thurston County, 13 I Wn. App. 756, 129 P.3d 300

(2006).
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Ordinance No. 123263 (2010), Attachment A, Findings, Conclusion, and Decision of the City
Council at Conclusion 28 (emphasis added). The Council wrote this language in response to the
Hearing Examiner's analysis of the relevance of the Urban Village Strategy to MIMP adoption,
specifically the Children's MIMP recommendation. 7 The Examiner's,iurisdiction to recommend
MIMP approval or conditioning is constrained by the Council's quasi-judicial precedent on this
point, so the question of whether the campus is within an urban village is irrelevant.
This makes sense; the location of Swedish Cherry Hill was determined in 1910, 85 years
prior lo the creation of the urban village strategy and delineation of urban villages. Indeed, the
hospital stood for decades before the City designated the underlying zoning as "lowrise" ard
"single family." The MIO recognizes and legjtimizes the inco11siste11cy created solely by City
regulatory actio11.
The Major Institutions Code twice references a single section of the Comprehensive Plan.
SMC 23.69.030.E.13.a & 23.69.032.E.3. Both instances relate to assessment of the ways the
institution plans to achieve the "goals and applicable policies under Education and Employability
and Health in the Human Development Element of the Comprehensive Plan." As explained in
the MIMP and the Director's Report, the proposal is consistent with the applicable goals of the
Human Development Element of the Comprehensive Plan.s
The increased development capacity of the MIMP is in line with the letter and spirit of
the Major Institutions Code, as well as the rezone criteria (which are relevant only insofar as
Swedish Cherry Hill seeks taller MIO height limits within the existing MIO). Consistency with
the Comprehensive Plan is achieved through compliance with the rezone criteria of Ch. 23 .34
SMC:
Compliance with the provisions of this chapter shall constitute consistency with
the Comprehensive Plan for the purpose of reviewing proposed rezones ....
SMC 23.34.007.C. The Director's Report contains an exhaustive, and correct, analysis of the
MIMP's compliance with the rezone criteria. No additional conditioning is necessary to meet
the requirements of the zoning code in general, or the Major Institutions code in particular.
Under SEPA, mitigation measures or project denial must be based on policie.~ formally
designated by the City as a basis for the exercise of its substantive SEPA authority. SMC
25.05.660. 9 The City's substantive SEPA policies are contained in SMC 25.05.675 and do not

7 Swedish Cherry Hill borders the urban village on 15th Avenue. Children's Hospital is separated from the nearest
urban village by at least IO blocks.
8 WashCAN correctly surmises that the MIMP did not address goals that on 1heir face do not apply to a medical
major institution. WashCAN letter at 15 n, 7. The Major Institutions Code does not require a MIMP w list
Comprehensive Plan policies for the sole purpose of explaining that they do not apply.
9 Accord WAC 197-11-660; see also Nagatani Brothers ·v. Skagit County, 108 Wn.2d 477, 739 P.2d 696 (1987);
Maranatha Mining, Inc. v. Pierce County, 59 Wn. App. 795, 801 P.2d 985 (1990).
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include a policy that addresses the urban village strategy.10 The policies on Land Use and
Height, Bulk, and Scale do provide that, subject to the Overview Policy, a decisionmaker may
condition or deny a project to achieve consistency with the goals and policies of Section B of the
Land Use Element of the Comprehensive Plan (and other policies not applicable here,
specifically, the shoreline and critical areas policies). SMC 25.05.675.J, .G. But Section B of
the Land Use Code does not forbid major institutions outside urban villages. To the contrary,
Policy LU65 recognizes that major institutions are located in single family areas, and provides
that their impacts shall be mitigated through the master planning process. This is precisely what
is occurring here. In the absence of a SEPA policy addressing major institutional development
outside urban villages, the Council lacks authority to impose a SEPA condition to mitigate any
perceived inconsistency with the urban village strategy.1 1
Swedish Provides, and Will Provide, Substantial Public Benefit

Major institutions must provide public benefit in exchange for the additional
development capacity of an MIO, and in every MIMP the Council has approved heretofore, the
main element of the public benefit derived from the change of a major institution is the
continuing vitality (and very existence) of the institution itself. Seattle's major institutions
provide tens of thousands of jobs, and the health and education opportunities they provide are
crucial to the City's quality of life. Swedish Cherry Hill, in particular, provides specialized
healthcare such as treatment of brain, spine, and cardiac and vascular disease that is the envy of
hospitals the world over. In addition, Swedish Cherry Hill, in common with its sister medical
major institutions, provides millions of dollars' worth of uncompensated care every year.
WashCAN's letter acknowledges this fact: "Swedish Medical Center provides these benefits - it
is a hospital. "12
Beyond the substantial public benefit associated with the continuing operation of a nonprofit specialty hospital, Sherry Williams testified to other public benefits associated with
Swedish Cherry Hill operations. Many of these benefits are listed at pages 69- 72 of the MIMP.
They include several not directly related to healthcare: food donations, employee drives,
sponsorship of community charities, and support of athletic programs, among others. They also
include healthcare-related benefits, such as: community heart screenings, mobile mammography
services, stroke support group meetings, and other services. Ms. Williams testified these benefits
will continue under the new MIMP.

10 Indeed, SMC 25.05.675 includes no SEPA policy tlmt specifically addresses the "consLstency with adopted plans
or policies' 1 element of the environment, so the Council lacks authority to impose a condition to ensure such
consistency generally.
11 Swedish does not concede any inconsistency. The Comprehensive Plan identifies the Cherry Hill campus as
appropriate for major institutional uses and development.
l 2 Some public comment suggested that because hospitals are required )o provide uncompensated care, !hey shoukl
not be permitted to cnm1t it as public benefit. But the requirement diminishes neither the benefit to the public nor
the cost to the institution. Hospitals are required to provide care, but they are not required to exist, and without the
additional development capacity allowed by the Major Institutions Code, many of them would not.
5HSS2994
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In total, the public benefits identified in the proposed MIMP are very similar in kind and
scope to the hcne lits the Council has previously approved for Virginia Mason, Seattle
Children's, and a number of other medical major institutions. \Va~hCAN seeks to hold the
Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP to a higher standard-a standard not set forth in Code and never
before applied to another major institution.
WashCAN members spoke to the effect of healthcare debt on the indigent, and their
stories implicate areas of significant public concern and appropriate debate regarding society's
allocation of healthcare resources. Swedish agrees that charity care should be readily accessed
by those who qualify, but compelling though these stories may be, nothing in the Seattle
Municipal Code .gives the Examiner the jurisdiction to condition approval of tl1e MlMP based on
providing certain levels of charity care.
The Major Institutions Code is not a vehicle for the City to govern the business practices
of the institutions. The Council and its Hearing Examiner regulate land use, not hospital
functions. The Hearing Examiner does not have jurisdiction over collective bargaining, staffing
ratios, or any number of other issues th.at WashCAN asks the Examiner to address in her
recommendation to Council. Nothing i:t1 the Maj or Institulions Code suggests that the City has
the autlmrity to condition the land use decision on the MlMP to addrcSs impacts unrelated to land
use.
WashCAN's letter faults tile business practices of Swedish Cherry Hill and Providence
generally, invoking issues over which. the City has no jt11isdietion, while providing no context or
standards by which a decisionmakercould evaluate a healthcare provider's practices. How much
unrestricted cash should a medical system keep on hand? How much uncompensated care
should a hospital system provide? Should the appropriate amount be calculated as a percentage
of its operating profits such that it diminishes it1 years the hospital operates unprofitably? What
should tl1e procedure for applying for charity care entail? These questions, and similar questions
prompted hY WashCAN's letter, are not answered on this record, nor are they issues for tile
Hearing E>tarniner to address in this matter in any event.
W ashCAN also points out that both the number of charity care patients and the value of
Swedish Cherry Hill's uncompensated care decreased from 2013 to 2014, which is correct as far
as it goes. It does not indicate, as WashCAN implies, that Swedish Cherry Hill is improperly
turning away patients in need. Rather, it represents the impact of the Affordable Care Act
(ACA), which was fully implemented in January 2014, resulting in 15 million previously
uninsured Americans gaining coverage through the expansion of Medicaid, and by virtue of State
Insurance Exchanges. Prior to January of 2014, tilose persons would have entered the health
system through emergency rooms across the country, and many of those related charges would
have been written off as .unfunded charity care. The ACA 's positive effect of increa.~ing the
number of insured has lowered the charity care of many non-profit health systems throughout tile
country, including Swedish Cherry Hill.
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The MIMP and Testimony Established Swedish's Need for Expansion

Swedish established its need for growth through expert testimony, emphasizing trends in
healthcare, growth of specific patient utilization at Cherry Hill, and through testimony
concerning outdated facilities, including ORs and patient rooms. Swedish seeks first to construct
modem facilities sufficient to meet its existing licensed bed capacity, which has already been
recognized by the State of Washington through the Certificate of Need process. But the MIMP
is a plan for campus-wide growth with no expiration date, with a planning horizon of 20-30
years. It anticipates growth in areas that do not require new beds, such as the dental clinic Dr.
Winston testified Swedish intends to construct at Cherry Hill, as well as many other areas.
Of course, it is also possible that Swedish will require additional beds in the future and
will seek approval for those through the state Certificate of Need system. When it does so,
Swedish will likely use some of the MIMP's additional development capacity to accommodate
those beds, as well, but it is not appropriate to defer to the state Certificate of [bed] Need analysis
to make the determination of total development capacity 20 or 30 years into the future.
WashCAN protests that Swedish should not have been allowed to present evidence of the
methods through which need is calculated during the Hearing Examiner hearing, but sufficient
information was provided in Appendix G, and insofar as additional explanation is necessary, the
pre-decisional hearing is the appropriate venue. By Code, the CAC "may review and comment
on the ... need for the expansion," but need is "not subject to negotiation." SMC 23.69.032.D.1.
Swedish explained its need to the CAC early in the procesS, and further clarification is
appropriate at the hearing stage. The evidence received during the hearing establishes that, if
anything, Swedish's projected need was conservative.
The MIMP presents Swedish' s strategy for the Cherry Hill campus as a specialty hospital
including a CardiacN ascufar Institute and a Neuroscience Institute, supported with general
primary care service for the community. The Swedish Cherry Hill methodology (MlMP
Appendix G) presents the factors that were taken into account to arrive at a foture operational
size for these Swedish Institutes, including population. growth (total population and over-65), use
rates of services being developed, emerging medical and technology trends, assumptions around
the consolidation and integrated nature of emerging health systems, market share (current and
projected), in-migration of patients, average daily census (ADC) trends (current and projected),
occupancy assumptions, and average length of stay of patients (ALOS) all to determine the
necessity of the service being delivered at Swedish Cherry Hill. This information has been
presented in Appendix G and throughout the MIMP document. Swedish's expert, Jeff
Hoffman, 13 testified at length that the assumptions made in Appendix G are reasonable for a
health system such as Swedish.

13 Mr. Hoffman testified as an expert during the MJMP hearing and was subjected to cross-examination by the
public, including by WashCAN's attorney. He did not testify during the SEPA appeal.
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In spite of all of the information in Appendix G and presented ai the hearing, Jack
Hanson's written and oral testimony frequently recited. that Swedish ''has failed to provide
information sufficient to demonstrate a genuine need for expansion." Because he held himself
out as an expert in medical center planning, and because the WashCAN letter relies on his
analysis, Swedish provides the following rebuttal to Mr. Hanson's analysis.
A near neighbor to the institution, Jack Hanson is a policy analyst, not an expert on
hospital facilities planning beyond "bed need." Swedish's needs assessment includes much
broader needs beyond beds, including lab and research, clinic, education, hotel, and long-term
care. Mr. Hanson has no professional experience in these distinct areas, and no master planning
experience whatsoever. Swedish does not seek any additional beds at this time, and even if it
did, the question of bed need is exclusively within the Jurisdiction of the state, not the City. This
improper reliance on bed need analysis permeates Mr. Hanson's testimony.
In addition to the fundamental error of relying on bed need methodologies, much of Mr.
Hanson's testimony depends on the equally flawed premise that S,vcdish Cherry Hill is a general
acute care hospital, comparable (indeed, interchangeable) wilh Swedish First Hill or Virginia
Mason. As the MIMP and testimony established, Swedish Cherry Hill is actually a highly
specialized care facility more similar to children's hospitals, ht-art hospitals, and obstetrics
hospitals. It is the home of Swedish CardiofVascular Institute, the home of the Swedish
Neuroscience Institute, featuring gamma and cyber knife technology for brain surgery, as well as
home to Swedish's critical inpatient rehabilitation and psychiatric services. As Mr. Cosentino
testified, these clinical service lines serve members of the Seattle community with the highest
level of complex disease and emergencies. In fact, to underscore this definition, patients
entering the Swedish First Hill campus for cardiac and neurosciences care are most often
transferred to Swedish Cherry Hill to receive this care. Cherry Hill has no routine, general
medical/surgical capability.

These two fundamental errors explain many, if not most, of the questions Mr. Hanson
raises. Specialty hospitals require more building gross square footage per bed, more space for
long-term care services, and more available beds (in the fonn of lower planning occupancy
rates), among others. Planning for future space implicates far more than simple bed counts-and
the current license for Swedish Cherry Hill allows 385 beds (compared to 200 currently in use).
On page three of his written comments, in the paragraph titled "Concerning Population

Growth and Demographic Shifts," without disputing the demographic data that Swedish put
Jorward in Appendix G, Mr. Hanson requests that this data "require explicit discussion in order
to establish .Providence I Swedish claim that the aging of the population will drive incre-0sed
demand at Cherry Hill." The Washington Office of Financial Management demographic data
Mr. Hanson seeks was presented in Appendix G. MIMP at 133. The testimony established that
the significant aging of our population will substantially drive the need for more health care
services, and Swedish Cherry Hill is no different. Mr. Hoffman provided detailed testimony
about use rate trends for Cardiac and Neuroscience services that are being served at Cherry Hill.
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Also on page three, under the heading "Concerning Healthcare Facility lltilization
Changes Due to Healthcare Reform Efforts," Mr..Hanson seeks more detail discussion on the
impact of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) than was presented in Appendix G. There, Swedish
stated its assumption that while there will be an immediate influx of new patients due to the
ACA, once that influx occurred, "service demand will stay about the same." MIMP at 133.
Swedish also stated its assumption that it is already taking care of the i:eally sick (just with no
insurance or payment), and in the future these very sick people will have insurance. Id
Mr. Hoffman agreed with this assumption and if Mr. Hanson disagrees he should present data
that refutes that assumption rather than simply request "more discussion."
Rather than present any opinion on how he believes changing delivery reforms, including
payment reforms, will impact Swedish Cherry Hill, Mr. Hanson simply suggests that the MIMP
does not account for these reforms. Yet, Appendix G does discuss the likely impact of the ACA
reforms. Mr. Hoffman testified that these delivery reforms, specifically as they shift to more
value-based payment methodologies, will cause smaller community hospitals to eliminate lowvolume, high-complexity services, including many cardiac and neuroscience service lines. This
will increase the need for high-complexity institutes such as those at Swedish Cherry Hill and
thus drive the in-migration of patients to Swedish Cherry Hill.
On page four of his testimony, in the paragraph titled "Concerning Changes in Patient
Volume and Relative Market Share," Mr. Hanson states that Swedish Cherry Hill's MIMP
provides no data on market share or number of patients treated. Not only is this historical data
publicly available, but Appendix G of the MIMP presents the current market share number and
current patient volume in terms of an average daily census (ADC) of patients in the hospital. It
also projects and presents the estimate of future patient volume based on Swedish's assumptions.
While Mr. Hanson may want "more discussion," it is simply not true to state "Providence
Swedish offers no numbers" and "no specific information on the number of patients ... " and "nor
does it offer estimates of additional patient volumes expected in the future." Appendix G offers
the current market share, estimates on future market share, current ADC and estimates of future
ADC, and patient volume both in numbers and graphics.
Mr. Hanson also presents the size (square footage and bed increases) of approved master
plans of other healthcare organizations in the area as evidence of limited need Cherry Hill
expansion. Mr. Hanson makes the inaccurate assumption discussed above: that all hospitals are
equal and provide the same services. As a highly specialized facility, Swedish Cherry Hill
provides services that are not provided at the other hospitals Mr. Hanson lists. Cherry Hill's
highly specialized services will also create significant in-migration from outside King County.
This in-migration was 8% in 2012, and is now 11 % for 2014 and is estimated to continue to
increase. In addition, because Swedish Cherry Hill is currently licensed for 385 beds, all other
expansions take the Swedish Cherry Hill bed expansion into account when determining
incremental new bed need and capacity into their planning.
On page six, in the section titled "Concerning the Space Need Projection for the
Hospital," Mr. Hanson argues that Swedish Cherry Hill's MIMP does not provide support for the
514511299.4
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need to continue to use its beds and argues further that the bed rooms, some of which are more
than 50 years old, do not need to be upgraded to a more contemporary standard to serve today's
more complex cases. To the contrary, the MIMP explains why this is necessary, and additional
testimony by Swedish witnesses also gave clear and concise reasoning for this need.
Mr. Hanson's graphic of historical inpatient volume shows a rapidly increasing trend of
use, but attempts to minimize this import of this increasing trend. Swedish Cherry Hill takes this
trend seriously. The MIMP presents data that showed in 2012, Swedish staffed 200 beds.
Testimony established that current ADC is now exceeding 168 patients per day (midnight census
July 2015), requiring over 240 staffed beds. Only modest future growth will require use of all
385 beds allowed under Swedish Cherry Hill's current license.14

Mr. Hanson quotes from Washington State Health Plan to establish the proposition that
"bed projections should not be made for more than seven years into the future"-a proposition
relevant only if Swedish were seeking additional beds. As a policy analyst, Mr. Hanson has the
intellectual luxury to pontificate about the reliability of future forecasts and lo suggest that only
five-year and seven-year forecasts should be considered. The clinician leaders of Swedish
Cherry Hill must live in the real world of healthcare delivery, financing, and hospital
construction where facilities must be feasible and functional for 40+ years. Swedish must plan
well into the future on hospital facility development, particularly when they need to make $500
million to $1 billion decision.~ related to a single hospital eampus such as Cherry Hill. So using
the best analytical tools and methodologies, and making reasonable assumptions about the future,
Swedish Cherry Hill must take a longer view on planning for the necessary beds in the future.
Again conflating general acute care facilities with specialized facilities, Mr. Hanson
argues that Swedish Cherry Hill should use 75%-80% occupancy for planning purposes. IS Mr.
Hoffman c011firrned that such numbers are appropriate for general hospitals, but they are not
appropriate for highly specialized facilities such as children's hospitals, heart hospitals, and
Swedish Cherry Hill. When such critical care patients needs a bed, they need it immediately, so
planners use a lower occupancy of 6So/.,..70% to ensure one will be availal:,le. Swedish Cherry
Hlll used a 69% occupancy tq plan f\lture beds in 2040, which Mr. Hoffman confirmed was a
reasonable assumption for a specialized, high-complexity care hospital.
Relying again on general acute care facility numbers, Mr. Hanson urgues that "a standard
well below the 3,500 BGSF per bed is appropriate."li Properly comparing Swedish Cherry Hill
to other speeialty institutions shows that the 3,500bgsf/bed planned for in the MIMP is slightly
conservative. Also, as Mr. Hoffman testified, contemporary per bed benchmarks are increasing
14 Agnin, Swedish Cherry Hill is NOT requesting additional licensed beds. They are requesting the ability to rebuild
beds they already have so they can be ofbetter use for their patients.
IS Mr. Hanson elides over the difference between planning occupancy percentages und occupancy percentages. as a
measure of operating perfonnance. The former is used to plan hospital facilities that must be workable for 40+
years, while the latter rneasures current operating efficiency,
16 Note that the metric of "building square footage" per bed does !!Q! mean Swedish intends to build 3,500 square
foot bed rooms. The numerator is the square footage of the entire hospital, including clinical and outpatient space.
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even in general acute care facilities as more space is added for outpatient treatment and
diagnostics capability. Adding these spaces to a hospital setting creates greater efficiency and
flexibility between the outpatient and inpatients but the per bed benchmark increases.
On page nine of his testimony, Mr. Hanson questions the need for more cardiac and
neuroscience research-despite the fact that heart disease and stroke are the first and third
leading causes of death in the United States. This is one of the lone areas in which Mr. Hoffman
testified that Swedish was not conservative in its size estimates, at 2,200 bgsf per physician, but
the 1,400 bgsf number that Mr. Hanson suggests is far too low. Mr. Hanson's number rests on a
number of flawed assumptions (i.e., that a research facility does not require convenient
bathrooms and does not require electrical and mechanical space) and should be disregarded.
On page ten, Mr. Hanson argues that the campus hotel does not require as much square
footage as projected. But hospital hotels are not typical hotel facilities. They must all be
handicap accessible to accommodate patients and their families and include amenities such as inroom kitchens and living space. Benchmarks of 1,000-1,500 building square feet per room are
on the conservative side of the planning range.
On page eleven, Mr. Hanson challenges the space calculation for education functions.
While some education space is planned into the hospital BGSF per bed, Cherry Hill is used as
the education center for the Swedish system. This is a very efficient way to use education space,
auditoriums, simulation labs, etc. By building a co-located training space and using it for a
greater number of people, the use of this asset is ultimately more efficient and the Health System
can provide better training resources for its employees. So because it is used for more than just
Swedish Cherry Hill employees, and for joint classes with Seattle University, additional
education space is reasonable to consider.
One of the goals of Chapter 23.69 SMC Major Institutions Code is to "[a]ccommodate
the changing needs of major institutions." SMC 23.69.002.H. Neither WashCAN nor Jack
Hanson offered a competing needs assessment in response to Swedish's data and testimony.
Expert testimony offered by Jeff Hoffman confirmed that the data and assumptions made by the
Swedish MIMP consultant, Terrie Martin, were reasonable. The overwhelming evidence in the
record supports the analysis of Swedish's need, and the Examiner should reject WashCAN's
arguments.
The Proposed TMP Will Reduce Transportation Impacts
Swedish worked with Commute Seattle and transportation consultants to craft a TMP that
will reduce SOV trips to and from the campus, thus mitigating the impacts related to future
traffic increases associated with build-out of the hospital. Commute Seattle has a proven track
record of creating and managing successful TMPs, and both the applicant's and City's experts
testified that the proposed TMP has a high likelihood of success, as well.
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Furthermore, the significant traffic impacts revealed in the FEIS assumed 50% SOV rate,
not the 38% Swedish has agreed to set as its goal. Uniquely among master plans in Seattle, this
50% SOV rate is required to be met prior to the occupancy of any new building on the campus.
As the SOV rate declines at a rate thereafter of I% every two years, fewer SOV trips will further
reduce impacts. Mr. Cosentino and Commute Seattle established that Swedish management is
committed and determined to decrease the SOV commute rate at the Cherry Hill campus. Expert
testimony established that sufficient transit capacity currently exists, and Metro could add
additional capacity if necessary.
To that end, Mr. Swenson, Mr. Perlic and Mr. Shaw (for DPD) all testified that, despite
WashCAN' s assertions to the contrary, there presently exists available capacity for additional
ridership on transit routes serving the Cherry Hill campus. All parties agreed that when a transit
route approaches capacity, Metro will take steps to add to that capacity. Additional capacity
could take the form of more frequent buses and/or larger, articulated buses (which are not
currently used to serve the campus), according to Mr. Swenson and Mr. Perlic.
Conclusion

For the reasons listed above and those discussed at the hearing, the arguments presented
by WashCAN in its comment letter have no merit. The Hearing Examiner should reject them
and recommend approval of the MIMP to the City Council.
Sincerely,

Sl4S82994

Date:

July 14, 2015

To:

Hearing Examiner in the case of Major Institution Master Plan application of Swedish Medical Center

From:

Joy Jacobson *318 16th Ave* Seattle, WA 98122 *Resident* Squire Park Community Council

Subject:

Comments on proposed Major Institution Master Plan

I am an appellant with Squire Park Community Council, and an Architect.
I have approximately 22 years of experience with Major Institution Master Plans, as a CAC Member, a Standing
Advisory Committee Member and as an Institutional participant.
Previous CAC experience:
•
1994-2007 served on the Seattle University CAC and SAC.
• January 2007- December 2012 SU MIMP development as an institutional participant.
• January 2007- December 2012 - SAC member Swedish Cherry Hill
•
December 2012 to April 2013 CAC member Swedish Cherry Hill (resignation required due to
commencing employment with the City of Seattle)

The CAC and the Department of Neighborhoods:

I would like to commend the CAC and DON for the due diligence applied during the lengthy process.
The Final CAC Majority Report rightly acknowledges that "If the Swedish institution did not already exist in this
residential neighborhood, it would not be allowed today per "SMC 23.69.024 B.} New Major Institutions 6.) A

new Major Institution Overlay District may nat be established and a Major Institution Overlay District Boundary
may not be expanded in single-family or Industrial zones."
The CAC additionally notes:
"SMC 23.69.025 The intent of the Major Institution Master Plan shall be to balance the needs of the Major

Institutions to develop facilities for the provision of health care or education services with the need to minimize
the impact af Major Institution development on surrounding neighborhoods.
The institution already exceeds allowable height bulk and scale to the surrounding neighborhood and should not
be allowed to excessively increase its height bulk and scale. Essentially it should not be in this neighborhood, but
since it is the size should be limited to the scale of the surrounding neighborhood, and not to the institutions
desires for growth, driven much by a development partner Sobey."
The Dean Patton Minority Report requires further reductions in scale and greater setbacks beyond the CAC

Majority Report.
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Height. Bulk. Scale. and Transitions:
From the May 22. 2014 Draft EIS:

"Based an scaping comments, DPD determined that the project had the potential to result in
adverse impacts on the following elements af the environment: air quality; climate; water
quality; height, bulk and scale; historic preservation; housing; land use; light and glare;
shadows; noise and environmental health; traffic and transportation (including parking); and
public services and utilities."
It is recognized that institutions are granted higher heights than surrounding and underlying zoning through the
MIMP process, however there are multiple requirements for transitions to the residential zoning surrounding
Swedish Cherry Hill. The Seattle Municipal Code designated heights range from MI0-37 to MI0-240 spread
across nine steps which provide acceptable transitions between heights when done with sufficient depths.
The Swedish Cherry Hill Alternative 12 proposes High Rise zoning heights adjacent to Low Rise and Single Family
zoning without appropriate and sufficient transitions and setbacks. The heights are even greater than some
zoning areas of downtown.
The height, bulk, scale, setbacks and transitions are incompatible to the surrounding Single Family and Low Rise
Neighborhood. The Cherry Hill site does not provide room for adequate transitions to less intensive
neighborhood zones, therefore the heights should be further restricted and more appropriate setbacks must be
incorporated.
During discussions, demonstrations and deliberations on setbacks at the MIO perimeters and streets, it became
clear that the setbacks were inadequate. However it was also difficult to discern the true relationship to the
neighborhood as the drawings were out of scale, and tended to omit the surrounding neighborhood context, nor
show topography. I had to request that scale drawings be provided to the committee. I am attaching the March
18th letter I submitted to the CAC regarding setbacks.
Swedish First Hill which is located primarily within Mid Rise and High Rise zoning, established along much of its
Broadway edge at a lower MI0-70 height than is currently proposed along the Cherry Hill edges on 15th and
16th Avenues, and E. Cherry Street.

The Land Use Code:
The Land Use Code clearly states the requirements for less bulk, less height, greater setbacks, transitions and
avoidance of MIO"s in single family zoning in at least six sections:

SMC 23.34.008 E. Zoning Principals. The following principals shall be considered:
1. The impact of more intensive zones on less intensive zones or industrial and commercial zones on other zones

shall be minimized by transitions or buffer. A gradual transition between zoning categories, including height
limits, is preferred.
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SMC 23.34.009 Height limits of the proposed rezone.
B. Topography of the Area and its Surroundings. Height limits shall reinforce the natural topography of the area

and its surroundings, and the likelihood of view blockage shall be considered.
C. Height and Scale of the Area.

1. The height limits established by current zoning in the area shall be given consideration.
2. In general, permitted height limits shall be compatible with the predominant height and scale of existing
development, particularly where existing development is a good measure of the areas' overall development
potential.
D. Compatibility with Surrounding Area.

1. Height limits for an area shall be compatible with actual and zoned heights in surrounding areas excluding
buildings developed under Major Institution height limits; height limits permitted by the underlying zone, rather
than heights permitted by the Major Institution designation, shall be used for the rezone analysis.
SMC 23.34.124 C. Height Criteria.

2. Height limits at the district boundary shall be compatible with those in the adjacent areas.
3. Transitional height limits shall be provided wherever feasible when the maximum permitted height within the
overlay district is significantly higher than permitted in areas adjoining the major institution campus.
SMC 23.69.002 Purpose and Intent.
I. Make the need for transition primary considerations in determining setbacks. Also setbacks may be

appropriate to achieve proper scale, building modulation or view corridors.
SMC 23.69.008 Permitted Uses.

C. Major Institutions shall be subject to the following:
1. Major Institutions uses which are determined to be heavy traffic generators or major noise generators shall
be located away from abutting residential zones;
SMC 23.69.024 Major Institution Designation.

B. 6. A new Major Institution Overlay District may not be established and a Major Institution Overlay District
Boundary may not be expanded in single-family or Industrial zones.

The Other Hospital:

Children's Hospital also in Single Family zoning created appropriate transitional zones between the institutional
MIO and adjacent residential zoning. The Children's MIO provides graduated zoning heights from SF-5000 to
MI0-37, MIO-SO and MI0-65 of sufficient depth before increasing to MI0-70, MIO 160 conditioned to 125, and
tops out with maximum heights of MI0-160 conditioned to 140.
I ask why it would be acceptable to create inadequate zoning transitions in the Squire Park neighborhood; and
not in the Laurelhurst neighborhood. Is Squire Park a less important neighborhood than Laurelhurst?
Admittedly the Swedish Cherry Hill site does not have the luxury of additional land to acquire, which would also
comprise an un-allowed expansion of the MIO. It is time to consider that the site is almost at its maximum
zoning capacity and that only minimal further expansion should be permitted.
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Major Institution Overlays were not intended for endless unlimited vertical growth. The sites are subject to
growth restrictions when abutting surrounding less intensive areas. The code never intended High Rise zoning in
a residential neighborhood. If the maximum size is limited at this site, the subsequent negative impacts from
looming structures, cars, traffic, and parking will be reduced.

The Draft Comp Plan and Livability of Neighborhoods:

The newly published Draft Comprehensive Plan does not envision increased density in the Squire Park area. It's
vitally important to protect the livability of the neighborhood by requiring additional reductions to adequately
minimize the impacts associated with future institutional development.
From the Draft 2035 Comprehensive Plan:
LUB.6 Limit the number and types of non-residential uses allowed in single-family residential

areas and apply appropriate development standards in order to protect those areas from
the negative impacts of incompatible uses.
LUG14 Encourage the benefits that major institutions offer the city, including health core,
educational services and significant employment opportunities, while minimizing the
adverse impacts associated with development and geographic expansion.

The final conclusion is that Swedish Cherry Hill may well be near its development limits and should be required
to create appropriate transitions to the surrounding residential neighborhood to minimize all impacts.
Sincerely,
Joy Jacobson
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Date:
To:

March 18, 2015
Swedish Medical Center Cherry Hill Major Institutions Master Plan Citizen's Advisory Committee

From:

Joy Jacobson, resident: 318 16th Ave

Subject:

Comments on Draft CAC Recommendations and Street Sections

First and foremost I would like to acknowledge the hard work and dedication of the Citizens Advisory Committee
(CAC) over two years and truly appreciate your attention to mitigating the impact of the proposed Swedish
MIMP.
The Major Institution Master Plan (MIMP) proposed by Swedish Medical Center will have a profound impact on
Squire Park and the Central Area, the outcome is of great concern to the surrounding community.
After reviewing the recently revised sections submitted by the institution on March 12, 2015 and the MIMP
Alternate 12, along with the current CAC recommendations I would like to further stress the importance of
setbacks both at ground level and upper stories.
The following is my response to the new sections, and I urge the CAC to consider further enhancements to
setbacks and height in their report.
Regarding 18th Avenue and E. Cherry and E. Jefferson

I agree that heights on the block of 18'" Avenue which abuts residential development should be limited to MIO
37 feet, removing the need for upper level setbacks at the proposed MIO SO heights. It is rare for a Major
Institution Overlay boundary to be placed mid-block, without a buffer of a natural feature or major arterial.
More consideration should be done to ensure compatibility with the abutting single-family zone. This could
include limits on the maximum lot coverage, and modulation which could break up the massing of the building
fa,ade.
Section A-A- I agree with the CAC recommendation to limit the height to MIO 37, and feel the 25 foot setback is
appropriate. Further break-up of the almost 600 foot long building mass should be addressed as it abuts 11
Single Family lots, and one condominium lot.
Section B-B - I agree with the CAC recommendation to limit the height to MIO 37, and feel the 10 foot setback is

appropriate with the lowered height.
Section C-C - I agree with the CAC recommendation to limit the height to MIO 37, and feel the 10 foot setback is

appropriate with the lowered height.
Section D-D - I agree with the CAC recommendation to limit the height to MIO 37, and feel the O foot setback is

appropriate along 18th in order to maximize the distance from the Single Family lots due east of the MIO.
Regarding E. Jefferson from 15th Ave to 18th Ave:

E. Jefferson Street faces single family zoning with a mix of single family homes, low rise apartments, and
duplexes; remnants from an earlier brief period of multifamily zoning, which subsequently was restored to
single family zoning, reaffirming the neighborhoods desire to remain as an urban single family zone.

Section E-E - I request that the CAC consider increasing the ground level set back from 5 feet to 10 feet at the
property line, and increasing the CAC proposal of a 15 foot setback above MIO 37 to 20 feet. This edge of the
institution faces Single Family Zoning, though some of it has been developed as Multi Family, it is still a much
lower height and in scale with the surrounding single family development.

Section F-F - I request that the CAC consider increasing the proposed upper story setback of 15 feet to 20 feet,
or the closest structural grid line of the existing structure(should it remain). This location is across the street
from existing single family homes, the scale of the homes and their privacy should be respected. Much care was
taken during the design of the existing parking facility to provide modulation, screening, fenestration, and light
shielding. Input was received from the affected homes at the time of design, additionally they had concerns
with privacy from the parking structure, setting additional stories further back will help alleviate privacy
intrusion.

Regarding 15th Avenue:
15th Avenue is an important north south connector street in the neighborhood which has great potential to be
something more than parking for the institutions it is sandwiched between. Unfortunately it has had back door
treatment from both Seattle University and Swedish, other than the Kidney Center there is limited interaction by
people because they face a harsh environment of either a solid 400 foot or so long blank wall, or parking
structures. If addressed properly, this street has the potential to become more humane for pedestrians.

Section G-G 1 - I request the CAC consider increasing the at grade set back from 5 feet to 10 feet. The west side
of the street (Seattle University property) is providing a 15 foot setback for future construction, the east side of
the street should achieve 10 feet.

Section G-G 2 -I fully support the CAC proposal to lower the height from MIO 160(150) to MIO 125. I
recommend increasing the at grade set back from 5 feet to 10 feet. Additionally revise the upper story setback
percentage so that above MIO 65 to 60% of the facade is setback 30 feet, and 40% of the facade is setback 15
feet. This reverses the proposal set forth in Alternative 12; 40% at 30 feet and 60% at 15 feet.

Section G-G 3 -This proposal is acceptable and is in alignment with the proposed changes to GG 2 and GG 3.
Regarding E. Cherry from 15th Ave to 18th Ave
East Cherry is currently a challenging environment, with speeding cars, utilitarian facades, minimal transparency
and poor landscaping. This has the potential to become more pleasant, starting with adequate setbacks, and
reduced heights.

Section H-H - This proposal is acceptable and aligns with other proposals along E. Cherry St.
Section J-J - I request that the CAC consider increasing the at grade setback from 5 feet to 10 feet - Cherry is a
narrower Right of Way and the buildings should be set back further to minimize neighborhood shadowing and
bulk at grade. I encourage the CAC to press for MIO 105 feet, though agree with CAC, for a minimum lowering
of overall maximum height from MIO 160 to MIO 140.

Regarding 16th Ave:
I agree with the CAC's concern regarding the creation of a canyon effect along 16th Avenue and agree that the
setbacks along this block should be increased both at the ground level and at upper levels. Preventing a canyon
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effect along this section of the site is imperative to preventing a single family and low rise neighborhood from
being fractured further by high rise construction and the effect of cutting off light, views and bisecting a
neighborhood. Establishing a substantial setback at MIO 37 feet wil I maintain a human and pedestrian scale to
this important north-south connecting street in the community. Additionally, I recommend that the design of
future development attempt to create transparency at the street level for human interaction and pedestrian
scale, and limit large expanses of blank facades or driveways. Transparency can be achieved in areas of hospitals
such as corridors, similar to the south facing corridor paralleling E. Jefferson near vacated 17th Ave.
Sections:
Section KK-1 East I request that the CAC consider an increase at the ground level setback to 10 feet on each side
of the street. Lower the upper story setback on the east side from MIO 65 to MIO 37 with a minimum 20 foot
setback. Limit the height to preferably MIO 105, or a maximum of MIO 140.
Section KK-1 West I request that the CAC consider an increase at the ground level setback from Oto 10 feet the
west side of the street.
Section KK-2 East I request that the CAC consider an increase at the ground level setback from 5 feet to 10 feet
for the 45% proposal. Maintain the proposed 55% upper story setback starting at MIO 37 with the minimum 30
foot setback and limit the total height to preferably MIO 105, or a maximum of MIO 140.
Section KK-2 West I request that the CAC consider an increase at the ground level setback from Oto 10 feet.
Increase the upper story setback at MIO 37 with from 5 feet to 20 feet. I support the CAC proposed height limit
the of MIO 105(100) conditioned to 100 feet with a mid block average.
Section KK-3 I request that the CAC consider increasing the at grade setback to 10 feet on the west side of the
street to match the east side. I agree with the proposed heights as shown.
As the CAC acknowledges, development within this Master Institution Overlay (MIO) is complicated in part
because of its location outside of an area with a higher underlying zoning, land use designation, or Urban Village
classification. The land use code consistently refers to transitions between zoning types. The inherent
implication is a gradual transition from low heights to higher heights, as well as low intensity uses to higher
intensity uses. The land use code recognizes the need for higher limits allowed to institutions with the
designation of MIO districts as compensation to restrain horizontal spread. However it likely did not intend to
allow high-rise construction adjacent to residential neighborhoods without appropriate transition. Because
there is neither available land nor existing environmental buffers to create appropriate gradual transition to the
surrounding residential neighborhood, the transitions must occur with at-grade setbacks, upper story setbacks,
and lower perimeter heights to establish the transitional zone. It's imperative that appropriate transitions be
created between the institution and the neighborhood.
Sincerely,

Joy Jacobson
318 lGth Ave
Seattle, WA 98112

TESTIMONY
KENNETH H. TORP
APPELLANT MEMBER OF THE SQUIRE PARK COMMUNITY COUNCIL
BOARD MEMBER OF THE 12n1 AVENUE STEWARDS
NEAR NEIGHBOR/HOMEOWNER
724 15rn AVEUNE
JULY 15, 2015

Subject: Final Major Institution Master Plan
DPD Project No. 3015953
Transportation Section of the EIS

Policies and the Comprehensive Plan:
Note that the policy of the City of Seattle (3. 7-2) is that '"excessive traffic can adversely
affect the stability safety. and character of Seattle communities."
Also, regarding adverse impacts outside of the dovmtow11 area, policy states that" ... the
decision-maker may reduce the size and/or scale of the project" when mitigation
measures "would not be adequate to effectively mitigate the adverse impacts of the
project. (3.7-2)"
The Comprehensive Plan encourages development in urban villages and around major
transit infrastructure.
Deficiencies:
Alternative 12 of the EIS does not include reducing the "size and/or scale" of the project
in the context of mitigation measures that do not adequately and effectively mitigate
adverse (traffic) impacts. The traffic operations section of the EIS (3.7-59) notes that:
"The increase in Swedish Cherry Hill's traffic along the street system, even with a
successful IMP, may result in related congestion that could be considered significant."
An additional four (4) intersections would operate at Level of Service "F" 1during PM
peak hours (3.7-23). Further. (3.7-58): "The increase in traffic volumes for Alternative
12 and the resultant impacts of traffic operations are considered significant and
unavoidable adverse impacts [emphasis added]."
Given the policy that requires consideration ofreduction in the size and scale of the
project when mitigation measures do not adequately mitigate adverse impacts, the EIS
appears to be deficient in not analyzing that strategy for mitigation.
I

LOS "F" is defined as traffic demand greater than capacity with very long queues and
delays. Most vehicles would require more than one green light phase to negotiate the
intersection.

TESTIMONY
KENNETH H. TORP
APPELLANT MEMBER OF THE SQUIRE PARK COMMUNITY COUNCIL
BOARD MEMBER OF THE 12rn AVENUE STEWARDS
NEAR NEIGHBOR/HOMEOWNER
724 15TH AVEUNE; sc,t,-rL.£, w A 9B \ i--z.-.
JULY 14, 2015
Subject: Final Major Institution Master Plan
DPD Project No. 3015953
Role of Sabey:
I find it unusual, if not inappropriate, that a private sector developer, Sabey Corporation,
is listed in the final MIMP as having participated in the preparation of the MIMP. (See
cover page of the MIMP document). This is supposed to be a Major Institution Master
Plan, not a plan for a private sector development corporation's aspirations for expansion
on the Swedish Cherry Hill Campus.
By way of background, Swedish sold 40% of the land within its Cherry Hill Campus to
Sabey in 2002, ostensibly because it did not need the additional room for its own medical
purposes 1• Now, Swedish wishes to almost double its square footage, resulting in issues
of height, bulk, and scale that would have been easily accommodated in the 40% that it
sold to Sabey. One is left with the inevitable conclusion that the size of the proposed
expansion is largely attributable to that fact that Sabey now owns 40% of the Campus
land. Also, the credibility of Swedish's projection of need must be viewed with some
skepticism given historical miscalculations that led Swedish to sell 40% of its Campus to
Sabey in 2002. 2
In other MIMP's, private developers have participated with educational and medical
institutions as developers ofland owned by the institution. Ultimately, as in the case of
Seattle University, the ownership of the land and the improvements thereon revert to the
institution. This is not the case at Swedish. Here a private sector developer's continuing
drive to attract rent-paying tenants appears to be driving a level of expansion that is not
directly related to the needs of Swedish hospital. And, the ownership of 40% of the
Cherry Hill Campus will remain with Sabey.

1

A Puget Sound Business Journal article, dated August 7, 2002 quotes Swedish
spokesperson, Sally Wright, as saying; "Maybe we don't need all the real estate we're
sitting on."
2
For an alternative view of Swedish's need, see that attached calculation entitled "Simple
Math." This calculation suggests that Swedish's core functions, including 808,700
additional square feet, can be accommodated without expanding to a total of 2. 7 million
square feet.
1

Clearly, the Land Use Code did not contemplate this kind ofrelationship with a private
developer when it accorded Major Institutions extraordinary flexibility and latitude to
plan and develop. That special treatment was accorded specifically because the
institutions were non-profit educational and medical institutions with presumptive public
benefit. Sabey is neither and it is driving a level of expansion at Cherry Hill that is
fundamentally inconsistent with the Land Use Code and the Comprehensive Plan.
Submitted with this testimony is a series of four formal requests I submitted to DPD and
the CAC soliciting data on the extent to which the current proposed expansion is
attributable to Sabey Corporation. Not one of those requests received any reply
whatsoever.
Community Opposition to the Current MIMP:
I wish to point out the not one of the established and recognized community
organizations supports the Swedish/Sabey MIMP. All of the following have formally
rejected Swedish/Sabey's final MIMP:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Squire Park Community Council
The Central Area Land Use Review Committee
The Citizen's Advisory Council
The 12th Avenue Stewards
Washington CAN
Every neighbor who testified before the CAC for two years

Support for a Reasonable Alternative:
I, and many of my neighbors, recognize a legitimate and reasonable need for Swedish to
plan for some expansion over the next 30 years. That is why many, if not all, ofus
support the minority report of the CAC that was submitted by the following CAC
members:
Dean Paton
Patrick Angus
Maj a Hadlock
James Schell
J. Elliott Smith
An important element of this kind of reasonable alternative might logically include some
re-prioritization on Swedish's part of current and proposed uses on its Cherry Hill
Campus. For example, if developing a neuro-science institute is a very high priority,
some ofSabey's tenants could relocated elsewhere, e.g., the Northwest Kidney Center,
Lab Corp., or the Institute for Complementary (naturopathic) Medicine.

2

SIMPLE MATH
SWEDISH MIMP
QUESTIONABLE NEED FOR PROPOSED EXPANSION
PER
ALTERNATIVE 12

Simple Math:
385 beds x 3500 square feet per bed= 1,347,500 total, comprised of
Existing hospital square footage
New Square footage
Total hospital square footage

541,300
808,700
1,347, 500

So why do they "need" 2,753,000 square feet?
"Want to but not have to be located at Cherry Hill"
Hotel that serves First Hill and Ballard
80,000
Education
100,000
Facilities and Central Plant
50,000
Doctor offices, Lab Core, Northwest Kidney
Center, clinical research, long term care 1, 175,500
1,405, 500
Total other square footage
Total proposed square footage

2,753,000

The Land Use Code
The MIMP should be reviewed in the context of the City's Land Use Code. To approve the proposal, it
should be consistent with the Code. There are four elements under the Purpose and Intent section of the
Code that are particularly relevant.
"A. Permit appropriate institutional growth within boundaries while minimizing the adverse impacts
associated with development and geographic expansion;"
NOTE: the operable word here is MINIMIZE adverse impacts on the neighborhood
"B. Balance a Major Institution's ability to change and the public benefit derived from change with the
need to protect the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods;
NOTE: This says nothing about the need of the institution. Rather it is the need to protect the livability and
vitality of adjacent neighborhoods.
"C. Encourage concentration of Major Institution development on existing campuses, or alternatively, the
decentralization of such uses to locations more than 2500 feet from campus boundaries"
NOTE: If there is more growth th.an can be accommodated without causing adverse impacts, the Code says
that the uses that exceed the capacity of the current campus should be located elsewhere.
"I. Make the need for appropriate transition primary considerations in determining setbacks. Also setbacks
may be appropriate to achieve proper scale, building modulation, or view corridors."

NOTE: Swedish has proposed zero.lot line setbacks and minimal upper level setbacks for the vast majority
of the campus. The current proposal does not provide appropriate transitions along the perimeter. through
ground level or upper level setbacks or building modulations.

724 15th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
July13, 2015

The Hearing Examiner

Re:
Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP
Master Use Permit No. 3012953
Project Address: 500 l 71h Avenue
Dear Madame Hearing Examiner:
Attached are four letters that I addressed to the Department of Planning and Development
and the Citizen's Advisory Council concerning the role of the Sabey Corporation in the
proposed expansion of the Swedish Medical Center's Cherry Hill Campus.
As you will note, my initial question in my letter of February 26, 2015 and my underlying
concern related to the extent to which a private developer should be allowed to take
advantage of the preferential treatment accorded to major institutions under the Land Use
Code. I specifically asked for information on the extent to which the proposed expansion
was attributable to the Sabey Corporation. My initial request was followed by three (3)
additional requests (dated March 12, March 18, and March 26) for the same information.
Those letters were hand delivered to CAC meetings that took place on those dates.
I received NO RESPONSE to my repeated written requests for this information. Neither
the CAC nor DPD ever mentioned my requests.
While Sabey' s role in the proposed expansion is, in my opinion, contrary to the intent and
spirit of the Land Use Code, the shroud of secrecy that apparently cloaks Sabey' s role
further exacerbates this important issue.

Sincerely,

~~

KennethH. T
Near Neighb r

I

724 15th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
February 26, 2015

To: Ms. Stephanie Haines, Land Use Manager
Department of Planning and Development
Attn: Public Resource Center
700 5th Avenue (Suite 2000)
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124-4019
Ref: Master Use Permit No. 3012953
Project Address: 500 1?1h Avenue
Dear Ms.Haines:
I wish to request that Swedish provide me, and other concerned neighbors,
with the following data regarding the proposed expansion of the Cherry Hill
campus:
• What percent of the proposed expansion, under the latest version
of the MIMP, will be owned, used, or leased by the Sabey
Corporation (and/or its subsidiaries)?
The underlying issue here is whether or not the Swedish/Sabey partnership
meets either the letter or the intent of the Land Use Code that grants major
institutions preferential treatment because they are "educational or medical
institutions." Clearly, Sabey Corporation is neither an educational or
medical institution. The extent of Sabey's participation in the MIMP
process suggests that it is exploiting its partnership with Swedish to further
its profit-seeking motive as a private developer.
Sincerely~
Kenneth.H. T o ~
Near Neighbor
Cc: Citizen's Advisory Council
Steve Shephard, DON

724 15th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
March 12, 2015

To: Ms. Stephanie Haines, Land Use Manager
Department of Planning and Development
Attn: Public Resource Center
700 5th Avenue (Suite 2000)
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124-4019
Ref: Master Use Permit No. 3012953
Project Address: 500 1?1h Avenue
Dear Ms. Haines:
The attached letter was delivered by hand to you, CAC Chairperson Porter,
and Mr. Steve Shephard at the February 26 meeting of the CAC. That letter
asked the following question:
•

What percent of the proposed expansion, under the latest
version of the MIMP, will be owned, used, or leased by the Sabey
Corporation (and/or its subsidiaries)?

I have yet to receive any reply to my request for this fundamental data about
Swedish's proposed expansion. So, I again request an answer. If Swedish is
unwilling to provide this data, it should respond accordingly.
Sincerely,

/~V
Kenneth H. 'Jirp
Near Neighbor

724 15th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
March 18, 2015

To: Ms. Stephanie Haines, Land Use Manager
Department of Planning and Development
Attn: Public Resource Center
700 5th Avenue (Suite 2000)
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124-4019
Ref: Master Use Permit No. 3012953
Project Address: 500 17th Avenue
Dear Ms. Haines:
This is my third request that Swedish/Sabey provide me, and other
neighbors, with the following information:
•

What percent of the proposed expansion, under the latest
version of the MIMP, will be owned, used, or leased by the Sabey
Corporation (and/or its subsidiaries)?

Again, I also request that if Swedish/Sabey is unwilling or unable to provide
me with this information, it should respond to me accordingly.
I also ask that this letter, and my previous two letters (attached) be part of
the record for the Hearing Examiner.
Sincerely,

KgJr
Near Neighbor

Cc: Citizens Advisory Committee
Steve Sheppard, DoN

724 15th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
March 26, 2015
To: Ms. Stephanie Haines, Land Use Manager
Department of Planning and Development
Attn: Public Resource Center
700 5th A venue (Suite 2000)
P.O. Box 34019
Seattle, WA 98124-4019
Ref: Master Use Permit No. 3012953
Project Address: 500 17th Avenue
Dear Ms. Haines:
This is my FOURTH request that Swedish/Sabey provide me, and other
neighbors, with the following information:
•

What percent of the proposed expansion, under the latest
version of the MIMP, will be owned, used, or leased by the Sabey
Corporation (and/or its subsidiaries)?

My other written requests were delivered to the CAC, Steve Sheppard, and
DPD on the following dates:
February 26, 2015
March 12, 2015
March 18, 2015
Again, I also request that if Swedish/Sabey is unwilling or unable to provide
me with this information, it should respond to me accordingly.
I also ask that this letter, and my previous three letters (attached) be part of
the record for the Hearing Examiner.
Sincerely,

Near Neighbor
Cc: Citizens Advisory Committee
Steve Sheppard, DoN

Lavina Sadhwani
618 20lh Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
Sue Tanner
Hearing Examiner
Office of Hearing Examiner
700 51" Ave., Suite 4000
P.O. Box 94729
Seattle, WA 98124-4729
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July 20, 2015

RE: Major Institution Master Plan for Swedish Medical Center, Cherry Hill Campus
Dear Ms. Tanner:
I am writing to you, as a 15 year resident of the Central District, to express frustration, disgust and
disagreement with the City of Seattle in failing to implement the intent of the Land Use Code and for the
city's callous disregard for the interests of the residents of the Central District with regards to MIMP for
Swedish Medical Center, Cherry Hill Campus.
There are several issues that have introduced repeatedly by the residents at public hearings that have
either not been addressed, or apparently ignored by city officials:
•

•

•

Traffic and congestion are problems today in the Central District. Swedish medical campus
visitors and employees continue to use residential parking spaces. The construction of over
1,000,000 sf of development will bring upwards of 3000 more employees and visitors to the
campus. The MIMP fails to address how the transportation system will need to change to address
this development. What is Swedish/Sabey's contribution to correcting the existing problem and
addressing future issues?
The hospital has failed in the past expansion to deliver promised usable amenities to the
neighborhood; a pocket park, bounded by congested Cherry Street and 161" avenue, is not a
benefit that has ever been used by the neighborhood. The new plan equally contains lifeless
unusable amenities for the neighborhood. Large scale developments will also cast dark shadows
on adjacent residential homes. How will the city ensure the residential homes maintain their value
and community amenities will desirable to and be of use to the neighborhood?
The original hospital was a not-for-profit institution, run by a religious order that served the needs
of the community by providing medical services for the community. Since then, the hospital was
purchased by Swedish Providence --a for-profit institution. Swedish, in partnership with a
commercial real estate office developer, Sabey Corporation, is looking to expand OFFICE space
expansion in an existing residential neighborhood, not medical services designed to help
residents in a neighborhood. The central district is not a commercial office park. While the
expansion may be allowed by the strict land-use code, this is not a development that meets the
intent of the land use code and neighborhood development.

The central district was a neighborhood that historically was a redlined; ii was a neighborhood where
underserved and discriminated populations were forced to live. The community in the Central district
survived redlining and today, a strong middle-class community lives and thrives in the neighborhood.
Families built roots are new middle class families, many of which are immigrant families, are moving in,
and continuing to grow the family. Today, the Central District still includes the most diverse communities
in the city: Ethiopian, Japanese, Chinese, Indian, and African American. By allowing the Swedish
expansion into the central district, the city is de-valuing and destroying one of the last middle-class
communities in city of Seattle, and continuing to redline out diverse and middle class communities that
live in the Central District.

I

•

The Department of ~laQning and Development has repeatedly demonstrated partiality to commercial
businesses and has-disregi!tde~~he inter'ls,ts and well-being of residential neighbors by hiding behind the
Land Use Code. It is time for some common sense to be re-introduced and just admit that this is not a
development that serves the community, neighborhood, or city planning. It is only a project that will
continue to line the coffers,of already wealthy corporate institutions by taking away a piece of the America
Dream from average citizens.
Regards,
Lavina H. Sadhwani

Lisa Welsch
1128 16th Ave.
Seattle, WA. 98122
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Re: Sa bey/Swedish Neighborhood Expansion Master ~iRIN<i £~.M~IN

I have lived in the Squire Park Neighborhood for over thirty years.
During this time I have witnessed much change as the City of Seattle has grown in
substantial ways. Long an advocate for change that is beneficial for the community
I realize we live in the city and that the Squire Park Neighborhood has been a
particular focus for increased development.
With this in mind, I take issue with the current plans for the Sabey/Swedish
expansion on the Cherry Hill Campus. In view of the overwhelming scope of the
proposed expansion, it is difficult to comprehend its existence in the context of our
neighborhood. The project is not suitable in scale to the areas surrounding it.
Oppressive and overwhelming, the campus will rise 130 feet above the defined
current height zone for our area. The current zone allows for 30 feet. How can one
justify such a height increase?
I view this as a reckless proposal that will dramatically impact the neighborhood
in the following adverse ways:
Not just my neighborhood but also all neighborhoods with overlapping corridors
that lead to major throughways, will suffer from unbelievable congestion. The
current traffic situation is already maddening. Without the proper infrastructure in
place for transportation we are looking at daily misery for untold thousands of
commuters.
We do not live in an industrial and/or commercial park. We live in a place with
beautiful leafy trees and lovely family homes, a neighborhood that has been in
existence for over a hundred years. This campus will loom 160 feet above a
neighborhood that is comprised basically of single-family residences with a mix of
townhomes and apartments. The shadow effect from the proposed height for this
campus shows the impact to the North will be at least four blocks long. For those
residents that live north of Cherry Street the southern sky will be blocked from 15th
Avenue going east to 18th Avenue. The result of this expansion will be a city canyon
ringed by gridlocked cars that may well be wondering how this development
occurred.
Please listen to reason and not allow this to happen.
Respectfully,
Lisa Welsch

Hearing Examiner Testimony
MUP 15-010- MUP 15-015
DPD #3012953
I'm an applicant member of the Cherry Hill Community Council and am here as a neighbor of
the institution who has volunteered my time to attend CAC meetings for two years. During that
time it became very clear to me and all the neighbors that the MIMP proposed by Sabey/Swedish
was based on faulty premises.
When Swedish entered into an agreement with Providence Health Services and when they sold
50% of the Cherry Hill Campus to Sabey Corporation they knew the campus was located in a
residential single family and lowrise neighborhood. They also knew that the land use code
relevant to major institutions, requires that new development be compatible with the existing
community.

l'P'-

The\160' heights requested by Sabey/Swedish are too tall and will loom over our neighborhood,
blocking views especially the view of beloved neighborhood landmark the James Tower Bell
Tower. Although Sabey/Swedish state that these heights will be concentrated towards the center
of the campus in reality they are proposing these heights along 15th Avenue, and although they
are across from SU the proposed SU buildings are of a much lower height. These heights need
to be reduced to provide transition from the SU campus. The other proposed 160' heights are so
close to E. Cherry and E. Jefferson that any tourists walking by the campus will be dwarfed by
them and might reasonably think they were in Belltown. Heights along the east side of 18th
should not exceed those of the neighboring homes which would serve as a reasonable transition
to the neighborhood as required by the SMC.
The proposed setbacks are far too inadequate to provide a reasonable transition to the existing
residential neighborhood surrounding the campus. The proposed fai,;ade modulation and street
trees do nothing to provide transition. Transitions need to be meaningful and provide minimal
visual impact between the near neighbors and the institution. There needs to be ground level
setbacks that provide garden green space to mimic the yards of the surrounding community. The
upper level setbacks need to be large enough to mitigate any height.
In the SMC, Sabey/Swedish are expected to consider other locations for their proposed
expansion but they have refused to do that. It seems that some of their proposed growth could be
accommodated in the additional 2 million square feet they are building on First Hill or at any
number of their other locations.
Our neighborhood's livability will be severely compromised if this MIMP goes forward as
proposed. I ask that you seriously consider the neighbors desire to preserve livability by
approving the CAC Alternative Proposal submitted by Advisory Council members Patrick
Angus, Maj a Hadlock, Dean Paton, James Schell and J. Elliott Smith.
Thank you.
Mary Pat DiLeva
712 15th Ave
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July 20, 2015

MUP 15-010-MUP 15-015
DPD #3012953
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Dear Hearing Examiner Tanner:
I'm an appealant member of the Cherry Hill Community Council and a neighbor of the
institution who has volunteered my time to attend CAC meetings for two years. During that time
it became very clear to me and all the neighbors that the MIMP proposed by Sabey/Swedish was
based on faulty premises.
When Swedish entered into an agreement with Providence Health Services and when they sold
50% of the Cherry Hill Campus to Sabey Corporation they knew the campus was located in a
residential single family and lowrise neighborhood. They also knew that the land use code
relevant to major institutions, requires that new development be compatible with the existing
community.
It is very troubling that a private, for profit developer is participating in a process that was
specifically designed for major institutions such as schools and hospitals. This conflict was
evident during testimony of a dentist who, in conjunction with Swedish who provides the space,
runs a free dental clinic and the Swedish First Hill campus. At this point all they can do is
extractions but they'd like to expand but don't have the space on the First Hill vampus. She said
it was important to have this expansion so there would be space to expand her clinic. The
concerning part of this is that the Sabey Corporation, which owns about 50% of the Swedish
Cherry Hill campus has ample empty space in their existing buildings. If they want to be a
partner as far as developing the campus they should also be a partner in providing the required
charity care that Swedish must provide due to their non-profit status. That they didn't even
consider providing the free space is an indictment of this type of partnership.

During expert witness testimony one of the Sabey/Swedish expert witnesses compared the
Sabey/Swedish relationship to successful public/private partnerships. A rather disingenuous
comparison since neither Sabey nor Swedish are governments so don't qualify as a public entity.
They don't have the oversight or ethical constraints put on governments. The same witness said
these types of relationships were common practice in other parts of the county; again
disingenuous as the land use and municipal codes of the mentioned areas are not the same as the
City of Seattle's land use and municipal codes. What is allowed in one locality may not be
allowed in another.
The 160' heights requested by Sabey/Swedish are too tall and will loom over our neighborhood,
blocking views especially the view of beloved neighborhood landmark the James Tower.
Although Sabey/Swedish state that these heights will be concentrated towards the center of the
campus in reality they are proposing these heights along 15th A venue, and although they are
across from SU the proposed SU buildings are of a much lower height. These heights need to be
reduced to provide transition from the SU campus. The other proposed 160' heights are so close
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'Right-Sizing' Swedish Medical Center
on the Cherry Hill Campus:
An Alternative Recommendation from
the Citizens Advisory Council
"I would call it right-sizing the campus."
- Marcel Loh, Chief Operating Officer
Swedish Medical Center/Providence
Quoted in The Seattle Times, August 8, 2002

Submitted to the City of Seattle by Citizens Advisory Council members
Patrick Angus, Maja Hadlock, Dean Paton, James Schell and J. Elliott Smith
April 2, 2015
In 2002, when Swedish Medical Center announced its plan to sell off about a third of its
properties on the Cherry Hill Campus to the Sa bey Corporation, its then COO, Marcel
Loh, said the $37 million sale would allow Swedish to continue operating the hospital
while jettisoning properties it would not need. This "right sizing" of the Cherry Hill
Campus, as Loh called it, allowed Swedish to profit and pay down debt, permitted Sabey
Corporation to begin developing a biotech center in properties Swedish considered
surplus, and suggested a scope of redevelopment that did what the City of Seattle's
Land Use Code requires: balance a major institution's ability to change and grow with
the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods. Ironically, the 1994 MIMP that was
in place during 2002 required any institution's uses to be approved per structure or
facility. Sa bey's proposed biotech center was never an approved use for the campus.
Now, 13 years later, Swedish, along with its corporate owner, Providence Health &
Services, as well as the same private commercial developer, Sa bey Corporation, say they
want to nearly triple the square footage of buildings on the Cherry Hill Campus,
expanding from about 1.2 million square feet to about 2.75 million square feet of space
(down from their original proposal of 3.1 million square feet). They have, for more than
two years, been presenting multiple versions of their Major Institution Master Plan (the
MIMP), making their case for expansion to the Citizen's Advisory Committee (CAC),
chartered under the auspices of the city's Department of Neighborhoods.
After some 32 community meetings, these five CAC members now are convinced that
the Swedish/Sabey plans violate not just the spirit but also the rule of the city's Land
Use Code. We also believe the Environmental Impact Statement submitted by
Swedish/Sabey is inadequate and deficient.
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In fact, in its official comments on the scope of the EIS, dated April 4, 2013, the Citizens
Advisory Committee pointed out deficiencies to the EIS and asked for specific additional
information and answers. Many, if not most, of these questions remain unanswered to
this day. One particularly significant request the CAC made of the EIS is this:
"A full discussion of decentralization options that would accommodate the
identified need on a Swedish/Providence system-wide basis utilizing available
development space at both Swedish's Cherry Hill and First Hill campuses, or
more broadly within the Swedish/Providence System, and that might therefore
result in the allocation of less square footage to the Cherry Hill Campus and
more to the First Hill Campus; and b) the re-capture of space occupied by nonSwedish/Providence uses for direct SMC occupancy or to provide redevelopment
opportunity."
In other words, the CAC asked DPD, and, by extension, the drafter of the EIS, to provide
additional discussion of other potential sites-not on the Cherry Hill Campus-where
some of the planned services and research facilities might be located if it is determined
the campus cannot accommodate these and still preserve the livability of the
surrounding neighborhood.
No satisfactory answer has yet been provided. In addition, the April 4 letter asked DPD
and the drafter of the EIS to tell us more about:
"The effects of inclusion of privately-owned non-SCM uses within the MIO's on
non-SMC development and maintenance decisions."
This, too, has never been addressed.
Without a full and unbiased examination of those issues, the CAC simply has not had the
information and analysis necessary to reach an informed recommendation. The drafter
of the EIS simply brushed off the CAC's clear and unambiguous requests and produced
an EIS that evaluated only the alternatives presented by the institution.
This has prevented the CAC from doing its job. The questions the CAC asked in April,
2013, were and are appropriate. If the CAC were to ignore the fact that those questions
were not addressed, the CAC would fail to do the job it agreed to do.
We believe that the CAC has an obligation to demand the analysis requested two years
ago. We cannot in good conscience accept a document that failed to satisfy the
requirements established by the Environmental Protection Act.
Therefore, we believe, that, before the deadline of April 2, the CAC should file a formal
request with the Hearing Examiner asking that the Hearing Examiner find the EIS to be
legally insufficient and order the completion of an adequate EIS.
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For far too many CAC meetings, the committee was asked to look at multiple alternative
designs provided by Swedish/Sa bey. At no point were we given the analysis by an
unbiased EIS that would allow us to make a proper evaluation. As a result, we spent the
bulk of our time looking at and ultimately rejecting 11 different plans-and this drawn
out process left us with far too little time, and too little unbiased information, for a
comprehensive study of the MIMP as a whole.
If the shortcomings of the EIS are not correct, and if it's necessary to make a
recommendation based on the existing incomplete EIS, we are recommending a scaledback version of development for the Cherry Hill Campus smaller in height, bulk, intensity,
and scale than that which has been recommended recently by the Department of
Planning and Development. Our recommendations are also, at present, somewhat
smaller in height, bulk, intensity, and scale that what the CAC, before today, has been
prepared to recommend. We believe our proposal is a contemporary version of "right
sizing" that also does what the Land Use Code requires-balances institutional needs
with neighborhood livability.
Note that there are three differing documents at play here: One is the Major Institution
Master Plan submitted to the CAC by Swedish/Sabey; the second is the set of
recommendations from the CAC (approved by a slim majority of members); and the
third is this document, the recommendations of a large minority of CAC members. You
will find on page 12 a table that makes useful comparisons of the major differences in
height, bulk, and scale recommendations by each of these three proposals/reports. And
you will see, at the end of this document, on page 15, a map of the Cherry Hill Campus
that details the recommendations for heights of buildings on different parts of the
campus made by the five members who have created this report.
Note that wherever this report does not differ from the multitude of smaller-issue
recommendations made by the whole of the Citizens Advisory Committee over the past
few months-design guidelines, numerous setbacks and such-the creators of this
report support those positions as recorded in the final CAC majority report.
Herewith, our recommendations as well as the logic and laws supporting them:
Violations of the City of Seattle Land Use Code:
We call attention to the following:
The CAC is charged with reviewing the proposal for the Swedish MIMP in the context of
the City's Land Use Code. To approve the proposal, the CAC must find it consistent with
the Code. There are four elements under the Purpose and Intent section of the code
that are particularly relevant.
To begin with, the MIMP must:
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"A. Permit appropriate institutional growth within boundaries while minimizing the
adverse impacts associated with development and geographic expansion;"
Rather than minimize adverse impacts on the neighborhood, as called for by the Land
Use Code, the current Swedish/Sabey MIMP goes to the opposite extreme: Projected
traffic congestion/gridlock will rise to levels unduly burdensome and destructive to the
quality of life in the surrounding neighborhood; the proposed heights, bulk and scale of
the planned buildings are incompatible with the low-rise neighborhood (if anything,
they are of a height, bulk and scale more appropriate for the city's downtown core);
design setbacks are minimal, or, in some places nonexistent, providing nothing close to
the appropriate transitions from this out-of-scale new construction to the low-rise,
single family neighborhood in which the campus sits.
An acceptable MIMP must minimize these impacts. The current version presented by
Swedish/Sabey does not. An acceptable MIMP would also:
"B. Balance a Major Institution's ability to change and the public benefit derived from
change with the need to protect the livability and vitality of adjacent neighborhoods;
Note that this section of the Code says nothing about the needs of the institution;
rather, it speaks to the need to protect the livability of adjacent neighborhoods.
Significantly, the Land Use Code says the MIMP/CAC process should:
"C. Encourage concentration of Major Institution development on existing campuses,
or alternatively, the decentralization of such uses to locations more than 2500 feet
from campus boundaries"
After studying the Environmental Impact Statement as well as the MIMP, it seems clear
to us that Swedish/Sabey is intent on placing more services or products on the Cherry
Hill Campus than it can accommodate, causing significant adverse impacts to the
neighborhood. In accordance with the dictates of the Land Use Code, it seems
appropriate to ask that some of these services or products be located on other
properties owned by Swedish or Sa bey in other parts of the city.
The city's Land Use Code also stresses that any MIMP:
"I. Make the need for appropriate transition primary considerations in determining
setbacks. Also setbacks may be appropriate to achieve proper scale, building
modulation, or view corridors."
Sadly, Swedish has proposed zero lot line setbacks and minimal upper level setbacks for
the majority of new campus buildings. The current proposal does not provide
appropriate transitions along the perimeter, through ground level or upper level
setbacks, or building modulations.
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The Significance of the Seattle Children's Precedent
In applying the Land Use Code to the recent Seattle Children's MIMP, the city's Hearing
Examiner demonstrated how these Code elements should be applied. We believe these
findings in the Seattle Children's MIMP process relevant to the Swedish/Sabey MIMP.
(1) As regards the issue of height, the Hearing Examiner found the proposed
heights of 140'/160' to be " ... inconsistent with two of the [Land Use] Code's
zoning principles and two of the criteria that must be used to select appropriate
MIO height districts." Please keep in mind that the proposed heights in the
Swedish MIMP are greater than those that were proposed, and rejected, for
Children's Hospital. The Cherry Hill campus has no space for transitions and
the heights qualify as high-rise per the City's definition.
(2) The Hearing Examiner found that the proposed heights could not " ... be
minimized by the use of transitions in height, upper level setbacks and 20-40
foot setbacks. Additionally, the proposed height limits " ... would not be
compatible with the adjacent single-family and lowrise multifamily and
commercial heights." And, " ... transitional height limits of MIO 37 and MIO
50 ... are of insufficient depth to reduce the impact of the adjacent 140-foot and
12S-foot towers."
(3) The Hearing Examiner also found that exceeding the height of 40 feet " ... may be
considered outside an urban village only if the proposed heights would be
consistent with an adopted neighborhood plan, a major institution's adopted
master plan, or the existing built character of the area." The expansion
proposed by Swedish/Sa bey, and the proposed heights, do not occur within an
urban village and do not meet the criteria set forth for exceeding the 40-foot
limit. The Hearing Examiner ultimately found that Seattle Children's proposed
heights were "stunning" and that they were " .. .inconsistent with two of the
[Land Use] Code's zoning principles ...." One would expect the Hearing Examiner
to conclude that some of the heights proposed by Swedish/Sa bey, and
approved by the Department of Planning and Development, also are
inconsistent with the Land Use Code's principles.
In this regard, it is difficult to imagine a justification for allowing Swedish to do to the
Squire Park neighborhood what the Hearing Examiner disallowed for the Laurelhurst
neighborhood. Any such differential treatment of the Squire Park neighborhood would
raise the issue of unequal treatment of neighborhoods by the city.
(1) In terms of setbac~
- - - the Hearing Examiner found that Seattle Children's'
proposed setbacks of 20 feet, and upper level setbacks, " ... would not provide an
adequate transition ... " to the adjacent neighborhood. More importantly, the
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Hearing Examiner found that " ... no reasonable setback and/or landscaping could
mitigate the impact in this location."
We point out that the setbacks proposed by Swedish are either nonexistent or
less that those vetoed by the Hearing Examiner in Seattle Children's case.
(2) In one Area of the Seattle Children's' proposal, the Hearing Examiner found
that a more reasonable setback would be 75 feet if it were combined with
reasonable landscaping.
Alas, Swedish/Sabey proposes nothing of the sort. We find most of the setbacks
called for in the Swedish/Sabey MIMP inadequate.

Again, it is difficult to imagine approving the Swedish proposals for height and setbacks
without being inconsistent with previous findings of the Hearing Examiner in the related
case of Seattle Children's.
Traffic Increases
Regarding traffic increases, the Land Use Code states that Major Institution uses shall be
subject to the following:
Major Institution uses which are determined to be heavy traffic generators or major
noise generators shall be located away from abutting residential zones;
According to the Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP's Final EIS {3.7-42), under Traffic Volumes,
Alternative 12 will generate 5,503 additional trips, which is a 100 percent increase in
traffic volume. We believe Swedish Cherry Hill already is a heavy traffic generator, and
the height, bulk, and scale proposed in this MIMP will increase traffic volumes far
beyond anything that should be deemed acceptable because of the "abutting residential
zones."
Beyond this, the MIMP and its Final Environmental Impact Statement fail to consider, or
even acknowledge, a key element in the City of Seattle's Comprehensive Plan. Indeed,
encouraging major traffic generators to locate or expand in urban villages where the
public has made considerable investment in infrastructure, such as light rail and robust
bus service, is clearly a major goal of the Comprehensive Plan. For the Swedish/Sa bey
EIS to note that traffic will get a lot worse-even if Swedish/Sa bey is able to successfully
implement a transportation master plan-and then leave out consideration of any
alternatives that might send some of the new, projected jobs (and the resultant traffic)
to an urban village elsewhere is deficient.
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More About the Final Environmental Impact Statement
When the EIS mentions the worsening of traffic and a decrease in levels of service at
various intersections that will be caused by the development it proposes for Swedish
Cherry Hill, the document supposedly takes into account other nearby developments.
Several of them are listed. However that list is quite incomplete. Not only is it impossible
to know what number of vehicle trips are attached to these future projects the EIS lists,
there are other planned projects that are known today which are not listed. One
example: Between 12th Avenue on the west and 14th Avenue on the east, and between
Spruce Street and Fir Street, three developments of approximately 360 units are on the
drawing boards. It is not mentioned in this EIS.
Furthermore, the EIS's prediction about future intersection levels of service purports to
relate to a time in the rather distant future, yet in making that prediction it only includes
some of the known proposed developments. To be more accurate, this prediction would
have to take into account some reasonable estimate that assumes the number of future
housing units within the zoned capacity of the neighborhood.
The EIS predicts bad traffic congestion as a result of this proposed development, yet it
surely will be much worse than the EIS implies. An acceptable EIS would describe what
steps might be necessary when the traffic is that bad-which likely could included
widening city streets by taking away existing landscaping and parking. If Swedish/Sabey
intends to propose that the city depart from the Land Use Code as well as its
Comprehensive Plan and allow high-intensity development in this mostly residential
neighborhood, then the EIS needs to describe the changes to streets, sidewalks and
parking that will be necessary to accommodate this growth. Cherry and Jefferson, for
example, will need to be more like Madison and Boren-major thoroughfares. This
would fundamentally change the residential character of the area by introducing the
characteristics of major arterials dividing the neighborhood.
These three or four deficiencies with the EIS only hint at the document's failings. We
could cite multiple other examples where the document is inconsistent or does not ask
questions that need to be asked. But instead of ticking off a litany of problems, we'll
focus instead on what is likely the main problem with this Environmental Impact
Statement. To do that, it is important to refer to Seattle's Land Use Code again, as well
as the Seattle Master Plan:
The Land Use Code states that the MIMP process "shall include" ... (al.description of ...

decentralization options including a detailed explanation of the reasons for considering
each alternative, ... SMC 23.69.032 C.l.e.
This is not optional. The Code requires it.
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Indeed, the CAC requested a description of decentralization options in its first written
comments on the proposed MIMP in April, 2013. The institution as well as the drafter of
the EIS have failed to provide this required information.
The Code, in setting forth the requirements of an Environmental Impact Statement, SMC

25.05.030, states the following:
8. Agencies shall to the fullest extent possible:
3. Prepare environmental documents that are concise, clear, and to the point, and are
supported by evidence that the necessary environmental analyses have been made; and
7. Identify, evaluate, and require or implement, where required by the act and these
rules, reasonable alternatives that would mitigate adverse effects of proposed actions on
the environment.
The EIS has not satisfied the purpose of an Environmental Impact Statement. That
purpose is to provide the decision maker with unbiased information and analysis upon
which a decision can be made. The information contained in the EIS is almost entirely
provided by Swedish and the Sabey Corporation. Reasonable alternatives are not
identified and evaluated. In fact no alternatives are evaluated-only the various
proposals of the applicant are evaluated.
Relevant Requirements From SMC 25.05.400 Purpose of EIS
The Seattle Land Use Code should be a lens through which the Swedish/Sabey EIS is
evaluated. The Code says:

to ensure that SEPA 's
policies are an integral part of the ongoing programs and actions of state and loco/
government.

A. The primary purpose of an environmental impact statement is

8. An EIS shall provide impartial discussion of significant environmental impacts and
shall inform decision makers and the public of reasonable alternatives, including
mitigation measures that would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance
environmental quality.
D. The EIS process enables government agencies and interested citizens to review and
comment on proposed government actions, including government approval of private
projects and their environmental effects. This process is intended to assist the agencies
and applicants to improve their plans and decisions, and to encourage the resolution of
potential concerns or problems prior to issuing a final statement. An environmental
impact statement is more than a disclosure document. It shall be used by agency
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officials in conjunction with other relevant materials and considerations to plan actions
and make decisions. (Emphasis added.)
There are ways in which a reasonable plan forfuture growth of Swedish Medical Center
could be consistent with and support the goals of Seattle as expressed in the city's
Comprehensive Plan, but the EIS fails to explore those ways.
This EIS, in fact, is merely a "disclosure statement" and a discussion of how to fit into the
neighborhood the amount of development the applicant has chosen. The question that
the EIS should explore, but does not, is: "To what extent should Providence Health &
Services, through its subsidiary, Swedish Medical Center, be encouraged to meet its
future predicted needs at the location in the Central Area it calls the Cherry Hill Campus,
and to what extent should Providence be required to plan to satisfy some of its future
needs in other locations?"
The EIS should be a document that the Department of Planning and Development can
use to assist it in planning actions and making decisions that are consistent with the
Seattle Comprehensive Plan.
Besides the failure of the EIS to analyze mitigating the impact of height, bulk, and scale,
another notable example of the inadequacy of the EIS is found in what passes for
analysis of alternatives that might mitigate the impacts of traffic and greenhouse gas
emissions. The EIS admits that "(t)ransportation plays a major role in climate change ... ,"
page 3.1-9. The alternative most effective in mitigating the impact that would be caused
by 11,000 daily vehicle trips is the alternative that would direct the functions that
generate many of those trips to an area close to a light rail station or area of robust
transit service. The final EIS should analyze an alternative that moves some jobs to
transit centers rather than speculate on the effectiveness of methods proven to be less
than adequate in serving the present campus, which is only a fraction the size of that
which Swedish plans for the future.
Swedish is presenting a variation on an argument so often heard today: that a serious
response to climate change must defer to other more important plans. This approach
assumes that, perhaps later, when it's more convenient, we can do something about
climate change.
The city asks Individuals in households throughout Seattle to take steps that are
sometimes inconvenient or more-all to do a small part to further the city's goals to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However, in this case, a large project that would
generate 11,000 vehicle trips a day is not asked to consider directing some of those trips
to rapid transit in the most effective way possible- by locating near a rapid transit
station.
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It should be the job of the Environmental Impact Statement to analyze alternatives that
would allow future Swedish development to be consistent with the Comprehensive
Plan.
To summarize our general concern with this environmental impact statement: The point
of an EIS is to consider reasonable alternatives. The Swedish/Sa bey EIS considers only
"alternatives" that were proposed by Swedish/Sabey. It omits any discussion of other
possible locations where some of this proposed development could be placed. Because
an EIS is supposed to give the decision-makers-the Department of Planning and
Development and the City Council-unbiased information about additional alternatives,
this EIS has abandoned its primary function.
Cherry Hill is Not A Designated Growth Center or an Urban Village
The type and scope of development projected for the Cherry Hill Campus, in the middle
of the Squire Park Neighborhood, is compatible only in a designated Urban Village.
Placing a development of such height, bulk and scale in a non-Urban Village section of
the city should, on its face, cause the Hearing Examiner to reject the Swedish/Sabey
MIMP.
Under Seattle's Comprehensive Plan, "Toward a Sustainable Seattle," the neighborhood
surrounding Swedish Medical Center is a "Residential Urban Village." Accordingly, it is
intended " ... for predominantly residential development...(UV policy #12).
Important Questions About the Transportation Plan
Swedish/Sabey has created a transportation plan impressive in its thoroughness. We
applaud those efforts. Nonetheless, even if all elements of this plan were to somehow
work precisely as proposed, the traffic impacts on the surrounding neighborhoods
would, in our view, be significant and unacceptable.
To quote from the final Environmental Impact Statement, "Alternatives 11 and 12 would
result in two additional intersections operating at LOS F and one less intersection
operating at LOS E during the weekday AM peak hour and four additional intersections
operating at LOS F during the weekday PM peak hour, the same as with Alternative 8."
(page 3. 7-43)
The TMP does consider adding traffic signals at two intersections, but there is no
guarantee that it would happen, nor is there an analysis of how that would affect the LOS.
The EIS projects that daily trips will double due to Alternative 12 by 2040 (5,439 now vs.
10,942in 2040; see Table 3.7-12)-in our view, an unacceptable increase in traffic and
gridlock.
Swedish and its tenants have done some work recently to try to improve their
transportation and get closer to their Single Occupancy Vehicle goal. But this work was
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only started during their MIMP renewal process. First Providence, and now Swedish,
have had decades to work on their TMP compliance yet have done almost nothinguntil now, when they seek to create a new and overlarge MIMP. Such last-moment
behavior does not inspire confidence, and we feel justifiably circumspect about
prospects that Swedish/Sabey will have the will to meet their current Transportation
Master Plan's SOV goal or a new proposed TMP SOV goal.
Accommodating Reasonable Growth
We believe reasonable growth that balances the needs of the major institution with the
livability and continued well being of the neighborhood is possible. To accomplish this,
we propose solutions based on the current capacity of the campus as well as its recent
history:
All campus uses should directly support hospital functions. Other services, whether
nonprofit or for-profit, should be relocated to other parts of the city, so that the
neighborhoods surrounding the Cherry Hill Campus are better able to maintain their
livability as additional construction as well as more employees and more patients come
to the campus.
Space on the Cherry Hill Campus that currently is leased to other enterprises, nonprofits
or individuals not directly associated with hospital and inpatient services Swedish
provides should, over time, be reclaimed for the needs of Swedish, and not maintained
as primarily real estate ventures, as is today the case. For example, Jefferson Tower, on
the campus at the corner of 16th and East Jefferson, is a building with multiple floors of
medical offices, many of these rented out to non-Swedish tenants. As these leases
expire, we urge Swedish to use them for its own physicians and outpatient research
facilities. The space in the Jefferson Tower and James Tower that is not currently rented
should be used by Swedish for its own physicians and outpatient research. Other
tenants such as Lab Corp., on 16th Avenue and East Cherry Street, or the Northwest
Kidney Centers facility on 15th Avenue and East Cherry Street, should also be relocated
off campus. This would permit the growth Swedish says it requires, but with less adverse
impacts on the surrounding neighborhoods.
It should go without saying that the 40,000 square foot "hotel" Swedish is proposing for
the Cherry Hill Campus-which Swedish says would serve not only Cherry Hill but also its
First Hill and Ballard campuses-ought to be the first element of the current MIMP
eliminated and moved elsewhere in the Greater Seattle Swedish enterprise.
Had Swedish not been short sighted in 2002, when COO Loh wanted to "right-size" the
Cherry Hill Campus-had it not sold off some 40 percent of its square footage to Sa bey
Corporation-it could today attain much of what it now says it wants for this campus,
yet without the unacceptable damage to the surrounding single-family neighborhoods.
Here are the primary changes to the MIMP that we propose:
11

Height, Bulk, and Scale
18th Avenue Half Block:
Maximum Height: 37'
Bulk: 4 buildings
Create mid-block open space the equivalent of two single-family residential lots (SO feet
by 120 feet) that Swedish/Sabey would be developed by Swedish /Sa bey as a
healing/meditation garden for use by staff, patients and neighbors. Sa bey, which
currently owns this section of the campus, must provide 24/7 safety and security
systems, maintenance and insurance to protect the adjacent neighbors and possible
claims. The garden must adhere to city parks department hours of closure and access.
Fencing along the property line between Sabey and the adjacent neighbors must be of
sufficient height, materials, and other factors to ensure adjacent neighbors safety,
security and privacy. The Standing Advisory Committee will consult with adjacent
neighbors about fence design and materials.
Heights of Buildings Bounded by East Cherry Street and East Jefferson on the North
and South, and by 16th Avenue and 18th Avenue on the East and West:
Excluding the historic landmark tower, the building designated in the MIMP as the
patient-care tower would be the tallest on campus at 105 feet The rest of the property
would have the same heights that were designated in the 1994 MIMP, which was 105
feet. The tallest building on the 16th Avenue half-block, on the west side, would be a
maximum of 105 feet. The remaining buildings along the west side of 16th Avenue would
be 65 feet.
There would be one sky bridge (current amount of street coverage) for use by patients,
their caregivers, and hospital personnel. All others would use street circulation for
campus access.
Heights of Buildings Along 15th Avenue:
The tallest building on the 15th Avenue half-block, on the east side facing Seattle
University, would be a maximum of 65 feet. This would harmonize heights along both
sides of 161h Avenue, from Jefferson north to Cherry and be in keeping with the Seattle
University MIMP.
Setbacks
All existing ground-level setbacks would remain. That is, there should be no reduction in
ground-level setbacks.
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Upper level setbacks of 25 feet from the property line at a height of thirty feet for any
new development along Cherry and Jefferson-LR! and LR2 allowed building heights.
(Basic Floor-to-Floor hospital heights are 15-20 with the first floor typically 19-26.)
Rear setbacks on 18th Avenue half block would be a minimum of 25 feet. This would be
a landscaped buffer and provide appropriate security and privacy for the adjacent
single-family homes.

COMPARISON OF KEY DIFFERENCES IN SCALE BETWEEN SWEDISH MIMP and CAC *
KEY CAMPUS
LOCATIONS
18th Avenue
east '!, block

Swedish MIMP
Proposal
Maximum height
45', one continuous
building

CAC Majority
Recommendation
Maximum height 37',
one continuous building

CAC Minority
Recommendation
Maximum height 37',
4 separate buildings plus
significant open space

East side of 1&h
to west side of
18th Avenue
16th Avenue
west '!, block

Maximum height
160' for the hospital
patient-care tower
Maximum height
150 (MIO
conditioned to 125')

Maximum height 140' for
the hospital patient-care
tower
Maximum height 105'

Maximum height 105' for
the hospital patient-care
tower
Maximum height 105'

15th Avenue
east '!, block

Maximum height
150'

Maximum height 105'

Maximum height 65'

*This table compares the key difference of the Swedish MIMP Proposal to the CAC and CAC
Minority Report recommendations relative to height. Other heights not mentioned are the
same as those proposed by Swedish/Sabey. This does not include differences on setbacks.

Traffic Mitigation
1. Expand the Residential Parking Zone south to Yesler Way and north to Union Street,
as well as from 23'd Avenue on the west and to the boundary of RPZ Zone 1 on the west.
2. Swedish would continue to subsidize RPZ permits at 100 percent of cost.
3. Swedish will pay the city for increased parking enforcement.
4. Swedish will pay for increased bus hours for route numbers 3 and 4, and also
contribute to Metro to jumpstart bus service on 12th Avenue.
5. Swedish will increase the frequency and number of shuttles to the First Hill campus so
that its employees, patients, and neighbors can connect with the First Hill street car.
6. Swedish will provide subsidized bus passes for its employees: funding ORCA passes
and walk-on ferry passes at 100 percent.
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7. Swedish will contribute funds to the city to help pay for the Central Area greenway.
(Note: This is not traffic mitigation.)
8. If there is underground parking on 18th Avenue, it would be accessed from Jefferson
Street and include a right-turn only egress.
9. Reducing SOV rate, since Group Health achieved 55 percent in 2012. Swedish/Sabey
should not get a pass because of what they have not done. From the 2011 (updated
2013) Virginia Mason Medical Center, First Hill campus 2012 MIMP ANNUAL REPORT:
"The 1992 Master Plan established an SOV goal for Virginia Mason employees of 50% or
lower. By 1998, Virginia Mason had achieved a rate of 28% and that number has
continued to drop. Virginia Mason continues to provide one of the most successful
Transportation Demand Management Programs in the City. Only 23% of employees use
SOVs and over 49% use mass transit or rail. The service is promoted to all new
employees, and updates are offered regularly via on-site transportation fairs and other
promotional events."
Transportation Management Plan
To insure that the TMP is a working document and lives up to the substantial promises it
makes in the MIMP and the EIS, we strongly suggest a written agreement that requires
Swedish/Sabey to demonstrate measurable progress, with agreed-upon benchmarks
and with enforcement mechanisms clearly stated and responsibility for enforcement
specifically delineated before the institution may secure building permits.
Views
The current MIMP calls for buildings so tall they would obscure views of the historic
James Tower and cupola from many directions. We believe the MIMP needs to be
rewritten so that views of the James Tower and cupola would be preserved in a 360degree radius. This will, of course, limit the heights of some buildings that, if built to
current specifications, would obscure the Tower.
Design guidelines
Current MIMP design guidelines are vague and lack enforcement mechanisms. Final
design guidelines should be re-written to provide measurable standards that ensure any
future CAC has teeth when it comes to reviewing specific proposals for new buildings.
This would include such measures as minimum percent of fenestration in building
facades, quality and character of materials, and such. Design guidelines would .also
include specific standards for perimeter streetscape improvements.
Amenities
Swedish/Sabey has proposed a plethora of "community amenities," from a public
laundry to a daycare center. In our opinion, these are side issues that do not mitigate
the altogether too-large heights, bulk and scale of the campus in the MIMP Swedish
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now proposes. As a nonprofit, mission-driven healthcare provider, Swedish can and
should be doing more to be a better neighbor and a more responsible corporate citizen.
To this end, Swedish should heed the calls of local community groups to expand
healthcare access to low- and moderate-income residents of the neighborhood by
increasing the availability of free and reduced-price care ("charity care") at the Cherry
Hill Campus and by forgiving the medical debt of low-income area residents. In addition,
Swedish should provide financial support to local groups and institutions already doing
good work to address important unmet needs in the surrounding communityCenterstone, the Carolyn Downs Family Medical Center and Odessa Brown Children's
Clinic, Central Area Youth Association, and Bailey Gatzert Elementary School.
Replacement of Housing
1. To replace housing units displaced by the Swedish expansion along 18th Avenue, we
would require Swedish to provide subsidies for rents of multifamily units for the
employees of Swedish hospital.

Conclusion
As the time this report was written, the Citizens Advisory Committee had met 30 times.
At each of these meetings, time was set aside for public comment. During these 30
public-comment periods, hundreds of neighbors came to give their testimony to the
CAC. All of these testimonies remain part of the public record.
We think it both telling and unusual that of these hundreds (and perhaps thousands of
public testimonies), not a single resident of the Squire Park/Cherry Hill/Central District
neighborhood spoke in support of the current version of Swedish/Sabey's MIMP.
Not one resident.
What just about every one of these neighbors did say, in all manner of ways, can be
condensed into a single passionate sentence: The height, bulk, intensity and scale of
what Swedish/Sa bey has continuously proposed are simply too much for this
neighborhood.
Swedish/Sa bey spread 12 different versions of its plans out for most of the 30 meetings,
and with each new version the message from the community was essentially the same:
the buildings were too tall, the bulk too big, the scale too massive for this part of Seattle.
We believe our proposal does the best job yet-presented by anyone or any group-of
meeting the stated needs of Swedish/Sabey to change and grow while also majri~ining
the livability and vitality of the surrounding neighborhoods that have long lived in
partnership with whatever major institution has occupied this campus.
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We believe the current Swedish/Sa bey MIMP, as well as the report prepared by the
City's Department of Planning and Development, violate both the spirit and the intent of
the City's Land Use Code. We also believe the ideas presented in this document do a fair
job of "right sizing" the Swedish Cherry Hill Campus today.
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July 20th, 2015
Re: Swedish MIMP 2015
Dear Examiner Tanner,
I have lived in the 112 year old home that I started buying with my wife since 2006. She has lived on the property since
1980. Our home shares fence-lines with the Sabey Corporation on two sides: the rear on 18'h Avenue, where
construction is imminent, and our southern fence borders a low-income home that was sold about five years ago. The
home was a forced sale because the owner had hurt her back months before and was in jeopardy of loosing it to
foreclosure. As neighbors, we were shocked that a corporation was allowed to buy it as income property, rather than it
being preserved for another low-income family to purchase. We understood it had been built as affordable housing for
first-time home-owners. It was heart-breaking to see her family struggle and then be forced to sell and leave the block.
And we had a sense of dread that developers now controlled the lot. We fear what their long-term plans are for the
property.
We, too, have had a very difficult time buying our home. We have scrimped and saved and been creative in maintaining
the mortgage, plus upkeep, through the recession, job loss and other financial challenges. We love our home and our
neighborhood and have made great personal sacrifices to keep the property. Back in 2006 when we were signing on the
house, we had no idea the hospital was planning an expansion of such scale. I was aware that several low-rise buildings
to support patients and neighbors were proposed on the other side of our fence. They sounded like nice amenities: a
day care center, a gym and Ronald McDonald House. Sensible amenities that I understand were offered as mitigation
and "in trade" for granting the hospital a larger parking structure on 16th Ave.; that all made sense and seemed fine. My,
how the picture has changed: the promised amenities were never built. The prime two-block swath of land on 18th Ave.
is now an iconic battle front: a modern struggle of David and Goliath. The trilogy of Providence Hospital, Swedish
Hospital and Sabey Corporation vs. the residents of the central area: Squire Park, Madrona, and Leschi neighborhoods.
We are fighting with heart and grit because we have a terrible fear the out of scale MIMP will be approved and our lives
as they are, will be negatively changed forever. We anticipate for years we will be choked by construction dust, suffer
from noise and project lights, have less mobility on our streets clogged by traffic, endure sleepless nights from anxiety
about flooding and lost privacy. Not to mention our property values being devastated.
I have attended 90% of the CAC meetings in the last two-plus years. During that time, I became aware that
Providence/Swedish/Sabey care only about the profit to be made by adding hospital-support-services to their campus.
Although they say that these support services are vital to the operations of the hospital, as well as for the good of the
neighborhood, we can see these are excuses to build more and add more. Seattle is rich with hospitals and clinics and
excellent medical facilities. Competition is fierce, I am sure. Yes, the Cherry Hill campus needs redesign and modernizing.
I have heard from a nurse on staff the space is actually not functional for quality care in some areas. That may be why it
was rated 17 out of 18 for patient safety in Seattle in 2014. But not all services and great new ideas need to be located
atthis campus. Especially when not all the space available is being used now.
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I was present for the MIMP hearing each day last week. I experienced stress and anxiety listening to witnesses that
Swedish scheduled to testify about their patient care or their work at Swedish Cherry Hill. These witnesses have not
attended any CAC meetings, they don't know neighbors, and they either work there or have been encouraged by
Swedish to testify. One example of this was the public testimony by dental professional Dr. Amy Winston. She was
speaking about a low-income, volunteer dental program she coordinated with Swedish Hospital on Broadway. A
wonderful program indeed: they offered a million dollars in free dental care to nearly 900 patients in 2014. Wonderful.
But the clincher was when she said that even though they share office space with Northwest Access, they really want to
be able to move the services to the Cherry Hill campus. Why? "Because of the neighborhood-the demographic is a
perfect match for the program". I take great issue with her suggestion. In order to be treated in the clinic, patients must
be 200% below the poverty level. Our neighborhood is not a ghetto! We are hard-working families who are diverse in
every way. And then she went on to say that even though they looked high and low on Cherry Hill, "there was no room

to be found on campus-even in broom closets(!)". In her mind, development of the MIMP is essential to the future of
her noble clinic. Again, I take issue with her suggestion. There is and has been vacant room for lease in the Jefferson
Tower at Swedish Cherry Hill.for years.
From the Sabey webpage: http://sabey.com/jefferson-tower/
SPACE AVAILABLE

Fourth Floor I 2, 896 rsf
B Level I 1,268 rsf
Why can't the dental clinic be housed in this opportune space available in the location that is so desirable to Dr.
Winston? Why didn't she know about it? Or perhaps it is just an excuse. I suspect there are more examples of "proposed
needed space" that can be found in other parts of the Swedish Hospital system such that the size of the MIMP could be
greatly scaled down.
It is outrageous that this project necessitates 1.55 million additional square feet. It needs to be scaled down. Or it needs
to be rejected outright.
Please save our cherished neighborhood, this diverse, vital, historic, central district, from being ruined by over zealous
developers.

529 19th Avenue
Seattle WA 98122
206-708-3526

Michael Welsch
1128 16th Ave
Seattle WA 98122
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I am strongly opposed to the Sabey/Swedish development plan at the Cherry Hill
Campus. I have a Jong history in the neighborhood: born at Providence Hospital, a
graduate from Seattle University, have worked in the Capital Hill area, and own a
home at my current address for over 30 years. This neighborhood is a combination
of single family, condos ,apartments and multi-family residences- a Seattle jewel for
over a hundred years. There have been many changes in growth and development
that we have adjusted to, yet this proposal is a threat to its basic livability.
The current Swedish/Sa bey proposal raises the height code is 160 feet and
increases the building footprint to 3 million sq ft. The justification for this
expansion is the questionable corporate pretense it is a medical necessity for the
health care community. The increase in the total footprint is out of proportion the
existing neighborhood. The building height will limit light/air exposure for blocks to
the North. Parking and traffic problems are already a major complaint. Adding
1,800 parking spaces is not going to solve this problem. It will just add to more
congestion for all Seattle. Cherry/James Street is already a nightmare to get to and
from I- 5. Responsible growth requires having an infrastructure to accommodate the
needs of the community. Responsible community organizations have strongly
opposed the Swedish/Sabey neighborhood expansion. So far ,nobody has listened
to them. Will you?
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Welsch
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To ,.vhorn it inay concern,
l oppose the current versiun of the J\1HY1P and Sv..'Qdish (]1erry l·Hll expansion fort-he .follovving reasons.
I have lived near the Slvedish C"herry 1--lill carnpus for the p.1st 7 seven years. For 5 yf•ars, I rented
at 311 20

•

111

d

hou.se

t\ve. until 1\ugust 2.013, at \Vhich point n1_y pcu·tncr and f wen-' able to purchd5·12 our dreatn ho1nc

at 315 "{5t1, r\ve. J3y livlng on t\VO different streets, both of vvhich drc near the canlpus, l beliCV(' l can

provide a unique perspective on hutv Pxp<1n.sion ,viH further irnpact 1ny neighbllrhoo,j,

Parking
fhe house I lived in on 20 1h i\V1..'. did not have off-street parking and 1-vas h"Jcated on a section of the stri2et
that does not havl' zoned parking. I believe it 111ay be onP of the closest streets to the Cin11pus V\'ithout
;;;011ed parking. Every 1norning thE?rc i,.vould be cars cirrling this arf'a t:ag<.~riy a-,;v;-iiting a ;-,pot tn open. 1

cannot say all, but a rnc1jority

,.1f tJ1ese cars

belonged to e1nployees of SvvctUsh; Lhcy

<,,vcre

quit.:,, L':il.S)' lo

idE'ntify as Swedish ernployees as they \Vt.'re Llressed in hospital scrubs and WQaring S\vedish fl) bddges.
t)v<-'rall, the parking \Vas in short supply and greatly exacerbatt_•d by these t'•-rnploye(~s trying to .~void_ paid
parking in can1pus lots.
'fhe 3'15 15t1i r\ve. house again does not have off-street parking, but it is zoned. Since the zones aUovv up to
one hour of free parking, it is nov\l the hospital patient's and othi:-r clientcle ivho p<1rk along this strtc:et,
again to avoid paid parking in the hospital garage. Unless tht'·se ne,v gilrages are free for e111_ployces,
patients, and other clientek•, any expansion of the csrnpu:,; vvil! continue lo n1a.ke parking on n.~sidential
streets in the area \Norse for the residents .
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I arn a construction n1J.ntlger vvho 1,vorks on projects si'tniJar tot-he proposPd hospital expi'lnsion, so overc1\l

I support cfu~nge and th:-veh.rpn1ent. Sn1ne expansion to the (~hcrry 1hll earn pus is lo be {'xpectr:d, but the
sizt~ of the propl)sed expansion is n1arkedly out of sc.1le for the surrounding ncighbnrhriod. Swt'!disb's

argnrrient that expansion is necessary ii.; rnisleading and their current space lin1itation is stdf-inllicted clue
to tJu,;n1 selling off 50~{1 of the earn pus to a c\.::~vQ]opn1ent co.n1pany. 'l'his is not {lo-xvntovvn or t.'Vt:11 First 1-lill,
this is c·herry I fill in Squirt' I'\1rk, vvbich is prt.'dorninately a residential neighborht)od. /\gain, sorne
gro,,•th is to be expected, hut not to this ('Xlent. r\dding up to ·1.5 1nillio11 :-;quan: feet of nP\V offi(\.~ space on
this canipus ivould congt'St the area greatly and further cxacerha.te th(! c1!rcady i2xistl.ng parking crisis.
l..,astly, the proposed increast>s to the building heights vvill tuvver over the neit:;hborhood of prin1arily single

fan1ily hornes and is u11re<1sonable.

T do

not support the f)PI) re..:onnnendation that tiris 't,.tJl\·tP should be approvt'LL Please consider rny

thoughts concerning this project \.Vhen you n1ake your decision on this app1..:al.
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July 9, 2015

HEAR~G EXAMINER

Office of Hearing Examiner
P.O. Box 94729
Seattle, WA 98124-4729

Re:

Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP Master Plan
Project number-3012953 Project address-500 17"' Avenue, Seattle

Dear Hearing Examiner:
I am a Seattle res:dent and business professional and I am writing this letter to express my full support for the
Swedish Cherry Hill master plan.
As a member of the local banking community I can speak with firsthand knowledge of the vital need for quality
jobs and economic development in our neighborhoods. Investment ln the Swedish Cherry Hlll Campus has
reversed years of decline and improved safety within the Squire Park neighborhood. The campus is a source of
excellent family wage jobs for the neighborhood's young people as well as an important asset for all those in need
of medical care.
In addition to providing direct jobs, the hospital supports local businesses through its patronage of our services

and products. From gas stations to restaurants and service providers, Swedish and it employees are the economic
lifeblood of this area and we welcome and need the hospital to continue to grow and thrive.
In addition, Swedish Cherry Hill prov)des invaluable healthcare services to our community and the region. From
primary care to specialized services. for neurosclence, multiple sclerosls 1 stroke, brain cancer and other debilitating
diseases; the campus serves a broad population of patients and their families who depend on it for care. As my
generation grows older and new people continue to move to the area, our hospitals must expand to keep up with
demand.

For all these reasons and more, I urge you to approve the Swedish Cherry Hill Master Plan as quickly as possible.

Ladies and

•

gellll!!ineri'on t!i~~r~'

~y ~ani~ ,~J!~!te . . ·

.

x;;,

; .

· ...

iij~'t~~1:e~f ~~J::1:;;;.,rMll

..

e10
l!att1e'tiv,c"i~~~er.!i; ,
fforti;C).fSwedisl),f'r~Vid.e11ce'Medical (;enter to expand arid
VJrifoto you t.~ay in.supp .. ·.·. ..
enltan(;ll tt!eir,facilit~ a11,!i,.s.ervic:llS. My apologies for not bein.g there in pi,rson as I had planned,
howevi,r.} felt tl)i;>!is!;µewas,,ov~cy')rnportant, that I had. to at leijst to at least address you even
if itonly via rny written statement,
,,,,,'"'

'

As a recent brain surgery patient '!ltlheir facilities I can testify firsthand about the quality of care
and and the di!lOify with which they treat all of their patients) .can. also tell you how stretched they
are in the sp~cialty area~ ~f including n.1,1urosci~JJce, integrated care, intensive care. units, and
after hou11,,emerg1,1ncy:clinics. · ·
".·.·.,,!::_'' ;:;'.: '(' -- .. ·.::{<

~t;lll .

'u~;<,1)~;1e11~ij[
[!ils c,Hs~~:;>Pin
heal;M<1fedelivt . .
all5f!n tile aforemendoned iJtees .ariff is depender\ton 11j;!r!\C
talent from around the country:
·
,-;-

',_,

, ,_,>;)''

;,y:

--"'::''''':'

' ,:'::-;:;;"

Notbein' ~~le,;~cri~~~;![~d>t!ii~'f~~irit/v.,o~ld put this regjqh at,!5ignificantdisadvantage to some
of our ci>mpetltors in C!\1.ifomia iJnd,.ptl!ercitie~.~ho arecornpeting.for s.orne of;thesame talented
indivldua!s.
· ·
·
·
I realize that sorneof the neighbors don't see ;fasfdo, buf as chair emeritus of the Seattle Urban
League Bo~rd, whiSh is l9cated very C/!1l!e to the fafUity, I rersonally thlnkJl,at their J)li~igation
plan w!ll help aneviat1,1 rnost of.,everye>ne's conp;ems.
·
·

•

Furth.~t~viedi'h.h!i~.bl!~~·a:·~re;tt,.nei!lhll<>f·~·Q;Fji!t~:l;''~n'a'ill:1ii~ill!l:faci1l~.•:o:er•fhe;Je;~;'~~;;the
conll!tituency we,,;,erve. It isforthll!!>i> and many other re<1sons that ram happy lo support their
E#!1rts and be,lieve their. e11;p,msion should be approvf:!d. Than!< you so much for your time and
CQnsideraJionln th.is effort
Sincerely.
Nate Miles
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Office of the City of Seattle Hearing Examiner
P. 0. Box 94729
Seattle WA 98124-4729

RE: Swedish Hospital Cherry Hill Major Institution Master Plan
It was a miracle. I'd died and they brought me back my life.
I'd suffered a series of life-threatening epileptic seizures. I'd stopped
breathing, I'd died and the exceptional staff at Swedish Hospital Cherry
Hill not only brought me back to life, they brought me back my health as if
my seizures had never occurred.

•

I was lucky. I received in-hospital and out-patient care from the best
neurological doctors, nurse practioners, nurses and staff in Seattle. I was
lucky. When my crisis occurred, three years ago, they were able to treat me
and save me. Since then, their facilities have reached the capacity point
where they can no longer provide the best care for all who desperately need
and depend upon their care unless they can expand and update the Cherry
Hill Campus. Please approve their expansion plan.
I was blessed with a miracle. I'd died and they brought me back my life.
Please approve their expansion plan so that others will be as lucky as I am;
so that others will receive the miracle of their exceptional dedication and
care; so that others will have their lives saved.

%JU7i!~~

Nathaniel H. Stahl
1501 l?th Avenue, #1114
(206) 324-6223

June 28, 2015
Seattle WA 98122
knatieknate@gmail.com
'J
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Ku, Tiffan
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Tanner, Sue
Monday, July 20, 2015 1:23 PM
Ku, Tiffany
FW: Final Letter Regarding Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP #3012953
2015-07-20 Public Comment Letter - Nicholas Richter.pdf

Sue A. Tanner
Hearing Examiner
City of Seattle
(206) 684-0521 (phone)
(206)684-0536 (fax)
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From: Nicholas Richter [mailto:nicholas.richter@gmail.com]
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Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 1: 12 PM
To: Tanner, Sue
Subject: Final Letter Regarding Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP #3012953
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Dear Examiner Tanner,
Thank you again for the opportunity to speak at the hearing last week. Please accept my final written public
comment letter for the Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP (DPD Project #3012953). I believe that a paper copy will be
delivered to you today, but just in case please accept this PDF copy.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Richter
MS, Spatial Planning

1

MUP t~--010 ·-Dear Hearing Examiner Tanner, . , .

~\Ltf l0 -01£;1

Thank you again for P(ic[)lill:ing~e !Re opportu'nity to speak at the recent hearing on the Swedish
Cherry Hill MIMP. Before I begin with my written comments on the MIMP and EIS, I wish to address a
pressing community need t~,was idf\fltified by the doctor that testified on the same day that I did
and offer an immediate solution that is available to her. Her effort to being a dentistry clinic to the
central district is laudable, even if this service does not appear to be consistent with the long term
concept of a "specialty" hospital that Swedish has stated is an aim of this campus. In her testimony,
she stated to effect that she had looked for space on Cherry Hill Campus, "in every broom closet and
cubby hole", and was unable to locate the 3,500 square feet of space needed. She claimed that the
new MIMP would provide the space need to bring this service to the neighborhood.
I am happy to inform you that I have located space on Swedish Cherry Hill campus that appears
sufficient for her needs. Presently, as of 2015-07-17, there is a total of 4,164 square feet available in
two office spaces 1 for rent in the Jefferson Tower. This tower is located on the Cherry Hill campus and
is managed by Sabey Corporation. Given the intimate relationship between Sabey and Swedish,
providing this space for the benefit of the hospital and community should be a feat accomplishable in
short order. For her convenience, a copy of the notice of availability retrieved on 2015-07-18 and the
fioor plans are attached at the end of this letter. While it does seem that locating a dentistry clinic in
Cherry Hill would not reach many new potential clients (The city does not build fire stations next to
each other for this same reason), she seems genuine about her intent I look forward to hearing more.
In effort to better provide clearer commentary, I will divide this letter into two parts and attempt to
address each document in isolation to the others. The MIMP section will cover the final MIMP and the
public process associated with it The EIS section will address the EIS and the appendix to the EIS.
This analysis is based on experience gained through my work in transportation (both as a professional
employed in the transportation planning field and as an advocate for healthy transportation options),
my work as a member of the citizen's advisory committee, my long residence in the neighborhood,
and finally on my extensive academic work. Of particular importance is my degree from the Royal
Institute of Technology (KTH), which is in the field of Urban and Regional Planning. KTH is well known
in the Seattle transportation community and many transportation professionals have received at least
part of their education at KTH in Sweden. These professionals include Adam Parast of Trans po Group,
a likely contributor to the transportation technical report included in the EIS for Swedish, and Dr. Ryan
Avery. Dr. Ryan Avery sits on the advisory committee for Commute Seattle and teaches sustainable
transportation planning at the University of Washington. KTH provides impeccable training, as the
many members of the Northwest transportation planning community trained there demonstrate.
Please enter this document into the record for DPD project #3012953.

1

One is located on the 4th floor with 2,896 square feet and the other is located on the ground floor with 1,286
square feet

Comments on Final Major Institution Master Plan, Dated 2014-12-11, for Swedish
Medical System Cherry Hill
I ended my testimony by stating that the citizens of Seattle deserve better than the proposed master
plan presented by Swedish Medical Center. This plan is inappropriate for any residential community in
Seattle, but it is especially objectionable when this residential community in particular is not being
treated on parity with other neighborhoods. In particular, it is informative to compare the master plan
adopted by Seattle Children's, located in a traditionally (and continuingly) affluent neighborhood,
versus the present master plan proposed by Swedish, located in a neighborhood with more limited
means. Squire Park is not a community of lawyers and the median income is notably lower. The public
process is meant to act as a way to mitigate these differences in power between different
neighborhoods and provide an area where local knowledge and community needs is balanced
against the desires of an institution to respond. When functioning properly, the outcomes of the
process should present a similar level of benefits, sacrifices, and impact for the near neighbors of each
major institution.
This is not the case today. There is a clear disparity between the benefits and mitigation measures that
are provided to the Laurelhurst community and the Squire Park community from their respective
plans. Although the neighborhood has undergone significant changes in the past two decades, the
median income of a household located in the vicinity of Swedish Cherry Hill remains half of the
median income of a household located in the vicinity of Seattle Children's and more than $12,000
below the median household income for the City of Seattle (Based on the American Community
Survey, 2008-2012). The benefits and mitigation measures provided to each are of such vastly
different quality and quantity that it is clear that the public process has not delivered on the promise
of equalizing power relationships and providing citizens with quality plans, regardless of the overall
demographics and resources of the neighborhood.
Every citizen of Seattle deserves a better plan that was has been delivered for consideration by
Swedish, and importantly no community should be treated the way that it was under the course of
this public process. While the Seattle Municipal Code (SMC 23 69.002) intends to create a public
process where a master plan can be created collaboratively and with "significant community
involvement", the public process stewarded by Swedish and Sabey has routinely displayed
antagonistic and anti-participatory behavior during this process. These behaviors include;
1.
2.

Failing to provide information requested by CAC members on the DEIS/MIM P;
Refusing to provide electronic copies of documents to CAC members in a timely manner,
which directly hindered the ability of the CAC to perform their duty to review and comment
on the plans by the deadlines imposed;

3.

Advancing alternatives that were bellicose and harassing towards near neighbors after their
fully unacceptable nature was well communicated to Swedish by the CAC and the public;

4.

Suggesting that it would be "outside the code" and a "distraction" for CAC members to
provide alternative concepts for discussion that were not already presented by the institution;

5.

Relocating a critical public meeting off campus for frivolous reasons -a behavior that was
stopped only by an amendment to the CAC bylaws that was adopted by the CAC;

6.

Adding a security guard and video recording equipment to public meetings and refusing to
remove them after members of the public expressed their uneasiness about the presence of
such features at public meetings and their chilling effects on discourse at the meetings;

7.
8.

Irregularities with sign-in sheets at the public meetings;
Failing to regularly update the cherryhill.swedishmimp.org website, including as of 2015-07-18
failing to provide the final master plan, final EIS, and DPD Director's Report on the website;

9.

Permitting members of the public with potential conflicts of interest or previous business
relationships with Swedish and/or Sabey to participate as CAC members;

10. Demonstrating a clear disregard for CAC and public commentary by presenting minor
variations of the same concept as "alternatives", requiring the CAC to reject the draft MIMP
and draft EIS in order to affect a minor change of behavior.
11. Refusing to present and study a decentralized alternative that would minimize adverse
impacts via decentralization option for CAC consideration, despite clear requests by the CAC

2

.

This behavior is unacceptable and taints the end result of the process. The CAC was not able to
deliberate the full range of alternatives that it requested and institution took action that, intentional or
not, hindered the ability of the public and CAC to participate in meaningfully contributing to the
development of the final MIMP. For these reasons alone, I reiterate: The citizens of Seattle deserve
better, as do the residents of this neighborhood. When combined with the stark imbalance of benefits
that the institution derives versus the impacts to livability that the neighborhood is must bear, it is
clear that there has been a miscarriage of this process on the part of the institution.

Some tenants and services at Cherry Hill are not location sensitive. LabCorp is a prime example of this. LabCorp serves a
myriad of healthcare providers in the region and uses a fleet of vehicles to provide courier services for samples for
healthcare providers. We are told, however, that LabCorp's presence at Cherry Hill is vital for patient needs. A couple of

2

observations follow from this:
1. Swedish First Hi ·1 serves far more patients to serve, given that First Hiil has rearly three times as many patie:1t beds
and is a much large campus. LabCorp and Swedish could, by the logic that LabCorp proximity is critical to patient
care, provide better care for more patients by facilitating LabCorp's relocation to the First Hill Campus.
2. A relocation to First Hill would also provide superior access to I-5 and avoid the future failed intersections that are
identified as being a resul~ of the Cherry Hill master pla:1 (See Transportation Technical Report). These adverse
traffic impacts are "significant and c.Jnavoidable" (Page C-122) and will affect patient care across the region, s·nce
courier vehicles will be necessarily delayed trying to access Cherry Hill.
3. Providing reserved parking for a fleet of courier vehicles increases the demand for parking at Cherry Hill Campus.
Facilitating a move to superior facilities through a decentralization alternative for Cherry Hill services would reduce
the pressure and need to build parking structures on campus. This was not studied or presented as an alternative.
4. As noted before, there are pressing other services that Swedish wishes to provide on the Cherry Hill campus,
including the laudable dentistry program. A facilitated relocation of LabCorp to First Hill would provide all of the
above ber.efits and al!ow for the charity care such as the dentistry program that was so eloquently advocated for
en 2015-07-17 to have a permanent home (presuming the cL.:rrently available facilities that Sabey is offering +or
rent on the Cherry Hill campus are insufficient for the dentistry program's needs).
5. The only disbenefit in this case would be a rent paying tenant to Sabey. However, I am sure that Swedish's
commitment to patient care and non-profit healthcare would rise above such concerns.
1

In order to demonstrate these disparities, the proposed Swedish Cherry Hill MIMP will be compared
directly with Seattle Children's MIMP. Seattle Children's master plan is a critical comparison because
the two campuses share many similarities:
•
•
•

Both are bordered by residential neighborhoods.
Both are affected by relatively poor transit connections (Children's more so).
Both seek final campuses of similar total facility sizes (2.lmsf for Children's 600 bed total build

•

out versus 2.75msf for Cherry Hill's 385 beds on total build out)
Both are plans created recently, providing the most current view on hospital needs and
considerations during the MIMP process.

The differences are summarized in the following table. Changes forced on the institution by the City
of Seattle via the DPD Director's Report is addressed briefly on page 11.

1. MIMP Approval Date
2. Sauare Footaae Reauested
3. Total MIO Area
4. Beds on Total Build-out
5. Square Feet per Bed (Calwlated)
6. Usable Open Space
7. Usable Open Space as % of MIO
8. Usable Open Space as% ot Requested Sq~t10
9. Total Lot Coverage
10. Floor-Area Ratio
11. Predominate Neighboring Zoning
12. Maximum Heiaht Proposed

Seattle Children's Hospital

Swedish Cherrv Hill

2010-05-10
2,400,000 sf3
30.2 Acres 3
6006
4,000
12.27 Acres8
40.63%
22.3%
51% 11
1.98
SF 5000 14
140'16

N/A
2,750,000 sf (+350,000 sn·1
13.28 Acres 5
385 1
7,142
0.0017 Acress
12.75%
2.7%
76.5% 12
4.74 13
SF 50001s
150' 11

Children's Final EIS, 2009-05-20, page 3.7-7
' Swedish Final MIMP, page 52
I Swedish Final MIMP, page 37
6 Children's Final MIMP, page 15
7 Swedish Final MIMP, page 134
8 Children's Final MIMP, page 75
9 Swedish Final MIMP, page 42 - Converted from 74,025.
10 Calculated: 12.29 Acres ~ 535352.4 SqFt I 2.4m SqFt vs. 74,025 I 2.75m Sq Ft
11 Children's Final MIMP, page 70
12 Swedish Final MIMP, page 21
3

13

Swedish Final MIMP, page 55 - Note: excludes all server space. Sabey is in the business of running server farms.

Children's Final MIMP, page 53 - Approximately 50% the campuspenmeter 1s bordered by SF 5000.
Swedish Final MIMP, page 7 -Approximately 54% of the campus perimeter is bordered by SF 5000.
16 Children's Final MIMP, page 55
17 Swedish Final MIMP, page 36
1'

11

13. Minimum Distance from
Tallest Heightto SF 5000

14.

18

Minimum Distance from Tallest

Heiqht to Anv Residential Zonino

16.

Minimum Distance from !::ill::J_ MIO

100' plus Zone to Anv Residential
17. MIMP Contains a Phasing Plan
with Schedule for all Phases

18. Total instances of the word
" shall" in MIMP21

19. Total instances of the word
' will" in MIMP

20. Combined instances of
commitment words (shall + will)
21. Total funding pledged for
transportation mitigation and
amenities in MIMP

Seattle Children's Hosoital

Swedish Cherry Hill

Approx. 500 feet

Approx. 185 feet

Approx. 175 feet (L3)

Approx. 185 feet (SF 5000)

Approx. 175 feet (140' to L3)

Approx. 75

ft (105' to LR3)

Yes19

No' 0

100

26

275

131

375

157 (·58%)

$3.9m + $250,000 per year for

$023

24

additional Metro transit service"

18

Based on Swedish Final MIMP, page 36 and Children's Final MIMP, page 55, with analysis done via Google
Earth Pro. Zoning taken from MIMP documents.
·s Children's Final MIMP, page 70
l:J Swedish Final MIMP, page 62 - "The timing of projects on the Cherry Hill ::::ampus is subject to extreme variability due to the
uncertainty of funding and the rapid changes in the healthcare environment." Or. paraphrased: "We have no real plan outside of building
on the 1srta half-block." This alone should point to the inadequacy of the MlMP and EIS: Without a plan, you cannot predict effects arid
cannot determine if those impacts can be mitigated. You are being asked to approve a blank check. :t aiso fails to provide the
neighborhood with 'advance notice of the development plans of the major institJtion" because tf-iere are no specifics
21

The word "shall" indicates a clear legal commitment. The word "will" does not have the same strength as
"shall" and 1s often used as part of a phrase, such as "will be reviewed". These do not indicate a commitment to
the same extent. Text extracted to Microsoft Word from the PDF and then analyzed for rate of occurrence.
22 Children's Final MIMP, pages 63, 81, 89, and 90
23 The Swedish MIMP only includes phrases such as "will work to plan", "increased levels of incentives" without
specifics (1%7100%710007), "promote use of alternative methods" without specifics, "consider alternative.
parking policies" without commitment to specifics (Children's includes specifics on disincentives and incentives in
this area), "will work with parking partner to explore", "work with on-site retail to offer". These are not actionable
or enforceable commitments due to their vagueness and lack of specifics. For example, I considered
24 It was noted that the director's recommendations is forcing the institution to accept a condition that requires
partial implementation of safety improvements around intersections. This is not included here because 1)
Acceptance of these recommendations and incorporation of the recommendations into the MIMP that will be
approved has not happened, 2) Swedish/Sabey have not publically posted information about their commitment
to building these projects, 3) The recommendations require that the improvements be completed before the
permit is issued. However. responsibility for paying for improvements is not discussed. It is not safe to assume
that Swedish will accept fiscal responsibility for these improvements or to what level. This is not specified in the
EIS or MIMP, as I testified to at the hearing. I maintain my assertion that Swedish has not to date materially and
specifically committed to implementing needed transportation mitigation measures in a meaningful manner.

Seattle Children's Hospital
22. Total non-SOV benefit to

Full subsidized regional transit card for all

employees pledged in MIMP

employees. Trans.it pass for contractors. Up
to $880 per year monetary incentive

bicycle/walking. Up to $1.780 monetary
incentive for vanpool drivers. All employees

have guaranteed ride home benefrt:s worth
up to $1200 oer year.' 5

23.

M!MP provides written commitment
to patrolling neighborhood parking and

Swedish Cherry Hill
50% subsidized transit card. Parking
subsidies for vanpool (50% or
100%).26 Rideshare Online Network.7
May not include tenants.

Yes 28

No

$108.6m

$44.9m, Systemwide
(2013, Benefit from Cherry Hill
alone not identified) 30

7

ounishlna infractions

24. Total subsidized or
uncompensated care provided

(Reported value for 2009,
adjusted to 2013 dollars)29

25. Total pledge for

Either 136 fully constructed unit

compensating loss of

or $10,920,000 or 35% of a

residential units/land use

replacement project cost31

26. Total number of meetings

28

held with community groups

(from Appendix C-1)

Asserts that mitigation is not required
for removing 1.75 Acres of land from
future residential use.

32

3
(Based on cherryh,11.swedishmimp.org)

This list is not complete or exhaustive. Further analysis would continue to reveal clear disparities in
commitments and mitigation measures between the Seattle Children's MIMP and the current MIMP
under consideration. The Swedish MIMP does not include actionable commitments to the community.
The most clearly defined commitment made to the community -an unwanted and unneeded "health

25

Children's Final MIMP, pages 89, and 90
Swedish MIMP, page 79 to 81
27 Referred to as "Rideshare Online Network" in existing list of benefits and "Facilitate rideshare match-ups for
carpools and vanpool" in new TMP description.
28 Children's Final MIMP, page 90
29 Inflation adjustment done using CPI adjustment using FT A's TERM Lite methodology. Children's Final MIMP,
Page 13 The amount of uncompensated care is not reported separately from undercompensated care.
30 Swedish Final MIMP, page 69. Note that the entire Swedish system only provides $142 million in
uncompensated caret Includes values reported for "Non-Billed Services", "Charity Care", and "Negative Margin
26

Services".

Children's Final MIMP, Page 61
The EIS states that the proposed alternative "would permanently remove approximately 175 acres of land
area from available supply that could be redeveloped for residential uses in the future" and then proceeds to
state that "no significant unavoidable adverse impacts are anticipated". However, the removal of residential
properties and residents from this half-block has already been implemented by the hospital and only one
residential building currently remains. There is no impact because the hospital has already acted. The 1994
MIMP does not appear to address the loss of housing, and therefore this impact is wholly unmitigated. This is
similar to the owner of a historic building destroying historic features ahead of a ruling on whether the building
should be protected under historic preservation laws.
31

32

walk" 33 - is even attempts to place responsibility of potential failure to deliver on other entities with
phrases such as "Note, further design coordination with SDOT I Metro will be necessary" and "Design
elements of the proposed perimeter health walk must be reviewed and approved by SDOT". This is
communicating clearly that unless there is a champion within SDOT for this sham of an amenity, there
is a clear risk that the design coordination and approval will simply not occur. This will provide a
convenience excuse for why implementation of this amenity will not happen.
The Seattle Children's MIMP provides a model for how master plans should be. Seattle Children's also
demonstrated a much larger degree of responsiveness to community concern, including jettisoning a
proposed 240' MIO zone from consideration, and a clearer commitment to amenities. The TMP plan
presented as part of Children's MIMP stands in clear contrast to Swedish. In the former, concrete and
actionable details that follow established and known transportation planning and engineering
principles are committed to, as well as a significant level of funding for transportation elements off
campus. The transportation managers at Seattle Children's understand that transportation effects (and
required mitigation measures) are not limited to the boundary of their MIO. This is obvious in the fact
that there is $3.9m clearly and unequivocally committed to local transportation projects.
In the latter, what is committed to tepid and the majority of their "plan" is to do research on TMP and
have "discussions". This provides no actionable commitments and nothing to hold the institution
accountable. Any criticism will be deflected by pointing to the fact that some meetings were held,
even if the meetings do not lead to what the presumed intended outcome is 34. We do not need
studies about the effects of TMP strategies. A healthcare institution is not equipped with the expertise
to take on this type of study and the effects of specific incentives are well established in the
transportation planning community. Presumably Swedish hired Commute Seattle to gain access to
this type of expertise to avoid the cost of conducting original research (although Commute Seattle
does not employ any Professional Engineers and should not be considered experts per the arguments
made at the hearing 35). What is needed in a transportation management plan is commitment to
implementation, which requires in Swedish's case a significant cultural change. One should be very

33

No community member spoke out in support of this proposal during my time on the CAC. It also defies logic,
as every other residential street is a superior walking facility than Cherry and Jefferson. There is no logical user
base. There is no community support. This is not a community amenity. The money would be better spent
providing amenities inside of the residential neighborhood that surrounds the hospital. It is a waste of money,
unless Swedish plans to market the walk to their patients. In that case, however, it is a facility of the institution.
34 This is similar to the public process around the MIMP. The meetings were held, but the intended purpose of
allowing the institution to listen and respond to members of the public and CAC did not happen. Afterwards,
they point to the fact that public meetings happened as proof that there was public participation. The public
process, however, needs to be treated as more than a legal checkbox to be checked.
35 Many members of Commute Seattle have backgrounds in marketing or communications. Although the
institution has sought to undercut their professionalism by insisting that experts in this area must be trained
transportation engineers, the fact is that they are qualified to work on TMP development and implementation as
judged by members of the transportation planning community.

suspect about the sudden rush of efforts that have emerged in the past year and their longevity
without specific enforceable language in the MIMP.
If all things were equal and specific mitigations for power differences were functioning, we would
naturally expect that these plans would deliver specific benefits of roughly proportional and equal
value. This is not the case. As there is a difference, there must be a cause. In this case, the difference
can be attributed to the difference in the approach and willingness of the institution to mitigate their
impacts, a public process where public input was predominately ignored, and the difference in
resources available in the community to defend itself (due to differences in demographics and
income). We have been given a bad deal. It is bad in itself, but it is appalling when compared to what
other institutions are willing to commit to. Our communities deserve equal treatment and in this case,
there is a clear disparity in treatment between the central Seattle communities and Laurelhurst.
It is also a clear issue that Swedish has chosen to isolate out the Cherry Hill campus only when it
serves them. Swedish treats the Cherry Hill campus as an extension of their First Hill campus when it
suits them, for example when they decide that they want to move a public meeting or reporting
public benefit, but as an independent campus when elsewhere, for example the claim that a dentistry
clinic is needed there and that it is too far from First Hill (It would serve more people and provide
better access to those in need with a location in Pioneer Square or Rainer Beach -a traditionally
underserved community for healthcare-, rather than a mile away from their main practice). The fact is
that if Swedish were to treat the campus for master planning purposes the way it treats it for business
purposes, there should only be one MIMP for the First Hill and Cherry Hill campus.
To be clear, we are very glad that the public process worked well in that case and that Seattle
Children's has the leadership and commitment that is expected of a world-class institution. I am
happy that the campus has been successful as it is and that they have been so successful in their TMP
goals. Their efforts are to be commended and their plan is to be the standard that others are held to.
What I am asking, and what other residents of central Seattle are requesting is equal treatment and
consideration. We are being asked to accommodate a project that will result in a campus with a FAR
over twice Seattle Children's, have significant and unavoidable traffic impacts, and a height bulk and
scale that is unprecedented on the West Coast. 36 The neighborhood deserves equal treatment. All
residents of Seattle deserve a better and more specific plan than this and clear mitigation for the
effects that it will cause.
All residents of Seattle deserve to

not have this plan

be the new low bar that other institutions with

less leadership than Seattle Children's aim to exceed. This plan does not deserve your support, if not

36
A review of 175 medical facilities with a similar amount of beds in Washington, Oregon, and California using publically
available facility lists and Google Earth Pro reveals that approximately 3 institutions are located in reasonable comparabie
contexts. None exist within a mile of another major intultional healthcare zone, such as what is found on First Hill. There is no
real parallel for this proposal on the West Coast.

for the tainted process that ended in it coming before you then for the vague non-committal
language that permeates it and the clear lack of public benefit that is derived 37 .
We deserve better.

37 This institution 1s not the magnificent actor that it portrays itself as. Consider that Seattle Children's alone provides
uncompensated care equal to 76% of the total system wide benelitidentified by Swedish Medical Center ($108.6m vs $142).

Comments on Final Environmental Impact Statement, Dated 2014-12-11, for
Swedish Medical System Cherry Hill
My primary interest and expertise is in transportation, as demonstrated. As a result and due to the
limited amount of time between the hearing and the due date for public commentary, I am forced to
focus my particular comments on the transportation technical report, which undenwrites the
transportation mitigation section. During the hearing, the DPD Director's report was brought up and
is not included here because there has been no public response to which of the conditions Sa bey and
Swedish are willing to adopt without contention. This response and information is not available via the
City of Seattle Website or the swedishmimp.org website. The Director's Report is also not available on
the swedishmimp.org website. As a result my commentary is limited to what has been publically
published and where a response from Swedish has provided clear indication what their commitments
are. The following list should be considered a partial and incomplete catalog of my issues with the EIS.
The issues identified in the CAC minority report (to which I am a signatory) should be considered part
of this list and my public commentary.

Figure 47 and 48' See Appendix- Re LOS on intersections 1n area38
The transportation analysis shows that the as a result of Alternative 12, 3 additional
intersections will be at LOS F in the morning and an additional 4 will be at LOS in the evening
peak. While LOS D is acceptable for urban environments (slow, but moving), LOS F represents
a failed state that starts to impact a greater range of the network. The location of these three
additional failed intersections are directly adjacent to the campus and clearly caused directly
by the campus. The ability of the neighborhood to use Cherry as an arterial or enter the flow
of traffic will be significantly impacted, as noted by the Transo Group analysis. This affects the
livability of the neighborhood and would also affect accessibility to the campus that would
likely impact patient care.

Page C-llL Depending on the overall effectiveness, these programs may be considered for ongoing
implementation. These pilot projects would be implemented incrementally so the effectiveness of
each pilot project can be evaluated
This is not a commitment. Implementing each of these in isolation is unlikely to achieve any
significant results because a TMP is about cumulative effects on mode share, not the impacts
of individual programs. Also, Swedish should leave transportation studies to the University of
Washington and other research institutions in the region. It is not appropriate to conduct
these studies when the types of projects proposed have been studied

ad nauseum in

academia and the transportation community. What is needed is commitment to lowering their

38

The methodology of this findings is not being directly challenged, so knowledge of VISSIM or other

highly specialized modeling software is not required.

SOV percentage and decisive action, not incremental, half-hearted, and ultimately temporary
pilots where a cumulative impact of action is never achieved.

Page C-111: 'The intent of this pilot project is to increase transit usage at the Cherry Hill campus by
working with King County Metro Transit to expand the ORCA passport program to all campus
employees. The ORCA business passport program is a comprehensive, annual transportation pass
program for employers. The passport program allows employers to manage their transportation
benefits and gives employees access to bus, light rail, and ferry as well as subsidizes vanpool and
vanshares and provides guaranteed ndes homes."
This action item for this point is ultimately unclear. The ORCA passport program is a program
for employers. This passage does not commit to the various tenants being required to
participate once they have access to the program. Many employers in Seattle elect to not
participate due to the modest costs associated with providing those benefits. No clear
commitment to change is provided here.

C-112: 'The intent of this pilot would be to explore the potential of prov1d1ng incentives to all
employees to encourage alternative commuting as well as enhancing commuter incentives for the
overall campus. The pilot would evaluate commuter incentive options campus-wide whk:h could
overlap with the Transit pilot's evaluation of the ORCA passport program. In addition an evaluation of
campus-wide biking and walking incentives including benefits such as stipends for bicycle and walking
equipment and free tune-ups for bicycles. Lastly, contact will occur with the on-site retailers (e.g.,
Starbucks, gift shop, cafeteria) to see 1f benefits such as discounts on products could be offered for
bicycle commuters. "
Attention should be directed to the verbs of this passage. Swedish will "explore", "evaluate",
and "contact". This is not a commitment to anything more than holding a couple meetings.
Swedish would, if after "exploring" and "evaluating" to a point where it looks costly, be free
from any further obligations under this language.

C-112: "Working with the parking garage operators, this pilot project would explore a campus-wide
flexible daily parking program with benefits such as on-demand carpool discounts and Smartcard
access tied to parking debit accounts for employees. Parking policies would be reviewed for
employees and visitors/patients and recommendations would be made to potential adjustments to
encourage employees to use alternative modes while minimizing parking along neighborhood
streets."
Again, attention should be directed to the verbs used: "explore", "reviewed", and
"recommendations would be made". These sentences do not demand actual changes or
action. Swedish would, after "reviewing" "recommendations", be promptly free to ignore the
results of this "exploration". The only commitment being made here by the institution is to
hold some additional meetings.

C-115· "Specific mitigation and the level of responsibility for each location would be identified at the
time of the M!MP approval or during the MUP review Potential improvements for each location are
identified in Table 20 and the level of responsibility could include construction of physical
improvements, a proportional cost contnbution to improvements, and/or no impact may be identified
with a specific pro;ect'
This does not contain any commitments to implementation. In fact, what it promises is that at
each and every step of this master plan Swedish will have to debate the city (and neighbors)
with what they are willing to pay Given the efficacy of highly paid land-use attorneys, there is
no reason to expect that the institution will voluntarily commit to funding these projects. They
will comply when the City uses coercion (withholding permits, etc), but this clearly indicates
that the institution intends to take a little responsibility as necessary. If this was not the case,
we would expect, as with Children's, specific commitments written into the MIMP or EIS.
Instead there is only a commitment to fight the city over the level of responsibility they must
bear. The director's report includes specific lists of improvements that much be built, but even
with the DPD Director's report, the presentation made at the hearing (based on the
documents made public via the Swedishmimp.org website, City, and a printed copy of the
presentation provided by Vicky S.) does not identify the institutions intention to take
responsibility for implementing those improvements or at what level.
Of the 20 improvements, only a small subset are included as a condition of a future permit.
Swedish and Sabey have not committed to building anything else and these small subsets
remain a mystery about how they will ultimately be built and funded. If this information exists,
it is not available to the public at this time. Ultimately, this approach serves the stakeholders
of Sabey which would likely be on the hook for these capital improvements, not the city. It is
also a clear lack of leadership on their part.
C-119 Swedish will work with the City to plan a neighborhood green way 1n Sqwre Park. Swedish
should continue to coordinate with SDOT on the location of the neighborhood green way and work to
minimize campus impacts on users of the facility. To the extent possible, the greenway features
should be incorporated into the proposed health walk.
Here we have Swedish stating that they will engage SDOT in order tormnknize the Jmp~d of
...

the Neighborhood Greenwav on Swedish and their facility. This is complete backwards and
seeks to undo the public outreach and grassroots work done by Central Seattle Greenways
members. It is not supporting healthy transportation in the neighborhood, it directly seeks to
minimize the impacts of the greenway on the hospital.

C-122: Swedi,h would provide pedestrian and bicycle enhancements at the Cherry Hill campus
including along the 18th Avenue where SDOTwill study a neighborhood greenway
Combined with the statement above, a reader should not expect anything over what they
would offer as part of the misconceived "health walk". Again, no specifics or levels of support
are indicated, either here or in the MIMP. If the citizens of Seattle want Swedish to support

this type of transportation enhancements, the best tool available is to use the permitting
process to force the institution to provide it Otherwise, it is highly optimistic to expect the
institution to suddenly start leading in this area.

Thank you for reviewing my comments. When I started as a member of the CA(, my intention
was always to balance the needs of the institution with the needs of the neighborhood.
However, this plan is wholly one sided and is one that I cannot support. Swedish has truly
squandered this opportunity to mend fences with the neighborhood and craft a plan that
gives both it and the neighborhood a common vision for the future. As a student of
communicative planning and a firm believer in the ability for engaged actors to both reduce
costs and achieve better outcomes for sustainability and social justice through a public
process, I am disappointed in Swedish's approach to this process and ultimately the
uninspired master plan that was delivered.
If Swedish had the type of leadership and community focus that Seattle Children's does, I
have no doubt that I would be writing to you to support a MIMP that better reflects a balance
between the needs of residents to be able to continue to genuinely enjoy their neighborhood
and the vibrant area of Seattle where they life and the needs of the institution to expand and
provide care. During my time on the CAC, I advocated for positions that were unpopular with
the people who ultimately called me to testify on their behalf against the plan. I advocated for
smart expansion of the MIO and a street vacation on 16'h Avenue. Swedish took these ideas
and came back with sabotaged alternates that did not seriously utilize these ideas 39 Swedish
has been unimaginative and unwilling to adjust their vision. Their "plan" shows this.
Please recommend against this plan. Swedish has not been a serious about public
engagement and does not seriously consider protecting the livability of the neighborhood to
by a priority. This plan does not contain the language needed to have a basis for holding
Swedish accountable and their past behavior does not inspire confidence in their ability to
implement mitigation measures. This is not the plan of a leader; it is the plan of a laggard. We
deserve to have the same consideration as other neighborhoods in Seattle. All of Seattle
deserves better than to have this set the new low bar for institutional master planning.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Richter

39

One placed a 37' MIO height on the area in the expanded border, undermining the intention to even out
heights across the campus with a moderate height building along Cherry. The other used the street vacation to
propose a private driveway instead of using the land to concentrate mass in the central area of the campus and
reduce heights. Both these might have had better outcomes if they had spoken with us.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SEATTLE CHILDREN'S MISSION: We believe all children have unique needs and should grow up without illness
or injury. With the support of the community and through our spirit of inquiry, we will prevent, treat and eliminate
pediatric disease.
HISTORY, VALUES AND VISION: The driving force behind Seattle Children's Hospital (Children's) is the vision of
a better future for sick and injured children. For more than a century, Children's has provided specialized healthcare
services to the children of the Northwest who needed care, regardless of race, religion or their family's ability to
pay.

Treatments and medical technologies have changed dramatically during that time, and Children's has evolved to
become a highly specialized academic medical center that serves children and youth from Washington, Alaska,
Montana and Idaho who are referred to Children's for complex health problems. More than 200,000 patient visits
are made to Children's clinical sites each year. These children receive the highest quality care from physicians,
nurses and other skilled professionals who are specially trained to meet their unique needs, in facilities that are
specifically designed with them in mind.
Children's commitment to caring for all children, regardless of their family's ability to pay, has earned the institution
respect and goodwill throughout the region. A well-established network of volunteer guilds supports the hospital
in the fundraising that is essential to its mission. In 2007, Children's provided $65.4 million in uncompensated and
under-compensated care for children whose families lacked the ability to pay, a 57%increase from the previous
year. In 2008. that amount climbed to over $86 million and, in 2009, it reached $96.4 million.
Teaching is also central to Children's mission: Children's pediatric residency program - in partnership with the
University of Washington School of Medicine - is one of the most highly sought-after programs of its kind in the
United States. Sixty-five percent of the pediatricians currently practicing in the Puget Sound region were trained
at Children's. During the past decade, Children's has also greatly expanded its role in medical research, and is now
engaged in major research projects that address many of the most important diseases of childhood, including
asthma, diabetes and HIV AIDS, as well as depression, gene repair and neurodevelopment.
As Children's entered its second century, it created a new Strategic Plan to guide the organization's future. The
Strategic Plan envisions that Children's will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide patients and families throughout the region with easy access to specialty care
Build programs that set national standards for quality
Provide the best possible service to families and referring physicians
Develop the next generation of health-care leaders through its teaching programs
Conduct research that contributes to the prevention, treatment and elimination of diseases that
affect children
Preserve the organization's financial health, while keeping the promise to provide care regardless
of a family's ability to pay

7
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THE NEED FOR GROWTH: Children's created its Strategic Plan in the context of regional growth and national
health trends that point to increasing need for pediatric specialty care. Four key factors point to the need for
growth:

1.

The number of children in our region is projected to grow. During the next 20 years. the
population 21 years of age and younger in Washington is projected to increase by 21 %, as the
children of the "baby boom echo" enter their child-bearing years, setting off a third wave of births,
and in-migration from other states and other nations continues.

2.

3.

Children with serious health problems are living longer. Thanks to advances in pediatric medicine
during the past 20 years, more children with serious chronic illnesses - such as cystic fibrosis or
sickle cell anemia - are living into adulthood. With multiple and lengthy hospital admissions, these
children now account for half of the patients at Children's on any given day. Thankfully, children with
severe chronic diseases are now living longer. but this good news carries with it a growing need
for highly specialized medical facilities to care for them.
The nature of and prevalence of pediatric diseases are changing. The increasing prevalence

of chronic conditions such as diabetes, developmental disorders and the rising rates of infant
prematurity and childhood obesity are placing added stress on pediatric hospitals nationwide. A
2007 study published by the Child Health Corporation of America (CHCA) projects inpatient days
for pediatric diseases will grow at 3.1 % annually through 2010. At Children's, the growth in 2007
was double this amount - 6o/o. The need in areas such as neonatology, transplantation, infectious
disease and endocrinology is growing even faster - at more than 3.5% per year, and diabetes
admissions increased nearly 17% between 2000 and 2003.
4.

8

Children's is already overcrowded. With just 250 beds, Children's is small when compared to
other pediatric hospitals in cities of comparable size, yet it serves a larger geographic area than
any other children's hospital in the country. This has become all too apparent in the high occupancy
rates at Children's. National standards of care set the optimal occupancy rate for pediatric specialty
hospitals at 65%. This standard is to ensure that the appropriate types of beds are available for
emergency admissions and to reflect the unpredictable nature of pediatric disease outbreaks.
Today, Children's is operating at unprecedented levels, ranging from 85% to 100% occupancy yearround. On several recent occasions, Children's has had to turn sick children away because there
were no intensive care beds available, in spite of the fact that Children's was the only hospital
in the region with the expertise and technology to provide the critical care they required. During
2008, Children's had to send four children who needed life-sustaining heart-lung mechanical
support to another state because our intensive care beds were completely full. While high
volumes are typical during the winter months when outbreaks of viral diseases generally occur,
the patient volumes at Children's are now consistently high throughout the year. During 2008,
our Emergency Department experienced a 22% increase in visits. with one in five of those visits
resulting in admission to the hospital. Many of our outpatient clinics are also reaching the limits of
their capacity. Additionally, 50 of the hospital's 200 rooms currently have two inpatient beds, which
makes preventing the spread of infectious disease more difficult, reduces privacy and makes it
more challenging to provide family-centered care. For these reasons, the national standard of care
now calls for single-occupancy rooms throughout the hospital.

COMPILED FINA! MASTER PLAN FOi\ SE.\TTI f CHILDREN',

CHILDREN'S PLAN FOR GROWTH: Children's must expand its current facility to meet the needs of the region it
serves. Children's has developed a three-part strategy to meet these needs:
Children's will further decentralize its outpatient services to bring pediatric specialty services closer to families
in communities throughout the region. In addition to a clinical and ambulatory surgery center currently being
constructed in Bellevue, future outpatient clinics are being planned in Snohomish County and South King County,
and additional outpatient services in specialties such as cardiology, cancer, endocrinology and neurology will be
offered through Children's outreach clinics in Yakima, Wenatchee, Kennewick and Missoula, Montana.
Children's relocated its research facilities near South Lake Union in downtown Seattle to take advantage of the
concentration of biomedical research resources at that location and to relieve pressure on the hospital campus.
Children's development at the hospital campus is focused on inpatient care and those highly specialized
services that are most difficult to replicate in more than one location. This will provide the most effective care
for children with complex, chronic conditions who require multidisciplinary specialists and 24-hour access to care.
THE MAJOR INSTITUTION MASTER PLAN (MIMP): Three Years of Community Involvement Culminates in a
New Proposal
During the past three years, Children's worked with its partners in the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), city
agencies and the surrounding neighborhoods to create a plan for development that will reduce the hospital's
physical impact on the people who live nearby and the community at large. The Master Plan process afforded
Children's the opportunity to solicit comments and ideas from neighbors and other interested citizens, and to
work intensively with the members of the CAC in a search for the best solutions for all concerned. This resulted in
improvements, refinements and enhancements to the plan at each stage of the process.

As a result of this collaborative effort, the Seattle City Council adopted a modified version of Master Plan
Alternative 7R as Children's Master Plan. This choice carefully balances the urgent need for additional capacity at
the hospital with innovative programs and plans that respond to community concerns. Children's commitment to
purchase Laure Ion Terrace, thus moving the bulk of its expansion "downhill" and adjacent to the Sand Point Way
NE arterial and refining the proposed development through transitional heights and building setbacks, represented
an extraordinary mitigation measure to reduce the impact of the expansion on neighbors.

The Master Plan allows Children's to:
•
•
•

Place the majority of new development on the Laure Ion Terrace site
Keep heights at or below 140 feet
Maintain the overall height of the new facilities at an elevation that is lower than the highest
elevation on the existing campus

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limit the entrances to Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE
Reduce the bulk and scale of proposed facilities through transitional heights and building setbacks
Reduce the impact of construction on hospital operations and the neighborhood
Create community gathering places and green space, including access to rooftop gardens and
courtyards
Create an innovative transit hub on both sides of Sand Point Way NE to make it easier for people to
get safely to and from the hospital and the neighborhood without an automobile
Redevelop the street frontage and the north and west property lines of the Hartmann property to
provide transit service, an inviting streetscape and access to the Burke-Gilman Trail
Create facilities that are adequate to meet the healthcare needs of the children of our region

The acquisition of the Laurelon Terrace property for expansion purposes created the opportunity to enhance the
way people travel into and within the community by providing a better environment for pedestrians, bicyclists and
transit riders. Children's is fully committed to developing replacement housing in northeast Seattle, creating the
opportunity to improve other areas of the community as well.
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Children's believes strongly in minimizing the impacts of expansion on the environment. In order to provide a
healing place for our patients and their families, as well as be a responsible steward of natural resources, Children's
included measures in the Master Plan to expand upon the environmentally friendly practices already in use at the
hospital. The new buildings will be designed to reduce energy use and create healthy environments. The landscape
plan creates tranquil settings for patients, families and neighbors to enjoy, while providing a natural shield to
minimize noise and glare in the nearby neighborhoods.
Increasing the size of the campus will mean more staff, more patients and, consequently, more traffic. Children's
has an excellent track record of working to reduce automobile trips generated by our employees, cutting the
percentage of commutes by single-occupancy vehicles from 73% in 1995 to just 38% today, one of the lowest
rates of any large employer in the state.
Children's Master Plan includes a comprehensive strategy to meet the needs of staff, patients and their families
with creative transportation programs that contribute to solving the transportation challenges facing the immediate
vicinity and the region as a whole. Children's will continue to invest in transportation improvements by continuing
sponsorship of increased bus service on the routes serving its neighborhood and creating a growing system of
shuttles - like the new Green Line - to connect the hospital to key transportation hubs. Children's will invest
in new technology and other improvements in the major corridors serving its area, and in bicycle and pedestrian
programs that create better and healthier ways of getting to and from work.
The Seattle Children's Hospital Major Institution Master Plan is the culmination of three years of planning, over
25 Citizens Advisory Committee and subcommittee meetings and ongoing community involvement, including
over 25 outreach activities or meetings (see Appendix C and page 17). It represents a collaborative vision for the
hospital and the surrounding neighborhood. This vision is supported by substantive standards which guide future
development through subsequent environmental review and the corresponding decision making and public permit
approvals. It is responsive to the community need for increased pediatric healthcare, environmental stewardship
and the livability of the neighborhood. It will be further refined through a Standing Advisory Committee (SAC) of
community representatives who assist the institution in the review of subsequent phases of the facility's design.

10
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The balance of this document describes the Master Plan in detail. It is organized into five sections:
Part I, this Executive Summary, presents an overview of Seattle Children's Master Plan.
Part II, the Introduction, describes the need and vision for the Master Plan.
Part Ill, the Development Program, describes the basis for the program and planned improvements.
Part IV, the Development Standards, sets forth Children's standards by which future development will be
controlled.
Part V, the Comprehensive Transportation Management Plan, describes the proposed measures to
mitigate traffic and parking impacts associated with the Master Plan.
It also includes the following Appendices:
Appendix A: Legal Descriptions
Appendix B: Citizens Advisory Committee Member List
Appendix C: Community Outreach Overview
Appendix D: Adopting Ordinance
Appendix E: Approved Design Guidelines
Appendix F: Comprehensive Transportation Plan
Appendix G: Sound Transit Letter of Intent
Appendix H: Community Transit Letter of Intent

11
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Figure l Distant View Eastward of Existing
Children's Hospital
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Figure 2 Major institution Overlay Boundaries

· -· -· M·fitifY.•iiiiliiiffiiiiill+iiiiiM·iil·ib·HFiifiII. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Founded in 1907, Seattle Children's is a regional pediatric academic healthcare center serving Washington, Alaska,
Montana and Idaho (WAMII, the largest service area of any children's hospital in the country. Children's is currently
ranked among the top ten pediatric hospitals in America by a number of published sources, and received a number eight
ranking on the U.S. News & World Report Best Children's Hospitals 2008 Guide. To continue to provide this level of
care to all of the region's children who need it, Children's must expand its facilities on its hospital campus and across the
region.
Children's is committed to improving access to quality pediatric healthcare by decentralizing outpatient services to
bring them closer to patients and families. Due to the national shortage of pediatric specialists, Children's doctors travel
throughout Washington, Alaska, Montana and Idaho to provide services at community clinics that are closer to our
patients living in these areas. Children's currently operates regional clinics in Bellevue, Everett, Federal Way, and Olympia;
outreach clinics in Yakima, Wenatchee and Kennewick, Washington; and sites in Alaska and Montana.
Children's is committed to expanding its clinic network. It opened a regional clinic in the Tri-Cities area in May 2008, and
a major new outpatient facility near downtown Bellevue is slated to open in July 2010. Similar facilities are planned for
Snohomish County and South King County.
Children's relocated its rapidly growing research programs to downtown Seattle 11900 Ninth Avenue) in close proximity
to South Lake Union and other key research centers, such as the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, the Seattle
Cancer Care Alliance and the University of Washington. Children's also purchased additional property (1000 Stewart
Street) in downtown Seattle to enable the organization to develop 1.5 million square feet of space for medical research
into the diseases that afflict children here and around the world.
While decentralizing its outpatient services and research facilities, Children's is consolidating the most highly specialized
clinical services and inpatient beds on the hospital campus in northeast Seattle. This concentration of services allows
complex pediatric procedures to be performed in highly specialized diagnostic and treatment facilities 24 hours a day.
A cornerstone of Children's mission is our historic commitment to provide the highest quality care for all children who
need our services, regardless of their family's ability to pay. To meet that commitment, generous community support
enabled Children's to provide $65.4 million in uncompensated and under-compensated care in fiscal year (FYI 2007 to
patients whose families were unable to pay all or part of their medical bills. This amount climbed to over $86 million in
FY 2008 and reached $96.4 million in FY 2009. In FY 2009, Children's provided 291,912 patient visits, including 227,901
outpatient visits, 38,414 emergency room visits, 14, 106 inpatient admissions and 11,491 short-stay visits.

B. STRATEGIC PLAN
Children's strategic plan, developed in 2006, provides a foundation for the next 100 years and a road map for integrating
the growth of clinical, research and educational programs during the next five years. The strategic plan sets six key goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Build programs that set national standards for quality care.
Improve clinical access and service to families and physicians.
Prevent, treat and eliminate pediatric disease.
Recruit and retain the best staff at all levels.
Develop the next generation of healthcare leaders.
Secure Children's financial future while keeping its promise to provide high-quality care, regardless of a
family's ability to pay.

The strategic plan serves as the guide for the development of the facilities that will be needed to support these goals.
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C. HEALTHCARE NEEDS
Population growth in our region is one of several key factors driving the need for growth at Seattle Children's.
According to the State Office of Financial Management, the number of children and youth in Washington state, for
example, is projected to increase by 21 % by 2030, as the children of the Baby Boom Generation enter their childbearing years. Nationally, the need for children's healthcare is growing for other reasons as well. A recent study by
the Child Health Corporation of America (CHCA), a national association of free-standing pediatric hospitals, shows
that the demand for inpatient pediatric services overall is estimated to grow 3.1 % annually through 2010. Causes
include:
•
•

Increased severity of oediatric illnesses
Increases in prematurity and low birth weight

•
•
•
•

Increased prevalence of chronic conditions, such as diabetes and developmental disorders
Growing prevalence of obesity, which complicates care
More patients surviving childhood diseases and utilizing healthcare services longer
The need for single-bed rooms to control the potential spread of infectious diseases

Demand for certain areas of pediatric care, such as the treatment of infectious diseases, premature birth and
endocrinology, is growing at even faster rates. Admissions for diabetic conditions increased nearly 17% between
2000 and 2003. Because the illnesses treated at academic pediatric medical centers such as Children's tend to
be more critical and complex, they often involve longer hospital stays and require the collaboration of many subspecialists.
Children's experience reflects and in fact exceeds the national trends. A recent study by Dr. John Neff, medical
director, Center for Children with Special Health Care Needs, shows that in the past five years, Children's patient
population has become more chronic and complex, older and more expensive to care for, requiring more frequent

hospital and Emergency Department admissions. More than half of the inpatients at Children's on any given day
have lifelong chronic illnesses and often require specialized pediatric medical care.
Caring for these complex patients requires more staff, more types of specialists, more technology and more
equipment and space to store equipment, which often varies with patient sizes. The specialists provide care in
patient rooms, in clinic exam rooms, in offices and in other settings on campus so that they can respond to the
changing conditions of young patients. When a child is more seriously ill, there will also be more family members
who need to be housed close to the child - often in the patient room or lobbies. Teaching functions also bring
more students and residents to the patient care area. All of these factors lead to more people and more equipment.
all of which drives the need for more space for each hospital bed, compared to the hospitals of the past.
In addition, the scope of conditions Children's treats and the wide range in ages of the patients (premature through
21 years) requires a variety of types of beds. For example, a critically ill premature newborn and a teenager
undergoing psychiatric evaluation cannot be housed in the same unit. Children's bed mix includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
14

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
Pediatric Intensive Care Unit
Cardiac Intensive Care Unit
Inpatient Psychiatric Unit
Rehabilitation and Complex Care Unit
Seattle Cancer Care Alliance Unit (for patients undergoing stem cell transplant and other cancer
treatments)
Surgical Unit
Medical Unit
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As a national standard of care, the recommended average inpatient occupancy level is 65% because pediatric
illness is unpredictable (patients with chronic lifelong diseases are more likely to have unplanned admissions)
and patients must be admitted to units appropriate to their age and acuity level. Today, Children's is consistently
operating at 85% to 100% occupancy, which is an unprecedented and precariously high level for Children's. This
high occupancy strains the entire system - and is particularly difficult for patients, their families and our staff. For
many of the most seriously ill patients, there is nowhere else in the region that can provide the care they need.
The Master Plan is designed to address those challenges and meet the future needs of our region. To project
the need for facilities over the next 20 years, Children's conducted an in-depth analysis of the historical patient
volumes, service by service, and developed an estimate of future needs that is based upon:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The
The
The

changing demographics of its service area
increasing severity of Children's patients, especially those with complex or chronic conditions
technology, equipment and staff required to care for such critically ill children
need to control the spread of infections
need for caregivers to be located close at hand to respond to any emergency
healing comfort of allowing families and loved ones to stay with their sick child

To further validate key assumptions for the Master Plan, Children's conducted an in-depth analysis of the historical
patient volumes and services, and consulted regional and national leaders in pediatric healthcare regarding our
analysis and growth projections. As a result of that analysis, Children's Master Plan emphasizes six service areas
- cardiovascular, general surgery, hematology/oncology, neonatology, orthopedics and transplantation - as the
major areas in which new facilities will advance the quality and accessibility of the services Children's patients will
need in the future.
Using industry standards for academic pediatric medical center space needs, the necessary amount of space for
each service at Children's Hospital was calculated, resulting in a total of 2.4 million square feet for the next 20
years. This estimate provides 4,000 gross square feet to support each pediatric bed (this includes operating rooms,
diagnostic and therapeutic space, faculty offices, etc.). This figure is well within the square-feet-per-bed range of
peer institutions and is, in fact, at the lower end of that range due to Children's efforts to decentralize services and
maximize efficiency in care delivery.

Currently, Children's has 250 beds within 200 rooms (50 double-occupancy rooms). To meet the projected need,
Children's plan adds 250 to 350 beds over the next 20 years, bringing the total bed count to around 600. These
additional beds would be phased in over time to ensure that Children's development meets and does not lag
behind or exceed the needs of the region.
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Ill.DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
A. PROGRAM AND MASTER PLAN
1. NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
Children's is located between the Laurelhurst and Ravenna/Bryant neighborhoods and is 0.5 mile from the Ravenna
portion of the University Community Urban Center. The surrounding neighborhoods include a mixture of singleand multi-family residences, retail/commercial businesses, institutions and recreational opportunities, such as the

Burke-Gilman Trail and Magnuson Park. The retail/commercial businesses are located primarily south and west of
Children's along Sand Point Way NE, and include University Village, restaurants and shops, an exercise gym, office
space and the Virginia Mason Sand Point Pediatrics Clinic. There are several institutions in the area, including the
National Archives & Records Repository, Children's 70th and Sand Point Way administrative offices, churches, Talaris
Research and Conference Center, Laurelhurst Elementary School and Villa Academy. The nearest major institution in
the area, the University of Washington, is less than a mile to the west.
Beginning in spring 2007, Children's initiated dialogue with the surrounding community regarding the strategic plan
and necessary expansion. Prior to submitting its Concept Plan, Children's conducted two community meetings,
inviting over 10,000 households in northeast Seattle and to solicit concerns, advice and recommendations on
how growth should occur on the hospital campus. In addition to the Citizens Advisory Committee regular and
subcommittee meetings from the summer of 2007 until the present, Children's met with numerous neighborhood
and other groups to discuss its proposed plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laurelhurst Community Club Board ofTrustees (March 2007)
Children's Standing Advisory Committee for Major Institution Master Plan (March 2007)
Children's 70th and Sand Point Advisory Committee (April 2007)
Community-wide meeting in Laurelhurst sponsored by Children's (May 2007)
View Ridge Community Council Annual Meeting (May 2007)
Laurelhurst Community Club Annual Meeting (June 2007)
Community-wide meeting in Laurelhurst sponsored by Children's (June 2007)
Laurelon Terrace Representatives (September 2007)
Virginia Mason physicians based at the Hartmann Building (October 2007)
Two model presentations in Laurelhurst (October 20071
Montlake Community Club Board Meeting (December 2007)
Burke-Gilman Public Development Authority (January 2008)
Laurelcrest Condo Association Board Meeting (April 20081
Odessa Brown Community Clinic Open House (April 20081
NE District Council Meeting (June 2008)
Montlake Community Club (June 2008)
Children's 70th and Sand Point Advisory Committee (June 2008)
University District Farmer's Market Q and A (June 2008)
West Seattle Farmer's Market Q and A (June 2008)
View Ridge Community Council (June 2008)
Ravenna/Bryant Community Club (June 2008)
Four model presentations at Laurelhurst Community Center (June, July and two in October 2008)
Ravenna/Bryant Focus Groups (August 2008)
Hawthorne Hills Community Council (September 2008)
View Ridge Community Council (September 2008)
Ravenna/Bryant Community Council (September 2008)
Laurelhurst Community Club Board ofTrustees (October 2008)
Model presentation at the NE branch of the Seattle Public Library, Ravenna/Bryant (November
2008)

For more information about the development of the plan, please see Children's Master Plan project Web site at
http ://masterpl an. seattl ech iIdrens. org.
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Figure 3 Campus Is Designed to Screen Views of Buildings from Single-Family Areas
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2. CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Master Plan will provide the facilities needed to accommodate a total of 600 beds, with approximately 3,542
gross square feet (gsf) of development per bed, inclusive of the patient bed rooms themselves as well as the
necessary ancillary services, facilities and utilities that are common in pediatric healthcare facilities. The Master
Plan will allow for a total of 2.125 million gsf of hospital facilities and 3, 100 parking spaces. (Developable building
area does not include rooftop mechanical space and above- and below-grade parking.)
Under the Master Plan, the existing hospital campus will be expanded to the Laurelon Terrace site for future
hospital facilities. The Laurelon Terrace site is immediately adjacent to the west property boundary of the existing
hospital campus. Children's and Laure Ion Terrace have negotiated the major terms for a sale of the Laurelon Terrace
property to Children's, conditioned on approval of this Major Institution Master Plan. In addition, in order to develop
this property for major medical institution uses, the City has been asked to approve the vacation of the public
rights-of-way and Seattle City Light easements within the boundaries of Laurel on Terrace.
Children's will continue to lease office space at Springbrook and potentially other space within 2,500 feet of the
Major Institution Overlay (M IOI boundary, and will continue to own and use the Hartmann property located across
Sand Point Way NE. This is in compliance with the requirements of the Major Institution Code. The Code allows
Children's to locate such uses as long as they comply with applicable street-level use restrictions in any commercial
zones, follow the use and development standards of the underlying zone, include such uses in its Transportation
Management Plan (per Code, Transportation Management Program) (TM P), and apply for an administrative
conditional-use permit for any medical service uses over 10,000 square feet in area.
The open-space system will be expanded by the inclusion of Laurelon Terrace within the Major Institution Overlay
Boundary, and provide the opportunity for public open space at the western portion of an expanded and contiguous
hospital campus. The edges of the campus will be designed to screen views of campus buildings and parking areas
from nearby single-family residential areas (see Figure 3). Subject to patient privacy needs and hospital security,
pedestrian pathways will be provided across the site where feasible.
The existing helistop will be relocated from its current location to the rooftop of the first bed unit constructed on
the Laurelon Terrace property.
The mechanical and electrical components of the Central Utility Plant (CUP) will be distributed throughout the
existing campus and proposed buildings and parking structures. It is not intended for the CUP to be built in its
entirety at a consolidated location. The mechanical and electrical components will be incorporated and treated to
prevent noise, exhaust and vibration impacts within each building during the buildout of the campus.
Circulation improvemen,s will be made to distribute peak-period traffic movements. The City of Seattle is planning
to install a signalized intersection on Sand Point Way NE at 40th Avenue NE. This will help reduce impediments to
traffic flow and the delay at existing signals serving Laurelhurst and View Ridge along Sand Point Way NE.
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3. MASTER PLAN
Children's Master Plan provides the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The overall height of the new facilities will be lower than the highest elevation for the existing
campus buildings. The greatest building height is 140 feet.
Eliminates need for entrances on neighborhood streets (NE 45th Street and NE 50th Street)
Reduces bulk and scale of facilities through transitional heights and building setbacks
Reduces construction impact on hospital operations and the neighborhood
Creates community gathering places and green space, including access to rooftop gardens and
courtyards
Creates an innovative transit hub on both sides of Sand Point Way NE to make it easier for people
to get safely to and from the hospital and the neighborhood without an automobile
Provides new access to the Burke-Gilman Trail along the north and west property lines of the
Hartmann property, within the applicable zoning constraints
Allows a first phase development that balances scale and profile without encumbering later
phases with undesirable building mass near campus edges
Minimizes the visual impacts from the Ravenna/Bryant Neighborhood
Minimizes the visual impact of buildings along Sand Point Way NE
Consolidates access to the Emergency Department with service and parking from 40th Avenue NE
Sets taller bed units farther away from the hospital campus edges

The benefits listed above respond to the items raised in the Citizens Advisory Committee's letter of July 25, 2008,
to Children's and DPD, as well as to community concerns raised since May 2007
See Figure 4, Master Plan.
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FIGURE 4:

MASTER PLAN
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Figure 5 Montage of Images Describing the Proposed Garden Edges
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a) Campus Character
The character of the campus will be defined by the appearance from public streets at its edges. Two edge
treatments will be developed. The first is the "garden edges" where landscaped buffers are planned. The second is
the "street frontage edges" where buildings are built to the street property line and where significant pedestrian
and bike activity are anticipated. The image of the existing hospital campus along the northern, eastern and
southern edges of the campus will remain intact and maintained as garden edges. Street frontage edges will be
developed along the western edges of the campus on Sand Point Way NE, 40th Avenue NE and the western reach
of NE 45th Street.
GARDEN EDGES

Garden edges will be locations where outdoor program areas and plantings will be used to screen or open views of
the campus from adjacent residential uses. At locations where buffers include pedestrian, bike or vehicle access,
special consideration will be given to the visibility and security of landscape and building areas. Following current
practice, Children's will work collaboratively with the adjacent property owners and nearby neighbors to improve
the garden edges of the campus.
See Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 6 location of Garden Edges

<!)
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Sand Point Way NE: Penny Drive Main Vehicular Entry

The intersection of Penny Drive and Sand Point Way NE will be improved with additional gardens and other
landscape elements. The planned building at this location will have a thin edge toward the street, surrounded by
green rooftop plazas cascading to ground-level gardens. Accessible pedestrian routes will be improved as Penny
Drive is widened. See Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 Artist Illustration of Sand Point Way NE: Penny Drive Main Vehicular Entry. looking Southwest
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Figure 8 Montage of images Describing Potential Improvements
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A 75 foot buffer will extend along the entire length of the campus edge on NE 45th Street. Buildings will be set
back behind the dense plantings at the street edge. In this area, gardens and pathways will be located. In some
cases the plantings might be opened up to take advantage of views from raised landforms on campus. In other
locations, more densely planted screens may be desirable. See Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9 Artist Illustration of NE 45th Street, Looking West

Figure JO Montage of Images Describing Existing Qualities and Potential Improvements
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40th Avenue NE
The eastern frontage of 40th Avenue NE will provide pedestrian open space areas. Here, landscaped areas and
storrnwater treatment could be configured in a garden. See Figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11 Artist Illustration of 40th Avenue NE and NE 45th Street
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Figure 12 Montage of images Describing Potential Improvements
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Figure 13 Montage of Images Describing the Street Frontage Edges
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STREET FRONTAGE EDGES

Street frontages are located where pedestrian and bike activities are anticipated in conjunction with transit or
building entries. Here, the transit component will be built into the public right of way and will include furnishings,
pocket garden and landscape improvements organized to enhance transit rider experience and promote transit
ridership. These spaces will form useable pathways accessible to neighbors for access to transit service at 40th
Avenue NE and Sand Point Way NE. Active hospital and community service uses that primarily and directly
serve Children's users will be provided along the building frontage of Sand Point Way NE. These improvements
and the design of plazas and garden areas, including canopies for weather protection, will support transit use.
neighborhood activities and building functions.
See Figures 13 and 14.

'·Figure 16,
,- Sand Point Way NE: Laurel on Terrace

~=-

Figure 14 Location of Street Frontages
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Sand Point Way NE: Hartmann
The street frontage along Hartmann will be the southbound transit stop of the transit hub at the intersection of
Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE. This will be an intermodal transit stop for public transit with landscape
improvements. A link between the Burke-Gilman Trail and the Sand Point Way NE street frontage will preserve the
existing Sequoia trees and make a direct pedestrian and bike connection. See Figure 15.
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Figure 15 Montage of Images Describing Potential Improvements
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Sand Point Way NE: Laurelon Terrace

The Laure Ion Terrace frontage of Sand Point Way NE will serve as the northbound transit stop of the transit hub
at the intersection of Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE. The hospital buildings will step down in height as
they reach the street edge. Building canopies will protect pedestrians along active hospital amenities and hospital
entries. Access to rooftop gardens will be through plazas leading through accessible pathways connected to the
crossing point along 40th Avenue NE between the northbound and southbound transit stops. See Figures 16 and
17

Figure 16 Artist Illustration of View from Sand Point Way NE onto the lourelon Terrace Frontage

Figure 17 Montage of Images Describing Potential Improvements
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40th Avenue NE
The Emergency Department ancillary parking and service access will be built alongside an intensely landscaped
frontage. Here the street-fronting buildings will be set back. Plantings will be used to mark building entries and to
provide public-accessible gardens near NE 45th Street. More active street frontage uses will be developed closer
to Sand Point Way NE. This frontage will form a visually calming pedestrian and bike pathway around the west
boundary of the campus, connecting southern residential areas to the transit hub at the intersection of Sand Point
Way NE and 40th Avenue NE. See Figures 18 and 19.

Figure 18 Artist l!lustration of Hospita! Campus Street Frontage along 40th Avenue NE
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Figure 19 Montage of Images Describing Potential Improvements
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Distant Views

Distant views of the hospital buildings and site improvement will be defined by the color. texture and pattern of the
building materials and how they complement their surroundings. The goal is for the overall color, texture and pattern
of the campus to fit in with the background land forms, surrounding buildings and density of plantings. See Figures
20 and 21.

Slephanie Bower, Ardiit~imiral IIK!snation

Figure 20 Artist Illustration of Hospital Campus Looking from Sand Point Woy NE South of Springbrook

Figure 21 Views of Hospital Campus from Different Areas
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b) Additional Plan Components
Three additional Master Plan components will address community needs and hospital operations and facilities.
They are facility design, planned activities and uses on campus, and interim construction conditions to minimize
impacts in the neighborhood. as illustrated in Figure 22.

i. Transportation Management
COMPREHENSIVE TRANSPORTATION PLAN {CTPI
For over a decade, Children's has recognized the complex transportation issues facing the region, and northeast
Seattle in particular In response, the hospital has established an award-winning Transportation Management Plan
(per Code, Transportation Management Program) (TMP) that has substantially reduced the number of employees
driving alone to work. Among daytime employees affected by Washington's Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) law, the
percentage traveling to campus via single-occupant vehicle (SOV) fell from 73% in 1995 to a remarkable 38%. This
accomplishment is significant both for a hospital and for an employer located in a neighborhood with limited public
transit service.
With the input from the Citizens Advisory Committee, Seattle Department ofTransportation ISDOT) and the
Oepartment of Planning and Development (DPD), Children's developed a Comprehensive Transportation Plan (CTP)
with the goal of being a leader in sustainable transportation programs. The CTP includes a TMP to mitigate vehicle
traffic related to MIMP expansion by shifting even more employees and visitors from single-occupancy vehicles
(SOV) to bicycling, walking, shuttle and transit. In addition, the CTP goes above and beyond the traditionalTMP
elements by including a substantial investment in transportation infrastructure improvements outside the hospital
campus. See Part\/, for a discussion of the Transportation Management element of the Master Plan.
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Figure 22 Montage of Images Describing Examples of Planned Building and Site Improvements
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ii. Construction Management
Children's will develop a Construction Management Plan that will be reviewed by the Standing Advisory Committee
(SAC) and approved by DPD prior to the construction of projects under the Master Plan to address the following
issues:
•
•

•

Construction impacts due to noise
Mitigation of traffic, transportation and parking impacts on the surrounding neighborhood,
including the provision of temporary off-site parking lots for construction workers and displaced
Children's employees, together with shuttle vans and buses
Mitigation to impacts to pedestrians and bicyclists along the edges of the campus, including
temporary sidewalks or pathways around construction areas if needed
Installation of temporary modular buildings on Children's property for displaced Children's functions

•

Survey of existing street conditions and post-construction conditions and commitment to repairing

•

any damage caused by Children's construction contractors

iii. Housing
The livability of the neighborhoods near Children's is vitally important to Children's as well as to the community for
a variety of reasons:
•
•

•

A safe home is necessary for the healthy development of every child. Children who experience
homelessness or live in substandard housing are at greater risk of significant health problems.
As an employer, Children's is committed to attracting the very best talent, but is at a competitive
disadvantage when employees must commute long distances to find housing they can afford
because of the high cost of housing in Seattle.
Children's commitment to care for all children in the region who need our services, regardless of
the family's ability to pay, means that families with limited means travel from throughout the region
for care at Children's. Once in Seattle, families often experience significant difficulties securing
housing so they can be near their child during their care at Children's.

Children's is committed to meeting the City of Seattle's replacement housing requirements listed as Condition 19 in
the "MIMP Conditions for MUP Approvals" in Part 111.F.

Figure 22 continued
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B. DENSITY AND OVERALL FLOOR AREA
The density of the Master Plan, as defined by total maximum developable gross floor area ratio (FAR) for the
MIO District, is 1.9 (excluding below-grade developable floor area, below-grade parking structures and rooftop
mechanical equipment).

C. MAXIMUM PARKING SPACES
Children's Master Plan, consisting of total development of 2.125 million square feet and 600 beds, will allow a
maximum parking supply of 3, 100 parking spaces. See calculations of both the minimum and maximum parking
supply allowed by Seattle City Code in the Transportation section of the Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS). Children's is proposing a total of 3, 100 parking spaces in the Master Plan. See "Transportation Management
Plan" in Part V.

D. EXISTING AND FUTURE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
1. EXISTING BUILDING AND FACILITIES
Children's owns the existing hospital campus and the Hartmann property loca:ed across Sand Point Way NE at
4575 Sand Point Way NE. The existing campus extends roughly 1,300 feet in a north-south direction and 900 feet in
an east-west direction. The facilities on-site include approximately 846,000 square feet of hospital uses. The parking
supply includes 1,462 spaces on campus, 80 spaces at Hartmann and 640 leased spaces at remote lots.
See Figure 23, Existing Site Plan.
HOSPITAL CAMPUS

The existing hospital campus is bounded by NE 50th Street to the north; 44th Avenue NE, NE 47th Street and 45th
Avenue NE to the east; NE 45th Street to the south; and Sand Point Way NE to the west. The western edge of the
hospital is adjacent to the Laurel on Terrace multifamily development. The elevation of the site slopes from Elevation
(El.I 170' at NE 45th Avenue to El. 60' on the western property line with Laurelon Terrace. Due to the 110' grade
change, the buildings appear low on the eastern edge of the campus but commensurably taller on the western
edge of the campus. The floor area ratio (FAR) on the existing hospital campus is 0.9.
The existing facilities are separated by Penny Drive. On the south side are the inpatient and outpatient facilities for
patient care. On the north side are parking, administrative offices in trailers, a nursery for plants and evaporative
cooling equipment. There is one primary vehicle entrance to the campus from Sand Point Way NE at the Sand Point
Way NE intersection with Penny Drive. All of the building entries are accessible frorn this drive. A secondary egress
is located along the southeastern corner of the campus, accessible from NE 45th Street. This is a drive-through bus
layover area, with a pedestrian and service vehicle connection to the Whale Garage and fire access along the south
face of the building.
The tallest rooftop elevation on the south side of Penny Drive is at Elevation 218'. On the north side of Penny Drive,
the one-story temporary trailers are the highest buildings.
OWNED AND LEASED SPACE

Children's owns the Hartmann property, located at 4575 Sand Point Way NE. The Hartmann property is zoned
Lowrise 3 (L3) and is developed with a one-story clinic and office with 80 surface parking spaces. The west edge
of the property fronts the Burke-Gilman Trail. The east edge is adjacent to Sand Point Way NE. The north and south
edges are adjacent to multifamily developments, the tallest of which is a building with a height of approximately
90' located on the south side of Hartmann along Sand Point Way NE. The multifamily development to the north is
lower, at approximately 35' along 40th Avenue NE.
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Children's currently is a part owner and leases 6,700 of the 49,500 square feet of space in the Springbrook office
buildings at 4500 and 4540 Sand Point Way NE. The Springbrook property is zoned Neighborhood Commercial
(NC2) and fully developed as office buildings. There are two buildings; one is a two-level structure and the other has
three levels. The property is surrounded by commercial and multifamily residential uses within the neighborhood
commercial center for Laurelhurst.
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Children's is allowed by City code to locate major institutional uses in Springbrook and maintain existing major
institutional uses at Hartmann, which are within 2,500 feet of Children's MIO, as long as it complies with certain
street-level use restrictions and with the standards in the NC and L3 zones, includes such uses in Children's
Transportation Management Plan and obtains an administrative conditional-use permit for new medical service use
in excess of 10,000 square feet.

2. FUTURE BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES
HOSPITAL CAMPUS

The Master Plan includes the facilities needed for 600 beds, at approximately 3,542 gross square feet (gsf) of major
institution space per bed, inclusive of ancillary services, patient beds and utilities that are common in pediatric
healthcare facilities. It will allow for total campus development of 2.125 million gsf of hospital facilities (excluding
rooftop mechanical space, and above and below ground parking) and will require a total of 3, 100 parking spaces.
This will be an increase of approximately 1.23 million gsf over existing levels authorized on the current hospital
campus. The additional space will be developed over the next 20 years. As the hospital is redeveloped, parking will
be built in corresponding increments, up to 3, 100 total parking spaces on the expanded hospital campus. When
existing floor space and parking spaces must be demolished, such floor space and parking spaces can be replaced.
The floor area ratio for the hospital campus will be 1.9 (excluding below-grade developable floor area, below-grade
parking structures and rooftop mechanical equipment).
The Master Plan will relocate emergency facilities and some inpatient access to the Laurelon Terrace portion of
the campus. Inpatient access will continue at the existing Giraffe entry (Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building). The
outpatient entry is split between two building access points, one above the Whale Garage and the other near the
Pavilion entry. Emergency access will be on 40th Avenue NE near Sand Point Way NE. The existing loading docks
will be expanded at or near their current locations on Penny Drive and an additional loading dock will be created on
the Laure Ion Terrace property to service the buildings being built there. Secondary service access to the hospital
campus will occur off 40th Avenue NE. Overall the majority of arrivals and departures on the campus will be
expected from the entry at Sand Point Way NE and Penny Drive.
The Master Plan will include a new North Garage and a new below-grade garage on the LaurelonTerrace site.
Campus circulation will be coordinated with visual screening and public open-space goals along hospital campus
edges. New vehicular access points on 40th Avenue NE will distribute peak period traffic movements, lessening
the impacts on Sand Point Way NE and Penny Drive.
Pedestrian and bike circulation improvements will connect the hospital and surrounding areas across Sand Point
Way NE to Ravenna/Bryant and the Burke-Gilman Trail at existing and future signalized intersections. While this
improvement serves Children's needs, it will also benefit the surrounding neighborhoods in northeast Seattle.
The existing helistop will be relocated from its current location to the rooftop of the first bed unit constructed on
the Laure Ion Terrace site.
OWNED AND LEASED SPACE

Children's owns the Hartmann property and will continue to use the property for medical support services and
suriace parking.
Children's will continue to lease office space for temporary relocation during construction or until new campus
space becomes available. The leasing of space within 2,500 feet of the MIO boundary would be done in
compliance with the requirements of the Major Institution Code.
See Figure 24, Master Plan.
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3. HEIGHT
The height of the buildings on campus can be described in two ways. First is the elevation, or height above sea
level (designated as El.). By subtracting two elevations, one can determine the difference in height. The second
measurement of height is defined by the City of Seattle Land Use Code. This measurement is taken between the
roof and the ground. This latter measurement cannot exceed the MIO-designated height parallel to the ground
plane. This is represented in all the site elevations shown below. The bulk and form is determined by existing and
proposed development standards, such as MIO Districts, which are discusseo here, and structure setbacks, height
and scale transition and lot coverage, which are discussed in Part IV. "Development Standards."

a} Existing Hospital Campus Heights
The existing buildings on the hospital campus are within the M IQ-designated height, as adopted in the prior Major
Institution Master Plan. The buildings step down the grade of the campus, which drops 110' from east to west. See
Figure 26, Existing Building Elevations.
The highest point on the existing hospital campus is atop the rooftop penthouse on the G Wing at El. 218. This
is located near the center of the existing hospital campus and surrounded by progressively lower buildings from
the center to the property line. On the north and south elevations, the buildings on campus step down with the
hillside. Along the Laurel on Terrace property line, the hospital's buildings are lower than the eastern campus areas.
The height of the Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building is El. 150' and the Train Building is El. 148' along the west
elevation. See Figure 26, Existing Building Elevations.
The tallest existing hospital campus buildings are set back from single-family buildings along the east and south
edges of the hospital campus. Most of the perceived campus building bulk and form can be seen along the west
building elevation, adjacent to Laure Ion Terrace. Because these buildings are set back from public streets and
largely screened by mature plants from single-family areas, they are primarily visible only from distant views of the
campus. See Figure 25, Oblique View of Existing Hospital Campus.
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Figure 25 Oblique View of Existing Hospital Campus
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c) Futurl! Hospital Campus Heights
The Master Pkrn will primanly utilize the lower elevations of the expanded campus 101 new development At
hospital campus frontages, the buildings will be set back as they increase in heigh! from the street-fronting
property hne. The existing he1ghl l1m11s will be largely rna111ta1ned on tha ex1st111g hospital camp1Js. On the lower
portion of the campus, 1he Laurelon Terrace property, a new MIO boundary will merge the, two sites. The highest
point on the ex1st1ng campus is located on lop of the roof penihouse of the G Winy al El. 218'. Buildings lower than
this elevation will be planned on the western areas of 1he existing hospital c&npus and on Laurelon Terrace and
step down to des1gnaled densely planted setback areas along garden edges and street frontage edges.
The nrnJ1)rity of the new buildings will be located on the lowest areas of the expanded hospital campus and closest
to Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE on Laurelon Terrace. Buildings will be located near the sidewalk along
street frontage edges, such as Sand Point Way NE. On portions of the campus that face single-family areas,
setbacks will separate buildings from those areas through garden edges. Within the MIO 160' district, buildings
will be l1m1ted to a 125' and 140' height, excluding rooftop mechanical equipment. Along the streets in the western
portions of the expanded campus, the hospital buildings will step lmck with incremental increases in height. The
base will be no taller than four exposed stories or 50' near the sidewalk.
See Figure 28, Future Buildiriy Elevations.
The tallest buildings will be located near the center of the carnpus and away from single-family residences. The
buildings facmg along Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE, the west elevation, will have upper level setbacks
of 30 feet and 80 feet respcc1iv1oly for portions of the buildings taller th,rn 50 feet. Other campu~, elevations to the
north, east and south will have landscaping planted to screen or lirnit views of buildings.
See Figu1e 27, Oblique View of Future Hospital Campus .
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4. OPEN SPACE, LANDSCAPE ANO SCREENING
al Existing Open Space, Landscape and Screening
EXISTING HOSPITAL CAMrus
Children's open-space system includes plr11as, roof gardens, gardens. play areas ;md roadways.
Ph;ua$
Plazas are lrn:atet.1 at the front of each building entry. Buildi11g entries for patients, staff 01 materials arrivals
liflve designs and features that are <lppropriate to the use. The main entry pla1as for inpatient arrivals are the
Giraffe Entrance of the Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building and the Whale Entrance of the Melinda rrenr;h Gates
Ambulatory Care Bu1ld1ng from the Whale Garage. Cunently, the Emergency Department is a primary entry that is
set back from Penny Drive and not re<ldily visible from surrounding public streets.

Gardens
Them are 111ore tl,an 2,000 different plant varieties within the gardens on campus. There are several garden types

Courtyards, such as that built between the Whale Garage and the Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building
at the lourth floor, provide enclosed gardens.
(',arden edges provide vertical plantings to buffe1 the neighbors from the buildin(J far.ilities along designated edges
of the campus.
A roof garden is provided on a portion of the Whale Garage top level- as a part of the Melinda F1ench Gates
Ambulatory Care Bu1ld1ng entry pla7a - w11h raised planters and garden ornaments.
Another garden is provided on the first floor of the Janet Sinegal l'atient Care Building (Giraffe Zone), an outdoor
space adJacent to hospital services and public areas o1 the hospital.
A sculpture garden is locilted along the south face of the Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building.
Pocket gardens are located throughout the campus, where land can be made into ter1aces, prov1d1ng restful places
for patients, v1s1tors. caregivers and neighbors to congregate.
Play Areas
Children's has two outdoor plfly areas on campus available to patients and siblings.They are locc1ted on grade at the
southwest corner of the campus.
Roadways
Penny Drive 1s a roadwc1y that is flanked by toundat1on plantings and pocket gardens. The plantings serve a
dual purpose for vehicles and pedestrians in defining the roadway edge and providing a refuge ~!Om traffic for
pedcstri,ms

See Figure 20, Existing Open Space. Landscape and Screening .
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FIGURE 29: EXISTING
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b) Future Open Space, Landscape and Screening
The system of existing plazas, gardens, courtyards and pathways will connect buildings with the surrounding public
spaces around the campus.
Plazas

Plazas will be expanded at the Giraffe inpatient entry (Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building), the Pavilion entry,
and the existing Whale outpatient building entry. A fourth plaza will be developed along 40th Avenue NE for the
Emergency Department.
Gardens

The garden edge surrounds the campus and will be designed to minimize the visual presence of the hospital while
marking entries to the campus and its associated gardens. The quality of the existing landscape screen along the
south, east and north edges of the campus will be continued.
Garden spaces similar to those that now exist on campus will be programmed for activities and organized in
concert with interior building functions to promote restorative spaces on campus, which may be used by the
neighborhood.
Roof gardens visible to patient rooms will be placed on the lower roofs. These will also provide outdoor space for
patients, visitors and staff. The upper roofs will have eco-roof opportunities around mechanical penthouses.
Frontages
Development on the Laurelon Terrace portion of the hospital campus will include landscaping suitable to the
pedestrian/transit-friendly active street frontage environment envisioned on Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue
NE.
Play Areas

Children's will provide additional play areas for children in rooftop gardens above new buildings on the Laurelon
Terrace property.
Roadways

Penny Drive will continue to be flanked by foundation plantings and pocket gardens. The plantings will continue to
both define the roadway edge and provide a refuge from traffic for pedestrians.
CONNECTION TO BURKE-GILMAN TRAIL

A new pedestrian connection between Sand Point Way NE and the Burke-Gilman Trail will be created along the
north and west property lines of the Hartmann property, within the applicable zoning constraints. Along this
pathway's length will be landscaping and a preserved grove of Sequoias.
See Figure 30, Future Open Space, Landscape and Screening.
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cl Puillic and Private Roadways and Parking
i. Existing Puillic and Private Roadways and Parking
HOSPITAL CAMPUS

Sand Point Way NE is the primary arterial serving Children's. The hospital campus entry is at the signalized intersection
of Sand Point Way NE and Penny Drive. Most vehicle trips related to hospital operations use this access point to Penny
Drive.
The second access point to the campus is a driveway from NE 45th Street near the southeast corner of the campus.
This is a secured access point that is not available to the public. Service vehicles can enter the Whale Garage via a
secured gate. In addition, an apron at this location allows Metro buses to lay over on Children's property. This entrance
also provides access to a utility lane on the south side of the Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building.
Penny Drive distributes vehicles to all parking areas, entry points and loading docks. The roadway has two throughlanes with a two-way center turn lane and 10-mph speed limit At-grade crosswalks are located along Penny Drive,
connecting the parking and campus facilities areas to the north with the primary hospital areas to the south. Most
deliveries are handled at two separate loading docks, one for general receiving and one specifically for food deliveries.
Neither loading dock is configured to allow larger trucks to turn around. Therefore, most delivery and service vehicles
must back in from Penny Drive.
The existing Giraffe Garage provides 728 parking spaces for patients, visitors, staff and physicians. The garage has
four levels, which are not currently interconnected with ramps between floors; direct access to each level is via
separate garage entrances off Penny Drive. The Giraffe Garage is located on Penny Drive across from the hospital.
ADA-accessible parking is located at the Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building entry plaza. The existing three-level Whale
Garage has 608 parking spaces for patients, visitors and physicians. The Whale Garage serves the main entrance of
the Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building and provides direct access to ADA-accessible parking. Automobile
access to the Whale Garage is primarily from Penny Drive, although a secured service access is located off NE 45th
Street In the northeast portion of the campus, there are 126 surface parking spaces which provide parking for the
Emergency Department, patient/family motor homes and other visitors. The number of surface parking spaces has
been reduced due to interim modular office units and landscape maintenance operations. Children's currently provides
a total of 1,462 parking spaces on campus.
Shuttles provide access to Children's off-campus parking as well as off-campus work locations, and operate from 5:30
a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday. During peak commuting hours, two shuttles serve each lot; during off-peak
commuting hours, a single shuttle serves each lot. On campus, the Children's shuttle drops off shuttle riders a, the
Giraffe Entrance. Frequent weekday shuttle service is provided to off-campus parking locations. Shuttles also serve
interfacility transportation needs between Children's main campus and other Children's facilities in Seattle. This service
reduces traffic and parking congestion. Guest Services transportation is provided to patients and families via a separate
fleet of ADA-equipped vehicles.
The hospital campus is served by Metro Transit routes #25 and #75. The #75 serves the main entrance of the campus
on Sand Point Way NE. Sheltered bus stops are located in both the northbound and southbound directions, and an
ADA-accessible ramp system provides access from Sand Point Way NE to the Giraffe Entrance. The #25 serves the
secondary access point of the campus, along NE 45th Street A single, sheltered bus stop on Children's property
serves both incoming and outgoing trips. A covered, ADA-accessible walkway through the Whale Garage provides
access to the Whale Entrance.
See Figure 31, Existing Transportation and Parking.
OFF CAMPUS

Access for vehicles to the hospital campus is via the signalized intersection of Sand Point Way NE and Penny Drive. It is
served by left-turn lanes without dedicated signal phases for left turns from any approach. The next nearest signalized
intersection is located to the south, at Sand Point Way NE and NE 45th Street. Other important intersections providing
neighborhood accessibility to Sand Point Way NE are not signalized, including 40th Avenue NE and NE 50th Street.
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FIGURE 31: EXISTING
TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
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ii. Future Public and Private Roadways and Parking
HOSPITAL CAMPUS

Penny Drive will be improved to accommodate more vehicle stacking capacity and safe non-vehicle crossings along
its length. The loading dock access will be expanded for consolidated service truck movements. In addition, two
new ADA crossings will be provided. One will be located at the intersection of Penny Drive and Helen Lane (access
drive leading to the Giraffe inpatient entry), and the other crossing will be located between the new North Garage
and the Pavilion. The secure access to the Whale Garage and service drive, within the south setback and connected
to NE 45th Street near the southeast corner of the campus, will remain.
New hospital vehicle access points will be provided to distribute peak period traffic movements from campus onto
streets fronting the hospital campus. Two new access points will be located on 40th Avenue NE. Including Penny
Drive. a total of three access points will be maintained closer to Sand Point Way NE and away from single-family
residential areas. This will afford improved efficiency and utilization of existing and proposed signals along Sand
Point Way NE.
In addition to the 608-space existing Whale Garage, new parking structures are proposed. A new North Garage with
1,392 parking spaces will be built on the northeast corner of the campus. The parking levels in the new garage will
align with floors of a redeveloped and expanded Giraffe Garage, which will be connected by an internal ramp and
circulation system. In addition to the North Garage, a new underground garage will be built on the Laurelon Terrace
site with 1, 100 parking spaces. The total amount of parking on the hospital campus will be 3, 100 spaces.
The existing service and loading areas will be expanded. An additional loading dock will be added on Laurelon
Terrace to service the buildings built on that portion of the campus. Existing access driveways from Penny Drive
will be modified to accommodate improved pedestrian crossings and roadway geometry.
Public transit will continue to serve the hospital campus from Sand Point Way NE and NE 45th Street.
OFF-CAMPUS

A number of local traffic improvements have been identified, which will facilitate campus access and, in many
cases, contribute to improved neighborhood accessibility to Sand Point Way NE. These improvements will include,
but may not be limited to:
•

•

Sand Point Way NE/Penny Drive. Realignment of the Penny Drive intersection with Sand Point Way
NE to the north and add left-turn traffic signal phasing to enhance the safety of turns to and from
the hospital campus.
Sand Point Way NE/NE 40th Street. The City of Seattle has a plan to install a signal at the
intersection to enhance vehicular and pedestrian accessibility to Sand Point Way NE and the BurkeGilman Trail.

The specific configuration of these improvements will be subject to further study and ultimately review and
approval of the Seattle Department ofTransportation (SOOT) and Washington State Department ofTransportation
(WSDOT)
As part of ics Comprehensive Transportation Plan and as necessary to mitigate future transportation impacts,
Children's intends to identify out-of-area, off-site parking spaces per phase of development. It is expected that
every 100 cars parked at out-of-area facilities will result in a 5% reduction in traffic impacts surrounding the
hospital. See discussion in Comprehensive Transportation Management Plan, Part V.
See Figure 32, Future Transportation and Parking.
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FIGURE 32: FUTURE
TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
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E. MAJOR INSTITUTION OVERLAY HEIGHT OISTRICTS
1. EXISTING MAJOR INSTITUTION OVERLAY HEIGHTS
Children's campus now includes four height districts: MIO 37' around the periphery of the campus. MIO 50'
along the south to form a transition to the MIO 70' and MIO 90' in the interior of the campus. The higher MIOs
are centered at the core and southern parts of the campus and transition down to a lower height at the campus
edges. The site generally slopes downward from east to west and from north to south. The existing buildings are
approximately 20' from the northern property edge, 40' to 75' from the eastern property edge of the campus and
also 40' on the west side of campus at the base of the slope. On the southern and southwestern edges, buildings
are 75' from the property line. All of the setbacks are heavily landscaped to create a screen between the campus
and surrounding neighborhood. Landscaping around the campus also provides open space and sidewalks as public
amenities.

In addition to the height limits shown in Figure 33, the Seattle City Council further conditioned the heights of
two buildings on the campus: the Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building and portions of the Melinda French Gates
Ambulatory Care Building. The Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building is located in the MIO 90' area of the campus
and was limited in height to 74', with an additional 15' allowed for mechanical equipment (a total of 89' with
mechanical). The Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building is located in an MIO 70' district and portions of
this building were limited in height to 54.5'.
See Figure 33, Existing Zoning and Major Institution Overlay.
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FIGURE 33: EXISTING
ZONING AND MAJOR INSTITUTION OVERLAY
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2. FUTURE MAJOR INSTITUTION OVERLAY HEIGHTS
Five changes in the location and height of MIO districts from what was approved in the previous Major Institution
Master Plan have been approved for the existing campus in the new Master Plan:
l
On the north, setbacks are increased from 20' to 40' and 75'. East setbacks, previously 40' and 75',
are now all 75'. The existing south setback of 75' will be retained on the existing campus, and a
new setback of 75' is added on the south side of Laurel on Terrace. In the setbacks, no above-grade
structures are allowed.

2.

3.

4.
5.

On the existing campus, the existing MIO 37' district to the northwest has been changed to MIO
65'. An MIO 37' district is maintained on the northeast over the Whale Garage, on the southeast
corner and on the south edge of the hospital campus.
On the north edge of the existing hospital, a small portion of the existing MIO 37' district and a
portion of the existing MIO 70' district along Penny Drive have been changed to MIO 90'. This
change also applies to the area previously conditioned to 74' plus 15' for mechanical.
On the south edge of the existing hospital, a portion of the existing MIO 50' and MIO 70' districts
have been changed to MIO 90'.
The approximately 40'-wide area now bordering the east side of Laurel on Terrace has been
increased from MIO 37' to MIO 160' (conditioned to 140'/125'), as the area is no longer a
perimeter buffer and the new MIO matches the Ml Os for Laurelon Terrace.

Other MIO heights for the expanded campus areas include:
6. MIO heights for the Laurelon Terrace site include an MIO 160' transitioning to the south with MIO
50' and then MIO 37'. Building heights will be limited to 140' in the northern portion of the MIO
160' height district and 125' in the southern portion of the MIO 160' height district, not including
screened mechanical equipment or penthouses.
7. Development on Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE shall be placed adjacent to the street
to foster an environment conducive to transit and shuttle use by the community and Children's
visitors and staff.
8. Along the western edge of the expanded campus on 40th Avenue NE from Sand Point Way NE
south to NE 45th Street, an upper level setback of 80' in depth shall be applied to portions of
buildings higher than 50'; and 30 feet deep on Sand Point Way NE from 40th Avenue NE to Penny
Drive.

See Figure 34, Future Zoning and Major Institution Overlay.
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F. DESCRIPTION OF PHASED CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT
Children's intends to phase the construction of facilities improvements to its campus over the next 20 years.
Overarching goals of the phasing plan are to meet the hospital's growth needs predictably while minimizing
development impacts to existing facilities and surrounding neighborhoods.

Phasing Sequence
Children's anticipates four major phases of development, illustrated in Figure 35 Proposed Phasing, including the
following projects:
I 1) Bed Unit North
(2) Ambulatory Expansion and Below-grade Southwest Garage
(3) Bed Unit South
(4) North Garage and Office Building
The proposed periods for construction of each phase, together with the estimated square footage of new
construction, square footage of demolition of existing campus facilities, added parking spaces and total cumulative
parking spaces and square footage of development, are shown in the following table:
Table I. Proposed Master Plan Phasing

Construction
Time line*
---

3rd Otr 2010 4th Otr 2012

592,000 GSF

O GSF

Parking Spaces
Added

300 surface stalls on
campus

, Total Campus
Square Footage
(cumulative)

4th Otr 2016

(3B) 1st Otr 2022 - 4th

592,000 GSF

177,000 GSF

65,000 GSF

1,762 spaces

1.492. 000 GSF

136,000 GSF
(Train 38)

(D Wing 47,000)
(F Wing 18,000)

1, 100 spaces Southwest

Garage

2,562 spaces

~1_._60_4_,o_o_o_G_s_F_

.

65,000 GSF
(plus 54,000 GSF from
current MIMP)
O GSF
(Giraffe Garage oemolition
728 stalls and 126 surface
stalls)

O spaces

1,392 spaces North
Garage expansion

2,562 spaces

3, 100 spaces
(includes spaces
previously targeted for
Hartrranni

l-,ooo

2.125,000 GSF
cs;

* Demolition, excavation, shoring and building exterior envelope construction comprises
60% to 70% of the construction timeline duration for each phase.
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2nd Otr 2025 4th Otr 2027
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Existing Campus
Demolition
Square Footage

Total Parking
Spaces
(cumulative)

(3A) 2nd Otr 2017 - 4th
Otr 2019

Otr 2024

-----~--

Building Square
Footage

4th Otr 2013 -
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FIGURE 35: PROPOSED
PHASING
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Phase 1 Proposed Development
Children's plans to build Phase 1 between the third quarter of 2010 and the fourth quarter of 2012. Phase 1 will
include the construction of a new Emergency Department, new diagnostic and treatment facilities, adding new
patient rooms to meet Children's projected initial bed needs, and the relocation of the existing helistop to the top of
the new building to facilitate access to the new Emergency Department.
Children's has projected the following total bed needs, all in single-bed rooms:
•
•
•
•

Year
Year
Year
Year

2012
2017
2019
2030

336
408
460
600

beds
beds
beds
beds

Children's currently has 197 rooms, with 53 rooms holding two beds each, to provide the current supply of 250
beds. These double-bed units will be converted to single-bed units. Other existing bed units will require updating
to new bed standards which will mean a loss in total number of existing beds. The new construction will require
demolition of some existing patient bed rooms in order to provide connections between the new and old bed units.
These changes will leave Children's with 144 single-bed rooms.
There are two key considerations that go into determining how many beds are located on a floor. The first is that
every patient room must be located on an exterior wall in order to have a window (which is a Department of Health
requirement). The second is that patient bed units are designed in clusters of 24, 32 or 48 beds in order to maintain
the appropriate ratio and access between staff and patients. These clusters also help maximize staff and equipment
access efficiency on each floor and help keep the number of needed floors as low as possible.
As described above, Children's needs an additional 264 new beds by 2017 (total needed beds of 408 less supply of
144). If designated with 48 beds-per-floor, this will require 5.5 floors of new construction for the bed units alone.

Monitoring and Agency Oversight of Phased Development
Children's is required to provide the following status reports and engage in further environmental and project
review for each phase of its proposed development:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
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MIMP Annual Status Report shall be submitted to Department of Planning and Development (DPDI
and Standing Advisory Committee (SAC) each year.
Project-based SEPA review shall be performed by DPD for each phase of construction.
State Department of Health (DOH) Certificate of Need is a requirement for each phase of new bed
development. Where additional beds are proposed, this information would also be provided to the
SAC.
DPD Master Use Permitting (MUP) public notification and comment will be done for each major
phase of construction that requires discretionary approval by DPD (called a Type II MUP). Type
II MUPs are subject to extensive posting and publishing of notice, with opportunity for written
comment. Prior to submitting any MUP application, Children's will review any proposed major
construction project with the SAC for purposes of discussing the nature of the project, its
proposed location and design.
Transportation Management Plan Annual Report shall be submitted to Seattle's Department of
Transportation.
Commute Trip Reduction Annual Report shall be submitted to King County Metro.
Commute Trip Reduction biannual surveys shall be made to evaluate compliance with city- and
state-mandated trip reduction targets.
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Content of Monitoring Reports
Children's annual status report to the DPD Director and the Standing Advisory Committee (SAC) shall provide the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Status of current and proposed construction projects
Status of applications to the DOH for Certificates of Need
Status of all land and property acquisition, ownership and leasing outside the MIO but within 2,500
feet of the MIO district boundary
Status of compliance with TMP goals and mitigation requirements
Proposed contingencies for mitigating unanticipated problems or worsened conditions attributable
to institution's development

MIMP Conditions for MUP Approvals
Seattle City Council Ordinance No. 123263, adopted April 5, 2010, and included as Appendix D to this Compiled
Final Master Plan. imposed the following conditions as a part of its approval of Children's Major Institution Master
Plan (where section, figure and table references have changed in this Compiled Final Master Plan document,
correct references are provided parenthetically):
1.

Total development on the existing and expanded campus shall not exceed 2, 125,000 gross square
feet, excluding above and below grade parking and rooftop mechanical equipment.

2.

The Floor Area Ratio (FAR) for the expanded campus shall not exceed 1.9, excluding below grade
developable floor area, below-grade parking structures and rooftop mechanical equipment.

3.

No more than 20% of the land area within the MIO, approximately 264,338 square feet, may
include structures that exceed 90 feet in height No more than 10% of the land area within the
MIO, approximately 142,596 square feet, may include structures that exceed 125 feet in height. No
structure in the MIO shall exceed 140 feet in height, excluding rooftop mechanical equipment.

4.

M 10 heights shall be measured in accordance with SMC 23.86.006 as now or hereafter amended.

5.

Children's shall amend Section IV. D.1 of the Master Plan (section IV.D.1 in this Compiled Final Master Plan
document/ to add upper level setbacks 80 feet deep, applied to portions of buildings higher than 50
feet, along the western edge of the expanded campus on 40th Avenue Northeast from Sand Point
Way Northeast south to Northeast 45th Street, and 30 feet deep on Sand Point Way from 40th
Avenue Northeast to Penny Drive.

6.

Children's shall amend Section IV.D.1 and Master Plan Figure 50, "Proposed Structure Setbacks"

(section IV.D.1 and Figure 38 'Structure Setbacks" in this Compiled Final Master Plan document}, to increase the south
setback to 75 feet along the entire Northeast 45th Street boundary.

7.

Children's shall amend Section IVC.1 of the Master Plan (amended in Section Jv.D.1 in this Compiled Final
Master Plan document) to expressly prohibit above-ground development within the setback areas, as
shown on revised Figure 50 (Figure 38 in this Compiled Final Master Plan document), except as otherwise
allowed in the underlying zone.

8.

The Hartmann site as originally proposed in the MIMP is not included within the MIO boundary
and is not subject to this MIMF'

9.

A minimum of 41 % (being 507,000 square feet) of the combined total area of the expanded
campus shall be maintained as open space. In addition:
a. Open Space should be provided in locations at ground level or, where feasible, in other spaces
that are accessible to the general public. No more than 20% (being 101,000 square feet) of the
designated 41 % open space, shall be provided in roof top open spaces;
b. Open Space areas shall include existing and proposed ground level setback areas identified in
the Master Plan, to the extent that they meet the criteria in the proposed Design Guidelines;
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c.

The location of open space, landscaping and screening as shown on Figure 42 of the Master
Plan (Figure 30 in this Compiled final Master Plan document) may be modified as long as the 41 % figure is

d.

e.

To ensure that the 41 % open space standard is implemented with the Master Plan, each
planned or potential project should identify an area that qualifies as Open Space as defined in
this Master Plan;
Open Space that is specifically designed for uses other than landscaped buffers or building

f.

to ensure that the space contains Usable Open Space as defined under SMC 23.84A.028; and
Open space shall be designed to be barrier-free to the fullest extent possible.

maintained;

setback areas, such as plazas, patios or other similar functions, should include improvements

10. For the life of the Master Plan, Children's should maintain open space connections as shown
on Figure 56 of the Final Master Plan (figure 44 in this Compiled Final Master Plan document), or similar
connections constituting approximately the number and location of access points as shown in the
Master Plan. During the review of all future buildings, Children's should evaluate that building's
effect upon maintaining these connections. If Children's proposes to change the open space
connections from surrounding streets from that shown on Figure 56 (Figure 44 in this Compiled final
Master Plan document), it shall first provide notice to DPD and DON, and formally review the proposed
changes with the SAC.

11. The City's tree protection ordinance, SMC 25.11, applies to development authorized by this MIMP.
In addition, to the extent feasible, any trees that exceed 6 caliper inches in width measured three
feet above the ground and that are located within the Laurelon expansion area shall be used on
Children's campus.
12. Children's shall amend Section V.D, "Parking" on page 104 of the Final Master Plan (Section V.8.2
HParking" on page BO of this Compiled Final Master Plan document) to add the following at the end of that
subsection: "As discussed in the TMP, the forecasted parking supply including the potential
leasing of off-site spaces, exceeds the maximum allowed under the Land Use Code. Therefore,
if Children's continues to meet its Transportation Master Plan goals, the Master Plan authorizes
parking in excess of the Code maximum to minimize adverse parking impacts in the adjacent
neighborhood."
13. Children's shall amend Table 3 "Development Standard Comparisons" in the Master Plan (Table
3 "Development Standard Comparisons" in this Compiled Final Master Plan document) to be consistent with all
modifications to development standards made by this decision.
14. Prior to the submittal of the first Master Use Permit application for Phase 1, Children's must draft a
more comprehensive set of Design Guidelines for planned and potential structures, to be reviewed
by the Seattle Design Commission and approved by DPD. The Design Guidelines are not a part
of this approved MIMP, but shall be an appendix to the Master Plan, and shall address issues of
architectural concept, pedestrian scale, blank wall treatment, tower sculpting, nighttime lighting,
and open space and landscaping, among others.
15. Children's shall create and maintain a Standing Advisory Committee (SAC) to review and comment
on all proposed and potential projects prior to submission of their respective Master Use Permit
applications. The SAC shall use the Design Guidelines for their evaluation.
16. Prior to issuance of any MUP for any project under Phases 2, 3 and 4 of the Master Plan,
Children's shall provide documentation to the Director and the SAC clearly demonstrating that the
additional construction requested is needed for patient care and directly related supporting uses by
Children's, including administrative support.
17. TheTMP will be governed consistent with Director's Rule 19-2008, or any successor rules. In
addition, Children's shall achieve a 30% SOV goal at full build out of the MIMP.The 30% SOV goal
shall be achieved in increments, as Children's moves from its current 38% SOV mode split to the
30% goal at build out of the MIMP.
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18. No portion of any building on Children's extended campus shall be rented or leased to third parties
except those who are providing pediatric medical care, or directly related supporting uses, within
the entire rented or leased space. Exceptions may be allowed by the Director for commercial uses
that are located at the pedestrian street level along Sand Point Way Northeast or within campus
buildings where commercial/retail services that serve the broader public are warranted.
19. Before Children's may receive a temporary or permanent Certificate of Occupancy for any structure
that is included in any phase of proposed development described on page 66 of the MIMP {page
56 in this Compiled Final Master Plan document/, DPD must find that Children's has performed either of the
following options:
a. That Children's has submitted an application for a MUP for the construction of comparable
housing, as defined below, in replacement of the housing demolished at Laurelon Terrace. In
the event that Children's will construct more than one housing project to fulfill the housing
replacement requirement, then Children's must have applied for a MUP for the first housing
replacement project, which shall include no fewer than 68 housing units. A MUP application
must be submitted for all of the remaining replacement units before a temporary or permanent
certificate of occupancy may be issued for any project authorized in Phases 2-4 of the MIMP
The MUP application(s) for the replacement housing project(s) may not include pro1ects that
were the subject of a MUP application submitted to DPD before Council approval of the MIMP
Children's may seek City funds to help finance the replacement housing required by this
condition, but may not receive credit in fulfillment of the housing replacement requirement for
that portion of the housing replacement cost that is financed by City funds. City funds include
housing levy funds, general funds or funds received under any housing bonus provision.
b. That Children's has either 1) paid the City of Seattle $10,920,000 to help fund the construction
of comparable replacement housing or 21 paid the City of Seattle 35% of the estimated
cost of constructing the comparable replacement housing, as determined by DPD and the
Office of Housing. In determining the estimated cost, DPD and the Office of Housing shall
consider at least two development pro-forma, prepared by individual(s) with demonstrated
expertise in real estate financing or development, and submitted by Children's. DPD and the
Office of Housing's determination of the estimated cost is final and not subject to appeal.
Money paid to the City under this option b shall be used to finance the construction of
comparable replacement housing, as defined below, and subject to the provisions of the
City's Consolidated Plan for Housing and Community Development and the City's Housing
Levy Administrative and Financial Plan in existence at the time the City helps finance the
replacement housing.

For purposes of this condition 19, the comparable replacement housing must meet the following
requirements:
1I Provide a minimum of 136 housing units;
21 Provide no fewer than the number of 2 and 3 bedroom units as those in the Laurelon Terrace
31
4)
51

development;
Contain no less than 106,538 gross square feet;
The general quality of construction shall be of equal or greater quality than the units in the
Laurelon Terrace development; and
The replacement housing will be located within Northeast Seattle. Northeast Seattle is
bounded by Interstate 5 to the west, State Highway 520 to the south, Lake Washington to the
east, and the City boundary to the north.

20. Children's shall develop a Construction Management Plan (CMP) for review and comment by
the SAC prior to the approval of any planned or potential project discussed in the Master Plan.
The CMP must be updated at the time of site-specific SEPA review for each planned or potential
project identified in the MIMPThe CMP shall be designed to mitigate impacts of all planned and
potential projects and shall include mitigating measures to address the following:
a. Construction impacts due to noise
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b.
c.
d.

Mitigation of traffic, transportation and parking impacts on arterials and surrounding
neighborhoods
Mitigation of impacts on the pedestrian network
Mitigation of impacts if more than one of the projects outlined in the Master Plan are under
concurrent construction

21. Prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy for any project associated with development of
Phase 1 of the MIMP, the proposed traffic signal at 40th Avenue Northeast and Sand Point Way NE
shall be installed and functioning.

SEPA CONOITIONS
GEOLOGY

22. To minimize the possibility of tracking soil from the site, Children's shall ensure that its contractors
wash the wheels and undercarriage of trucks and other vehicles leaving the site and control the
sediment-laden wash water using erosion control methods prescribed as City of Seattle and King
County best management practices for construction projects. Such practices include the use of
sediment traps, check dams, stabilized entrances to the construction site, erosion control fabric
fences and barriers, and other strategies to control and contain sediment.

23. Children's shall ensure that its contractors cover the soils loaded into the trucks with tarps or other
materials to prevent spillage onto the streets and transport by wind.
24. Children's shall ensure that its contractors use tarps to cover temporary on-site storage piles.
AIR QUALITY

25. Prior to demolition of the existing housing units at Laurelon Terrace, Children's shall perform
an asbestos and lead survey and develop an abatement plan to prevent the releases into the
atmosphere and to protect worker safety.
26. During construction, Children's shall ensure that its contractors spray exposed soils and debris with
water or other dust suppressants to reduce dust. Children's shall monitor truck loads and routes to
minimize impacts.

27. Children's shall stabilize all off-road traffic, parking areas, and haul routes, and it shall direct
construction traffic over established haul routes.
28. Children's shall schedule delivery of materials transported by truck to and from the project area
to minimize congestion during peak travel times on adjacent City streets. This will minimize
secondary air quality impacts otherwise caused by traffic having to travel at reduced speeds.
29. Children's shall ensure that its contractors cover any exposed slopes/dirt with sheets of plastic.
30. Around relevant construction areas, Children's shall install perimeter railings with mesh partitioning
to prevent movement of debris during helicopter landings.
NOISE
31. Construction will occur primarily during non-holiday weekdays between 7:00 am and 6:00 pm,
or as modified by a Construction Noise Management Plan, approved by DPD as part of a projectspecific environmental review.

32. Children's will inform nearby residents of upcoming construction activities that could be potentially
loud. Children's shall schedule particularly noisy construction activities to avoid neighborhood
conflicts whenever possible.
33. Impact pile driving shall be avoided. Drilled piles or the use of a sonic vibratory pile driver are
quieter alternatives.

34. Buildings on the extended campus are to be designed in such a way that noise received in the
62

surrounding community is no greater than existing noise based on a pre-test of ambient noise

levels and subsequent annual noise monitoring to be conducted by Children's.
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TRANSPORTATION

35. Consistent with the Transportation Management Plan (TMP), onsite improvements shall include: a
shuttle hub; an enhanced campus pathway to connect to transit along Sand Point Way Northeast
and/or 40th Ave Northeast; and bicycle parking.
36. Consistent with the TMP, near-site improvements will include: working with Seattle Department
ofTransportation and Washington State Department ofTransportation (WSDOT) to improve
intersections such as Penny Drive/Sand Point Way Northeast and 40th Ave Northeast/Sand Point
Way Northeast; improve connectivity between the Burke-Gilman Trail and Children's; enhance the
Sand Point Way Northeast street frontage.
37. Consistent with the TMP, and as necessary to reduce future transportation impacts, Children's may
provide off-site parking that reduces the level of required parking on site and reduces traffic on
Northeast 45th St, Sand Point Way Northeast and Montlake Blvd/SR 520 interchange area.
38. Children's shall enhance its TMP to achieve a 30% single occupancy vehicle (SOV) mode split goal
or lower.

39. Prior to the issuance of any construction permits for any project outlined in Phase 1 of the MIMP,
Children's shall pay the City of Seattle its fair share to the future installation of traffic signals at 40th
Ave Northeast/Northeast 55th St. Prior to the issuance of any construction permits for any project
outlined in Phase 2 of the MIMP, Children's shall pay the City of Seattle its fair share, basee e,,
the-[sicl to the future installation of traffic signals at 40th Ave Northeast/Northeast 65th St. These
intersections shall be monitored by the Seattle Department ofTransportation over the life of the
Master Plan to determine the timing of the mitigation implementation.
40. Prior to the issuance of any construction permits for any project outlined in Phase 1 of the
MIMP, Children's shall pay the City of Seattle $500,000 to build lntelligentTransportation System
improvements through the corridor from Montlake Blvd/Northeast 45th St to Sand Point Way
Northeast/Northeast 50th St. The contribution shall be used to fund all or part of the following
projects:
a. Install a detection system that measures congestion along southbound Montlake Boulevard,
linked to smart traffic control devices that adapt to traffic conditions;
b. Install variable message signs to give real-time traffic information for drivers, including travel
time estimates, updates of collisions and other traffic conditions, and to implement variable
speed limits throughout the day to keep traffic flowing as smoothly as possible;
c. Optimize signal coordination and timing to move vehicles most efficiently and optimize signal
performance;

d.
e.

Upgrade signal controllers as needed to allow signals to be interconnected, and/or
Install traffic cameras as identified by the City of Seattle

41. Children's shall pay the Seattle Department of Transportation (SOOT) a pro rata share of the
Northeast Seattle Transportation improvement projects identified from the University Area
Transportation Action Strategy, the Sand Point Way Northeast Pedestrian Study, and the City
of Seattle Bicycle Master Plan. This amount is estimated at approximately $1,400,000 or
approximately $3,955 per bed, over the life of the MIMP (adjusted for inflation as beds come
online). Each pro-rata share payment shall be made prior to :he issuance of any construction
permits for the first project constructed under each phase of the MIMP The total payment of
$1,400,000 shall be completed by the issuance of any construction permit for a project outlined in
Phase 4 of the MIMP
42. Children's shall pay the Seattle Department ofTransportation (SOOT) a total of $2,000,000 for
pedestrian and bicycle improvements in Northeast Seattle over the timeframe of the Master Plan
development. A pro-rata share payment shall be made prior to the issuance of any construction
permits for the first project constructed under each phase of the MIMP.The total payment of
$2,000,000 shall be completed by the issuance of any construction permit for a project outlined in
Phase 4 of the MIMP.
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G. STREET OR ALLEY VACATIONS
A vacation of the internal streets on the Laurelon Terrace site - 41 st Avenue NE and NE 46th Street - is necessary
in order to use this property for major institutional development. Children's has requested City Council approval of
this vacation request.

See Figure 36. Street and Alley Vacation.

H. PLANNED AND POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Based on planning done in 2007, Children's Phase 1 Bed Unit and Emergency Department facilities. straddling the
Laurelon Terrace property and existing campus property. are designated as a planned physical development. Phases
2. 3 and 4 are designated as potential physical development.
See Figure 35. Proposed Phasing.

I. DECENTRALIZATION
Children's strategy is to decentralize its facilities and services wherever possible. providing pediatric specialty care
at clinics throughout the region. This brings outpatient services to patients closer to where they live and reduces the
number of outpatient-related vehicle trips to and from the hospital campus.
Children's currently operates regional clinics in Bellevue, Everett, Federal Way and Olympia; outreach clinics in Yakima,
Wenatchee and Kennewick, Washington; and sites in Alaska and Montana. Children's has acquired 6.6 acres near
downtown Bellevue for a new outpatient facility, expected to open in July 2010. Similar facilities are planned for
Snohomish and South King counties. A regional clinic in the Tri-Cities area opened in May 2008.
Research functions have already been consolidated away from the hospital campus. Children's purchased research
facilities and land in the Denny Triangle area of downtown Seattle with the expectation that it will develop 1.5 million
gsf of research space.
As Children's continues its decentralization plan over the coming years, the percentage of vehicle trips to and from
the existing hospital campus related to outpatient care will be reduced. This will enable facilities, transportation
access and parking to be prioritized for inpatient care and related clinical support services.
Growth in Children's outpatient services locally and in the wider region as well as future research advances, is likely
to result in increased demand for inpatient services at the hospital campus.

J. PURPOSE AND PUBLIC BENEFIT
As noted in the Executive Summary on page 7, Children's mission is that we believe all children have unique needs
and should grow up without illness or injury. With the support of the community and through our spirit of inquiry, we
will prevent, treat and eliminate pediatric disease. We provide an immeasurable public benefit to the City of Seattle,
region and state of Washington by providing access to unique pediatric specialty care. To meet this commitment, we
provided $65.4 million of uncompensated care in FY 2007, over $80 million in FY2008. and $96.4 million in FY2009.

K. DURATION OF MASTER PLAN
Children's Master Plan will remain in place until the allowed developable square footage is constructed.
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FIGURE 36:
STREET AND ALLEY VACATION
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IV. DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
The development standards set forth in this Master Plan govern physical development within Seattle Children's
MIO boundaries. As a supplement to the development standards, Children's Design Guidelines direct qualitative
architectural and engineered design. (See Approved Design Guidelines in Appendix E.) These qualitative guidelines
will direct design within the limits of the development standards to achieve the character envisioned for the
campus.
The development standards and design guidelines are based on design principles identified during community
meetings, Citizens Advisory Committee deliberations and Children's facility Master Plan programming.

A. DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES
The development standards and design guidelines in this Master Plan are based on the following design principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidate the footprint of the hospital to maximize the amount of open space around the
campus.
Set back higher buildings to the center of the campus and away from single-family residential
areas.
Build lower buildings at the perimeter that compliment the architecture of and provide transition to
the adjacent neighborhood.
Connect neighborhood pedestrian circulation to Children's campus while accommodating patient
and family requirements for privacy and security.
Provide amenities (e.g., bike storage, showers) that make commuting to Children's by means other
than SOV the preferred choice of transportation.
Enhance portions of the campus garden edge with desirable and usable places, benefiting patient
care, caregivers and the surrounding neighborhood.
Minimize exhaust, light and noise resulting from hospital operations.

See Figure 37, Examples of Well-Designed and Executed Development Prinicples.

B. SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Children's believes that green buildings are healthier environments for their occupants, and building green is
integral to the core mission of providing top-quality healthcare. Children's received the 2008 Governor's Award for
Sustainable Practices. Children's demonstrates its continuing commitment to environmental stewardship through
its successful Transportation Management Plan, its improvements to the environmental quality on campus,
reduced energy use and conservation of natural resources. The hospital reduces the vehicle trips of patients and
caregivers to and from the hospital by providing services at clinics throughout the region, bringing care closer to
the communities where its patients live. Children's aggressive, Diamond-award-winning Commute Trip Reduction
program minimizes the number of single-occupant vehicle trips by its staff.
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Figure 37 Examples of Well-Designed and Executed Development Principles
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Through thoughtful, sustainable facility master planning, Children's future development will consider habitat, energy
and water, which are essential to community design and reducing demand on the local infrastructure. These choices
will contribute to a sustainable urban campus and, by extension, positively affect the community around it.
Children's is committed to following the principles and strategies in the Green Guide for Health Care™. This program
describes the best-practice methods for hospital facility design, construction, facilities management and operations.
Children's will use the Green Guide tor Health Care™ during development of its Master Plan facilities. As a member
of the Green Guide for Health Care's Executive Committee, Children's staff continues to review and help shape this
national assessment tool. The U.S. Green Building Council's LEED for Health Care is currently under development
and will build on and complement the Green Guide for Health Care™. Both provide a helpful framework for assessing
success of ongoing greening efforts on Children's campus.

1. HOSPITAL CAMPUS GROUNDS AND FACILITIES
The existing campus has significant areas of impervious surfaces. To the extent feasible, future development of
hospital grounds and facilities will be designed to protect existing tree canopy and landscaping; reduce impervious
surfaces; and control, filter and reduce storm water runoff.
Large amounts of plantings shade some of the impervious areas and contribute to cooler areas on the campus.
Vertical plantings on the perimeter of the campus are located to minimize views of the buildings and the light leaking
off of the site into the surrounding neighborhood. This screen shields the hospital and, therefore, may minimize noise
in the neighborhood associated with the hospital's operations.
Improvements to pedestrian pathways and linkages through and around the campus, as well as enhanced
transportation management techniques, will support Children's Comprehensive Transportation Program to minimize
trips to the site and reduce the carbon footprint, with improved access to transit and other modes of transportation.
To reduce the ecological footprint in the design of future hospital facilities, Children's will, at each phase of campus
project development. consider specific sustainable design strategies and operational goals related to overall building
performance, including energy use; greenhouse gas emissions; trip reduction and transportation choices; waste and
recycling, potable water, impervious surface; and on-site storm water management.

2. SUSTAINABILITY GOALS FOR FACILITIES DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION ANO OPERATIONS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
Children's will make meaningful performance efficiencies in the following areas as they relate to new development for
facilities design, construction and operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt 2030 Challenge reduction in Green House Gas Emissions for new construction.
Reduce BTU per square foot energy use of new building area over existing.
Generate renewable energy on-site.
Supply buildings' energy use purchased from off-site renewable green power sources.
Use Green Roof Coverage.
Purchase wood products used from certified sustainable forests.
Increase the number of employees using alternatives to driving to work alone.
Continue efforts to support visitors in their use of alternative transportation, e.g., transit, walking,
shuttles, etc.
Reduce construction waste; maintain high levels of demolition reuse and/or recycling.
Employ operational recycling, solid waste diversion.
Reduce potable water usage.
Use locally sourced building materials.
Purchase environmentally preferred, low V.O.C. products.

To monitor Children's projects. baseline measurements will be taken to allow for accurate comparison as the project
progresses. These goals are aspirational and are not all presently achievable with today's technology. As the technology
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improves and becomes cost efficiently available, Children's will provide leadership in implementing its goals.
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3. CHILDREN'S LEADS THE COMMUNITY IN CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Children's is a member of the Mayor's Seattle Climate Partnership and will continue to advocate for reducing global
greenhouse gas emissions with local and regional partners, as well as provide leadership in transportation alternatives
and best management practices for lean-based sustainable measures consistent with heath care delivery and healthy
environments.

C. UNDERLYING ZONING
The existing underlying zoning for Children's campus is Single Family 5000 (SF 5000) for the existing portion of the
campus and Multi-Family Residential Lowrise 3 (L3) for Laure Ion Terrace. In the 1994 Master Plan, Ml Os of 37', 50',
70' and 90' were established on the existing campus. See Figure 33, Existing Zoning and Major Institution Overlay.
The Master Plan revises the Major Institution Overlay for the entire campus and supersedes the requirements of the
underlying zone development standards.

D. DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
1. STRUCTURE SETBACKS
The above-ground structure setback standards will coincide with the depth of garden edges and street frontage edges.
Above-ground development is expressly prohibited within the setback areas. as shown in Figure 38, except as otherwise
allowed in the underlying zone.
The setbacks are measured from the existing property lines. A setback of 75 feet will start at the property line corner
of 40th Avenue NE and NE 45th Street and extend east along NE 45th Street to 45th Avenue NE; then extending north
along 45th Avenue NE to NE 47th Street; then west along NE 47th Street to 44th Avenue NE; at this corner, the existing
40-foot setback will be increased to 75 feet as it extends north along 44th Avenue NE to NE 50th Street; then it will
extend west along NE 50th Street approximately 2/3 of the distance between 44th Avenue NE and Sand Point Way NE;
at this point. the existing 20-foot setback will transition to a 40-foot setback as it extends west to Sand Point Way NE and
then turns south along Sand Point Way NE to Penny Drive.
Along street frontage edges. structures will be located at a minimum setback of 10 feet along Sand Point Way NE from
Penny Drive south to 40th Avenue NE. A minimum structure setback of 20 feet is proposed along 40th Avenue NE. The
proposed setbacks will enable widened sidewalks with street trees and other pedestrian amenities.
Upper level setbacks 80 feet deep shall be applied to portions of buildings higher than 50 feet, along the western edge of
the expanded campus on 40th Avenue NE from Sand Point Way NE south to NE 45th Street, and 30 feet deep on Sand
Point Way NE from 40th Avenue NE to Penny Drive.
Below-grade structures will be allowed within setbacks in the garden edges and street frontage edges. Below-grade
structure setbacks from the property lines will be zero.
Any development standards for structure setbacks otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are superseded by those in
the Master Plan.
See Figure 38, Structure Setbacks.

2. MODIFICATIONS TO HEIGHT
Prior to the aaoption of the new MIMP, the Children's campus included four height districts: MIO 37' around the
periphery of the campus, MIO 50' along the south to form a transition to the MIO 70' and MIO 90' districts. The
higher MIOs are centered at the core and southern parts of the campus and transition down to a lower height at the
campus edges. The site generally slopes downward from east to west and from north to south. The existing buildings
are approximately 20' from the northern property edge, 40' to 75' from the eastern property edge of the campus and
also 40' on the west side of campus at the base of the slope. On the southern and southwestern edges, buildings
are 75' from the property line. All of the setbacks are heavily landscaped to create a screen between the campus and
68 surrounding neighborhood. Landscaping around the campus also provides open space and sidewalks as public amenities.
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FIGURE 38:
STRUCTURE SETBACKS
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In addition to the height limits shown in Figure 33, the Seattle City Council further conditioned the heights of two
buildings on the campus in the 1994 Master Plan: the Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building and portions of the
Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building. The Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building is located in the MIO 90'
area of the campus and was limited in height to 74', with an additional 15' allowed for mechanical equipment la
total of 89' with mechanical). The Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building is located in an MIO 70' district.
Portions of this building were limited in height to 54.5'.
The boundaries of the M 10 districts have been expanded in the new Master Plan to include the Laurel on Terrace
property. No more than 20% of the land area within the MIO, approximately 264,338 square feet, may include
structures that exceed 90 feet in height. No more than 10% of the land area within the MIO, approximately 142,596
square feet, may include structures that exceed 125 feet in height. No structure in the MIO shall exceed 140 feet in
height, excluding rooftop mechanical equipment. See Table 2 for a comparison of existing and future heights.
Any development standards for structure height otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are superseded by
those in the Master Plan.
Tobie 2. Modifications to the Underlying Zoning Heights

Children's Campus

I

SF 5000 with MIO of 37'

SF 5000 with MIO of 37' and 65'

- North of Penny _l)r_lv---'e---'---'-----------------'----------·-- _________ _,
Children's Campus

- South of Penny Drive
Laurelon Terrace

SF 5000 with MIO of 37', 50'. 70' and 90'

SF 5000 with M 10 of 37', 50', 70' and 90' on the
east. MIO of 37', 50', 70', 90' and 160'/140' and
160'/125' on the west

L3 Zoning

L3 with MIO of 37', 50' and 160'/140' and 160'/125'

I

i

3. LOT COVERAGE
The maximum lot coverage standard for the entire MIO district is 51 %. The maximum lot coverage standard is
calculated against the entire campus rather than against individual project sites. The existing campus-wide lot
coverage is approximately 35%. See Table 3. Lot coverage is defined as that portion of a lot occupied by the
principal structure and its accessory structures expressed as a percentage of the total lot area. Above-grade hand
railings, sound- and view-blocking fences, surface parking, streets and sidewalks will not be considered structures
for the purposes of lot coverage. Below-grade portions of buildings will not be counted as lot coverage. Any
development standards for lot coverage otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are superseded by those in the
Master Plan.

4. LANDSCAPING
Garden edges and street frontage edges will be landscaped and maintained to improve the visual quality of the
streetscape, to buffer the visual impac: of buildings and parking lots, to connect diverse architecture and land uses,
and to promote attractive roadways and accommodate community activities around the campus. No above-grade
buildings will be permitted in the setbacks; below-grade buildings, sidewalks, curb cuts and driveways, signs, fire
hydran:s, mailboxes, telephone poles, light poles and similar items may be permitted in the setbacks. Existing
parking spaces within the garden edge may remain only until the new North Garage parking structure is available
for occupancy. Existing paved roadways through and within the garden edge may remain in their present locations.
Large, mature trees will be retained where possible.
The width of the garden edges and street frontage edges are described under" Structure Setbacks" in Part Ill D.1.
On the north, the garden edge will increase from 20' to 40' and 75' in width. The east garden edge, now 40' and
75', will increase to 75' in width. The existing south garden edge of 75' will be retained on the existing campus, and
a new garden edge of 75' will be added on the south side of Laure Ion Terrace. See Figure 39, Future Landscaping,
and Table 3.
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Any development standards for landscaping otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are superseded by the
Master Plan.
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FIGURE 39: FUTURE
LANDSCAPING
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5. PERCENTAGE OF MIO DISTRICT TO REMAIN IN OPEN SPACE
A minimum of 41 % of the combined total area of the expanded campus shall be maintained as open space. In
addition:
a.

b.
c.
d.

e.

I.

Open Space should be provided in locations at ground level or. where feasible, in other spaces that
are accessible to the general public. No more than 20% of the designated 41 % open space, shall
be provided in rooftop open spaces;
Open Space areas shall include existing and proposed ground level setback areas identified in the
Master Plan, to the extent that they meet the criteria in the approved Design Guidelines;
The location of open space, landscaping and screening as shown on Figure 39 of the Master Plan
may be modified as long as the 41 % figure is maintained;
To ensure that the 41 % open space standard is implemented with the Master Plan, each planned
or potential project should identify an area that qualifies as Open Space as defined in this Master
Plan;
Open Space that is specifically designed for uses other than landscaped buffers or building setback
areas, such as plazas, patios or other similar functions, shoulo include improvements to ensure
that the space contains Usable Open Space as defined under SMC 23.84A.028; and
Open space shall be designed to be barrier-free to the fullest extent possible.

The existing campus open space is 45% (see Table 3). Open space is defined as land and/or water area with its
surface predominately open to the sky or predominately undeveloped, which is set aside to serve the purpose
of providing park and recreation opportunities, conserving valuable natural resources and structuring urban
development and form. Future open space will consist of plazas, gardens, courtyards and pathways to connect the
campus with the surrounding public spaces and neighborhoods. Rooftop gardens and plazas that are accessible to
the public will count as useable open space. Parking areas and driveways are not considered usable open spaces.
Any development standards for percentage of land to be retained as open space otherwise applicable in the SF or
L3 zones are superseded.

6. HEIGHT ANO SCALE TRANSITION
Transition in height and scale will be accomplished through the pattern of MIO district heights and other key
design elements of the Master Plan. The greatest MIO heights will be located toward the center of the campus
away from the single-family neighborhoods. On the north. east and south, the heights will transition down to the
very generous setbacks that constitute the garden edges of the campus, where no above-grade buildings will be
allowed. Along the active street frontage edges of Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE, the taller buildings will
be terraced in order to reduce the visual bulk and height of the proposed buildings while maintaining low building
frontage to allow transit-oriented hospital and neighborhood uses near the sidewalk. No structure in the MIO shall
exceed 140 feet in height, excluding rooftop mechanical equipment.
Any development standards for height and scale transition otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are
superseded by the Master Plan.
See Figures 27 and 28 as well as Table 3.
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7. WIDTH AND DEPTH LIMITS
The Master Plan allows for unlimited widths and depths of buildings. Along Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue
NE, however, the effects of building bulk will be reduced by the following measures:
•
•
•
•

Modulating the ground-level building fac;ade
Limiting the pedestal building height above grade to four stories
Stepping back the building fac;ade above four stories
Applying upper level setbacks 80 feet deep to portions of buildings higher than 50 feet, along the
western edge of the expanded campus on 40th Avenue NE from Sand Point Way NE south to NE
45th Street, and 30 feet deep on Sand Point Way NE from 40th Avenue NE to Penny Drive.

Any development standards for width and depth of buildings otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are
superseded by those in the Master Plan.

8. SETBACKS BETWEEN STRUCTURES
No setbacks between structures are required along interior campus property lines or along public right-of-ways
or along the boundary of the MIO district for the campus. Instead of mandating specific setbacks and separation
between structures, Children's Master Plan emphasizes perimeter setbacks. Children's is preserving and, in some
cases, enhancing the width of the landscaped perimeter setbacks on the north, east and south of the campus.
Setbacks between structures, however, remain an option and future project design will create building separation,
open spaces, gardens and play areas. Any development standard for setbacks between structures otherwise
applicable in the SF or L3 zones is superseded by those in the Master Plan.

9. PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC STRUCTURES
There are no structures designated on federal, state or local registers within the proposed MIO district.

10. VIEW CORRIDORS
The Master Plan contains no specific view corridors, but Children's has taken into consideration views from public
spaces, rights-of-ways and adjacent properties, and has minimized the view impacts of its proposed development
by al moving the bulk of the facilities from the high ground on the existing campus to the lower-elevation Laurelon
Terrace site, bl limiting building height exclusive of rooftop mechanical screening and equipment within MIO district
boundaries, cl retaining generous buffers on the north, east and south edges of the existing campus and in some
places increasing them, di moving the tallest buildings to the west and away from the single-family neighborhood,
el committing to a fully designed streetscape on Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE, and fl committing to
Phase 1 buildings on the Laurelon Terrace site that will be below the height limits allowed by the MIO 160'/140'
and 160'/125' districts and by stepping back the faces of those buildings for each incremental increase in height.
Any development standards for view corridors otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones {there are believed to be
none) are superseded by the Master Plan.

11. PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION
Streetscape and pedestrian amenity improvements will be provided around and across the campus. Improvements
within the public right-of-way will conform to pedestrian and bike goals for residential areas around the garden
edges of the campus and to goals for mixed-use commercial areas along the street frontage edges of the campus.
Across the campus, pedestrian pathways will be a minimum of 4' wide and coordinate with the open spaces
for the campus, with needed lighting and plantings, and conform to SMC 23.53.006, Pedestrian Access and
Circulation. Any development standards for pedestrian circulation otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones {there
are believed to be none) are superseded by the Master Plan.
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12. DENSITY/FAR
The density allowed in the Master Plan. as defined by the total maximum developable gross floor area for the
expanded MIO district, is 2.125 million square feet (excluding below-grade developable floor area, below-grade
parking structures and rooftop mechanical equipment). This is the equivalent of a maximum floor area ratio (FAR)
for the entire MIO district of 1.9. The existing campus FAR is approximately 0.9. The FAR is intended to be applied
campus-wide and not to specific project sites. Any standards for density and FAR otherwise applicable in the SF or
L3 zones are superseded by those in the Master Plan. See Table 3.

13. LIGHT AND GLARE
The previous Master Plan standards for light and glare will continue to be in effect in the new Master Plan. Those
standards are as follows (see Table 3):
•
•
•

Exterior lighting shall be shielded and directed away from adjacent properties.
Interior lighting in parking garages shall be shielded to minimize nighttime glare on adjacent
properties.
Screening of vehicle lights from driveways to adjacent single-family properties and from parking
areas to adjacent properties.

Any development standards for light and glare otherwise applicable in the SF or L3 zones are superseded by those
in the Master Plan.
Table 3. Development Standards Comparison

tii!~NE

SF 5000

MASTER PLAN

Max 30', plus
additional height of
1 foot for ea. 6 o/o of
slope on sloped lots

MIO'S 37', 50', 65', 70', 90', 160'/140' ana
160'/125'

STRUCTURE HEIGHT

EXEMPTION FOR CAMPUS

r

May extend 10' above

Mechanical
Equipment

May extend 10' above max height; may
cover 20o/o of roof if screened

rrax height may
cover 20o/o of roof if

!

May extend 15' above rrax height; rray
cover 40o/o of roof if screened

screened

------

LOT COVERAGE 1
50%, Max (tovvn houses)
. 45o/o Max (all other structures)
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10' along Sand Point Way NE from Penny
Drive to 40th Ave NE, and 20' along 40th
Ave NE to NE 45th St; 75' along NE 45th
St, 45th Ave NE, NE 47th St, 44th Ave NE,
and east 2/3 of NE 50th St; 40' along west
1/3 of NE 50th St and Sand Point Way NE to
Penny Drive.

20' (front}

5' to 15' (front)
15' to 25' (rear)

25' (rear)
10' (side)

8' {side)

Upper level setbacks 80 feet deep shall be

applied to portions of buildings higher than
50 feet. along the western eage of the
expanded campus on 40th Avenue NE from
Sand Point Way NE south to NE 45th Street,
and 30 feet deep on Sand Point Way NE
from 40th Avenue NE to Penny Drive.

i

I

SETBACKS BETWEEN STRUCTURES
No setbacks between structures would be
Average setback between facing facades
40' to 151' or more in length are 10' to
40'; minimum setback is 10'

I

required along interior campus prooerty
lines, public right-of-ways, or along the
boundary of the MIO district.

NA

LANDSCAPING
~ 7 5 ' along NE 45th St, 45th Ave NE, NE 47th
Min area= 3' x length of all property lines
= 7,869 SF

St, 44th Ave NE, and east 2/3 of NE 50th St;
40' along west 1/3 of NE 50th Stana Sand
Point Way NE to Penny Drive.= 216, 755 SF

NA

'

'

OPEN SPACE 3, 4, 5
I

Min 25°/o of lot area; Max 1/3 of required
open space can be roof gardens if
reauirea open space area increased to
30 o/o of lot area

!

NA

12.27 acres or 41 % of lot area

NA

1.9

FAR (Floor Area Ratio) 6

HEIGHT & SCALE TRANSITION
Trans1t1on 1n height ano scale will be
accompl1shed through tie pattern of MIO
the western portion of campus and other
r<..ey design elements of the Master Plan
'

~~-
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!hip

L3 ZONE

SF 5000

' , MASTBl!f\LAN

'

WIDTH & DEPTH LIMITS
Unlimited dimensional limits, modulating
the ground-leve· builoing far;ade. limiting the
pedestal building height aoove grade to four
stories, stepping back the building faQade
aoove four stories.

Max1muni Building Width without

Modulation: 30 feet; or 40 feet with
a principal entrance facing a street;

Max Building Width with Modulation:
Apartments and ground-related housing
(except townhouses), 75 feet; Max
Building Depth: Apartments and grounorelated housing including townhouses,

NA

65o/o depth of lot.

Upper level setbacks 80 feet deep shall be
aoplied to portions of buildings higher than
50 feet, along the western edge of the
expanaed campus on 40th Avenue NE from
Sand Point Way NE south to NE 45th Street.
and 30 feet deep on Sand Point Way NE
from 40th Avenue NE to Penny Drive.

---~--------~-----------···

·-·--·---

LIGHT & GLARE
I

EXTERIOR
·--------

Exterior lighting shall be shielded and
directed away from adjacent properties

Exterior lighting shall
be shielded ana
directed away from
adjacent properties

Interior lighting in par1<ing garages shall
be shielded to minin--ize nighttime glare
on adjacent properties

Interior lighting in
parking garages
shall be shieloeo to
n'-inimize nighttime
glare on adjacent
properties

Exterior lighting shall be shielded and
directed away from ad1acent properties

INTERIOR
--·---·---"-

Interior lighting 1n parking garages shall be
shielded to minimize nighttime glare on
adjacent properties
-··-

--

Vehicle lights
To orevent vehicle lights from affecting
adjacent properties. driveways and
oarking areas for more than (2) vehicles
shall be screened from adjacent
oroperties by a fence or wall between five
(5) feet and six {6) feet in height. or solio
evergreen hedge or landscaped berm at
least five (5) feet 1n height.
--------'

NA

Screening of vehicle lights from driveways
to aojacent single-family and from par<ing
areas to adjacent properties

-----------

Definitions:
l "Lot coverage" means that portion of a lot occupied by the principal structure and its accessory
structures are expressed as a percentage of the total lot area.

2. "Setbacks" means the required distances between every structure and the lot lines of the lot on
which it is located. Also see "Upper level setbacks" below.
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3. "Open space" means land and/or water area with its surface predominately open to the sky or
predominantly undeveloped, which is set aside to serve the purposes of providing park and
recreation opportunities, conserving valuable natural resources and structuring urban development
and form. "Open space" includes "landscaped open space" and "usable open space."
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4. "Open space, landscaped" means exterior space, at ground level, predominantly open to public view
and used for the planting of trees, shrubs, ground cover and other vegetation.
5. "Open space, usable" means an open space that is of appropriate size, shape, location and
topographic sitting so that it provides landscaping, pedestrian access or opportunity for outdoor
recreational activity. Parking areas and driveways are not usable open spaces.
6. "FAR" means a ratio expressing the relationship between the amount of gross floor area permitted
in a structure and the area of the lot on which the structure is located.

7. "Upper level setbacks" means the required distance between the lot line and the building fa,ade
applied only to portions of the building above a specified height.

E. APPLICABLE DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
The development standards described in Parts Ill and IV of the Master Plan supersede the use and development
standards currently found in the following portions of the Seattle Municipal Code (SMC): SMC Chapter 23.44
(Residential Single-Family), SMC Chapter 23.45 (Multi-family), SMC Chapter 23.55 (Signs); and, except as to the
Sequoia tree grove on Hartmann, SMC Chapter 25.11 (Tree Protection).

F. DESIGN GUIDELINES
Children's Design Guidelines address issues of architectural concept, pedestrian scale, blank wall treatment,
nighttime lighting, open space and landscaping, and other physical aspects of development. The Design Guidelines
have been reviewed by the Seattle Design Commission and approved by DPD, and are included as Appendix E to
this Compiled Final Master Plan. The guidelines will be used by the Standing Advisory Committee (SAC) during their
review and evaluation of Children's development projects.
Future building designs are intended to enhance the experience of the hospital campus for both its users and
neighbors. The Design Guidelines are intended to assist both Children's and the SAC achieve the desired character
envisioned for the campus while harmonizing the hospital and surrounding neighborhood landscape and building
forms.
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Figure 40 Montage of Images Describing Planned Transportation Improvements
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V. COMPREHENSIVE TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLAN
A. INTRODUCTION
Children's has long been recognized as a leader in Transportation Demand Management (TDM). receiving awards
from the Governor's office, King County and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for its excellent commuter
benefits and achievements in vehicle trip reduction. The hospital's programs to reduce drive-alone commuting
and vehicle trips to the campus have resulted in a drive-alone rate of only 38% among daytime employees. down
from 73% in 1995 as measured by a state-administered Commute Trip Reduction survey. This accomplishment is
significant both for a hospital and for an employer located in a neighborhood with limited public transit service.
With the input of the Citizens Advisory Committee. SDOT and DPD. Children's developed a Comprehensive
Transportation Plan (CTP) to focus on sustainable transportation programs. The CTP includes a Transportation
Management Plan (per Code, Transportation Management Program) (TM Pl to mitigate vehicle traffic related to
MIMP expansion by shifting even more employees and visitors from single-occupancy vehicles (SOV) to bicycling,
walking, shuttle and transit. In addition. the CTP goes above and beyond the traditional TMP elements by including
a substantial investment in transportation infrastructure improvements outside the hospital campus.
The TMP enhancements described in this document, consisting of enhanced shuttle, bicycle and incentive
programs, are expected to further reduce the percent of employees driving alone to work. leading to an SOV mode
split of 30% or lower among daytime employees at MIMP build-out. For comparison, this meets or exceeds the
2020 goal of 70% non-SOV travel set for the University District Urban Village in the City of Seattle's Comprehensive
Plan (see Appendix F for a complete discussion of the TMP enhancements and the methodology used to calculate
the proposed TM P's SOV and vehicle trip reduction benefits).
See Figure 40, Montage of Images Describing Planned Transportation Improvements.

B. EXISTING AND PLANNED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
1. VEHICULAR ACCESS AND PARKING
EXISTING HOSPITAL CAMPUS ACCESS
Sand Point Way NE is the primary arterial serving Children's. The hospital campus entry is at the signalized
intersection of Sand Point Way NE and Penny Drive. Most vehicle trips related to hospital operations use this
access point to Penny Drive.

The second access point to the campus is a driveway from NE 45th Street near the southeast corner of the
campus. This is a secured access point that is not available to the public. Service vehicles can enter the Whale
Garage via a secured gate. In addition. an apron at this location allows Metro buses to lay over on Children's
property. This entrance also provides access to a fire lane on the south side of the Melinda French Gates
Ambulatory Care Building.
FUTURE HOSPITAL CAMPUS ACCESS
Two entrances will be located on 40th Avenue NE to serve the Emergency Department and the Southwest Garage.
These two vehicle access and egress locations on campus will allow vehicles to be distributed more evenly on and
around the campus, reducing congestion and vehicle conflicts with pedestrians. bikes and pedestrian access to
transit service.

New signals or improvements to existing intersections will be made in cooperation with the City of Seattle's
Department ofTransportation to distribute peak demands from Children's while also enhancing safety and access
for bicycles and pedestrians. The City of Seattle has a plan to install a traffic signal at Sand Point Way NE at 40th
Avenue NE, Penny Drive. Limited emergency access, such as fire and rescue. will be provided for NE 50th Street.
EXISTING INTERNAL CIRCULATION
Penny Drive distributes vehicles to all parking areas, entry points and loading docks. The roadway has two throughlanes with a two-way center turn lane and 10-mph speed limit. At-grade crosswalks are located along Penny Drive.
connecting the parking and campus facilities areas to the north with the primary hospital areas to the south.
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FUTURE INTERNAL CIRCULATION
Penny Drive will continue to distribute vehicles to the north parking areas. entry points and loading docks. The
roadway has two through-lanes with a two-way center turn lane and 10-mph speed limit. At-grade crosswalks are
located along Penny Drive. connecting the parking and campus facilities areas to the north with the primary hospital
areas to the south.

2. PARKING
EXISTING PARKING
Children's currently provides 1,462 parking spaces on campus.

The existing 728-space Giraffe Garage provides parking for patients. visitors. staff and physicians. The garage has
four levels. which are no, currently interconnected with ramps between floors; direct access to each level is via
separate garage entrances off Penny Drive. The Giraffe Garage is located on Penny Drive across from the hospital.
ADA-accessible parking is located at the Janet Sinegal Patient Care Building entry plaza.
The existing 608-space three-level Whale Garage serves the main entrance of the Melinda French Gates
Ambulatory Care Building and provides direct access to ADA-accessible parking. Automobile access to the Whale
Garage is primarily from Penny Drive. although a secured service access is located off NE 45th Street.
Parking for the Emergency Department is provided by 126 surface parking spaces. which also accommodate
patient/family motor homes and other visitors. The number of surface parking spaces has been reduced due to
interim modular office units and landscape maintenance operations.
See Figure 41. Existing Transportation and Parking.
FUTURE PARKING
Traffic generated by 600 pediatric beds at Children's would require 3.600 parking spaces. The Comprehensive
Transportation Plan will reduce that demand by 500 spaces. leaving a parking need of 3, 100 spaces. The Master
Plan parking would provide up to 3.100 spaces on-campus at full campus buildout.

As necessary to mitigate future impacts. Children's may identify 100 to 200 out-of-area. off-site parking spaces
as part of its Comprehensive Transportation Plan. This plan could further reduce the amount of parking needed on
campus and result in significantly reduced impacts on the transportation system near campus. Every 100 parking
spaces located off-site and out of the area would reduce impacts near campus by 5%. For more information on the
off-site parking plan and its impacts. see Appendix F and the Environmental Impact Statement.
The full on-campus parking demand alternative calls for a new 1.392-space North Garage. which will be built on
the northeast corner of the property. The parking levels of the proposed garage will align with floors of the current
Giraffe Garage, which will be connected by an internal ramp and circulation system. Another 1.100 spaces will be
located in a new Southwest Garage.
As discussed in the TM P, the forecasted parking supply, including the potential leasing of off-site spaces. exceeds
the maxim urn allowed under the Land Use Code. Therefore. if Children's continues to meet its Transportation
Master Plan goals. the Master Plan authorizes parking in excess of the Code maximum to minimize adverse parking
impacts in the adjacent neighborhood.
See Figure 42. Planned Transportation and Parking.

3. LOADING AND SERVICE FACILITIES
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EXISTING DELIVERIES AND SERVICE TRAFFIC
Most deliveries are handled at two separate loading docks. one for general receiving and one specifically for food
deliveries. Neither loading dock is configured to allow larger trucks to turn around. Therefore. most delivery and
service vehicles must back in from Penny Drive. See Figure 41. Existing Transportation and Parking.
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FUTURE DELIVERIES AND SERVICE TRAFFIC
Deliveries on the main campus will be consolidated into one loading dock for general receiving and one for food
deliveries. An additional, secondary loading dock is planned for the Laurelon Terrace site to provide service to
buildings built on that portion of the campus. See Figure 42, Planned Transportation and Parking.

C. EXISTING AND PLANNED SHUTTLES AND TRANSIT
EXISTING SHUTTLES
Shuttles provide access to Children's off-campus parking as well as off-campus work locations, and operate from
5:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday. During peak commuting hours, two shuttles serve each lot; during offpeak commuting hours, a single shuttle serves each lot. On campus, the Children's shuttle drops off shuttle riders
at the Giraffe Entrance.

Frequent weekday shuttle service is provided to off-campus parking locations. Shuttles also serve inter-facility
transportation needs between Children's main campus and other Children's facilities in Seattle. The service reduces
traffic and parking congestion. A third shuttle runs every hour to Children's research facility in downtown Seattle.
The Seattle Cancer Care Alliance (SCCA) shuttle runs every 40 minutes to the University of Washington, where it
connects to service to the SCCA in South Lake Union. Guest Services transportation is provided to patients and
families via a separate fleet of ADA-equipped vehicles.
See Figure 41, Existing Transportation and Parking.
EXISTING TRANSIT
The hospital campus is served by Metro Transit routes #25 and #75. In anticipation of Children's new Master Plan
expansion, Children's partnered with Metro to have both routes enhanced in fall 2007 in an effort to reduce singleoccupant vehicle use to the hospital. This $250,000-per-year investment provides service at least every 30 minutes
on route #75 throughout the entire service time span, enhancing service greatly during shift-change times. The
#75 serves the main entrance of the campus on Sand Point Way NE. Sheltered bus stops are located in both the
northbound and southbound directions, and an ADA-accessible ramp system provides access from Sand Point Way
NE to the Giraffe Entrance.

The #25 serves the secondary access point of the campus along NE 45th Street. A single, sheltered bus stop on
Children's property serves both incoming and outgoing trips. A covered, ADA-accessible walkway through the
Whale Garage provides access to the Whale Entrance.
See Figure 41, Existing Transportation and Parking.
FUTURE TRANSIT AND SHUTTLE BUSES
The Master Plan allows for the development of a high-quality transit center on both sides of Sand Point Way NE at
40th Avenue NE, in front of the hospital and the Hartmann property. Currently, there are no shelters at the transit
stops in this location and the crossing is extremely dangerous, forcing some transit riders to dart across four lanes
of traffic to reach their destination.

The transit center will bring benefit to the surrounding community as well as provide easy access for commuters
and visitors to the hospital's "front door" on 40th Avenue NE and Sand Point Way NE. The transit center will be
served by a safe and attractive covered waiting area for both public transit ano shuttles.
Four to six bays, two to three on each side of Sand Point Way NE, will create a welcoming and dry location for
neighborhood commuters and Children's staff to catch transit and shuttles. Coordination with Metro will occur to
design the transit stops.
See Figure 42, Planned Transportation and Parking
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FIGURE 41 , EXISTING
TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
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FIGURE 42: PLANNED
TRANSPORTATION AND PARKING
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D. EXISTING AND PLANNED NDNMOTORIZED CONNECTIONS
1. EXTERNAL PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE ACCESS
EXISTING PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE ACCESS
The primary pedestrian entrance is from Sand Point Way NE.

There are three pedestrian access points off NE 45th Street. The primary pedestrian access point is at the bus stop
and layover area, which provides access to the Whale Entrance, sculpture garden and a courtyard. Another is via
a secured gate into the outdoor play area. The third is the pathway described previously, which connects NE 45th
Street with a stairwell to the Giraffe Entrance. None of these are ADA-compliant routes.
The primary bicycle entrance is from Sand Point Way NE via Penny Drive. Bicyclists can access covered, secured
bicycle parking in each level of the Giraffe Garage, or open bicycle racks at nearly every entrance of the hospital.
Bicycles also access the campus via a secured gate on NE 45th Street, behind which is a long-term bicycle storage
area. Cyclists have access to showers and lockers in the Melinda French Gates Ambulatory Care Building as well as
the modular buildings north of Penny Drive.
EXISTING OFF-CAMPUS PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE FACILITIES
There are no sidewalks on the east side of Sand Point Way NE between NE 50th Street and 47th Avenue NE. There
are also no sidewalks in either direction along NE 50th Street between 41 st Avenue NE and 40th Avenue NE. The
Hartmann property frontage, including the bus zone for route #75, does not have sidewalks.

The Burke-Gilman Trail is located two blocks west of Children's campus. The trail access point closest to the
hospital campus is a short trail spur that leads to a dead-end portion of NE 50th Street. There is no marked bicycle
route between this access point and Sand Point Way NE. Due to the slope of 40th Avenue NE and parked cars
in violation of the 30-foot restriction from the corner of NE 50th Street, cyclists crossing 40th Avenue NE have
limited visibility to traffic in both directions. Cyclists must then cross two lanes of traffic on Sand Point Way NE to
reach the left turn lane into Penny Drive. As an alternative, some cyclists ride down 41 st Avenue NE and use the
crosswalk to cross Sand Point Way NE.
See Figure 43, Existing Non motorized Connections.
FUTURE PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE ACCESS
Making non motorized transportation safe, attractive and time-competitive with SOV travel is a guiding principle
of the Children's Transportation Plan. Nonmotorized solutions include clear, safe pedestrian routes from nearby
neighborhoods, transit and shuttle stops, end-of-trip amenities such as bicycle racks and showers for cyclists and
walkers, and safe and intuitive connections between buildings and parking garages.

The pedestrian focus of the expanded campus will be along Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE. The Master
Plan will provide pedestrians and bicyclists with a "front door" on 40th Avenue NE and Sand Point Way NE and will
eliminate the hill climb on Penny Drive.
The City's planned installation of a signalized intersection along Sandpoint Way NE at 40th Avenue NE, with
a pedestrian-only phase, would add another pedestrian crossing, making Sand Point Way NE safer and more
convenient to cross. This will provide a direct bicycle and pedestrian connection between the hospital campus, the
Laurelhurst neighborhood and the Burke-Gilman Trail, as a new connection to the Burke-Gilman Trail will be made
along the north boundary of the Hartmann property, within the applicable zoning constraints.
On the north side of the campus, a pedestrian path will con nee; Penny Drive through the Laure Ion Terrace property
to 40th Avenue NE, along Sand Point Way NE. A new entrance along Sand Point Way NE near 40th Avenue NE will
provide convenient access to transit and shuttle users and those using the new parking structure. The proposed
Emergency Department will have similar convenience along 40th Avenue NE.
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E··@fPHl-lif§MliiiiiiYhi§·l+M·ifiiiii@ii The addition of bicycle route signs and pavement markings, such as bike lanes or sharrows, will enhance
wayfinding between the hospital campus, the Laurelhurst neighborhood and the Burke-Gilman Trail will improve
bicycle access.
See Figure 44, Planned Nonmotorized Connections.

2. INTERNAL PEDESTRIAN ACCESS
EXISTING INTERNAL PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

From the main pedestrian access point on Sand Point Way NE, a ramp provides an ADA-accessible route to the
Giraffe Entrance for pedestrians. A pedestrian pathway crosses the campus from NE 45th Street to Sand Point Way
NE. Other pedestrian access points along the eastern perimeter lead to parking lots and do not follow contiguous
pathways to Penny Drive or to a main building entry.
The primary pedestrian access point along NE 45th Street from the bus stop provides access to the Whale
Entrance, sculpture garden and a courtyard. Another is via a secured gate to the outdoor play area. The third is the
pathway described previously, which connects NE 45th Street with a stairwell to the Giraffe Entrance. None of
these are ADA-compliant routes.
There are four pedestrian crossings of Penny Drive between the parking areas on the north and the hospital
buildings on the south. All are surface level crossings with some areas of limited line of sight from drivers rounding
the curves of Penny Drive. These crossings direct patients, staff and visitors to the entries of the Giraffe building,
Emergency Depar1ment and Pavilion building.
FUTURE INTERNAL PEDESTRIAN ACCESS

The Master Plan will provide enhanced crossings of the campus through a system of gardens, courtyards
and plazas. The pedestrian pathways through the campus could connect other park and garden spaces in the
community.
Access between the proposed Nor1h Garage and the hospital will be consolidated at two locations, where Helen
Lane is realigned, and at the new clinical entry in front of the Pavilion. ADA-compliant crossings of Penny Drive
will be made at these locations. The pedestrian movements at these crossings will be safer, as there will be fewer
crossings and they will be better coordinated with planned vehicle movements. Elevated walkways and tunnels
may also be developed.
On the west side of the existing hospital campus, a pedestrian path will be retained between the development
on Laure Ion Terrace and that on the hospital campus at a new elevation of EL. 92. This will provide access across
the middle of the campus in the nor1h-south direction. It will distribute visitors to the rooftop gardens built atop
buildings on Laurelon Terrace.
The pedestrian system could connect across the proposed signalized intersections along Sand Point Way NE,
through the campus and up toward 45th Avenue NE, 47th Avenue NE and 50th Avenue NE.
Pedestrian pathways will be designed to make it easier for neighbors to access and, where appropriate, to cross
the campus. The design of these facilities will include wayfinding signage. Design of pedestrian and green space
areas on campus will include accepted national standards for public safety, such as Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design (CPTED).
Walking and ADA access between this lower campus and the upper campus to the east will be made through
interior corridors, stairs and elevators as well as potentially exterior stairs and ramps. The rooftop gardens at the EL.
92 level may allow a pedestrian path around the perimeter of this area of the building. From here, access to public
gardens and buildings will occur, connecting Helen Lane to 42nd Avenue NE to the south.
See Figure 44, Planned Nonmotorized Connections.
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FIGURE 43: EXISTING
NONMOTORIZED CONNECTIONS
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FIGURE 44 : PLANNED
NONMOTORIZED CONNECTIONS
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E. PROGRAMS TO REDUCE TRAFFIC IMPACTS ANO ENCOURAGE USE OF
ALTERNATIVES TO SINGLE-OCCUPANT VEHICLES
Children"s is committed being a leader in sustainable transportation programs Through the CTP, the hospital will
mitigate vehicle traffic related to MIMP expansion by shifting even more employees and visitors from singleoccupant vehicles (SOV) to biking, walking, shuttle and transit. The CTP will allow Children's to:
•
•
•

Achieve a 30% SOV rate, matching the 2020 mode share goal set by the City of Seattle
comprehensive plan for the University District.
Reduce the number of parking spaces needed on campus by 500.
Reduce vehicle miles traveled, and thus reduce the resulting greenhouse gas emissions that
would otherwise be generated with no further mitigation measures beyond Children's 2007 TMP

For more detailed information on Children's Comprehensive Transportation Plan, please refer to Appendix F
The first three elements of Children's CTP represent major enhancements to programs in the TMP The balance of
the CTP consists of five new elements that go beyond the measures usually associated with a TMP

1. ELEMENTS 1-3: ENHANCED TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT PLAN
Children's proposed enhanced policies and programming for its TMP include expanding its Transportation Demand
Management incentives and extending Children's shuttle system to offer new commute alternatives. These TMP
enhancements will achieve a 30% SOV mode split or lower at full Master Plan buildout among existing and future
employees, as measured under applicableTMP requirements. Modeling indicates that the enhancedTMP and
its associated SOV rnode split is expected to result in a 36% reduction in net new PM peak-hour vehicle trips,
reducing what would otherwise be additional peak-hour vehicle traffic generated by the MIMP expansion. The level
of additional investment in shuttles and other elements of the TMP is a significant cornrnitment and represents
additional costs on the order of several million dollars annually, in addition to capital expenditures.
The three enhanced Transportation Management Plan elements are listed below.
Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 describe the enhancements proposed for Children's Transportation Management Plan. Plan
elements will be monitored and adjusted, as necessary and appropriate, to optimize the outcome in the most costetfective manner.
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!1) ROBUST SHUTTLE-TO-TRANSIT SYSTEM LINKING CHILDREN'S TO REGIONAL TRANSIT HUBS
Children's expanded shuttle system is designed to increase the number of employees who use transit by providing
frequent and convenient service between Children's and regional transit hubs, including the Downtown Transit
Tunnel and 3rd Avenue corridor, Campus Parkway in the University District, the Montlake Flyover stop at SR-520,
and park-and-ride locations in south Snohomish County during later phases of development.

Expected outcome: 19% reduction in net new PM peak-hour vehicle trips by 2028
Table 4. Shuttle Service and Future Enhancements

qs

2007 Program

Enhancements

Seven routes connect Children's facilities and off~campus parking

Create shuttle routes to regional transit hubs

Shuttle fleet of 12 vehicles, equipped to carry bicycles

Green Line launched in June 2008: Route to Westlake Station
Purple Line launched in January 2009

Route to University District NE 45th Street and Campus Parkway hubs
Proposed route to SR 520/Montlake Blva Station
Proposeo route to Future UW light rail station at Hus Ky Stadium

Proposed route to south Snohomish County

12} INNOVATIVE BICYCLE PROGRAMS
Children's is pioneering a number of creative programs to increase the use of bicycles for commute and mid-day
trips, such as:

•
•

Company Bikes, which offers free use of a bicycle to employees who commit to cycling at least
two days per week
Flexbikes, a shared-bicycle program that allows users to check out bicycles for one-way travel to
the 70th / Sand Point Way administrative building or the Autism Clinic located off the Burke-Gilman
trail near the University Village

Expected outcome: Increase in the percentage of employees who commute by bicycle from 6% (2007)
to 10% by 2028
Table 5. Bicycle Programs and Future Enhancements

Incentives

for Bicycle
Commutes

120 bicycle parking soaces

600 bicycle parking spaces

Showers and lockers for cyclists and walkers

Expand number of showers and locke_r_s_ _ __

Towel service

Same

Subsidized tune-ups

Same
Implement Flexbike program in cooperation with the University of
Washington
----·==±_Assign a Childre~'s~owned bicycle _to emp.loyees who comrr·it to cy~ling

--------'---

-------------

Institute a $100 per year gear bonus for bike commuters
. ..

------
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13) INCREASED FINANCIAL REWARDS FOR EMPLOYEES WHO COMMUTE WITHOUT DRIVING ALONE

Children's rewards employees who use alternative forms of transportation with monthly financial bonuses.
Children's will continue to provide many other programs, such as free transit passes, fully subsidized vanpools,
guaranteed taxi rides home in the case of emergency and others.
Expected outcome: 1 7 % reduction in net new PM peak-hour vehicle trips in 2028
Table 6. TDM Programs and Future Enhancements

Element

2007 Program

;

Enhancement

Up to $50 per month in Commuter Bonus for not drivrng to work alone

Increase incentive to $65 per month

Internal rideshare matching

Same

-----·

Ince nflves
for A lternate
Com mutes

Reserved parking for vanpools

Increase n'Jmber of stalls for vanpools

Vanpool bonus
-Driver $250/quarter
-Backup ariver
-Bookkeepers

Same

Free FlexPass for employees

Sanse; expand to non-employee staff

Showers and lockers for cyclists and walkers

Expano number of showers and lockers

...

---···----

--

Towel service

'

-------·-----·-·
Same
·-'--·--------~----- -- ------·-- - ~
""

Umbrellas, reflective lights provided annually
-·---

I

. -·-~--·-···-

Sa!T'e

-----

$100 per year gear bonus for waking
commuters

New walking incentives

II Guaranteed Ride Home - up to eight emergency taxi trips per year;
I maximum 60 miles per trio
--------

I

z;~~~rs _ three cars on-site. Free membership and free miles for ousiness
use

--·-·

---

•........

Same
I

I

[

Same
___
.
-·

Table 7. Parking Management Policies and Future Enhancements

Parking Cost

Increase to pay-oer-use with $100 per
month maximum
Review annually to estaolish rate that
encourages non-SOV modes

$50 per month paid parK.ing on-carrpus and off-campus

Eliminate free parking with introduction
of pay-oer-use. Charge patients and
families for parking, with the ootential
for valroation or Medicaid vouchers for

Patients, families. caroools and vanpools park on campus
for free, as oo medical residents, students, fellows,
volunteers. community physicians. trustees, board
me!T'bers and vendors
Parking on neighborhooci street forbiaoen and enforced by
·---------'--~C~~!.?_'.en's patrol. Disciplinary action for infraction.

Street Parking Enlorcement
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Table 8 compares the standard Transportation Management Plan elements typically required of developers by the
City of Seattle with the elements of Children's existingTMP and the futureTMP included as part of this Master
Plan.
Table 8. Required E!ements of Transportation Management Plan in Existing and Future TMP

Promotions

Required and provided

Commuter Information Center

Required and provided

Same

Tenant Participation

Not included

Same

Ridematch Program

Required and provided

SarT1e

Sile and Access Improvements

Required and provided

Provides additional pedestrian and
bicycle access

Height and Turning Clearances for Vanpools

Required and provided in limited areas

access to designated vanpool oarking

Carpool/Vanpool Parking

Required and provided

Same

Bicycle Parking

Required and provided

Provides additional bike parK1ng

Shower /Lockers

Required and provided

Pedestrian/Bicycle Links

Not included

bik.e riders
Provides link to Burke-Gilman Trail and
to near-site transit stops

Transportation Management Associations

Not incluoed

Same

Parking Fees

Required and provided

Review annually to establish rate that
encourages non-SOV modes

Non-SOV Subsidy

Required and provided

Review annually to estao;ish rate that
encourages non-SOV modes

New garage to accommodate vanpool

Provides more showers and lockers for

Unbundling of Parking Charges

Not included

Same - not included

Flexible Work Schedule

Accommodates where applicable

Accommodates where apolicable

Subscription Bus Service

Not included

Shuttle Service

Reouired and provideo

Review annually to serve facilities and
reduce SOVs

Telecommuting

Accommodates where applicable

Accommodates where applicaole

Reduced SOV Parking

Parking supply is less than code
allowable

Parking supply will be less than code
allowable

Fleetpools

Not included

Same - not included

Car-Sharing Programs

Zipcar on site

Zipcar on site

Guaranteed Ride Home Program
Required and provided
1-=~::._:___::__::__::__c:--'.C,c__:__:_:_::_:__:_c:_cc_cc_-c__:::_:cc_~~~--+------'~

Same - not included
~~~~--~~----J

~~~~+-

Same

Multifamily Requirements

Not applicable

Same - not applicable

Mill r
o - s·te
I
ga ion

Not included

Provides pedestrian and vehicular
mooility improvements in key corridors

Not included

Same - not included

e-~~:.:C.C'-~'--~---'---~~~~~~~~+-~---'---~~~~~~--~~~+-

lf

Residential Parking Zones

~~~--~~--~~~--~~~~

Annual Program Reports

Required and prov1oed

Same

Biannual Surveys

Required ano provided

Same

L_~~~~~'--~~~~~~~~~~--'-------'~-
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2. ELEMENTS 4-8: ABOVE AND BEYOND A TYPICAL TMP
The additional five elements of the Comprehensive Transportation Plan are above and beyond what is typically
included in a TMPThese additional elements will provide community benefits, improve northeast Seattle's
transportation network and provide even further reductions in transportation impacts related to the hospital's
expansion. These elements are:
14) CAMPUS DESIGN AND NEAR-SITE IMPROVEMENTS TO ENCOURAGE ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION
Through careful arrangement of design elements such as pedestrian access. bicycle facilities, transit centers and
the buildings themselves, Children's will create a campus that supports the convenience and attractiveness of
alternative transportation modes. This campus design will blend with the surrounding neighborhood and include
adjacent improvements on Sand Point Way NE and 40th Avenue NE to support vehicle and pedestrian movement
near the campus, both for Children's transportation and for the benefit of the surrounding neighborhood.

Expected outcome: A more attractive, safe and pleasant development that encourages walking, bicycling
and transit use
(5) INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS HTS) FOR NE 45TH STREET I MONTLAKE BOULEVARD I SAND
POINT WAY NE
Children's will contribute up to $500,000 to directly fund Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) projects in the
corridor most likely to be impacted by the hospital's expansion: Montlake Boulevard through Sand Point Way NE
to the hospital. By applying smart signals that adapt to traffic conditions, ITS enhancements will optimize the
performance of key intersections and produce substantial reductions in vehicle delay and travel time within the
corridor. For example, when ITS improvements were installed at Greenwood Avenue N and Holman Road NW in
Seattle, the result was a 30% reduction in vehicle delay and a 15% reduction in travel time.

Expected outcome: 5% to 10% reduction in delay and travel time
161 CONTRIBUTIONS TO CAPITAL PROJECTS THAT WILL IMPROVE THE NORTHEAST SEATTLE
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
The City of Seattle has identified a comprehensive list of projects intended to improve the movement of people
and goods as well as increase safety in the area impacted by Children's. These projects emerged from a number
of planning efforts conducted by the City, including the University Area Transportation Study, the University Area
Transportation Action Strategy, the Bicycle Master Plan and the Sand Point Way Pedestrian Plan. Children's will
contribute a proportionate share of the cost of the projects on this list based upon the amount of traffic related to
Children's, in an amount up to $1.4 million.

Expected outcome: Currently unfunded improvements in the Northeast Seattle transportation network
will receive substantial financial support
17) INVESTMENTS IN WALKABLE AND BIKEABLE NORTHEAST SEATTLE.
Children's will contribute up to $2 million to a Bicycle+ Pedestrian Fund that will be used to build capital projects
- in some cases above and beyond those found in existing plans - that improve pedestrian and cyclist access,
mobility and safety for Children's employees, visitors and members of the surrounding community. Projects listed
in the Bicycle Master Plan that have a connection to Children's and are currently unfunded will receive first priority.
Children's will work with ,he City and communities surrounding the hospital to identify improvements that will
create wide-ranging community benefits, particularly those that promise to increase the numbers of families and
children who feel safe and comfortable bicycling and walking in northeast neighborhoods. These projects should
also lead to even further increases in the numbers of Children's employees who arrive at work on foot or by bicycle.
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Expected outcome: Significant reductions in vehicle/bicycle crashes, and greater numbers of cyclists and
pedestrians in the area
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(8) OUT-OF-AREA PARKING
Children's may identify out-of-area, off-site parking spaces per each phase of development as part of its CTP and
as necessary to mitigate future transportation impacts. As a first step, Children's and Sound Transit have signed
a Memorandum of Understanding committing both organizations to investigate options to create capacity for
Children's employees at regional park-and-ride facilities.

Expected outcome: Every 100 cars parked in off-site, out-of-area facilities will result in a 5% reduction in
traffic impacts surrounding the hospital
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APPENDIX A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF CHILDREN'S MASTER PLAN PROPERTY
EXISTING CAMPUS

PARCEL A
THAT PORTION OF THE WEST HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER
OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST, WILLAMETIE MERIDIAN, IN KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING ON THE EASTERLY LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION AT A POINT 658.20 FEET NORTHERLY
OF THE SOUTHEAST CORNER THEREOF; THENCE WEST 271.44 FEET, MORE OR LESS TO THE
WESTERLY LINE OF BLOCK 1, GWINN'S LAURELHURST MANOR ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE
PLAT THEREOF, RECORDED IN VOLUME 41 OF PLATS, PAGE 27, IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON;
THENCE NORTH 0'26'19" EAST ALONG THE NORTHERLY PRODUCTION OF SAID WESTERLY LINE TO
THE SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAND POINT WAY; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID
SOUTHEASTERLY LINE TO THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF NORTHEAST 50TH STREET; THENCE
EASTERLY ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE TO THE EASTERLY LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE
SOUTHERLY ALONG SAID EASTERLY LINE 630 FEET, MORE OR LESS. TO THE POINT OF
BEGINNING.
PARCEL B:
THE WEST 5.00 FEET OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST, WILLAMETIE
MERIDIAN, IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON; EXCEPT THE NORTH 30.00 FEET THEREOF; AND
EXCEPT THE SOUTH 25 FEET THEREOF.
PARCEL C:
BLOCKS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 AND 6, GWINN'S LAURELHURST MANOR ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
THEREOF, RECORDED IN VOLUME 41 OF PLATS, PAGE 27, IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON.
PARCEL D:
THOSE PORTIONS OF 42ND AVENUE NORTHEAST, 43RO AVENUE NORTHEAST, 44TH AVENUE
NORTHEAST AND NORTHEAST 47TH STREET, VACATED UNDER ORDINANCE NO. 76010 OF THE
CITY OF SEATTLE.

LAURELON TERRACE
THAT PORTION OF THE WEST HALF OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER
OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST, W.M., IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON,
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE NORTH ALONG WEST
LINE THEREOF TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH THE SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAND POINT WAY;
THENCE NORTH 35°10'24" EAST ALONG SAID SOUTHEASTERLY LINE, TO ITS INTERSECTION WITH
THE WEST LINE OF BLOCK 1 OF GWINN'S LAURELHURST MANOR ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE
PLAT RECORDED IN VOLUME 41 OF PLATS, PAGE 27, IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON, PRODUCED
NORTH; THENCE SOUTH ALONG SAID PRODUCED WEST LINE OF BLOCK 1 AND THE WEST LINE OF
SAID BLOCK 1 TO THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE WEST ALONG SAID SOUTH
A-1

LINE TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING; EXCEPT THE SOUTH 30 FEET FOR EAST 45TH STREET; EXCEPT
PORTION THEREOF LYING WITHIN 40TH AVENUE NORTHEAST; EXCEPT THAT PORTION THEREOF
LYING WITHIN THE ALLEY ADJOINING TO THE WEST LINE OF SAID BLOCK 1, GWINN'S
LAURELHURST MANOR ADDITION, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED IN VOLUME 41 OF
PLATS, PAGE 27, IN KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON. EXCEPT A STRIP OF PARCEL OF LAND 50 FEET
IN WIDTH OVER AND ACROSS A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THAT SOUTHWEST
QUARTER OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST, W.M., IN KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON, THE CENTERLINE OF WHICH SAID STRIP IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SUBDIVISION; THENCE ON THE WEST LINE
THEREOF NORTH 0°25'38" WEST 235.54 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°34'22" EAST 30 FEET TO THE
TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE FROM SAID POINT NORTH 89°34'22" EAST 129 FEET TO A
POINT OF CURVE TO THE LEFT; THENCE WITH A RADIUS OF 42.50 FEET FOLLOWING THE ARC OF
SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 90° FOR A DISTANCE OF 66.76 FEET TO A POINT OF
TANGENCY; THENCE ON SAID TANGENT NORTH 0°25'38" WEST 179.85 FEET TO A POINT OF
CURVE TO THE RIGHT; THENCE WITH A RADIUS OF 204 FEET FOLLOWING THE ARC OF SAID
CURVE IN A NORTHERLY DIRECTION THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 27°32'09" FOR A DISTANCE
OF 98.04 FEET TO A POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE ON SAID TANGENT NORTH 27°06'31" EAST
111.02 FEET TO A POINT OF CURVE TO THE LEFT; THENCE WITH A RADIUS OF 330 FEET
FOLLOWING THE ARC OF SAID CURVE IN A NORTHERLY DIRECTION THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE
OF 13"08'00" FOR A DISTANCE OF 75.64 FEET TO A POINT OF COMPOUND CURVE; THENCE WITH
A RADIUS OF 98.94 FEET FOLLOWING THE ARC OF SAID CURVE TO THE LEFT IN A NORTHERLY
DIRECTION THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 69°00'00" FOR A DISTANCE OF 119.15 FEET TO A
POINT OF TANGENCY; THENCE ON SAID TANGENT NORTH 55°01 '29" WEST 58.75 FEET TO A POINT
ON THE SOUTHEASTERLY LINE OF SAND POINT WAY; AND EXCEPT THE WEST 30 FEET OF THE
NORTH 368 FEET OF THE SOUTH 398 FEET OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST
QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 25 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST, W.M., IN KING COUNTY,
WASHINGTON.
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APPENDIX B: CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBER LIST
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APPENDIX B
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR SEATTLE CHILDREN'S MAJOR INSTITUTION MASTER PLAN {MIMP)

{Confirmed by Seattle City Council on July 30, 2007, by Resolution 31002)
Karen Wolf

Ravenna/Bryant Resident I Chair

Catherine Hennings

Laurelhurst Resident I Vice Chair

Kim 0. Dales

Laurelhurst Resident

Theresa Doherty

Educational Institutional Representative

Doug Hanafin

Laurelhurst Resident

Shelley D. Hartnett

Hawthorne Hills Resident

Cheryl Kitchin

Laurelhurst Resident

Bob Lucas

View Ridge Resident

Yvette Moy

City-Wide Representative

Myriam Muller

Laurelhurst Resident

Michael S. Omura

Hawthorne Hills Resident/ Architect

Wendy Paul

Seattle Children's Non-Management Representative

Dolores Prichard

Laurelhurst Resident

Robert Rosencrantz

Montlake Resident

Dr. Gina Trask

Laurelhurst Resident I Local Business Owner

Alternates:
Dr. Brice Semmens

Ravenna/Bryant Resident

Nicole Van Borkulo

Ravenna/Bryant Resident I Local Business Owner

Mike Wayte

Laurelhurst Resident

Ex-Officio Members:
Steve Sheppard

Department of Neighborhoods, City of Seattle

Scott Ringgold

Department of Planning and Development, City of Seattle

Ruth Benfield

Seattle Children's Hospital
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APPENDIX C
OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH ACTIVITIES SINCE SPRING 2007
•

Laurelhurst Community Club Board of Trustees (March 2007)

•

Children's Standing Advisory Committee for Major Institution Master Plan (March 2007)

•

Children's 70th and Sand Point Advisory Committee (April 2007)

•

Community-wide meeting in Laurelhurst sponsored by Children's (May 2007)

•

View Ridge Community Council Annual Meeting (May 2007)

•

Laurelhurst Community Club Annual Meeting (June 2007)

•

Community-wide meeting in Laurelhurst sponsored by Children's (June 20071

•

Laurelon Terrace Representatives (September 2007)

•

Virginia Mason physicians based at the Hartmann Building (October 2007)

•

Two model presentations in Laurelhurst (October 20071

•

Montlake Community Club Board Meeting (December 2007)

•

Burke-Gilman Public Development Authority (January 2008)

•

Laurelcrest Condo Association Board Meeting (April 2008)

•

Odessa Brown Community Clinic Open House (April 2008)

•

NE District Council Meeting (June 2008)

•

Montlake Community Club (June 20081

•

Children's 70'h and Sand Point Advisory Committee (June 2008)

•

University District Farmer's Market Q and A (June 2008)

•

West Seattle Farmer's Market Q and A (June 2008)

•

View Ridge Community Council (June 2008)

•

Ravenna/Bryant Community Club (June 2008)

•

Four model presentations at Laurelhurst Community Center (June, July and two in
October 2008)

•

Ravenna/Bryant Focus Groups (August 2008)

•

Hawthorne Hills Community Council (September 2008)

•

View Ridge Community Council (September 2008)

•

Ravenna/Bryant Community Council (September 20081

•

Laurelhurst Community Club Board of Trustees (October 2008)

•

Model presentation at the NE branch of the Seattle Public Library, Ravenna/Bryant
(November 2008)
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APPENDIX D: ADOPTING ORDINANCE
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llll!(I JllmlhCIISt 4611, S1tan • thw -u lcl bo Qt1£1llidffl:d b;y 1hl:i (;'ity C1,ur:1til undet II i l l ~
~ ll!ld p!~Y ~IVOO hy the C'mmdl by·imath,c:r 1Jrdi11mive;..
·

-·!>

Thi:' rC1illlOWOUld t"xH:ml J.llo:~0 ~IU'U.l!I mim ·21. 7 U1.TI.'!i U\ ;;i!t..l nctlll llB a , .St of
lhc 11Q:JU1mtivn of uunik,n Tc:~ C~~ (~'ui1), II 6.7 ill.,'Te:, l,:Mt.imtt
~fnltllll,1 immtdialill:,to lllcwm or th!."~tiui MIQ:'1b MIO~:pm;itmll'l'nuld ·
;al'lfO dumge .the 'l:l:lnlg wil111n .J.;.i11ti!'llln. fi'um Lowrili111 (l:l) It) " ,:,lf'.Obiilliiti\'111 .,f l1Eigb1
llmltit lht1l i!;ll!:l!ldll'I Ml'.O I~ Ml!} :-0 fool, M lO 90 ht nnd MIO •6'1 foot lliJ111:l:i1foncd
to ·1" 11:d iuid 140 f~ resp~liilly). MIU l'l!!i&J:ib.i.cm lhe exi- IZllroptt! .im: 37,50t
71l fe<i!t (withp,irt eoo.lltialflQd 1u Sif.S ~ . a11d !19lli:c:t twhl1;pR{.:l'lt1di1i,1n.id t» 741 fc=t.
T\lti :M[Mr !Ill 1'C#ll!ltcd al ihc Se!tltrntnt Aw"'-ir'tldi,fffliici~ei; h~a,wi of .11
50
. ~ 65
'?fl ~ 'JO
11nJ L61J fc,..'( loonliti\'1111!!! "' l::!3 f'~1
140 I~

,:c,r:peciJW!ly).
Chi:ldmn's 11111.,wll!:f Mlf1,fl', udur1c:d
Scp!cmhet lli!M by
f:'11.Y Council l111,i.11gb
O:nfrn1t1100 1ri;; l 'J, lllllh11ri:~ lfevclqpmt'flt of Up
'itlLl.{~1 JiLiu,mi il!BI for tlli:' ·lvf.10.
The ~UMP .il:lllilmlll!I dllti U1cr~Cl.ll:rt,llltly hiiiApprr•xi~1 ~ti,llll!I :lllilllllnt fi=t ur
devll!CYpil'llll 1111d..i..• such, 11 new llilJMP !i;.tequimifor addi1id;p,"•l1; iri'tlit M1Cl

fn Mim=b 2007, m,fljli:,;·•~ b(,_.,:u, th~ JWoc= ul ciiu1b1fa.~ing. 11 uow MlMP. In August

Oammi-

2007 1t Qm:ettJ J\dvi;iary
(C'.At,c")begrui 1tli JWl;:;w nf d:11t'l'f!1J'l(~1'd U.11' In
Janmrt11JOIN, the Ut:l)ll'l'IIUk11t ofl'l111mmt'u1i,J l)ci,.•rut,rn1~(m'DJ L=m i1,;
It1,coJ1!\fluffldotion II.ml f'lll(lln'llfl>lliM-O'tthe DPDDiri.~.filtorumtmciin.ll lhll! a.Mt~ ·
lO~{dJ!L In Fehrulll}' 2t10'Jr ~AC is:,ru~ it!f Ffolij ~ , , l!i:ul
ll.ccommJdon. n:iculilm~
t.111: MIMI' ~ ,IPPft)'i!l:l.\ :mihJOL.'l
combtnllll~

\le..,.....~-~

Anli-~.

th"

17!t1:1"l.ic!ul""""1 llytt,11<>1rr"r... r" •.--I 1t¥!Riile ''" ~-1 llli d,..,..,.,l>iiaih'II~ l""t~~ 1,, ""r""r ..;
• ...,.,.,~ !)(t;-(l!il<i1<:1f'9 tkiql,r ,1 •.,,J ,f.., ww,~11,..,.. (,~.,•••~Clllh.

I

1

'

I
1

""""'' \ J'! If)

,:, - · · ~·:h!~.,..............111..,"'ll'
11~-l'-#'it:il ,-

- . t ~......,

k1q1Un Wlli lllttmmntnd.itn11111, i11tu11tnk!t•dlns
llw MIMI' kc ~~ mbj;;x:1 10
aaillt1i0m. l'\ppeuls iNrff .11,,:t It, 1he ~It~ l ~ t f::11,1m1llt'f <1t (lrlJ's ~t111m lhllt
iM,&n1 Env\rnmDi!miil lffllllll',i..l;~111m lf'EIS) >\iu Mle.J!.141\:.

o:t•

-~1

M1tR'h ZO!l9, • .1f1tMIQI& l!~umm..,.- 111.'.li.111 bl.l'lllil;g uli die ~>di!
l'J!nS On April
2!.IO'J. lhl::llenrfo@ Ei-:11uliiw .wut.il 11 •kduo111h1it I.he PEffl wu, l.fliliileq• l'll!tilll!l! it
railed h•
w~CIOI,~ 'f'Ok'lllilll l!IIYJNBmimllll ffll~ gf .Im, prt,l"(•~e<l
dr\'flh•Jld•ml nu hmulin; und liinll .IIM:.. A t1ZYUiOO f:EIS W.l'li r''l>h.ht,d l.y t,t,n in Mey
2!111)9. <111a !ht 11!H!qltmi!y
n:,"1""'1.1 (HIS wiB al1r:r i1J¥"1~ 1{l the Qlll,Jiffil E'x1B:11i·!lil.'!T_
h, .l\.!ly NJilJt,IIM, liQIU'ln,: l!iilmi11;;t held ..11
lhl:;
11£ tfw lt~1;c;d FMS.
1)11 Aug'l11'1
2II09
th::vt1r115 l:XaHula
~
rl-'JS ,..""' ~ ~~l•BIW.J.I, ~ d,s:
~"
~ (Yelt•• ,u1141111111111ie1J) dill
1hl, I i i ' ~ f.UMP nr, iC
iii,: f'u11ndl
l1J .;ppn•w:
MIMP, I•, .ilfllldt
.:omf1h1Jlflll 1,, 11' ilif'F'll't•\l'.IU. l:llcve11
((.~) I urvcit• i ) f . U1111till.!r 1::lQiml;;;:f'"i l'llmllllll. . .lioo ,cc film
1!ll< Cn1aw;i,l.

T,I;; IJJll1l#,,
~OOJL

am.I ~ JLIIIL<ll~vm

CitJ Crnmdl'i'

•ilhll;f
.

Jllll•11B111Ll~ml-1h!!!: *'¥!

fl'"ut\lllljDiii<!ft{ ~ } ' ~ ~
\ilMJ'
n mectmg
~1~

lite lt<4e4..J!F•

N&!:!gl1brnf11;,.:,d i ~ . ( ( ~
,;'UIU!flicrn(W1! Uf !lit, ~

w

c,,mmffiil!t

aci

1~,0,1 rci 18E,,
~ - , 1,1 - llUJ", .,,miaiid,Nd
ffll!ilfff r11t 11111-'I·
.!01 ti. Ont.I
tJt i11'Pl:ll4nb - ~ I u, me ( '.UlU:
On h:bnfiil) !O.
,i ~tdancilll A . ~ r -.,.1.,.;.ic,11!1iw11:e41,u1111l:J:mail
f!!l~ """"bn
Jlif"-'"",ud
w .d,c
&-~•)pmem 1.lmW"
It!& !\ITMf' wilhd~"
lll'flt'!•• ~
A rem11m1~
~ )7 1hc S':>ttlle<
CfJ'll.11:!cm ed
, . rhrcr ·~ m ~ 11
t:Sl)CltfU} ,m Inc ;tpplillliuvn
;!:IJ,U .:?4,ilJl, tilt'

,e

OruJ ,1.rgumci,.t wai r,re~r::t11<'I.! on thtl llml!i

hmlldnp; n:rlriccmi:nl urdl11,ml:flll,

i(I\IJ Si!11l)ubscq11e1,r £0ll-' mllil:llnu ~((wasJJ ncl!il 1111
2il, .lm ti. nwllh~
t.:.U~h,~··u!M!lltt!l.llllk" N!lilil-~.;M1MP~1111~J '-'ht1ih S, ;;i,o1 fl 1m!l
O,c.l1 M..:h I!, :!Ol!J lli,;..,1'1>11111111 . , . :ilneiil!le Wtitl!·.Hl*!*-1-~,

co•--

..~·~~I Jl!llj-...-rf111111 .-.&Allhn:uut.Ji~ 1<j1411lhu;1,,_,.11,,,..:~;.'l'f,qqllli,i\Sv
:OIO. 11

J

Ch1h1t111:t';, b 11:tt .i,a:.lcm11: nwuwal i;,::nl<'r 1h:1t r,nwidc.'>

1iJt1l

11Ytllc,;<'<:l:!1 h.:11l1t1 t:a~ ;;en·!i::c~ 19 i.ib1lL1rt11 1hm\Jghot1l rlt,!" Nr1rflil;W1111 l!~m!Jtih inC.:t,tr..iu:11
,1IJJftllmtl..::fllld lh1:rapc111is M'lVlc,r,~ pm,,1;,lefl !J~ $.j..>l:'<1:il,~1~ H•
tfo,dyJim,.

"' Chi!Jn1;11!1

•m>.'' ,1..::Jud,:;:,

>1ml1~ .m lm:!!!!t1,m1 l"'"Jch,1,ll'k
L ..n..o C,il:C
•MIU' "" IIWl,'""'1

1;

ru:,:,ru1tJ.I. rcd1,11t1t,
~)it:ili ..n .n1<I
u.,i !I m.-dm,,l ..n:11

,m.i;

,u1d

•ru1;1;;

imetl!ffR l:al'C

1;,1re

unit: u Stlliia::

A~a.:mw

(:['.ll~-iai~ut....tlf'Fkl'l"to•MIMI'

illlillrlJICli!llt...,;..i ~11tlli•

~ ~ Si!!UI!e 11Cll1'ing Examinr:.r .if DPD'• deeisKIII;; dw. !ikl;
E1IYJffil~ ~ Suitcment (IIISJ1) Will, ll!ltqUlllil1

A~I•

&iltl

wm f}Jr.4

ln MlUtb 200\J, Ille Jlclllnngeimni- heltl • benril!E, o n ' ~ ~ or the 1'1UK On Aon1
~ 20(1!1, hi Hcat£l1g Eumim::r 'miUAXI n dr:clsirm lblll dic FEJS 'WH~le bl:Rw;rc;if,
GiRcJi
eid~Ulle1y ~ . powitilll mWl!lltllC11W imp;t~f r:if llwi :imipo;llil
dcvchipmr:rtt an hcn.i,,lng $id fithd Llll'I'!:. A '!e'1iml FE!IS,w1111 puhlishcd h)' 'DPD in Mll)'
ll)(XI, and lht: .ildl:q11
. lhll mvis,:J l1'2fS WI.II,. IU!lfJ 11ppaj ed Ill ~ Jicaq Ex2mbli,c;:,

i,c.

Tn 'J11ly .2009, 1t11ft! .
F.X~ behl.11 !
011 th~ adt<q11a<i)"llf lhii ~iltd ms,
On /\ugmj l L 20Cl9 lhll l:f~m'il,i Exnnmil.lr in~ui,d .a di:m• H111!ihc Re,,l!!iid FEIS ,i,,u
~cqualtt, t111 ~ug\l.!11 lh 2009 !in: Hdlllll.l Elllimim:r .ii~ pub~ a . ~ ~ 1 n 1
lwll Llri,'i Cl;!\lllct( 'lftro' till' p r , 1 ~ MlMI' nr~ il'ibt: Clllll1cil Wet\: 1D <1pPl'il\le tile ~ .
t,i i:ID.!!cb 4J ,mndltiims IP. Ht ~ 1 . ~ l f f l ~ at w Hi:m11g E~amm~r·~
n:!ct!ll\tllelldlltiWI Mm! nfed W'.ilfl the OliJmli:it The' tuund \ll(I •@dJu=.• o( id.I e,c\.letl

appclla111!,iffi:: f.w«I flll.;lflc; IJISI l'Sl,le of lrui< do,;~.

Tbt! C'itr i:•ouncil's r111ur(fbg,~ f •1111 ~ Nelsltitr.hcqd. Commit!e-.i: {l'tA::fNt'.1 hegm1
i:u11~iJm>liu1ulflh<: ~~!.!d MIMI' m'!i llle.:ting ..r1 No1tlllnbcr 11, 2009, 1'be C~'!l
Cunt&mlil.l!: 1>11 :fhe audt l!JI 11it»nme11t (COUEJ. 111,; liUC>.'\!S:,Or lll lm trllJ.i', t,tmsidtlffid llll!
m11m:r·u 1llr!W!iY n 1mu. 20,
Oral n1~e11t by ~Uants wu p~ll.!d to !he
conn: Oil J;cbTIJIIJ)" 101201 it F.::b.~ rn, :uno JI '$i:!ltlem,:a.. Agredn.11111 W!IS 11bo.
1111mnil'!cd 1(1 Ill" C:o~(llt. r11e rune ,ippelt,!fflS \'o'h11 prei,.:nl.-~
1.n the ,:,;lllllf o.l
p~~ ~llJJflP\l 11111for th!) *1MI' wtiiwl~w lbeir llp.Jll!IU!i in: ~pport, J the
Sememi:m1 ,l\sn,irmtni. A r e n ~
\.)' lhlli ~ Dbpl.bccinm11 ~11lition 1111d
ln1crfahh TMkforriam Honu:lifflsl'less
'fffll Qll !lle11ppli~ ofSeanl~ Municipal
Cmlc {SMC: Zi.3A,1J.f,B:7), tru:: hou!li11J l'l!Jl~tt11:uL «di~~ ·rcn111med. Oml
11rgl.llD!llt WJL'I.

~oo

mt 1i:llis i ~ Su~m:nl CDfJlf

Fel;iru!ilJ' l4. lOI 0, M.m:h 1,)010 anil !hen Mm-ch 11,l!!no

m1:;H11gi. ·'Mfl:'

hiild
·

(!11

!!

l
I

f!111dbu!f nf;Jfast

I

,B11dtl!rt1D.tld

I Clllfllnrn'i,.i,5 w, llll:llW"UJ'.l'< u-.wll81~1er t11'11t pro\'l:ib highlJ!srcciullzed , . , , . um;I
mfpk,-....,.'fll h;;alth \:lire ~ces lo t:hi IJrlll\ 1hmugt10ul tl1e'f<IMl1wc~1 !Im ,ugh· lnlq;miod
dln!(llltlllit ~d,tili:r.i~lc ~cr1,io.1s pwiided t•7.Jip!.'Cia!i511, ir1 1111al1ip!e .!~line:;,

-.=

Clil ldr~'!i '"bc<l mil;" 1ilidlndcs !lql~nuc. nfunnti,I, pieiliall'f!,l.,Jjl,t1sd cur.tine tiiteieit""
unli,.; U11 ijlpnl!ertl '*~ehili!rfC llllit; D ri::hlllhllil'all()n and ifunpru
11:m: ;i SCltlti.:;
CA!llll!!I' C':art Allt..• unit.l 'ilim'b-.l.-U1t;
u
umJ,,

::!_

I

I\J'!"l 5. 1~!0

C'Y lUIU!<t - :,...m,; OIW....'• U"'lfflllll l'.11"41'

fiu,lwp

<~""' ""'' li,:gaj..., v J

i,.,

4 Qnldn..l's t.aun11l]111m Clffl!PUI; <mthi11 th~ existm!!, Major IMll~.,lm OVtrfoy (MK}} ,.
IOCl!wrl on 11Jlpmmn11tely 11.7 a...-r<ll'
Slltlll, P\•ir11 Wr1y' l'fmthea!i!. in oorthoos:t
Seattle. Ncilher the 'l;;il'W'l:!llnffllt n-cigl:tlim'hrlll~ 111:MClfildmi'J.,MWpll.~ ure toc,11111:in "11\
"w:bllli l,Dlter" o r · ~ ....Ol!i~, ,!!I' ~illcd iD lhc City'; Qmir,A'~cnsivi: Pim. The
c!Ollie:d ia'b.iu c<:11tt"W ur ~Ua;I'.! ill thi: Ril~"'llllll pottiOII
!bl!. Uni,wsity C<Jmmtmil'
Urban Center lnl:l!led ~x1m!l\i:!l:yo1u>hillf mH1111Wll:f,

n.e

5,
~Ung Cnildreo'& MJO 1111:l11dC1S downhill !f!opa iam ell!lf 10 w<:st mid fivm
n,;,rth tn ~ The MJO i, ,'.WTC'l:ltly oolll!di:d 1111 Ille:: nrn1nv.i:st by S11lilf. 1'1>1111 IVny
Nurthaa<lt; on.U1e 11ortb by Nt>J1ltulli!f !iOOt $1t«:t: Oil llic ell1lt bv441fi.~'1mllff Northt:a'lt
(fr,:,m N(l!thc,e!IJ 5ll:ih S~ct ll• N~C$1. 4 illl S!r<:<ll) lll1d by 4:51h A~ u;, Nonhf11~r
(nmn Northt!llllt -'I :1tll. Str~l tu N 1 ~ 4Sth S1re11t); on the !Mitt! l:i,jt Norlru.!&l't 45tli
81:lwt;, !lnd nn !hi; w~1hya lllbill'cd pmpcrly line \WIIA Luun:l,,n.

f,. 'The 11nderl)'llltfZDPinj mlhc1t:xisti ng

l'l,QO is Single· family 50!P!I [SP5ll00J,
Thi! 11a!,lhhmh11od oub,idc 11(
exi,tioc
1l2ei Ill.*~ und soutl1 ii;
zotlell Sr
5000, with a 30/fool height limit, 1mct i~-d~,'lped ~th 'Slllgj.,,,fumll)' r
~. Th,:
north
ax ming Ml n ,. m111.lJ u,w::i!ie: Uup\~1t1Trlp I""'-· will111
Umil, aritl i1, &!il'lll!lp,;d with l(,w ller11ily rnultf[,m.ily ffiiidet1i:c:!;. Tho

!ln:a 111

hcigJ, r

to \ht'

mirtlrw,;st of the !l'!(iifi11r,, M!O L1ii ruMd L(lwril,e 3 Cl:H With II JrJ.:fool hm~I

iir
11llll• devekipcd with fow dwn.il~ mlll!i. .ttll' 1wi,fonces_ TI1<1011!1a :IJCl I.be we:& r:if tl:!c
~ MIO i;i
wm,l LJ, 11m'I it ckvdopt.d witl1 !he' tinucloi1 TmllCe
C,m1fomil'li1111u i_Llturel~ .ia ti, i -~cri:; t,;i;i,-,.,il"d thm:-:s1ury ~-lll-yli: c,rmmun:it)
built m Ille 194Us- T 1,1 !lie wt:lil nml S<roll!walt
l;;ili1n,lori is Li-,i;-OQi:il ~J\l:l'flJ
dcvdopi:ft willi law ricnmJ m1.1 n'i family r(Tl,ilcknces, and UlilrJ 11 8trip of pn~· ~ ·
8~n·1 Pnint Wa)' fh;i,t ls J1m!ld Netghbori11\0d C".i,mm;..""Crn! l wilh :i
1wlg1J1 11mil
(NC'2-3U) uni.I deivQIOiled ..;·jtb U!eSpnnsbn~ok pt<li~I buildin!!,!I
6 l:u1nk. 13
:.J'.omng ,ind ~pmcru w111lmr;;,, tu •h~ qortl1 111' Ute o:urut\l;: MfO, ;iil:it'tii!I Slilld Pr1ifft
Way il<HI in!6d11» Lh..- 11Un1,1,infom1lng lilm;,-;;lury m~~tic.il 1}(li,;i:, ~
Lil" Hlli1.mlll1111
Bilitdu1!t- To lh1:1.uu1hwl:lll,t!( the H11tlt;1U11Ul silc is Nci!,!hl.>r,m110d ,Ccmln:u:rcinl :Z l!<lilini..
wffh 11 40 fom he,~ lunil '(NC::'.--10) tlevcl11pcd with ~ 11011c,mfOl'fflin5 Ull.J·ftJflt,lli!!l1
cpmfr1min11111l huildii:it, Fmtlier in th,i; W~f fmm t.11111 NC2-4U mnc 11; the Burko-C.ihn,111
l'.1ml, jl,nd lhm dot' Bl')'lmt ooglioorhcittl.
Sl'S,t100 zmllng .m;I ikvclormcJJL
EdlMl4 (fm11I Ma'iclct,l'filn) 11!$, P1gun-

7. R~WI lmd cunun=·.Hil bttsmeslll:.li, md1J1ii11g U1iiv9ty YA!l11.1,1t:, Qf'C iltld Sa!cw:ijy,
lhL: \'irgmil, 'M,ISO!i f-,Jiatria C'linlc, the Sprmghro"k hm111iq.'<..
5m:1Ut:1r ~!<tlt}'
bw.inc:.s_.c.~, 11rC ~tt.i:I i'rimllrlly h• lb"' 11L1ut11wC!'l ,,r Childrl!li~.
tnstttuttui11; 111',1;
111~,, 1~1'1:alcd 11cmb)', mcl;.idi1111, C-hil~'s 70tli '111J SauJ l'mnt W~' f~Alil~,
'f11l1!11S
RCliil.:11rdi ;u1d Coitfml::ncc
tfl Nrica,1 4hl Strt'L'.t, U1urclhw:,j( lfmi'i:flttlr)' $1:h,:,nl
Villn l\ca,;lt!111y m fin:
urid Ille \f11l11er,1ly af Wmru1llglall 1a. thJm cm~
N,
11'111 .-wc,,;L

Cuntilt l\4m!\l[M!!llllJAh O~etlll:l!

-"t"i'i!#; l!ltll
a'!Qll~i!,C-111,,1,1* ClllMlll'cJ M~·Mtt,I!'
~ ('",.,.,....,...., l:lid,,i..,;,\lill

!I. Childn:n's Imrml!l<m.'t ~ l, ~ witllm 1111 iafflmg MIC :undmc II MtM:f
l\pprtived in rm. l!Jisting Jiilmtillas mtllllde II ho.pibtt wilb '150. ~ · .('2]11 of wbfoh 1ll't
IICUlC ~ ) Ill :100 pilllffll TI'.l(!ltii, II, !:gtuj). .uxi ~ca.I ~ of'l'me lllld .4l0l')'
tl]lll!;C,
II to1a penniitl.!d butldli;ll : ~ ~ ti!,:. MIO of 9fJIJ, 000 litflmn: · f'wt, .ln
l!MiUm., C11Udn111'1.mainfllliidl,llm tllll!IUC\t c1mic.;md uffi.ielll tlu: ~ Bmld111& WI
!he we1;1 <Y,dl! .af Sd• 'Pomt W11y Nmih=ii;t Chlh:ln:.n'il ~ lbl' l&? 1lllm: lilmmllffll idle,
ollJI 11\e 1:6:Ull sq~ !f,c,it ll1trt1lllffl. ;Jiuilif~ Cbildrmi':i hilli II piirtn~ f:IIIM:it !!i

w

the ipnng!mloll: lniildinp 111 J.llttlbtul: ~ . Stt.iet'llnd Slllld loint Way Norlhl:!dst .and

•e-

l611!1Cs 5,l'llO squirm~.,·thue building; ~th llllrttmi1111 m:id .Sp1u:,p.116ok IIR' (~Jed
.11Utlrid~ .aid within l.5fl0 .met uf lhe eitistin!; MIO. Childn:n~·'llllw ow., nhii:
fimrll1 ltllitd1."1ol.111!! l11c111t:d .u.:n~l:mm iii. mt all ·l!fflllh htiL111,hltic.. !bat ll p111'dfuuol in
:2007 ud 200IL ~t;U. ~a1UJ.
9. hanaty~ le Pildn:n's is vi11iawl" N{1~L,tSill!ltree1 LlOl'fiftll; (S!ilttl l~oint~)'
Nwtba !Ind Nortl11msl -4Stb s~ ... bO#llllUc ~}. or ~111 the Montlaka Tkli.llL'\lilnl
i:imJut {BllnJ P~ Wq.· Nunbiml mld.JIL.,r1ll.ib Buulc.l!{d N,m.b,_: tu S1t 520),
Appn,x.imlilily 50'A. 11r:c:tinctn:11',: cmpl11y;es lffl,d tme l!lf 1h* 111ffli1loI;i1 to reacl1
C~'s, De Clllill'.ttlll illdf ,~ ~w \!:ill l'CIU!Y Drive imn s~mt .foim Way
.N!)l'tl,~tllt- Tl~:Kiing Coonty ~1bui.~ ll!'I? ,lccllid nn or 11djac,mt tblho ..::11mpus
HI, Chllr!re\l'1,.pmvid11$'.fi l11J.al uf2, I~ pMkina.lii:ntl5, ioulu~ !!@.~ ~Is 111 .ti~
1-ll!lffflllnn Bliffi!ing ll!ll Mil off..et1mpJ11 lea,101hlllllhi,
'
·

St,.

It Currwt .MIO hm~ dl;njm ttn;37.lfm ,.l'lfffi of f'~JDnve,ldlil J7i
70 md. llfl
fcct liOvdl .t,f Penny Drl "'0. l'lirt ~f !he ij{Lfoot hetd:il t111;trft:11lu:ondltfo1u,d 1,:; 74 ~ ;'!lm

~ t WKl.!*1 oflhc ,it-Jl111t:hei,nt au.-uiC\l:itiill')mlill(J11ed111'M rcc.1. 5,!!111:ra,.ikt

llPPfoitim11lely 20 .t.i un Ulc 1~; 40 fa: 011 lhe ,lat on4 il p,rtiori uf !lie cm, illltl
teci un 1be li!lulh m1(1'11:·~ »f the cim. Mm!)' of ~Cli:i~HIIIJ.ill:lf'!llck., IL'C bc:itvily
lrultl~ ii:u1e:n= lhe -'l1mp11S 11111n h

12

in~ng~i;hbor~.

iu d,,~-umdMt!I .~ till.' Ml,\ifi> ~·,, n!ll!I

sqllllR' ICQ

lhc

d11Vcih1pmi:nl ·IRPfO"'"° 111 tli"

54,IJOO !ql!llf[! i1X:tmr111inf~

co
·

.111~ lffll'OX.ummily &<11,,UJm
0

M~. wi1h 11:ppro~t1111ti:l.¥

·

!:I. _ChtltlMl.'! hlttl Ttfi!Ut#
~ f1u.:ilill~ 11;.y11ji
1hlfl.-.P1h1I ..irupw. md
c:stllllil.lbudpadi~tt'h: IIJ)\-"cirul)' i:.1.l"C lit:l:l=tWmlll: 4j:nics il'hAJ11sk11; 1Mllnt!ll!ll~ mM!)' t1Ut:i
Wilhm W11-,hm1110tJ.
i, ,~, \'llori:il\8 wlllf lttllllm\Jjrlty rrovld,% 1,9 incr,:,m, !he
11111mlnM!i;y of pnmlrit.i l!Plll:!lllly .:llfC ~= Wi!hin Uli:'lil:lllll

Aim! ,, .!11111
t'I' l~N~i<4- ~~lo 0,,1,lm,"• lli>tpi!,111,HMI'
Git,,;hi,...,..,,,.J J ~ , v! 6a

•'•mil¥

14. Im: MTll.fT' ~ ~ ,n ibe ~'Pfll)J:l o{ 2!Xl7. wh11n t:!1.iltlru:1'!1 ~ubmilled 1! Mllm
ofmtm11 In pnputi11 new M?MP. Toe Ci~ .Ad11i11Ul')' CDmmi'l1cc (CAC::) Wll!I fomicd
and
me« mJuly "f 20tt1» The Ilmft MJMlll Wll!i whmillcd tmd.?ji dlllfi HIS WIIS is.wad
011 J'1me 9, 2008, !Dhibit., :; tlid 5. PJlbli,... ff,l*W during 1fovelllpnwn; a r ~ dndt M IMP
RD.l 'imul
~ ,Jlllh'lh:t1111cctings
tlut,CAC, wbiilhjncluded tm:11.1'
p,11\ilii;
oommt:11t: 11 Jldl,lic &eoplftJ ~g,; two 1,ulili111 ~cut ~ t ~ 111 .pl.lb.Ii&. hC'Jll1llg,.
nci:lfnml M'IMI' amt Fi!rs .We;'ll' i.'1!11.Wd wi Novllmbcr IO, 2ll<Jlt ~ Q I 4411ld 1t flt.:
Oirootbr!s RC['Oli md 1\mQmm'llli~D Willi 11il>1.led NI ]11m.111ry :20, :m®. Eiclti1ritu.

mm

ms

or

IS. Thi; CAC, sUtffc.J by lhi, OC(i11tlml:l!:ll l!li N~bclfflO\,J..~. 1:lchl mtuhlic rowtfog!I
r.>v« 11 ptlriod of 18 muntlu, 'they rodai'lled 24!(pub1ii:; commrnls, iulll m,;il:W,'lf md
i:omm1..'!lwit on d:mlt MIMl' 111111 SEPA doc:um1:nts. lite CAC was im;trnmcnlal i11
lll:ruc-villg many clllm.!,'dl to lbtl MTMP Olut wciuld reduce l:hl:if!Ripoiu:d MfMP's lmpn.:1,,11

the ;;urround.il1.1:1e1gllbor)1Dr:ui ·nm t:AC:& .Fin111 Ri.·port 1md ~end;itirm.
n C~1ncmhcr,,
on F<hrtliB'jl-3, 2009, .&,ilillit

Mim.nity.Ri;pintf:l:wn

'l';ui,ti1:J;;emml"llt
h,, ·r11c Ulr......w, reccived i!pproaim~ly {,on wri1knanm,l:ll.l~ ,m !iu:, lif'.IMI' lllld t:l!i;
IOIIld. heard from h6 p1:uple al lhi! Dir~I 200!! puMi.i il~l~fl, Tlu: l'illm'lli11c1 ,~\'<Ii
153 publi.: i:..'11l[llrnts, ,mu hcmd le!l.'11111,i;my frnm f>:S 'IJVJlb.h~ M !he public .ti !bet
f..'\'l!IIIJDC1°R !\¥!!

r,,ublic ht:fflllgS,

.

! 1. O n ~ fl. 3!lll9 th11 !taring. Exmnlner~ncndul lhut JR:~O!ial Mlf'lfP.hc

i:lau!Od: BAl.indug !.he~11Liul lid.~ t!llJlli<.'U t0:tlle 111.!iighlx,rhac,d - ~ Q'll.tdtun'~
~i:..l C'XJ!mllltmi nccJ~. Lite- EXllltm.- ~r,duJ!!>l
W'ilm:r~t =sfilcring • 1..,.,,~
<!XPllll-'11\'J: J.,..,•cl.il'n,ll!ll prn1.,.;~~J. lilt' pi1ti:.li11l mIJ!liCI;, 11, the naghbo.r.l:n.~ vulwerg.hed
C'lnldrcn's need~. The Eu1uinw ml;ro ~1ndt.1ded that !~11C3'1P!JIOSlll wns i11e!lnsi.tm11 W1!h
ihc: "urbau vill~ge !lrlllugy" t:enlilincd 1n llul CiW':. Contptch!lfllliVC Plm1.

l ls, '1110 ifoiin.llg; l~wni!Wf fec,;,g;ni~.,:;.f !hit die Cit) Cnwioil Muld 1,1rik~ ll. d.itlill!\ffll
bu 111.111:<: t111m 'ltiii1 ;.1111* 1:!)I the Eamtmrr. lll10 ~l,ki lo i!ppm,·c lh!II ,prupqnC MIMP
A.::.:.:;rdmgly
roo.1mm1;:i:ideJ tui·tf the Co1JJ1ei1 d11..'ided to ap;~w tll;; MtMr. 1ho
Q111ni.:;iJ ,t•mi111u 111:ktp,fr,:iJ:'ilii nt1111ilcf Of'l,.'!1l11lilim11<
£!1lflrnv:il.

19. elev~ plltiia appellled llw Ii C'Jll'l !'.lg .lli,;:.;ll'll incr' Ii rcci::imi:nomlnt1t•n h! the Cuu11t·1l
Approttilllmily.t1!!lr 51!pprl'lrtt."tl l'f'Pl'l!Vlt!L ur tfo: MlMf' fflld b111f,j1,1><1~l ~ll!JfflYIIL

20. On F.mtmu'y lfl, lf)JO, ~ · s m l pmtk,s ~upptm;WI ,ppmwl.,af i!.:t,UW, Pit
!lie Lill.lrnlliiw.;1 qommunlty'Club (LCQ ul plirtidl! ~smg 11f!!'ffi\'ll1 of Ille ¥MP,
wllh '!he ~tim1 of t\','O lliw-1dv~y aµpw1anu., told ·the Co1l#lllil ·iim ~· bli,:f
~tidll!l !l ~
~ Uu,~tif C'-..hildfflfl_'f p~cd
~ l ~ t l.tllll!ll' lhC) MIW, 'foo:;;e 1711fU~ 11~ tb~! lhc JW(!~ MIMI', :iD
'llllllllld..!il 11nd liW1cd :h)• ilMi tcmrs 11{ Ill,;: ~111!tlil . A ~ . achieved 11 ptopcr
l'r!11$11c:,:;. · ~ ~ neM fo; C';bildre:ll'11,10 e11pmd wl Ll\e 1ivubihty pf the 81if11d
naighllllrbol}ds."

~1hi4~·

de,..

l L m llglll
MJMP

~1r the .se11t11111111:11

~ m t the following .dcscqption11 of •fflc, pwposcd
~~Mid MIMPas ~ i n p;id..by Ibo SelUt:mimCAt.er~n~

l>roposcd Mli.'1113,;j?lan

I

I
I
1!

2!, Cinldmi'• bllli 9licdJ:ir it n!iW MIMr w ,l:Sta.l;i\t51\o,.."l.'1qpmcnl potwroo tiu:ill!lgh
tl:ll!)1111t 2tli0. 1:Ill!MlMl' Wolll(I.J1ffll11i11 in p1~ rutld Child!a's i::w1sirm:wth~ilihiwlid

fuo.

Ulll\/elop11!:ile sqllll!e
'[lll!; t!hjleliv!.S .ir Ch11drM'li pi:Qpm~ MTMI' jffl: SUIIOO Ill
1111: Piflll.l Ml)II', !lthlhil 4 111 f'a;~ 12· I f, 1111d fll'll' '!!Wimllritcl in the U~'lll~ .RI!:~,

Eitmlm: ~ aOl.

·

Chudren'1r final MJ:Ml' m;iJ.uck~· ll1i.'! J:lirce n,ql.lrn.'al cmn~ im&r f!iM(!
21,11!1,(l:JO: [I} a <1~~1 ptll~; (?J .lcnl!1~et1t ::ilmrnlatdl>: :m+i (lJ :i
~"~ ~l!,l:fflcnt program
L1.

24, DC!l1.ilr oLCHII~~ pmp!Mill d,'\l~P!l!lilld P'l'Qff!!mm:t umii!l ,11 pa.11,~ 17-73 oftllJ?l

pn,fMJ!ll'd M!MP, Exhibit 4.
:L~. Cbl1ffll:l:nl l.ll}'llrucd 11eve11 ;,llcruul,ivCJ1hlll wt111ld luv1: :..d'licvC\l lt,:,
l otij~'t.lfn'I:
1;1f obrmnlng a total o1'2,4QIJJJO\:Hiquu~ te~ufd~:ak>J)111nl !I.I'm. n~ · 1mi11uvc1,.,re
dalro1>tsd m 111!b1Jl 111 ru.hihit n at 2.1 tt~ 2.n; 1m<1 exniblt .1 Jlt
At..il rc!ll:ltl1 llf'
Ou! 8~t\l~! A~~ !h!lllamant hAI bec1t.i:lldu®lt tol,'l '.:5,\IOfl squ11m ~t

26, Olilhl'in1c!rxted Aill!tTlwi,vo 7~ us its tyr.:f~ wlali~iiic lt Qrigitm:11y ~,mg.hi
·•pw:nl !IJC' MIO bul.lllU1IO' to 111t:111dc blll1 tlllm:loa anti tfie txlllllnp l'hnttlll!lln i.1tm: l!Cl'Q511
S.@d !~llim
NMUltta&L A11 11 rei>UII of the :l.clll..m.mt A'~UIVlffll. ~11L1reii'~
withdrnv.-r, JJII Pfl:!l»'*.,ltl il:1tihid~ H ~ \11\Tuirl ~ti MID, Obildn:n',;; h~~ pm:hll!;C..:t
J111 ortho.uu.ttin llDitia .amt h1:1ld§ 11111,pti<,1,111,11 pufelm~tc 11ito ,;ntir.: 1~~111!1111111!:lt

27. Lllul'lkln. llltl1111 wilh }'t!t'UCII>• <)f cl.'rt;Jln 1:xi..'i'lillij immp!.15 b~if!M:lwd b11 ·
dcmolii<hcd, l:llld dt."V<:lo~t IUVla :lb!: ~1M!ll .M[MI' wi;ipW 11<.'l:Ut 1111hir ph11.~
The ~11111 il)r. 11:ba jihnsl!S fCfflllioa
i!l!bmtllC!k . l'b~<! 1 L~ ~ gilijtfJtf' ",llfailllt;:ll
,;Jt,elapmc:nl;" f'hu¢i:
~4
i:i"9MIJQ :potcl}lial '!.!'l'cl~i:1.11" ·'St<!!! E>tll:ibit ii
~H!i§ ·6¥1.Eddbil
w i.:30

J'
i

I

l

lljml ~. WI\•

~'™' ·

s.,,.11,,;'1,ili!m,'• ll<llpiml MIM!'
fin,tmpl:'..,.lu1l""" ""'1 Ot:i:illmt •It"'

t'f

28. Phll.se I Wi:1111.d apand tol.ll hm1dins;;1rea up t,) ~llllll!lly l,4Q2,0(l(l.~~ fm

Plwic 1 l s ~ IQotcur~'m 20U>.mul 2t11Z,·~·wowd.~c;
•
•
•

•
•
•

Df:ln,}ll!icn mill] n::rllM'W ofl.a11rehm
Cunstructfon ofa"ncw Emcrgcncyncp11rnmmt (9:t,in ;igwue fe«)
ColllltnJC!tw of Bed Umis I ad :Z !:!511.llOl'l squm-e fc:ci)
Cnn.m:uotion uf diai;JlllSlieood ~ t facili!ia (176.343 ~ fm)
r'orn;tmctiun oflllCI.~ f;11::llilfflrl.il9.400 sql.lill'l':=t)
·
Construction of• meclmnkal pe111hou.'!<' ( 14.0011 squme feet)

~'l. ~ 2 wwld c~pmid lntal lnuldin~ 41"!;:ll up ttl a ~ t t t : f l,.6CM,OlMl !Jl!.Wlfe fi:ii;,t,
!i11cludi111 :rq,ia=m~nt or 6S.•OOO !Jl!.U!IT¢
1.11' ~'lillhrig ~ .u, be dc:1ru:ili~) ru,d ~
expected lo tlQWr Imm the ffflmh .q11~ of 20! :;. lo &he fourth qUm'tar ;;if10l li, II 'l'r'akll.J
lrsbule;

,,f

•

t:m1~1dion
11 l ,IOO ;iWI, bcl~ gm.Jc Jl;ml!Pl .ij,,r stilff:lllthe !'!mill ,md oftht'
L.tLirl!llll!I (Somhwci;t ga~}

•

L'tmSCrlllltlvn of ~ddnirn:ml di,lf'.Tlo.:;;lt"', lteb.ltne:ut, illli! i!ndll.wy, mecli.muci,I r,nd

•

gcoi,r-4! pint tut.ill~
tlam:ilition at ...xi!!(ing J"CTT1100~ nl'!Ju~ ~ at D Md F 'Wfflg

.!O. Ptla,;f 3

iN

C,:)ICDi:d 111 t:IQl:Ur in ~:sul,-p&ul!ll a[ld "''olildtn\p.m,t fntarlMIIJm;s

111(111

jjPJ"ffllU!Il'Btely'2Jj60,liOO ,quare ·ft;et (illdadlft&'i:eplat•c,nll!f1toi' 136/JOCJ ~ foe!
i,;, be ~,llshcd)' Su~c 3A .from !he ,;e.:<lild qUllt'!cir
.!017 10 ft111 fuu1ih quart~
(•f 2fl Ill, l!Tld Sub-phalit· .3 a iH11n ilie fll'lit ,iu=cr t•f
lo the ffflmh q;tQrti:r of 1024.
l'hasc \'! Wf!Uld 11lll'l:i11:k

i!Jl

or

..
•

r.v!'!!,inletion of Boo Unit, :'I rmd -I
C'u.n.tructiun ohi111~1-. tn;.ulm!:rlt, anil i l l l l ~ , m1:®11DlC!ll ilt!W 1!1.ITTt:rril vl,wl
fiacilJli,·s
.

..

Dl!111~·1itioo

ll.itt'itmg portitllll untni C!!lnpU!i al

lrs.h:i

31 i'l11t..e 4 would cxpii11>1! llilni b,ul,1int un:.~ ttp kl 11ppm;un11ii1,ly2.l .!S,000 'llljUlll:t f<'ti!
,lllid t.\l: =i:pcctlld lo occur lllni:n !hi,; fm1rtli.t1tmrter .,f it'li; ti• llw (c,urth·qllllt'ld' of?~,. 1t
woutc.l m'-'lude:
•

•

J:!.

Deinolitlon of the G ~ O ~ on ike: oonbw~'1.! runlwi ,1f !he L.Hlmpu..~
(. m1s1ruc1iun
11 new Nnnh ·Gi>tage-, .
tmd acllb.l}·, mt:clt.~ nm.I
yi:m::uJ plant flli:llit,~on thl.' 1,1,rth pm t,f!h;;f!ffl11erty

ni~ m'(

iir 1:,uijdu:tg

i!lfi'll'

lhe, .life of fm MJMIP\'WIJU!d hi:l J.,225,(!()[)

S(j'U[JI'!.;' la:t,
il 101&1.ll'Lrihli:tlJ:~
the COt~,;l<.'Q ,,amptl'$Of.tJ!I.il'O~imnl~
'2., 12..'>,~ll)O "'{llltfl! le.rt, t:3!'!% lil:l'gt:r 1han Childr<m •.1: ~lmi; f111:.l!itie&.. Jlic, Flt<! ' ~ in
bmia Wffllid rattgu lium !'!5!:1\1, !Ifill, for il tc•l.1l h,.,J cotml:t11Dgjn,!l tivil; Sll() lll !iO!l bdl!f.

~ Dwcl(ljlmmt under 1h1: ~ MIMP ffll\Od ffljuire 'w11::111ioif o f ~ within

l'...irureftm, ~ ) 11,1 A\!eruic Wtmlh~ ll.11ll ~ 4litb 'Sb'eet &eiweffl Smut
Plli:nl WeyN01'd1cashwtAOtlt Avem.1~),lt~ Wlnt1t.ffleMJMP llSllmB~ Um:...~.cmk1n
r1Jtli:l:st,11tred.l;, tM rtMl!w o;l'.lfa;ip~fln:dvncidiclll! !"tlqmtet:11 sepfil'l!tli lag¥11laiive
acttQi,.

a

Maiorli\n,111 or C'oneyrp

tiiwl 11µ,H1ublic'1reordtt
34, SMC 2!,R,00lllabzil1111 tlte 1uqxisc IIIIIUmmL.th!!'Ml!Jut IMl:itutian~ill'l'C,

~e-

A. P ~ ~ e in."lflruti1:mlll pili wilun ooundmii:11 while
tin,. ndvrni{; impllc'I&
with &w$1,wcnt llfl~

~s

googr.ipblc eitpoo~usr,

Et IWiui-.'C ffic Mll:jftr IMllll.ttieir.'r.JlbilQI kl ch1111jo .mil ~ pilh1ic b~L
xJcrivcufrom \lh11t13lt~tM fflll!d t{j pmtect llte livabiltly 1md vlt~Uty l)f

!!dJ~t nclpl,orb!iods; .
Eru:rnirn!!II' the .,IIOllll!lliln.tai pf .Maj(,,- JnsUWtir,u ~ e l ~ I
~ g ~ . tW itllcmatiyr!),, IM d~litm of sucli l!SCS l\l
~tlQi~"mORtifwt ,wo tll.:lllrllllrl ti\lt: 111mlln:d t2,sM1
niim ~~
oollf:ldaric,;;

I

Oull.1buraF' lbc~Qll of ~liilhell Qlajm ui.sti~ blll!lndiirul!ilf

H. A ~ the i:hau~hlg n ~ m llil!;lor lmiiitutio:a, ~
lfe.xJl'riftty for dav~m{lll1,tdlllli ;IIXUUfa.81\' ll hJg.b ~ mvifomil'm!
lhrou,P TX>odiQi:liliou!r af 'il!lt:. rui;lrl~nm• cw Jllllm~ requircml.llm nf !he
°*l:,iIIJ ~~

r. Mukr:; tl:ic l!Alld for nppwprlntc: 1.,111.silfon IIIQl!ll)' ~(lfflll.l~nns ill
de1m,miiifng n!la~. Aloo ;r;<llh;11.1kl; ~.Y1ii approp!iala.to ~ ' c c•r
liQ!dc, 1,,lrildin_g mmhilll:iimt. iit\lil.!W a,mdor.

I

.

3S. SMC 23;;69.n2S,1;1~Clilhul Qii, mtciil ofII MIMP ii!(,• "qal.anr.,,-!he noo,:l.;, ,;,f Om M111or
l~tlltllfflil ilevdQll lillif1lit:$ for Ille pnwilion ol;:,b1mll'1.tmre Q1c:·ul11•11l~,:it,!f
wilh Ut!! t,eetl w 1numni,.cw
a[ Majnr ln1!liil1Uctt1 di::ve1opmi.mr 011 ..ummnding

to

11e1ghburho1;1d.,,'l''
36. 'Th" Dirc,;;tur ol OPD ~~ lliar'Cllildtetl'ls ~ .:hr.!WI\ 11 credible t11.'Cd fol'. the
.fG!il\lesrlld c:>:pasiuff:;£&ml:11u ;q,)>l:llunts oow ~11111 Ullll~dl•ion.

I

r

Aj,rll :;, 2urn
CP )fi!llll4 -8-lle~,.,·•iioc;tlllll l•UMl'
l""llllli,q;•
"'111
,·It,•

rilll!du""'"'

~a•

31. Cltiidren'JI'.~ J!l! Jllli$iion 111i pri."Vmtmg. lfflllln!:l and •fflmllfl.llU!lg plldi.imc fflR!.ltil:,
llllC pro"11fffl8

!ICC~ (q

11ualil,.~111rl<: hllalth t:mt!

n:gunll~ nf ll fumllys tmm:

f13Y, C"hUdm.1\ propcisud MlMP tlr intcJ1deli re llllciw Oiildr.m's to rulffll ii!! m;;.~ion
mumier cunsl,rent with ill' 2006 ~c:rllld'..

38. Cl1i1drcm.'s citc:s II

f'!l('.CfJt

011iiuml ~11.idy

ht

a

fulc~g pcdillltic ~ - twll

~ l!tl1 at>lll.Ull.Jru«-lh ~!! of 3.1 ~ l l Ill ~ttp11tiel&tdcmnml fm}'ld•!!:lni: ~=-i~
l l ~ ~IO dur.: !C mmoted;!IO!l.c;,rity 11f pooiatnc illnesso1;:hitreasa; in ~ t ) ' amt
l,iw bnlh wo!G}lt; i n ~ ~ c c r:if cbmrtic: (l{,11ditioris; growmg pre,'11.1~ {If
n~ity; mm•e f'l!.lienls fflA'ivintr llhildluM•LI d i ~ .and utili:l:ini; hcallhCM> ~
lon!!,tlr; and a need for .!ltngle:bcd morm lita:wirol the petCl'ltiw S!Pce!ld ofinfmian.

3'i. Children's 11111- thi1t u tcporl rn, ilJ! i!V.Tl apc:riau:o 'fl!:'!16L.11 t.hr: ~ ru1Cii•n111
lterub. fo 2001 lllbd :!008, i1 I.P',poti~ o1\lei,!!!.C "mldntgill:-..."YpMCy>il:!Yills• 11bcwc the
ta~~ m:lll'l!mi:111lt:d ,by the Wllllbu1,gton State Dcjllil'.llm.,nl l,r l1C!iltl1, II l1as i.iet1tiiii!li d
need t o ~ aml e11,JiillQd ll11c fueililiei; to res(ll,fld IO 1no:rcn..oingly i:ompkx p,iilicntl!
m;;iwre llddlHpi,111 staft~ Jii?t:{'i1df~ :m:hixi!11gy, ..111!1!. l:lljUIJllU<!!IL 111al !!Wfllll;!: ~
1Jltet1 1•<1rie!' hy phll.:nt ,,'lze, us well 1!f1'1!pilt:4l li'lt ~lffliD1111l \'1.~iton.
El'llibii i<>. Sinfi
Ctli ldreu's rt-port.'< lrui1 Hll curr<!fli inpa:lfm:11, !Ul!a!plllcy rllll!l!I
tbi: natiMllll
•iwiJ of Cl<['!! for f!edi;llrlllllO!lpthh

C"itildfflll'sbll,JITT1jtdod11lc,foU,•wi11a total unmi::I bed n~. m singJ.,.h..,d ~ . for
sr,.,cializcll p.ildtatri;; Cllffli. :induilfnl p1t)'cilii:i:triu
wi\liin the ,t!!X:e ;.,[ Wlllihlngki:11:
20 l'.'.- 336 b~ 211! 7. A!lli bcdi: 10!9-Al'ID ht'ris: 2024- tiflll b«l~.
,lfl

...,,u

. Cllildlc:n·. •m'l:ill!lte;i; th!ll ii
tkcldic' ftow
\vhctt ii 11pplie,; ft.1raC'cnifit:IWl!ufNc,,d

111ud1

j

I

or
. '

42.
a:l\lUlm tl11: blt!II 111f111trc fc,ol11g1;1 re11w,..t lu ill,;i:nmnmdatc totlill illlte nL'<id.
t"'mldrea's nw.lffpiied die 11,1.ti.·dmum pn>Ja::t1:1! !1'1."ll
hy 4,!JOO IIIJlllll:t: lect. lllllldl"
im:lud~ 3Hrl !lq\lllfc kcl !tl(lutrr;<l 11:it bll!J ,'Ip~
am,m1:1i SJlid 111 b1.: roquircd
::11uppt11i. each pcdmlric bed (1.e,. tl1c · ~
.$111.,ft" ,lf li,mjl'I 9>C'1',. op~g roo,ms,
dfogr11i:,;tk Wld lbeniijlCUlic >1)1\C(..'"-. offiO(I!!, -ccntrnl plm1lll!P1&i., ,;le} :~J:;~it 16, .,tide
Ii *!"be H•tal bed JJ4.W
Hittti:.~ "1,000 square fuct cqm1b :!,41l0.1)UO !i<Jl.iru-e Fed, ·n,~

>1.,-s1unp1i.,u:ts w~ noi rn11dimm urnlur thi: S,m lcmcnt A11~menl.
l'lnlclnm'~ puwth j)l'•.~i,..:(100~ ~W Iha! t111de, .('>ml,'C's ) m1d 4 o!" 11,c pW!llllett
.MlMf'. :w•.lih1bl1: Sfliili:.! wc1uld,s.:m1 •.,,.,'IIIII ~ IOlal ~jl!llleJ rn,~
2fi, ~Ude1
-!'\,

rh,

44 Child=';,
r1:e~nt C,ctt11icu!e r,fNr."t'd ftllffl illti st111!1 WU im!t'li u1 2!1J!}L
~tll.ffl'.f 11 l.iulll!IIS, l\J rrufffll :li;l ~ Dli'lpiI 11] ';; I ~(!!!~ fOf ll t; erti fiaiJe Of tlCL'tJ !ll JliUll!i). ~.:V<!U
)'CIID", 'I'!rt.w, Cbildrt:111,i ~~1Pffls dmr " M'lul.d til!Cll to ,.ufwll llJIJ1r1c1,tJr,11s !lrr,.it lt<1st
ihlm: ce,titicah11:<' of n~-d d1ttmi;. the liC-ctlmr or ! h e : ~ MIMP
·

.,

I

l
r

/lpril i, ~IQ

Cf~-· ~Clt!llll!m'•~MIMII
Fwi,,po,,id~ollil-~v10ll

4.5. Public oommmt umfoonly 1l.lpti!i'i,ea ftie :mi!$fon i,r clritdt!m's and appuutdcil •
in lhe ic11,1=. Hl.lWe;'1$£ ~ mi:ltibC!l'.II or t\lf 1,uh\f1: qu.:ln.nd th• l:lml ihr
Children's ID l'lcailf)' mislc ll'=SJ.t.llllV lb(~ ut'it.~ etfllling thi;,ilirleii within !fie MIO,

~

'4-6. Childrcu) t'rl,~'fdid ual;e,vit1n.1i:a1.el'ieffla1i"111 tbal incl ooiid less lhAtt
-2.40U.000 square fed nr iwvu1¥umt lU'1Cl'I. JnJ!t~ tt.e-11iti:mailvei; .:un.'<(dereci d!1T.:mtt
~ In 00!\llpl'l,' the ~e Ul'Pll!L,Of d<Ml.o~t ~ ffll:,th!: m.btmt llllll1JllliiS:md,
Hmtmsm1 u, lfflll lid11t, on un exp~ ~1-1$ tl:1111 inc1ttdcd 'tmth ln111Cifll.i and:
Hm:lii:llllfflJ! ,itcs. Nvw, Children'~ Jirop!l!le!l lo ~ c !he ~l'llllJJl -:ltte fryn, thv 1,4!0
~ iu li1n1t " * ~ m ~
2,12S,01Jlhqu-k --

•=

'41. The CAC P" ~~e ~ a i t m-dn.i-iss1~ ut'ooedt

Cc>mmi::m& Iii ~Ac;;
pmvidl:ld by bltllvil:!uali. mid pl'.iups_ both in ,;rupport mid -apm.*ll C:l1lhln:tt'11
pt'(!Jec&inru; ~in-11 tJ;c; 1111fonrue fur11 e!:ltli:~ .,r ~ &If:.~ 51~, ~llJ'ld
66; 11!KIExhiltttJs 73-18 lil!l.tl J08c&i! m, ai!iibit2Jmt 2.;.B,
Wii:l'C

48.

hI - ~ kt 1!1(l'Cf\t~)l:O~ ll!IIIW=:111 llhaat ilurl11s.:reji11n~a1

Cbildm:f11 lllid LC!C's nted p l \ i j ~ 01ildr1ll'l 1 oflm:d
1~1ffl lnl'll1t1d~ad i_t1i!!$1ill.not:ds.
1

llli!M'dlli.1e

h-eit-

tbaf it had n,1

,N, Mdo front \he imp11cts nf 11 mgniflt:lltltly 1:1t1#111d,i;d modii:.al cmt«, wm~ m:ighl'iun.
~~ ~w::rn 1l;ot ~ l l i ¢·po-wm"1\1d~ g - ~ l'CIICllll'th or t11ll:0"1t!!Ciilffl
dlra:lly llUflP!Jrtffl& C'hiJdmi':1,'~llltll! m~tal ~ --- 50. 'l'h..:CAC~to-~Orildrwis;');ll'(.•Jr:ll:llii:lflll'll'fnea'i With Qle ~mag
trul1 the i!l5\IC 'WPllfd be: Ulffl'OUglily veticd dmins i-b~ ,tat.: =ti~le l•l' need prut~,
H.iwiwer, ~ CA,t;:: ~~
tllffl:lill' ~ Ute1f~~,11u ll11tMIMl
in.:ilUdCI b:(11.h ~ti,dirion,; -~ (l~lli! ·t11t iflljcct t!I refa(wnllhfp «:• liecd ;md e<.>ImllCl:L~
tmhiclmB 115'1!1,F t~uifillffi!Cl\,i!J l11ciU:ties 'fixbunt-S Ill 17"!9.

'lai,ttn:

'Bl!un411fY:(:;J;~OIIS

l!Wi-

1• umi:lli

51 Clll ltlrl!n 's oril,inall;, !:frl!"!l·•ed kl
11mjt!!!too f!'""-'ii pd,llruiJy 'l>'ltbin t1;1ming. MIO
ktllJ!dcm1-"i. _This regnit«d foil~ tieighlli
-Lii' t~ '240 tit
e~ir.rlhC'

baundtll]'-'4:1 imltll~Cllp fii 105·100111~,i,n lbe lbrlmlitt1l t.111:.
it ufair ibat ~ bc:ijhil; $fC' UlJlll;;~l;,le

~

,,-im111unl&y fl!ij~

$l. c;:hildnm's n-cvi.sc.i its !l!>YJ'>ll!OU 1'.tJMr lu inmude tllfl)- .::!lipllJ1S1Wl n11tt1 l-1tl\1"9luil
{A,llemi,1\\',:: '.1R),;lheaiby 4D,iblinl I.I let ~ - i uew. 1-fimil~ wilhullt:, dr.mtptmg
~islill!I hospJ111l 11pc111tions. 11,e crumge olst1 ulll'lwtld Cl'111dren'::; m ~i:m11uu.: bl!l!!,ht
(nffl:11,.,e. CIII 1!ie wl«inai;:tnn,-, ~tlte tl;ie "'!~'.!! b\ript-9f aH 11,lii!.'lltilalOfl!llillll- ~\i.-."'1i
1b1U1 t fiO: (HI, - ~ il:lic tlY!llu!l lli,-ighlief'ni!'W b.dl-hicif t(• an cl,;vlillOn ,,'ftinnr i-ei Ike
JU~ 'baildwg llfev~imn oil I-he Ql(i;5((11g l:llmJI~ f'lat'<! ~ ~ nnd bull; Ji! «
fo-»,::r dgll'lll.iOlt;-W~ it 111-l'l'ml~ 6-fflll- lfl)St ~fan!)' £1i:ql'1hani~tll IF!'.J!!:l"~,olb
il:lld SD!llh llllllVIUltifl1llliJ)J \levl!ilormlffll lo lhc- 11llrffi, 111111 pTIIWle Vdli~k ~ VU 40'111
Avenui N , ~ An -~~ -11-C~ ~ ' ir, Smid ltfinl Way ,Nn~, Jiii

I
I
I
I

l
i

Ajl!i!S • .!!llll

CT JJJIIJlH -.;;.,,,,d:l~Q.Uorm·, fitatt.wMIMf
fm(!Jnp t:,,,u:'""'- m,<I L""'-W.111 \'!""'

um:n11I Thi;. e l ~ lhe need lor ~ccs on Nlll'!Wl!llll 4!ith Slnxt illkl NortMIU!l
SOlh S-irea {llll1u neighborhood ai.tuss ~
53. Bolh lhe- t'.AC m111 fflL, Oimlll,n m;oinrm:rn:led !hut !be M(O bo\l:fldm} be c,:<;pru1dcd 1,,
mrorp()IU1e l--iWn:l0%L

lntp;l~il,l

54. Lor 00\'di!JP.' mt mi: t::11wuig e=t111flllii il; .lS%, llnd ·wovld b1~t,,~ ~I 'Yo lll1der~
rn•rl)!lcd MIMI'. How~VC'f, iuldil!lli(lffl Ill tbt' undetlying Low:rlm, 1.one 11ro DOI. n,gulal.od
by lot ooverngc blll by ~ure wlath ;wd dqillt iimiu,.

5S. The pmpo.wd MlMr. fallowing tho IOfllemcnt~ requem:::1,125.000 gm-a
1quarc !Gd. "GroS&.·tiQm· wnr&" i11 ''the 11Wlbm- c,f sqt111mllpl<if lu!n.l fkiQr nrfll hmlruied
by lhc. ttlllldc sutfuct of th!! i:xitri11r \V1dl of the stnii:tw,: ilS measured e\ the lfoorllne''
$MC ?.3Jl4A.014
!i!l. "Fltim·.ureu
(FAR) i:1 "a nil.ill W ~ l ~ ~elation.~hlp &l:i!::wt."Cll au;lamllllll
of gn.;,is l!Mr ·llfCil or dlarg.aiiblc floor ffllllJ; JmmiUed in ~qr n¥1re fflQ6tm'ts uml fli;
.irea.
the lot rm wbidl l.lic~t:.ture 11<. or strm:tun:s arc, k..:lltcd, a:i dq,i.c;i~ in E;i..hibi!
2l-8A1'.Jl I 2A.'' SMC ~.B:4A.Ol':t

m

57. Childr.cn', r1:cciVt;tl !l DPD Dircctnr'itm1crpretalloo D11-PAR whfdi !llnicdlfl~!
thl! Cude lloon:i.ut pn:11.::ribe •Yi" FAit, ,\t ,mymu;:Ju.,ion
-i.e,,for II Jl.1Thin', bnth 1t1111'ie
Jc:finc:d b ~- !he dec1i.,ot1 w 1:1,c MJM!•
·
-fht, propostd MlMP Prittim1lly ~IW"1M 1111~-cai;(' Ill i ~ ,•1 dcYCfopml!ttl,
c"!.~~ed -Ill\ r AR, lmm .9 on .tile m11i11 c11111pu,; m4 :,11 Horlmmu:I, 11; l . 9 ~'1.lhC"

1.111.ir.. MJO illt!lll<liht HIU"lnU!lllL Whit~
Sct1lcm«lt ~ment rimmvod Tilll'!lla.#1
from 1h1c MIO, n:o 116.jUt;ttmitlt i\.'m. f'l'Opt>,ed to modff_y 1h1: l ,9 FAR.
59

Tiie record d,>eu1mints rmafl by DPD;c

cooceming lh~ amouut

C.t\C lll1d

!Ill,

I I ~ .Ei:rumner

Pr FAR bdug ~~tcd ~th,; MIMJ'l, it!,il~mg dt;:i :mcth,,Jn

b)' wlnc;h PAii: !tl1uuid h1: 1:ii!lcul1111.d l!M .whu1 fe!dln'a {pnrking. iillnl:l:lrurt:8, .11,l!~lcir
~hl'.l'lllil l>c 111cl!UW .in 1fo: Clllcabllioni.

mecharuc.t.l oqiripmet1!,

l>tl, .
Scttl~tnt Agrccr111!1,t f\!flJ:<;t!i £11111 !Ii,, PA]\
lhi: l:l!n;lp~·~hl)uld
1.9 FAR
~!led i:n the 11ell1111r1cnl ~grecme1li IL~ ''ih11t· lil!pilillm 1uotup; !Of J<OO\'i>plldai 11,1'.l>St
,.l,,-1dl,1'.l)J!hI11:
ltmt\ pl11s tl1111Jqu11rc
of nbe~griwe pa.ik-il\8 j]rrur ~d.itiddi ·
"~ the c o ~ ,q-,o,A•"'• of land in tbi= Nc,.w MlP Bom1dlltJ (The· cam:ul M
i.:~<ff!lll:!, p lw; Ulllrt:lon Jf

JJ;

Abm•l}-grnck Mt."-~ devd<Jpm,te Ouor ap [g"'fl + Atuiy1na]!de ~ 11,!JC•f.l!ml (g.~l)
SF llfc11nt1n\ MIO eanqrug,i SF of u;un:lon

Dml900lmtStil,Qdll!ld£ ll!ld ·rn,~
112, Oetail11 oflbep:ipolllld d-lopmamt ~ rur Ilic M!Ml' 1trc found• :p~ iJ..
81 of
pro~ Ml,1141'....Eihibit ·."\ imd HN ~ 111 pq,:!!. 88-91, th,..
dlliirclgpn~lltu:lidJirdll Wllllld hl!ldcy nr 11u~t1;mtli!f underlyirra 7»rtmi ~ .

fue

1/r:iBht
63, MID Bdlhlilti~ die 1..-xiatil'I.G ~ • l.1,. 50, 1il lwi1h pai't\;onditiwi.,a lo 64 ), !lfld
;n fwftlr part colljlltim:iod It' 74J feet The MIMP .• aooililld .Jiy tb111 s ~
. ~ I ~ ltefibtll or 11 ~ . Sil ~ 65 feet, 'It! fl.!tt !JO fl.zj, lll'III 160 ~
~w.ndl!follllli lu I2'i ~ llftil: Ill'O' feet ~ve1y).
64, OPD, flu:: C\C 1IUd

ti. rie1,1:ing l!uinlm,rhcata•·co!JUD~~m

ol'i,8ilill)!iropd$ed;
16(} Ht .btl!fgh1 H~lt wilbjfl t!Wl~lo~ im,-mo:i 11~. l'on=ns ~~ by mflU!
lqdivµjlll1l,. Ullllooi:4 11 ~ g or lf1Wtf5 1nom1111 ffl!l«:t ·1be. ~li'.!11.J>CI( imd lhir
~D~elli l!Cl'llS!I 4Q&n i\Wfl.lWN~ imd ffit ~moo. dild 11 16'! il)<ll
~ 1 limil is loi;, bigh·fol'·!ih ~. o\Midi! llll rnbM vl:llllfl&. l'.lwrcwu mme pi1bJ;m
<.,m!li\Qll:, fncmmnu 1,y mi:mot:;;11 of. !iho CAC!. OIIUU'\g
~ucirlg 11\e I rm fo,•I .MlO
bci.!,;llt W LOS £ect. IM lli.Dffllt ltf beigld fmiit 111 ~Otlft'! ma.]m" ~111.thurinnr J~ll'!t ourslil~
ll'D utblm'V\llrg1.. ffriwl:\•,;r, lbc ll\lllllillril. ~ n g 1:QllUllerrts !him !he CAL'.. i:!brly lrt1il~
1\111 the pmpJ:1,t<n l tiG follf bdpl limit llbimld be t.'l:lfiit~ 10 140 fm 11:n.d 125 fil!H.
~ety,
-

mu~

for

o

65, Tbli :c!AC"~icmdcd m11diji;:atillfll, 1!1 lhr.fhlrii.ltll; £1"..,v1.11 11\ the i:,roptl!l«J MtMr,
1'l1t:llt: inclu.-1en addmg a;MIOSO lmigblcisl&t af~
Weil :,id(! 11f the qjn hoepi~
Cllltllfflli a:klng;401h,Av11m1e Nortbl2l!t, n...Jlij.lll\g tlii: MlO 1!10 Jislrii::t to MIO 1-10 lil1d
MIO t.2:'i, puimg lllJ1!81 M jlw namb.:i; ur Ooon *1\<o'1!1e ,ndi!U;IU' 1fflt Ille bed !llffi~
llmi~ Jl1II! ~ " S .
Hmtmllllll flto; &c IWil&!l

~~ iqulpmlml. ~mt tsll1blt~hing a .MIO 65 for tllt"

,
66- SMC 2;1.li5Jlt.14 cummU,rf,n;i1,1dc!l 1l:wl height!i'pl'l;l
finOO!ed.Jnl(lc;':whi&cvcr.fa lowt:ll:

00 ~ 1

(,t, 1.imler lhi': fll'Dfl!)~cd.MIMl'."'hl!ilkN .ml lht~-;~ ~1~11t1nt .. r11;c t!Ol'lll l1<,widi!.ry

W,llluld im:ttiililic iPm,20 .~ ~ -<!fl foot .llllu. P11 tlii: cmifm ~-tli,n'* (ff ·IJntt· n,1111,
!mull~~ Domlll f~ tu.T!i ~ M:u:&s mil!IL'l ~liibvu11dsry ,;iflheeit1stl~ .:;impu,
W9""tl ·~~:Al.
fd:. Orr 11\!t ,ioull{'!xumd.q LJn1reld1~
M4.1)}11c1';:w11uk:f '!,~ MIC'
rm 't::Jn trm t:ffl, ~ ,;e(~,iitk ,!!lf:111l!!'451Jt ~Wllllll ~ would iili.:fll!IS~ limn '4\1. fi.,eJ
75 f!.'Ct: .!OJll 441b'l'\ J'!bllu~ 1\Snrtbill!lif.md Nwlhc&'il 41th :Snot.1.lmJI wmll.d, refffl!i11
7S ffll)t. S1eftllillb im t\l!'Watb~:111~ 4011f . A~1cl\k•r\.lv.;is! :liiliiuMhe 20 f.;.1,
0

. . - . t III C(,,l !ko.,,_ _ 1, ., 11"1"" n
rt•••..itn_rm....., .....!!<l li1J11.. riiM illill~ l~lfflllllill~,111,,.

' Tl!ll:rm-r...~• l'il!i'11.; MIO lf•l'Hlllpi!I ~~11..'J~
ornl:?S orll,Jn1i11i, .,. i ~
.,..llilt .. !1i11Ji!11111,:..,
11:,r.,tiitJt

~,:1 ..

of

n.~..,..."""'-'111""'~"' 4,<1,,i,11y1,
Ph

·

I
j

l

I

llrril ,, ~,, ~
Cf i!lwt!lol • ,cUl!!c C'bl~·_. Iloq,il.il MIMI'
f'il!lfu,g, tli:mdlllip111 ""'' ~ v\6.t

On the Weil Mulldary nlnng SMd l't>il!t Wey Nt.il\l~I wlblelc\; ~ndd hf.. 10 recl fulm
'1\ltb Avenue, Norihmi!l io Pcny D~, 11nd .40 fl11:l livm.1'1lflll1Jlrivc kl :N(11'fl1~ ·snt'
Sl:Ft',;it. 111 !hi.lit S,'ttl~l •c,mcul, CbTh1ren'$ ~IJ1l!llffl to 1nm111.,;c tho ;.t;ctbad; 111tmg
Northtzrt 451%o S~ t,;, a mro~..15 ~~cl::,uo11g fhe.uin: Nonl:!CIU!t 45•b S1reel

frontage.

68. Cb.ikirm', =l:ttillg IWflJiU.!, incltldi.ls c,rtc11?.iVClJ liw!'.l!l;;:ape\i t:dgwo and Cf1iU Jip!iCC,
Children'~ proposes simliv "gmden-edp" IJmdlilwll'ins withln ~ pni)lOffii 11,lfth, !11:mth
aml t!Dllt 11<1'!1:Mlek.<t, On the wed, akmg
All~ Northeast and SlltMl Poinl Way
Nmibt:.:m, Cbildn:n':1 pwpo;iei. • . ~ thi:> Cl'C<lt fronu,ge ed~ E11t{ll!Sivc
land !Wl!IJ'ing is turnmlly lolillti:d within Luun:11"!1.

«!tb

Ml. Op;.m SJ:IIW'l! oo the maln c.ii.n~ is ~ lo d ~ Imm -ts•;. to 41% of lair
nre:1. Sul'!W o~ ~ will (1Cmlint111 tu he 1tvail11ble .for coimmDJilf ~.nnd !JllilliJl:ll1~
pmptll!Cli. ~'trct'tSCilpe llUd ~t.'llt!iiW nm.mil)' imf'T~l.!> lifflUlld and . ' l ~ 1b,;
crunp1!5. im:ludm1,tp~lhw11~'!1, ltghmq; 11nd pJltl:lij.ng;,;.

The CAC' w11.1 cm1~1:inoo 1h:n open spuc.e ,iv mai11tn1mid. •.11nd .ic.ci:s!iiblc. lt
t«ollllfll:0000 Uuu dcsigrmtr:i:I J;1pt.lt! !!pile,:,; bci JlW'{i(!ed
1ol!atlma:111 gn1u1\d lt!Vd ot
tllhL"T "i'!l.CCll ll~!lelillible to 1hc gmi.crul fllbllt; ,uu,l. lhnl no ttlilre tlmn .l:0.% of th!;
di:siglllllcd opi:11 - c be provided l11 ri:llifl•)J' !tlCil~- ('hll\l:t1,11's ~'ilgrt,oo 1(1 the
7(1

rea:;n;m,endcd ~'IJnditi,m,
71 CoWJcilr111:1m~ 1'!1if'r~ed u dl:tllttt llillt lmlttlrc,. t:lll:>lrng '>qJ;illlllmn ~hm
1TI11u1tauu:J and rICil~lld,
fe!!.,'ihle;. following rc,i1.11vah:1pmc11t wHhin d1e. liiw:rc:l(lfl
cxp111\11iu11 arelL

A design nwicw rirr•ceslt would 11d(lroi, die de!!ii!!ft' ·Dl miw ipltldings, liiildri:n'i.
anti~ipll\e~ !hDI building fac:,de<1 wo®I he !lUll1pO.~M orn;d~tnl,; !lmf t1tl:ltbll!iaul) llfolld
with Hie o:~g Cll!Jmpus bl.1:ilJmgt, ~ch ti 11 "prncQIJQmlmj,i,; w11JI d ~ g 11yst(l!U ctr
gl~.illCLAlmnmwn ,ufflli11 wall.ryi;.wm'· FE!JS bl 'J 9-J,

ilJ 1'ni111ntioru;,1n hc:1gbl,

lmJli:lllJd scale W'Cflffl)lOS!Jd to ffll:~ffl!IIIOO !hl'l>llgh Ulll P4tfm

of MIO ®llrit1 b111ghL~. se!h.icb:,. J;pper-l~d ~b~, lan~ng JlJld dc.~iga m1c1m.

I
'

llpriL3, 2llH1.

.

CP JWR!l!4-~Cll.M,:,t',. I i ~ MIMI'

'l'idQl~-...ii-~yltla

74, The FEJS

~

Um tbc ··pmpoliilld MlMP W(lV]d bil'!/1$.;$00» ~ ·ilr.ilii; llDll s..;,Ie

1mplew wbcn \icwed 6:l;lm ~ Pr;iin( W.1:y )I'\')~ IUid on <l.'(0011g ~ I ·lftil.s
111 ~ !l,l;!lltb lllll4 Wt:ilt for lh ~ld:.,cm11ri1( Allo.1'J]lil!.ive J,. tm.l .)ml pmmw

11111!:mwli.w. Allm:'iwtive iR. Vwwpoinl 13 " ' ~ lhCS!X,~ qg 11 wide .qle
pctspadiVQ =m 11 l ~ a)ulb m' the ~~ll)'.. rlillii~ iu:ro,u; dt!m !Im l!!luaii
?Gundary 'or ~ .111111 .saltlh lllld 111~ th= Jr!llhiftmllll}' n:sitklnl!'d .~ 4a'~
A~~ Norlbmst Ul)tll. l.twrdlffl. YEIS, Apl}Clldix C. ~ili1LI! 111111.1 ~~·!¥&"'
IIIl!iaebfum:I fl lN;ittion Vll'lill!t(\ftho nmlti&urul:,i,-v,•en= 40flt A.111:'11\le.'.Nflrthi.wm,

«

oo

15.

TI1c Di~ lllfflll(d. ~,1'ilh ~ I .m the tir:IJPf!Td. ~ MIMI', ....~

comhin~c1 of !hi: ap~N)' !IS.Coeit wi~ NPfiie&t 45"' .hect riglll-tif·my, •
f~. ~ •11clt; Md MIO 50 ~ dl*i:p;:t in ·wbkh a 4. "Ill 5~ry j;.ll!'ll.~ will

IJa ~!lied wotdd crt'Qfc ii ~11ffii;;lcnt1rllnisiti,m J,et.fho •(jr1l\'ltll-' 11nd t~my
singl~fl:inlly.1mdem:J:l8 ~ . vfl4m:lon ~ dm .~scd I:!3- and i40·f001 ~ l ! i \!!,
lMKDmtnlllled au.1:mf·!!itt A..'1. p.« m.lbl.Elettlemimi Agreemcul, Chil,1~1') ll!IJS llgl'tt:d
th . .ge the MIO ..belgbl deltri« al.ing ~mh~.i,t 451h ~ to l,jl;.11. MO l7 loot.~
fnr .t ~u~ 75 n,01. &ipl}J ill.ing N ~ t ~ !itm:t This aint:JiP"il:hl wilt&
Cmldn:n'w iigtQdldftl Jl> 'cii!~IOOJ II Jl (N,1 t!Cllrtlnu,~ ,witb,u,:k fllt•Q& .N• •rut1!4!.1 43u,
Stm:t,

w~ tlie. ~ltJt recummei1&b:d !liar lhc MIMP
l:Dchl1Scupp11r IIM:I smbiaclcii alm1g lbc'Wcmmt ~lg~ af llll~ n~\m:b1g tbai 11hov~ so
feet ill liprsln. lb11 buildings step fo11.1k at l(:d! .reo tm . ~ th1f~lml ~ ) i
~
Pir«-tor~ i'OOull1m-1 l.bM JllllY prop~,!lb'IICUM!bi_gher 1han Ti fllllt .11id lt,.::;ililld.
liOJll!.!CTI1 I{, .Ii 5 ~ :CIJp&{i {tl\1i;:We,d l,lf & m.tJdIAjt adv!JIDI)' ~ i;lllfSUU111 lu il(.c$igl1

7c,, Wlfll

~ t u:i •lfflll~
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J;Uidaini:s tba1-ii1111,.. e:smblimcd.
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Ti. T~rmnou-rel~ itnpG~ 11rC1t~ m s.:lirm 3. UJ ud Ap~u:. i.;f
FElS. Tinifa:re 1DII o:-.11mibed l!f·lbe ~or·~ Rcp,irl ci't1-7lmul i111l,e f~11:111mn.::r'~
dcciiffli111 tn MUP-08:.035(W).
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78. ('h~'s .~~ pr\1~ a l}Wl5~fit1n m11111c1,9l.'tll ['l'Jgrntr, CfMP) tl1Qt mchl~

m.t iur,,mmtlll1$~1,ll1.\!d'hy '1!lC::2l,9JIJU,mtl SMC :B.$4,~16,
ftlllt!G Ill J'IIL'l:1'93·10!.I al~ p!'<l~ MfMP, E.,-.;!lib:ir'l, .\Ill
FEIS, Ill A1fi~cmlti:.D, Allflth1'.IIID T·9.
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1~· ) 8% ar..,.e ~)'i:•,. Thtt~li<llA:lJ.afP ~cl uJt$ i:nb~t.ll1\i tv r~~di;,:- !lfflt
nwnbt'J'tt•JO'Yo,81 inc:~i;ltllppr0~1y 2%witb ~,~afcmYulapmcnL:
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C'Af" ~CK! lliloih1ncod TMP
mco~.:d «n IIJ!diu,,ruil prm'imon
rmtriol1ug '\11.lhick Gl!rlll14'~ (DJ ~fl.hllllsl
lJUd ~afflllllll b• >t01'~ rn,h:rm:r~
1A2tao11 <111fy for liw! H1i.! t•I !ht MtMP llil ad.hrillrl. D:lildn:n'> 11111 ...,.Lld. wiih the ..tmdiq
1o ik,,,r.d~ ...Jdiki111!il 1>t:Jesmm
1,u:y~y pcr11ne1o ~
pin!3 llilll«.iJ,... ~ I l l ! lffl!f. bi!:yde mma.
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~ - l o !hi: ~t:lillllll!11 rroit
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n..- FEIS ~ 1 , , dl,11 !lte'l1UM r will1-k ill l;i-Olt new nly "l.!!itt.*- t ~ •.0111

m1t1pth1n tllCMU!:a,

iulJ .6.11fli1

lfiPB witb tm.fTMI". TI1111 arualci It• 1'15J ! new

rpldJl!llde 11:tp)Hlndiii!X) nllW f'M p
hwltt trivs wi~ lhc TM!".
Jl.l!:UI' ltif!!! nd 440 l'lffif:PY..• l'(IU l,ui;;r trip!! wllh lbc TMP.
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116. Sll;!Di: ftllifimtil., of tiic ~ c&p,Q!ISei.l ~cm 11hu111 ~11:d tmffie 00pdf!it111s :in
lile and qolllllionli!d wb~ die lfltffii.1,nadl!ls ~ · tn predid itt1;i11:11edi,'li1 1,.0i' st
hlltld tl!lt 1Jf1h1,>),ilMJ> ~nll:lt~ fut"fri..b:l!rl'~# hl •
lhrbl!!l:k~

~ii,,

lilil6c. ,hi altdiiion •1:0 1mlilriJ)111\:III t!twiopmm1 .·111 Cbildrffll'tt ~ .. ·iiae. 'i,omilt
•ppLjcidir111li ltav,a bear! ol.lhmilu:d for ~ion of J:bc. t ~ Ri:seatdl ,ip,;1 Confc::mce'
Cwter at '!ifortliemit 41 .i S~l und ~ W I ;t' 1'nWCl'S\lY Vlllqi:t 5happii:lg «.n1¢.
l:>!flnr plltfflliAI ~ !>tldl iiill rcd11vdklrmim1 at' h: Univcsitl' Vd,~-e Q~
il\li..ipli'ls:t

..re

87. Thii: fl!lfl ~ :lllll1. b a ~ 11:.i\fl'il:i gtuw!Q. tol6ig '11 U'PM lllffl\: timu fflfl!I ii!
P"Voctld 1t th11 Five c:.11rm,q i~P?,miil 45~ ffi:1'5 at \111: Ul'k:rn=tlon ,tif !1,."Iontlw:t1:
BriillJ:!Yllrlbmii Ntfffllmlll 4Sth Sinid. Al th~ f1om11p:flll lii'i: PEl8, .lhc.l Dl~ W&tlfi~
\1141!.
'lb11 Tllliu:h imd Urtili'ffiilJ VillllO ~ ill'il>O:recied IC• geru:tnll: il Bti
l'M ~ oonr iripi Jil:. F;,ve ~ . and l9J PM pii>\k trip!' If Mtinllm.e

~=,,

l'i!.tdlrntdlN1~•tS1• St:rt,et Q'f'fllif ~ ,

llt TI11: ~ J.!tl llM COJl!jiact Ille tnmspcnbltln JfflJIMCl:f (tf ihc llti1~!& p~jllci h•
improw SR 12{). ~ C l ~ il!lr tlm prqjl!illl '.blld not ~ ~ v c d W~i ih.. r"llS'
imd Directior'.:!i :Rt:)Ktrl . Wef\l p ~ It Is l!OW kJi'l!WI\ Ul>il lbe ,1111e·~ !ll!:llicdule :i'ur
c.Gl'ISl1\lt!til)12 nn lhct \111111 ,ulc of thl Slt
PftlJL,g\, v.'11 rol'fll:ick ~ the pl'Qjl.ded
1i:rp~line
build f.lUt of t~Julil
Ml p ~ "l Childrent prol,Xllld MIMJ' '11tltfbll R..
,
~

ror

l

~

!'

iw. Ar.pN1&fflliiUl!if}

~11 }Htemt or Childrm'.,; CII!Jllo~ rol'lllllUUf oJI ·tr..!.!Jjlit. 0illld 12
~ drive qr l:4lp00l w Giie
1im!e o«J.gm ~ (OUl\llnd ~ U l i : m lfti;, .shO.tUI:'
!le!'Yioe Cblldmi's prt1"'1i1d,J1ctwe,:n l'.llllUpUs anil lj.Jiir !till\. Cbild1m'.ti Jln>Jl!i'l!t,SUDoeT th1.1:
paittm.u l i l t ~ llf";p;Jlli:l![tll'1htl!0e ad 1:l!mlltJ~ IO"liind Pain( W!<Y N!J~L'111
1

40!h i\"i,:imt N'tlrfli~1 t o ~ WC,:11'e ~£~ 10 Chllffin'L
90; Apprrlllci11U!kl, J 1~ 11fdtiliJtm'« -~~ eiilh;:f' wa II N hike ID Wf'l'K,;
t:nw~
miDutitUl af nruirmdf!ll.U!ild mildl!!J·(lf tra,·d, O\llt:lren'a JtYl:lpfi~~ 111
&:l'.1118b'U'i:;I !,iOW 111.d~lf# nlmig 'J'IDnioml 'bt' Smid IJ:,i'IIJ, \.'Vlly !'ifortl\..t, ili:v:dqp· IJllW

Ill~

'{lCQ~fl Jmd tn~e :liwililiei.{',!t ~6 ~uo . .irM ?1lltribu11,~40 lllllih
pea~ «111 bi~lllf'tii-.illtie!!.

for ll~f.l)VffflCIIII

\lcl A ~ to1 Cbili:lr!'fl'tf 1 ~ II~ pi't'.iet'(;:.d ~ e ;,vill tmdinm: fh.,ttfl'l!lilly Dfl\•l.l
>1111 !'sanil l"l:litlt W::4y ~ ' ! t . hr aditiw:m, ('ti{lditn',r pm~ Jt, ll&kt bl.1111 1tt1
eml!l'Fl(~ • • 11.'l!d. 11 g11111:rlil iic*il'I! 1.."llhn., m:l:fll
A,·mlJr: Noriliuast a

•11

11:.'iidmuilltac~ ~ . ·~ A\>'a1111:!N1:1~t 'W\lllld lilfi.ll ~ iB., !~;,)(}*Y \~co:;
\~~ 1\ tmmr: ail,lll!ll imd aru;swllll:, viitl'i llD(er,.Jdl'IL:Y 'l:el,ld ~ pl'edl1lpli~• .i,ill be
nM,:4 ..ii WI.< ~c\il!D(11•f lffliltA~ N ~ lllld .SMCt.l\,ail Wii)' Nonhem,t

~-

.\j'T115'. :11110

a, 111,N!M- s..m. Clllld,.., .• Hwpiwl M!l,lr
F'm1ffl\llS t'"1rl•~ ~""'
rl6"'

Dt.:l,..,.,

'll. &,me, LllurelJtllr!rt ffiJ1dcnrs haw eir111'C!iliffll oo=m ab&i.rt plit!mfml 1:0npion al llm.
40th Avmuu. Nmtheast. l l ~ ~1s. The~ Jiiu~ themajot OUMewnu ~~
!hi: Lllurelbum cununlXmt)' mid mmhbulllld Sillld Pniut ;\VllJ' NW1!11.:!lltt, an!! cmg,g,.:ncy
vebid!S IICCell!. UIIIP!l11m!II v1140!.h A=wi Nortbllql 1'1 N ~ ; j i&S"' SII'tllL

<a.. The tl'!!mlmrtJ161:m IID!ll~ d~'tcmuncil that lh.: two 4ilfl. A1a1u~ Northe11st ,;1;;;cc:ss
polnt."<~-nuld ~ m10$ C or bew:r II bwld out
94, Th-' RE.ls r=mmends llmt .a left tum lane be 1.X1~cd
c:a.;tl>6imd NocthCMt
ol Sib Slmd at 4001 A vc1mu Nortb!lllia w flll:iliJ.~le 11ac•'!ffl
1he ~lJIO!lCO !!<>111.l\Wt.."lt
pn:ige frmt:1 ..Nori:lH.!IISI '4Jtlt Stroot

I

l

I!

I

9S. ·t1i1: CAC f'!.lllODllnandw:laat C'blldn:.nill Jimll~'II, m..,m 40!h r\~.Nor1ll• !ti
ori.e pumt for either pi!:king <1r ~nC"rgency a~e;;s, bu! !fflL l,ofh. ,jll\J iustac!. lll:IWilrucr ll
SCCOlll1 JJCW I I ~ frum S1111d roiflC "Wny Nim:be1111t The c"c 11lffl! m.:nn1mcnJooJJJ11~ jf

lhc 40th A~ue Nl:lrtbl!J;IIL t!ntlmnce_ IINlli for purlnn;;, it shD1Jld k illllii{l.llt.'11 ~U:hlll
11cliit!le!, tmietlug -lU!d ~ die: gi;ragc avoid lnlvcl nn .r,llnrtlmlljil .\5lll Str.aU ea,! of
s~ncl Pobil Way N,;rthf;llli1 11,)' .ltll\l!llini; 011!y l1ft tha ptufflm, or.fflth hli't11llC ~rtlh~il
bc:r,.veen tha .w:Cffli ;pointand Sand Jl'omt Wat 1'l'11:llcmst

96. OPD 's. WWl\Ulllll!J. fmlll!Jl(~ i,ug,lil• 'l:Yllmi!U'i:d the P,K>i:iltiJit)I or lid.ling a
"3.::.md aOO!;S;; rm 5.wd l!i:iinl Way 1'1d'!'tl!tll the tndur lripnl, 11t .t(nli l\\'l::lllllt Nnrtlu:ea..,t
,md !>C11.11y Driw:, 1,u1 dcr~cd lhlil ii would I I ~ tn!O"ic t)pl!nltil?m- mi t1m.frc11dway
,s:j;Dlettt <:"'ellll•tlt]Ullflll~. Childm111s dig not~ In i'beCAC's rect,mmcndntmiis.
/ •arl.1n,11;
ll7, 'I'hc PEtS .!I.hows llw pi."Uk fl,iridng tltitl111U1 lltld~'1' !ht: :M.IMI' &t.bui!d.ffllt WOLtld i,t!
ap~11tcly J,400 vllhfotm, but nlll11cild t.o J.Hm vchie)C!> \\"1th (lIT!Fosod 'lPM
pn,gnmri l!DO 2.940 wid\ &,,Oi 'rDM '.PT"~' and Thmsit Shuulos. SM~ 23 54.01 t'i
nq11ircs

Child-~n's

!<lJj'lp]y :!,300 to 3,l oo Jmrkin.g b1Jr1lll;'li,, Oitheir on .sile

""llhiD r,ff-

~iltl,p~ik'inl1, Int~. lludcr 1his md1.1i1uictim1, a~dllii'll:lld ~ mll!i' b;:, rrov:illcd if"lh!i.rimJoo
imbtllt1an 1S: JD~. ll'I: nit' !!,rnll. Cli1~1·~ Uti!,'llllllly plt>p!.>!l~ fo: atp\)ly '!Jtll)
parkii;g space. m1 site. -ill<:ludlng Hifftm~no., mid 500 lc:1Maff• '!ip;tC,.,li R., 1tttdl!d 11,
mitigati:, .fi;ture lmrlspur!al.iOII ilnp1CIS. This Wl'.lllld be a!'.I im:l'lll!ISLS t1f l:il I!< .!!pal:CS OVtlr
existing fl!l:Dvidw:I ~king.
Na !!ipcci.{il! prn\"1111,,ns "f'i..'11!> P,11v1tloo lf! {'hilclrLT1'~

Sattlmncnt Agrctn1;;;11t a,ncamn.g lhc: pule!li11I lc•ci1l~11n of lh!i ?:'5 f'l!ltmi
were pluued for lf.artJU~flll,
·

•.:!,

th,11

(!hildrcn'" prr1J101lfid U1U1~1Jt.M1..tu:,n miugr.1in11 >11.l'!iWJ,l}'. wiQ)1.1<lini\'. pl""'iltg, i,
d1~.i.1 PHte.• J.J(•·56 to J lC.(17 1;1flb"
md;b;i ApJl'(!!Ql.i.-.: 0. 1t'lll.l is wmmari&tl
I'!;, the DifeQtc)r !Ill fnllr1wir..
· ·

I.
j
'

i\p,1s5;.~lll

.

a !011:1:"- s....n..ffillktt', ll•"!li• MIMI'

.A:ndll,·~~ . . ~.,!JI•"'~

(l) Oiib:li'a)'s design ,md fill!illi:it5, iuawt!ing l.illfflJffl!,' lk!lil!,11,, :111:llNit=:
impmvcmmdll, mid ol;f-5te pm'king, t'mnpllli im~tnQ.ii;dUde developt11e11f

of ll ~le hlib ~ iX!P1t1ined 1Vlffl ~t). ili'ldltiv1ffll: l,illjiclo parkmg: lllld
~ imd 111.:ker liwiUliGll,W.~ ~ ! door" f;J(.[)lt, oof,Jlitel :,if 400! ,l\.'Ve
:NIIJUit=!St, dtill!f ~trilm ilm., J!lllhi Imm iu!i1101111111~rliood9 and 1hro,gh
.cau,:p.s, ad ll rmltiidl!llff Pmny Oriiie ta JJl'<n'ide d~1g11ed !!lpllMlCI! rorpcdt!Slriinllf
iuid ~cs, u wcll 11:i i!COmol:i{le!i'; 14a&r-sil!:- ~ - m ~ s wmdli. ,Cilftl!llll:JJlf
0tcCC1ntigmna~sami Pililll \VzyNonh~ 1\vejme N ~ mtlll'kUiun
mmqjnni:t1,m will S ~ ~ , m T~rt11tl1;1n (SOOJ'l to .erlnllrl®
pelf~ cromnsi;, mc;ldif:,ing ilc Smid. l't>inr Way Nor'.bcas!IP~ tlri\lC
.ittt~~ IUld ~}'ing Nntlheut 45th stw 1U:l;Qllllffl!Uiilia II left-tum lane f<ll'
~ounti.to-n~ ttllm. W:ayfindi113 imd de:aillfl .. r 11a111:.:<lt1: 1iedestt11m
aml biC1* h\lilitii:s ~ bei-ved, II.ml ronnmivity b..1Wt1111 lhcilc,~llll
ml lhc Blmke-Oihrplri Tniil Wi11111d tu: ~ ~1q;:h improvcxl w!fyfindh!~
Ind illltt&ll!:lit111 ~11cnb" Qildrm's lli1IO Will GC)TltinU.,:,:i pun.uir new uffllikl and ma:..of·im:a rcma• 1Wlc!n,,:.ri,e11!1it1S.-wJ'licli Children's 'Wl.111ld ~!:iCI 111
the 11.,;jpital cal1ilj.'l!illi with .Jiume J;Cl'VICI!.
>

Oillillllu '~

Enhmu.~ TI:mti'I~ N!ll!l6gllffillllt l'n, )!,llln, ·n, -·>ll}'I: jl,
mm:imum llli11glc-o,'!lllplllll vehi,;;1., ~ ~hil~ wmt&t up~
exisl.ior ttaasit ~Ill .PllllPllli... to idllf!(fi! err~ slndF \Xlllll<>;)tlMS ln1tn
~Wll. the- Uruvcrsil r ~ii, nd filfute light mi I ~wtlrnu; add. . a·w uip.
n:4!Jetil'ln ,et,>J~ lli!ld rm~; 1100 mmlify iiJ!,.;pnrtifllt~ll!lllj!t:a:il:ru pulilliw.
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. (d) • .li\'l,'lllrllmlinn 11f S~(IO;OlltJ In m,!IITULII ·~m~i:.1t 'l'Pi1illp!ffl000
Sr,tem ~01n.m~ fi:om Mootlue ee,dcw.l~ 45th Strec~

.-! Sund l~ohif Wv Na~Nm1hcai."t 50th Sin:ci;
.
CbJ II 'Jffll'IOl111.1rud ~ ,,f N~cm:1 S,i;;itOe U'al~1n.uim1 inliJ.miv~
id11!11in~ in . . Cit)' dQ1;11mtnl~ {1b!f t l n j ~ Arc,!! 'ffl!h!;JK111Alti:tn
Acuon Stmtl:J~, lbc saml,~oir:11 ~ Norlhcas!' f>ooma Study, im.J die:
City .ur Seattle
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{c) 11 ft,OtlG,VOO
~pro,'eltlcnb, Iu
fll01W11; .Mm:.ter

~ . J,,ilull.ar :l'llm), fflfltl1mti1tg tu <1p~ml11!y

®iilrill~an 1,,
u n ~ ~!(Ian lllli.l bicydc
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Pfm. ~J1111iii:tfo.-c; . t ~ .t;:hildrea's lo !llfl. brv!l!lar

bh,ycle/~mt l1J.1Wt1tk. 'l!Jlid (ID!lliil;!.y llic:ilcl<rhggjJ~
l41) P~.oal aihme
l,lllllili~ .ur li'dfic Si!ll!JUS iJI
A\181,Jt.
f.fMJ1;1i!1.~tlNedl!ira111\ $5th 51!.'1:l.'f llild 41Jlh A\"1;;!11~'N~~q~1 i'iS:fh 5u~
l'bl!im lntc:r:;ccilQ!1$ Y.ill bi,. lll!Jl'llln~,:I
ttle ~rtmd ,:,;£ 1 rn~'1!<)11J!Li<m
over r.hir :li& of the: MBl.cr PJ,m lo
ini: lb.: Lirn1:11J of t~-1ignti011
11t1plcmcnl~
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COl>blu.ll!llii "1d f.ltffliloo •'16n

'1'l. Tho Ff.IS shuwi; tl111r tmfflc generated by Children'~ will 00011:illUlt! ltl ronpiC111
lllfil Ou, delcnora\i!m of lraffic cpooititlIISffl 'b;
'Mic JllOP(fSL'{j UlitlgntiQJI l ) i l ~
would :llliil:ly rcduee imp!U:lt."I ui ltllffic e1piunon. •lml'OSlr the M,;;ttebil!ie ~'ariJ jlild
Nt1rtbc11S1 45m Sln:c! curriil~ni. The Fl:IS ~ . tlmt "U 'CllliCJPlttm that 11 40 IQ' f:iO
p~enl ~ c n t oould be: a ~ a~ ll l'Cl!Uft oftt11!' 11tiliB1Mlfl~. l!xb1bi1
3.10-

1'1-

fi'! fo'3.IO-filt

l!lO.

n111:1

Oiffl;:lor bm reoommct1ded 11el'll!1ll ~itiom: 1o mltipte c-0nstroction ·impacts:

..rthe pl"l'.lpOSOO MIMI'. 'J"he CACfl.11:1 n.,comm1::t1di!I! ml 1ldi!ilim1id l.'Vntfilil•ll in lllitignte
ffl1J!£1C1~ specific w ~~ll.in L'11 the H111tmunn i:it"',Jrno.l (;l:'IJ1dn:n'!iclli!l Hgm:d,.10 'ti»
CAC"s 1~cnd«I cam:litfon. Si:e:B,;lul:llf26. Sli,d\'121, 1iawev1.~. poldllial t1;11ttlitio1l11
HIIJ'ltn111in ;ue no l1;111pr applicable: ba:aus,; lhi.'l MlM? ll1:1a ntil n,gubii,:;
devofopmcni al I.he Hartmann 1<irt." hecausc.il i~ 11t1hlide of the "410 oomdwy
l'lllntllll

l UI. Mqjor l1r.rittutiallll may mil - ~ lhdr oobmhidm if lhi: CflQ'umm:>fl w,, L1l;,\,ri11!1 iTI
t!CllK1'.lffioo of ilm!$mJ;. "'llnl.r.a: 1emparablc rq:i lllG!iElcnt 1J1. Jl!VJ:l!I-~ ti) 1n1Jilllalrt lhc
housint(Slocl.: of tile c:ity.'' SMC l;l,34.124.B, 1.
1Qa Children'JI )lrnposc!!i .Jo ~ 11s l!!Xistinp; MIO hnunmtifoJi. illa:n L.iui.f.m1 i1J1J tn

ll~Jbe lb;; !J6 (ondamtldltitl h,rusin, llm!S ml lhllf lrile

tQJ, Cldlt1tt!U's·h"s 11gi·1:C<l "'.'~USC lb;: Lmimh:rll prnp~ f1,r l,5_:i !m>l:IJ 11, fuic
imirki:t vniui.; itpptpli.111111.tcly f9).ll(JO,tl(IO, 1f Childruu';;,MJMI' lUll.f 11.futui!ll'f ~xp~
W'f: llJ!pl'flVL'O,

.

104. Ril111r:. t!ian u,;m.'Jfnu:ting n.-plii=ncnt.tiou~in.Jfu Children~ pm~ lo T}Jy IN! Ctty

s:s,ooo,a.m in ftllfl:llmcnt qf d,to llOUl>mg ~ l i l n t rffjUitmlmt ·nu, City'., Offile: nl
Hol.lll!1111. believes lhat ~'Uch .i pa,mmit w1>uld satisfy lhci n;qum:m1111w of:i?v!C"!:!'1.JII l14
,B,7, ruitl t:ntt;Ted
~ Mr:.,11.itm1dwn ur \gN1m11tnl (MOAi tu !hllt ~fr<iCt. ,,1bJ;iet
11J1flhlvalJ;y me
C.ium,11. ExbibitR-6. chi1dn:n'! 1~\ that its prop11""d pnyruerii
<;Q!kl
11,,~ hi ..~"11.\ltruc:.l ropl1imiimt housin)l lh~l wanld
:i'lml)c'llf ur Ci1 y ri=nl
•i::ontroh
n11der thlr lem1,. .of th!:: :PffiPOJcd MUA. C'hilJmn'§ rij11ffllllt wv,11~
r;.,mb.i!lnl
wlll1 oihcr funding snim:@ !o c,~11.~lnn;l 1cp~mcni bc1'1l!rini;, ;u1d Gi!ldtct';c wu!.11.1
rellCi vc futl cr,:dil R.r iu!B.lhncnl of the· hm11!ittg tq,11!.!Urieol re11uitU111CJ11 cvt:11 tlmngh
rn1•.:b ur1m:n.'Jllhc,;meiJI tsl:Wlluld b1:,11111d by "!hllrprh'!!ll: t.r publiA;fund ~.ollttC!,
I06 The ,i:(M;t iv con;.1:nu;t 131< rcpl111;~um1 h~g
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Neef §£1!1 Ptmlic lik;llelil
1. Tllm is ru:, qlll.'Sfion ~ ~ B th=, pnbll.c h ~ t:IJilt r;:'hllllren'iprm/i~:llf!d

I

mil provide in the fltt\\n:. T111i o:C(lld · ~ a ~,mt:mJ!l 1mwun1 nf inftm'lh,tioo etioul
Cmldnm's cx;;:11ptfor.iil wm:k..
·
•
! Althn~ SEPA rull.\wa un 11!JP1icm.t bmad !111m1dc;.tn d ~ its r,wn dt1wf~p1:1um1
nbjcc:tivri, SMC' '.!5.«15,4411.ll, nf fbd: M11~, lnstillluoo Cade: ~IIU'lll!>'fflllftf~ !\1,'0mt:1>
ta "m.."l!d" T\l cwur,;vt!IAt \he: Ma!!Ul!: f'llll! ba!:mW$ the pr()~ n~m of !he M11jt1c
lm.1iluti!m wl!h the n!liXl w mntlllll1l!C tmpi.c1'. m 1111mnmain1;1.1eigll.bgmood.!i;.ll!' raiuircd
hy SMC il,o9.iti$, it ill !fec~y to ):mow wlth som;j'lugr~of accut'~Y whnt the M11ci1:1r
bmi!u1i011'5 ueed, nct1111.lly .1~

3. T.slimr>ny hy Chlldnlltll and LC{''s brollhaltoo plnnniug span:r was 1'to11idod dlllini;
th.ii'~ ltt!uirl~ llowevct, becttiJSe !li[,~lnl:ISS, l.t'C'11Mitpim !'Ir\ hClll~ pl.itrmlf!i? "'<l:iJ
not subjo.:t tu cro,;s iamnin~. 'fl1cfl!. ii; 11vidi:nc,e
·'I'm:. JllllU!rcl sl1,iwin1;1 Ol!It, i11
mlcu~ bed 11ood. tC'C', c:,:rm illwrrc:ctly .!.li\d~ p11.11cnts !J;QII 15 JIJUI r,vcr fmrn
lhc l'it:u ;;tcp n( the :dl!tc. ;111clhl1d11tcir.y 1.1!!0!1 ibr ~luu1!1111lg nL'!C!I, lioo u:.cd a 11!mMIJ!ht
.ffl:Cllplllllt)I lllvDf" far C'hildnltt'.8 ihal l'W.i!ffled mtY aiillilble bed cmdll b.. IL-rod fur ..,,~
piilienL ·1n rw~a 01lidnm:~ U4) ,i<:ul:EHmrl.; ~~ u!'C k,.,,a~ m. ~ ,!l!,<:!NI[\! ~ill&)
Mll, mid am i,:~1y nnt m 1 ~ e . Tflts.eillrTo~ ~too in .11 rcp\frt li;\,m LCC's
~ Umt 11~11111.'!!,) loll! bed ~ 11.!IZ' fq'l.>Ti i,, ,;bo !ru:umisttint with Cbi!dn:n'.11

m

t-urronl m:pcr!CllCC

4. Tbc ev'illm~ lhi; ti:C{>J'(\ ,mawuut the Cciutk:llfo uf N«d ~}IXS!f'h!q~ lll:!iOllJl'
mlxr ~ ; tilllt fill QPlit::ml di..'t114m5lrll~· lbiit il blll. l~lll!:l'l'll r,f d ;;\11:: Jll'l;lpo~ li:-r
expl!llJi.i!ln: doc.1111'.ialt lhtil: I.he pi;i;i~s!ifc ,ru;y
u.,;e;;I r..,14,~ m~ J)!lVJII01 ll,Dli is
:pitlfJo:flY ~,,nqi;!.t pr,•,yide u ,PtoJc..'1 1im11li~ nnd !Jc!,jia :!hi! Pf(•Jecl withm two yc.i.r;r 0£.
r<:C(..'!'Yffl~ a C'mlfi~ of New. Cloascqumlly; ii '.llppau"' lh1<1 m1 upr,rt~ MU\dr i!<
n~sa~y b,:{nir Chit~ can im~c,:;;1d11Jly '.llppiy for 11 .c'm1if1e11i.-u1! Nc:!liif.
·

5., L'.hildn:m'~ WJI; ,UJ<'l\!/li 9 j,f'QJffled ~Tal~\IHdc.:nood fi.,r :ip:li:.r~t pt!dtaJJ!ir. .-Bro OYt;;f l1ti!
nc1.1 10 ye::i...s ~W'!iclmit 10 ,uppon 1M r.11:l,.itik.pa)l!llll .tlii.!al ~ r:t;y1Jc.<;;Jt!(I In
l'fOf'(''"t.l

M~

.

Tl,e c,\C'"i n:oi.,mmur,dcd 'l'!lu1liti011, I.bid :ippn,,111 ol' Mm~lllt ll.,i:, f~.mlt;; for U1~
w1rit1W1 p.flil.~1:1!! af del'et!.ipm<.-m bi: .:t:1t1miscm on 11 !IC111rillstnriioC1 f;lf'llero tly .C!lllldro'1-,
Mid l'CS!rlilWlS ~ of ~ wilhin the.. MIO pritn:mil?,I re, ih.1!.e J1.l'•Yll1ing ptdialnt
n.!!di¢af g;r,, CTr dirr:ct!y nJ.<11'tl,:l«Vic,.:i.. h. ~ropri~l,:, bd ;hbul,f be Inl111lcd 115 a
",lfmdihQO if U.f.Of\tP.iB: appmvcd.
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j

,\pltS, 101~
Cf JUW4-s..t!J,,~'• lf"'plW lUMI'
F ~ ~ ' ! ' ® ' t t ' - 1 ~ .,;.

7. The Code, lilm-nsJy disi:oJ.m1iCS axp;tmiun llf MIO b<Juodati~ 8id ~I!< filirUTl'D,111
include COn11!1,1.1\'ltR 1trea.~ ibld lll"CUl.!I CUlllJl&ct IP p<1!'.SibJ,e, wifum U!1;~inls of•iil:a~I.
awl pmpa1,y -mbip1 ,lfowi,'ffl:, the Code ltiSI' ~resses 1he
i;,
prom '!Le Hvob!Dl.y llJ18 vitllDty flf oiljil,:enl nl!rpborilood.;;. .As ~ e d in. flm
O~'a)!cp,:ll1, lbt:: liklf.Y tfitlfflt pf ~,mvi~;'!li!IC<lllt'Bging IID11adary o:pmon
b lo p!'OfOCC 1:Stll1'1:illhcu mdwlitil tielgl:lb1.1thood$ · ~ unresmune.! majw ~
w t ~ Uj.
~ .nt:mii;r ~ l . ~QUcL-t 11rt b ~
'b:.·
mpmwllfl ril ti'.le MlO ·il11UllC1lll)' to i ~ Ifie ~ i , mm. than they wpuld bi; by
~ Chllikm111 tt, !l«O'!llltf~ t•:•h ~~eel 11eed wirlifo c:ti~tin~

,~c:nt
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hc:fflfl(larie!L
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8. Cl1ilikm', 111b.1111i:o.l JMP. incl)l!ting ~~!l.ll.11;. Ile.Burl;!., Gilman Tmil on Lilli
1ifr.mJ11m ~ ~tilll:mt lltld !illume imprcift!mlfflbt ~ bttfh~ ofSn!ut,,P.oint Wnr.
wa dcv.-J.cpal. to· ~ilill plldiol ~piua fa, Uu: ai.ini6oiun 1¢.id.'l>r.; ~llpllri~!iuu
rtrtpactl a.si;m:tp!l'il;! witb Ci!.!,Vl Qi' .~ .i.Itmiativ~ Sllll.iic:d., ini;Jw:lmg tht itm,,:.H.l!J11l1"nn
:l\tll:!!:nmi""l" g
.
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9. Uni CAC'i.
w =lu~
bull 1!11:iu Mlli. :'£!lllll·t!tbll'
mt 111:iil!liborlttg ;m,~1:1 EO· ,11i,proprl~.. und ~twu!d bi! iriclll.llillll.
a:md.iliilfl
npprmi'!U, 'J"he llllligmiffll nf .dli.1!11.1 lfflPIICIS IS l!cl1i 11'\'Cd lh!l•u,h 1141lQ{lij-- l*Jllll
imd . ~ b;wl strot..1tlill!: ~ - a"!l:. Ulc 1!p!>l'lH1lll by. !Jf'O nt lllil:•·:lis~hi

Jlli~;

.

I ti, Tiil4 iu~ in foj oovmi:ir from Ifie ;!.S% E:OYL'r.lge' ..m,1~cd 111 tile 1111.l'Cl'l~g

libiµe.fmruJy mni? to St%. WJ 11mm.1n1 ~l\ir. t" lbc.4~.",ii.SU,i. cuv~ae 11lhiwed I" tn,1:
~~ 1,3 'lloll.ll at
will ~ I : ' ffm~;ty of rlevclopmml w I.be
C':hlli.lra\"' · ~ h11J 11111 [fl iffl
in lot coverage ww.

m;;JIHicd id th~ SettlmillJd Apwl!'IIL
11, Tl'K: &ttlcttlimt Agiccanc:ttl ptt1f1P~C':l ~ teduruon fri:,m 2,4 1mlhan 11q1u1n: iild. l<'
1.12.'i mlUiint . ~ squ:in fc:ct of dcvclop1n®I rue~. ur II reducti.in 1•f 275J!Otl ;.,JI.W'c
feet fin: n.,d:11~ llqµprt, r~1 ~n, ~lllt\tf Witlt tlie ~Uilitln of iJu, 15<1,UOO ,;qulln: feet
i;>f dcvcloplllc:nt. proJMIC{l
l ll1l1J;ll.llilin
115
Il..~,\!{)it .lliJWln: lce!
~ctea fmm.,.fii!lllllillinglLt't'lllitfid:lo. ltiiGftvr
111111 ubo\.!c
IIM hdt.W grouncl J)lllirjl!g lifi!:L~ ure.~ludod &wn.tni:UAl~!i!II bl gn,~ ffll~\Jt..-C
i,!
d-.'Vdopu1t,1Jt
·
.
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.. •
•

re~

l2,. E1i11lu..i.Q111

~m ~lffl.Q111.

('n.J., d~·tpttUh.: '1:9,ililil ""11icb !!
I apply ki 1ID&l~ IJimliy u,L,!,1fflSl:'~1 Wll!l,U
1~ 1h~ u11tk-rl;,nt! .mn' •·
;Si:M1b. thcnt -~umini>.r'.RP ~.r!i:11:d l",.i\R limiu u,
cxtlwiirui~ gcwcm1t111, thi;. .ir~lioadtm, ;1, ,iWcd in t11e Pm:ck>t·~ i 1tt~lllfou

'f'"lJlOilU b, ~ . . .

.. ··..

im, ler t.101
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AJITTI !i, ::!UI U
t'I' 1Dftl!M- Sa"1l~ O•'l<fml'• ta;,itnl MIMI'
l'lallinp ~~ o,u1 ~ - vlm>
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Chllt:l1eo'11 ruJB a.greed that 3 FAR of l .9 lo iillffici;..'ltt ttl meet i!ll dL'Yltlh>pmenl ,1~.
No dlllll!W ia }1/\ll WIU< h1c!uded \11 thr:, Slll1.lqmad Agl'almuol. As 1¥1· ptt•\i:!.iml& wen.!
ma.de ~ing. ilc melhod Pf-1~n otMR S.MC,lJ .-Sh.00'111.11 ww miienmftm11me116cif shun htl ~cu w~ dekmniningFAR
·
·

I•. Thi:: l!Jimninct" re«illllm:ndi:d tlllll M!O l,d~111.l)lt111ea;;m:ed im111 ~~• or fin•
gmde, whidu:!/1:r.11 luwe;1 11111e<.'!•nlm!llt: wilb SMC:i'J.!16.00tt n r1ow ,Oi'mnL'f!.:14.

All J>mperty line mnhlll!k!; pm~ m the M IMP fflOll mr 1:Krotll! the sctb-1£.ks
ri:qtiired m !he undctlfi41j!. zones. In itdditkm, the propom."d . ~ h:vel11dhildu! 1ln!
dellignccl I~ mlli&ll'la ~ ·hnpri~ v( adiiitioruil .~ght l:>ull.: and seal:: ~ultirig .mttn "11!c
MlMP. 't11l:l!le roem11'1.!1!, n!!mJ,!. Mlh lhr.i ~ l l1mdstapi+ul, hb'iJll\l =t.a.'lmtt~ n.;.d
fipCII lw"l)IIC!: pl1ll1. [lWYide ildllqWl(C flUfigltioa uf miigbt \!!\ill; lUld scitli.:, impl:IW r:,n
surrounding pa;rpt,rtic1t.
16. TI1oc
!he .,;u;1 ~midi, !1,1p]11:r 1<·ilb .1mw,ng liai:: 1r1:,11t:i1L ffliL"' rir
dc\·cloplbl.lllt In Um wcsl :.iilii:
the ~w: nnd s19plllg lt ffll:WJ1 the ·•lilc. will
ptw,1idc., .i ~nffi.;,crtt buffeF Jhr the ~ingle-fmni1 ~ n ~ n J u, Uie l'lll.~L

TI1e ;..,,u~ uf wbctht."!' tilt' forecast for f'M pc.,,k hOUr hi!Cil:grnnd U1J;•liI~1i!C'hldt'd 1n ibi:
mtfficid:lt lu 1.:,wcr 1tafii.: ~<."l'IOi::llfl!d b)• klloWll "pipdmt: pruj~ JI
<mil
1 l ! ~ br:i1dl)' iii !.he d-e,~!mJ 10 Mllt'·tl!l-Ol S(W ).
T1:1
;.unumiril'lll, the ;cc,,111 ~lwwll
Thl! bai:kgmw:id !rnllii;ifii)t«'l.~I
l!!Uffi~Y!il It> wv,,r
knc,wn "pipt!linc ll'rojecll,'' funf:let, Ml!!!lcr Olli! .li'mmft iipplic-llllon,
!l.dd!llQ!ffll
en,-in.,11!llfflltlll ~ wo1tld ~ r,eqw<:d f11r
pmjei.i wilhi11 Childrct1'~ ~
MlMP. Additi~ i1nl:igullm1 c:mt(d hie .roquirt:d ff II ,vct1:r !ll1PWII lmit '1 5hnrtfatJ in
.furecaSl lrutlic growth will likulylcad 1i1'~mlmkip.ated U.'m<Ipl:l!'ta1,ion impm:Jlll.
lrnffii; moo.;;:l
SEii A iSS\11;\

18, Allhuugh tlppNYl!l ttf:thc Ml\iP .IJ' 4ll(pmled IO:ri:::'lult rn >1gmfh:<-i1!d ~,Iv~ impl!CtB
on lrsffk:, 1bc rms
tut 11
1111rl fiO perccfll iroprvYCJnr.:111 m IB!YUI lirmi
m!lld be 11cl1icv.id iJll. • result of
~ c d iniffr..11tii,1:1 pn0k;11.1,'C:, rdllli\l'I!! lo i11ip;,,..""L"'
.-i lho\ll ..,r~h milfg.i1,,1n.

l I>. Allhwgb lbl:r('. c; .11ignl11W1ml Cl!llll:,c:m
"'=~ !leijJ.hl>orllin.tl grotlf)'jl
c:m111,cstio11 "" '"1oth Av.:011c: Non!t(!IIJ,t,
li'vi<knce irl lh.ll..1~ "\ht1,v:;. lhlii lhe tw,,
acce~s polo.ts pmpo~ for il1i~ stn:ct will uper,llc LOS C: urb!l'!l:tc;r. ,md ll:tlll mm·in&
ulltl .:,f the~· rtHin1t!l;IJJ1111d j'omt Wrl)' N~~t would !iegr;itk t:1iffic <>J>i:1~ IMl
lluu w1Cfllll. T1i:li CAC'~ ~llfil,~ 1o limil .
frnm ,IIJill, ,I, V"lllt Nul"1!i!:Jl~i Iii ,,111.1
entram::.:! sho11.ld mit b, indudod ii." 11 ron(l:i:lirin .. r .,~n'Mll
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26. SMC :!3 .6<1.1)2.5 'lll!IC< 'lhlll: 'Ilic. ntlanl of !ht< Mi.lj11r ~l!Oll M~ l'llUl ~ilrdl lit In
lmluui.z tbt, fiL'ciE of the M1tj,1r tnrtlhllffl!IS iO ~ , tiicilitio, ·ror too,,-Vl!l!Oll of ht'llltb
C11IO I}[ OUl!C.,\ll"ntl)I ~~ices with the 11ccd lo - ~ ltic 11r1p11CI. .. Majur fufiltuti1,111

r

dcvclopu:umt on surrounding nt:;1~blirhwi:hi,

2''1. CMmdl m'lcwmd the. pn,(l<!sed MIMP. n.wisro MIMI', ~ f.lS 1111jt ~,.Finni
EIS, too Ilearil:lg ~«·11 ~ml. ,111d .:lll1.'4dcrod !Jrni m:plll®i JQI ~l1111h1 ·from
a:ppelfanrs. h:11:hidtns the Slllllornea1 .#\1,,~L ll 'i~ 6,uncil) i~lllliiiw thet ti~
M!J.{P cmbodia an upproprfnle b!!lllr!lm Mi~= Chllildlll's nll!lt mt l1,ng..tcm1 gruwt ii
~ml th;, 1ict:d to l=en tile .lmp-,i;;,t ti! lllill'. ~'ll!llb 'Ul'f the ~urtolllli®.g commtntfty. and
:.hmltd ~ b~ 11p~ Ml
ll't"S. 111: 1hu:nd mc:lnldreti's !ilgnifiOIUll
oommi~ .1)ul P!Gl.ltdt! It .
I
1m1m1ging! the ~rlalit>n rmp~ 11)'
Wl,JII~ ..wl
whh impr,wing 1be Tmnsr,t,rt!d:ou ~tmeture 11t or nmr itf
Clli:lljll:llj 2J
,k,,<:il~t pw, th!lt 1-cn.~ lhc unpactll'of new l>tilldinp.s lhrri1;1gh
!l!llllfii:wu
tbe siting !.lf m..-w buildi!1~~ ll!ld lifllhtlnt1'>' on ~f e;,vera11,e: 3}
limlling the 111ui;.'ling ,mJ lo,amm of 111:w t>uildifil!" to ~w:i UIL1r Viilllll

m,

1UJTOUoding rr~1cs; .I) p~viding II ;.'(llriprch=,i~
~ lil:ltWLltk lo provuJc
rdicf !ium b,ilk .md i!1'1.tilc of ~~ w11tti: ·rro~1~ p!llilil'ffl" r«reiiUOU
oppt•rtumt,ci, r1,r lhe: =trus; nnd 5) 11 commiimQIL k:i iimdRCIIJlfflll th,11 erib11at:~ llll:
!:lllllp!l~

while shiclclmg ii ~pm l!,ijhburi11e~vtts

:18. The

(SMC Tltli:: 2.'.l I "1'!d ,iu~1w1uv,1 Sa'A policici;

the City's Ccimprcli,.,m;il"c, Phm

25JIS)

A!i q

h~ (.it n,,tie<W

Ii

111 ).tJCcilic (-0mprchtirisive t'loo poli~ 1di..111!Iwd m
~ orilinllflc,;_;;;. nail:lmn.rwllidt mcludc puhcl~ roh111..,J 10 lb1c '"urbllll
.runtc:gy
~bt.d mlJull Pllll'I. ·n...,,cf~ the Qtun.:il ll!W i>Ulhorit}' (;.; ~
poH,k,• ll!
a basis for illl.ih::ci!>io,i wlltd,c"t'lu.!l~the,-po~oo Mll\.U'.

J:ll'l)pmai MJMP

:!<i. The
has;;~~ ll1id record gf'JlUl!lk rartii.ipPtivti
intludt!.<i !ht: f'Jltt l!f
the CJtt,,..m·~ AdVtJil/1'}: C1,~ce ,mil the pro~ ltmt wllow1:d the g,...111cnl p,,\!l{c
~ ' l f l m•111
imfbl] me<l!"111n up thrr)u!!.h wv.:1 inelwJi1111 !be Hl!:lrio1,;
Exlllllincr's hearin~ ® tl',ri fi11.1±l '.\11MI' ~11d final El.S'" (:oima1 t:oni:111de., tillll Lhfi
pn,,ess wu., &it, ihort'l.lgb, llmughtful. ,folil:,erlllhl' and &i!ilsnm '"
ii l:,r1hincc
br:.1wccn the ;;tatld plM1 ilim,ile,J 'by Lhildw!t'·" in lhdt M!MP
1..,1rtt'<m5
expressed ht mi!mh.:r. th~~;m1mnu'1f.

,,f

JO, 11:u:, Cooolil tnk~ rmtke rrf lb~ F ~ 5, 21JI O Sculemllllt 1'1:11meu11ml tbm -~
p,l't1\idcd i11.lhe C-0mi.l;ii! ii» pm1
ffl'.'Jl:Llill~tlt h1:ard hy Cumx:il on Prbnu1ry' Ir,},
;.Dl tl, 11111
~'i:l111af'llllll C'hiltlii!D'~ run1 !ho !£C hl1\Jt .:vJ11.,l11def an ll~IIPI
l:fflltemini th.: ~1:ii!JIC of phys.i,CJII dcvtk•pmr.:nt 111 t-~i.:pmg wiftr Tlie fm,:111
Ihi.; l!U'lflmn,11.
st"Ctli'.111 in SMC 2:3..69.025,

,,r
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Cl' 1081~ - Scatlk o,ililnon'• ll. .iJ,I MIID
f~l:'-ll!P.lMo._"'1~ "q,a
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DECISION

MIMP<X>NDl'fiONS
As II mtuin:mmt ftir approval of the t'bildnl!'l'.s M!MP, GmJdmt' i 11ball
ful.lBWttlg i.'!Ob~
.

~Ir wil111h.:i
.

L Tnlll:1 ~11Jll'PCP!: i;m . . ~,liqg apd ~am:lci~~hall m•t ea~l?~\ZS,OQ!II
fi:ct. tt4\td:1111i, ~11:.·~ h¢Jnw gmde ~ J llllli moftop ~<m
c:quipm:nl.
w ·
BfOI.'! ',i(JUIU'C

nu,. Flo.or Ate11 Ratio tpAR1 for the Cllpilllikd aunpmi, !dm:il nut <ixcool 1.9, ci,:,.:lu.lmg
below gtaltc ~ i l l ..flcior nn;a, hclow-gr11de l,'llllkj11.i,: lltl'ut:ll.11:1:11
wolkil'
~ c a l ~i.lril
3. N~ more" flum 20% (If tlu: ~.·.ea within Ure MlO, ~,;imalc!y :lM,~ ~lllltil\i
fa:t. Jilli)' inclulkl ilml.1.Un:!1 lhut ~ 'ltl fei:t. in h~. No mon.; lhan I D% ..r ille Yittiil.
ma wilfwi \be MJO, lilppn,i.i11111tcly 142,5116~,o .ff:t111, nrny mdud.i :1!ru!:turcs that
!Ill~
jl!Cljll height No !ltrn"111te ~ the J<,110 ~!I t..'?:~ 140
iu t1eigllL
$1.lllidmg~~Ciil
i;quiJU11C!ll
;;,,',<
,,,
"
4. MIO Jietpll! lfl.)D.[l be ml':Ulirt:n ln ~~ .11;i1h S.Mr 21,:116.~lll<• q now ot
hereafter amended.

!i. ~ · s ¥;hl1U l!ll'.D\Wi Sectiun lV.D.1 oHhe Mi~U.TJ'llll\ lo 11ct<l 11]'pet !evcl tttlllw.:t:.
!10 fret cliq!, 11ppUl.'l<i 11., pt,liifllt$ i'tf buildings hij1hm- lhdn;SO ftet. olon~ lhc wcsttm ~

of lb.I? ~~·,1.111~, ·
• file,~ a . .
N ~ tn 'l'lmny Dm1:.
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Avcnur,, Nt1rthe111n lmln
011 S,!!Jd

·~ :;o 1ee1 lkqi

~ 1 Wily Nruthi:wnsoull:l

\Vnr 1n1m
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6. Chlld!<:u's shall amend
lV,DJ, s!lillJL. Musiet (lllffl Ft~ ,~o. '•l'n:lpnli;;d
Stru..~$.itoocls~." (>1 mcrea.,c the ~!h ~ · 1 0 'TS lwt 1Jfoag th.: cntinr Nmt1icus1

4s'i' S~'h!iindiltY
7, C.:ll1ld11111r's 1ilulh1mend ~J«idV.(~l.?1lilhc Ma..<lcr !1111111u ~rusly prohibit ubr>lM·
gotmd d1..'Vffloplllml w:!IJlin

~;:tl,m:;k~ .1!5 !ib<IW!l <!ti
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SO.•·CXC.Cp( !Ill
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Ai,ril 5, :!1!111
CJ' ~8'1- S...1,11!'.CJIIIJrai,d~l2ltMIIIJ*
v.,,..;"11' c.-i...,,.,..on,i ll<ocilli,., v!llil

19, &fare 01ildmi'R . m11y 1~ivc a tl:;:npt>ralJ')' or pcmiilMDI Certificate of OC<Jup110:;y
for ;my iltru(:lun: lbal,. i~ includctl in 11ny phase ul' pro~·lt,vidi>ptm:111 tl:~1'1:d t1ll
p,ig,; 66 nr itllil MJMP, Dl''D muiit finJ !hilt C'ln1dl'dl'111. t.f ~ !litlu:r e11 tll4
fuHuwiug opU1:11,1;
11.

Thill Cnidrmi'11.1ml; f.c.hmittcd W1 upplication fur c MOP
the- l:'tJll!lmctlQn
flf Ollll\par;1bl; br,u.'lfng, " di:fiuf.'l;i b.ilnw. in t1.'f'lllllllmcm o! lh,: !!Ullling
demol~hed · a t ~ Tmiuw. In th£' ,:,,m mm Chftd:n:11', will ~
more tl,an vne OOU.tdn!! pmJm::I to ful!ill lhe lu>w;ing rep!l!Ct."!nmn~
llu:u Cbilw-on', mus! lavu "f'Pltoo fror ,r MllP for !h,;< ~ · ~

which lj!llUI .lw;ilu4c mi fr;wllT than 68 hull~ Ul:lt\5, A
MU!' 11pplici,ilim11:n1a~t b~ n1omi1ted i;lr .ill Qf ttlc.! llfflllfflUllg; n,plallemWt umlil

rqilam,'1'111.'flt project

l:icftm: a temporary or pi::mumtllll ecn:H1est1:1 .,f oec1.1p,n1cy may hll!·i""''""'
om)! p;ajQ',t rurthor:i:7.cd in P ~ 2;.4 of lhe MIMt', Thc ]¥1:Ul' Eippli1r111im1(~)
fbr lhc tq,.1:a,;cmtnl ~ p!lljooJ.C:;i) Ill~,~ inDlillhl '!Jffl:i!!cl;; 111111 were thi=
~ ;;,f II MUP applicitffi,n ~lf!llll to DrO 1;,efon,.Cm!rieil 4pprovlll <c1f
rl1e MtMP. Chfll!ri.-n'11
~.0.t)'
help imuite the n:,pln.~mctl
llRliillj;.:r-.,quinidJ,y 1!.w;; t:ml<Urivn. In,! may 111:11 Cl"l:QIVII
m fulfillmi.'111. o(
the hou.,mg rq!h,teml!llt n::q1,1111:111mu
lh11I ~,ro..,11 <1f U1~ huu1<i1t.!!.
ti::plaQ111J1ent ~ th.at is. fi1:1anccd b:y City fuoo;;. City !mids lllcl11cl.:- lmllSi.ng
j""'Y r1:1nd.s.
i1nds ,,r !kll1d~ recelvoo. Ul'lddr
11.:iu.~ittg 8iilllli;

pro vis:inn,
Thnl C'hildr..:n'~ hu tliher l) paid lhi: Cily of Soouh: SI0.'}20J.XJO lo
the oonstrui:utm of t:mnpuntbli: n:pl11cemcn1 housing or l) f!JIW
Sea1tl;,
lillllilualro coJit vf coru.lrn.:~ tb wmparal:ilt:.:rqila!IZIDIII!\
bolls:lilg, :1111 dr1.1i:m1med hy PPO llllll tllt om~ qf' 1.10~& lti ·~il'llfi
1hi:. cnimu.ll'd co,t, Dl'D :md Ole ~ lim!llmg shall o:mislder al loi.st Iwo
dt:VliklJfflM!ll! ptll<-fornm, prqmrt11l b:< in<liridWill!-) wiQt
c~r,mi11e m l't'lll . ~ , ii1111111:.1n1 .i:ir. "'~e:111, :md 11d1mt11od
Clnldn:o's. Dl'lJ .irnl 1heiQfti:oc;'Clfamtillmt;tJ itdtami.rw:tiM
.istiniul<-'d
.::t:1!11 l.!i final m.d nm
m
~ ]:11tid,
City il!lds;r tin~
11p1inn h ~null he
tl1e co11sti,l~ao
n;plm::emcin
housin.¥-, "'
11uhJ¢'L'l
Cons,1li,.la1~,J l'llm
11rid C<•m1Ju111i!y D ·
Ho!.l!i'mg Levy AMIUi!ll'iilU\'e: ;uul ('im1.m111l
.. Ptan
City helps
the n:!r>locfflltmf hm;:;;in~.

m

i:

(,f T.llc c:ii y',5.
-.! {\,., C11y's
•

,u ilic liml'

!me

I

I
q

I

Fm ~"of:lml mnditim l!1. illl:!uampim\b1c ~cr.inml ho1.1singtl1Ullt~e;t

di!!

fo1JMWrll: ~ l l l l l l t
I} l'rovidi: 11 mimmtllll or 13<• turuJlill& ~
Z) f'roviile ng fewer tb1111 lht n ~ ~fa ll!1d 3 bcdmom
L1111rt1mt 'temiee devdop11m11;

tml!S

Ill

fl:lc

11 Cootamllo k.'!li I.tum 106.53~ ~!ilq'tlllR tOC'I.;
4} ·11ie gcnlml1 ~ality of oiru;ttsl.ii.111 slt!lll Im of l.'C3Uai ur ~ l i r quality llm1 the

·s.1

1mlu. in I11e ~ ! l n Tcmicc GIIV~I: 11nrl

The r q i l ~ 1«,11r.ill& li!Jl·btf.'fucmoo ~ithm N o ~ ~ Nmfhci.st
S~e·u. ~ Q)'·W~
the w~l. Slll!l;:lt:il\li'OJ
m the Mlltll,
tim: w-.pMiio,th1:1 ~\.JjiDIL:h<tCity bnwd1'l'.Y .1i, ~~"

20. C'Jli~"\s:,,-!f dei.,:lop ·II. ~5~i:tlun Mnnnge.nc:11 l'lllli [CMPff<ir miew mm
cooimQ ))' thi> SAC pritv ~.11:i* ilppmvw ,,r litl.J .~~ ar ptKC11fa1? pruj~ di~c~ .
m lliv M:.ll!f Pim. T'hc CM1 mu:91 be llpdatoo l4t 011:1 . c of llite-llpel,ifie 5131' A :revi1'!W
lb, Clld\t,lunQd in ('lll~1rlAI p~ldidmti fil.'d ln !be MtMP; 'J"m: Q;IP $hall ·~ d,:signM"
t,1 mitipkt lmplldS or all pi11u1aoo i=ml p1111mtial proj1:1Gls ·mu!. 5Jmll im.lflde mitig,il,ng
IJltlllS.llfllll to 11ddr11a I.be fro! IaWingi

Coni:tmd:ion llllpllds i!tle' In mus,:;
b. Mitlg,Uim or traffic, tt~re,,ortilCltllf dntJ f'llfking fnJPl'!,w, an anflrhu.~ ill1!I

A.

muro1111dl11g n c i ~ " .

.

r.: MitipliOO Pf lnlp!ICt.~ \111 tbe ~llll'!nan !!Clwflrk
d.. Miflgation of~,. if lffllfC 1111111 ;lJ.lle of ilii:i rm,Jocis 1iuilioucl, IP lhu M1tlilm:' Plun
l'Jfl;: l,lrl;ht' ~

=~ .

9£<1lugy
12, 1·0 mininm:e I.he JJ11)11lllility tlf !nldottg 11c;!J. frm111fa: sit.:, t'luldl'.m'a i&imll .:~~al
ll!; tolllffldla \Mlllh the 'llf:b.ls ,udi P~Jll,,'1.' o f ~ miilo!l1er ~dltii!l~~

. .

c

l'ill' wld 1.1mtrcl thl:.t111!111m1:111.Jmh:1~ ,,,.,.lcr using i.~iln ~lrt>.l mt'l:lrt>1l, !)fat
as Cit:, ,of~tUt ~ml KingCtlUfitl'~ tllllUIIJJllfflC:ltl pmcl~
~111.'!ll1,11;lion t,rnjt*'
S u d [ ~ bt):ludc I.he ~t,f :ffilimL-ilt ~ 1ih1:d1 dau1s, ~u1hfJi~ <:i:dl!MOO$ lo !~
e<111!1111Jllllind~I~ ~rosi1ir1 ooqtro1 tDbrt..: nm,"Q~hlliticn., .iml u\ti..,cuntnil

.-r"to:ritii:in

· ·

"'""' ,.10111
1:.1" - - - - - ~ - . J"-'>! "'1 "'''

~~--1~'1'1"*

:.i

Cmldm1/1 slwl ._.,_

~nqp:

Ail' QmtUtv.
demutitiQll ol Jhe W:illrni; }mtlliffll!! uniu m UUJJ'l:i- la1111::~, Cltildrt:n'lll
phm 1,, p!i!lf'llllt

p.1!11111, M m;ba;!n, =id l\OJ!d •un•,:)j ~ J~e1,or .llR
ff!l,_llil imo lhc mmu.i.ph.:rr 11111111...
\\.1d;arnliil!".

f'!'t>i«:r

2(,_ 011rin!!; rumuwiou. Clnliht,i'i 11111111-11 wl , t s ~ •Pffl')' ~ •ii!J.
and lkbril..uh wiib or.._
1 1 1 ~ m ,mi.al' dwil (1!1Wnli'1 !lid mor.i:,;,r
ttl.li.lk ~ llOO
lfflllfit:1$.
11 r:1111.trai·,, ,;halJ :i.i•,bltb!,r au utr1!'1111d.ln!iffit:,.~,-·
o.ludl ,hroct con1tnn1t!u11
i:Sltlbtl"1hcd kml!l~.

41i;J

haul rout..,.., ~m.l

it

::'.K l"hildren'.'I ~hall !l~h<>tlufo di:h\•ery ,;if 1iill.!llliilJ.11 tr,;wprn:t;z,I
~Vtll• .oea minmulll::.
dMI big p,:1ll1'; !Jll'1el iinu,,. .,,. 14•1111Cl~t
wiO miniiniz" "i.-.iii,rl tW q,ialdy
nlh,:i-;,,-Ullef •-n

:!'i 01ddn.:n"'.f 1<htH ~ !hol 11-. ,;,<11t1~ .-llll~· apoRllt 11,'P""'cJ"'r.1 \'lltiuiilnllb

..rvt....i"".
Altlillld ndlr,.rut c,•U::.trUCw;li!I lftnJ. C1uldiim's ~ball im,talt ~ tning,, w1lh
JIIJIIDW!lB:ilt 111mi.:il ~1<.'flt uf ,l.cbn~ dwing hi:lic.,plcr i111•il ifl~

i';lnii,,;
11 f'f'rn,tructimi will ;;;;;,.;:w, prun,11iJyd1:1:ra1g 1>-01H1o!iduy ,,,tekdll!,111 ~ r:flO !Bll
fdlll p,n, «.-modifu,d hy i. C~ ! m i ;;.:,,isa .Mm11pi;;:111 f'h,r,.
PPD a,

,.....r111111:ijm-~:ific ""1'•'>'£11'.1\m!Jtl .......~.
lJ. t1111d!T!'l·~ will

£!1·•'\.•!IU!?«Oilli!llidllll<lllOllla,;<1i,:H

lltl!l

IPUd. Olildmi'• lba!I ,di~ ~iapy
avoid nctJiibmh,,.;id 1crnilh,1J1 ,,.1:,1,!,c~ l:f ~ih!e.
t,(' S'"'l!:1111:.1.ll;

H. ht1p1Jd .urlvmlil ;;h<!ll be ll'liltNed
lill \'1:1 ~n; IJU!llclJ:r J11lcrnwj11Uli
,,11n11U1Jc ll!llle
he rl1;1-,illlll
a w,;y
11..'1:1..•wt'ld in the =•m<finJI' ,v,t11111011ll;i is nn gr~
llll:<k'll ,m " prc11:,1.1 ,,r ,mbi(:!ll oois,c- l='rlo ..,id " ' ~ mnl!III naiR' mtlmti,._l,l I" I>,;; u111.iudtd by
OriMrm',_
14i.

1,0

